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FOREWORD

The clash of ideologies in world affairs has its counterpart in
several domains of scientific thought. The two main theories

of light-emission and wave-theory have fought their battles

throughout many generations of scientists with varying success,

new experimental facts turning the scale now in one direction

and now in another
; and at the present moment, one does not

expect a decision on the issue but rather hopes for some new
point of view which will reconcile the amazing and ever increas-

ing number of new observations. The mathematician is apt to

regard the matter as a conflict between ordinary and partial

differential equations, Hamilton succeeding Lagrange, Schrodinger
succeeding Bohr.

In electrodynamics the action-at-a-distance formulae (which
after all is an emission idea) of Ampere and his followers were
succeeded by Maxwell's mathematical formulation of Faraday's
views of the aether. The coming of the electron and the Lienard-
Schwartzschild force-function bring us back again to action-at-a-

distance, to what the author calls propagated far-action. How
much of Maxwell remains ? His displacement-current in free

space is now well known to be only a means of transforming an
equation of Poisson's type to the general equation of wave-
propagation. His electric stresses in free space have disappeared.

Not everyone will agree with the author's estimate of Ritz ;

but everyone will agree with the elegance of his electrodynamic

formula. Everything that Ritz has written in his short life is

worth study, and the author deserves credit for bringing to light

again his formulae. Ritz and Einstein are direct opposites.

0. The theory of special relativity, by its very nature, can add

^ nothing to our electrodynamical knowledge. A neglect of this

-s fact has led to much loose reasoning ; and the author has un-

Cj doubtedly succeeded in finding many unjustified deductions.
v' especially in attempted extrapolation to electronic phenomena.
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In a world which depends so much on electricity, it is rather

startling to find that there is not yet agreement on electric units

and on the basic relationship of quantities such as permeability

to mass, length and time. The author goes very thoroughly into

this matter and his substitution of ' measure-ratios ' instead of
' dimensions ' clears up a lot of difficulties.

The classical theory of electricity still remains the inspiration,

if only by its symbols, ofmuch modern speculation. The appear-

ance of this book, which shows what the classical theory is and
what it rests on, is opportune. But it is more than a review of

existing knowledge, it is a courageous attempt at reconstruc-

tion ; and if we do not always agree with the writer, he certainly

makes us reflect. I recommend this book to every serious student
of Electromagnetics.

Arthur W. Conway.



PREFACE

This book is intended to be an essay in constructive criticism.

Existing expositions are freely criticised without regard for

authority, which should find no place in science. The arguments
here urged are not put forward dogmatically, but rather for the

purpose of awakening teachers from their ' dogmatic slumber.'

Counter-arguments will be welcomed by the author, but he pro-

poses to pay no attention to mere contradiction on the part of

the ' orthodox.' As originally planned, the work included a

detailed criticism of the theory known as Relativity. But the

material became so bulky that publication of this latter portion

has been deferred.

In order to forewarn the reader and to facilitate the critic, the

main theses are summarised as follows : .

• (1) The history of electromagnetic theory is rewritten. It is

maintained that Maxwell's views, which were logically stated by
Helmholtz and Duhem, are really off the main line of develop-

ment. The ideas of Gauss and Weber are vindicated ; the pro-

posals of Lorenz and Biemann are claimed to supersede Maxwell's

displacement-current.

(2) In particular, the synthetic statement of the accepted
' classical ' electromagnetic theory is shown to be the force-

formula published in 1898 by Lienard, who is still alive and active.

(3) But it is also shown that the universally ignored alternative

formula proposed by Bitz in 1908 is equally, and even more,

successful. The interest of this formula is that it is really and

radically relativist—in the proper acceptation of that much-

abused word. Even if Bitz's theory is not accepted, it has at

least the merit of proving the unsoundness of most of the

arguments adduced in favour of the prevalent view.

(4) Einstein's use of Voigt's transformation, generally known

as the special theory of relativity, is subjected to fundamental

criticisms ; that is, as regards electromagnetics, for it is proposed
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to treat optics subsequently. In particular, Lorentz 's ' local time

'

and Minkowski's ' space-time ' are rejected.

(5) Contemporary discussion of ' the aether ' is declared to be

a mere logomachy, a waste of time. An important distinction

is urged between the quantitative equations of physics and the
' discourse ' of physicists.

(6) An elementary but radical exposition of the meaning of

the symbols of physics is worked out. This is shown to have

many practical and even philosophical consequences. It implies

the rejection of Bergson's view of duration, of Bridgman's opera-

tional theory, and of Eddington's ' bundles of pointer-readings.'

In fact, an attempt is made to sweep idealism and pseudo-
mysticism completely out of physics ; it is held that physical

science is incapable of solving any philosophical problem. •-.
:.

(7) The question of units and ' dimensions,' still the subject of-

controversy in scientific periodicals and of votes at International
Congresses, is treated in a simple but revolutionary, manner.
It is claimed that thereby an end is put to barren discussions

which have now lasted over fifty years, and that there is

no further excuse for electrotechnologists to continue talking
nonsense. ; .'•

I wish to thank the National University of Ireland and the
Cork University Press for making liberal grants towards the cost
of publication. .-i-. >•'.,..
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CHAPTER I

Mathematical '

1. Vectors. .

A general elementary
' knowledge of vector analysis is pre-

supposed. The object of this chapter is to explain the notation
employed, to collect some of the more important formulae which
are required, and to prove some purely mathematical theorems
beforehand so that the ensuing

,
physical arguments may be

clarified by being separated from difficulties which are merely
analytical.

A vector is denoted by a in Clarendon type, its rectangular
components by ax , a

v , as . The scalar product of two vectors

Z&j&j. is denoted by ab or, where ambiguity might arise, by (ab)

or <Sab. The vector product, ab sin (06) perpendicular to a and
b (the axes being right-handed), is usually denoted by a x b.

But here it will be denoted by Fab, this notation of Hamilton
being much easier to read. H i, j, k denote unit vectors along
the axes

Also

Fab =

(aFbc)or/SaFbc =

J

and hence may be written (abc).

It is easily verified that

FaH>c = b(ac) c(ab).
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The vector operator V or (3/3*, 3j3y, d/3z) is called grad. The

scalar operator SV is called div, so that

div a = "Zdajlx.

The vector operator FV is called curl,1 so that

i j kM J

3x dy dz

ax a
y

o2

If div a=0, a is said to be a circuital vector; it can be ex-

pressed as a = curl b (see p. 16). If curl a = 0, a is said to be an

irrotational vector a and can be expressed as a= grad <p (see p. 15).

A scalar or vector function satisfying V2 = is called harmonic.

We proceed to enumerate a few elementary formulae which

will be required subsequently. We have

V„(ab) = (bV)a + Vb curl a, .

V6
(ab) = (aV)b + Fa curl b,

where V„ means that during the operation b is regarded as

constant, and (bV) is the operator ~Lbx3j3x. Adding, we obtain

V(ab) = (aV)b + (bV)a + Fa curl b + Vb curl a. (1.1a)

This formula will be required in connection with two vectors

A and v (velocity), where v = u -f For, u and to being constant,

so that

curl v = curl Fur = 2co.

This can be verified at once by taking the a;-component

3vt 3va d I

.

\ 3

I

\

Ty ~Tz
=

Jy[
% + ** ~ "»V

~ JZ {
U
« + "-* ~ ^)

= 2ux .

Also (AV)v = FtoA, for

VAt
dx) Vx + ""* ~ ^y) = A

'u» - A*<*>-

Now
VA (vA) = (vV)A + Fv curl A, (1.2)

1 The term is due to Maxwell ; in French and German books it is usually called
rot. Already in 1839 MacCullagh (p. 149) showed that curl is oogredient with
(*. V. ')

' It is usually called lamellar or laminar.
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and

V(vA) - (vV)A + VuA (1.2a)

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.6)

V„(vA) = (AV)v+FAcurlv
= FtoA + 2FAu
= - 7uA.

Adding, we have

Vv curl A =

If <p is a scalar 2*

curl [9a] = 9 curl a + F[Vcp . a].

Similarly

div (<pa) = <p div a + (aV<p).

The following are also required :

div Fab = b curl a — a curl b.

curl Fab = (bV)a - (aV)b - b div a + a div b
VSVa= FVFVa + V2a

i.e. V div a = curl (curl a) + V 2a.

This formula can be remembered in the symbolical form

curl2 + grad2 = grad div, (1.7)

where grad2
is the scalar operator V2 (' Laplacian ') or Z92 /3z2 ,

and curl2 stands for curl curl. Readers of Maxwell should note

that he uses V2 for - Z32/3:c2 .

We shall require the rate of change of

a vector due to 'rotating axes.' The
angular velocity is conveniently regarded

as a vector co drawn in a right-handed

manner along the axis (Fig. 1). In time

dt the vector OP becomes OP', and the

change PP' is the vector sum of the

change PQ = Sr due to the infinitesimal

rotation and QP' = 3r due to the temporal

variation in the vector apart from the

rotation. It is obvious from the figure

that Sr = r sin (tor) x <s>dt and its direc-

tion is perpendicular to 10 and r, i.e. Sr =
dtVotr. Hence the total rate of change is given by the formula

d(dt = djdt + Vo>. (1.7a)

a The brackets are inserted merely for convenience. The vector produot of

V^ and a may be thus written ; or it may be denoted by F(V# • a), since there is

no danger of misinterpreting the round brackets to represent a scalar product.

Likewise the vector produot of a and b + c may be written F(a, b + c).

Fig. J.
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In the present case

dr/dt = dr/dt + Voir

or v = f+JW. (1.7b)

The acceleration is given by

f = dv/dt

= {d/8t + Voj) (f + Fwr)
= f + Fcbr + 2Fcof + FoFtor (1.7o)

If o> is constant, this becomes

f=f + 2Fu)f + io(ior)-tosr (1.7d)

There is another distinction in the meaning of differentiation

which will also be required. Let / be any function pertaining

to any particular moving particle. Let dfjdt denote its rate of

change as the particle moves about ; whereas df/dt will mean
the local rate of change with the time. That is, the former
denotes the time-rate of change of /, following the individual

history of the particle, while the latter denotes the time-rate of
change at a fixed point of space (at a point given relatively

to the reference-frame and not participating in the motion).

We have

dl.
dt

Or, more succinctly,

djdt=djdt+(\V). (1.7e)

dt. dx dt'

2. Stokes.

Consider the line-integral

./=jVds)=j;

Fig. 2.

between the fixed terminal points P and Q (Fig. 2), which in
general depends on the form of the path PQ. Here sx = dx/ds.
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etc., so that s is a unit vector along ds. As we pass from one
path to a neighbouring one, the variation in the integral is

= \dsZAJSx,

on integrating by parts (the terminals being fixed), where

Now

Hence

A Zilx du du, d

i-.™-*4?

A - 9 (^> 3M • (
du

*
du

'\

or A = Vs curl u.

Therefore

BJ = J£fc(SrTscurlu)

.
.

= |(8rFdscurlu) ,

= |(curludS),

where dS = FSrds is the directed element of area, and the

integral is taken over the strip between the two paths.

Hence

= (curl udS) over the whole area.

But the left-hand side is the line-integral over the closed path

forming the contour of S, the direction being given by the arrows

in the figure and the direction of dS being related positively (in

a right-handed manner) to this direction of circulation. That is,

(j)(uds) = f (curl udS) (1.8)

or, as we may express it : the circulation (line-integral) of a
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vector is the flux (surface integral) of its curl. This is Stokes's

theorem.8

If u is an irrotational vector (curl u = 0), we have m(uds) = 0.

That is, u = V<p, the grad of a scalar point-function.

Using the notations dS = ndS, i.e. n is the unit positive normal

or n=(Z, m, n), where I, m, n are the direction-cosines of the

positive normal,* we may express Stokes's theorem in the form 1 1

(J)
(uds) = \dS (n curl u)

or in the form

It may also he expressed as follows :

(Mdsu = I;SFVu . dS

SFdSV.u. -.

And the following generalisation can be proved :

<j)J(ds).u = fiXFdSVJ.u.

We are concerned only with two simple cases which can easily
be proved. Let a be a constant vector and <p any scalar so that
curl (<pa) = F(V<pa) by 1.3. Then by Stokes

©((pads) =
j
[curl faaJdS]

= [(dS . FV9a)

= [(aFdSV<p).

• Set by Stokes in a Cambridge examination paper in 1854. It seems to have
been first enunoiated by Kelvin in 1850—Larmor in Stokes, Math, and Phys.
Papers, 6 (1905), 320. It was implioitly employed by Ampere. It was explicitly
published by H. Hankel, Zur attg. Theorie der Bewegung der Flussigkeiten,
GSttingen, 1861, p. 35. An elementary proof is given in A. Buhl, Glomitriz el
analyse de, integrate, double,, Paris, 1920, p. 5. On the strict mathematical
proof see Kellog, pp. 89, 121 ; W. H. Young, PLMS 24 (1920) 21 ; A. Carr,PM 4 (1927) 449.

« There is really no danger of confusion between the unit-normal n (or differen-
faation along the normal «/»n) and the s-direction-cosine n.
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Therefore

7

(L>ds = JFdSV.<p. (i,9)

Again, the z-component of m Fuds is

; . j

.

<P(«yfc - ufiy)

— circulation of (0, — uz , uu)

= flux of (*fc + *&-. _ ?Sr _ ?M
. i.i \Sy dz',., Sx' dx)

...--MBft-(4+-ft+-S)]

(pFuds = fdS| n div u - grad (nu)l, (1.10)

>s not operate on n.

(DFuds = - \dS grad (nu). (1.10a)

Hence

where the grad does not operate on n\

Or, if div u =

3. Green. •,'.-.'

We shall assume Green's theorem, 5 which can be expressed

as follows :

1 [(udS) = [uJS = [div u . d-: (1.11)

or

-3ux .

<a* ."

or the flux of a vector is the vol (volume-integral) of its div.

Here n (I, m, n) is the outward normal to the element of the

surface 8 bounding the volume t.

The following deductions may be made from this theorem :

(1) Putting ux = dcpjdx, w„ = uz
'= 0, we have

Jfr'-H-'
• For a rigid proof see Kellogg, pp. 84, 113. A criticism of the visual proof ia

given by A. Carr, PM 4 (1927) 449.
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(1.12)

(1.12a)

= LziidS

— \ntpdS

(2) Putting u = ipA and using (1.4),

[<?A ndS = [#rfo> div A + (AV<p)].

Assuming that the surface-integral vanishes at infinity, we deduce

](AB)<2t=0 , (1.13)

as '

provided A is circuital (div A = 0) and B (= V<p) is irrotational

(curlB = 0).

(3) Putting u = <pVifi, we have
;

(p(nVi|<)<iS = (W div (9V+)

= Lv^t + [(V?V<|/)<2t.

Hence

Similarly

Therefore
.

[(VyVtyd? = L{nVty)dS-
[(?V

24-)dT.

[(V|V(p)(iT = [i|;(nV9)AS -
J(<!<V

s
9)<Zt.

(1.14)

Put <|> = 1/r so that V2
<p = in the region bounded by the surface

S and by the infinitesimal sphere R (radius e) surrounding the
origin (Fig. 3a). On R we have dS = e2io> where dv> is the
solid angle subtended at the origin, and

dn

d_ 1

dr r
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Hence the surface integral on E, on which 3<p/3re is assumed to
be finite, is

J(H£)^-^o.
where <p is the value of <p at 0. Hence

''."---j^-M'KHa) "->
Or ... ,. ,

Thus any function with sufficient differentiability can be
expressed as a Newtonian
potential function, i.e. as

the sum of potentials due
to a volume-distribution

and to a singlet and
doublet distribution on
the boundary.

Taking the region to

be bounded by S, R
and an infinite sphere S
(Fig. 3b), the normal n
out of the region is now FlK- 3 -

into 8. We have the same result as before, provided the surface-

integral over S vanishes. This is true provided

I <fdui —> 0, i.e. <p vanishes to the first order

rU^ifci —>• 0, i.e. V<p vanishes to the second order.

and

Such a function may be called regular at infinity, i.e. r<p and
rsV<p are bounded in absolute value for any sufficiently large r.

It follows that any function <p, uniform and continuous outside

a closed surface (or surfaces) S and regular at infinity, is com-
pletely determined at every point if we know (1) V2

<p at every

point and (2) <p and dtp/dn, on the surface (or surfaces) S.

In particular, if there is no surface S and if the surface-integral

over 2 vanishes in the limit, <p„ = lixp/r, where 4rcp -f V2
<p= at
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the volume-point P, and of course 4rcp = — V2? at 0. This is

called Poisson's equation. Changing the notation, we can write it 6"

4rop = -Vj[<£T<p/r. (1.15a)

Assume that the origin is inside S and the region of integration

extends from S to S at infinity, the surface-integral vanishing over

2. Then, putting i|i = l/r= y so that V2
<{i = in (1.14), we have

[(<f,dp/dn - p3<f,/8n)dS = - [tfrpVty (1.16)

where ;p stands for 1/r.

It is clear that (1.15) and (1.16) hold also for a vector-field.

Hence

[rftpV»u+ \dS(uBpldn-pduldn) (1.16a) .

is zero or — 4itu according as the origin lies outside or inside

the region of integration.

Suppose now that <p and V<p are discontinuous on a certain

surface S. We must exclude this surface from the region of .

integration by enclosing it in a barrier ; we can then apply (1.15)

provided we include in the boundary the two sides of the surface

8. It is convenient, too, to draw the normals nt and to 2 out from
either side of S into the region of integration ; this will change
the sign of the surface-integral in (1.15). We have

where
4np = — V2

<p

— 4n<r = d(p/dn
l -f 5cp/3raj

ink =
<Pi
— y 2

(4) The ^-component of d-c curl u is

= vol of the div of (0, ut ,
— u

a )

= flux of (0, uz ,
— u)

= \dS[mu
t
— nu

y).

allows from (1.15) i

«)

Vlfptdr = _ fdrpV'4.

«• Formula (1.18a) also follows from (1.15) with the surfaoe integral equated
fo lero, and just as in (1.31a)
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Hence

<Jt curl u = I.dSVnu

=
[ FdSu, (1.17)

which is known as Ostrogradsky's formula.

If there is a surface of discontinuity in the field of a vector u,
we can enclose it in a thin transitional layer. Applying Green
(1.11) to this layer, r^ and n

2 being the outward-drawn normals,

limit Urdivu = jASffli^nJ + (u2n 2)]

= dS divs u,

where divs u = unl + uni may be called the surface-div. Similarly,

applying Ostrogradsky (1.17),

limit \(k curl u = \dS curls u,

where curls u= Fn 1u 1 + Fn
2
u

2
= Fn^U!—

u

2) may be called

the surface-curl. If divs u = 0, the normal component is con-

tinuous ; if curls u = 0, the tangential component is continuous.

Similarly if S is the boundary of the integration-region, we can
take u 2 and (u 2n 2) outside the region to be zero, and take divs

u = (un') and curls u = Fn'u, where n' is the inward-drawn
normal. That is, if n is the unit normal drawn out from the

region, divs u = — un and curls u = — Fnu. With this nota-

tion, the theorems of Green and Ostragradsky can be respectively

expressed in the form

\dx div u + \dS divs u =

Ut curl u + \dS curls u = 0.

This device of a transitional layer enables us to derive a formula

for a vector-field bounded by a surface S from the corresponding

formula for a field extending to infinity. If u is a regular vector,

we have from (1.15a)

47m = - V„U,
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where U is
f
pudr extended to infinity. We can take r to be

drawn from the integration-point P(xyz) to O(x y z ). We now

introduce a surface of discontinuity beyond and on which the

vector u is zero, so that the volume-integral can be confined to

the region within S. Then

4wj/ = div U =
j
tfT(uV p)

= — Ut(uVp)

= dtp div u — I dt div (pu)

— \dtp div u — \dSpun

-- Uxp div u + \dSp divs u. (1.18)

Also by (1.3)

curl (pu) = p curl u + V(Vp . u)

and, since curl u = 0,

curl„ (pu) = V(V p . u) = - V(Vp . u)

= p curl u — curl (pu).

Hence
'

47rq = curl„ U = cfr curl (pu)

= liTpcurlu— IdTCurl(pu)

= \dzp curl u — \dSpVau by (1.17)

= \drp curl u + \dSp curls u (1.19)

Now
47tu = - VjU

= — grad div U + curl curl U by (1.7)

Therefore

u = — grad i|i + curlj q. (1.20)

Since 4wj = curl U, it is obvious that div q = 0. As this is an
important formula, it may be worth while to give an alternative
proof.
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By (1.12), n being the outward normal,

|(p0„&S= Urdivfipv)

= *r[<p div v + (vV<p)].

Putting 9 = ux , «„, uv successively, we obtain

\dSvnU= \dz[u div v + (W)u]. (1.21a)

Similarly

\dSun\ = Ut[v div u + (uV)v]. (1.21b)

And from (1.12)

jn(uv)<Z/S = U:V(uv). (1.21c)

Add (1.21a) and (1.21b) and subtract (1.21c). On putting

v = Vp (so that div v = curl v = 0) and using (1.1a), we obtain

lAS[«nv — FvFnu] = Idtfv divu — Vv curlu].

Suppose r to be drawn from the integration-point (xyz) to

O(x ytf! ). We must exclude by a small sphere B, at whose

surface n = r lt a unit vector along r towards 0, and

v = V(l/r) = r1 /r
]!

.

The surface integral over B is

fr2da>[unv +wn
— n(uv)]

= [ra<fco[+ r^/r3 + u/r» - nar/r
2
]

= 47tU .

Hence

47tu = |*r(v div u — Fv curl u)

- [dS(un\ - VvVnu).

Now since ra = X(x' - x)\ v = V(l/r) = - V (l/r), where V is

(djdx . . .) and V„ is (djdxa . . .); and since u is independent
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of V , we can take this operator outside the first and third

integrals. Also in (1.3) put <p=p=l/r, and we obtain

curl (pa) = F(V„p . a), since curl a = 0. On putting a= curl u
and a = Fnu in the second and fourth integrals respectively,

the formula then becomes

47tu =-V jdr div u . \r — \iSun\r\ •.;•>

+ curl„ di curl u . jr — I dSVnu/r

or

u = - grad
ty + curl q, ' i (1.20)

where $ = [ppdr+ \padS,
!

(1.21)

q=[pRdr+[pSdS,
'

(1.22)

div u = — V !| = 4tp, divs u = — un = 47:11,
,

curl u = — Vzq = 47cR, curls u = — Fnu = 4tcS.

We shall call this the grad-curl theorem. It gives ' the most
general representation of a vector, finite and continuous through-

out, whatever may be its physical significance.' 6
. /

From (1.21) ,::':,-

— grad 4* = —

V

j
d-zpp — V I dSpu

= \d-;PVp + \dSaVp .
_
,..

=
j
rfrpr/r3 + [dSar/r3

= <Jxr div u . /4itr + IdSr divs u . /im*.

(1.23)

« Helmholtz, vi. 347. It was used by : Stokes in 1849 (ii. 254) ; Helmholtz
JfM 65 (1858), 25 [reprinted in i. 115] ; Clebsch, ibid. 61 (1863), 195, and Roch,
ibid. p. 283 ; Lipschitz, ibid. 69 (1868), 109 ; Vaschy, CR 116 (1893), 1355 and
and p. 41 of his book ; Duhem (iv.) in 1900. J. Carvallo (p. 525) writes in 1922 :

* This theorem constitutes the synthesis of our knowledge of vector-fields, and
brings an almost marvellous completion to the efforts of all those who seek to
penetrate the laws of electricity. Of all the results of mathematical physics
Vaschy's theorem is that which has most practical consequences and most
philosophical importance.' '

. i
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From (1.22)

curl q = Idr curl {pK) + \dS curl„ (pS)

= Ur7RVp + [dSVSVp

= frf-rPRr ./r> + idSVSr . /r3

= jd-rF(curl u, r) . /47tr
3 + ftf-ST(curls u, *>)/4wr>,

(1.23a)

Thus the vector u at can be represented by a volume and
surface distribution of (1) radial vectors (along r) and (2) rotational
or transverse vectors (perpendicular to r). The point is supposed
to be inside the region of integration. If is outside 8, we have
— grad i/ + curl q = 0.

Some conclusions from this grad-curl theorem will now be
given. The zero suffix in grad„, etc., will be omitted whenever
there is no danger of confusion.

(1) If u = — Vijj + curl q is irrotational, it can be expressed as

— V(t)< + (f),
so that curl q = — V<p. Both <p and q are harmonic,

for V2
9 = — div curl q = and V2q = — curl2 q = — curl u

= 0. We see also that if q (which is already circuital) is

harmonic in a certain region, curl q can be expressed as — Vep,

where <p is harmonic. .
•

(2) Conversely if 9 is harmonic in a certain region, V(p can be

expressed as — curl q, where q is harmonic and circuital. For,

the origin being inside S, there exists a function (1) harmonic

outside £(

V

2 = 0), (2) having on S prescribed values of its

normal derivative (39/3re = dtpjdri). Hence from (1.16)

[dS(0dpldn-pdQI3n) = O.

Also from (1.15)

4n<p = — \dS[((i3plBn, — pd<pjdn)

= Us(6- f)dpldn.

In (1.6) put a = Wp and b = n. Remembering that div a =
and n is independent of differentiation at the origin, we have

. « curl F(an) = (nV )a
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Hence
V <p = - curl„ q,

where

47iq= [(9-8)7(VjJ.n)c£S.

(3) We can now show that a circuital vector a can be expressed

as a curl. Take a = — Vi)/ + curlq. WehaveO=diva= — V2
i|>.

Therefore
ty

is harmonic ; it follows from what has just been

proved that Vip = — curl b. That is, a = curl (b + q).

(4) Let u = — Vip+ curl q, where i[i = div U/4nis given by (1.19)

and q= curl U/4tc is given by (1.20). Let a second solution be

u = — V(i}i + $/') + curl (q — q'). Then div q' = and curl q'

= — V<J/\ From what has just been proved, it follows that <]»' is

harmonic and that q' is both circuital and harmonic. A second

solution is therefore given by

4jci]) x
= 47r(| + <]/) = div U + 4jrji',

47^! = 47c(q — q') = curl U — 47tq',

where

V2|' = inside S and

W = [(<[»' - 0)7(Vp . n)dS,

6 being a function defined by (1) V2 = outside S and (2) dQ/dn

= BYldn on S.

(5) H we consider the unlimited field of a regular vector so that

8 is extended to infinity and the surface-integrals vanish, or if we
regard the surface-integrals as limiting cases of the volume-

integrals, we have <\>= Ytkpp and q= 1<£tpR. Also curl q =

prFRr/r8
, Introduce a vector Q = IdxP^) such that

[dtVPrlr* = curl Q = q = UrpR.

Then R = VPr/r*.

Omitting the zero-suffix, we have

- 4rrP = V 2 = V div - curl2 Q = V div - curl q.

Introduce a vector v such that u = v + 4tcP. Then

v = u - 4tcP = - V(iJ/ - div 0),
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so that v is irrotational. If we put <p = - div 0, we have
u = — Vi|i + curl q and v =- V(i|i + <p). (1.24)

We shall see that we can call iji = [fapp the scalar potential of the

singlet distribution p, <p = [d-z(PVp) the scalar potential and

q = j#cFPV# the vector potential of the doublet distribution P.

It is interesting to note that we arrive at this formulation of the
vector u and its associated vector v without any assumptions
concerning the existence of elementary poles, charges, sources or
sinks.

(6) Similarly the alleged analogies7 between hydrodynamics and
electromagnetism are ultimately based on the following properties
of a vector-field : (1) div u = everywhere (so that $ is zero),

(2) curl u= except along a line or filament L. The tangent-lines
of 47tR = curl u are therefore along L. Apply Stokes's theorem
to any curve a round L :

\u,da = f(curl u)ndS=<tizB1S1

= 4tcR2/S2 since div R =
= say, iizQ.

Here St and Sz are the cross-sections of L made by any two
surfaces with s as contour, 47^ and iizR2 being the values of
(curl u)„. It follows that L is either closed or ends at infinity.

Putting dx — dsdS, where ds is along L, we have

u = jd-rFRVp

= ivdsVp

ojpds.= G curl,

' Cf. Kelvin's ' general hydrokinetio analogy for induced magnetism '
(i. 684).

Maxwell's remark (v. 61) is appropriate :
' The similarity which constitutes the

analogy is not between the phenomena themselves, but between the relations

of these phenomena.'
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(1.25)

q = C\ 2>ds

Using (1.10a), we have

u = C
j
I'dsVp = C [dS\/(nVp)

^-CvAdSdpjdn

- ~ CVo« (1.26)

where n is the solid angle
subtended at the point O.

(7) Let us now apply the
result to the magnetic force
(H) due to an electric current.
The simplest experimental law

~* to take. is that of Biot and
Savart (Fig. 4). The current,
in electromagnetic measure, is

j along Oz, its intensity is

Outside the wire : H is

numerically 2j/r perpendicular to r. That is, H = Sf (_ y> x> o) .

Hence

curl H = div H = 0.

Inside the wire, H is numerically Sjrfa*, that is

Fig. 4.

H .2/-( — v. *. o).

Hence div H = 0, and

4tcR = curl H = i? along Oz

= 4;ru.

Sow C=P?
the kWS

f electr—gnetism.
JMow C - RS = « x ra2 = j_ Hence

or the crcmt „ equivalent to a magnetic shell. Also

H=;JFdsr/rs
,
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which contains Ampere's law for the magnetic force due to a
current.

The important lesson to learn from this brief treatment is that
utterly unconnected phenomena may be characterised by the
same mathematical structure. We are not thereby authorised to
draw misleading analogies ; nor are we justified in ascribing
physical reality to our doublet-shells and the like, for they are
merely picturesque ways of describing the integrals which are
mathematical constructions based on the law obeyed by the
vector in question.

4. Vectors varying with the Time.

Let us now consider a scalar point-function <?(t), which is a
function of the co-ordinates (x, y, z) and of a parameter (t) which
will in application denote time-measure. Let <p' stand for cp(<')

and <p' for d<f[t')jdt', where t' hi — r/e, r being the distance PO
drawn from P (xyz) to (x„i/ z ) and c a constant (velocity).

Then V r = — Vr=r
1,a unit vector alongPO ; and div rx

= — V2r

= — 2/r. Let V denote differentiation with t constant, V with I'

constant. We have t' = t — r/c, vY = - Vrjc — r,/c and of course
VV = Vr. Hence

:

Vep' = V'<p' -f <j>'V«' = Vtp' + (p'rjc,

vy = vy + <t>'/c,

div u' = div' u' -f W3u' jdt'

= div' u' + (r^'/c),

where u' = u{t') is a vector such as V<p'.

Therefore

Vy = div Vtp' = div' V<p' + V^'/c

= div' (Vcp' + <p'r,/c) + (V'y + <p'/c)/c

= Vy - 2cp'/cr + 2V'y /c + <f'jc
a

= (vy - cp'/c2 )
- 2/c . y/r - vy - ip'/c).

In (1.12a) for <p put cp'/r and for A put r^ = — Vr, and we
obtain

jdty'/r . V„r = jcix/r . (<p'/r - V'y - $'/c)

Since t' = t when r = 0, ep = cp '. Hence-from (1.15)

4TCtp = - jiTvy - \ds (y'vn \
- 1 vy)

.
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Or, inserting the results just proved,

4*9. =-j£ dal' ?
' + J«tf (1 V.9' - 9>'V„ i + i V„r*')

,

where dal 9 e= V29 — 9/c2
is the dalembertian of <p, and » denotes

the outvoard normal. This theorem is an extension of ( 1 . 1 5) .» It

may be applied to vectors. Using square brackets (introduced

by Lorentz) instead of dashed letters and employing the inioard

normal, it can be expressed as follows :

4.Uo =-j^ix-jTjLJ_ +_ [u] + LJ_J {1 .27)

Taking u to be regular and S to be at infinity so that the surface-
integral vanishes, we have

\dr[R]lr, (1.28)

where [dal u] = - 4te[R], or 4nR = - dal u , which is an ex-
tension of Poisson's equation.8 Changing the notation, putting
u for R and U for u, we can express this as follows

47ru = -dalU, (1.29)

where U is j*r[u]/r and is called the retarded potential.
at

We can easily extend the grad-curl theorem (1.20) to the case
of a vector-distribution involving t. It becomes 10

u = - Vifp + curl q,

^ W» (ii- «) proved it in 1861 without the surface integral, i.e. S at
infinity. KwhtoB (Berliner SB. 1882, p. 641) proved it for the case dal

<f
= 0.

Beltrami proved it in general.—Zin«t,4,ii. (1895) 51

J^TI !° * PaP
*f

(3) Writtea fa I858 «»* Polished in 1867 gave the
solutum of dal 9 = 4„. L. L„renz in 1861 (ii. 6) applied the sofution to

iff * ^ m 1882
'
L°rentZ (iL 48» fa 1892

'
-d P°™»«* <"• 129)

obiv-' »w 1 1
°PtlM Md ^'"^^etioe. It is moat important toolmrve that these formulae hold aUo when we substitute f m ii + f/c for

.Wk^Jl
be

,

d
.'?U88edlater- *» "01 Love showed that KirchhoJs theorem

Zobi«ZY °T " th9 th~" r °' -™1 but ™* in electromagnetics

;

Vnui ^ t**£*•?? !" ~ ~ **"" *"» « " /rfRXr + fUSUff. whereVnu - - 4„S._Be„. ^n. de. Science, 29 (1918), 110.
J
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<|» = U>[p]dT, dal iff= — 4rep

q = jjp[R]tfr, dal q = - 4tiR. (1.30)

We shall afterwards require 3cp/3t where <p is p[p]^T. The

difference of the potential at the same point at times t and t + dt,

f=\\r and r remaining the same, is

<p(< + it) - <?(t) = Urp{p(* - r/e + dt) - p(t-rlc)\

d(f/dt = \dxp[dpld(]. (1.31)

Hence

Also we shall want div A where A is

At the same moment t let thejdrp[u].

values of the integral in two points 1

and 2, distant dx, be \ x and A 2 . Then
(Fig. 5)

A 2
= pr^u], = dfjptu + dxdii{dx\.

BA/dx = \d-:p[duldx]

go

= I fop[div u].

Hence

and

div A =

(1.31a)

(1.32)

5, A Differential Equation.

Suppose a vector u satisfies the equation (u denoting dujdt,

etc, and the capital letters denoting constants) :

= 4^ +^4 +^ + , . .

+ £ V2u + B^dMJdx + B^dM/dy + £3V
23u/3z + £4V

2u

+ B^Wujdx* + , . .

+ O V div u + Oxdldx . V div u + . . .

+ G^dydx" . V div u + . . . (1.32a)
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Take the div of this equation, calling div u = 0, and we have

o=/(e) = ^ e +^ + - . .

+ (B, + C )V>9 + (B
l + Ctfldx . V2 + . . .

Take the curl, calling curl u = W, and we have

= F(w) = Aj>t + Aj* +
+ B Viw + B l

djdx.V2w + . . .

Substitute u = - Vi|; + curl q in the original equation. We
obtain

_ V/(|) + curl J(q) = 0,

which is true provided f$) = F{q) = 0.

Conversely if u is a solution of the equation, we can always

find a solution <|i of/= and a solution q of F = (div q being

zero), so that ii = — V<)i + curl q.

This was applied by Clebsch to elasticity and was extended

by Duhem (iv. 228). In Lamp's notation the equation for an

elastic isotropic solid is

pu-uV2u-(X+(i)Vdivu = 0. (1.32b)

Here we have

/(8)sp8-(X + 2|ji)V«e = 0,

F(w) = pw — (*V2w = 0.

The solution is u = — Vi}/ + curl q, where /(<]/) «=* F(q) = 0.

This elastic equation is of the form

ii = AV*u + BV div u.

It has been applied to light-propagation.11 We may assume

div u = 0, i.e. incompressibility, 60 that the velocity of longi-

tudinal waves is infinite. And if we assume that B is infinite

(i.e. in the ordinary notation, h = co), putting B div u -* <j>, we
have u = i4V2u + V9. Or we might take (as in Kelvin's

gyrostatic aether) A + B = 0, i.e. velocity of longitudinal waves
is zero, so that ii — — A curl2 u. In either case we have no
longitudinal waves, and we can still choose between Fresnel

(u = E) and Neumann-MacCullagh (u = H).
But once more the analogy is misleading. The success of the

elastic solid theory was due neither to its elasticity nor to its

solidity, but to the assumed structure of the vector-field. The

11 'These equations, together with certain relations which roust hold at the
surfaces of the elastic body, constitute the elastic solid theory of light.'—Schuster,
i. 228.
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general conditions 12 that a phenomenon should be expressed by
an equation of the form ii = AW 2u + BV div u, where A and B
are constants, are : (a) It must be reversible so that u does not

occur. (6) The vector satisfies a partial differential equation

of at most the second order, which is linear at least to a first

approximation, (e) The medium is homogeneous so that the

coefficients are constant, (d) The medium is isotropic ; for the

only first and second independent vector derivatives of u are

curl u, V div u, V2u ; and since the equation must be unchanged

by changing the signs of x, y, z, curl u cannot occur. The equation

will describe any phenomenon of transmission in which these

conditions are satisfied.

Suppose that in addition we have an external influence

represented by a term F = 4rcftV 2R ; we then have an equation

of the form
aV2u + 6V div u - ^ii - 4tcAV2R = 0,

where a, 6, g, h are constants. Substitute u = — V<|» + curl q.

We obtain 13

- V { (o + 6)V 2|- g^ + 4nh div R)

+ curl jaV2q - g^q + 4nfc curl R} = 0.

Our substitution therefore solves the equation, provided that each

of these brackets is zero. That is, in accordance with (1.30),

| - hl(a + b) . [[dxp div R],_
r/<!l , % = g(a + 6)

1

q = hja . \[d-cp curl R],_ r/e,,
ca = go,* (1.33)

6. The Rate of Change of an Integral.

First consider the line-integral

.

I (Ads) = j^A
If the curve * were at rest, the time-rate of variation of the integral

would be

where A is dKjdt.

» Ritz, p. 351.
'• Cf. Lorenz in 1861 (ii. 4 f.) j Love, iii. 296.
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We can calculate the change due to the motion of the curve

(velocity v at any point) as if the field itself were constant.

Let P and Q be the ends at time * ; let P' and Q' be the ends at

time t' = t + dt. Consider the integrals along the elements

PP'.QQ':
Q

,

f;l/fo = (Av),«f<
J

AjLs = (Av)
Q
eft.

Hence

J*LJ|'-.(fj{(AT)Q
-(AT),}

= dA"j
s
(Av)ds = *f*(dsV)(Av).

Consider the integral round the closed curve PQQ'P'P :

J Jp Jq J«' Jr

= j'-£+^J'(dsV)(Av).

By Stokes's theorem the circulation-integral on
the left-hand 6ide transforms into an integral

over a surface which we can take to be that

actually described by the elements ds in their

motion, so that dS = dtVdsv (see Fig. 6).

<j)(Ads) = [(curl A, dS)

«=&[ (dsFvcurlA).

j^/fe - YAjU = it
[

{ V(Av) - Vv curl A}/fe.

Fig. 6.

Hence

Dividing by it and adding the rate due to variation of the field

itself, we obtain the following expression for the total rate of
change u :

it),
A/ls =

j)
A + V

<
Av

) ~ Vv curl A
lA (*•«)

Next consider the rate of variation of the surface-integral

J(BdS)=[z?„<W

." """eU ("'• 244) has thia expression for a closed curve, /or which the integral
with the term V (Av) vanishes.
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We mustThe rate due to variation of the field alone is I BndS.

further calculate the rate caused by the motion of the surface

S (velocity v at any point). Let 8' be the position of the surface

at time t' = t + dt. Close up the two open surfaces S and S' by
adding the small strip of surface described by the bounding

curve, each element da of which describes the area dtVdsv,

Apply Green's theorem to this surface and the included volume,

each element of which is dx = dtdSv..

dSv„ div B.
f
B„dS - [ BndS + dt [(BFdsv) = Ux div B = dl f

Also by Stokes's theorem

[(BFdsv)= [(dsFvB) = f(dS curl V\B).

Dividing the former equation by dt and adding the rate due to

the variation of the field alone, we obtain the following formula 15

for the total rate of change of the flux or surface-integral

:

\bJ8~[ B + v div B - curl FvB
} ndS. (1.35)

7. Linear Circuits.

In Fig. 7 let ds and ds' be the elements of two curves ;

the elements are not necessarily in the same plane, the angle

between their directions is e.

The radius-vector is drawn /

from ds' to ds ; the angles

(rds') and (rds) are called <p'

and 9.

We have

3 1 _ x — x'

Bx' r~ r3

3' 1 1 3{x -x')*

dxdx' r~ r* r6

3 a
1

3^3x' r

3(x-x'){y-y')

" This was probably first enunciated explicitly in 1800 by Herts (i. 248).
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Hence

a 2
1

Ssds' r ex

= Stt'/r5 -

= (cos c —

, a 1

Bx''r

- 3ll{x -

3 cos 9

- z')Sr(:r -

cos 9')/rJ .

- x')/r»

Similar y
Br

ex

x-x'
T ''ax

,_
c'-x

I.

r

(1.36)

3V _ 1 (x-x')1 Bh = (x-x')(y-y')

Bx'Bx" ~r

+ ~
r> 'a/fx r>

Hence
dhlBsds' = (cos 9 cos 9' — cos e)/r. (1.37)

This latter formula also follows from the following :

drjds = HBrJBx = cos 9,

BrIBs' = Z.l'Br/Bx' = - cos 9'. (1.38)

From which (1.37) follows.

Also

^ * 1 ^r cos 9 ,.»-',

Bi-r-?7s
=
--r^ < L38a>

Hence

BsBa' r t* BaBa' r» BaBa''

Using (1.37) and (1.38), we then derive (1.36).
It Mows from (1.37) that, over two closed curves,

J

^dada'p cos e =
j
\d*dt'p cos 9 cos 9',

where p=I/r.
(1 39)

Consider » the double integral over two closed curves

V-.'= I [dada'R cob t,

"71, p. 45. Already in 1826 Ampb™ u»d th. partiouUr «*, 71 - l/r.

t'i ^
It

/?
mi

'.f

U<
f<

,'

,C<;>i,
'

/', ',<JonMn^'' *"* Urodinamim rational., Bologn*.
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where R and ViJ are uniform, finite and continuous functions of

r, V 2iJ being finite. Let 8 and S' denote surfaces (non-inter-

secting) with the curves a and s' as respective boundaries. By
Stokes's theorem

where (Jmn) are the direction-cosines of the normal to dS.

Hence, putting ax
'= Rdx'jds', etc.,

, 3x dz'

Mi'dads'EL- ,

3a OS

E6-<fa',

where bx = mdRjdz — ndR/dy, etc.

Applying Stokes's theorem a second time, we have

Now we easily find

»=-* — » T. = M 2 J 5-j 5 [2M ) 5-5-,
3a;' da;' \ dx' ] dx dxdx'

m

3 ,3JJ , ,, 32iJ

3V 3z - / dxdx'

where 3/3»' denotes differentiation along the normal n' to dS'.

Adding the two similar expressions, we obtain for the integrand

32R , ,.v d*R-_—- — cos (tin )S —-—
-,

3w3»i dxdx

Since R is a function of r,

i$ = R'
dl = R'

x ~ x'

dx dx r

^^ = d^x-jc'_R__ Rl x-j^dr^

dxdx'
~

dx' r ' r ra dx"
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S2R
2 -EJL = - (R" + 2R'/r) = - V*R.

dxdx'

We fina% obtain the formula

f

[

dads'

R

cos e = -lidS ds] SW/dndn' + V*R cos (nn')
( (1 .40)

As a particular case take R = p=\jr, combine (1.40) with

(1.39), and we obtain

I dsds'p cos 9 cos ?' =
1 1 dsds'p cos e

= -
[ [dSdS'd^pldndn'. (1.41)

8. Some Integrals.

In Chapter VHI, section 1, we shall require some integrals

which we propose to evaluate here. C is the centre of a sphere
(radius a); is a point inside the sphere and its co-ordinates
referred to C as origin are (xyz). Let P be another point inside

the sphere, its polar co-ordinates with reference to (not to C)
being (%). The volume-element at P is dj = r*dr BwQdQdy.
Consider the following integral, the region of integration being
the volume of the sphere,

/
x
= [d-rsin«0./rK»«

where K = 1 — I* sin* 6, k being less than unity.
Integrating with respect to r, we have

.-J>J>*

Fig. 8.

r1 sin' . K^'K

P is now on the surface of the
sphere (Fig. 8), and P' is the point
(r\ 6' = it - 0, <?' = it + 9). From
the figure

r-r' = 20M = 2c cos a,

r + r' = 2P'jl/

= 2(a* - c« sin1 a)*,

J(r' + r'«) = a*-c* + 2c* cos« a.

Also

c* cos* a = (x sin cos 9
+ y sin sin 9 + « cos 0)*.
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We can now combine the elements of the integral belonging to

P and P', and thus obtain

7j = f'de ('dtp . |(r2 + r'2) sin8 6 . X"3 '2
.

Observe that the limits of <p are now and x ; we have to add

the elements of the integral, since sin3 8 = sin3 6' and dQd<p =
— dQ'dtp'.

Using the expression just found for r2 + r'
J
, let us integrate

with respect to <p, remembering that

\ d<f = x, \ sin tfd<p — 2,

Jo Jo

J
cos2 tpdif = \

sin2 <pd<p = x/2,
o Jo

Isin <p cos <fd<p = I cos tpd<p = 0.

o ' Jo

We obtain

Ix
= ["dd sin8 e^"3" [7t(a2 - z2) + x(2z* - ct

2 - «/
2
) cos

2 6

+ 8yz sin 6 cos 8]

= 7t(a2 - zi)A 1 + 7t(2z2 - z2 - y
2)B1 + SyzG lt

where

^ 1 =("dez-
,/, sin»e,

'

i?! = ['dSX-3 '2 sin3 6 cos2 6,

Gx
= ['dtK*" sin4 6 cos 6.

Gy is easily seen to be zero, and we can evaluate A v e.g. by

putting cos = X and then putting X = (A/fc)sinhu, where

h* = 1 - k*. We find

Hence the integral

7
[[dxck' 1-w2

1 ~
J J
™

[1 - (1 - n2
)fc

2f 4

= mMAdx'-xAA »W + nBi
J

(2*a - s* - 2/
V*'-
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Now

jxW = fyVt' = (Wt' = 47ta!/15,

f(*T'=47BJ»/3= V.

Hence

Next consider the integral

/, = fdx cos1 e . /rAa".

Proceeding as before, we obtain

7, = ir(o» - !")4, + ti(22« - s» _ y^B, + 8jkC„

where C% is zero and

A t = rrfeA'-
4 '1

sin 8 cos> 6

-i("r±i-»)-
Hence

r _ f fdxd
x'

n»
* JJ r " [1 - (1 - n*)ifc']

s"

3F» .

-£i(*£{-»).
The next integral is

/ _
[
dxdx' l

' J r [l-(l- n«)i!]»

= (l-i«) /, + ./,

_3F« l 1 + Jfc

-&r-j: ,0snr* d.«)
Consider the integral

11 = \dx sin 6 cos 6 cos <p . /rA*".
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Proceeding as in dealing with It, we find

It = A txy + Btxz.

Hence

r _ ff^ttfr* nl

*
—

J J

-
r
-

' [1 — (1 — »»)*»]»'»

" -T
;

=0, (1.45)

Let us next evaluate

75
= 1<Zt sin2 6 sin2 <p . /rZ8/s

.

Utilising the results

{sin2
<p cos2 ipd<p = it/8,

J
sin3 (pd<p = 4/3,

o

{sin* (fdrf = 3Tt/8,

o

we find

Z6 = ?(a2 - S*Vi + J
(* + V)*i

where

+ TO i!(75 + 16i/z/3.D

^l 6
=r(ZeX-3

'

2 sin3 6

= _J Alogl+A
(l-fc2

)ifc
2 P -1-ifc

£8
= f'dQK-31* sin5 6,

Os
= f*d9.K-3'2 sin3 6 cos2 8

= A i -B i ,

D6
= ["deX-3 '2 sin* 6 cos 6.
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Hence
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Wt'

Consider

T _[['
'
-

JJ r [1 - (1 ~ ni)ki
]
3l

~'

= 47C2a5/15.(^5 + ^5 + Cs )

= 47r2a5/15 . 2,4 6

/,= [rfT cos8./rl£"».

Integrating with respect to r, we have

/, = i'dQ
[ df rX"8 '2 sin 6 cos 8.

Combining the elements of the integral corresponding to P and
?' (Fig. 8), we have

/, = ['dQ [*df{r - r'JJf-
3 '2 sin cos 8.

.Now

r — r' = 2c cos a = — 2 (x sin 8 cos ? -f y sin sin 9 + z cos 0),

the minus sign occurring because with as origin the co-ordinates

of C are (— x, — y, — z). Hence, on integrating with respect

to <p,

/, = - 4yA t
- 2nzB„

where

A, = j'de^-" 1' sin« 8 cos 6i8 =

B, = ['dQK-*i* cos* 8 sin 6d6.

* J ra [1 - (1 - J»)Jfe»]«'»

= -27i£,fziT'

Hence

= 0. (1.47)
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The above work can be considerably shortened aa follows :

From considerations of symmetry,1 ' we can take

Jt = J, = 0.

Also we have

I ii
= J

i'
J

*
- (1 - **> J

»
- J* J*

- 2J *-

Thus it is only necessary to find J8l which (to a factor) is the

work required to scatter (to a state of infinite diffusion) a solid

uniform gravitating ellipsoid.

1T If l, m, n, are the direction-cosines of the line joining dr and dr't there will

• be eight pairs of similar elements having direction-cosines ±£, ±m, ±n. Hence

a term containing I or nl will always have a corresponding term of opposite sign.



CHAPTER II

POISSON

1. Polarisation.

It was Poisson who in 1824 elaborated the mathematical

treatment of magnetism. Already in 1837 Faraday had the

idea of extending this idea of polarisation to dielectrics ; the

extension was carried out by Kelvin (1845) and Mossotti (1847).

Writing in 1845, Sir William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) said x
:

As far as can be gathered from the experiments which have yet

been made, it seems probable that a dielectric, subjected to electrical

influence, becomes excited in such a manner that every portion of

it, however small, possesses polarity, exactly analogous to the

magnetic polarity induced in the substance of a piece of soft iron

under the influence of a magnet. By means of a certain hypothesis

regarding the nature of magnetic action, Poisson has investigated

the mathematical laws of the distribution of magnetism and of

magnetic attractions and repulsions. These laws seem to represent
in the most general manner the state of a body polarised by influence

;

and therefore, without adopting any particular mechanical hypo-
thesis, we may make use of them to form a mathematical theory of

electrical influence in dielectrics.

From this Kelvin (i. 351) drew the obvious conclusion that the

mathematical treatment of magnetic and electric polarisation

was identical at least as far as the fundamental formulae are

concerned

:

However different are the physical circumstances of magnetic
and electric polarity, it appears that the positive laws of the pheno-
1 Kelvin, i. 32. In a letter to Faraday in 1845, Kelvin [Life, p. 148) refers to

|
a mathematical theory based on the analogy of dielectrics to soft iron.' Already

in 1838 Faraday wrote (§ 1679) :
' The particles of an insulating dielectric whilst

under induction may be compared to a series of small magnetio needles or more
correctly still to a series of small insulated conductors.' The irrelevant adjuncts
of the theory of polarisation may be neglected, e.g. Poisson'e view that a magnetio
medium is composed of small spheres which are perfect conductors of the magnetio
fluids, and Mossotti's view that the molecules of a dielectrio are small conductors.
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mena are the same, and therefore the mathematical theories are
identical. Either subject might be taken as an example of a very
important branch of physical mathematics, which might be called

A Mathematical Theory of Polar Forces.

This therefore is the first reason for including the subject

here, namely, in order to provide a unified treatment so that the

mathematical apparatus may be clearly segregated from the

consideration of the physical applications.2 The ordinary results

for particles—which will be called ' singlets '—attracting or

repelling according to the inverse-square law will be assumed.

The force between two singlets in the void is taken to be fmm'/r2
,

where to and m! are the masses—electric charges or magnetic

pole-strengths—and r is the distance, y being an arbitrary

constant depending on the units chosen. The potential is taken

as usual to be <p = Ewt/r ; the constant y is omitted from the

definition merely for convenience and to make the results

comparable with the usual treatment. The ' field ' or force

per unit ' mass ' is F = — YV<P- Tne following table distinguishes

the two applications :
,

singlet.

•y force-constant.

to or q mass.

force-law

/= ymm'lr2
.

doublet or dipole.

doublet-system,

polarised body

or ' dipolar.'

F field.

G induction.

P intensity of

polarisation.

X inductivity.

"
; Electrostatics.

point-charge.

1/a electric constant.

point-charge.

f=qq'l«.T\ [

'."

electric dipole.

Magnetostatics.

magnetic pole.

1 /p magnetic constant,

pole-strength.

'

f=mm'l$r*.
magnetic dipole.

magnetised body.

H magnetio intensity.

B magnetic induction.

I intensity of

magnetisation,

(i permeability.

dielectric.

E electric intensity.

D electric induction.

P electrio

polarisation.

x dielectric constant

A second reason for including this section lies in the necessity

for inserting the constant y- However simple and innocuous

this insertion may appear to be, it will be found to be of great

importance when we come to discuss the question of units. In

• Compare the recent textbook of Page-Adams. First (p. 34) eleotrio dipoles

are treated, then (p. 128) everything is proved all over again for magnetio dipoles.
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fact, had the two corresponding constants (1/a and 1/(5) been

taken into account, a considerable clarification would have

ensued in the discussions at some recent international congresses.

The question of the continuity or discontinuity of structure

does not really arise at this stage. For, though the treatment

by the use of integrals is nominally based on continuity, the

results are applicable to the macroscopic or average values

which alone are ordinarily measurable for a statistical collection

of discontinuities.
3 In any case no one to-day seriously questions

the discontinuous or granular nature of matter, electricity and

magnetism. On this point Maxwellian views have been definitely

superseded. 'Following Faraday, Thomson and : Mossotti,

Lorentz supposed that each dielectric molecule contains corpuscles

charged vitreously and also corpuscles charged resinously.' 4

Here as elsewhere there is a clear reversion to older ideas.

Unfortunately the influence of certain of Maxwell's ideas,

which he would be the first to abandon were he alive to-day,

still persists in our text-books and results in dire confusion in the

treatment of polarisation phenomena. The student is unable

to say whether a formula is supposed to embody a physical

intuition (or rather a metaphor) or whether it follows from the

Poisson-Thomson analysis. Indeed, in spite of its elementary

mathematics, the latter is often entirely omitted, even though

the reader is supposed to know tensor-calculus and wave-

mechanics. Hence we meet such expressions as the following in

recent text-books :
' We treat the expression xE2/8v: for the

energy-density as universally valid.' 5 Whereas in point of

fact it has not even been proved for the case x = constant. And,

as one text-book (Abraham-Becker, p. 232) has the distinction

of pointing out, ' kE2/8tc does not represent the energy-density

' J. Leathern, Volume and Surface Integrals used in Phyeia, Cambridge, 1922'.

See also further on, p. 451.

4 Whittaker, p. 423. Contrast Duhem in 1902 (v. 33): 'The notion of

intensity of polarisation implies a much leas number of arbitrary hypotheses

than the notion of polarised particle ; it is more completely freed from any
supposition about the constitution of matter ; substituting continuity for dis-

continuity, it lends itself to more simple and rigorous calculations ; we owe it

preference.' This in spite of what Lorenti wrote in 1892 (ii. 463) : 'The influence

of ponderable dielectrics on the phenomena of electrostatics is explained by the

supposition that the molecules of these bodies contain charged particles which
can be displaced by exterior forces.

1

• Echaefer, p. 97.
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at all, but the density of the free energy in the thermodynamical
sense.' It is still more surprising to find the recent growth of

an attempt to put the cart before the horse. ' It is not so easy,'

says Planck (p. 8), 'to define the absolute value of the electric

intensity of the field. To arrive at it we start out from the

concept of the energy of the field.' That is, E is defined by the

infinite integral x/87t. liM-r, the concept of mechanical force

is supposed to be derived from that of available energy. And
towards the end of Planck's book (p. 241), the quantity x suddenly

loses its pristine constancy and simplicity :
' The quantities

x and [i are not to be regarded as simple constants but rather

as abbreviated terms for very complex composite expressions

which emerge as certain statistical mean values arising from the

combined action of an enormous number of small forces.' And
so we are back once more to the Poisson-Thomson analysis !

It is better therefore to begin with it.

2. Scalar and Vector Potentials.

The combinations of two singlets, — m at Q' and + m at Q,

where Q'Q is the vector ds, such that the limiting value of

mds = M is called a doublet of moment M. .ofv sj

Adverting to Fig. 9 and proceeding to the

limit, we have 6

(I 1\
9 = m = r ±

— rtm — -

ds cos 8 M cos 8= m___ = __-
= (MVp), (2.1)

where p = 1 jr and r is drawn from P to 0.

Since div , referring to 0, does not operate on M at P,

, SM. — - = - -,iSM,^-^ = - M cos 6/r*.

3x r ra r

Hence <? = - div (M/r) and of course F = - yV ?- (2.2)

• We define the potential 9 = fpHr merely for convenience, so that state-

ments about it may be identical with those usually given in the ourrent treatment

which omits the faotor y. We might have defined it as $ = yJ pdr/r so that

F = - vli.
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A polarised body or doublet-system is one in which each

volume-element dt acts as a doublet of moment M = P<£t, the

localised vector P being called the intensity of polarisation.

The potential at any outside point 0(zoy„z o ) is obtained by

integrating (2.1)

:

(2.3)<p= |(PVj>)<*T

Remembering (1.4) div (pP)=p div P + (PVp) and applying

Green's theorem, we have

<f
= I<Zt div (Pp) — \d-tp div P

= [dSpa' + [#rpp\ (2.4)

where o' = P„, the suffix n denoting the normal drawn outward

from the doublet distribution, and p' = — div P. Clearly at the

boundary of two polarised bodies (a surface of discontinuity) we
have cr' = divs P = — (Pnl -J- PB2), which we can denote by
— PJ, where nl and n2 denote the normal components drawn
into the bodies—hence the minus sign. This distribution

(p\ a') is called Poisson's equivalent singlet distribution. It

follows from the ordinary properties of the potential that <p is

continuous in space and that V<p is discontinuous on the surface

S. Strictly the function <p is applicable only at external points,

but it remains finite at internal points provided p' and a' are
finite. It is convenient and universal to continue to designate
as ' the potential ' this analytical prolongation of 9 inside the
system.

The field at a point inside the polarised body (external boundary
<S) is really indefinite unless account is taken of the distribution
of doublets in its immediate neighbourhood. Let 85 denote
the surface and St the volume of a small cell or cavity surrounding
the point 0(xoyozo ). The potential is (if t includes St)

<f
= \dSpPn + idrp{- div P).

s + is ,

The field F', due to all the doublets exterior to the cavity, is

given by

F' = Y Limit |~ \dSPHVp + |dT(- div P)Vp"|,
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as SjS approaches the point 0. The volume-integral has a limit

independent of the form 8t, and the surface 8 is fixed. But the
limit of the integral over ZS is not independent of the law-

according to which it approaches zero. Putting F = — -fV ?.

we have

F' = F + Y Limit \dSPnVp.

ss

Particular cases, proved in all the text-books, are

:

narrow cylinder parallel to P : F' = F
flat cylinder normal to P : F' = F + 4jrfP

sphere:- F' = F + 47ryP/3. (2.5)

; The first result shows us that F is the force which prevails

in a worm-hole cavity in the material. It is to be particularly

noted that it does not mean the fores which would be found at

the same spot if all the material were removed.

Since by Poisson's equation V29 = — 47tp' and also F = — fV<p,

we have (omitting the zero suffix)

div F = — yVz
<p = 47typ' = — 47rf div P.

Hence div G = 0, where G, called the induction, is defined as the

vector F + 47tyP. Also at the boundary of two polarised bodies

89/3% + 8(fjdn i
= — 4to' = 4rcPJ,

the normals being drawn into the bodies. Hence at the surface

of separation

divs G = - <?„] = 0,

and at other points div G = 0. (2.6)

These formulae apply when we are dealing only with doublets.

When there are singlets as well as doublets, if <p denotes the

total potential and F the total field,

div F = - yV\ = 47rf(p + p') = 4ttcp - 4?rf div P.

Hence div G = 4ixYp. (2.7)

Similarly at a surface of discontinuity

; <?„] = 47tY<r.'. (2.8)

We have therefore ' generalised ' Gauss's theorem for singlets

since

\ondS= [chdivG= 4Tr(Uch--=4Kri. (2.8a)
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This result is usually simply ' assumed in text-books, which do
not shrink from much harder mathematics (even tensors) and
which later on profess to reproduce Poisson's analysis in connec-

tion with the electron theory. This confusing procedure is

obviously illogical and unjustifiable.

The following passage from a recently published article is very
illuminating ; it shows the nonchalance with which ' proofs ' of

Gauss's theorem are concocted.

In classical science Gauss's theorem, giving the flux through any
closed surface, is established by an elegant but complicated demon-
stration, which involves solid angle and singular integrals and
many operations accessible only in an advanced course. We arrive
finally at the formula : flux = £4jrm, which has a certain stamp
of mystery. Well, according to the point of view of the proposed
reform, it appears quite naturally that the total flux (porfe'e) issuing
from a closed surface should be equal to the sum of the powers
{puissances) which are contained in its interior. So we have:
flux = Zm, which becomes quite accessible even for the schools of
electrical workmen.—Giorgi, ii. 467.

That is, equation (2.8a) becomes intuitively evident even to
the uneducated as soon as we put 4ny = 1.

Consider the vector U =
[
drpP. By ( 1 . 1 8)

div„ U = j<fcp div P - ^dSpPn = - 9;, (2.8b)

where 9
'

is the scalar potential (2.4) of the doublet distribution.
Also by (1.19)

A = curl„ U = Uvp curl P - [dSpFnP (2.9)

= Urp curl P + \dSp curls P,

so that by its definition div A = 0.

» Richardson simply amrtM to result „„ „^^ ^^ ,^^ of

Zt°J
°"'

i,w "f " h9 b6gin8 ' Pois80n ''
, """J °' «"W~«o media,' which

ttZ T2.
*° ^ fuUy

>mtmed ' Whon he°°™ to °°™id°* th8 eI«tron

for Z'« ^"^ ,
Pr°feM to pTOVe (2- 8a »-

•'"• to d9du« ^ **» experiment,

sLl ^ "n *
A U * oon8tant

> <""i to postulate it when A is not con-

Mutant I ^T™9 tiMt thU 6<luation hoId *"> "hen the dielectric-SS o !
fl

P08
,'
t'0n -fun

f
i0n

. ^ich is the simplest possible assumption.'-

clwhen t'h
;•

, ^ ** "h°Wn «*•» ""» ««»»» «• •>» valid in the general

TJonl^l t^T5" *" Mither hom°e™«>"» "or isotropic ; but the demon-stration lies outs.de the scope of this book.'-Barnett, i. 139
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And by (1.3)

curl, tpP) = V[VoPP] = VPVp,

since curl P = and V p = — Vp.

Hence A = \dtVPVp. (2.10)

We call A the vector potential of the doublet distribution.

The formula certainly applies outside the distribution ; though
at inside points p can become infinite in an element of the

integral, yet the integral is quite convergent. But the differential

coefficients of A depend on the local doublet distribution.

Since VJU= UtPVJp and V\p = everywhere except at 0,

we obtain, as in Poisson's equation,

Vj! U = - 47rP . (2.10a)

Hence . . , .

curl A = curl? U = - VJ U + V div U
= 4t:P -V <p'. (2.10b)

Dropping the suffixes, '

'

G = - Y V(<p + f') + 47TfP

= — .yVy + fCurl A, (2.11)

where 9 is the potential of the singlet distribution. When there

are no singlets (9 = 0) we have the formulae

., ; F = -fV<p', G = r curlA,
\

(2.11a)

which apply to a doublet-distribution. At outside points

(P = 0) we have, of course, F = G and — V(p' = curl A.

3. A Doublet Shell.

A uniform doublet shell is a normally polarised sheet, i.e. a

region bounded by two surfaces infinitesimally distant {dn),

which consists of normal doublets

M = PiT = PdndS = CdS,

where O (supposed constant) is called the strength of the shell.

By (2.1) the potential of the doublet is
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Fig. 10.

where by convention the element of solid angle dQ. = r~'dS cos

receives a positive sign when the positive side of the shell is seen

from (Fig. 10).

Hence 8 ? = Cil, (2.12)

where fl is the solid angle sub-
"° x°y''°' tended by the positive face of the

shell S at 0. When crosses S
from the positive to the negative
side, the angle changes by — 47r.

The potential energy
<Jj

of a
singlet m in a field whose potential
is 9 is such that the elementary
work of the field in a small dis-

placement is — dty. That is,

— dfy/Bx= — ym dfjdx= mFx .

Hence if* = ym?. Similarly the p.e. of a doublet is

")"»(?' - ?) = ymdn dtp/dn= yM Bv/dn

*»-(MF). (2.12a)

Therefore the p.e. of a shell in a field is

n = rO
J
dS d9/dn

= -CN, (2.13)

where iV=
J
(FdS) is the flux of the external field crossing the

shell-area in the direction of its polarisation. The work in a
small displacement of the shell is - dU. = CdN.

If the field is due to another shell C,

<f = C'\dS'Spldn'.

Hence, applying (1.41), the mutual p.e. of two shells is

n = yCG'^dSdS'd*p/dnBn'

= -yCC'\\dsda'P coiiz, (2.14)

where a and ,' are the contours of the shells.

' The fomula was first given by Gwn-WerU, « (1 867) 1 70.
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From (2.10) and (1.9) the vector potential of a shell is

A = cf VdSVp = c[pds (2.15)

If A is the vector potential of the field and if the shell does not

cut any of the field-doublets,

F = G = y curl A.

Hence
N = y x flux of curl A through S

= Y X circulation of A in s

= y]A,ds.

In general, even when F and G are not identical, we define

N = f (GdS) = y[ (
Ads )- (

2 -15a)

If the field is due to another shell, A=C \ p ds'. In this case

N = yC'M, (2.15b)

and the mutual potential energy is

- G'N = - ON' = - yMCC,
where

M = II dsds'p cos e.

This is another way of arriving at (2.14).

Let us now investigate the mutual p.e. of a number of shells.

Using the notation qn = p 12 cos e 12 , where p 12 = l/r12 ,
we have

2C 1
C2

g'12<fo 1<£s2

= Cjda^Ca^Si + G3q13ds3 +... + C„qlndsn)

+ C2<fe 2 (
G3q 23ds3 + . . . + C„? 2A,)

+ C„-A.-i( Caq^ ndsn)

= iC^Crfjrffc, + • • • + c,?iA)

+ lC2dSi(C 1qilds 1 + . . . + Gnq2udsn)

+ • • •

+JC'n_1dVi(C 17»-i. &i + C*<l«-h A)-
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Hence the p.e. of the shells is

n = - y^Cj
[
J Jn&i&j

= - iXCN. (2.16)

\rlipr6

ATj = r(CtM„ + . . • + CnJ/lB), etc.

JI/U = ff
q^J** etc.

The field at due to a shell is

F = y curl A = yC curl I yds

By (1.3), since curl ds = 0,

curl„ (yds) = F(V p, ds) « F(dsVy).

Hence

F = Yof FdsVy

= YC [
7ds r/r3 (2.17)

Here r is drawn from ds to 0, and the force on to at is the

same as if each element of the contour exerted a force yOmds

sin (rds) . /r2 perpendicular to the vectors ds and r.

The p.e. of a shell in a field F being — C l (FdS), we have, on

applying (1.10) since div F = at the shell, the following ex-

pression for the mechanical force on the shell .

G
[
ASV(nF) = C

f
7dsF. (2.18)

4. Free Energy of a Doublet System.

From the expression for the p.e. of a doublet in a field it is

easily seen that the mutual p.e. of two dipolar systems is

«l/
= Y

ji

(P
1
V?2)(fT = r

Ji

(P2V9lKT

=
IyJ

i

(PiV?,Wt+ JT
J
(P

8V9 ,Kt. (2.10)
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Consider the following expression, where f — <j>j + <p 2 is the total

potential,

v=h
J
(PiVf)** + ir j (P,v<p)cfc

=
<l< + jhr yPiVvi^T + h j

<PjV?,)<fr. (2.19a)

K the two systems are relatively displaced without change of

form or polarisation, the last two integrals remain constant, so

that 87=8^.

Since outside the systems the intensity of polarisation is zero,

7 can bo written in the form

$T f (PV<p)#r (2.20)

and it is clearly applicable to any number of systems. Applying

Green's theorem, we have

y=irj(PV<p)<*T
"oo

= |t
f
&* dfr (p«P) - JY [* ? diT P

OS w

The first integral is zero, the second refers to surfaces of dis-

continuity. Hence

V _ Jt f <PP'^ + h \
9«'*S- < 2 -21

)

This expression F is conventionally but wrongly called the

'magnetic energy* or the 'energy in the medium.'' There

being no singlets present we have curl F = div G = 0. Hence

by (1.13)

= [(GF)rfT = \fUx + 47tc j
(PF)d-r.

oo eo »

• Cf. Maxwell, "• 16, 272 ; Jeans, p. 399 f.
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j/=£r j(PV9)rfT = -£J(PF)iT

= J-J™T. (2.22)

Let us now assume 10 that the free energy of the doublet

system measured from the neutral or depolarised state, is given by

Here W is what Duhem calls the internal thermodynamical

potential, ' free energy ' (Helmholtz), ' useful energy ' (Gibbs)

;

it is that part of the energy which can be converted without

limitation into external work or heat. The function /, which

also depends on other parameters such as density and temperature,

defines the state of the region rfr. If the polarisation is intrinsic,

permanent or 'hard,' then P is invariable. The Poisson-Kelvin

assumption is that, for moderate values of induced P,f{P) = P2
/2x-

The polarisation is then said to be ' soft,' and % is called the

susceptibility. This last assumption does not explain phenomena
such as magnetic saturation ; actual magnets are between the two
extremes of hard and soft. Dielectrics are assumed to be soft.11

Let us consider the variation in V when P
1 at dT 1

changes

into Pj + 8P„ all the other parameters (including P z at cZt2 , etc.)

which determine the state of the system remaining the same.
Since

2Wh=X$Pupdr1

» Duhem, ii. 173 ; Roy, ii. 18 ; Manville, pp. 207, 221, 242.
Since Debye's paper—PA,,.- Zeit. 13 (1912) 97—a dielectrio is assumed to

contain not only bound electrons but already existing dipoles. And magnetic
quadrupoles have been assumed for ferromagnetic substances.-Ewing, Proc.
«. 6«s., 100 A (1922) «9. These modem refinement* and complications do not
concern us here. On electrical analogues of permanent magnets see A. Gemant,
Recent Investigation, on ElectreU >_PM 20 (1938) 929-952.
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But

k=i^l^ +^li^--]

Hence ,

8^ =
ax t

ax2 dx
2

ox x r21

dxl

x
dx

s
Tm -

Therefore 28 F/y becomes

Or SF = -rfT,2i'uSP1I .

The variation in £f = /(P)^t is

Accordingly ' 8TF= 8P + SET-

= dx 1
S8Plt (-J'lx +3^-).

Now, in accordance with the principles of thermodynamics, the

conditions of equilibrium are obtained by equating to zero any

variation of W in a virtual isothermal modification. Hence

Fx = 3figpxi etc., or more briefly «* F = 3//3P. That is

ir«— fwT+jyfe.." <
2 -23>

where /-j(FdP).

"a Here rf//dP is merely a shorthand notation for the vector (#/«"*, #/«*».
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We can also express this slightly otherwise. Since G = F -f

47tYP = 3//3P + 4iryP = say, dg/8P, then

f-J(GdP)

=/+ 2tcyP2
.

and IT = ^-J/VT-2icyJpWT + Jjrft

=
i
i-J(2GF-^)rfT +

J<
?iT. (2.24)

If we make the approximation /= P2
/2X> then JP, = df/dP =

PI/x orP = XF- Hence

G = XF,

where X = 1 + 47tyx is called the inductivity. And

ir= V+[dtP*l2x

At the boundary of two soft dipolars, the normals being drawn
into the systems,

Btf/Bn, + d<pldn s
= «*(/>,, -f P„2)

= - (X! - lja^/an, - (X2
- 1)39/3ti

2>

or X, 39/3», + X, 89/374 = 0. (2.26)
Suppose, however, that 1 is a permanent dipolar body and 2

is a soft dipolar. Bringing a constant term to the left-hand
side, we have

ir=ir-j/(P)r/T
1

==4i™T+
*4J

(x - 1,™T

l+» ,

= 8— JW^t. (2.27)

provided we take X = 1 inside permanent dipolars.
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The boundary condition is given by

9tp/9»h + d?/3»
8 = inPni + 4izPni

= 47tPnl -(X- l)d<flSnt ,

or 3<fldn 1 +\3<f/dn 2
= 4nPnl . (2.28)

Still keeping to the case of a permanent dipolar (1) and a soft

dipolar (2), we can express V by means of (2.19) and (2.19a),

and we can remove from W the terms which remain invariable

during a displacement of 2. We have

W> = ^(P.VfJtfr + }
yJ2

(P
2V?2)^ +

J
fih.

Using the Poisson hypothesis, we can put

/= P\I2X and P2 = - xV(9l + 9l ).

Whence
; W = J y [

(P2V?1)<iT

where W is the mutual potential of the two dipolars both assumed

to be permanently polarised.12

While many text-books simply assume 13 formula (2.25)

without any of the preceding analysis, others " base the result

on reasoning which is equivalent to the following. Unless

permanent doublets (S ) exist somewhere, G and F for the soft

doublets (S) are permanently zero. We are prescinding from

the existence of singlets, i.e. we are dealing with the magneto-

static case, so that div G = curl F = 0. Hence by (1.13)

= [(GF)*r

= jp^T + 4tty [ (FP)r/T + 47TY
[
(FP)rfT

" J. Stefan, Wiener SB 64 (1871) 193. Cf. Maxwell, ii. 16, 285.

" The formula ' can be shown.'—Moullin, p. 178. ' The energy in the field
'

is deduced from the experimental result on a plate condenser.—Grimsehl-

Toraaschek, p. 96. The formula 'is generally supposed.'—H. A. Wilson, iii. 203.

It is ' the most natural assumption.'—Joos, p. 274. ' The assumption will be

justified if its consequences accord with experiment.'—Webster, p. 354.

» Jeans, p. 398 f. ; Mallik, p. 80 ; G. T. Walker, ii. 17 ; Stoner, i. 29. If the

magnetisation is produced by steady ourrents, the region is multiply-connected

and each cirouit must be excluded by a barrier. We afterwards prove

f(BH)dT= 4vZJN (formula 4.37).
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•j pnual to IF in (
2 -23 )

only ^ P = XF> ie -

The right-band sdeu,

eq ^ gimilariy the left-hand

only if we make TO*

o

aU greasing the strength of the

side is the work done m*
^^ ^ ^ p<> ftt any moment is

permanent magnets ^ege restrictive assumptions, the

proportional to t -

ie{t.hand side as a self-evident expres-

attempt to st
fj

e e

™
rgy f the magnetostatio system loses its

efficacy.

5 Free Energy of a System of Singlets and Doublets.

L *Wp are no free magnetic poles, the following

Inasmuch as there are no x

efectrostatics . We use the

STHfeSSSs and 2 to doublets. Consider the

integral

which is the P .e. of^J^^^ft&SZ
We have

rlt
= T

j
?1p^5-YJ?.

divPdT

=X [rft [V9x .V9 , + ?xV?,l"£ j
<^iV^

4tt J

= XJrfT(V1?,.V9 ,).

(2.30)

47tJ

Since p 8
= - div P and a, = Pn], we also have

^j. = y(<Pi^5 + yJViP^t
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where qa is the mass (charge) of the equivalent singlet distribu-
tion. Clearly we also have

= ^J[V(9i + 9J]Vt

-4J««. (2.31,

Using <p = <Pi + <p 2 > P = Pi + P 2 »
»'•=»«!+ «* to denote the

total potential, total volume and surface densities, it is easy to

see that

V *- fa \
VPfa + if I

9<»rfS (2.32)

= fr2<Z<P-

It is this expression V which is conventionally but incorrectly

called ' the electrostatic energy.' Prof. De Donder (p. 87) calls

it ' the energy from the microscopic point of view, . . . includ-

ing the energy contained in the doublets.'

As in the case of magnetostatics, Duhem assumes that the free

energy is given by

= 2W + 1y(?i + 29,)]}! + V, + J/rft.

The last two terms are those which occur in the case of doublets

alone. The function <\i is a function of state, which, however, is

not relevant to our present considerations.15 Assume a modifica-

tion of the distribution on the conductor (the region in which the

" It is necessary for heterogeneous conductors, in connection with the Peltier

and Thomson effects.—ManvUle, p. 248. Of oourse, this ^ has nothing to do

with the <p (potential energy) used in connection with (2.12a).
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sinelets are freely movable), without change of state or polarisa-

tion. The only variable term in IF is the first, and we have

S2y 2?i = Z<t&v

the last variation being easily verified by a method similar to

that already employed for finding BVt . We therefore have, for

equilibrium,

8TF=2(r <f>
+ <J<)B? l

= 0.

But the total charge on the conductor is constant so that SSjj = 0.

Hence y? + ^ is constant on the conductor. For a homogeneous

metallic conductor (the only case with which we are here con-

cerned) ty
must be taken as constant. Hence we can omit the

constant term SiJ/ji altogether from the expression for W.

As in the case of doublets we can next consider a variation

in the polarisation. Suppose that in every point of body A,

P becomes P + SP. Then

And. as previously, we obtain

That is, as before, FB = Sf/8PX for equilibrium.

We can obtain this result much more expeditiously as follows.

Omitting the <| term, we have the same formula as (2.23)

W '"^\ Pdx +
\
fi" (2,33)

Suppose a variation in which P alone varies. Then, since

8F = SG-47r
rSP,

air=.i.j rfT(FSF) + j(|
8p) rfT

=
?
Lj

(/T(FSG) + j
(£T (|_F)aP.
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Now by (1.13) the first term is zero ; for curl F = 0, and since
the charge (carried by any material mass) is constant, div G =
4rcPl gives div SG = SdivG = 0. For equilibrium 8JP = 0.
Therefore F = 3//3P.

Thus a variation SP at constant temperature gives SW = 0.
Hence for a variation in temperature (8) we have

SW = f
dl 89 dr.

A well-known thermodynamical formula gives for the internal
energy

','.-• 39

Hence

Using Poisson's hypothesis /=7>2

/2x, where X = 1 + 4?^, this

becomes

ij=J_ [KFHr--L
f ite!£.

8irfJ 87rcJ 39

It will be observed that, in speaking of ' the energy ' (presum-
ably the internal energy) of the system, the text-books omit the
last term.

Assuming the Poisson-Kelvin hypothesis, we have at the surface

of separation of two soft media (dielectrics), or being the singlet

surface density and the normals being drawn inwards into each
medium,

3<p/3?h + d<f/dn 2
= - 4rar + 4nPnl + 4nPni
= — 4tot — (Xx — l)d<f/dn 1

— (X 2
— l)d<p/dn2 .

Hence

X1
39/9ji

1 + X23q>/3ra2 = — 4tzc. (2.35)

Consider a homogeneous conductor (1) in an insulating

medium (2). Then, since <p = tp
t + <p 2 is constant on the con-

ductor, dfjdri! = 0. And, since Pnl = 0, we have

dtp/Snt = — 4na + 4nPni
= — 47cct — (X — 1) 3cp/3re2 .
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It follows at once that w

X dq>

"—to*? (2 -36
)

where n = nt is the normal into the dielectric, i.e. out of the

conductor. Also obviously

so that

ct + o' = ct/X. (2.37)

Also, since G^ = XF* = — yXdtf/dx, we have by (2.7)

4(49H* G

- - 4:rP . (2.38)

Hence in the present case of a dielectric (p = 0)

We have thus ' generalised ' the equations of Laplace, Poisson
and Gauss ; not by simply writing them down, hazarding a guess
or constructing a metaphor ; but by logical deduction from the
theory of a polarised medium. '

The following relations, with y = <p, + <pj, also hold : ,

P
' = -divP = YS|(zg)

In the case of a homogeneous medium (X constant)

p + p' = p/X. (2.39)

•

" T
!"
e

.

'°,mula (
2-3«) <»n al«> be written m i F (which h normal)m tvyoIX or,

melectncal notation, E-4™/«a. Jean. (p. 117) .tarUwith this a* an 'experi-
mental law for the ' very special case • of a plate condenser, and nay. that ' this
equation or some equation of the aame significance is universally taken as the
basis of the mathematical theory of dielectrics. VV. accordingly proceed by
as«umn

?
the unmrsal trutt of [the] equation, an assumption for which a justifi-

caLion ww be found when we come to study the molecular constitution of dielec-

tc7„m , 1 I" I
y m0™ 1°eioa!-*»d **>. f*™ Maxwell, more historical-first

to formulate Poison's analysis and then to compare the result* with experiment.
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If a homogeneous medium (soft dipolar) is polarised by influence,
p = 0, and

- V2
<p = 47tp' = (X- l)V2

<p,

that is, p' = 0, the equivalent singlet distribution is entirely
superficial.

The following expression is often " given instead of W,

W' = ft
J
?Pi*r + ft j

9axdS

= ft^<Mv (2.39a)

where f = <f 1 + tj>
2 ia the total potential and p x , ax are the singlet

densities. It is clear that W = Vx + JF12 in our previous
notation. It seems to be assumed as self-evident that somehow
this represents the energy, whether intrinsic or useful is not
specified. It is certainly not true in general that

Vt + JF„ = Vx + V2 + F„ + J/<Zt.

But, since Cn] = — 47ry<7 and div G = inyp,

w ' = i J
rf5?G-] +5 J

*» div G

= -i-j,T(Gv9 )

= 8^J^GF)

Comparing this with (2.33), we see that it is equal to W if, and
only if, we adopt the Poisson-Kelvin hypothesis (P = ^F).

" Richardson, p." 44 ; Weatherburn, p. 169; Jeans, pp. 166, 172. 'The
general expression for the energy in an electrostatic field/ it 'applies to any
dielectrio medium whether isotropio or not.'—W. Wilson, pp. 67, S9. "The
expression for the energy from the macroscopic point of view,' in which ' we do
not take aooount of the energy contained in the doublets.'—De Bonder, p. 89.
' In general the electrostatio energy is represented in all oases by this integral.

1—
Blooh, p. 89. 'The total energy.'—W. V. Houston, p. 207. So Slater and
Frank (p. 247 f.), who add : ' From our derivation it is easy to show that if it is not
constant, W= l/8» . J"dr(DE).'
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6. A Polarised Medium.

Beginning with the electrostatic case, let us suppose we have
a system of charged conductors S in an infinite homogeneous
dielectric S of constant inductivity x„. Then (2.25) and (2.36)
become, on the Poisson-Kelvin hypothesis,

W = fEEff f&di and a = - ^ h,
8ji J 4it dn

where the integral extends over S only, since E = inside the
conductors S:

It is easy to show that the distribution and the forces (whose
virtual work is -8 IF) are identical with those which would
exist if 5„ were unpolarised and if we used the constant a.' = x <x

and the potential <j>' = x p. For
°

E' = -4 V9'=-iv? =E,a a

< 1 3o'
a = -— -X = Ct

in dn

Hence in such a dielectric the force between point-charges is

f=q<f/<x'r*=f /x<) . (2.40)
This result also applies to the case of conductors 2 and a soft

dielectric of inductivity x, surrounded by an infinite homogeneous
medium S conductivity x . The distribution and forces are thesame as would exist in an unpolarised space S

, provided we take
*

„X' ?
~ x»9 '

*' = */*.>• In addition to the previous
equations for E' and c' we have at the SS boundary (2.35)

Also
° dn 8n

o

W¥** ajjUSHt +m [ j£yT

= a'£x'£'yT + a'[ jg-yT#

Hence the effective or apparent force in 8 U
f=°tf/x'a.'t*. (2.41)
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When we apply this to the case of magnetism, a difficulty
arises from the existence of permanent magnets. ' Suppose we
have permanent magnets S in a soft magnetic medium 8 of
permeability u.. Then, using (2.27) and (2.28),we have

V2
<p == in S ,

dtp
, da

^•fw —— =
an . dn

inln at the SSB boundary,

W =
87tJ«.V

UH-C + 41."*
If now we substitute

before, and •

a' = (X9, we have H'
•

vy = 0,

13<p'
, da' -

[x an ana

• -

Clearly the transformation does not work ; there is no magneto-
static analogue of the proposition we proved for electrostatics.

We cannot by a manipulation of the magnetic constant p ignore
the presence of a magnetically permeable medium and deal
with an effective law of attraction /= mm'jpr2

, where p' = fzp.

Hence we must reject the law /= mm'far2 , universally given in

our text-books, as incompatible with the existence of permanent
magnets.18 '

18 For example, Joos—though he admits * a permanent magnet * on p. 284—
says on p. 292 :

* The formal application of the theory developed for electrostatics

requires that the magnetic field of fictitious single charges or dipoles be reduced
by a factor p in a medium of permeability ft*. Duhem pointed out the error

long ago. Prof. L. Wilberforce, without giving a general proof, has recently

drawn attention to the error (i. 82) : * It is usually stated that if any given

magnet is immersed in a medium of permeability ft, the magnetic field around
it is similar to that in a vacuum but diminished in strength in the ratio of l//i.

It is here shown that this statement is inconsistent with the ascertained experi-

mental laws of induced magnetism.* Yet H. Abraham says (p. 26) : * It is ad-

mitted that if the non-magnetic medium is replaced by a magnetic medium, the

action of one magnetised needle on another is divided by the permeability of the

medium (relative to vacuum).' And the International Electrotechnical Congress

in 1933 recommended the formula-/^ mm'/pr* (ICP Report, p. 17). Even the most
recent text-books contain the formula/«= mm'fftr*. For instance : Slater-Frank,

p. 239 ; Vigoreux-Webb, p. 3 j Hirst, p. 47 ; White, p. 15 ; Fiirth, p. 296.
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Let us illustrate the point by a simple particular case. Con.

sider a spherical magnet of radius o, permanently and uniformly
magnetised to the intensity / in the z-direction and surrounded
by an infinite homogeneous medium of permeability

(*. U]e
potential being harmonic, we can take <p = AIx inside and
<p„ = AlaPx/r3 outside. When r = a, 9 = <p and

Whence we easily find A = 4^/(2(1 + 1). Therefore the intensity
outside the sphere is •

o 1 n 4na3I _, , .,H =-p v?°=-
p-(2irTT,

v^-
If the same magnet existed in an unpolarised medium, the
constant being p' = ji|3, we should have

H' =

Hence

4to3/
3?'

V(x/r»).

H'/H=(2
l
jL +l)/2ll ,

which is unity only when fi = 1.

The following digression" may elucidate the point further.
Suppose that there are hard magnets S with uniform intensity P
of permanent magnetisation (div P = 0), in a soft medium Saof permeability

f*. The relevant equations are

V2
? = 47r div P =

dn„2+«£-«*

= |-[ fJP4x + ±
f
HHt.

ShTl^ CaSe,^th * geometrically identical system in
'

S
°
U an unP°larisable medium and 8 are magnets with

which

" CJ. H. Chipart, Comptu Rtndu,, 172 (1021) 689, 740, 960.
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magn
P').

vy =

both uniform soft magnetism ((*') and uniform permanent
magnetism (intensity P'). We have

r-£J j"*+!J/~-
The first two equations become identical with the former if

we put p' = |a(3 and tp' = ^9, provided n' = 1/n and P' = P.

But W is not equal to W. This is because each of the 8, now
having soft as well as hard magnetisation, will be influenced by
neighbouring magnets. But we can reduce this influence to zero
by making one at least of the three dimensions in each S become
vanishingly small. The induced intensity is

We can take H' = H as due entirely to the total intensity V,
which is uniform.

As our body S let us take an ellipsoid, remembering that our
argument is valid only in an asymptotic case. We have the

well-known result

:

<9
' = Zl'xAx,H'x = -

l-
i
rxA.

Hence

-**./(! -Xo^/jiP).

Apply this to a longitudinally magnetised needle considered

as the limit of a prolate ellipsoid in which a remains finite while

the section be becomes infinitesimal : A = 0, B = C = 2jt.

Hence /' = I'x = Px ; Pv
and P„ being zero by hypothesis. We

started with a permanently magnetised needle in a medium ji

;

•

we now find that if we alter the constant [3 to P(ji and if we also

assume that the needle has induced as well as permanent magnet-

ism, the mechanical forces will be the same. That is, we can

take the law to be mm'/far
2

, instead of mm'/pra, and ignore the

medium, only by making the curious supposition that the needle
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is not really magnetised permanently but has a permeability

1/n in addition to residual magnetism.80 This violent supposi-

tion seems to be a reductio ad absurdum of the text-book formula
f=mm'/p.T*.

7. The Localisation of Energy.

Regarding surface distributions as the limit of volume distribu-
tions and replacing the doublet system by its equivalent singlet
distribution, we see (2.31, 32, 33) that the free energy (with

That is, we have transformed W into integrals extended over all
space. It is a mere mathematical expedient without any physical
implications. Maxwell and his followers hold that the energy
is in fact distributed throughout all space at the rate (per unit

Itr)

v
i8n+f

-
Which

"
on PoiWs hypothesis, becomesM /8tt. Since we can define only differences of energy it isnot easy to attach meaning to the statement that the energy

has such and such a value per unit volume. In any case it iseasy to show that the problem is indeterminate; there is an

mtan nT™i ™% *^ the ener^ can * transformedinto an integral over all space.
Consider » the case of a singlet distribution for which

W=iJJrfVTlPlP!/rlt .

^^rZ^^.l'f™ « ~™^ -Snetiaed plate as

infinitesimal: A-2 » n * £"* * *nd " remain finite whil° « «*><»™»

The mutual
•

/'~ /'«- iVCI- ««*./*«- m-P

eone8p ndato IVV/J-!!Tp
Of

,/
WV), ',te8

'^ '

is P«>P°*ionaI to iWft
•upposition, derived the rufefaf^ °f

W" haV8
'
by a Phy8icaUy incorrect

that the attraction of two ri.i ,
eDUM

.
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Let rt be a unit vector drawn from the integration point
P(xyz) to O(xay^ ), and instead of

introduce

Then

F = j rfT prjr

div u = ptfr/r2 and curl u = 0.

Now if u were the displacement of an elastic body, its energy-
would be

whereX and \l are the elastic constants. Adding the zero quantity

to the integrand, it becomes

= (X+ y.) (div u) 2 — (a div v,

where

Bu„
, 3% Bu, Bur

' By * dz .
" By Bz

The latter part of the integral can thus by Green's theorem
be transformed into a surface integral, which vanishes since the

elastic body is taken as infinitely extended. Hence

H" = (X+(i)[dT(divu)2
.

The charges being supposed invariably attached to small

material elements (ions), we have

(div u)2 = (zJdT^/r-S)
2

= 2
(
j dtrf.M)

S

+ SS
}f

«M*rfiPi/«W

The first term does not depend on the mutual positions of the

bodies ; its integral with reference to (x , y0< z„) extended over
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all space is constant. In the second term r„ = r2> so that we
can permute the order of integrations. Omitting the constant
term,

IT' = (X+ n)ES
JJ
<MWtf» | rfr /rfrj.

To evaluate the last integral, introduce polar co-ordinates •

Pfi = rv Pt
= r„ P,P2 = r12 ; Pt is (0, 0, 0) ; P2 is (0, 0, r12 ) |

is (r sin 6 cos 9, r sin 8 sin 9, r cos 0).

J ^ir» Jo Jo Jor' + ^i,

sin dr

Whence

i
s — 2rr18 cos

^2J^rarctan r - r" C089T"
Jor12 L r,

2 sin0 J r _,

IF* - £«• {X+ p)
J|
Ar^, p,p^-M

= 2^(X+(x)lF. (2.42)

Hence the energy of the singlet distribution is, as far as a
constant term, equal to the elastic energy, giving quite a different
partition from the formula adopted by Maxwell.

We must now examine whether the assumption of discrete
point-charges alters the expression for the energy of a continuous
singlet distribution." let S be . surface including all the

the point P rnside S due to the charge 9l at P, ; 9t and F2 being
the potent^I and force at P due to all the other charges. At

otlrT
v 9'

eC°meS
t»

the P°tential at Pi du° to all theother charges except qv Since

=
J

(? 2F,)„rf-S-

J
J (9,- ^)F,[„rf5.

" Frenkel.1. 187.
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The last integral is, by Green's theorem, equal to

=
j

<2t(<p 2
- ijg div F, + | tfr . FiVOpj - t^J.

The first of these integrals is zero. For except at Pv div T?t

= ; and at Pv y2
—

tyt = and d? div Ft
= 4^(7! is finite.

Also in the second integral, V(cp 2
—

tyj)
= Vip2

= — F2 .

Hence

'..•'-1=
.

' =
^l*S(S9^l)» + ^i iT2:(F^-

Or, pushing the surface to infinity,

In spite of Fx becoming infinite at Pv the integral remains
finite.

Now, if F = F
x + F2 is the total force at P,

2(F1F2)
= (ZF1)F-S.F*

Hence

W = ±
f
TOt - i-S

f
F\dx. (2.44a)

But this statement has no meaning, since each integral taken

separately is infinite. Only if we assume a continuous distribu-

tion, can we express the mutual energy of the infinitely small

charge-elements, situated in the infinitely small volume (or

surface) elements, as

8tcJ
F*dx.

It is this expression which allows us to regard the energy as

separately localised.

Confining ourselves to a continuous distribution, if ip = <px -f <p 2,

F* = - (F V<p) = <p div F — div (<pF)

= 4recpp — div (?F).
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Hence

At first sight this is equivalent to (2.43). But there is an essential
difference. For IF in (2.45) must obviously be always positive
while formula (2.43) for the energy of point-charges can be plus
or minus according as like or unlike charges lie nearer ; ti means
the potential of all charges except j, at P

t . But in (2.45) m ;s
the complete potential at the point ; and, owing to the existence
of a finite density p (or a) the contribution to the potential from
P! t2 (or aSj) at P, is an infinitely small quantity of the order
Ti' (or Tj'), i.e. there is a negligible difference between 9 and <t

Owing to the same cause (finite density), the elements which
contribute most to the mutual energy, i.e. those nearest, always
have the same sign. The formula (2.45) is impossible for point-
charges

;
for them we must use (2.44), where the forces due to

individual charges explicitly occur.
If we have a system of point-charges in a ' stationary ' state,

2(Fr) = Zm(rf)

The mean value (over a long time-interval) of any quantity which
is a time-derivative vanishes. Hence, if W and T are the mean
values of the potential and kinetic energy,

W = - %T.
That is, W must be negative, the terms corresponding to an
attraction must predominate.

r„ILr 7f? *?*?** as composed of discrete indivisible
particles (electrons), all difficulties about structure disappear.1™ °f

e en^. omentum, magnetic moment, impulse

rTrif' T,
be

,

regarded as » «any special properties of

the mutl,
^^such " <2 -45

) can b* u»d to denote

thecontrih t

ene^ -

f d
ferent particles

- Provided ™ subtract

Is to ?"i^
0nS/rg the ^^^gy of ^e individual particles,

spatTaUveS"// f
aT WriterS 6tm reSard the electron as

SistWo^ ' /
n

,

thk CaSe We can reg"d ^e energy asconsisting of the mutual energy

«rM-
5
^Sj(F

I
P

|)iT
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and the internal energy

The latter term denotes the mutual energy of the infinitesimal
portions of each electron, which would be actualised in an explo-
sion. So long as the electrons continue to exist, it is a physically
irrelevant constant. If the particle is taken to be a sphere with
surface-density a = gjina1

, then for that particle

Wl =
~k: |. ^47tr2ir

) = 2
2/2o- (2.45a)

If it has a volume density p = Zqjina,3

= Zq2j5a.

8. Units. :

We start with the two laws f=qg
,
/ari for electricity and

/= mm'/P7
"2 for magnetism, where a is the electric constant and

P the magnetic constant. To begin with magnetism, we shall,

following Gauss,23 put p = 1. There is no reason, theoretical or
practical, for doing otherwise. Such a system of units we may
designate simply as magnetic ; it is the system universally used
in practice.24 Unfortunately, as we shall see, Maxwell invented
a second system for which p = 1/c2, where c will be presently

defined. But this system is never employed, it merely occurs

in those pages of text-books which profess to deal with something
called ' dimensions.' We shall refer to these two measure-
systems as mag and max respectively. It is to be understood
that in both electric and magnetic measurements the measures
of length, mass and time are kept in c.g.s. units. The only

quantities at our disposal are therefore the constants a and p,

both of which we have designated by the symbol 1/y in our
treatment of polarised systems.

In electricity there are two systems of units : the electrostatic

which we call elst, a = 1 ; and the electromagnetic which we
M Gauss (i. 117} in 1832 used millimetre, milligram, seoond as fundamental

units.

14 Even Maxwell and Jenkin in 1863 declared that a number § different from

unity would be * an absurd and useless coefficient.'—P. 63 of Spon's reprint.
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call dm, a = 1/c2. Let us denote elst measure by the subscriDt
1 and elm measure by the subscript 2, so that a, = 1 and
as = 1/c2 . We shall also employ the convenient notation of a
capital letter or square brackets to denote a measure-ratio
Thus Q = qjqt and [a] = a.Jct2 . It must be distinctly under-
stood, in view of current misconceptions, that there is nothine
esoteric or mysterious about these symbols ; they stand for
ordinary algebraic quantities. The force between the same pair
of point-charges, measured in elst and then in elm measure is

frfr/a/* =/= ^jj'/ajr2
,

so that

?i/?s = q'Jgi = "iV*** = c,

or in the notation introduced Q = [«'].

Hence c is the ratio of elst measure to elm measure or inversely
the ratio of the elm unit of charge to the elst unit. Experimental^
c is found to be 3 x 1010.

J

The following table will now be obvious :

charge

current

Quantity. Symbol. Equation.
Elst measure
Elm measure.

1 Q = c

3 q=jt j = c
electee intensity E Eq = force [E] = 1/c
e 'm\ V F?=work [PJ-l/c
capacity C 0=q/V [C]L c2
resistance

p yj ™ '

The last column also gives elm unit/elst unit.
The praMinol » — '. ,

measures

= c2

!/c
2

(2.46)

^ „« wwuam aiso gives elm unit/elst unit.

t*L
Pra

.

ctl0a1 ' m^ures are certain multiples of the elm
easures of current and resistance; namely, J=jM% =W*« hIh = 1C, where;, and P, are in pra-measure. '

Quantity. Practical unit. Equation. Elm meagre
_,,_„„. ,

Pra-mcasure.
current ampere r_in-i
resistance ohm »_,«.

tzr r„r
b

%-*. «-"-»-

(2.47)
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At the International Congress of Paris in 1881 the practical
unit of resistance, the ohm, with which we have been dealing
was defined to be 109 elm units. But it was considered that
without some standard specification for realising the ohm, this
new unit was not really practical. So it was agreed to appoint
an international commission to find the length of the column of
mercury, at 0° C. and with 1 sq. mm. cross-section, whose resist-
ance was 1 ohm. In 1884 this commission decided that the length
was 106 cm., but this decision was not accepted in England and
some other countries. The Chicago Congress of 1893 set up two
new standards, reproducible in practice and very approximately
equal to the ohm and the ampere as previously defined. The
international ohm was defined to be the resistanec of a column
of mercury at 0° C. of uniform section, containing 14-4521 grams,
whose length x =106-3 cm. The international ampere was
defined to be the current traversing a solution of nitrate of silver,

depositing y = 0-001118 grams of silver per sec. In order to
make these units fixed and independent of the precision of

measurements, the London Conference fixed x at 106-300 and
y at 0-00111800. It is now known that for international units

R= 1-00051 x 109

./ = 0-99958 X 10"1

Thus if the table just given refers to the relation between
electromagnetic and international units, B and J differ slightly

from 109 and 10"1 respectively. But of course, except for

extremely accurate work, the differences are quite negligible.

In any case the principle of defining the measure embodied in

certain concrete standards (which in fact are so chosen as to make
the measure approximately a certain multiple of the elm unit)

is now in course of being abandoned. In 1933 the General Con-
ference of Weights and Measures ' sanctioned the principle of

substituting the absolute system of electric units for the inter-

national system.' This has been ratified by the thirty-two

countries represented on the Conference. The Executive Com-
mittee subsequently fixed the date (1st January 1940) upon
which these practical units, defined as decimal multiples of the

elm units, should be made legal.

Let us now select one of the electromagnetic laws, say (4.3)

the expression for the magnetic intensity at the centre of a,

circular current

H = 2nj/ar,
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where o is a constant which is taken as unity when the current

(?) is measured in elms. It follows that a = c when the current

is measured in elsts, torj1/jt = qjq, = c. We have

2njt/r = H= 2njjcr,

that is, the same H—measured, say, against the earth's magnetic
field on a tangent galvanometer—is given by either expression.

The measure of H has nothing to do with our change of units
of electricity, no more than has the measure of mechanical
force.

We must now complicate our procedure owing to the purely
academic existence of max measures in magnetism (S' = l/e»)

in distinction from the universally used mag measures (S = 1).

Since /= rojTOj/pr2, we have [m] = [p»] or m'/m = p'*/p* = \ic
And since H = m/pr, [H] = [p-»] or H'/H = p»/P'» = c, where'
H' is the max measure of the same magnetic field whose mag
measure is H. Hence, instead of the preceding equation, we
have

elm-mag: H=2njjr
elst-max : H' = cH= 2;y 1/r.

Thus in both these systems a = 1 ; and this is in fact the reason
alleged for introducing max measures. ' In practice, to avoid
the introduction of an unnecessary constant, a is always taken
as unity.' " To which we may answer : (1) We do not avoid
the introduction of a constant, namely, p' = l/c!. (2) These
max units are never employed." They merely serve to provide
conundrums and ' dimensions.'

We obtain a measure of current by having an independent
measure of H. For a tangent galvanometer H = F tan 6, where

*?Jr\
horizontal component of the earth's magnetic field

;

andF is determined by two experiments (vibration of a permanent

" Sir J. J. Thomson, iL 340.

are gomg to estabhah • t ' In all electrical engineering work it is the custom to

"TrZrm^,8 "
eU*trom,» f«- el-mag] measure-Hague, p. 47.

c * . .lit,
U°:t7ffeotl™'y "** « magnetic measure. are exclusively the

1*IZ" "' mag
!

UBta and th0M dorived 'rom *»•
• • •

™°
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magnet, deflection of magnetometer). These magnetic experi-
ments are carried out quite apart from any electrical measure-
ments ; and it never yet entered anybody's head to measure
magnetic intensity with any other units except those for which
P = 1. So why foist into our text-books an utterly unknown
and unpractical set of magnetic units ([S = 1/c2), merely to con-
serve the equation ff=27y'/r? This equation is really the
definition of elm current measure ; but it is not the definition

of elst measure, which is derived from /= qg'/r2 . The essence
of the equation is the independent and prior measurement of H,
which is always carried out in mag units. After we have done
this and after we have determined c, we can put H' = off. But
the proceeding seems to be a waste of time, even as an operation

on paper.

We have already found that

J=<2=[a»], [fl] = tp-»].

And from H = 27cj/ar, we have

[H] = J/[a].

Hence, however we change any two of o, a, (3, we have

[o2/ap] = 1. (2.48)

For each of the following systems of units, a2/ap = c2 :

1. elst-mag 1 1 c

2. elm-mag 1/c2 1 1

3. elst-max 1 l/ca 1

4. elm-max 1/c2 1/c2 1/c

Nobody has ever proposed to use the fourth system, even on

paper. For reasons already given, we avoid the third system

as useless, unpractical and confusing. We intend to confine

ourselves to (1) and (2), both of which employ mag units which

generally receive the very misleading title of ' electromagnetic

units ' or ' the electromagnetic system.' 27 The elm-mag system

is that employed in laboratory work. The elst-mag system,

" For example : d'Abro, p. 127 ; Baroett, i. 417 j Hague, p. 38 ; Moullixi,

p. 276 j Pago-Adams, p. 120 ; Papin, p. 43 ; Karapecoff, p. 717 j Sudria, p. 28 ;

H. A. Wilson, ii. 214 j Zerner, i. 76.
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which is being increasingly used in theoretical expositions, is

often described as ' a mixed system in which some quantities are

measured electrostatically and others electromagnetically.' ss
It

is not the system but the mind of these writers that is mixed.

Magnetic units are neither electrostatic nor electromagnetic;

they are just magnetic 1

So far our reasoning has been very elementary ; so that one

might find it hard to believe that, as we shall see later, our state-

ments are in reality highly controversial. But this refers only

to a set of utterly unfruitful disputes whose peremptory excision

from physics and electrical engineering is long overdue. Our

exposition—in particular, our inclusion of the constants a and (3

—

has in fact been designed with this object in view. It will

illustrate the existing confusion if we give a quotation from a

pamphlet written by Prof. Giorgi and published in June, 1934,

by that authoritative body the International Eleetrotechnical

Commission.

Coulomb had discovered the laws f = qq" /or* in electricity,

/ = mm'fit* in magnetism. These laws were assumed to be corner-

stones for erecting the building of electric and magnetio units ; in

them a and p appeared as unnecessary coefficients, to be abolished
in an absolute system. But the two assumptions conflicted mutually,
so the absolute system split into two—one so-called ' electrostatic,'

another ' electromagnetic '—and both were necessarily dis-

symmetrical. It is possible to have simultaneously a = 1, p = 1,

and so to get a symmetrical structure of relations. . . . Systems of
this kind may be of value in several investigations pertaining to the
highest branches of science, but nobody thinks of the possibility of
adopting them for general use.—Giorgi, i. 3* (with it and h changed
into 1/ot and 1/p).

This quotation contains several assertions to which we must
take exception.

(1) It is not true to say that a and p are unnecessary co-

" Mie, p. «3, who regard* this as ' inconsequent.' Similarly Larmor, ii. 889 ;

Lorentz, iv. 85; Bloch, p. 316; Valentiner, p. 332; Voigt, ii. 230; O. T.
Walker, ii. 18 ; Zerner, i. 76. ' The English [theorists] still adhere to the electro-
static and the electromagnets units of Maxwell [elst-max units] and the two
corresponding sets of asymmetrical equations ; whereas in Europe and to a
considerable extent in this country [C.S.A] the symmetrical Heaviside-LorenU
or the Gaussian equations [i.e. .lst-mag units] are employed.'—Leigh Page,
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efficients, to be abolished in an absolute system. They are quite
arbitrary, the value assigned to them is entirely a matter for
practical convenience ; the question has nothing whatever to
do with ' absolute ' systems.

(2) It is untrue to say that the two assumptions conflicted
mutually. There can be no ' conflict ' between two laws pertain-
ing to different domains. Everybody uses both laws, each with
some value assigned to a. and (5 respectively.

(3) It is at least incorrect terminology to say that the absolute
system split into electrostatic and electromagnetic. Two different

values of a, namely 1 and 1/c2, are generally used, i.e. elst and
elm units. In the mag system p = 1 ; in the max system (which
no one ever uses) {5 = 1/c2 .

(4) The elst-mag system is admitted to be in general use in

expositions of electromagnetic theory ; but it is said to be unfitted

for general use. This is purely a question of practical convenience,

without any theoretical reaction. The same objection lies against

the elm-mag system—and a fortiori against the elst-max and the

elm-max. Hence the practical system, based on decimal

multiples applied to the quantities in elm-mag equations, has

been invented.

Much stronger objection must be made against what Giorgi

proceeds to say next

:

.

Maxwell's theory has shown how to regard things under a different

light. Gradually it became evident that the medium through which
electric actions are transmitted has to be taken into account, and
that both a and represent physical properties of the free space or

ether. ... It was not wise to regard a and (3 as mere numeric
coefficients, and still worse it was to attribute to them the value

unity.—Giorgi, i. 4*.

(1) The statement that a and p represent physical properties

of free space or aether is, as we have already shown, due to a

confusion of these constants with x and u. respectively. Admitting

this identification, we meet the further objection that this requires

the incorrect law /= mm'far*.

(2) It is surely absurd to quote Maxwell's theory to-day as the

latest acquisition of electromagnetic science. How can anyone

who seriously accepts the electron theory (with the Ampere-

Weber theory of magnetism) attribute inductivity and perme-

ability to ' free space or ether ' ?
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(3) What is the meaning of saying that it was unwise to regard
a and (3 as mere numeric coefficients ? In one sense, as we shall
prove later, all the symbols of physics are merely '

numeric '

If it is meant that we cannot change our other units while keeping
a and (3 the same, the statement is incorrect ; for these coefficients
are arbitrary. If it is meant that x and |x vary with our electrical
and magnetic units, this statement is also incorrect. In anv
case the assertion, whatever it means, is irrelevant as an anru-
ment against Coulomb's laws.

(4) Finally we are told that it is even worse than unwise tomake a = p = 1. Why ? What is wrong with the number one
compared with any other number ? Wisdom does not seem to
be a pertinent virtue ; only convenience is concerned.
These criticisms are inserted here to make it ciear at the

outset that our simple presentation is going to prove destructive
of many barren controversies that have dissipated the energies
of physicists and engineers. Meanwhile we have gathered in
this section all that a student need know concerning the question
of units. In order to complete our account we must now deal

ratios
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)
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where N is magnetic flux and V is e.mi. of induction. In the
case of a single circuit with varying current, we have

a2 dt

since aa/ap = c2 . We therefore have

elst: V^-L/ct.djJdt
elm: Vi = — Ldjjdt.

It is not Zr that varies, but the factor l/c2a.

It must next be observed that pra-measures are not obtained by
a mere change in a ; for such a change we should have J = [a*]

and R = [1/oc]. Whereas in fact we start with certain selected

equations in elm measure, and we then change the measures of
current and resistance in the respective ratios J= 1Q~X and
R = 10". The measure-ratios for 7 and C are so chosen as to
leave the form of the equations V =jp and O — qjV unaltered.

But this does not hold for other equations. For instance

Vq= w (work in ergs)

becomes

[VQ]V'q' = v>, or Vf =\Qfw = w', (2.50)

where w' is measured in joules, V in volts and q' in coulombs.

Thus by introducing a new measure for work or energy, we can
secure the covariance or literal identity of the elm equation

from which we started.

There are other pra-measures introduced, in a rather haphazard

fashion, to secure the same object. Thus the elm equation

V^-Ldj/dt
becomes

V'[V} = -LJdj'ldt

or

V' = -\0-*Ldi'ldt = -L'dj'ldt, (2.51)

where L' = 10""£ i3 called the pra-measure (in henries) and is

introduced merely to eliminate the numerical factor.

The elm-mag equation

V = -dN/dt
becomes

[V]V'= -dNldl
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or

V = - WdN/dt = - dN'/dt,
(2.52)

where V is in pra-units (volts), N is in mag units (maxwells),

and N' is measured in terms of the weber or pra-maxwell = io«

maxwell (A" =10"'^).

Similarly the equation H=2xj/r, where H (oersteds) is m
mag and j is in elm measure, becomes

H'[H] = 2rJj'/r= Sizf/lOr,

where/ is in amps. If now we take [H] = 10"1
, i.e. if we measure

H in terms of the pra-oersted = 10~l oersted, the equation
becomes

H ' = 2xj'lr, (2.53)

where W is in pra-oersteds and j' is in amps.

On the other hand in the equation N =
j
BndS, N'/N is taken

as 10"8 as in (2.50), and B'/B also as 10"8
, so that it becomes

.v-jz&w, (2.54)

where N' is in pra-maxwells and B' is in terms of the pra-gauss
= 10B mag units ; this unit is here called gauss though in dealing
with H it was just called oersted. It is obvious from the equa-
tion B = H + 4jtl/p that if we were to be consistent, we should
have to use the same units for magnetic induction and intensity.
But these practical units do not profess to be consistent,
in one type of equation we use one and in another we employ a
different unit for the same quantity. They must therefore be
regarded as mere empirical dodges for suppressing powers of 10m various formulae. Technicians apparently wish to do this

;

but it is confusing and unnecessary in theoretical work.
It is already obvious that any attempt to produce consistency
among these pra-measures is nugatory, as we shall see more
clearly when we come to discuss so-called ' dimensions,' which
our present treatment shows to be an unnecessary intrusion and
a useless mystification."

mtemS?"f
X haTe h6"d 0f' whan h' want« * <*«>*• 'rom electrostatic to
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We may now complete table (2.47) as follows 80
:

75

Equa-
tion.

Quantity. C.O.S. unit. Pra-unit.
COS. measure
Pra-measure.

2.50

2.51

energy-

inductance

erg joule

henry

10'

109

Equa-
tion.

Quantity, Mag unit. Pra-unit.
Mag measure

Pro-measure.

2.52 mag. flux maxwell weber 108

2.53

2.54

mag. intensity

mag. induction

oersted

gauss

pra-oersted

pra-gauss

10"1

108

(2.55)

° The only section of the elm-mag system in which personal names appear is

that of the magnetio units. This anomaly is due to the resolution of the Chicago
Congress of 1893 to keep magnetic units out of the practical series.



CHAPTER III

Maxwell

1. The Faraday-Mossotti Hypothesis.

' I intend to begin Poisson's papers on electricity and magnetism
to-morrow,' wrote Maxwell * in 1855. And even in his Treatise i

he treated magnetism as ' a system of polarised particles '
(ii. 11).

He also accepted ' the polarisation of dielectrics by electromotive
force as discovered by Faraday and mathematically developed
by Mossotti ' (vi. 126). As he says in his Treatise (i. 64 f., § 60)

:

The idea of internal polarity . . . will be explained at greater
length when we come to treat of magnetism. The electric polarisa-
tion of an elementary portion of a dielectric ... we may conceive
to consist m what we may call an electric displacement producedby the electromotive intensity. When the electromotive force actson a conducting medium it produces a current through it : but if
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. . . Since, as we have seen, the theory of direct action at a distance
is mathematically identical with that of action bymeans of a medium
the actual phenomena may be explained by the one theory as well
as by the other, provided suitable hypotheses be introduced when
any difficulty occurs. Thus Mossotti has deduced the mathematical
theory of dielectrics from the ordinary theory of attraction, merely
by giving an electric instead of a magnetic interpretation to the
symbols in the investigation by which Poisson has deduced the
theory of magnetio induction from the theory of magnetic fluids.

The significant point of this statement is that the two hypo-
theses, whatever they may be, are mathematically identical. He
therefore does not profess to discard the preceding analysis, no
more than he rejects Coulomb's law. Indeed, there is little

doubt that whatever is really physical—the algebraic structure

—

in his treatment of magneto- and electro-statics is derived from
Poisson and Kelvin. As Sir Joseph Larmor says (i. 28)

:

In Maxwell's final presentation of electrical theory in his Treatise,

he deals with displacement but not with anything called electricity,

so that a diagram of molecular polarisation is foreign to it. . . . At
the same time there is little doubt that this scheme was the out-
come of consideration of the theory of Kelvin and Mossotti, who
were the first (in 1845) to extend Poisson's theory of magnetio
polarisation to dielectrics, of which the electric activity had then
just been rediscovered by Faraday.

But it is not at all clear that the idea of molecular polarisation

is so foreign to Maxwell. That is, if we concentrate on his

analysis and reasoning, refusing to be led by some irrelevant

metaphors and pictorial side-shows. His contrast between

medium-action and direct-action must, on his own admission,

fall within the scope of the preceding formulae, of which they

must constitute microscopically different cases or interpretations.

Except when constructing an explanatory metaphor, Maxwell

does not claim to give any new proof of any of the formulae ;

he merely asserts that we can interpret them in two ways. By
' medium ' he means that we may accept our continuous analysis

strictly, that our doublets are really elements in integrals. By
the term ' direct action ' he refers to the view that the doublets

are ultimately discrete, that our integrals are useful makeshifts

for arriving at statistically mean values. As far as macroscopical

statical results are concerned, the result is the same. Maxwell

had a strong metaphysical preference for the first view ; by an

extraordinary anomaly, those who to-day profess to follow him
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in this preference in reality accept the second view, which is that
of the current electron theory. It is therefore necessary to clear

up the illogicalities of most of our text-books.

Unfortunately Maxwell did not develop these two views
quantitatively and directly. He made an additional assumption
which was first explicitly recognised by Helmholtz (i. 543, 625)
in 1870. It is this assumption which alone enables us to reconcile

Maxwell's two positions : (1) his acceptance of the Poisson-
Kelvin analysis, (2) his statements concerning displacement and
displacement-currents.

Let us first hear Maxwell on a point which may seem
elementary:

When induction is transmitted through a dielectric, there is in
the first place a displacement of electricity in the direction of the
induction. For instance, in a Leyden jar of which the inner coating
is charged positively and the outer coating negatively, the direction
of displacement of positive electricity in the Bubstance of the class
is from within outwards (i. 166, § 111).

"

Let us consider a tube of induction proceeding from a positively
electrified body. ... We know that there is an electromotive force
acting outwards from the electrified body. . . . The effect of the
electromotive force is to produce what we may call electric displace-
ment; that is to say, the electricity is forced outwards in the
direction of the electromotive force (v. 49).

It seems clear then that Maxwell envisaged the polarisation
in the dielectric as in Fig. 11. Whether the doublets are discrete

OOOO
-+ .+ .+ .+

Kg- n.

OOOO
+ -+-+• +-

Fig. 12.

molecules or are ultimately continuous 'cells,' makes no differ-
ence to the analysis.
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Using the word charge in its simplest meaning, I think that a
body can be charged with one electric force [charge] without the
other, that body being considered in relation to itself only. But
I think that such charge cannot exist without induction or inde-
pendently of what is called the development of an equal amount of
the other electric force [charge], not in itself but in the neighbouring
consecutive particles of the surrounding dielectric and, through
them, of the facing particles of the uninsulated surrounding con-
ducting bodies.

: Similarly Mossotti when he wrote in 1847 :

The dielectric body, by means of the polarisation of the atmos-
pheres of its molecules, merely transmits from one body to the other
the action between the conducting bodies, neutralising the electrical

action on one and transporting to the other an action equal to that
which the first would have directly exerted.—Cited by Duhem
(v. 45).

We shall presently show that this hypothesis, superadded to

the analysis of a polarised medium which he accepted, suffices to

reconcile Maxwell's theory with the classical foundations of

electrostatics and to remove the contradictions which still persist

in expositions of his views. Strictly speaking, this mode of

reconciliation is of purely historical interest ; for we shall after-

wards find a much simpler method more in consonance with the

electron theory. But the attempt is useful, not only because

of the enormous influence of Maxwell, but also inasmuch as his

terminology and arguments are still, through a form of mis-

taken piety, embedded in most of our text-books. It is important

accordingly to realise the logical basis and implications of

Maxwell's position.

It must not therefore be imagined that we shall thereby solve

all the puzzles in Maxwell's writings or even in his Treatise.

Never did a great physicist throw out such a mass of incoherent

ideas, calmly pursuing his course with intuitive genius amid a

welter of discrepant theories. In particular we must refer to an

entirely different hypothesis which he maintains side by side

with that of Faraday-Mossotti. The contradiction, which was

first pointed out by Hertz (i. 26), will become clear from the

following quotations

:

In the case of the Leyden jar of which the inner coating is charged

positively, any portion of the glass will have its inner side charged

positively and its outer side negatively. If this portion be entirely

in' the interior of the glass, its surface-charge will be neutralised by
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the opposite charge of the parts in contact with it ; but if it be in

contact with a conducting body which is incapable of maintaining

in itself the inductive state, the surface-charge will not be neutralised

but will constitute that apparent charge which is commonly called

the Charge of the Conductor. The charge therefore at the bounding

Burface of a conductor and the surrounding dielectric, which on the

old theory was called the charge of the conductor, must be called in

the theory of induction the surface-charge of the surrounding

dielectric. According to this theory, all charge is the residual effect

of the polarisation of the dielectric (i. 166, § 111).

We must suppose that in every [dielectric] cell the end formed by
the surface of higher potential is coated with one unit of positive

electricity, the opposite end—that formed by the surface of lower
potential—being coated with one unit of negative electricity. In
the interior of the medium where the positive end of one cell is in

contact with the negative end of the next, these two electrifications

exactly neutralise each other ; but where the dielectric medium is

bounded by a conductor, the electrification is no longer neutralised

but constitutes the observed electrification at the surface of the
conductor. According to this view of electrification, we must regard
electrification as a property of the dielectric medium rather than of
the conductor which is bounded by it (v. 60).

According to this view the polarisation is as represented in

Pig. 12. The electric charge of the conductor is identical with

the charge in the contiguous dielectric, i.e. p = a = 0, the only

charges are p' and a'. It is impossible to reconcile this with the

Faraday-Mossotti hypothesis, though Maxwell seems to hold
them both sometimes on the same page. ' How,' asks Duhem
(v. 101), 'could two propositions so manifestly contradictory
present themselves at the same moment to Maxwell's mind,
both of them securing his adhesion I It is a strange problem
of scientific psychology which we submit to the reader's
meditation.'

This view, which Duhem calls ' the third electrostatics ' of

Maxwell, will not be further considered here, as it is off the main
line of Maxwell's thought. Duhem (v. 124 ff.) has shown that
it disagrees with the experimental results on the ponderomotive
forces in dielectrics.

Reverting to the Faraday-Mossotti hypothesis, we see from
formula (2.37), a + a' = <,/*, that if a + a> -* 0, x -> co. There
ui nothing per se impossible in the assumption that the inductivity
of all bodies is a number exceedingly large compared with unity.Uit us begin with what we call vacuum, whoso inductivity we
take to be x„. Then, as we have already shown (2.40), the apparent
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force in vacuum (or approximately in air) ia f^qq'Ja'r*, where
a' = x a can be taken arbitrarily : for elst measure a' = 1, for
elm measure a' = 1/c8. Thus the ordinary experiments verifying
Coulomb's law are quite untouched.8 But the mere fact of
speaking of the inductivity or dielectric constant of vacuum,
shows that our ultimate standard is the unpolarisable void for
which the force is qq'/cur*. We then invent our theory of a
universal polarised homogeneous medium, and we re-discover
Coulomb's law for the apparent force in such a medium. Such
a theory is in itself quite tenable, even though the void is im-
possible of realisation. There is little doubt that this is what
Maxwell means (or ought to mean) by his medium-theory. So
far is this from contradicting the far-action formula for the void,
that it is actually based mathematically upon it. Maxwell does
not reject the Poisson-Kelvin analysis, he merely takes a particular

case of it (x -> co) ; and, as we cannot get rid of the supposed
aether, all actions take place in an infinitely polarised ubiquitous

medium.
We cannot separately measure v. for an ordinary dielectric or

x for the aether, at least by electrostatic experiments ; we know
only their ratio x' = x/x , which is not necessarily large. We see

from (2.41) that in the dielectric the force is/= g
,?7*'a

'ra = /o/It
'-

Also since by (2.39) in a homogeneous dielectric p + p' =
p/x, p + p' -> 0. In any dielectric, since <p' = x„<p is the apparent

potential,

'47r(p + p') = Vs
<p = VV/>to->0.

We have already seen that E'= E. And

D' = D/x = E/x + 47tP/x a -> 47tP/a'.

Or otherwise

P = (x - l)a/4rc . E

= (x' - l/x )a'E

-s- a'x'E/4ir.

Hence in elst units (a' = 1), P = O'/in. (3.1)

1 ' It is necessary to assume that as regards fields of ordinary electrostatic type,

it [the aether] is a dielectric of unit specific inductive capacity [k = 1 , ».«. it is not

a dielectric at all] ; otherwise it would be impossible to exert any force on a

charge embedded in it.'—Tate, p. 90. We have already refuted this objection

by showing that an assumed Kt cannot be determined electrostatically.
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I

Similarly

p = div (aD/4?r) = div (a'D'/4n) = div P,

<T = aD„/4TC=a'2);/4Tr = PB .

(3 2)

Which we could have otherwise deduced since

p = -p' = divP,p = - ' = PB .

In ordinary working, at least in electrostatics, we can omit
the dashes in writing D' = x'E, P = D'/47r. But if we do
so, we must remember that, to use our present notation, we are
dealing with the effective or apparent quantities D' and x'

and not with D = xE = x D' or x = x x\
In our theoretical work we have, of course, to deal with

x, x
,
D ; otherwise we could not correctly apply the theory of a

polarised medium. We cannot, if our contention is true that
Maxwell's theory involves a very large x , suddenly in our
exposition put x„ = 1, as do most Maxwellian writers on the plea
of using * electrostatic * units. Probably most contemporary
writers do not take seriously the theory of a polarisable aether

;

it is their terminology which is defective. For example, Prof!
de Donder, on the very first page of his text (p. 9) tells us that
x is 'a positive constant in all the space considered, its value
depends on the choice of units, it is the dielectric constant or the
electric inductive power of vacuum.' Whereas on p. 90 he
informs us that vacuum is non-polarisable. How can inductivity
be understood at the beginning of a text-book before even singlets,
not to speak of doublets, are discussed ? By its very definition
it is independent of a choice of units. It is quite incorrect to
say with Planck « that ' one can ascribe to the vacuum any
arbitrary value of the dielectric constant, as is indicated by the
various systems of units.' Electrical units are varied by changing
a, not by varying x . Even admitting that vacuum is a dielectric,
^characterise elst measure by a'= 1 -and elm measure by

I \ a
' T ^ the seParate values of a and x , we have no

Knowledge from electrostatics. Whether electromagnetics gives
us any mdication, will be subsequently investigated.

J2™ Wit
f* had n° ^"'ty »n following Maxwell in regarding

vacuum as electrically polarisable-witness these ouotations :

p^^^-SLsaaspa &:•
the^ u iust ss

* ^'"^'Cturu on TUoreHcalPhyic, 1915, p. 119.
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It becomes necessary to conceive it [vacuum] as permeated by
a non-material ether, the molecules of which are capable of electric
polarisation.—Watson and Burbury, i. 253.
The aether is the simplest possible kind of dielectric and is com-

posed of two kinds of minute incompressible elastic cells, called
positive and negative cells.—Barnett, i. 12.

All physicists since Faraday agree in attributing dielectric polarisa-
tion to the aether.—Duhem, v. 33.

But even Hertz (i. 139) rejects ' the idea of a dielectric constant

of the ether ' as among those ' auxiliary ideas ' which ' really

possess no meaning.' And many a professed Maxwellian will

admit to-day that ' it is unnecessary to associate the concepts

of specific inductive capacity and of magnetic permeability with

space which is devoid of matter, these concepts belong to material

media.' 6 If we put x = 1, we are really putting P = 0, i.e.

we are denying the electrical polarisation of the aether. And in

fact this is the position of those who uphold the electron theory.

The untenability of the idea of polarisability without a displace-

ment of electrons, or a re-orientation of electronic orbits, receives

universal acceptance. The terminology of the past still survives

among technologists and among those who discusss the ' dimen-

sions ' of x and u. ; but the once living idea behind the language

is now dead. The habit is kept up merely out of an unscientific

loyalty to Maxwell and because of a failure to see any other

explanation of the so-called displacement-current.

While we see no intrinsic impossibility in having x assume

any numerical value whatever, we have already pointed out

that, if we concede the existence of permanent magnets, we

cannot make a similar statement about the permeability of

vacuum (n). And indeed Maxwell himself displays a striking

contrast in his different attitude towards magnetostatics and

towards electrostatics. As far as magnetism is concerned

Maxwell followed Poisson literally, without so much as mention-

ing his own concept of displacement.8

• H. M. Macdonald, Electromagnetism, 1934, p. xiii.

• Some of his followers have not been, so guarded. Drude (iii. 89) and W.

Wilson (p. 82) explicitly mention 'magnetio displacement.' Larmor (i. 259)

says B/4ir is ' the analogue of the total dieleotrio displacement.' Poynting and

Thomson (p. 238) say that ' /» corresponds to K/4ir.' Richard (p. 17) talks of the

magnetio displacement current. Duhem (v. 25), following a wrong explanation

of diamagnetism by E. Beoquerel (1850), holds that 'the aether is susceptible

of magnetisation.'
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In fact he says quite clearly (i. 55) that ' in empty space the
coefficient of [magnetic] induction is unity.' Of course, no one
who maintains Ampere's theory of magnetism, or its modern
extensions, could possibly take up any other position. We shall

therefore assume henceforth that vacuum is at least magnetically
unpolarisable.

2. Maxwell's * Displacement.'

Maxwell professed to be guided by Faraday's experiments
' In thus directing our attention,' he says (v. 36), ' to the state of
the insulating medium ... we are following the path which
led Faraday to many of his electrical discoveries.' But, as Prof
Whittaker (p. 279) points out, this is not accurate.

In adopting the idea, he altogether transformed it. For Faraday's
conception of displacement was applicable only to ponderable
dielectrics and was in fact introduced solely in order to explain why
the specific inductive capacity of such dielectrics is different from
that of free aether ; whereas according to Maxwell there is dis-
placement wherever there is electric force, whether material bodies
are present or not.

The experimental results of Faraday, as well as the later
experiments on dispersion, are correctly and completely accounted
for by the Poisson-Kelvin theory of polarisation, which Maxwell
reproduced for magnetostatics but not for electrostatics. For
the latter he invented a new, or rather an additional, hypothesis
which, though Maxwell did not perceive it, is logically equivalent
to a speculative obiter dictum of Faraday to the effect that
ct + ct _o. Though this latter hypothesis has some consequences
in electromagnetics, it has none whatever in electrostatics and
consequently has no bearing whatever on Faraday's static
researches on dielectrics.

iJ?Vr
d ' <%>lacenient

'
was most unfortunate ; it seems tobam Had a hypnotic effect on Maxwell himself, who at times
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The amount of the displacement is measured by the quantity o!
electricity which crosses unit of area while the displacement increases
from zero to its actual amount. This therefore is the measure of the

electric polarisation. . . . The variations of electric displacement
evidently constitute electric currents.

We have already seen that Maxwell's * displacement,' which
we shall call = x'E/Itt, is the limit to which the polarisation

P tends as x -> co. But this is not the way in which he intro-

duces the symbol in quantitative formulae. He starts with air

for which x' = 1, and speaks as if he were dealing with singlets

in the unpolarisable void.8 This is his first logical error, for he
has not proved our formula (2.41) though he holds that vacuum
is polarisable. Let us prescind from this and speak only of

singlets, taking a = 1. Electric intensity is defined (i. 48) by
the force on a small charge (F = jE), potential is defined by ' the

whole work done on the body by the electrical force ' being

(?i
—

?2)?> and (P- 74) the law of force between point-charges

is given as /= qq'/r*.

Next (p. 66) he imagines a charge q uniformly distributed over

a spherical surface (2), so that the intensity at a point P, r from

the centre, is g/r2 according to the law he has just given. ' This

resultant intensity, according to our theory, is accompanied by
a displacement of electricity in a direction outwards from the

sphere,' i.e. the original charged sphere 2. ' If now,' he con-

tinues, ' we draw a concentric spherical surface of radius r, the

whole displacement through this [new] surface [8] will be pro-

portional to the resultant intensity multiplied by the area of the

spherical surface,' i.e. to q/rz x 4w2 = inq. This statement is

peculiar. We start with a charge on 2, and a few seconds later

we are talking about the charge ' displaced ' through the arbitrary

concentric sphere S . We have now ' to determine the ratio between

the charge q and the quantity of electricity [just stated to be

proportional to iizq] displaced through any one of the spherical

surfaces.' Call this alleged displaced charge M—Maxwell calls

it E. He says that 'the work done upon the medium in the

region between two concentric spherical surfaces [potentials

<p and ip"] while the displacement is increased fromM toM + SM '

' Maxwell professed to deal only with k'=*/«„. 'The ratio of the displace-

ment in any dielectrio to the displacement in a vacuum due to the same electro-

motive force is called the [relative] specific inductive capacity of the dielectric,

or more briefly the [relative] dielectrio oonstant. This quantity is greater in

dense bodies than in a so-called vacuum.'—v. 108.
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is (9 - <p')S-W = ?SJI/ >
a we take one sPhero to be S and the other

to be at infinity.
* But by the ordinary theory, the work done

in augmenting the charge ,is <p&q ; and if this is spent, as We
suppose, in augmenting the displacement, 821 = $q • and since

M and q vanish together, 21 = q.' ' We are thus led to a very
remarkable consequence of the theory we are now examining,

namely, that the motions of electricity are like those of an
incompressible fluid.'

Let us investigate this amazing bit of reasoning. Quantitative

results in physics must be deduced from precise formulae
metaphors and rhetoric lead nowhere. Let us see what Maxwell
says about the quantity 21, whether we call it total electric

displacement or anything else. He assumes (1) 21 = a
f (EdS)

where a is some factor of proportionality
; (2) 21 = q. The

second assumption is really made but is a little disguised. He
takes S to be an equipotential surface and asserts <p$2I = a$q
or rather—for the charge q (on 2 or at a point) is not altered—
ip21 = <?q. These then, applied to the more general case of any
number of charges inside any surface S, are Maxwell's two
assumptions concerning 21. Now Gauss's purely mathematical
theorem for singlets, which Maxwell proves on p. 88, is

4jt?= [(EdS).

It follows that o = J/47T and 21 is the surface-integral of = E/4?t.
But on the later page Maxwell simply defines the displacement

as E/4ir. He then deduces from Gauss's theorem that q = 21,

where 21 is
f
(QdS).

Regarded analytically. Maxwell's reasoning is perfectly in-
nocuous

;
it is as applicable to gravitation as to electrostatics.

Ue merely shows, Mowing Gauss and Green, that a singlet
volume-distribution

p = div Q is equivalent to a surface-distribu-
tion o - <?„ on an enclosing surface 8. But in drawing his ' very
remarkable consequence' he is covertly introducing a most
peculiar assumption which we find explicitly stated by his
commentators.

•n^SS^SduJfS^ ** an Compressible fluid which fills

I confess 1 8hould'really"be at a loss to explain, without the use of
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mathematical formulae, what he considers as a quantity of electricity
or why such a quantity is constant like that of a substance.—
Helmholtz, iii. 60.

Maxwell supposes that the matter of dielectrics is filled by a
hypothetical elastic fluid, analogous to the aether which in optics is

supposed to fill transparent bodies ; he calls it electricity. . . . This
hypothetical fluid we shall call inductive fluid, keeping the usual
meaning for the word electricity, . . . When a molecule of the in-
ductive fluid is disturbed from its position of normal equilibrium,
Maxwell says that there is electric displacement. . . . If the word
[inductive fluid] does not occur in the work of this physicist, the
thing is there ; only what we have called inductive fluid is there
designated' electricity. In Maxwell's language, the electricity of
dielectrics is supposed to be elastic, while that of conductors i3

supposed to be inert. These different properties assigned to two
fluids called by the same name are the cause of the want of clear-

ness in certain passages of MaxweE's work.—Poineare, iv. 14, 29.
In Maxwell's theory 'the quantity of electricity' is only an

abbreviation for this integral. ... It is not a physical reality, or
at least need not be so.—Schaefer, i. 667.
He says that the movements of electricity are like those of an

incompressible fluid so that the total quantity of electricity within
a closed surface always remains the same ; this shows that what he
meant by electricity was something different from a collection of

electric charges.—Sir J. J. Thomson, iv. 35.

What Maxwell really shows is Gauss's theorem, namely, that

the actual distribution p is equivalent to a hypothetical distribu-

tion <t = Qn on any surface S. What he now assumes is that the

distribution (p) of electricity is accompanied by a vector-field 0,
which is not merely indicative of the actual charges, but is a

superadded physical reality throughout all space, having the

properties of the displacement in an elastic medium. The
fact that Maxwell spoke of the displacement of electricity is

irrelevant, though highly confusing. He merely means the

vector-field which, after being used to define the actual

charges (q), is then, by a curious form of duplication, endowed
with a physical status of its own and is superadded to q.

There is no doubt that this line of thought is in agreement with

many pronouncements of Faraday, according to whom (iii. 449 f.)

'there are the lines of gravitating force, those of electrostatic

induction, those of magnetic action.' ' I do not perceive,'

he says, ' in any part of space, whether (to use the common
phrase) vacant or filled with matter, anything but forces and the

lines in which they are exerted.' The idea of these force-lines,
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probably first made familiar by the conformation of iron

particles round a magnet, became so real to Faraday that he

regarded light and radiant heat as tremors of lines of force
' a notion which, as far as it is admitted, will dispense with the

ether ' (iii. 447). The great propagandist of this view has been
Sir J. J. Thomson, who tells us as late as 1925 ' that these lines

are not merely geometrical figments but that they—or rather

the groups of them forming tubes of force that end on an electron
—are physical realities.9 And in 1934 he writes (iv. 36) :

If we regard what Maxwell called electricity as being really lines
of force and what he called the displacement of electricity as the
density of these lines, this view satisfies the two definite statements
about electricity made by Maxwell : (1) that wherever there is
electric force there is electric displacement

; (2) that electricity
behaves like an incompressible fluid.

This idea, though long ignored, was ultimately received with
an enthusiasm which persists even to-day. 'Nothing,' says
Lenard (v. 255), 'has proved of greater importance and more
fruitful than this conception of lines of force,' which is ' a funda-
mental advance for all time.' 'Maxwell's work resulted in
Faraday s idea of lines of force being everywhere accepted and
hence also by technical workers ' (ibid, p 342)
Helmholtz (vi. 277) tried to place the idea under the protection

ol i araday s fame as an experimentalist :
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any idea of the nature of the physical cause of the phenomena, or
to be tied up with or in any way dependent on such an idea (iii.

330, § 3075).

In other words, Faraday employed the idea because he lacked
the analytic-mathematical capacity to deal with a vector-field

without some kind of pictorial representation. There is this

advantage in Thomson's version, that it avoids Maxwell's
ambiguous use of the word 'electricity.' But its metaphorical
apparatus is not only cumbrous but belongs to the type of treat-

ment which uses wearisome circumlocutory proofs to avoid the
differential calculus. All this talk of lines and tubes is simply
a roundabout substitute for elementary vector analysis. We
are back again to the essence of Maxwell's theory, namely, his

treatment of the vector field = E/47t.

What exactly is Maxwell aiming at 2 He is really trying

post factum to excogitate a justification for an equation which
he has discovered to be extremely useful in electromagnetics.

By a flash of mathematical insight he saw that the addition of

an extra term to one of the electromagnetic equations would
make an immense difference. He did not see that this term

could be reconciled with the classical analysis of polarisation by
means of the Faraday-Mossotti hypothesis ; he did not realise

that an even simpler method had already been given by L. Lorenz.

And so he essayed another explanation, which has caused endless

and fruitless discussion in the subsequent history of electrical

theory. This is his explanation. If u = pv is the current-

density of electricity, we have the equation of continuity

[
dt div u = f (udS) = - if

p<Zt

i.e. the electricity flowing out is equal to the rate of decrease of

what is inside. Whence

div u + p = 0. (3.3)

But Poisson's equation gives p = div Q. Therefore

div(u+0) = 0. (3.4)

Now comes his peculiar terminology. He calls u + the total

current, u being the conduction and the displacement current.

It is obvious that he wishes us to understand the word * current

'

literally and not metaphorically, for he says (i. 67)

:

Every case of charge or discharge may therefore be considered as

a motion in a closed circuit, such that at every section of the oirouit
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the same quantity of electricity crosses in the same time. . . . Wis

are thus led to a very remarkable consequence of the theory which
we are examining, namely, that the motions of electricity are like

those of an incompressible fluid, so that the total quantity within

an imaginary fixed closed surface remains always the same. .

Whatever electricity may be and whatever we may understand by
the movement of electricity, the phenomenon which we have called

electric displacement is a movement of electricity in the same sense
as the transference of a definite quantity of electricity through a
wire is a movement of electricity ; the only difference being that in
the dielectric there is a force which we have called electric elasticity
which acts against the electric displacement. ... In every case
the motion of electricity is subject to the same condition as that of
an incompressible fluid, namely, that at every instant as much
must flow out of any given closed surface as flows into it.

The language could not be more explicit. Maxwell takes his
displacement-current to be as real as, and sometimes as more
real than, the conduction-current. Whereas, of course, it is
not a current at all, it does not represent a flow of electricity,
it is merely the rate of change of the vector Q. Barring the
metaphor introduced, the equation (3.4) holds for any singlet-
distribution attracting or repelling according to the inverse-
square law. The criticism of Duhem (v. 123) must therefore be
accepted:

In writing this phrase Maxwell momentarily forgets the vervSKU *» Pr°P°^°a '^ total flux is uniform hin his latest theory
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Many phenomena support the hypothesis that x is an elastio
permittivity, i.e. the reciprocal of an elastic modulus, and that E
is an elastic stress. . . . Whether this conception i3 correct or not,
xE [or rather xE/4rc] is called the electrio displacement.

In other words, E is a * stress ' and Q = xE/4?r is a ' strain,'

(EQ)/2 being the energy-density. This summarises ' the usual
views current among engineers and contained in most text-books

of physics.' 10 It is quite natural that technicians, short of

mathematics, should take refuge in word-play on ' displacement

'

in order to snatch at a pseudo-proof. It is not so easy to under-
stand the efforts of theorists to reduce electric intensity to

mechanical stress and electric induction to mechanical strain, or

rather—since we are supposed to be dealing with the case

x = 1—to reduce E to be both stress and strain at once. Accord-

ing to Larmor (i. 255), = E/4tc is ' true aethereal displacement,

namely the aethereal strain which would remain if there were no
matter present.' In fact, according to Livens (ii. 100, 102), it

is something which still exists in empty space when there are no
dielectrics or conductors present, so that it cannot possibly be
ascribed to an electric displacement. ... A dynamical theory of

electromagnetic actions should give a reason for this action in the

aether, for the existence of this aethereal displacement which [i.e.

whose time-rate] has the same properties as a flow of electricity

but is not itself a flow of electricity. The hypothesis is however

experimentally correct and it simplifies the theory immensely, and
there we shall leave it for the present.

In other words, the thing cannot be explained, neither Maxwell

nor anyone else could ' give a reason ' for it. So we just shove

it into our equations and leave it there. Not a very satisfactory

state of affairs.

The position is found to be still less satisfactory when we come

to consider the case of an ordinary dielectric, for which all con-

temporary writers profess to hold the validity of the dipole-

analysis. As to Maxwell, he simply makes the following state-

ment (i. 75 f.), wherein we substitute for D :

If the body is a dielectric, then, according to the theory adopted

in this treatise, the electricity is displaced within it so that the

quantity of electricity which is forced in the direction of E across

unit of area fixed perpendicular to E is = xE/4it.

10 Hague, p. 21 note. Cf. Jooa, p. 273 ;
' The picture suggested is that of an

elastio body, say the ether, in a state of stress ; in spite of its great heuristic value,

we can no longer asoribe phj'sioal reality to such a pioture.'
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He nowhere attempts any proof of this proposition. Nor can
we speak of ' Maxwell's more simple conception of a displacement
connected with the force by a law regarded as an ultimate fact '

»

until we know whatfact we are talking about. Which we cannot
know until we hare an independent definition of as embodied
in some other formula. So when Maxwell tells us (i. 99) that
' we may express the theory of Faraday in mathematical language
by saying that ' 4rrp = div D or p = div 0, he is simply assuming
equation (2.7) or (2.38) without further explanation or analysis.
Besides, he is lacking any experimental definition of a non-
constant x ; and he is unable at all to deal with the case in which
the approximation D = xE does not hold. His editor, Sir J. J.
Thomson, appreciates the difficulty and adds a note on p. 101,
in which he proves the formula 47rp = div (xE) by assuming

w = i
J
<f?i- + I

J
9 adS= JL f xMfr.

We have already examined this equation (2.39a) ; in our notation
p and 9 are the singlet densities and 9 is the total potential
Thomson effects a variation in 9 leaving p and a unchanged,
i.e. he

isReally effecting a variation in the polarisation P
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quently (p. 116) he states that ' Coulomb's law of force is not of
universal validity,' so that every result ' requires reconsideration.'
This is a surprising statement, for the whole point of a ' theory of
dielectrics ' is to show that Coulomb's law always holds, provided
we take into account tho charges in the polarised medium.
Instead of tackling this straightforward problem, he imitates
Maxwell in juggling with Gauss's theorem. ' The polarisation at

any point is defined to be the aggregate strength of tubes of

force per unit area of cross-section '
(p. 117), which by generalisa-

tion from experiments is taken to be = xE/iiz. This quantity

he calls P and promises a 'physical interpretation' when he
comes ' to study the molecular constitution of dielectrics.'

A promise which naturally he never fulfils, for in a dipolar system
the polarisation is P = (x — l)E/4ir, an equation which he
correctly gives on p. 368 for magnetic doublets. On p. 119 he
professes to prove ' the generalised form of Gauss's theorem,'

I (QdS)= g. But the proof is quite illusory, being founded on

the tacit assumption that p = div ; he nowhere proves equation

(2.8a). Assuming (p. 151) from experiments on a parallel plate

condenser that the energy is jcBa/87t, he next accepts Maxwell's

view that a dielectric is full of an incompressible fluid called

'electricity' and infers that the r displacement ' is (p. 154).

He thus follows ' Maxwell in supposing that electricity is of two

kinds '
(p. 155), uneasily adding that 'the truth of the picture

is by no means essential to the mathematical theory of electricity.'

He accepts it on account of displacement currents. ' The dis-

placement theory,' he says, ' has served as part of the scaffolding

by which the electromagnetic theory was constructed ; whether

the scaffolding ought now to be discarded remains an open

question.' But, leaving aside architectural metaphors, what is

not open to question is that there is a contradiction between the

displacement theory and the electron theory of inductivity and

dispersion which Jeans includes in the same book.

If we turn to the second edition of the text-book of Livens we

find, with a slight change of notation, that ' E is the cause of 0,*

where the displacement is ' not to be taken too literally

'

(pp. 54, 56). Next (p. 57) he assumes from 'our notion of

displacement ' that q =
J

(QdS). He then says (p. 59) :
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The whole of the present scheme turns on the electric displace-

ment. What is this displacement ? Why is it different when a
dielectric substance is present ? The first question has not yet been
satisfactorily answered; but the second question was at least
explained when Kelvin applied to such media Poisson's analysis for
magnetically polarised media in combination with Faraday's idea
of dielectric polarisation. . . . This theory has been completely
substantiated by the discovery of the atomic structure of electricity

Apparently he does not see any contradiction between the two
theories, Maxwell has merely 'gone deeper into the matter.'
That is, he identifies not with polarisation but with induction
In fact he gives (p. 70) the equation = E/4ir+ P, of which he
says (p. 75)

:

The second part is a true displacement of electricity • but all wecan say of the first is that, somehow or other, whatever its ultimate
nature may prove to be, it nevertheless behaves just as though itwere a true displacement of electricity.

s

So after all, though 'instead of talking of mere attractions wehave attempted to see what is going on '
(p. 59), we do not really
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We do not offer any proof of Gauss's Theorem but state it as a
fundamental hypothesis. . . . Coulomb's Law of Force can be
deduced from Gauss's Theorem or vice versa ; and on the whole it
is more satisfactory to take the latter rather than the former as our
fundamental hypothesis and so avoid basing our theory on the idea
of action at a distance.

How on earth can two mathematically identical formulations
be such that one is ' based ' on a certain physical theory while
the other is not ? And if electricity is atomic, is not an atomic
law more direct, simple and objective ? On p. 98 we are told that

• Maxwell's method of explaining the relations of the electric field . . .

involves the assumption that when an electric field is set up there is

a displacement of electricity in the dielectric medium as well as in
conductors.

There is ambiguity here. H the expression ' dielectrio medium '

is confined to material media containing bound charges, then the
theory has nothing specifically Maxwellian about it at all. In
that case the Poisson analysis should be given ; and there i3 no
justification for assuming without proof the ' generalised form of

Gauss's Theorem '
(p. 100). If, on the other hand, space or the

aether is assumed to be a ' dielectric medium,' i.e. to contain

displaceable charges, then the view that electricity consists of

electrons and protons must be abandoned. It is surely time to

introduce some coherence and a little logic into our text-books.

3. The Displacement Current.

We have already given the equation of continuity (3.3), based

upon the accepted notion of electric charge, so that current

density u = pv. Maxwell gives the equation (i. 450), though he

did not accept this view of a current, which is a pfe-Maxwellian

view resuscitated in the electron theory. Writing in 1868 con-

cerning the work of de la Rive and Faraday on electrolysis,

Tyndall 15 expressed the view then accepted at least in England :

Neither wishes to commit himself to the notion of a current com-
pounded of two electricities in two opposite directions. But the

time had not come, nor is it yet come, for the displacement of this

provisional fiction by the true mechanical conception.

Duhem speaks as a true Maxwellian when he says (v. 109*)

:

Between the velocity of a moving fluid and its density there exists

the relation of continuity. In imitation of this relation we admit

" Faraday as a Discoverer, 1868, p. 51. Cf. Faraday, §§ 1617, 3075.
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that, between the electric flux (u) and the electric density (p) at the
same point and instant, there exists the relation div u + 3p/a<= o.

. . . The quantity u, in the mind of the first physicists to
consider it, represented the velocity of the moving electric fluid
[multiplied by the density]. To-day we must not hesitate to leave
aside any supposition of this kind and to regard u simply as a vector
variable with position and time, which satisfies this equation.

To-day no one feels these reservations or scruples in accepting
the equation

div u + = 0. (3.3)

This equation deals only with the singlet volume-distribution.
In the case of a dielectric in. a variable field we have to reckon
also with the doublet-distribution. Since this is equivalent to
singlet-distribution of density p' = — div P, we have '

divP + p' = 0. (3.5)
Whence " -

divw+a/a/.(p + p') = o,
;•"/'

(3.6)
where w = u + P is the total current.

Similarly at a surface of discontinuity

divs u + is = divs P + *' = 0,

(3.7)

so that

divs w + d/Bt . (o + a') = 0.

From (3.6) and (3.7) we see at once that w is circuital' if

Lt=
P
Tr,r°" TakiDg x»">0° and using ^ ™it8(«= l/x ), we have ;

,

w=u + p
= U-r-(x-l)«fi/4Tr -

= u+(x'-l/x )E/4:r
->u + x'E/4 rt . (3 . 8)

w'iuVLL?
1 Tent (W) aPPr°^hes MaxweU's currentw-u + displacement-current." Or otherwise,

w'=U + xaE/47t
'. =w + aE/47!r

= W+ E/47rx

w.
(3.9)
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Thus wo see that the Faraday-Mossotti hypothesis enables us
at once to reconcile Maxwell's displacement-current and the
classical dipolar theory of dielectrics. There is another method
of reconciliation to which we shall subsequently give preference.
The important point to grasp is that the need for some reconcilia-
tion exists. This displacement-current is nowadays often called
the polarisation or dielectric current.17 Sir J. J. Thomson, who
prefers the term polarisation to displacement, says (ii. 363) :

' We shall call the rate of increase in the polarisation the dielectric

current.' But the difficulty is that the accepted polarisation
current in a dielectric is P, whereas Maxwell takes it to be 0-
Consider a slab of dielectric with a plane face perpendicular to
the field E. The electrons (N per unit vol.) of the dielectric are
displaced through a distance h, so that 0- = Neh. They are acted
on by the force E'e and a restraining force (/x) proportional to

their displacement (x), so that for equilibrium E'e —fh. Hence

E' = E-in<! = E-inNei
E'/f,

and
x = EjW = 1 + 4nNe*/f. (3.10)

This is the ordinary electron theory, taking x„= 1 . Gans, who takes
' for the ether x = 1 '

(p. 116), considers a dielectric as a polarised

medium on p. 109. Adapting his notation to ours, he says that

when the field-strength is increased by dE, ' the additional

quantity of electricity crossing the surface is, since edE =fdh,

[NedhdS =
[Ne?lf . dEndS

UVe2
// . EJS per unit time.

' We put Ne2
/f= x/i-n and call x the dielectric constant of the

medium.' Thus the total current is

^dSfa + xEJin),

as Maxwell says. But we see at once that this attempt at recon-

ciliation is incorrect ; for, as we have just seen, Ne*lf= (x— 1)/4tt,

17 'Dielectric current': Brillouin, p. 267: H. A. Wilson, viii. 212; Barnett,

i. 200. * Polarisation current ' : Mallik, p. 74. * The predecessors of Maxwell

would not have refused to admit that the motion of these charges is in some sense

a current.*—Whittaker, p. 286. Yes j but the current is P, not Q. It is incorrect

to say with Fttrth (p. 339) that the displacement current ' consists of the dis-

placement of free charges in the oase of a polarisable dielectric'
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and not x/4jt. There is therefore little doubt that most of the

current expositions of electrical theory leave Maxwell's displace-

ment-current either as a contradiction with the electron theory
theyprofess to hold or at least as an alien unassimilated intrusion.18

The position is not improved if with Prof. Whittaker we
reverse the argument. If ± a denote the surface-density on the
coatings of a condenser, the current-density is in magnitude
% = * = 2>/47r. He then argues (p. 286*) :

Since the total current is to be circuital, its value in the dielectric
must be the same as the value u which it has in the rest of the
circuit ; that is, the current in the dielectric has the value tilix.
We shall assume that the current in dielectrics always has this value"
so that in the general equations the total current must be under-
stood to be u + D/4u. ,

It is dangerous to argue with what is really an open circuit,
which can be treated approximately only by taking it as if it
were closed. But prescinding from the illustration, the issue is
assumed at the start when the total current is stated to be
circuital. For we have shown (3.6 and 3.7) that the total current
satisfies the relations

div w -f p/x = divs w + a/x = 0,

so that it cannot be circuital unless we assume y. -s- co or make
another supposition which will be dealt with later.

Malw^r ^r' W6 haTO failed t0 discover anv validation ofMaxwells displacement-current except the Faraday-Mossotti
hypothesis, which remained unnoticed until Helmholtz pointed
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Some of the contemporary attempts to justify Maxwell's

theory, in addition to those already cited, may account for this
scepticism. Sometimes we are merely given a general query
(Moullin, p. 251) : Cannot a changing electric force be regarded
as a current just as much as the passage of a charge past a given
pomt in a wire ? ' Sometimes we are referred once more to
elasticity (Schuster, i. 231) :

* His views are best explained by an
analogy taken from the theory of stress and strain. . . . Taking
this as a guide, we may imagine the medium to yield in some
unknown manner to the application of electric force ; and if so,
the rate of change of that force will cause a " flow." ' In general
the attitude seems to be to accept Maxwell's view as a convenient
fiction which may be dismissed while retaining the result it has
' proved.' Thus Pidduck (p. 407)

:

The line of least resistance would seem to be to make all circuits
closed by counting as a current something which is not a flow of
electricity, and applying the original laws unaltered. This ia the
basis of the theory propounded by Maxwell in 1864 ; and his views
have proved so successful in this particular domain that there is no
need to consider alternative explanations.

In these days of doubt it is cheering to find anybody so well
satisfied. On the next page, finding that u + E/4tt is circuital,

he concludes that ' we have the required generalisation.' ' The
vector E/47T is called the ether current density. The fictitious

electricity has served its turn and may now be dismissed.' He
does not really dismiss it ; he merely indicates that it would be
unpleasant to be reminded of it.

Three German writers may now be quoted to make the con-
temporary testimonies more representative. Schaefer (i. 237)
admits frankly that he has no explanation of the matter :

It is obvious that the portion of the displacement-current (P)

,
referring to the dielectric is a real current in the ordinary sense of
the word. But it is otherwise with the other term, the current
(E/4tc) existing in a vacuum. Here there is no representable
interpretation and here lies what is strictly new and hypothetical in
what Maxwell introduced into electro-dynamics. Maxwell himself
had no scruple, as he treated aether or vacuum as an ordinary
dielectric with x = 1, in explaining this part also by means of a
displacement of electrio charges. Yet this i3 hardly tenable accord-
ing to our present views ; it is better to acknowledge openly that a
representable (anschaulich) explanation of the displacement-current
in a vacuum is at present impossible.
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Prof. Pohl is more hopeful ; he says (p. 118 f.) that after a time

we get quite used to the ' hard saying ' of a current which is

obviously not a current

:

By the term ' displacement current ' we denote an alteration of

the electrio field in time, i.e. the appearance and disappearance of

lines of force. The term ' current ' has no doubt been historically

adopted from the analogy with water. In the conduction current

atoms of electricity really do move or flow. In the term 'dis-

placement current ' there remains no trace of the original meaning
of the word 'current.' ... A current where there is nothing
actually flowing, but merely electrio lines of force altering in the
course of time— this is indeed a hard saying and one that may be
positively misleading. We grant this without more ado. We shall

see later, however, that the idea of displacement current reveals
unsuspected relationships to us and vastly extends our physical
conceptions of the world. Here we shall content ourselves with
mentioning that the light which reaches our eyes from any source
is, from the point of view of physics, nothing but a displacement
current. The objections from the literary and didactio points of
view to a current where there is nothing flowing will disappear of
themselves later on.

One of the most recent available text-books is that of Prof.
Joos." He too (p. 314 f.) abandons Maxwell's explanation but
confesses that he has no other to offer

:

We write as a tentative form of relationship for a vacuum curlH = E/e. This equation was derived by Maxwell from the notion
that the volume-elements of the ' ether ' are polarised when a
field is applied, just as are those of a material dielectric. ... But
Maxwell's concept of a polarisable ether built up of electric charges
is no longer tenable

; and we are justified in assuming the existence
of a true displacement current only in the case of material dielectrics.
Hence we have thus far no rigorous basis for the term tie, especially

™1vWSff•
£"f^". We 8ha11 therefore
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It does not at all follow from this chorus of despair either (1) that
Maxwell s innovation was wrong or (2) that it cannot he explained
and derived without contradicting the doublet theory of dielectrics
and without resisting logical incorporation into an electron theory
We may cheerfully confess that it was his ' greatest contribution
to physics,' 21 i.e. as an analytical formula. There is then all
the more urgency for relating it to the rest of electrical theory
without perpetrating paradoxes about a current which is not a
current. The Faraday-Mossotti hypothesis presents one such
expedient; but it is based on the strange assumption that
x -»oo.

» J. J. Thomson, iv. 33. Even Kitz (p. 422) called it ' one of the most fruitful
of Maxwell's ideas.'



CHAPTER IV

Ampere—Neumann
1. Equivalence.

The experiments of Ampere can be summarised in the following

formula : A steady current j in a linear closed circuit 3 is equiva-

lent to a uniform magnetic shell whose contour is s and whose
strength % is G = $j/a. Of course this applies only at points
outside the hypothetical equivalent shell.

In formula (2.17) put y= 1/p and G= P;'/a; we obtain the
magnetic force due to a current

H=iflrdsri ,

a J t
3 v (4.1)

Tt being a unit vector drawn along r from ds to the point at which
H is measured. If we generalise this and take jds = qv, on the
strength of Rowland's experiment (1876) showing that a moving
charge produces the same magnetic field as a ' current ' in a
metallic circuit, we can take the magnetic field of a moving
charge to be

'''

q/a . Vvrjr' = a/a . FvE, (4.ia
)

where E = ?r,/ar*, provided we remember that strictly this has
been proved only when the charge is moving in a closed metallic
circuit.

Similarly by the principle of equivalence we find from (2.12)
that the magnetic potential due to a circuit is

9 = Pj/a . Q, (4i2
)

-SSS!1

5° T '0m
?t'

«**-*«*>« • - 1«M (erroneously)

H.
<Wrfp 297 t, ,

WM 6feDded by J
-
J

-
n»™«-™ 13 (1882) 427

« due to niJ^ZTZZKP^?re'^5rtheSi,,thatmaga6ti8m

formula (4.2) is ,iven „ „ Jf
Icp Report (p. 13) the constant /}/«, in our

constant ,! get, ridTttLt-T^
P "foduction of the arbitrary metrical

« it .ho^dC,SS^JTSt ^^ °b8erVe that *»»«to («») iB.
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where fl is the solid angle subtended by the positive face of the
hypothetical shell (surface 8 of which the circuit is the contour)
at the point where H or <p is measured.

If we integrate H along a closed curve intersecting S ie
passing once through the circuit j, the integral is equal to the
discontinuity of <p. That is,

j
(Hdl) = 4t#*..

If the line I threads a number of circuits, we put Xj for j. If
we generalise this for a three-dimensional case, we can put

Xj=
J
(udS), where u is the volumic current-density. Applying

Stokes's theorem, we then have

curl H = 4tcu/o. (4.2a)

It will be observed that div u = 0, corresponding to dj/ds = 0,
so that the formula applies only to uniform currents. One of
the most important points of electromagnetic theory is to dis-

cover the correct generalisation of this equation. The addition
which Maxwell made is his most famous achievement ; un-
fortunately, in trying to explain or justify it, he behaved like

Lamb's Chinaman who burnt down his house to roast a pig.

We can apply either of these formulae to the simple case of
a circular coil (radius r). The magnetic field (which by symmetry
is axial) at a point on the axis distant x from the coil-contour is

or, at the centre of the coil (x = r),

H=2nj/ar. (4.3)

We have already examined the various sets of units in connection

with this formula

:

Elst-mag

Elm-mag
Elst-max

Hence if we put

i/cot» = P»y/a = Jr

, i.e. C=p*/, (4.4)

J is the elm measure of the current whose elst measure is j.

And J = jfe whether we use mag or max units for magnetio

phenomena. (There need be no confusion between our former

a P a

1 1 c

l/ca

1

1

l/ca

1

I
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and our present use of the letter J.) Though in this book max
units are not used (i.e. we take (3 = 1), the (3 factor will for the

sake of completeness bo inserted in the initial formulae.

According to (2.18) a shell C, and therefore a circuit * carrying

a current j, in a magnetic field H experiences a mechanical force

fi/A».j FdsH. (4.5)

It is usually assumed from Ampere's experiments that the force

on each element is is

dF = p//o . FdsH
= pVFdsH. (4.5a)

If H is due to a complete circuit a' carrying a current,;', we have,

using (4.1) and (4.4),

&V=JJ"
[
Fds rds'i-Jr*

= JJ'da \r-\ds' cos {rds)-rjda' cos (dada')] (4.5b)

The x-component, given by Ampere in 1825 and by Gauss in
1833, is therefore

dF, = JJ'da
j
da'r* [cos (ids') cos (rda) - cos (rx) cos (dads')].

Now by (1.38) the first term of the integral is

1— Sr__dx'dl
r^'S*

-
~d?Ba"r

-£[«~<]-«-*>£J. («)

Hen
~ ^

°

0S^ (C°S e ~ 3 cos
<P c°s <?')

dF, = - Jj>ds
J
uy* cos {rx) (2 coa t _ 3 cos ^ cos ^ ^ ^

£ fortleTwl'T
°De

°
f^ CirCUitS fa cIosed

- « •» take«w force between the current-elements (exerted by da' on da)

d°F - - Jj'dsdS{2 cos c - 3 cos 9 cos <p')/r* (4.8)
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along r. Or we may express it thus :

ePF = - JJ'dsda'R,

where R=_ I (3r^fr_ d2r\

r2 [da da'
r
dads')

.

It follows from the principle of equivalence that a small
circuit (Fig. 13 a) is equivalent to a magnet

dM = fj>/a . dS = ptfdS.

Also a solenoid (Fig. 13 b), of length

I and n turns per unit length, is

equivalent to an axial magnet
of moment ftJnlS, where 8 is *<*$

the cross-section ; or the equiva-

lent poles are T m where m
fiJnS.

Putting C= ft/a = p*J in (2.15),

we obtain an expression for the

magnetic vector potential due to

the current

:

= /3J

(a) (b)

Fig. 13.

. = ft/a . \ ds/r

= pJ
f

ds/r. (4.9)

Putting f= 1/p in (2.15a), we have for the flux through the

circuit

N = P'
1

[
(Ads), (4.10)

where A is due to other circuits or magnets. According to

(2.15b) the flux due to another circuit is

N = yC'M =/> . M = J'1$ . M. (4.10a)

Also from (2.13) the p.e. of the circuit in a magnetic field is

Tl=-ft/a.N
= - pJN

= - p*J
f

(Ads) (4.11)

It is worth while to add a few remarks on Ampere's law (4.8),

which, according to Maxwell (ii. 175), ' must always remain the

cardinal formula of electrodynamics.' But Ampere himself with

truer insight recognised that such a formula cannot be fundamental

(p. 4):
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Whatever be the physical cause to which wo wish to refer the

phenomena produced by this action, the formula which I have
obtained will always remain the expression of the facts. If we
succeed in deducing it from one of the considerations which have
served to explain so many phenomena—such as attractions according

to the inverse square of the distance, which become insensible at
every sensible distance from the particles between which they are
exerted, the vibrations of a fluid extending through space, etc.

we shall have advanced a further step in this branch of physics.
But this inquiry, with which, while appreciating its importance, I
have not occupied myself, will not change the results of my work
since, to be in accord with the facts, the hypothesis adopted must
agree with the formula which represents them so completely.

The formula certainly represents the macroscopic results
provided the currents are steady and uniform and at least one
of the circuits is closed. But it leaves quite open the question
of the physical significance of ' current-elements,' and it does
not decide whether the force is directly exerted between the linear
conductors or only indirectly through the currents. On this
latter supposition the problem arises, as Ampere points out,
whether we can find a formula for inter-electric action from which
Ampere's formula can be derived by summation. We shall
afterwards give two alternative such formulae, both based on
the electron theory. • It is strange,' as Loeb says (p. 29), ' that
in modern texts so little attention is paid to the significance of
the famous law But the strangeness consists in not connecting
the formula with whatever form of the electron theory the writer

Maxwell (ii 173) gives 'the most general form consistent

Til ofs?r
ental facts

'

for thew °n *< •*"* *»«»

where

**. JJ'dsis'[R cos (rx) + S cos (xds) + S' cos (xda%

R = - (£*L-<>r & \ , d'Q

* = + g,£< = _y.

h^Q^ilSt™- Th

'

e "*• f0rce
'
thus introducedV terms, exerted by a circuit a' on an element da, is

dK = -JJ'da\Tda',
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where

T = r& coa
<ra

> + w cos (**) - S cosw-
Now

3* <£»'>'-*[•—ig-<-i3
The first term gives zero when integrated round the circuit «'.

Hence

rfi
1

, = — ././'<& cos («fo)
[ ds'dQjds'

= 0.

Similarly, when we integrate round a, we find that the extra
force on ds is zero. That is, the added Q terms are compatible
with Ampere's results. It follows, as Maxwell pointed out, that
the quantity Q is a function of r which 'cannot be deter-

mined, without assumptions of some kind, from experiments
in which the active current forms a closed circuit.' Let

us take Q = — (1 + k)/2r, where k ia some constant. Utilising

(1.36 to 38) we can express the components along r, ds and ds'

as follows

:

D 3-ife 3(1 — fr-
it =-—. cos e -

2?
,2

cos <p cos ? ,

5=-i±^cos 9',5' = -i±^cos ? . (4.12)

Hence

d2F = - JJ'/2t* .
{
(3 - ijr^dsds') -3(1- tyi^r^s) (rx

ds')

- (1 + it) ds^ds') - (1 + ijds'^ds)}, (4.12a)

where rx is a unit vector along r. This formula gives the force

exerted by ds' on ds ; clearly it is equal and opposite to the force

exerted by ds on ds'.

Using (4.6a) it is easy to verify that h is eliminated when we

integrate round *' and we obtain (4.6). Hence, so far as these

experiments are concerned, the value of h is a matter of indiffer-

ence. Ampere took h = — 1, Gauss in 1835 took k = + l.

Grassmann in 1845, followed by Clausius, also took fc = + l,

but omitted the 8 component. We shall see later that both the

Clausius and the Lorentz formulae, taken in conjunction with

the electron theory, agree with Grassmann. That is, owing to
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the omission of S, they are not particular cases (k = 1) of this

eeneral formula ; the ultimate reason being that these formulae

violate the principle of action-reaction. On the other hand, of

what may be called the non-aethereal electron theories, that of

Weber corresponds to *»- 1. that of Riemann to k = + 1,

while Ritz's theory leaves k undetermined.2

In the general equation (4.12a) put k = - 1, and we obtain

Ampere's equation

d2F = _jjv-3[2r(dsds')-3r(r1ds)(rlds')], (4.12b)

which is the same as (4.8).

Putting ifc = + 1, we obtain

d2F = JJ'r3[FdsFds'r+ds(rds')], (4.12c)

while the formula corresponding to (4.5a) is

d2F= JJV-3 FdsFds'r. (4.1 2d)

This last formula is that given by the accepted electron theory,

as we shall see later (11.6a). It is, as one text-book (W. V.

Houston, p. 213) says, ' the fundamental law of force between

elements of currents,' which ' is now generally used.' Neverthe-

less, all these formulae are indistinguishable by experiments on
closed circuits.8 It is therefore somewhat surprising to find this

statement in a recent article

:

In order to explain the results on the basis of the standard force-

equation for current-elements [4.12d], it is necessary to make the
doubtful assumption that a part of a macroscopic circuit can lift

ilfelf. On the other hand, Ampere's erpression, equation [4.12b],
gives a reasonably correct value of tho forces without the necessity
of making such an assumption. Since it leads to correct results for
closed circuits and also—in this case at least—for parts of circuits,
the possibility of equation [4.12b with k = - 1] being a correct
expression for the force between current-elements (or isolated
moving charges) seems worthy of serious consideration.—Cleveland,
p. 424.

• Ritz (p. 423) is incorrect in flaying s « The formula is identical with that of
Hetaholtz, it reduces to that of Ampere for I 1, to that of F. Neumann,
Maxell and Lorentz for 1=+ 1/ We shall presently see that Helmholtz's con-
stent A introduced into the erpression for the electrodynamio potential has, on
the aether theones, nothing to do with the constant t. See equation (4.83).J^* (4 -6a=- 4 -12d

>^ (<•«= 4.12b) are indiscriminately called Ampere',
formula between currenUlements. The erroneous idea that any theory which

fheTrvl^u^ 0th
,°,

r fa atoMt Univerea"y -I** The prevalent electronirc^' we ** (4s - 4i2b) --^ - *• °rthodo1
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Undoubtedly this writer accepts the orthodox electron
theory ;

and this—as we shall show later—gives the equation
(4.12d) which is here rejected by him. It is also asserted that
an experiment of Ampere's actually proves that fe= — 1, It is

therefore worth while to examine this case.

Suppose we wish to calculate the force on the cross-piece AB
of the rectangular circuit traversed by a current J (Fig. 14).

For the elements ds' and ds (Fig. 14 a) cos s = 0, hence the forces

of the general formula (4.12) are

R = - 3(1 ~ h)
sin 9 cos 6,

2r>

S = ^sin0,S' = i±-*cos0.

For the elements ds' and ds (Fig. 14 b), we have

I cos 6,
„ 3(1-1-) .R = !—s—- sin (

2r2

S = - i+* sin 8.S' = -i±* cos.

Clearly the two S-ioices balance one another, as do also the

horizontal components of the .E-forces. The two forces R give

a downward component

i
dsds'

f

-6
(a — x)dx
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Since the vertical and horizontal filaments of current cannot

be infinitely close, we must take the limits of * to be a - b and 6,

where bla is very small. The remaining two y-integrals can be

evaluated by putting y = 6tan6 and y = (a - 6) tan 8. We

find

F ,n _ i, Ji = log (alb - 1) + log{Z + (P + b*)*\

_log[Z+{P+(a-6)'}*]

- (1 + PIP)-* + [1 + (a - WT»-

The two 5' forces give the vertically downward force

F, = (l + k)J>\\dsds'^

= (i + fl*f^fjjrhy - ^ + (
.

1

- 6n*]-

Hence

FJ(l + k)J' = log (a/6 - 1) + log [I + (P + 6»)»]

-log[Z+{P+(a-6)»}»].

In the case of a very long rectangle o'/P as well as 62/'
a

*3

negligible, so that the total force on the cross-piece is

F
l + Ft = 2J*]og (a/6-1),

which is the accepted result. Observe that it is independent of

the value of k, and it is also independent of the existence of an
5-force. It is therefore compatible with any of the proposed laws
between current-elements.

Let us now take da' in the side CD (Fig. 14c). Clearly
cos e = — 1, so that

^ =-,/2
JI(-

?
i^ 8ine+^,co88O8in0)^^-

The first integral is

2 J J [P+ia-x-yf]*'

=(3-^[(i+(^yj l _ 1

]
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The second integral is

_3(l-fc) ra r
/7

f (»-»-y)»
2 J J [P + (a-a!-y)*]«/«

,-
(.-v[|. + (tj-)-|'+ j, + (Lja)i*.,]

Hence the total force J* on AB is given by

F/J*-[Fl + F% + F^IJ*
= 2 log (a/6 - 1) + 2 log [1 + (1 + 2»)»]

- 2 log [1 + { 1 + (p - 5)2}*] — (1 _ jfc) (1 + jsj-t

+ (1 - k) [1 + (p - qf{* + 2 [1 + (p - 2?)
2
]»

- (1 - 4) [1 + (p - a#T* - (1 + i),

where # = a/? and g = bjl. Neglecting q, we obtain

F/2J* = log (a/6 - 1) - log [1 + (1 + p>)*] + iog 2

+ (l+i>2)*—

1

(4.12e)

When p -> 0, this becomes the result previously obtained for

a very long rectangle. When p = 1, we obtain the result for

a square. The important point to observe is that the formula

(4.12e) is independent of the value of k, as Maxwell (ii. 319)

rightly asserted. We must therefore reject the following

criticism

:

Maxwell's statement is definitely untenable. . . . Ampere's
experiment clearly involves the action of one part of a circuit on
another part of itself .—Cleveland, p. 419.

Instead of obtaining the force exerted by BDOA on AB, we

could have obtained the same result more simply by calculating

the downward force exerted by the complete circuit ABDOA
upon AB. Similarly the horizontal force exerted by either

BDGA or ABDGA on AB is easily proved to be zero, indepen-

dently of the value of k or of the existence of an S-force.

Since the general formula (4.12) observes the law of action-

reaction, it is obvious that the force exerted by AB on the

remainder (BDOA) is equal and opposite to the force exerted

by the remainder on AB. Let us verify this ; and as the value

of it is irrelevant, let us take k = + 1. The force of da' on da is

then given by (4.12c)

:

d2F = Jt/r3 . [ds'(rds) - r(dsds') + ds(rds')]

= J2
/*

4" . [FdsFds'r + ds(rds')].
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The force of ds on &' is found by substituting r' = - r for r

and by interchanging ds and ds'

:

d*F' = J1/^ • [- FdsTdsr - ds'(rds)]

„ jsjji
.
[_ ds(rds') + r (dsds') - ds'(rds)]

= - d2F.

That is, reaction is equal and opposite to action.

Let us divide this force of ds on ds' into two parts :

- Jt/r3 . 7ds' Vdsr = f . J2dsds'jr2
,

- J*jr> . ds'(rds) = g . JWsds'lr*,

where f and g are vectors in the plane of the circuit, their com-

ponents being as marked in Fig. 15.

Fig. is.

Applying this to our rectangular circuit, we have the values of

/ and g for each of the three sides, as marked on Kg. 15. On
integrating we find

:

F
1 and .F

2 balance.

3 = J^dsds'gJr"=0.

(0, + (?
2)/2J2 = log {ajb - I) + log [1 + (I + gl)!]

-hg[l + {l + lp-q)»}i]

- log (o/6 - 1) + log 2 - log [1 + (1 +£«)»].
F>l2J> = [l + (p-.2q??-i

«S^Si7bt^' froI
\ (4l2e| for the total

the fore* »v,J^T \t 3 '
We have therefore verified thatforce exerted by AB on the remainder is equal and opposite
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to the force the remainder exerts on AB. But we verified this
only on the assumption that the law of force was given by (4.12a)
or, as a particular case, by (4.12c).

We must now face the difficulty that, according to the electro-
magnetic theory universally accepted at present, the force-
formula is (4.12d), which obviously—owing to the absence of
the term ds(rds') which occurs in (4.12e)—violates the law of
action-reaction. Now it is this term which supplies the forces
G1 and <?2 . Hence on the accepted theory, while the force
exerted by BDGA on AB is F downwards given by (4.12e),

the force exerted by AB on BBCA is F3 upwards, where

F3/2J* = [l+pi]i-i.

That is, the equality of action and reaction does not hold for the
macroscopic parts of the circuit. This is a very serious defect

in the Lorentz-Lienard theory ; some day it may be put to the

test of experiment.

The writer already quoted notes that, according to formula
(4.12d), there are no vertical forces on AC and BD. He then
considers a very long rectangular circuit.

Since CD produces no field at any element of itself, and since AB
is so far from CD as to produce a negligible force upon it, then the
force on CD must be due to AC and BD, which are rigidly connected
to CD. Thus the customary manner of applying equation [4.12d]

leads to the result that a part of a conductor can lift itself.—Cleve-

land, p. 420.

It is clear that for a very long circuit (p-+0) the reaction F3

approaches zero. Hence the objection i3 more accurately

formulated by saying that, if the circuit is sufficiently long,

there is no reaction at all. It sounds rather incredible and hence

the objection is serious. But its real gravity lies, as we shall see,

in the fact that the objection, if valid, implies the rejection of

the accepted theory of electromagnetics which gives formula

(4.12d= 11.6a). 4

* There is a universal failure to realise that acceptance of the usual electro-

magnetic theory implies the consequent acceptance of a definite law of force for

current-elements. The era of guessing still continues. Thus in an article in the

Physical Review for 1931 we read :
' There is some doubt as to the validity of

Ampere's original formula as applied to partial circuits.'—Ketenpol and Wester-

field, p. 2288. A statement like that of Slater and Frank (p. 234), ' The integral

law must bo looked upon as the more fundamental," is merely an attempt to

evade the electron-theory.
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2. The Electrodynamic Potential.

If we integrate (4.6) over the circuits, the first term of the

integral gives zero since (1.38a) r"2 cos 9 = — d/Bs(l/r). Hence

Fx
= — JJ' dsds'r1 cos e cos (rx)

= JJ' 8/dx dsds'r'1 cos e.

Or « F = - VII, where

II = — JJ' \\dsds' r1 cos c. (4.13)

This is the quantity which F. Neumann in 1848 called the
electrodynamic potential of the two closed uniform currents.

The elementary work of the forces between the linear conductors
in any small displacement or deformation is — SII, the currents
remaining constant.

Formula (2.13) gives (4.11) :

n = - fij'/a . N
= -&JN, (4.14)

where N =
j
(HdS) is the flux due to J' entering by the negative

face of S.

In (4.13) Fx is the z-component of the force on the whole
circuit * due to the circuit *'. In obtaining 811 = - F Sx we
assume that the circuit « is rigidly displaced, just as in the case
of doublet-shells. But we can also apply the formula to the
case of a deformation of the circuit. Great caution is then
necessary.

There is an important point to bear in mind We must

ever:ut
e

eifr
ityfr^nttobe^ariabl^-^yelernero

Sent k c^n??/"^ ^Placement. If then the dis-SSiT^f— a deformation of the conductor, the

ofttS conductor- -
"g 7 C0lmected wi*h the substance

taken alonfbv thl%f ^*?*y also "*' the Unes <* "™ are

the d^Cmfnt Tt t ,

° *!*««»«»* also forms one after

thattcan avoid theAW^ " 8trictly obserTCd

applications-S »™i p r
W
l

h'°h lead so reac% to erroneous

raise oKiorTto £?^ ha? eTen led some Physicists to

Hanck,p™. * general validity °f «» potential law.-
' This also follows at once from (1 1 i \ „„irom (2.14) on puteng y= l /j8# C= ftya>

<= &v/o.
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There is really no subtlety in this rule, no physical principle

ja involved ; it is merely a mathematical consequence of the

formula (4.5) for the mechanical force. Suppose ' that an element

AB= ds of the circuit a is displaced through AA' = BB' = U in

presence of a circuit a'. (A similar argument will apply to

rotation.) According to this rule, we must now imagine the

current J going through AA'B'B instead of along AB. That is,

we add the infinitesimal closed circuit AA'B'BA to the circuit a ;

the currents ± J along AB cancelling. The change in the

potential is

- = - P*J(H8S),

taken over the infinitesimal circuit. Hence

SII = - p*J(HFSlds)

= - |}*J(SlFdsH)

= -(dFSl),

where dF, the force on ds, is given by (4.5a). That is, the work

involved in the displacement or deformation is — 811. Accord-

ingly, we have demonstrated the rule for applying the formula.

Helmholtz ** pointed out that, given one form of II such as

(4.13) for two closed uniform currents, all the others can be

obtained by adding

,

JJ'\\ dsdS
' S^

where Q is a uniform finite continuous function of r, which

Helmholtz takes to be — (1 — X)r/2, where X is a constant. At

first sight we seem to be enunciating a truism, for the integral

we add is zero. Suppose however we assume that two current-

elements have the potential

cos e 1 — X S2
^ IA 1K\- JJ'qdsds', where q =— + -y- ^p- (*-15)

For a circuit and an element

Sn = - Jds f J'qds'. (4.15a)

• See, for example, Fig. 16, where, sinoe we are assuming constant J, we

nust put SJ= 0.

• Helmholtz, i. 665 j Duhem, i

abandoned this formula (vi. 341).

must put 8J= 0.

• Helmholtz, i. 665 j Duhem, iii. 286. Helmholtz seems afterwards to have
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We then hare the Ampere-Neumann result when we integrate

over two closed circuits. But in assuming that the mutual action

of two elements admits a potential, we are tacitly assuming that

each element AS can be displaced into A'B' without reference to

any other element. Suppose that da is displaced . through dx.

Then the potential for AB is

/cose 1-X 3V \

r
c—~ + cos (

and that for A'B' is

fcose 3 1
, 1-X/ 3V d* dr \t

Hence the change in the potential is

X d3r dr cos e"

Now
aV aa x-x'

dxdada

dr cos e~l

'<" ~ dx ~r^~J
(4.16)

dxdsda' dsda'

dalr 3a'.
+

r2 da'

J

= (1¥ Hi _ 1 JMiLlf!
V'dada' r dads'

)~

Whence
r2 a«' 3«

+
r* dal7'

<PF, = - dmidx = - JJ'dada'[R cos (rx)
'

+ ^ cos (a*) + S' cos (aij')]

* = [(1 + X) cos e + (1 _ X) 3 cos <p cos <p'j/2r>

1-X 1 dr l-Xcos 9
'

.£! =
.t* da'

S' = _ i^ii *"
= _ 1 ~ X cos 9

2 r2 3« 2 "T2-
'

T,. . . (4-12).

ffilhSTK (

t-

12)rn tf« *"- - *, for therm in * has different coefficients in the two cases.
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Integrated over a closed circuit a', the force is

dFx =
— JJ'ds \ da'fir* . [(1 + X) cos c cos (rx) — (1 - X) cos 9' cos (xds)

. + ( ! — >0 1 3 cos 9 cos 9' cos (rx) — cos 9 cos (xds')
) ].

The second term in the argument of the integral gives zero.
And, as already shown (4.6a), the term r2 cos (ids') cos (rds)

gives

r"2 cos (rx) (3 cos 9 cos 9' — cos e).

That is, we can substitute

cos 9 cos (xds') + cos e cos (rz) for 3 cos 9 cos 9' cos (rx).

So we obtain

dFx = - JJ'tfc
j
ds'r* cos s cos (rz).

But this differs from Ampere's formula (4.7). We must there-

fore reject our assumption that the mutual action of two elements
(or of an element and a closed circuit) has a potential. We see

from (4.5a) that the action of a closed circuit on an element is

perpendicular to the element, whereas according to the formula
just found this would not be true. It is easy to see ' that
according to Ampere A'B' can be brought back to AB without
any work. Turn A'B' into A'B^ along AA' ; the work of the

rotation is an infinitesimal of a higher order. Move it to AB% in

its own direction ; no work is done since the force of a closed

circuit is perpendicular to the element. A rotation round A then

brings AB
2 back to AB.

We can therefore maintain formula (4.11) only on condition

that we apply it , to closed circuits.
,

That means that no displacement

takes place except on the condition J*i° J

that the circuit remains closed, i.e.

we substitute AA'B'BA for AB.
And we can tentatively generalise J-i^Jh- xJ"»^J

the experimental results by applying /

the formula to non-uniform non-
'

steady currents.
"""

Let us assume that the law dT = — 811, where dT is the work,

applies to a non-uniform current but so that the circuit is

» PoincanS, v. 265.
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complete. In Fig. 16 the element ds is displaced through dx

from AB to A'B', r is the distance from the midpoint G
to the element ds', e is the angle between AB or A'B'

and ds', SJ = dJ/ds.ds. Let us calculate the change in the

potential. The sum of the terms due to AB (current — ,/)

and A'B' (current J) is given by the formula (4.15a). The
current in AA' = dx is J— $&</, and if R is the distance

of the midpoint of AA' from ds', the corresponding potential

tennis

The current in BB' — dx is — (J + JSJ), the distance of its

midpoint from ds' is R' = B + Brjds .ds, or

R' R R*ds

The potential term is

dx(J + \W)
f
J'ds' fcos [xds') (4 - -—ds)

J L \R R2 da J

l^-x/a^ a* fr, N-i+
2 l^37'

+ &a7: -a^JJ
Adding these two results, limited to the principal infinitesimals

'

we obtain

- 2^(1 + X) cos (xds') + (1 - X) C08 {ra;) C08 (frf0] _
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We obtain SIT by combining this result for AA', BB' with that
for AB, A'B', i.e. (4.12) integrated. Putting 811 = - dF„dx, we
then have the following expression 8

:

dFx = Jds I J'ds'f\— cos e cos (rx) + cos (rda) cos (xds')]

dJjCJ'ds',

Or vectorially

-
gj^.J

:l^-[( 1 + >) cos (**>') + (1 - X) cos (rx) cos (rds)]

(4.17)

dF = ^FdsH-^^A, (4.18)
as a * *

where Ax is the second integral in (4.17), multiplied by a.

The first integral in the expression for dFx is Ampere's formula
(4.6) when J' is uniform (constant along «'). Hence when the
currents are both uniform—the only practical case in electro-

dynamic experiments—the formula for II gives the correct

results. But let us consider the second integral. We have

1 + X.,dx' 1-X, ~„9 1

'

;2r bSs'. .' 2
v

' fa' r

1 + X „&;'
,
1-X 3 { T,x-x'\ 1 - X dJ' x - x'+ XyZs' 1-X _3_ /.,a; - aA _ 1-X £7'

;

2r efc'
+

2 Ss'V r / 2 <&'

'

r

_ J' dx' 1 — X 3 / ,,£ — x'\ _ 1 — X dJ' x — x'~
~r IP %~ dp \ r / 2 JP~ ~~r

"

Hence the second integral can be expressed as

_^Lz*|>^T_ VfUj'M -1^^ "IdA

.

da 2 L f Ji (is jV 2 r ds' J

In this last form there is a term which is independent of the

distance r. This has been hailed* as a 'paradox * which shows

that ' the mutual action of two current-elements must be con-

sidered a pure abstraction.' But this conclusion does not follow.

In (4.13) the elements of both integrals decrease indefinitely as

r increases.' And we shall afterwards see that the idea of a

» Duhem (iii. 265) has an algebraic slip. Cf. Helmholtz, i. 724.

• Duhem, iii 276 i Roy, ii. 68.
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current as an indecomposable organic whole, an unanalysable

totality, is utterly at variance with the accepted view of the

atomic constitution of electricity. Hence we need not waste time

in discussing Heaviside's 'rational current-elements,' though a

recent text-book 10 tells us that ' the correct form of current

element was devised by Oliver Heaviside.' The idea of ' currents '

diverging throughout space from the ends of an element da is

now completely superseded by the electron theory of metallic

conduction.

We shall therefore take u

n = -[[jJ'q dads',

i
,

i - x av
q = - cos c H •— - '

,
r 2 dads'

i + x , i-x ;= —^- cos e + -£— cos 9 cos c/. (4.19)

Or, regarding J and J' as vectors along ds and ds' respectively,

^?=l+_Vj')+^-V;. (4.20)

Hence, generalising (4.11),

n = -p-*j(JA}<fe,

where

where

t
= P'Jo>'

, 1 + X,,
, i_ Xi

~2r
J- + -2rur' (4.21)

(Imn) being the direction-cosines of r drawn from da'.
10 Moullin, p. 22. CI d 2>i . "n. i . .

arrived at by Ampere m»v „ ' 3 t"
°f CoKB l0C 8 ourrent element was

tion for iV
' aSKJT °" H8a™id" "escribed a rational explana-

proposal he made!
"" ageaiom Mea o£ termi** ' rational • every

mlAZt8
^cZ^l\«• 667,and Duhem

<ii!- 178-1M ». F-
»~

Heaviside (ii. 601) ZTxTo t?£" '"* "= " '« GraMm™>.**-U and
one at least of which i. ,|,»J u

ch°'««, relating to uniform currents

P»dent of A. However «».n ^ B18nifican<:e S *» the force is then inde.

version of the electron th^rl «fi,Tf'T
"" tU

* " We *•«* the current» weory (,.„. WIth absoIute veloc ;t;M)i we mml A_ j
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Since

we can express the function

* = «P
l

j •Pjp*' = P jj'|^' (4.22)

and its derivatives as follows :

= <»P
l

j% [J',( -l + P) + Imj; + InJ',]

= ap»j^(W;-j;). (4.23)

dx

Hence

or

which is an extension of formula (4.9).

We now make the physical hypothesis that what has been

proved for linear metallic circuits applies to volume-currents in

space. We take

Jds = Uir = VdSds

so that J = VdS. Or, putting U = p
l u/a just as J = ftjja,

j<£j = u<£r.
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We can reformulate $ by applying Green's theorem, assuming

that any surface-integrals occurring vanish. Thus

= — rfr'r div'u'

= I d?'r$', assuming (3.3),

sinceW = 2/r.

Hence

<K^0 = _ JL
J
f£ *.

9 (xyz 't) (4.25)

And

V2+ = P |
^'VVjS' = 2p

f
«fT'f '/r= 2p<p (4.26)

Formula (4.23) becomes

H = pjdT'(fc;-<}/r.

Hence

4- =

J <* r
"*"

2a Bx
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We also have

div | fc'pxi' =
j
dV{u'Vp)

= -[d-t'(u'V'p)

,'-,," = — 1 ^T'div'(pu') + 1 it'i)div'u'

= - #.
Hence

Also

divA= ~f 6 + }—2: v2
J<

=-^. (4.28)

'" '--*•''- V2A = -4n^H+i—-^VfV2
!)

, ; ! = - 4:rpu/a + (1 - X)|3V<p/a (4.29)

,: These formulae refer to the void (x = (i=l); and since

Maxwell's theory, as expounded by himself, does not admit that

a vacuum is the void (x =|= 1), we shall afterwards have to in-

vestigate the extension of these formulae to a dielectric medium.

3. Induction in Linear Circuits.

' If the current is j and the resistance B, the e.m.f. of induction

(V) is given by

where V = when the currents are steady and uniform and the

conductors are stationary. In 1847 P. E. Neumann summarised

Faraday's experimental results in the formula

F = f(i=D
Or, utilising (4.10) and (4.11),

- '

v=-£—
a dt

— iaI
(Ad,}

-.
(4 -30)
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This applies for example to two non-intersecting circuits which

change form and position in any manner while remaining closed.

The current/ varies in time, remaining uniform, and from (4.10)

A = p//a.[ds/r.

If F is the induced intensity, i.e. the force on + 1 moving with

the velocity v of any point of the circuit, we have by (1.34)

= - - \ds\X + V(vA) - Vv curl A}.,

Hence

F = - VO - A/a - V(vA)/a + Vv curl A/a,

where 8 is some function to be determined. Maxwell puts (p for

6 + (vA)/o and speaks as follows (ii. 239)

:

The terms involving the new quantity iji are introduced for the
sake of giving generality. . . . They disappear from the integral
when extended round the closed circuit. The quantity iji is therefore
indeterminate as far as regards the problem now before us in which
the e.mi. round the circuit is to be determined. We shall find
however that, when we know all the circumstances of the problem,
we can assign a definite value to + and that it represents, according
to a certain definition, the electric potential at the point.

J

If the circuit is at rest we can take the intensity to be
,

,

E = - V<p/oc - A/a, (4.31a)

where 9 is the electrostatic potential. -In the case of metallic
conductors, E (the force on an electrostatic charge) is zero when
the current is steady so that A = 0. For such circuits therefore
9 = 0, i.e. the current is neutral. Though there is a current
flowing through any element, the element itself contains equal
oppositely signed charges." Similarly we infer from the formula
(4.5) for a neutral current that in general

:

F = E + p/a .7vH (4.31b)

= - Vip/a - A/a + Vv curl A/a
S™e H=curlA/p

(2.ll)< (

ether.S/S B
qr tiM " *he m6taI n66d ta ta m0ti°n

'
th6

(4.3Ib)»m2„f,„„,,TT'
ndgman>ii

-
12

- T*16 derivation ol formula
I oio, *m subsequently be examined critically (p. 661 ).
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Hence, as Maxwell says, + (vA)/o = <p/a. We also have

Vv curl A = V(vA) - (vV)A, (1.2)

where V operates only on A, and

djdt = djdt + (vV).

Hence .

F = - VL - a-MA/A,
where

L—tfja. — (vA)/a.

Since dL/dvx = — Axja, we may express the force in the La-
grangian form

.
.' p _ dL dBL

Applying Stokes's theorem and formula (1.35) to (4.30), remember-
ing that div H = as we suppose the medium non-magnetic
(as it is in these experiments), we have

[
dS (curl F)„ = f jyfe = F

adt) '

= -&[<k|H-curlFvH[ n

Hence
[
cfe(curl E + p/a . #)„ == 0.

Or

curl E =.-(3/a. H, (4.31d)

since curl E = in static fields (H = 0). Of course, this also

follows at once from (4.31a), using (2.11).

A good deal of misunderstanding seems still to exist concerning

the term ' electromotive force.' The older writers (including

Maxwell) used the term to denote what we now call electric

intensity (or force) ; and many writers still use the letter E to

denote two different quantities. The term e.m.f. is now used

to mean either (1) the difference of (electrostatic) potential

between points or (2) the integral of the intensity over a complete

circuit. The latter is not zero when the intensity includes terms

which are not potential-gradients, as in the case of induction.

Hence an expression such as ' the induced potential difference

or e.m.f.' (Grimsehl-Tomaschek, p. 373) is incorrect. So is the
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following definition
13 of e.m.f. : 'An electrio condition tending to

cause a movement of electricity in a circuit ; it is measured by

the sum of the potential differences from point to point round

the circuit.' As Bouasse says (i. 324), ' the majority of people

who think they are well up in electricity imagine that the passage

of a current implies a difference of electrostatic potential.'

"

4. The Energy of Currents and Magnets.

In considering a system of currents in presence of magnetic
substances, we shall use the following notation

:

&T= work generated in a virtual displacement of a circuit

or of a magnetic body.

<ZQ = heat (in work units) generated in the variations of
magnetisation which accompany the changes in the
field (due to the displacement or variation of current
in the displacement).

dU — change in internal energy.

N= flux through the different conducting circuits.

Consider a single circuit in which the energy is furnished by
a battery. Using elm-mag units (p = o = 1), the equation of
energy is (assuming the laws of Ohm and Joule)

JVdt = J*Edt + dT+ dQ + dU
and the equation of induction is

V-dN/dt = JB.
From these two equations we have at once

dT + dQ + dU-JdN=0.
We can ertend this result to any number of circuits ; and in the
case of soft magnetic bodies devoid of hysteresis the phenomenon

aTltt"*
S,0ndari al°""y °'

Tem
° ""* in Ekctrical'»»*«** "26,

of

,SD

Of

2T81f'^
>kS£i

J''f
lMChara0t<Sri8atioMof«•»'• Forexample.that

force (e ml ) ^ZtTV™, J?-*" ""^ WM «iven ths nam8 electromotive

givenZZ cutting o C oft™ '^,TT ^T^"^^ * "

line, of fa™ areJtpei^^^£^° *-'• P^ced wh6Q 10-

cirou t is the electrio fni™ tw P' The electromotive force in a

Curti* p. 9.
*" °aUMS «*"**% to move around the circuit.'-
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is reversible so that dQ = - ZGASf, where 8 is the entropy of a
region which may be taken to be at the uniform absolute tem-
perature 0. Hence

dT - ?,m + dU- ZJitf = o,

or ' ;

dT + XSdti + XNdJ = - dW

,

(4.32)
where

'W=V-JSS-ZJN (4.32a)

Let us suppose that the variables are normal in the thermo-
dynamical sense, i.e. dT involves the differentials only of the
variables which fix the form and position of the system ; dT
cannot depend on dQ or dJ, for variations in temperature or
currents do not involve any displacement or mechanical work.
Hence '

dT=-S W, (4.32b)

where S implies a variation with constant 8 and J, and "

S
dW

- ~ i rw{ -.•;..
Also - i

W=U-XQ^--ZJ?X. (4.33)

This treatment, which is due to Lienard, shows that W plays

the part of the thermodynamic potential or free energy. The
last formula is an extension of the usual relation W = U — QS.

We are also able to show the incorrectness of Duhem's view

(iii. 226, 387) that there is a ' contradiction between the law of

induction and the theory of the thermodynamic potential,'

that ' the notion of internal thermodynamic potential cannot

be extended to a system containing currents.' In ordinary

systems without currents the condition W = minimum is a

necessary condition for equilibrium only for isothermal modifica-

tions ; for adiabatic transformations the equilibrium is stable

when S is a maximum. In the case of systems with currents,

' the currents are analogous to temperatures. The condition for

equilibrium is S TF = for a virtual modification at constant

" Incidentally W,/W,= W,/W„ etc These equations reduoe to the ordinary

law of reciprocity for the coefficients of mutual induction when y. is constant.
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temperatures and currents. The temperatures are of course

those of the magnetic substances, not those of the conductors
;

the relations between N and J depend on the temperature of

bodies only if this temperature influences their magnetic sus-

ceptibility. And the constancy refers to the temperature and

current of every transported material element.

By using the function W = W + SJ-ftT it is possible to restore

the thermodynamic relation to the usual form." Measuring W
from the state when the system is without currents and magnetisa-

tion, we have from (4.32) : — dW = UNdJ. Hence

W^-X^NdJ, (4.34)-
Jo

a function of J, 8, x (the intensities, the temperatures and the

parameters of configuration). Also

dW=(dW)j-ZNdJ,

where the suffix J means that the intensities are kept constant.

Since N=dW/dJ,

W=W- XJdW/dJ= S
J
"jdN,

a function of N, 0, a; ; that is, the fluxes are taken as independent
variables instead of the current-intensities. We have

(dW')j, + i:jdN= dW'

= dW + ZNdJ + XJdN
= (dW)j + ZJdN.

(<ZW"Lr = {dW)j.

dT=-(dW)
ttJ

= -(dW\ s (4.34a)

Hence

Therefore

And

D=W'-XQdW'/8Q,
Si°=-3W'IMv etc.

That is, the internal energy and the entropy can be expressed in
the usual form The function W can play the part of thermo-
dynam.0 potential (free energy) as well as W can, on the condition

Tiu VL .

UXeS instead of the "tensities as independent
variables. There is, however, this inconvenience that, while

" T. Lehmana, Reme gin . & Ul, 6 (19 i 9) 78s . hUmTd> iv . 146 .
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dW in (4.34a) is taken so that the flux through any material
surface remains constant, in calculating dW only the fluxes
through the linear circuits remain constant. Hence though—as
Lienard has shown—it is possible to operate with W, we shall

in what follows exclusively employ W.
Consider a single circuit for whichN = LJ. We have from (4.34)

s = |Ja3i/ae,

dT=iJ\L.
Hence

U = - \LJ* + i&/»a£/30 + U*
.. = l(£ + 6a£/38)J», (4.35)

which is an extension of the ordinary formula U = \LJ%
, when L

is independent of 0.

Let us examine the case in which there are no magnets, and
therefore no term Z6<S. The thermodynamic potential, in general

called W, we shall in this case call n, for it becomes the electro-

dynamic potential. ,., From (4.32a) we have
,

:-. u=ii + jn:

And, exactly as in the case of formula (2.16),

UN = ZZJJ'qdada'.

Also from (4.32)
'

dT =-W + 2J$N
= _ $U + ZJSXJ'qdada'.

And, if 8„ denotes variation at constant J,

: ' dT=>'-Stn' \

„-$JT+22JJ'$(qdada').
Hphpr

SU - \U = ZJSXJ'qdsda" - 22JJ'S{qdada').

In SJSS (J'q'dsda') the first term is

J£[J&iSs\dsi + • • • A2iA**iJ
i "'WiP/rfii<M»»+ • • • ] + jriW(?u(M*a) + • • •].

and the second term is .,-..
J^[J 1qnds^lal +

:

. . . JntiJs^s^

-= JlSJ 1q11da^la1 + . . . ] + «/2[./lS(?aitM*i) + • •]•
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Adding these, we find the 1 + 2 term is

S(J1Jl)qnds 1
ds

ti + 2Jr/28(g'11!<£Si<fe2)

= &(JiJtfidl*ids%) + JiJzHqudSjdSz).

Hence
2JZ$(J'q'dsds') = S V + 8„ F,

where

J
7 = ZJiJtfudsjdSz = %HJN.

We therefore have

S£/-Sotf=8r-& F.

That is,

U=V = HJJ'qdsds'

and accordingly

n = - ZJJ'qdsds' = - JSJi^
"-U. (4.36)

In the above argument we assumed at the outset both the law
of energy and the law of induction and we deduced the expression
for the electrodynamie potential and therefore Ampere's law of
force. The usual procedure, initiated by Helmholtz 17 in 1847
is to deduce the law of induction from the law of electrodynamics
with the help of Joule's law and the principle of conservation of
energy. But the difficulty in this mode of argument is to
determine the internal energy of a system of linear current-
carrying conductors. If with Helmholtz we admit the complete
analogy of the electrodynamie and the magnetio potential, the
obvious assumption should be that the internal energy is II,
and this has the wrong sign. In fact our text-books 18

still
wrestle with the equation U= - n, which follows simply from
the above treatment—assuming the law of induction. It is only
when we come to the electron theory that we shall be able to
deduce both the formula of induction and the electrodynamie
potential from the formula for inter-electronic force.

VJ^^fl^' ?£"*' Mm0i"' lm > P- I67
- He 8imPly ™t°" down

to W^f / ,• ^ <P-
21°) mainta^th^^rimenti3 neceasary

riirL^ tw
mdU

,

Cti0D fTOm the "^-Principle. ' Borland is

a^doLTfnf 7TT °fcne "" 6h°W *»* th9 k™ °{ *»*. Faraday

» Je^Z 1 PP
,

* °r
mU Which d0 w°^.'-Poincar«, W. 255.» Jeans, p. 441; Livens, ii. 187; Stoner, i. 36; I Vinev PM 11 MBin K«i

one relation between the eti" rfC^JT?T£ " * ^
Maxwell, ii. 192.

induction.—Cf. J. J. Thomson's note in
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Let us now turn to the three-dimensional case. It is easy to
see that a system of volume-currents satisfying the condition
div U = can always be considered as resulting from the super-
position of a finite number of closed linear circuits. If a formal
proof is required, it will run as follows. Suppose that the
conductor G (with surface 8) in which the currents circulate, is

a singly-connected space ; if it is not, the proof can be completed
in the usual way by interposing barriers. In a non-magnetic
medium these currents produce a field B, which outside G admits
a uniform potential 9. Let <|i be a uniform continuous function

inside 8, such that outside and on5y = i]i and on S V9 = Vip,

i.e. <pn = t)/n . Consider the magnet coterminous with 8, for which

47tI = B-H,
where H is — V9 outside and — V9 inside S ; the magnetisation

is therefore zero on and outside S. . If the magnetisation is due
to the currents,

'
" 4tcU = "4tu curl I = curl (B - H),

that is, 47tU = curl B, since curl H = 0. Taking components,

we have

Ux =dJJdy-dJJdz,
U„=dJJdz-dJtldx,

Ut
=dJ

v
ldx-dJxjdy.

First consider the terms depending on Jx alone. The current

(0, dJJdz, — dJJdy) is circuital since its div is zero. The

current-lines are the intersections of the planes x= const, with

the surfaces Jx = const. Since Jx is uniform and continuous,

also zero on and outside 8, these surfaces are closed surfaces

inside S ; and their intersections by planes are closed curves.

We can proceed similarly as regards the terms depending on

J„a,ndJ,.

We shall also assume two equations which will be discussed

later : (1) The magnetic induction is circuital : B = curl A.

(2) For steady currents curl H = inV, using elm-mag units.

Hence from (1.5)

BH = HcurlA
= div 7AH + A curl H
= div FAH + 4*AU.

If now we take the volume-integral over all space, the surface-

integral resulting (by Green's theorem) from the div term vanishes.
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Remembering that Vdx = Jds and that UdS = J ia constant

along a current-filament, we have, denoting by U' the intensity

,'ti otitt rnrrp.nt-filament.
i any current-filament,

iT = 4jif(AU)<*f (BH)*

= 47tS[(AU')*r

= iTiSJ
f
(Ads)

Hence M

JSJAT=^J(BH)iT. (4.37)

Let us now find a similar expression for "ZNdJ which occurs
in formulae (4.32 and 34). It is clear that we need consider only
a modification of the currents when the system ia at rest and
the temperature unvaried. Hence, exactly as for the preceding
formula,

{(BSH.)dx=UXNdJ

or
"*

ZNdJ = ±^(BdH)ir. (4.38)

In the case of isotropic magnetically soft bodies, / depends on
H, 6 and u (specific volume) ; or we can sayH depends on I, 6, cr.

Hence, as in Chapter II, we can put ' '

H = dfldl, where/= [' (Hdl).
_ Jo
From (4.34) and (4.38)

dW^-XNdJ

= -^J(BdH)rfT
'."''

= ~^\ d<d(BH)-ndB]

-5 J
H- <i(BH) + HdH + 47tHdI].

" Kelvin (1860), i. 447.
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Integrate,20 remembering that in (4.38) we have assumed rest and
invariable temperatures, and we obtain, without any constant of
integration,

W =
g^j

(H* - 2BH)<2t +•[ffc

= say, V + F, (4.39)

which we can compare with (2.23) and (2.33).

If we assume Poisson's hypothesis, H = Ifc, f= Pftx, this

becomes

W

iion 87, leavin

ire constant.

STf =~ j <ZT(HSH - BSH - H8B) + [j^Ut,

Suppose there is a variation 87, leaving everything at rest and
the currents and temperature constant.

Now H8H-H8B = -4tiH8I

and
[
dT(BSH) = 0,

since B is circuital and 8H, corresponding to a variation of

magnetisation without variation of currents, is irrotational (1.13).

Hence

8TF= [<Jr(a//ai-H)8I

= 0.

Hence W is a minimum, at least for paramagnetic bodies. For,

I tf-r(8B8H) being zero, it is easily seen that

. W= \
J
«rt[*fl» + (»»§()]

And since 8(5//3I) is the increase of field capable of producing 81

in a state of equilibrium, the second term in the integral is clearly

positive for paramagnetic bodies.

As on p. 53, the variation in W due to a variation of tem-

perature is

" We write (BH), though for isotropic bodies the two vectors are coincident

in direction i for the formulae also hold for aniaotropio bodies.—Lienard, iv. 25».
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for, though the variation of temperature is accompanied by-

variation in /, we have just seen that this latter gives a zero

variation in W. Hence the internal energy is

U=W-Z,Q^+2JN

=±^H*dT + ^dT(f-tof/M), (4.40).

which is identical with formula (2.34). «

We can also, as in Chapter II, introduce a function g defined by

?y/<H = B = a//3I+4jtI,

»-e. g=f+2itP.

Now

Whence

SW = -l[(BdH)dr

= - -^ Ur(BdB - 4,rBdI).

W = —^\m^ + \sdr (4.41)

= say, V' + O.

Comparing this with (4.39), we see that

r=r + 27cj/yT . (4.42)

Then
P
H-H'in

6Y^ °f^^ « and magnets (2).

Hence
ourMA1 + As). (See formulae 5.12 and 5.17.)

,

(HIJ = (HtI) + (HlI),

(BH) = ffa+ 4„(HI)
Then from (4.39)

r = _i.JMT _| (HI)iT +
|
/iT
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where ^ H^
07U J

w%= ~h i
^T ~

I
(H2l)(*T +

\
fdr

=
g^ J

-ff^ +
j
fdi, since f BjH^t = 0.

The first integral is zero and we can insert inl = curl A 2
— H,

in the second. That is,

Wrn = -if*T(H1 ctirlA 1)

= _ JL f#rCAjCurlHi)

t . =-jdT(A 2U)

= -XJNt ,

Nt being the flux due to the magnets.

Similarly

00

where
tf, = - 1 ( fl?iT + ZJtf

,

= -n,

n being f H\fcj8n or JS/j^. And

sir

= i-ffl?rft+ [(/-e#/3&}*c.

This last result is thus expressed by Duhem "

:

The internal energy of a system which includes magnets and

closed uniform currents contains no term depending on the relative

•» Duhem, iii. 386. It was independently given by E. Vaachy, Traiti <T««-

lrit>Mttd<tmagn(time,\ (1890)818.
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position of tho currents and the magnets. Or, if we prefer : In the
expression for the internal energy of a system of electrio currents

and magnets, there is no electro-magnetic term.

5. Stresses in the Medium.22

We hare seen that the variation of W must be taken with
temperature and currents constant, i.e. each material element is

traversed by the same current ; and a variation in mag-
netisation, when the system is at rest, leaves W unchanged.
When the system is subject to infinitesimal displacements and
deformations, there ensues an infinitesimal variation in the I of
each displaced material element, which has no first-order in-
fluence on W. Henoe we can arbitrarily adopt a value of the
new magnetisation in the displaced element, provided it is

infinitely near tho true value. Among these conventional values
for dl, Lienard has investigated five special cases, designated
by suffixes 1 to 5, which have a certain utility and interest.
For our first convention let us suppose that I varies so that

for every material line s, open or closed, traced inside or on the

surface of a magnetised body, the integral [(Ids) remains in-

variant Since the integral taken over a closed contour is equal
to the flux of curl I, this means that the current equivalent to
the magnetisation maintains a constant value in the displace-
ment. If we denote the small displacement of a point by q, we

te=[l + dqtldx)dx+dqJ3y.dy+dqJdz.dz,eU>.
Substitute in SI* = S/^ and neglect seoondH)rder terms .

Sx * dx ' dx

V& dx) Mfe Jj})

reference*V*££^£££*' »** of "*««» «• See also the
•rites to me: 'It fc ™Z, ll^™10^^' concerning which Prof. Lienard
tioas. the thermwiynarl^Dot^

n
\
m°™* which gives, for finite deforma-

fundamental for the study of th„ ^f * ""^ and mtt«"«t« media. It is

«act investigation of the pJo^?00n8 °f "J"*"11™ "edia. e.g. for the
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Or veotorially,

dj = 7(curl q, I) - (IV)q

= 2Fo)I-(IV)q, (4.43)

where ii> = £ curl q is the mean angle of rotation.

We can also write I'x — Ix as

u (Sqx _dqz\ _ ,. tdq
y

dqx\ill
\dz dxj ^'{te fyj

-^:-[^+''.(s+
#) + »'-(i+%)]

= (V«,I)x =(Ix a' + I
!l
h' + Il g').

That is,

dj. = Voil - 9(1), (4.44)

where y is a symmetric linear vector function, which (comparing

the two expressions for d
t
l) can be expressed as

<p(I) = (IV)q-FcoI.

We shall now tabulate, in two alternative forms, the five values

for dl chosen for investigation, div q, the dilatation, being

designated by e.

dl = aFtoI + P(IV)q + yU = Vbil + ad + 6<p(I)

a P ;.'.* a 6

1. 2 - 1 -1
2. 1 ,

3. 1 -I -i
4. 1 — 1 -1
5. 0. . 1 - 1 .

:
:
-1 1

Case 2 : d2I = F<oI, i.e. the magnetisation merely turns with

the deformed body. ' It will be observed that 2d3 = d 2 + dt .

Case 3 : d3l = Ftol — JIs. Since d* becomes (1 + t)d*, this

case means that the magnetisation turns but also is modified so

as to leave Wt invariant for a deformed element.

' Case 4 : dt
I = Ftol — Is. The magnetio moment Id* of an

element turns through the angle to without changing magnitude.

Case 5 : dt
I = (IV)q — I div q. Taking the first term alone,

.

it follows from the discussion of case 1 that the variation of I is

the same as that of the linear element ds in the direction /.

And the flux of a vector ds through the element dS = volume
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of prism of base dS and generators ds. Since div q is the variation

of the volume-element, it follows that in this case the flux

(IdS) through a material surface element remains invariant,

i.e. the equivalent charges remain invariant.

For a displacement without deformation of the magnetic

bodies (the conductors may be deformed) we have e = and
9 = 0, i.e. for each convention dl = Fiol ; the magnetisation

retains an invariable intensity and direction with respect to

the matter, merely turning with it. Also for such a displace-

ment the previously defined magnetic functions / and g remain
invariant. Hence dT = $V= — SV. But this relation is not
general, it is valid only for rigid displacements.

Consider the function V defined in (4.41)

:

<

8* J

mix.

In a variation dt becomes (1 -f z)dx, B2 increases by 2(BdB).
Hence

-dV' = ±^cd-:+l-^(BdB)dr, (4.45)

and for dB we may substitute dH+ 4:rdl.
Consider the function V defined in (4.39)

:

We have

-dV = -dV' + 2n^ Ihdr - in f (Ul)ix, (4.46)

oiertl™
6 *"* C

.

0nvention
> & tis calculate -dJT. In

TZttTsal me^S ?
' ****«»***' ^ places devoid

spaTbv 1 , t°T m the 8ystem
>
we mus* ^fine q in empty

SLS^SSST^' » ™* ^ infinites^

were present ?nTg
' T

-

^ lmPenetrability as if real matterere present, and zero at infinity. Since currents are constant,

j
(UdS) through every material surface is fixed ; or, since curl

The tS£fllmTfj
1 thr°U8h the c°ntour is invariant.°n dl1 Was defin«d * that for each element (Ids) was
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invariant. By exactly the same reasoning if the integral
(j) (Hds)

is to be invariant,

dH = - (HV)q + V (curl q,H) + V+, (4.47)

where <\i is a uniform scalar function continuous wherever q is

continuous. But if q is discontinuous, at a surface of sliding

contact (jS in Fig. 17), there is a discontinuity in ij/. We have

f
(H + dH)ds=[ [H-HV.q+F(curlq,H)]is

+ \ (V+ds).

On the right-hand side, the first integral is I Hds along AOB by

the same reasoning as was employed in considering dj. ; and

since Vi|/ is of the order q, the second integral may be taken along

the infinitesimally different circuit AOB. Hence

f (H'ds')-f (Hds) + <M5)-<WW
JA,C,B, ..

JACB

Similarly

f
(H'ds')=[ (HdsJ + t.W-WB).

JB,D,A, JBBA

Also, since B
1
B2 in the figure is (q 2 — <Ii)b>

f
(H'ds') =

f
(Hds) = (H„ qa - q^

J B,B, J -Mt

f
(H'ds') =

f
(Hds) = (H„ q x

- q 2)^,

Ja,a, J -Mi

where H, is the vector tangential component (continuous) of H.
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<fi(H'ds') = <j>(Hds)

+ [<h - M* + Ma - 'hk

+ (H„ q 2
- qi)j, + (H„ q t - qJA .

Therefore if the circulation is to be invariant, <|> must be dis-

continuous on the surface by

<h-<h = (H
(,qi-q t).

Now B„, the vector normal component of B, is continuous and

also perpendicular to q, hence we can replace H
4 by H, -f B„

= B-47tl„forB(
= H

(
+4rcI

(
. That is

^ - ^ = (B
x
- 4nlu , q t )

- (B
2
- 4711a, q 2).

Or, using a notation already employed (p. 38),

M=(B-inIt,q)]. (4.48)

We must now deal with the case of the separation of two bodies

originally in contact. In the infinitesimal space produced, which

must be supposed to remain free, the magnetic induction and

force are equal. Owing to the continuity of H, and Bn , their

common value must be H, -f B„ = B — 4tcI
(

. Hence in order to

take account of this infinitesimal free space, whose thickness is

(lini) + {liat)> in the variation of the integral I BNL-c, we must

add to the expression for — dV

±J«IB- 4*I,)2(qn)], (4.49)

which is identically zero when there is relative sliding or immo-
bility between the bodies in contact.
Adding this complementary term (4.49) and inserting the values

of <y (4.43) and dH (4.47) in formula (4.45), we have

""W =£)<W div q - B(BV)q + BF(curl q, B)+BV<|;J

+ iJd5(B-47cWqn)]

Now the term

BF(curl q, B) = (curl q, FBB) = 0.

.
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And by means of the relations

(B2 div q) = div (52
q) - (qVB2

),

(B . BV . q) = - (q . BV . B) + div [B(qB)] - (qB) div B,

we can integrate the other terms by parts. Remembering
div B = and the discontinuity (4.48) of <|i, we obtain

_ d,7' = _L
[ dT q7(curl B, B)

47T J

+
J

d8{(nB)(lfi) - (BI
(
)(nq) + Sn/flaq)}]

Now
(nB)I,-(BI,)n = -7B7nI, (1.1)

7nl, = 7nl, n/,2 = 7I,7nI.

Hence

_ djV' = i-
[
<frq7(curl B, B)

+ [
ASq7( 7nl, B - 2*1,)]. (4.50)

The volume-integral can also be expressed as

J
tfr(q7UB) + UT(q7(curl I, B)).

The first term represents the work of the force on the volume-

current U, the second the work of the force on the volume-current

curl I equivalent to the magnetisation. Erom the latter we can

derive the surface-integral. We replace curl I by curls I = 7nl].

But at the surface of a magnetised body B is discontinuous by

an amount 4tcI
(

. We must take as the values of the induction

on each side of the surface-current, not Bx and B2 (which are

the values of the induction on both sides of both surface-currents

taken together), but Bt
and B 1 -4tcI 1„ this latter quantity

(identical with B 2
— 47tIB) representing the induction between

#! and 82 . The mean of these inductions is Bj — 27tl„.

Next consider the third convention

d8I
= J7(curl q, I) - JI div q.

The variation (da
— d,)I, without change in the currents, produces

a variation {d3
— dJH ' which admits a uniform continuous

potential. Hence the equation (4.47) remains valid, with a
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change in ij/ which involves no alteration in the discontinuity

(4.48). In the equation

_ d3V = - dj' + [dTB(d
3
l - djl)

insert the values already given, integrate by parts and reduce
We find

*

"
*"""

- d,V = I
J
dn {

FU(B + H) + F(curl I, H) - B div If

+ l^dSq{V(VnI,H + 2nI„) - (nI)(B - 2*1,)}] (4.51)

We can, as before, derive the surface-integral from the latter two
portions of the volume-integral. Replace curl I by curls I = VnlH by H + 27tl„ (the mean of H and H + 4:rIB), B by B — 2nl

'

div I by divs I = (nl).
''

Similarly we find

-d
tV'= jrfT q j VVB + (IV)B + VI curl Bf

+ [d-t(toVlB)

+ J^2^(qn)],
and

(4.52)

-dtV=^dTq{WH+(lV)H}

+ fa(u>VIH)

- \dS2Kp
n (qa)l (4.53)

(1.5)

acurlq = divFqa + q curla
tlus term may be integrated by parts.
The following result is also easily found :

-«^-Jtfrq(PUH-HdivI)

-j<^q(H + 2jtIB)(nI). (4.54)
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Also

-d2V=-2d3V + dtV

=
J
diq

{

FUB + V (curl I, H) - B div I - (IV)Hf

-[d^btVlH)

+ surface-integral.
(4

...

Consider the volume-integral in (4.40)

:

'

j <MFq),- djr'

where .

47tF=BdivB+F(curlB,B),
(
4.55a)

since div B = 0. It is easily seen that

dx
T

By ^ dz'
where

A' = Bx*-lB*,H' = BAy,G' = BA.
We can similarly investigate the volume-integrals for the other

conventions. For a homogeneous medium, without surfaces of
discontinuity, we therefore find the following among other allow-
able systems of stresses

:

inA'

W-W B*-\&
(b)-d3v BAx -imi
{c)-d

s V H*-\W •

(d)-dj BJIX-W
(e)-d

tV BJIx-\m+MP HA'y
The last two tensors are dissymmetric (not self-conjugate) inside

a magnetised body except when the magnetisation has the same
direction as the field. This dissymmetry is a consequence of the
existence of couples, and disappears if we integrate the cor-
responding integral by parts. Maxwell in his Treatise gives (6)
in § 111 (for the case when B and H have the same direction),

(c) in § 106, and (d) in § 641.

It would therefore seem at first sight that we have confirmed
Maxwell's theory of stresses. But this is not so. Our reasoning
shows that there is an arbitrary multiplicity of possible stress-

systems. Besides, we have concerned ourselves with only one
term of the work. It is only when the magnetic bodies are

4nH' 4tcG'

BAy
\{BAy+ Bv

Hx)

HAy
HAy
HAy

\{BAX+BAZ)

HA.
HA,
HA,
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rigidly displaced that dT reduces to-dV. Now knowledge of

the work of the forces on a rigid body is insufficient to determine

the total force at each point of the body. Hence the problem

set by Maxwell admits an infinity of solutions. If we take the

second term — dF (or — dO) into account, we shall arrive at the

same value of the work independently of the convention adopted.

Let us consider this term. The variation is to be taken at

constant temperature and current. But we may omit the latter

condition. For a variation in the current has only an indirect effect

on F or by modifying dl, and the values attributed to dl are

conventional and subject only to the condition that the same con-

vention must be used for calculating dF (or dO) as for dV (or d V).

Since the mass dm = <Jt/<t remains constant in a deformation,

dF = d [fdt = d
[
afdr/a =

[
d(af)<h/a.

Now d(af) is easily seen to be a linear function of a', b', c', /', g', h'

(a' = dqJBx, etc.). It is linear, for we are considering only

first-order quantities. And terms in aj co„, u^ cannot occur

;

for in a displacement without deformation (9 = 0, <o =j= 0),

dl = Fcol, i.e. there is merely a simple rotation of the element
without change in the magnitude of I or its direction relative to

the matter, so that in this case dF and therefore d(af) is zero.

Consider the case of an isotropic body remaining isotropic in

deformation (perfect fluid). For a given temperature / depends
only on the magnitude J and the state of compression. Let us
assume that y. is independent of the saturation, i.e. a function
of a and 6. Since 4jtI = ((* — l)H,

/=jVM) = 2*/V(n-l).

Choosing the third convention for dl, so that <sP remains invariant
in the modification, we have

a a 'n-1
2™P -dalda ,

r~ •
, ,., • da

a (n-1)

da [*'

= 8^W<^ <«•««>
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since (fa/a

r

-
;

div q = a' + b' + c'. Hence the stress-tensor for an
isotropic fluid (with the third convention) ™ is given by

A
x = Bx = Oi = - 1/8tu . H^ad^/da,

We must also take into account the stress in the non-magnetised
fluid (pressure p)

:

A = £a = C = -p,F = G = H = 0.

j

The force for the third convention (4.51), on putting B = uH
becomes , /

VVB-lHZVy.,
which reduces to the second term when the fluid is not traversed
by any current. This corresponds to a stress-system

F' = Q' = H' = 0.

dA'/dx^-lH^/dx.eto.

Now, for equilibrium,

..'.: o^dT=-dw -dw
= -dW -dV'-d.O

r -~/dA t ,
mt .boa

where A 2
= A + A x + A', H2

= H„ + Hx + H' = 0, etc.

Hence

-^t-i .(i**i+i.j-o.

Let us pass to the limiting case of a homogeneous incompressible
fluid at constant temperature. The specific volume a becomes
independent of p, and so does \x, otherwise the value of d\f.\da

will not remain finite. Since dy.[dp = dbjdx = 0, dp/dx = 0.

We therefore have

IH'ad[ijda -\-p = constant

= say,2>\ (4.57)

The x-component of the stress on a surface limiting the fluid,

due to the first two systems, is

J

(A + A 1
)nx =-p'nx .

I
•* On this convection dF** dO, for the difference of F and O is 2nfPdr and on

thia convention Isdr remains invariable.
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To this we must add the stress due to the surface-integral

in (4.51). The factor of q in this integral is easily seen to be

iI(Bn)-lB(In)-|n{(B„I) + (H
l
I)}

The first two factors cancel since I and B are in the same direc-

tion. And
(B„I) + (H

(
I) = .B„7n + ff

(
/

<

Hence we have altogether a pressure (— n being directed from

the fluid into the wall) exerted by the magnetised medium on the

bodies in contact with it

:

1.

P' + ^Wfc+Ht). (4.58)

If the body is entirely surrounded by the medium, the constant

pressure p' gives a zero resultant.

Suppose we have a conductor of non-magnetic metal. In its

interior B = H and the only force acting on its mass is FUH.
The total force on the conductor is

F =
j
<ZtFUH + i^-

1

j dSn'(BjJn + H*), (4.59)

where n' is a unit normal drawn into the conductor.
Let us finally apply a similar treatment to electrostatics.

Employing elst units (y = l/<* = 1) to formula (2.33), we have

= say, V + F. (4.60)

A variation in V, the charges remaining invariable, is given by

- dV = - 1
j
dW div q - 1

J
rfT(EdE)

= ~ Si j
Ax& divq~h\ *'EdD ) +j <fr(EdP). (4.61)

The second integral on the right-hand side is independent of the
special convention adopted for dP. For a variation of polarisa-
tion vanes the induction only by a circuital vector, the charges
remaining invariable (div D = tep , div 8D = 0) ; and as E is
irrotational, the difference of the values of the integral for two
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different conventions is identically zero (1.13). Hence - dV
depends on the value chosen for dP through the term

f
c*T(EdP)

just as in electromagnetics - dV depends on dl through
f
<fr(HdI).

Choose the fifth convention

<Z
BP = (PV)q-Pdivq, (4.62)

in which the polarisation intervenes only through the equivalent
electric charge. In connection with the surface-integrals we
must take account of possible surface-charges of density <r. It
is convenient to regard a as comprising ^ on one of the bodies
in contact with displacement q1 and <r2 on the other with displace-
ment q2 . In most of the applications one of these quantities
at and a2 will be zero ; but in general in surface-integrals a will
stand for a1 or <r2 .

Since V is to be varied at constant charge, the total charge
of any material mass remains constant. Since div D = 4np,

divs D = 47t(j, this implies that the flux
j
(DdS) through any

closed material surface remains constant. By reasoning similar
to that employed in connection with dj. and dH, we conclude
that

dD = (DV)q-D div q + curlC, (4.63)

where curl G is a circuital vector continuous where q is so. But
where q is discontinuous G has a discontinuity

V(E + 4nPn - 47ton)q

or

V(E, + D„ - 47ron)q. (4.64)

Similarly in the case of the separation of dielectric bodies
originally in contact, we must complete the expression for — dV
by adding the term

-^ J
dS(E

t + D„ - 4™n)2(qn). (4.65)

Hence (4.61) becomes

- dV = - J-
[
d^E* div q - ~- f <frE(EV .q - E div q)

,

-;i j<*T(EcurlC)-^jdS(E
1 + Dn -4™n)S(qn)].
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Integrating by parts, remembering curl E = 0, and reducing,

we obtain

-<ZF= [<Mp-divP)(Eq)

+
J
dS(a - P„)q(E + 2;rP„ - 2m»a}}. (4.66)

The surface-integral can be derived from the volume-integral
by considerations analogous to those used in electromagnetism.
We must not take Ej and E, for the two faces but Ex and
Ej + 47rn(Pn — a), whose mean value is Ex + 2nn(Pn — o). The
supplementary stress caused by the surface charge is

a(E + 4itPB - 2wm)].

If the surface is that of a conductor, the field and charge are
zero on the inner side ; on the other side the field is normal so
that E, = and D = D„ = 4ron. Hence the force per unit
area is

<j(D — 2nan) = 2roj%, (4.67)

In the case of conductors the surface-charge intervenes only
through this normal stress p1

= 2toA

The volume-integral is Ur(Fq), where

4jrF = E4tt(p
— div P)

= EdivE
= EdivE+ F(curlE, E),

since curl E = 0.

it 2\nv\
B Ch

t

anged k* E
'

k identical ™th
(
4 -55a)- Hence

or^ ^hat f/ r"
SySte

S
(C) °n P -

U3
-
™th E s"bsti^ed

to-d F in j\ 7am6 lfexwema« stress-tensor corresponds

fct d^fintttn? f7 ""> eIectro«^etics, in spite of the

23„t " °f F
"

A Simaar result hold3 for the other

The values of — dV nr _ /Ji" .. ux. +<

be found. For instant;
F conventlons can easily

~ rfir =
J
rfT q{Dp+F(curlP,D)}

+ J«Wq{«(D - 4rtP( - 2TOn) + F(FnP( D _ 2nPi)(] _

(4.68)
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-diV = Jefrq(Ep+(PV)E}

+ [iT(ioFPE)

+ j^q)E<T-87c1!n(PB -on)2
}. (4.69)

j

From formula (4.58) we see that a homogeneous isotropic
j- incompressible dielectric at constant temperature exercises on a
' conductor enclosed in it a normal pressure

j
, Now E, = and Dn = 4mr, hence

j; P = 27t<j2(x - l)/x.

But to this we must add the stress given by (4.67), pt
= 2-iza2

,

directed normally outwards oppositely to p. The resultant
outward pressure is . .

Px — p= 2toj2/x.

Hence for the same charge on the conductors, the forces are less
in the ratio 1/x than when acting in vacuum. The theory of the
pressures developed in polarised dielectrics explains the experi-
mental fact that the attractions between conductors carrying
given charges vary inversely as x.

Since Chapter II and the present section were written, there
have appeared some articles which call for a brief comment.
From (2.23, 33), applied to magnetism (with mag units)

w^—lmk+ldtUudi)

= ^fdTJ(HdH + 47tHdI)

= -^[d-r[ (HdB). (4.69a)

This then is the expression which Duhem gave so many years
ago. Guggenheim, who reproduces it, makes the assertion

(i. 69) that

the usual well-known formulae for magnetio and electrostatio energy
involve the assumption that the permeability and the dielectric
constant are independent of the field strength.
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That is, they involve Poisson's assumption. A glance back at

Chapter II will show that this does not apply to Duhem's treat-

ment which was published nearly half a century ago. Guggen-

heim's alleged proof (i. 51 f.) is open to serious objection. He
takes Maxwell's equations

c curl H = ft + 4ttU

c curl E = - 6.

Multiplying the first by E, the second by H, integrating over
space and assuming the surface-integral vanishes at infinity

we have

j <MEU) + ~j*pD) +^ J
<?t(H6) = 0.

Or, multiplying by St,

J
<*t(EU)S* +^ J

<Zt(ESD) +^ [ rfT(HSB).

In the first integral take fa = dsdS, then Eds is the potential
difference, USSSt = quantity of electricity passing. Hence the
first integral is ' the work done by the whole system in the time
St.

. . . This work must be done at the expense of the energy of
the system '

:
dT = dW. + dWm> where Wm is given by (4.69a)

and W, is the corresponding electrostatic formula. Whereas in
reality dT = - S„W, as in (4.32b).

It seems curious to base (4.69a) on Maxwell's equations •

indeed Stoner (ii. 851) calls this formula of Duhem ' the Maxwell
equation expression for the total energy.' Now in the first
Place these equations of Maxwell are really applied here only

Whatin
0S6d

r* ™ CUrrents ta 8tationary eiwuita.What we obtain is merely equation (8.59)

j*r(EU) + j(PdS) = 0,

^istvahd.
00"8^^ * the "* *«~. *• «™

when B is «£ eTO7ywh
°

ert
W" **« *• « «». value of the energy

for a system LS^tric^uJ^^ * °f ^neral ™Mty
permanent magnets "or£iW " r

c""e"^. magnetic matter and
Guggenheim, £n•

' P OTldod °my that hysteresis be excluded—
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For we have shown that W is the free energy of a magnetostatic
system. Whereas for a system of currents, according to (4.34,38),

W = -^\d^(B<m).

6. Point-Charges.

^
Suppose we have two moving charges : q with velocity v and

q' with v'. Then if H and.H' are the magnetic fields, the total
field is Hx = H + H', and the energy (in mag units) is

We shall take the first two terms as negligible or irrelevant in
accordance with previous remarks. The mutual energy due to
the motion of the charges is

'

V = ^m')dr, (4.70)

<(*.?.')

1(0.0, r)

a{o,o,o)

in accordance with (2.44), where (F^)
+ (FaFJ is put equal to 2(HH'). Using
elst-mag units, we shall assume the
formula (4.1a): H = c"

1 FvE. Taking
axes as indicated in Fig. 18, we have
(to the second order)

H'^q'IcB's.^-v^v'^-v's,

Vy— V)
H = q/cR3

. [i>„(z - r) - v,y,

V-vx{* - f).
vjy — tys]

Hence (HH') is qq'/c3R3R'3 multiplied by

' (v/
v + vzvz)x* + (vxv'x + vzv'z)y

3 + (vxv'x + v/
y
)z(z -r)

- E(i>„^ + vzv'v)yz

" + v'zvx rx + v'
z
v
y
ry.

Most of the integrals thus occurring in formula (4.70) vanish
by symmetry, and we are left with "

V = qq'/4nc3 . (vxv'x + v/
u + 2Vivz)P

+ qq'/inc3 .(vxv'x + v/ll
)Q,

Fig. 18.
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where

P = f drf/WR'3 =
[ d^/R'Jt'*,

Q= id-cz(z-r)/R*R'*.

Assuming point-charges, these integrals are to be taken over
all space. Transforming to polar co-ordinates with origin at a'

we easily find

P=2n/r, C=0.
Hence"

V = qq'fic'r . (vzv'z + v/v + 2v
t
v'
t )

= gq'/2c>r.(Xvxv'x + v
r
v'r), (4>T1)

since the z-axis is taken along r.

Let us now assume that the electrokinetic energy is

hl*tfQ + u®, (4 .7i a)

where H^ZFvE and O, = c-'2(vE). That is, we assume
that we have to add

to the expression already found for V, where

= q/cR* . [Vxx + v
vy + V[(z - r)}

G' = q'/cR'3 .(v'zx+v'ty + v'zz).

This integral is

>«74w* . [(«,»; + vvV
'

y)P+%»

Cj

Hence, on this assumption,

Ti
2' + U + v = constant. a t\\I*t us now examine the variational equation

»J(r-rr+F)«-«.
(4 .74)

^SS^'M
'- ]85A <I8M

>
813

- * I* * X Thom80a (W. 24 7 >
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By the ordinary rules of the calculus of variations this gives us

ii iT- u + v^i^- u+n (4.75)

with similar equations for y, z, x', y', 2', where now we take q at
(xyz)^ and q' at (x'y'z'). Multiply these six equations by x, y, z,
&'•

il'> z', and add, remembering that

. d d d . d .3
dtdx dt dx dx'

We find

iiHx+--yT- u+ v)={*i+--+*i+--yT-u+v).

idependent of the velocities, wb
1 second-degree functions of the vei

Now U is independent of the velocities, while T and V are
homogeneous second-degree functions of the velocities. Hence

; We also have

\
• dt dt dx ' diHx

"

Hence the equation becomes

2*(T+V) = %<T-U+V),
or

That is, the variational equation (4.74) is equivalent to the energy-
equation (4.73).

Hence from (4.75) we find the a;-component of the force acting
on the particle q

:

* dt dv„

where

L= U- V

dL
,
d BL

''-di + dttoj
(4 -76)

^[-'•r^-^ft: ^
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If we put X = 1, we obtain the formula of Gausius (i. 7^
iv. 258). The expression (with X = I) also gives portion of the

Lienard-Schwarzschild electrokinetic potential which will be
investigated later (7.18) ; the missing terms being

-(»'2 +r
r

'2)/2cV

together with an acceleration-term. These missing terms are of
no influence so far as the phenomena of closed linear circuits are
concerned." But, in view of the universal acceptance of the
electron theory, it seems desirable even at this stage to introduce
the view that all electrical actions are ultimately forces between
moving point-charges. As long ago as 1895 Sir Joseph Larmor
(ii. 553, 584) expressed this view, which has not yet found its
rightful place in our text-books

:

The only proper basis for the dynamical analysis of the pheno-
mena of currents flowing in conductors—in fact, of all cases of the
flow of true electricity—is to treat the currents as the statistical
aggregates of the movements of the electrons. ... It does not in
fact appear that there are any of the hitherto outstanding difficulties
of pure electrodynamio theory that are not removed by the hvno-
thesis of pure electrons, to which, from the consideration of several
distinct classes of phenomena and apart altogether from electro-
chemical theory, we have been compelled to resort.

Since

ty._ S 2(x-x')vx x-x'
to* dv, r ~ = cos W'

we have from (4.77)

Svx r l~2~-^ + ~2-j2 COS
(
rx
)j (4.77a)

If we take ? = 1 and sum up for a number of charges q'

where

Qr
L 2r ~ + ~Yr f*»(rx)j. (4.78)

dogmatically (v

a

776)
6

,

0,,^0ked this P088™^ that Clausius declared rather

potential is the only possible oneTT ^ ^^ *" th" •»"t«od*»»to
only one kind of electricitym,2-

M8umP«on that in solid conductors
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Also it is easy to see that

L = 9 - (vA)/c, (4.79a)
where 9 = Sj'/r is the electrostatic potential.

Hence

F = - V {9 - (vA)/e\ - e^LKjdt.
That is, the force on a stationary unit charge is

E = - V9 - c^dAjdt. (4.31a)
Whence as for the formula (4.31b)

F = E+<r1 FvcurlA.
From (1.3) we have

curl (v'/r) = — Vr^v'jr1 .

Hence from (4.79), provided X = 1,

curl A=2?Tv'r1/cr
!!

= H, (4.79b)

the total magnetic field, so that

F = E + <r*FvH (4.80)
when X= 1.

Reserving a more detailed treatment for a future chapter,
we shall now assume that in the case of linear metallic conductors
(1) the current consists of electrons (charge — q') moving with
velocity — w' relative to the metal, so that q'w'=j'ds' or
Yds' ; (2) the current is neutral so that in any element there is a
positive charge + q' fixed to the conductor and a moving charge
— q', so that if v' is the velocity of the conductor at any point

+ q' is moving with v' and — q' with v' — w'
; (3) the quantity

w'2/c2 is negligible. It will be observed that we are now extending
the previous results to complete circuits moving in any manner ;

provided, as we shall afterwards see, ^/c3 and v'3/c3 are negligible.

If now the charges q' occurring in the expression (4.78) for Ax
are due to a currentf in a circuit *', we have to substitute

q'v'x -q'(v'x - wx) = q'w'x = fjs for q'v'x ,

q'v'r — q'(vr — w'
r)
= qw't = jr

d3 for q'v'T .

Hence

j
»-J*

,[t^ +t j '' wbH' (4.81)

where J' = j'/c is the elm measure. That is we find the value

(4.21) already given for the vector potential. (We have put
P=l.)
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If the charge + 1 is moving with a circuit s, the force on it is

given by (4.79a). Integrating over the complete circuit, the

first term disappears and we obtain for the induced e.m.f.

P=[(Fds) = -<ryW/<ft,

where N= (Ads). We have thus deduced the law of induc-

tion.

Let us return to (4.76) in order to develop the formula for the
law of force between moving charges, always remembering that
there are missing terms (irrelevant for our present purpose)
which will be supplied later. Since

Sv'r _ d 2(x-x')vz v't ~L{x-x')v'x
fa fa 1

=7~—

?

— Cos(ra
>

_v'x —v'r cos {rx)
-

,

we have

+
~2c2" [

"
r K~ <«*>(«)) +v't {vx -vT cos{rx)}].

Since -
.

dt r ^dt~~^ {-v'~ v'^'

neglecting an acceleration term, we have from (4.77a)

ddl W_l + X , , l_x
dt BvJ r* ~~W [VxV

- ~ v*v') + -j£r coa
(ra)(«V«V- <*)•

Whence

+i*
+lj
sr**~L£r& (4.82,

itlS:StVaUed the f°rCe «-W by the
by +f withX% ?S hav

;
to ^ontheforceS exerted

xy v and -j Wlth velocity v' - w' on
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+ q with v and on - q with v - w. Remembering that we
neglect ic3/^ and ww'l<? and that qw=jds, q'w'^j'da', we have

2??' =
2??'(«A + • • •) = jj'dsds' coa e

~Zqq'v,v'
r
=

SffsV =
. £?€«,«* = jj'dsda' cos (rrfs) cos (arfa')

Z,qq'vxv'r = jj'dsda' cos (rrfs') cos (x<fo)

Whence we obtain

^-fi = - JJ'dsds'r* I (1 + X) /2 . cos e cos (rx)- cos (rtfo) cos (xds')

— (1 — X)/2 . cos («fo') cos (xds) .

:':,•.'-.'•. <4 '83 )

Using the same notation as for (4.12), we see that (4.83) gives

„ 1+X
"IP"

cos s
'

«, 1
,S = - -

2
cos cp.

It is important to observe that this does not coincide with (4.12)

when we put k = X ; indeed this disparity is the reason why we
have used two different letters (fc and X) for these two constants.

The employment of Helmholtz's constant (X) does not result in

formula (4.12) with h = X. This is true even when we put
£ = X = 1. For (4.12) then gives (with h = 1)

B — r'2 cos s, S — — r"a cos <p', S' — — r~z cos <p.

Whereas (4.83), with X = 1, gives

S = J-a cos e, S = 0, S' = — r"8 cos <p.

The significant difference lies in the fact, already emphasised,

that in the aether-electron theory there is no <S-force.

If we put X = + 1 in (4.83), we obtain the a-component of

formula (4.12d).
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Integrating (4.83) over a' and using (4.6a), we have

dFt = - JJ'ds [ ds'/r* . [(3 + X)/2 . cos c cos (rx)

— 3 cos 9 cos f' cos (rx) — (1 — X)/2 . cos <p' cos [xds)]. (4.84)

Comparing this with (4.7), we see that X = 1. With this value
we obtain Ampere's formula. Thus assuming the molecular
theory of electricity and certain properties of metallic conduc-
tion, we have succeeded in deducing both the law of electro-
dynamic force and the law of induction. The particular formula
(4.76 or 4.82) will later be given in a more accurate form. But
the method we have used—the only one consistent with the
accepted electron theory—is important and instructive. If we
assume the electron theory, with a suitable law of force for moving
charges, we can deduce the results of both Ampere and Neumann.
And if the absolute velocities of the charges occur in the formula'
the hitherto undetermined constant X must be put equal to'
unity.

There is, however, one point in this method which we must
not uncritically accept as final. That is the use of absolute
velocities. It will be observed that in our force-formula we have
not used the relative velocity of the two charges ; v and v' are
the velocities of the charges relative to some framework which
we loosely designate as 'at rest • and which in practice we take
to be any terrestrial scientific laboratory. Later on we shall
criticise this conception. It is worth noting even here that ifwejake a combination of Weber's and Riemann's formulae,

L^\i+lnl< i + x«n

iltSdU0Ke
.

a
!
dmduCti0n: the constant Xremaining

3£St hied! ITfoned at thia stage so that th°

^-nA'S^issir6 critical faculty than

Putting X = 1 we see that the expression for the energy is

JifetfP + Qij/gK.
(485)
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But, as we have already pointed out, such an integral is entirely
inapplicable to point-charges. We must select from it such
terms as give the mutual energies. We must do the same for
linear currents. An expression such as LP/2 must be interpreted
as giving only the mutual magnetic energy qf the infinitely thin
current-filaments. It is easy to see that

G = Xq'v'Jct3 = - div A, (4.86)

where A is given by (4.79), and also that G is zero for closed
uniform currents. Formula (4.85) was given by Biedermann
(p. 157), and Livens 26 objected that it held only for the special
case = div A = 0. But this objection does not seem to be
compatible with the argument which we have just given, though
of course it is only approximate. So, anticipating some formulae
to be proved later, we may here interpolate a few remarks.
Assuming (4.31a), div A = -9/c, and 47tu/c=curl H-E/c,
we have from (1.5)

(A curl H) = (H curl A) - div FAH
= Ha -div 7AH.

Also from (1.4), assuming div A= — <p/e,

(AV<j>) = div (ipA) — <p div A
= div (<j>A) + Ga

.

Hence, assuming (4.31a) and

47tu/c = curl H — £/c,
we have

4tc(Au)/c = (A curl H) - (Afi)/c

= #24. (?a - div FAH - div (A<p)/c + (AX)/c*.

Our approximation consists in taking

7=ij(Au)^

'
'

';' = Ut{B* + G»)/8tc.

We are neglecting finite transmission-velocity and energy-
radiation by ignoring the last three terms (the first two of which
give a surface integral on applying Green's theorem).

The constants (k and X) which we have introduced may lead
to some confusion in the reader's mind. So it may be advisable

" PM 33 (1917) 287.
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to recapitulate the results of this chapter and to anticipate some
formulae of a subsequent chapter.

(1) Consistently with Ampere's experimental results, in which
one circuit is always complete and carries a uniform current, we
can generalise the expression for d 2F, introducing a constant

k (4.12a). Ampere's formula corresponds to k = — 1.

(2) We generalise the expression for the electrodynamic

potential by introducing a constant X (4.15). Applied to two
current-elements (4.16a), this does not give Ampere's results •

not even if we put X= — k or X = 1. But if it is applied so
that the circuit remains closed, it gives Ampere's results, provided
the current in s' is uniform and dJjd3 = (4.17). This ex-
pression for II gives for A a formula which contains X (4.21).

(3) We now approach the matter from the ' particle ' point
of view. Assuming an expression (4.71a) for the electrokinetio
energy which contains X, we find the electrokinetio potential L
(4.77) and also the vector potential A (4.79) for moving charges.
We observe (4.79a) that H = curl A only if X = 1. We next
obtain the same formula (4.81 = 4.21) as before for the vector
potential in ihe case of linear currents. We then proceed, by a
proper dynamical method and without invoking the electro-
dynamic potential, to derive an expression for the force between
current-elements (4.83). We find that this does not coincide
with the previously found general expression (4.12a), not even
when we put X = k or X = 1. But when, and only when X = 1
it gives Ampere's results. Anticipating the more detailed treat-
ment in Chapter XI, we conclude that X = 1 in the vector
potential and in the energy corresponds to the accepted electron-

S^"^^**75 Whereas the Seneral formula for the

value
(

wft

,0e
t

3 n
f
M°W fr°m tMs the0r* no matter "h*value we assign to it.

aJitXLrTw"
*U^Tfy inTeStigate an electron-minus-

Totentia? S ,

" tf
nd "" eXpreSsion for the electrokinetio

coS \ t r (^-18a) for the vector Potential, whichcontain a constant X. We shall find that, on this theory weobtain a force-formula Mi ru\ l- i .

,

wiourjr, wo

formula (4 121 »K
( h WhlCh COncides with our general



CHAPTER V

HEIMHOLTZ—DUHEM
1

.
The Derivation of Maxwell's Equations.

Let us now assume that formulae (4.25 to 4.29) hold in a
dielectric medium when for u we substitute the total currentw = u + * Using mag measure (p = 1), we have the following
results (putting A

r for A) :

^
= -^\^lr - (5-1)

'V-^.«2f
(5.2)

div A, = - -<p. (5.4)

V2A
1 = -4^ + i^V9. (5.5)

Let us now consider the magnetic distribution. From (2.9)
the magnetic vector potential is

A' = curl U, where U = d-rl/r. - (5.6)

Hence

div A' = (5.7)

V2A' = - 4k curl I. (5.8)

From (2.8a). and (2.10a)

div U = - <p'

V2U = - 4*1.

Hence
curl A' = curl3 U = - V2U + V div U

= - V9' + 4*1. (5.9)
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Calling A = Aj + A' the total vector potential, we have from

(5.4) and (5.7)

div A = — Xja . p. (5-10)

The magnetic intensity due to magnetisation and currents is

H = - Vp' + curl A
x (5.11)

= curl A — 4rel from (5.9).

Hence

B = H + 47tl = curl A (5.12)

j J
and div B = 0.

Let us now assume that each magnetic element causes the same
e.m.f. of induction as the equivalent uniform volume current.
The strength of the magnetic shell equivalent to the linear current

3 is j/a = Idn, where dn is the element of normal perpendicular
to dS of the shell. Then

! I
If

'

A' = Jjds/r=curlf<M/r

The total induced e.m.f., due to changes in currents and mag-
netisation, in a closed circuit at rest is

r =-;lj(Ads >

= ~ i al J<
BdS )- (5-i3)

These results Mow in some kind of logical deduction, instead
of being assumed as special additional hypotheses, as is usually

Since

E = -ivp-^A,

curl E = - -fi
a

(5.14)

(6.15)

which is Maxwell's first electromagnetic equation.
Also from (5.11, 4, 5)

curl H = curl2 A
x

= - V*A, + V div A,

- 4w «-SV?. (5.16)
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' In the case of steady currents, 9 = P = , and we have the
simpler relations

div Aj =
V2Aj = - 4:ro/a.

Whence
curl H = curP A

x
= 4rcu/a. (5.17)

This, which is a particular case of (5.16), has been already
used

;
it is independent of any hypothesis about X.

We have already obtained Maxwell's first equation. We obtain
the second from (5.16) by making x -*. 00 ; for as we have seen w
becomes Maxwell's total current and 9 = <p'/x = where 9' is
the effective or apparent electric scalar potential, which, of
course, has no connection with the 9' of (5.9). Or more explicitly

47tw = 4tui + 471?

.

' = 4rcu + a(D — E)

.

' - V9 = aE + a/a . A.
Hence '

4?tw - V9 = 4ttU + aD + a/a .A
= 4ml + a'D' + a'/x a .A
-*47tU + a'D'. '

Also div D = 4irp/a, hence div D' = 47rp/a', where D' = D/x
= x'E is the effective induction. The effective potential is

9' = x 9. Also

E = - -V9 - -k = - -,V9
' - iA ='E'.

a.
T

. a a T a

And equation (5.10) becomes

div A = — \'/a . 9', '.'...

where X'= X/x .

We have thus reconstructed Maxwell's equations practically

in the way introduced by Helmholtz (i. 628) in 1870. The
Faraday-Mossotti hypothesis certainly does not appeal to us
to-day when the atomic theory of electricity is accepted. But
at any rate it does give us a logical formulation of Maxwell's
thought, which is infinitely preferable to the clumsy illogical way in

which the displacement-current is introduced into our text-books.

It may be—indeed it is—merely of historical interest to us to

expound these ideas of Maxwell. But it is at least a necessary

preliminary, before developing the electron theory, to deal
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coherently and logically with what enters so largely into con-

temporary expositions of electromagnetics.

Having secured Maxwell's equations we can now write them
down, dropping the dashes and putting a' = a2

Jc
2 so that a = c for

elst measure and a = 1 for elm measure :

curl E = - 6/a

curl H = 47iw/a = 4jr/a . (u + a2t>/inc2
)

div D = 4npc2/a2

divB =
div A + X$/a = '

E = -c!/a2 .V9-l/a.A. (5.18)

The constant X will be presently investigated. Meanwhile
since H and E are easily found to satisfy the equations

Vm - xy/c2 . H = - 4«/<*
.' curl u,

V2E - xn/c* . E = iizo^dh. . Vp + 4ny.fa2 . it, (5.18a)

in the case of constant x and |i, it is worth noting that the
velocity of propagation 1

is independent of X. Whereas this is

not true for <p which satisfies

V2
9 - X/e2 . if + inplx = 0. (5.18b)

So far we have seen no objective reason whatever for putting
x„ -* oo

; we have merely done so in order to bring our equations
into conformity with those given, without satisfactory proof, by
Maxwell. So far as electrostatic phenomena are concerned the
exact numerical value of x is immaterial. We must now see if
this quantity has any influence on electromagnetic phenomena.
Let us therefore return to examine our equations as they were
before we inserted the Faraday-Mossotti hypothesis
Assuming a constant inductivity (x) and permeability la), we

have from (5.12, 16, 14)
^

- V2A + V div A = curl2 A = a curl H

... \ a a a2 IAnd from (5.10, 14)
'

VdivA = -^V<f>
a

te*
, Xa»= ^E + ^A.

a a2
1 However see later on, p. 474.
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Eliminating E, we obtain

XV2A + (xu - X)V div A - X|xa(x - l)/a2 . A
+ 4tX(x/a . u = 0. (5.19)

According to (1.33) a solution of this is

A = - V<Ji + curl q.
In the expressions for <|< and q let us put

a' = x a, X' = X/x , x' = x/x
, V2R = - u/a,

and c2 = a*y, where (since p = 1) c is the ratio of elst to elm
measure of charge in accordance with (2.46). Then we have

+ = £j[^diyR./r],_,
/£i

c
2 = c2/X'(l-l/x). (5.20)

q = |xj[dTCurlR/r],_
p/5i

cf = c'/nfx' - l/x ). (5.21)
Also

or

Whence

4np/xa = div E = — _V2
<p — - div A

a a

a T a2T

) — Xa/a2
. cp + 47tp/x = 0. (5.22)

l

"• Whence

<p' = x 9 = -/ j[
(fTp/r]

1 _ f;Ci

4 = c2/X'. (5.23)

If we put X = x(x, i.e. X' = x>, (5.19) becomes

V2A - na(x - l)/a2 . A + 471^/0 . u = 0.

c'2 = c2/u(x' - l/x ). (5.24)

If in addition to putting X' = x'n we have x -> 00,

c' = c3 = c/vV|x

If we put X' = X/x = 0, so that x -> 00 and X is any finite

number, equation (5.10) becomes

div A = — X'y'/a -> 0.
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Equation (5.19) becomes

V2A - x'(i/« •W - ">/c2
• A + 47T(iu/a =

And (5.23) becomes

<p' = cfrp/x'r.

j! J We need not express A by a retarded integral. We may pro-
[ ceed otherwise. From (5.6) and (5.16) we have

A' = ((* - l)/4n . f <fr/r . curlH

Whence from (5.3) and (5.1)

Jor T
2a v

_ f
w' or

where w' = w-(l_x/(i)V9/4 TC

= u + a(x - X/n)E/4w + (1 _ X/(*)aX/4wi
= u + «V - X7M)fi/4« + (!/*„ _ X'/|*)«'A/4«..

H x -* oo and X' = 0, this becomes

-,,
w' = u + a'x'E/4 rt . (5 .25a)

But if x -+ oo and X' = x>, we have

w' = u-aVA/47ra

= u + «VE/4^ + x'V9'/4n . f5.25b)

haS^
m '

8 1W
'

2 U = CTE
'
Where • - the conductivity, we

w=o-E + z£,
wherezisthemagneticsusceptibiUty.

Orfrom(5 14)

Now
W = ~ ff(V?/a + A/a)-X(V*/« + A/a).

V*A' = - 4* curl I = _ 4?rz curl H
"ft»-l)/(*.(V»A-VdivA);

• nu. ta*^ ta due to Duhem Sm Roy> .. ^ ff
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Adding this to the expression for V2A

X in (5.5) and substituting
the formula for w just given, we find

V2A = 4,t,x/a2
. („A + yK) + 4TOfx/aa . V9 + fa - X)/a . V<p = 0.

(5.26)

obteni

entiatinS tMS "ith reSPeCt *° ^ tIme and USing (5 - 10)> We

XV»A =' 47C X(i/o2 . (<rX + XX) - 4w<jfl/a . V div A
— (x(i— X)VdivA. (5.27)

Differentiating once more with respect to t and using (5.14), we
find that E satisfies the same equation (5.27) as A.
Taking the curl of equation (5.26) and using B = curl A we

obtain ....
(x - 1) B + 4TO/a . B - o»/na . V2B = 0, (5.28)

which is the vector version of the well-known equation of
telegraphy.

Taking the div of equation (5.26) and using div A = - la la,

we obtain
"

4ro/a . (- V2cp/a + X/a2 . $) + xd/dt . [- V2
<p/a

+ X(x-l)/xa2
.$] = 0. (5.29)

Applying the method of (1.32a) for solving equation (5.27), we
find that

'

A = — Vi|i + curl q

is a solution, provided that i|i satisfies the same equation (5.29)
as that satisfied by (p, and q satisfies the equation (5.28) for B.
-. The

ty
equation (5.29) represents a longitudinal disturbance

whose velocity, by an application of Hugoniot's method, is

given by

j _ x a2 _ c2

x - 1 Xa X'(l - 1/x)
(5.20)

The q equation (5.28) represents a transverse disturbance whose
velocity is given by

C8 =
(x-l)na

=
u(x'-l/x

)

(5,21)

We thus arrive at the same results as before as regards e1 and c2 ;

the conductivity does not influence these velocities.
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It is easily seen that the constant c can be determined bv
electrical experiments. Suppose, for example, that a condenser
of capacity C=x<xSI4-kx (where S is the area and x the thickness)
is charged and discharged n times per second, by means of a
quickly rotating commutator, into a ballistic galvanometer. Let
the galvanometer register a steady deflection 6, corresponding
to a steady current nCV, where V is the e.m.f. of the battery
If the battery is now allowed to register directly in the galvano-
meter through a resistance R, the deflection is 6'. Then

e/e' = nCr/(V/R) = nGR.

A long solenoid, with m turns per unit length, is traversed by
a current /. At its centre a small flat coil, of total surface A
turns with a constant angular velocity u round an axis normal
to that of the solenoid. The e.m.f. induced is given by (5.13)
It is alternating and its maximum is given by

liHAa/a,

where ji is the permeability of the surrounding medium anda = ivmjla is the uniform magnetic field of the solenoid Bv

bv
J

tt?m f

6
-?

66
!"' tWS

-

maXimUm e -mi
-
can be equilibratedby the e.m.f.^ m the circuit of the solenoid. Hence

R= inyLmAu/ix.

Inserting the values of C and R in the equation for 6/0', we obtain

e2 = O7ax

= SAmncax'9'fix,

-Srt7m^1

td
eX?Ti0n ^ be determined experi-

that e I eauaHo Stl T"? eXPeriments ** has been found

And we know LfthTJ?^T^ °f Ught ta ™Cuum -

disturbances!^ 7h,

!

T7 °f trans™*° electromagnetic

formula ?5 21J weW 6^ ^ PUtt^ *' = * = » *

Thaf
e2 = c^ cV(I-l/x ).

ttlr:'Ss% arrived atajustmca -

disturbances
"* ^cussion the velocity of longitudinal

e
i = ca = c/v'V:
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And

Hence
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Before discussing the value of X', we may note the expression

We have

1"4811
"""^ g'Ven by HeImhoItz

<! -
578

) » 1870.

(ijfiVT = j(Hcurl A)rfT

= [(AcurlH)rfT

= 4tt
j
<fr(Aw)/a - f rfT(AV9)/a.

div (<pA) = 9 div A + (AV9 ) = - x92/a + (AV<j>).

jjdT(Aw)/a = ijc/T(^+X<p>2
)- (5.29a)

If x ->- co, this becomes

. ;, jJ*r(Aw')/a = i|iT(ifl>, (5.30)

since Xcp2/a2 = X'(p'Vx o2 -»-0.

But it is to be noted that we have used integration by parts,
rejecting the surface integrals ; which procedure is equivalent to
neglecting the radiation of energy. Hence strictly the formula
applies only to a steady system (w' = u). It will also be noticed
that when we put x -*co, X disappears from the equation. 3

Hence the following objection (J. J. Thomson, i, 118) fails:
'If X is negative, this expression may become negative and in
that case the equilibrium would be unstable ; hence we conclude
that only those theories are tenable for which X is positive.'

2. Helmholtz's Constant.

We shall take Maxwell's equations (5.18) with constant x and u,
using elst measure (a = c). We must bear in mind that we have
dropped the dashes so that what we now call X was formerly
X' = X/x and x stands for what was x' = x/x . We see from
(5.18a) that E and H are propagated with velocity c' = cjVv^.

' It ia not usually realised that, if we reason consistently on Maxwell's lines,
we must take k„ -* co. Thus Guggenheim says (p. 49) :

' We leave open the
question whether «„ and 11 are identically equal to unity.' And then on the
next page he writes down Maxwell's equations.
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Whereas by (5.18b) <p is propagated with c

t
= cj\/\. This is

also the Telocity of the longitudinal field of A (5.20). It is no*

easy to discuss such a velocity with reference to experimental
data, for we are not sure of the physical meaning, if any .*

the propagation of the vector and scalar potentials. Duhe'm *

referring to Blondlot's experiments, thinks that it has been shown
that the velocity of longitudinal flux in all conductors is c so
that X = 1. Brillouin (pp. 260, 264) says that X must be positive
and ' simplicity

' suggests that it should be zero. Maxwell
(ii. 255) argues as follows. Since

'
* """

4jtjiw/c = n curl H = curl2A = - V2A + V div A
A = (*JiTw/cr-vjrfTdivA./47ur,

(5.31)

which corresponds to our equation (5.25). The second term
being a gradient), he says, 'disappears from the equation[B = curl A] and it is not related to any physical phenomenon

If we suppose it to be zero everywhere,' A = p [dxw/er '
will

tl ofl™ If
6

'n^
'^ may therefOTe «*** k a* * defini-te! of A MaxweH here merely asserts that div A = - xilca unrelated to any physical phenomenon

j he does not protit. Further on (n. 433) he produces another argument. Smce
4*w=(4:w+xa/a)E,
E = -V9 -A/c,

therefore
^w/e = _ V*A + V div A,

Taf Tl +"^ <V? + A/C) ~ CV2A + cV ^v A = 0.Taking the div of this equation, we have

is independent oltB^ j
v°lume -density of free electricity,

< or a constan o zero "L AT * *W funCtion °f

out of account ZSS "^ therefore ^ave div A and 9
to modern concept g Pen0diC ^^bances.' According
Maxwell doesTtoZ T •T PUt U = ° ^ywlere. Wha?to take 9 = ; and then of course it follows

Arch. Eleri fi (1900) 231 ri n
678i 1^' j^*f/^f!!^Fm^.*m** >» <i8b:» M3 -
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that div A = 0, not because X = but because » = 0. So he
fails to prove X = 0.

M. Roy (ii. 80) has brought forward a proof that X is necessarily
zero If m equation (5.29) we put 6 = div E, retaining the
notation «p = x <p and X' = X/x to avoid confusion, it becomes in
elst units

4toj8 + x'6 = X'ip'/V3 .

M. Roy's mistake is simply that he first derives this equation
neglecting the right-hand side ; then by a roundabout process he
deduces the same equation without neglecting the right-hand side •

finally he compares ' the two results ' and infers X' = So the
alleged proof is obviously invalid. Dropping the dashes again
we easily find the result from Maxwell's equations, in which of
course the right-hand side is zero. For we have

W = <jE 4. x£/4tc,

= in div w = 4toj6 + x&.

Hence

9 = 6 exp (- inct/x).

This result, given by Maxwell (ii. 451), shows that the electric
field tends to become transversal. It follows without any
assumption concerning X.

Equation (5.31) is equivalent to

where

-'&

{„ = y.\ dtw/er

Allowing for the change in notation, this is the same equation
as (5.25).

We also have

47tp/x = div E = — V29 — div A/c

= - V2
<p + X/c2 . 9. (5.33)

Hence

where

<P = <Po + 2^>

¥0 = faxp/xr. (5.34)
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Thus we see that we are generalising the expressions for the
scalar and vector potentials from their values in the stationary
state. Clearly <p is the static value ; not so A , which contains
w = u -f- ttji-K instead of u. Now Maxwell, taking for granted
that he had proved that the ' current ' in general was w, thousht
he was declining to generalise or extrapolate at all when he took
the values to be p, and A , i.e. when he took X = 0. We now
see that he was mistaken, for his A already contains a generalisa-
tion which he failed to prove. Having once assumed a generalisa-
tion, such as that made by Helmholtz more logically than by
Maxwell, we cannot find in the phenomena hitherto analysed any
real indication of the value of X. Tor we easily see

E = -V? -A/c = -V9o -A /c ,

B = curl A = curl A .

folSSn^"
1611*

5

" °ften PUt *" a f°rm e4uivaIent to the

div A + X/c
. f = div A + X/c . 9, - X/2C . (V^ - x/c%

The usual way is to take X = ^ and to take f as any arbitrary
ngle-valued function, which can be determined so as to mZthe right-hand side of tins equation zero. We, on the contorv

eSSTide I "Tn"? * " *™ * S.32 -Tat t^e

declS Si iZT't ^ " Merely a roundabout way foraecianng that X is quite arbitrary, that it makes no difference to

ass**?"
nomenon what «*» - «*» tdf ist:

Maxwell takes divA-n »j .!.•

venient, although it stfflW*. , 7? appearS *° be the most «»-
Most subsequent write7sha?r^1a

? amOUntofindefinitenes3
- • • •

of the vector poC&ltw^ &"W difierent d^°n
given by MaxweU' haS Certain Vantages over that

* PoincanS. Hi rt . t„ *^ttll.,% V"- »»«*•»«. «• 108; Richardson, p. 196.
vector potential of MaWe'll-

("'- 6°8) inw"™=«y «*"<> A„ ' the <teA«

^T;.V"LJ^. S'h°"' * »' S"ann. i- 269; Bonder, p. 168;
Practically all expositor, Moum* ,

' P " 185
> Frenkel

- *• 133 i ™*
"l»oh can be shaped tofa* "»" .<"• 2M )

'
'A and f are derived tools

was found convenient • to take?
™nvement '<"».• In a previous chapter ' it

Thw 'arbitrary decision • does S'™", " U 'm0ra """"eeable • to take A= *?.
observable

quantities.'
'nV°Ive anv ' assumption about physically
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If, however we invoke the aether-electron theory, this alleged

arbitrariness of X can easily be dissipated. Let J first confine
ourselves to ordinary electrodynamics in air or vacuum The
question arises

:
How, if we accept the Helmholtz-Duhem theory

are we to get from it back to linear metallic circuits ? Accord-
ing to its upholders (e.g. Roy, ii. 66), all we need to do is to putw#r = jds. That is, (5.3) becomes (4.24)

J c r
+ ^V*.

Or, what comes to the same thing, we obtain (4.21) or (4.81)

Now we have seen in the last chapter that, if we accept the
usual electron theory, we must in this equation put X = 1 in
order to secure Ampere's results. We arrive at the same con-
clusion by comparing the two expressions for the magnetic or
electrokinetic energy : namely (4.85, 86)

871 J

dx H2 + X(div A)*

H* -f i(div A)*
A

and (5.29a) —
\ fa

In these formulae X is to be taken in its primitive sense (not

as X' with the priming temporarily dropped for convenience).
And since X = 1, X' = X/x -> 0.

It follows that the equation

div A = — X<p/a = — X'ip/a

becomes div A = 0. Accordingly, though we reject Maxwell's
reasons, we must accept his conclusion if we express his theory
in the logically correct form of the Faraday-Mossotti hypothesis.

On the other hand, this conclusion is quite unacceptable as a
general proposition if we uphold the atomic view of electricity.

In the notation of (4.86), div A = means (7 = 0; and obviously
this is not always true. It is not an affair of definition or con-

venience, it is a question of fact.

In reality every contemporary exposition of electromagnetics

implicitly or explicitly takes

div A = — cp/a.

If we accept the Helmholtz-Duhem elaboration, we must inter-

pret cp in this equation as referring to the effective potential,
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i.e. it stands for ?'. That is, the equation implies X' = 1, and
therefore X = x„X' -* oo, which is utterly irreconcilable with
Ampere's results for linear circuits. Hence the writers of con-

temporary text-books must be taken as unanimously rejecting

the Helmholtz-Duhem restatement of Maxwell's theory—the
only logical formulation of the 'displacement current.'

Let us now prescind from this restatement. That is, we take
X and x, so to speak, at their face value, without insisting that
they were supposed to stand for X' = X/x„ and x' = x/x .

Turning to equation (5.33), we see that

<p = j[<fTP/xr]( .

c' = c/\/x|x.

rtc-

(5.35)

Taking n to be constant, we easily find from Marwell's
equations

,

V2A - x(i/c2
. A = - 4n(iU/c - (X - x(i)/c . V<p.

Whence

Suppose now that we consider what is called a quasi-stationary
system,' for winch we may neglect the interval r/c', in vacuumforwh1chx= (i =l. These expressions become

9 = I drp/xr

A = JrfTU/cr+(l--X)/2c.V1

J;,

where
ty is denned in (4.25).

formulae for vacuum are
°e our Present

t-]*MA-, A-Jrfr[u]/er,
. (5.37)—

x

rtd

ibratfs
refer to the thne «-* » "

/ w> elaborate the experimental and theoretical
H then we restrict ourselves to n„t

dimensions are not too great we
' changes and to systems whoso

instantaneous propagation hoM. „»
*"'' assum8 tha' » state corresponding to8 holds at every point of the fieId.._j008( p

P
298

8
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from (S) ~ *" f°r a mCdjUm

'
and thua t0 °b^ W, and

A = ^jrfT[u]/cr
, (g38)

where [u] refers to the time t~r!c'. It is thus M^r that *>,
cho^e of X is not nowadays arbitrary

; tV^J^tul

div A + x^/c = o
(5 .39)

to Maxwell's equations. If in the earlier portion of a text-bookwe fed div A = 0, the reason is that it is dealing with steady
states for wluch 39/St = 0. But, as we have already glimpsedand as we shall see more clearly later, this method of reconciliation
is insufficient on the electron theory.' The expression

A = jdTu/cr
(5-40)

which we adopt in connection with Ampere's formula is not a
particular case of (5.38), it is a second-order approximation
Inerefore when a text-book begins by taking (5.40) as if it were
rigidly true, and then, somehow or other, arrives eventually at
(5.38), there remains the further task of showing that, if we take
the latter expression (5.38) as the true formula, the first-chosen
unretarded formula is true in certain cases within the limits of
experimental error. This neglected task will be undertaken later.

• That is, so far as apparent macroscopio phenomena are concerned. The
eleotron theory introduces new considerations which will be considered later
See p. 433 f.

• The transition is not always clearly marked. Thus in the text-book of Jeans
we are told on p. 438

: A=/yds/cr, i.e. fudrjcr is ' the vector potential of a field
due to currents.' On p. 439 f. he gives Ampere'sformula(4.1),andpromi8eslater
to prove an ' exactly identical ' formula on the electron theory. In reality he
never gives such a proof. But on p. 413 f. he gives an alleged proof based on
Maxwell's displacement-current and tella us that the formula is 'not quite
acourate.' On p. 561 we find that the formula is true provided ' e»/e" may
legitimately be neglected.' On p. 669 we have the ' introduction of the potentials

'

<p and A, though they were used, (p from the beginning and A on p. 439. And
finally on p. 673 we are told A=j"[u]ii/or. Pidduck says on p. 179 that the
equation ourl8A=47ru/c*is not tractable unless we assume further that divA= *

while on p. 411 he tells us that ' a simplification occurs if we put *divA= — A/o.
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Comparing (5.32) and (5.36), we see that Maxwell (putting

X = 0) took

A = (i. drw/cr

= jt [
(h[u]/cr + y.^V

J

dT[Q]/cr, (S.41)

where = — 9 /4 k.

And nowadays (with X = xjx) we take

= u. <£r[u]/cr.
(5.42)

In both cases we observe that the potential can be expressed
either in simultaneous or in retarded integrals. The early-
perception of this elementary instance of mathematical equi-
valence would have obviated a great deal of useless theorising
and controversy. We may quote a comment made by Poincare
(111. 78 f.) as long ago as 1894 :

In calculating A, Maxwell takes into account the currents of
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3. The Status of Maxwell's Equations.
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Einstein, except by way of outdoing him in cosmogonical
speculations. As regards Maxwell, the agreed convention
appears to be to pay him considerable lip-service and to expound
his alleged proofs, and then in contradiction therewith to uphold
a view-point-concerning dielectrics, dispersion, electrons, etc—
whose inspiration goes back to pre-Maxwellian writers like WeberDuhem, one of the few outspoken critics of Maxwell, thus
expresses himself (v. 184)

:

.l^T
611

'

8
.

616^?^1

?
10

.

3 Pr00eed3 m the 8a™> «nnwal way^„ n^. m st
f.yfg

fci* electrostatics. Under the il
r£Z M

h™°*h?u
Wk

?
h remain **«» and undefined in his

„T„'™ kS?
Bk^heS a th60ry Whi0h he never completes, he doel

?h»nJ™ft t0 r
l
m

°.Ve contradictions from it ; then ne starts

t Z?gw 3

rfT' 5?
mprS 0U 5t essential edifications whichhe does not notify to his reader ; the latter tries in vain to fix the

fugitive and.intangible thought of the author
; just when heS

* t/u '*' 6Ven the Parts of the d°ctrine dealing with the best

rfi™
Phenome

f
a are seen to vanish. And yet this strange and

disconcerting method led Maxwell to the electromagnetic theory of

How did Duhem himself get rid of the contradictions in Max-
well s writings? By adopting the view of Helmholtz, upon
whom he passed the following eulogium (v. 225)

:

*

^Physicists are caught in this dilemma : Abandon the traditional
theory of electee and magnetic distribution, or else rive up the
electromagnetic theory of light. Can they not adopt a third solu-
tion 7 Lan they not imagine a doctrine in which there would be a
logical reconciliation of the old electrostatics, of the old magnetism
and of the new doctrine that electric actions are propagated in
dielectrics ? This doctrine exists ; it is one of the finest achieve-
ments of Helmholtz

; the natural prolongation of the doctrines of
.
.Foisson, Ampere, Weber and Neumann, it logically leads from the
principles laid down at the beginning of the nineteenth century to

'

the most fascinating consequences of Maxwell's theories, from the
laws of Coulomb to the electromagnetic theory of light ; without

;

losing any of the recent conquests of electrical science, it re-estab-
lishes the continuity of tradition.

We have just shown that it is impossible to admit that
Helmholtz's theory, as just expounded, really re-establishes the
tradition of writers like Weber and C. Neumann, not to speak
of the contemporary electron theory. Nevertheless Duhem's
work is of permanent value, and his protest against the com-
plaisant acceptance of contradictory standpoints is still apposite.
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His work has been so much ignored that we venture to quote

him once more in what is virtually an apologia :
10

Maxwell kept his eyes fixed on his object, which was to establish

a theory inclusive of electrical and optical phenomena ; unfortu-
nately none of the paths he successively followed could lead him
thereto. Then, when logic barred the way, he evaded the incon-
venient obstacle by a flagrant fault of reasoning or calculation

certain that his objective was true. . . . The best way of recording
our admiration for such a genius, is to re-formulate his work with the
help of the ordinary laws of logic. ... An excessive admiration for
Maxwell's work has led many physicists to the view that it does not
matter whether a theory is logical or absurd, all it is required to do
is to suggest experiments. ... A day will come, I am certain, when
it will be recognised . . . that above all the object of a theory is to
bring classification and order into the chaos of facts shown by
experience. Then it will be acknowledged that Helmholtz's electro-
dynamics is a fine work and that I did well to adhere to it. Logic
can be patient, for it is eternal. •

°

Helmholtz was 'the first Continental physicist to support
Maxwell's theory,' " but only in the sense that he based Maxwell's
formulae on an alternative theory which respected the classical
analysis of dielectrics. Nevertheless Maxwellian writers obsti-
nately refused to accept Helmholtz's theory, though they had
nothing else to put in its stead ; and it is not so much as men-
tioned in contemporary expositions. ' I made acquaintance with
it about 1886,* says Heaviside (iv. 504, 506), and concluded
that it would not do, being fundamentally in conflict with
Maxwells theory. ... No possible legitimate manipulation of
X can reduce Helmholtz to Maxwell.' And Larmor (i 274)
declares that Helmholtz's 'so-called extension of Maxwell's
theory

. . being based on distance actions, is in conception
entirely foreign to MaxweU's view of transmission by a medium.'
Naturally for Helmholtz's sole achievement consisted in gettingnd of MaxweU's elastic jelly f pseudo-electricity But
mathemateaUy as we have seen, both theories are equivalent

;

m either theory the potentials can be expressed either as retarded

exposition ^Sf'JL
7
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or as simultaneous integrals. Lorentz is therefore correct when
I

he says (w. 144)
:

' Speaking mathematically, a sharp division
. cannot be drawn between field-action and far-action theory.'

Even Helmholtz's pupil, Hertz, whose experiments led to the
umversal acceptance of Maxwell's formula, declined to commit

I himself to any proof or any theory. His pronouncement has
become famous (i. 21, 138)

:

|
To the question ' What is Maxwell's Theory ? ' I know of no

i
shorter or more definite answer than the following : Maxwell's

|
theory is Maxwell s system of equations. Every theory which leads
to the same system of equations and therefore comprises the same

!

possible phenomena, I would consider as being a form or special
case of Maxwell's theory Maxwell arrived at them by starting

|

with the idea of aetion-at-a-distance and attributing to the ether
»

the properties of a highly polarisable dielectrio medium. We can

j

also arrive at them in other ways. But in no way can a direct

|

proof of these equations be deduced from experience. It appears
I most logical therefore to regard them independently of the way in
: which they have been arrived at, to consider them as hypothetical
\

assumptions, and to let their probability depend upon the very

I

large number of natural laws which they embrace. If we take up
! this point of view, we can dispense with a number of auxiliary ideas

which render the understanding of Maxwell's theory more difficult,
partly for no other reason than that they really possess no meaning
if we finally exclude the notion of direct action-at-a-distance.

This sceptical attitude is probably a historically correct reflex
of Maxwell's own thought, for presumably he first hit on the
mathematically appropriate term t)/in and then busied himself
with constructing a plausible physical explanation. But to-day
this, or any, explanation is kicked aside. ' The field equations,
at least in the form valid for simple cases,' says Lorentz (iv. 69),
' seem to be more certain than the ideas by means of which it

has been attempted, with more or less luck, to find a basis for
them.' Notwithstanding this absence of proof or correlation, he
says (xiii. p. 38) that Maxwell's equations 'are now considered
as valid for all thinkable cases

.

' So unshakeable indeed that even
Einstein did not dare to question them. And yet, from this
point of view, the equations are merely a clever empirical guess
designed to codify certain results. As Lorentz puts it (viii. 232),
' We may remove the scaffolding by means of which the system
of equations has been built up ; and ... we may postulate
the above equations as a concise and, as far as we know, accurate
description of the phenomena.' We have already quoted Sir
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James Jeans on the question of scaffolding

; ]et us h
again. After arriving somehow at the equation

curl H = 4tc(u + £>/4:t)/c,

he points out that the right-hand side is circuital ar.A *l
proceeds (p. 512) as follows
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CHAPTER VI

LORENZ—RlEMANN

1. The Propagated Potentials.

In a paper read in 1858 but only published posthumously in
1867, Bernhard Riemann (iii. 368) made an important suggestion :

I have found that the electrodynamio actions of galvanic currents
may be explained by assuming that the action of one electrical mass
on the rest is not instantaneous, but is propagated to them with a
constant velocity which, within the limits of observation, is equal to
that of light.

He assumed then (p. 370) that the scalar potential satisfied the
equation dal <p = — 4rep, instead of V\ = — 4np. Tor the present it

is to be understood that we are dealing exclusively with vacuum
(x = (x = 1). Maxwell thus refers to Riemann (ii. 490) :

The mathematical investigation given by Riemann has been
examined by Clausius, who does not admit the soundness of the
mathematical processes, and shows that the hypothesis that potential
is propagated like light does not lead either to the formula of Weber
or to the known laws of electrodynamics.

There is some confusion here due to Riemann himself who
advocated what are really two discrepant views : (1) a retarded
instead of a simultaneous scalar potential in a medium theory

;

(2) a law of interaction between electrical particles, involving

only their relative velocity, similar to but differing from Weber's
formula. As to (2), Clausius completely failed to refute it, as

we shall see later. As to (1), which occurs in every book on
electromagnetic theory to-day, neither Clausius nor Maxwell
seriously considered it. Maxwell's real objection appears to be
in the remark he makes elsewhere (v. 53) :
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The electrical potential, which is the analogue of temperat
a mere scientific concept ; we have no reason to regard it. no j„

Ur
?!

'a

a physical state.'
S ra " as denoting

Or, as Duhem (v. 201 f. *) expresses it more clearly :

In the theories of the propagation of eleetrio actions Drnnno„j t
B. Kiemann, L. Lorenz and Carl Neumann.it is no longer a realit

• —. L - Lorenz ___ „». „™„„„.„
7
„, !3 uo !0n„e

which traverses space, but a fiction, a mathematical symbol
The ideas of Maxwell have nothing in common with these doctrine
Mathematical symbols are not propagated. For examnl +t
electrostatic potential function is Xq{t)lr and not as Ri»™„ .

hypothesis claims, ^-r/C)/r. « is propagated faT^
SSl'dSEfi.
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having this point for the moment, let us resume the historical
sequence In the same year (1867) Ludvig Lorenz suggested th*two formulae (iii. 289, 291)
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(6.1)
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assumed to have a certain degree of probability. For, in accord-
ance with the formulae found, the action in the point {xyz) at the
moment^ t does not depend on the simultaneous condition in the
point (xyz) but on the condition in which it was at the moment
t — rja

;
that is, so much time in advance as is required to traverse

the distance r with the constant velocity a.
The theoretically important conclusion would thence follow .

that electrical forces require time to travel, and that these forces
only apparently act at a distance ... and that every action of
electricity and of electrical currents does in fact only depend on the
electrical condition of the immediately surrounding elements."

How did Maxwell react ? Here is what he says (ii. 450)

:

Lorenz has deduced from Kirchhoff's equations of electric currents,
by the addition of certain terms which do not affect any experi-
mental result, a new set of equations, indicating that the distribution
of force in the electromagnetic field may be conceived as arising from
the mutual action of contiguous elements, and that waves, con-
sisting of transverse electric currents, may be propagated, with a
velocity comparable to that of light, in a non-conducting medium.
. . .These conclusions are similar to those of this chapter, though
obtained by an entirely different method. The theory given in this
chapter was first published in the Phil. Trans, for 1865.

It is a pity that Lorenz and Maxwell did not pay more attention
to the Newtonian canon of self-restraint : Hypotheses non jingo.
For they both became so preoccupied in discoursing about certain
alleged physical happenings, that they failed to see the almost-
identity of their formulae. In fact they differed only in the
value assigned to X. If we put x = y. = 1 for vacuum, Maxwell's
position is denned by equation (5.41), and Lorenz's by (5.42).
But the way of approach was fundamentally different. Omitting
irrelevant additions, such as his assumption of conducting matter
distributed throughout space, Lorenz, with Eiemann, initiated a
veryimportant method of procedure, namely, in Prof. Whittaker's
words (p. 297), * to modify the accepted formulae of electro-
dynamics by introducing terms which, though too small to be
appreciable in ordinary laboratory experiments, would be capable

• L. Lorenz, iii. 288 f.,291, 301 (i. 175-180, 194). He takes (iii. 293 f.) o= velo-

city of light = Weber's o divided by y2. As late as 1900, S. H. Burbury, in
ignorance of Lorenz's work, read a paper ' on the veotor potential of electrio
currents in a field where the disturbances are propagated with finite velocity

'

before the British Association [Report, p. 635 f.) ! ' It is proposed to substitute
for the current at (x'yV) at the given instant the ourrent whioh did exist at
{x'y'''), r/a seoonds ago.'
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of accounting for the propagation of electrical effects through
space with a finite velocity.' Analytically the difference can be
expressed thus as regards the vector potential in vacuum

: For
u Lorenz substituted [u] while Maxwell substituted u -f £/4,r
Had they both done this by way of generalisation from electro-
dynamic experiments, they would be methodologically on a nar
in the sense of proposing a hypothetical extension of the formulae
of Ampere-Neumann. In that case, Lorenz's assumption is far
preferable on grounds of logic and simplicity. For E is expressed
in terms of 9 and A, and H in terms of A. In elst-mag units for
vacuum, Maxwell's assumption then is

curl H = 4nu/c + E/c,

the last term being an addition to equation (4.2a). If now we
express H and E in terms of the potentials and use the equa-
tion of continuity, we find that the equation merely becomes
dal A = - 4-ku/c, of which Lorenz's formula is a solution
But in actual historical fact Maxwell did not proceed' in this

way. He sought to justify his addition E/4* by a theory which
contradicted the accepted analysis of dielectrics and inventeda new-fangled ubiquitous ' electricity,' while Lorenz merely pos-
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Riemann. That is because he regarded 4 the vector-potential
as the measure of Faraday's ' electronic state,' and therefore as
a propagable physical entity. ' We are unable,' he says (ii. 492),
' to conceive of propagation in time except either as the flight

of a material substance through space or as the propagation of
a condition of motion or stress in a medium already existing in
space,' the vector potential apparently being in the latter

category. Nevertheless we cannot to-day accept Maxwell's
dichotomy of propagables. The world of physics cannot be
modelled exclusively on our macroscopic knowledge of projectiles

and elastic bodies. We can no longer pretend to any such
intimate acquaintance with ultimate processes. But if we regard
Maxwell's statement merely as a classification of our analytical

formulae, it is quite true that kinematically we must choose
between (1) the ballistic law and (2) the medium-law of propaga-
tion. However, this choice does not imply any insight into the

thing propagated or the mode by which propagation is effected.

At the moment we are exclusively concerned with (2), without
asserting any objective analogy with an elastio medium beyond
the fact that the velocity in question is referred to some
absolute framework and is independent of the velocity of the
' source.'

If, in addition to abandoning unsustainable claims to un-

possessed insight, we remember that all the symbols of physics are

measures or ratios, i.e. pure numbers, we shall begin to assess

the validity of physical hypotheses solely by their reducibility

to measurements which can ultimately be estimated in a labora-

tory. No one would nowadays hold that A is propagable, while

cp is not. Indeed, in spite of Heaviside's growl about ' the

* Maxwell, ii. 187. He wrote in 1855 (viii. 712) ;
' I intend to apply to these

facts Faraday's notion of an electronic state.' * The different problems in thermal

conduction, of which Fourier has given the solution,' he says (ii. 447), * may be

transformed into problems in the diffusion ' of the vector potential by substituting

A%, Ay, Az for temperature. ' The potential, which was previously only a formula

helping calculation, beoame for him [Faraday] the really existing bond in space,

the oause of force-action '—Boltzmann, iii. 6. ' For Maxwell A was not a mere

mathematical auxiliary quantity as it is for us, but a function of state of especial

significance.'—Wiechert, i. 553. Maxwell used A because he had not got rid of

far-action ideas ;
* it was the great theoretical merit of Hertz to have got rid

of this mathematical auxiliary quantity.'—Ebert, p. 390. ' The magnetic vector

potential is . . . a convenient mathematical fiction devoid of physical realily.'

—

Temple, p. 148.
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metaphysical nature of the propagation of the potentials * 5
th

retarded integrals for both <p and A are universally employed
It is hard to see why their propagation is more ' metaphysical

'

than that of E and H, which are also auxiliary mathematical
quantities whose propagation was accepted by Heaviside Th
truth is that both those who accept and those who reject th"
propagation of certain quantities are assuming some kind of
intuitive knowledge which is irrelevant to the purely scientific
aspects of physics. Maxwell considered his own view of electric
action—the elastic transmission of stress—as being perfectly
legitimate and evident

; he also took part in constructing
dynamical models of the aether. But he drew the line at accentmg the vzews of Carl Neumann. • I have not myself,' he says"
(n. 491) been able to construct a consistent mental representlton of Neumann's theory.' Small blame to him Sd for"Neumann (vn, 245, advocated a transmission whieT wa's 'acomplete y transcendent concept, essentially different froTth*propagate of light or heat.' Or, as he says^lsewhere (7v ^
emissionto~£pta "** t0 trayel from the P^e of
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tion of the potentials are generally accepted with more or less
good grace. Witness these quotations :

It is as if a certain time must elapse for the action of a change in
density or current to arrive at the receiver-point {Aufpunkt) from
the source-point, and as if this action were propagated in space with
the velocity c—-Furth, p. 343.

It is especially important to observe that the values of p and pv
existing in a certain point Q at the time t - rjc do not make them-
selves felt at the point P at the same moment I — rjc but at the
later time t. We may therefore really speak of a propagation taking
place with the velocity c.—Lorentz, ii. 20.
The effect of a disturbance at a point A travels out from it in

spherical waves, arriving at a point P in the time APjc—Macdonald,
p. 18.

The nature of the field is such as would arise if each portion of it

were constantly emitting disturbances which were propagated from
it in all directions with the velocity of light.—Richardson, p. 194.
Roughly speaking, the potentials may themselves be said to be

propagated with the velocity of light.—Pidduck, p. 612.
The result obtained clearly indicates propagation in all directions

with uniform velocity c.—Jeans, p. 524.

We may express this roughly by saying that the retarded potentiate
are propagated with a velocity c equal to that of light.—Weather-
burn, p. 186.

[The result may be] interpreted as implying that effects of electric

charges are propagated outwards through space with the uniform
velocity c in all directions. . . . The potentials have been introduced
primarily for analytical simplification and they do not necessarily

represent directly definite physical quantities.—Livens, ii. 229.

The contributions u/cr and p/r which a source makes to the

potentials at a point in the field do not arrive at that point till after

a time rjc.—Abraham-Becker, p. 221.

We naturally represent the contribution of a volume-element as

due to the charge-density existing there, not at the instant t but at

the earlier instant t — rjc, since its influence is propagated with the

velocity c.—W. Wilson, p. 216.

It is characteristic of the [electron] theory that it assumes a pro-

pagation of the electrodynamio disturbances with the velocity of

light in free aether. Hence arises the conjecture that it must be
. possible to represent the disturbance at any point as the conse-

quence of processes which occurred elsewhere at such previous times

as correspond to this velocity of propagation. Since we also assume
• that all aether-disturbances orginate in electric particles, we surmise

that it is also possible to refer the process to these particles alone as

did the old theories.—Wiechert, ii. 677.

There is clearly a certain amount of squeamishness observable

in these admissions. The density makes itself felt ; the effect
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or the disturbance or the contribution or something unspecified

is conveyed ; it is only roughly speaking that the potential is

propagated. And yet the equation says plainly that the potential
is propagated. Having accepted the equation and its solution
we should not boggle at its version in ordinary language. If w„

admit the validity of the retarded potentials, we must accent
potential-waves ; and we cannot then say with Planck 6

(i. jim
that 'where there is no energy there can exist no velocity of
propagation.' Perhaps there would be less reluctance to-day
when we are accustomed to read of probability-waves. All the?
expressions are merely descriptions of analytical relations assumed
in the development of physical theories. The unwillingness to
acknowledge them arises from a false conception of mathematical
physics, from a misinterpretation of 'physical quantities '

which
are simply numbers. It is only in the last stage of a physical
theory, when it presents us with a verifiable formula, that the
numbers involved must be such as can be calculated by the pro
cess known as measurement. We are therefore perfectly entitled
to assume the propagation of the potentials, provided we develot)
the consequences of our assumption so as to reach some formula
which we can hand over to the man in the laboratory Whenin connection therewith we speak of waves and propagationwe speak by analogy with sound and light ; we imply not

ttSrf^."^ phenomena
' but^2%the analytical relationships.' As Bridgman says (iv. 66) :
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there any more any reason why all the symbols appearing in the
fundamental mathematical equations should have their physical
counterpart, nor why purely auxiliary mathematical quantities
should not be invented.to facilitate the mathematical manipulations,
if that proves possible.

After this long but necessary disquisition, let us return to the

Riemann-Lorenz assumption expressed by equation (6.1), our

attention being still confined to vacuum. Using the notation

p for p{x', 1/, z', t), p' for p(z', y', z\ t — r/c), p" for p(z', y', z', t

— 8r/c), where < 6 < 1, we have

P P
c Bt

+
2c2 dP

'

Hence

.?-p'^p'ii+iie.'
dx r dx r r dx

Bit3 ay 3 1,1 y
' , , ».

9
dx'r 2c2 dP dxr 2cV dt"dx

{T ? ''

Thus we have altered the ordinary electrostatic force by terms

involving the factor 1/c2 ; and similarly the force depending on

the vector potential is altered by terms involving 1/c3 . So we

can take it as plausible that the Riemann-Lorenz hypothesis will

not appreciably affect the formulae for electrodynamic experi-

ments. But the point must be examined in detail later in the

light of the electron theory.

We can now derive Maxwell's equations at once. From (6.1)

and (1.31, 32) we have

div A + <j>/c = \d-7Jcr . [div u + (,] (6.2)

= 0.

From this and the equations

E = -Vcp-A/c, H = curlA, (6.3)

we can eliminate A, obtaining

. curl E = - fl/e. (6.4)

Also since '

.

'

V2A - A/ca = - 47tu/c,

we easily find .

'
curl H = 4ti/c . (u + £/4rt). (6.5)

Thus, starting with the Lorenz-Riemann generalisation from

electrodynamics, we immediately deduce Maxwell's equations
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for vacuum—without so much as mentioning the so-called dis-

placement current. The generalisation itself was published in
1867; the argument we hare just reproduced was explicitly

given by Levi-Gvita (i, 15 f.) in 1897; but our text-books are
still silent. Levi-CSvita wrote (ii. J8)

:

We can find the essentials of Maxwell's theory even while startine
from the classical laws. It is sufficient to complete them by the
hypothesis that the actions at a distance are propagated with
finite velocity.

If, as Macdonald says (p. 29), ' the chief difficulty of the theory
is what is meant by electric displacement and displacement-
current,' it has been eliminated long ago ; for this alleged
current is merely a mathematical substitute for the retarded
potential. We have arrived, as Wiechert (ii. 679) said in 1901
at 'a new presentation of the field-equations, which replaces the
near-effects by far-forces after the pattern of the old theories '

We have obtained a law of propagated elementary action And
having got thus far, we naturally ask ourselves if it is necessary
to derive Maxwell's equations at all. That the retarded potentials
express more than these equations and can completely replace
tnem, will now be shown.

2. Far-Actions.

If we use Maxwell's equations with X= 1, we find that rh«scaar potential and each component of the Sector potnSsatisfies an equation of the form
' potential

dal 9 HV'9 - c-*3V^ = _ 47r/ (66)
Hence, according to (1.27), we can put

the surtaoo-integraU which do „nt T7 f Coaway writ8a
:

' I do not like

I would prefer to define i A fl'
*,' ^ y0Ur 8cheme of thin8» at aU -

everywhere and alwavs «™/ .
* 8m8Ie electron as follows: (1) Dal # =

.Peaches a finite ££*Z ti^f *"*^ « ****.*
taming P.

(4) The phaM .^ W J * <W - 4« over any closed surface con-
* + r/c can occur, „.g. ^ IefLeoted

'^"™W»n. « you point out, the other phase
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If we make the surface S recede to infinity on all aides, the surface
integrals can in many cases be made to vanish. We may suppose
for instance that in distant regions of space the function 9 has been
zero until some definite instant t . The time t - rjc then always
falls below < when r is sufficiently large, and so all the quantities in
square brackets vanish. The surface integral also vanishes when
9 and Sf/Sl become zero at infinity and tend to zero as r ->• 00 in
such a way that 9 is of the order r~l and 3<fjil, t^jir of order
»^2

. In such a case we have the integral 9 = /rfr[/]/r, where the
integral is extended over all the regions in which the integrand is

different from zero. [If [/] exists only within a number of finite

regions not extending to infinity, 9 -» like 1/r ; but it is not
always true that if Jit is of the order l/ra]. To satisfy this condition
we may however suppose that iy\3l is zero for values of t less than
some value t [i.e. prior to < . , Then if r is sufficiently large, [9] = 0,
because t

—
' rjc < £„].

To eliminate the surface-integral we therefore assume that at

some instant t„ in the past we have, at least at very great distances,

9 = 9 = 0. Ritz (p. 335) makes the following comments on this

procedure.

1. The , writers who use this reasoning hardly ever bother,

once the result is established, to verify if the conditions for tQ

are really fulfilled in the concrete cases which they treat. As a

matter of fact they are hardly ever fulfilled, e.g. cases of uniform

translation or rotation.*

2. Since the differential equation contains only ca, we can

change c into — c and obtain the analogous formula

9
J r. J r\ r 9»^0»WT c dnj'

where the brackets ( ) refer to the time 1 4- rjc.

The same reasoning gives 9= \dz(f)/r. That is, before the

instant t the waves must have been convergent, i.e. impinging

from i nfinity on the charges. We should then have a perpetuum

mobile, in which bodies would be heated by radiation.

3. If at ta there is only a very feeble field at a great distance,

this field, if it is that of a convergent wave, could some time later

acquire a great intensity at any given point. Hence it is not

• ' The mathematical treatment oi trains of waves postulates an infinite time

during which the disturbances have been going on ; and therefore however

remote the boundary may be taken, the disturbances have already produced

their effect there.'—Macdonald, p.- 33.
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sufficient to suppose that at the instant t the field is weak at
least at great distances. The field must be rigorously zero (an
hypothesis of a kind inadmissible in physics), and we must from
the start exclude convergent waves (which is a pelitio principU)
In the case of sound, friction destroys every wave after a short
time, so that the reasoning is practically applicable. If thp
aether had a viscosity analogous to that of air, irreversibility
would be contained in the equation (6.6).

4. The existence of solar and stellar radiation, which for an
extremely long interval has been creating an oscillating electro-
magnetic field in the sidereal universe, obliges us to put back
the instant t beyond all knowable limits. A fundamental
hypothesis should not present this inadmissible character.

Ritz then concludes (p. 336) :

The hypothesis that we start from rest (or the unimportant mnj:
fications of it which have been formulated) is not TrnSslw" aTttfoundation for the general law of the retarded poSalf It is

AuKant Trtictr CaS6S
- <?Mider a Hertzian oscillato

8

At the instant t the spark passes; the magnetic field at first7™everywhere, is disturbed
; but after a very shortIntervafth» f, t
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?,

pky *
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^P
.
^

'
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Portiom of space wouldZnc^^ argUment based °n "ear
tion. ButLSS ™W a J" • T\ a I0Ugh aPPr°*^-
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fl = rJ*/'./(i,M,(-r/c)

,f'
==
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<pt
=Z?:[[f(z.y,z,i)dtdt'

" °" "" 80'Uti0n *~ *• J. Carr, PM , (1928) 250
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The solution <pt corresponds to waves which diverge from the
electric charge, it depends only on anterior conditions. The
solution <p 2 represents waves which, coming from infinity, con-
verge on the charges, it depends on posterior states. The solution

93
contains both kinds of waves. The solution <p4 corresponds to

waves whose centres may be situated in space where /= 0. All
writers admit that the only acceptable solution is the first. That
is, Maxwell's equations admit an infinity of solutions, satisfying

all the conditions but incompatible with experience. These we
reject, accepting only (px .

On what ground do we reject these solutions ? ' These solu-

tions are excluded in electron theory,' says Zerner (ii. 167),
' because they would violate the principle of causality.' Or as
Gans says. (p. 138) : 'Now as <p cannot depend on conditions
which only arise later at the time t + r\c, we reject the + sign.'

This a priori reasoning is incorrect. Waves converging from
infinity no more violate first principles than do Atlantic rollers,

especially if we hold that the infinite aether is the seat of all

energy. As for solutions with t + rjc, one can find them in any
book on sound. Becker is more accurate when he says (p. 60)

:

' Such a solution would contradict our accepted intuitions, since

we regard the charges and their motion as the cause of the po-
tential.' But we must speak, not of our intuition, but of our

assumption that potential-waves diverge from electric charges.

As Lorentz says (iv. 158) :
' We wish to keep the theory free

from such solutions, by once and for all making the assumption

that only the charged volume elements are sources of disturb-

ances.' ' Though this [<pj is a correct mathematical solution,'

he says (xiv. 82), ' I think no physicist will be satisfied with

it.' In the words of Frenkel (i. 139) :
' If there appear to be

decisive grounds against an advanced force-effect, these are not

of a logical but of a purely empirical nature.' u

The retarded potential is not the complete solution. We must
add the complementary function ip, so that <p = <f x + i|/, where

dal 4" = everywhere and i[i = at infinity. In order that
ty

should remain zero, it is necessary and sufficient that at t = t

we have <\i = dtyjdt = everywhere. That is, in order that

f = <fi be always and everywhere true, it is necessary and

11 To prove that time is irreversible in a field theory, Weyl appeals to the

retarded potentials.

—

Was ist Materie t Berlin, 1924, p. 84. Naturally ! That is

precisely why the other solutions are rejected.
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sufficient that it should hold at two infinitely close instant
t = t , 1 = < + it.

And now for the conclusion which may be given in T?'t »

words (p. 339)":
tzs

The decomposition of a field into waves is a mathematical or»
tion which can be performed in an infinity of ways ButfK
character of this operation is doubly artificial from Maxwell's ™-
of view

;
for the consideration of the origin of the waves r«w

us to consider the entire field during a finite interval of time lh\l
Maxwell saw an essential advantage of his theory preciselv 'in «,•
fact that it dispenses with any consideration of elementary actio™!or of the origin of the field, attending only to the immerlia t«T-T
bourhood of the point. We see howtve/that thisTsTofthe «£to eliminate solutions which are physically impossible we miladopt a prwr, the retarded potentials, which distin^hThe Tmentary act.ons as in the classical theories, and we verify that thtsatisfy the equations, i.e. they completely renlace t^!,, V y
while the converse is not true.
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defend the status of Maxwell's equations against Ritz's views
which we have just outlined.14 But some months later he tacitly-

admitted the correctness of Ritz's view by writing as follows

:

According to the usual theory an oscillating ion generates a
divergent spherical wave. The reverse process does not exist as
an elementary process. The convergent wave is indeed mathe-
matically possible ; but for its approximate realisation an enormous
number of emitting elementary systems would be required. Hence
the elementary process of light-emisaion has not as such the character
of reversibility. Herein, I believe, our wave theory is incorrect.

It seems that in relation to this point Newton's emission theory
contains more truth than the wave theory, for the energy com-
municated to a light-particle in emission is not Bpread over infinite

space but remains available for an elementary process of absorption.

. . . Hence the constitution of radiation appears to be different

from that deduced from our wave-theory.—PZ 10 (1909) 821.

In other words, the retarded potentials express the elementary

irreversible process of emission, whereas the wave-theory, i.e.

Maxwell's equations, does not. But within a few years the

theory of relativity became so popular and widespread that

Einstein reverted to his loyalty to Maxwell's equations. And
thus Einstein could write 15 in 1931 that in the aether-theory

for the first time the [partial] differential equation appeared as the

natural expression of the elementary in physics. . . . Since Max-
well's time, Physical Reality has been thought of as represented by
continuous fields, governed by partial differential equations and not

capable of any mechanical interpretation.

Now, as we have shown, the universally accepted retarded

potentials introduce a velocity whose direction cannot be

reversed—rthe velocity with which waves leave emitting bodies

—

and thus supersede Maxwell's equations which admit an infinity

of solutions incompatible with experience. The position there-

fore is that to-day we accept, not far-action (what the Germans

call Fernwirkung), but propagated far-action. The position will

be best understood by commenting on the following interesting

statement of Frenkel (i. 267 f.) :

In reality there are no reasonable grounds for filling space with

such a medium [as the aether]. The material world consists only

of electrons which act on one another through empty space. This

far-action of the modern electron-theory is distinguished from the

actio in distans of classical mechanics only by the fact that it is not

" PZ 10 (1909) 185. See Ritz, p. 503.

15 Maxwell Commemoration Volume, 1931, pp. 69, 71.
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instantaneous but retarded. The finite propagation-speed of electro-
magnetic actions has given rise to the view that they are a near-
action in the aether, of the same kind as the propagation of sound in
air or elastic vibrations in solids.

Let us see how this near-action, to which the aether-theory refers
is treated in classical mechanics. The body is first regarded not as
a continuous medium but as a system of discrete particles which are
separated by finite though very small intervals. Thus the mutual
action of these particles is treated as an instantaneous far-action
for the force on a particle is determined by the simultaneous position
of the other, especially the neighbouring, particles. If we assume
that this force is proportional to the relative displacement of the
particles, we arrive at a finite propagation-speed for the '

disturb-
ances ' in the normal equilibrium-position of the particles The
transition which is then made to infinitely small particles and
intervals, i.e. to the theory of a continuum, is a mere mathematical
fiction. Hence the near-action of classical mechanics means nothins
else but the usual instantaneous far-action. The circumstance that
the latter is applied only to very small distances—that is small
relatively to our usual macroscopic standards—is irrelevant as
regards the principle.

The retarded far-action of modern electron-mechanics can indeedformally be reduced to an instantaneous far-action
; but the corre-S
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We are unable to conceive of propagation in time, except either aa the
flight of a material substance through space or as the propagation of a
condition of motion or stress in a medium already existing in space.

Aided with fuller knowledge and chastened by experience, we
can insist neither on ' a material substance ' on the one side nor

on ' motion or stress ' on the other. Any physical quantity may
be propagated, and this may occur either baHistically or medium-
wise. If in the former case we speak of emanations, particles

or projectiles, if in the latter case we speak of a state of the

medium, we must not be taken as saying anything additional to

the kinematic law of propagation. Medium-propagation, as in

the account of electromagnetics so far given, means that the

velocity (c) of the ' wave ' is independent of the velocity of the

source, it is an ' absolute ' velocity. But ballistic propagation,

as in the case of an ordinary projectile, implies that only the

relative velocity of the source and receiver is involved. We are

not at the moment concerned with the latter mode, but it is

important to leave the possibility open. Or, as Eitz says

(p. 460), we can extend our meaning of medium or field :

Whether we choose as intervening medium a ' physical space

'

or a fictitious emanation, as soon as the action experienced by an

electric charge depends only on the disposition and state of the

medium in its immediate neighbourhood, we can say that there is
•

no action at a distance.

We must therefore reject such a statement as the following,

unless ' medium ' is understood in this broad sense 18
:

" Boltzmann, i. 2 £. Gauss was prior to Maxwell. Cf. Mascart and Joubert,

Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, 1 (1893) 609 :
' If any mechanical effect,

force or potential is transmitted with a finite velocity from one particle to another,

it follows that a medium of suitable structure must have been the seat of this

action.' Lorentz (iv. 68) :
' Characteristic of the field-aotion-theory is the

assumption that the aotions travel with finite velocity.' ' By action at a dis-

tance,' says Sohuster (ii. 35), ' we understand that two bodies can act on each

other without being connected by some medium which transmits the force."

' To me,' he continues, ' it seems that the dogmatical denial of action at a distance

is a survival of the anoient anthropomorphic explanation of natural phenomena.'

It is very misleading to group the two alternatives to medium-transmission

together as aotion-at-a-distanoe. For such far-actions can be propagated either

instantaneously or with a finite ballistio velocity. Whatever philosophical

views we may take, as physicists we have in favour of finite transmission-velocity

a strong prepossession which has been pragmatically justified. ' This dilemma of

aotion through a medium or action at a distance,' says Jeans (i. 623), ' is precisely

that which has led to most oonfusion in electromagnetio theory.' No ;
what is

confusing in Jeans and other writers is their failure to reoognise the possibility

of ballistic as well as of medium-like propagation.
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Not long after Maxwell, also Gauss, Riemann, Lorenz icNeumann and Edlund came near to his ideas by assumine th tt

far-action requires time for its propagation—which " " -

explicable only if it is carried by a medium.
indeed

Hence the position of writers like Frenkel who (a) maint
the retarded potentials with the absolute or medium vein v
involved, (b) deny the existence of an aether, must be understood
to mean (a) the rejection (or rather the ignoring) of the nosS*
of an alternative transmission by the ballistic mode, (6) the3of the relevance or utility of elastic or hydrodynamical anawT
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phenomena which were not thought of or perhaps not known at
the time; and both have independently arrived at the same
numerical result which gives the absolute velocity of light in terms
of electrical quantities.

It is clear then that Maxwell (i. p. x) rejected both (1) the
ballistic theory of Weber in which there is far-action ' depending
directly on the relative velocity of the particles ' and (2) the
retarded potentials of Riemann and Lorenz which imply 'the
gradual propagation of something, whether potential or force,

from the one particle to the other.' 'These physical hypo-
theses,' he says, ' are entirely alien from the way of looking at

things which I adopt.' Not quite as alien as he thought. For
the second theory is mathematically identical with his own ; only
he is not content merely to accept the law or formula, he seeks

to ' explain ' it in terms drawn from elasticity. This was Ins

ambition in 1855 when he wrote (iii. 188)

:

By a careful Btudy of the laws of elastic solids and of the motions
of viscous fluids I hope to discover a method of forming a mechanical
conception of this electrotonic state adapted to general reasoning.

But in the end he confessed his failure. In his Treatise he

tells us (i. 165)

:

It must be carefully borne in mind that we have made only one
step in the theory of the action of the medium. We have supposed
it to be in a state of stress, but we have not in any way accounted for

this stress or explained how it is maintained. ... I have not been
able to make the next step, namely, to account by mechanical

considerations for these stresses in the dielectric. I therefore leave

the theory at this point.

And there he left it for ever. 'I have not attempted,' he

says (v. 50), ' by any hypothesis as to the internal constitution of

the dielectric medium, to explain in what way the electric dis-

placement causes or is associated with this state of stress.* He
wanted to explain electrical phenomena by a theory which ' attri-

butes electric action to tensions and pressures in an all-pervading

medium, these stresses being the same in kind with those familiar

to engineers ' (iv. 228). All he did was to invent the unnecessary

'displacement.' His stresses are to-day abandoned. Lorentz

(viii. 30) thus speaks of them in agreement with the view of the

retarded potentials given above : ,,'..'.

In the mind of Maxwell and of many writers on the theory there

seems to have been no doubt whatever as to the real existence of
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the ether stresses.

. . .
In general the resultant force of all the stresses

acting on a part of the ether will not be zero. . . . No experiment
has ever shown us any trace of a motion of the ether in an electro-
magnetic field. . . . There is no reason at all why the force should
be due to pressures or stresses in the universal medium. If WB
exclude the idea of forces acting on the ether, we cannot even speak
of these stresses, because they would be forces exerted by one rnrt
of the ether on the other." y

Kelvin, who had the same ambition as Maxwell, wrote de
cisivelyin 1896 18

:

No one has come within a million miles of explaining any onephenomenon of electrostatics or magnetism by hydrodynamical
theory. ... I now abandon everything I have ever thought of orwritten in respect to constitution of ether.

But such a quest was not easily abandoned. 'The great
problem which the philosophy of science raises,' wrote Mascart
and Joubert (i. 610), 'is to know the constitution of the singlemedium by which all physical phenomena may be explained '

Larmor too considered the problem as important

:
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what Larmor called ' the valid conception of a medium ' is really
quite sterile. For in the last analysis are we not building on
analogies from other departments of physics, and explaining
ignotum perignotiuaX Whether we turn to elasticity or to
hydrodynamics, the definition of a continuous medium by
differential equations has meaning only in virtue of statistical
considerations applied to micro-discontinuities. 'Whoever be-
lieves,* says Boltzmann (iii. 144), ' that atomism is got rid of by
differential equations does not see the wood for the trees,' or
rather pretends that the wood does not consist of trees. Maxwell
admitted that when we appeal to elasticity ' all that we have
done is to substitute for a single action at a great distance a
series of actions at smaller distances between the parts of the
medium ' (iv. 486). Nevertheless, he thought the aether might
be different (iv. 773)

:

What is the ultimate constitution of the aether ? Is it molecular
or continuous ? ... It is often asserted that the mere fact that a
medium is elastic or compressible is a proof that the medium is not
continuous but is composed of separate parts having void spaces
between them. But there is nothing inconsistent with experience
in supposing elasticity or compressibility to be properties of every
portion, however small, into which the medium can be conceived
to be divided, in which case the medium would be strictly con-
tinuous. A medium however, though continuous as regards its

density, may be rendered heterogeneous as regards its motion. . . .

The aether, if it is the medium of electromagnetic phenomena, is

probably molecular at least in this sense.

In that case the assumed continuum is sui generis, unconnected
with ordinary material elastic media. We must therefore

abandon misleading analogies and use electromagnetic phenomena
as revealing the laws of transmission in this continuum. The
trouble is that it is quantities like potential which are trans-

mitted, and we find no trace of stresses. The only function

performed by the continuum is to supply a framework for the

absolute velocity c. So there seems to be nothing to elaborate

concerning this unique medium except to write down the retarded

potentials. We have to record the quantitative laws, without

being able to explain how they act, without even being sure

that there is anything to explain beyond the contingent fact.

The retarded potentials sum up the physical theory concerned
;

any further statements are mere amplifications, they add nothing
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to the physical content of the theory. We return to the stand-

point advocated (if not always observed) by Newton " :

Whatever ia not deduced from the phenomena is to bo called a
hypothesis ; and hypotheses—whether metaphysical or physical,

whether of occult qualities or mechanical—have no place in experi-

mental philosophy. ... To us it is enough that gravity does really

exist and act according to the laws which we have explained.

We must therefore proceed to investigate whether electric

charges do really exist and act according to the law of the

retarded potentials which we have explained.

18 Letter to Cotes : Leibniz-Clarke, Collection of Papers, 1717, p. 155 j Snow
Matter and Gravity in Newton's Physical Philosophy, 1926, p. 235.



CHAPTER VII

Li£nabd

1. Atomism in Electricity

Wilhelm Weber's Elektrodynamische Maassbestimmungen (1846-

48) contained, as Prof. Whittaker remarks (p. 228), ' the first of

the electron theories.' He was, as Lenard (v. 264 f.) says, ' the

first who attempted to develop quite generally the idea of definite

smallest amounts of electricity.' Prof. Millikan speaks thus

(ii. 336)

:

Wilhelm Weber built up his whole theory of electromagnetism on

what was essentially an electron foundation. . . . Yet this idea

was not taken up again until the time of Lorentz and it rarely^did

not get into the consciousness of mankind at the tune of Weber.

Weber's electron theory involved only relative velocities, not

absolute ; hence it did not imply an aether. His formulae were

subject to serious limitations and could not explain experiments

such as those of Hertz ; these defects were not removed until

1908, when Ritz published his ballistic theory. Notwithstanding,

Weber was one of the greatest pioneers in electrical-theory His

views were for many years widely accepted; with the advent

of Maxwell they suffered a temporary eclipse ;
since then

^
many

of his principles have been resuscitated, not always.with due

acknowledgement. But the originality and men of his Wtota

principle are completely ignored to-day when
so-called relativity

brooks no rival.
. *„„,;„ nature

The first and most striking illustration o the atomic nature

of electricity occurred in the phenomena of f^f^J^^
mentally discovered by Faraday and first ^™*™*™tei
Clausius in 1857. It is a curious psychological problem torunder

stand how Faraday and Maxwell failed to appreci^ e™>;
Faraday's ideas of a current were of the vaguest. By^a current

he says (§ 19), 'I mean anything progressive, whether it be
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fluid of electricity or two fluids moving in opposite directions,

or merely vibrations, or, speaking more generally, progressive

forces.' Maxwell's idea was thus expressed by him (v. 8) :

Here we may introduce onoe for all the common phrase ' the
electric fluid ' for the purpose of warning our readers against it. It
is one of those phrases which, having been at one time used to denote
an observed fact, was immediately taken up by the publio to con-
note a whole system of imaginary knowledge. As long as we do
not know whether positive electricity or negative or both should
be called a substance or the absence of a substance, and so long as
we do not know whether the velocity of an electric current is to be
measured by hundreds of thousands of miles in a second or by a
hundredth of an inch in an hour, or even whether the current flows
from positive to negative or in the reverse direction, we must avoid
speaking of the electric fluid.

As Watson and Burbury (ii. p. v) put it in 1889, ' the electric
fluids cannot be regarded as physical realities.' So when Maxwell
came to electrolysis (i. 378-381), though he admitted the heuristic
and pedagogic convenience of atomism, he regarded it as too
gross and as inconsistent with his displacement-theory :

So far as we have gone, the theory of electrolysis appears very
satisfactory. It explains the electric current, the nature of whichwe do not understand, by means of the currents of the material
components of the electrolyte But if we go on, and assume
that the molecules of the ions within the electrolyte are actually
charged with certain definite quantities of electricity, positive and
negative, so that the electrolytic current is simply a

P
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oueht, in accordance with the evidence then available, to have

been admitted. Thus Sir Joseph Larmor writes in 1904 :

Even if the nature of the particles of the cathode discharge had

never been made out and the Zeeman effect had never been dis-

covered, the facts known to Ampere and Faraday were sufficient to

demonstrate that no other conception of electricity other than the

atomic one is logically self-consistent.—PM 7 (1904) 624.

Whatever ought or might have been, the fact is that a disastrous

reaction set in with the growing dominance of Maxwell's theory.

It is thus described by Prof. Whittaker (p. 396 f.) :

The tendency, which was now general, to abandon the electron-

theory of Weber in favour of Maxwell's theory, involved certain

changes in the conceptions of electric charge. In the theory of

Weber electric phenomena were attributed to the agency of

stationary or moving charges, which could most readily be pictured

as having a discrete and atom-like existence. The conception of

displacement, on the other hand, which lay at the root of the

MaxweUian theory, was more in harmony with the representation of

electricity as something of a continuous nature ;
and as MaxweU s

views met with increasing acceptance, the atomistic hypothesis

seemed to have entered on a period of decay.

It was Helmholtz's famous 1881 lecture 'on the modern

development of Faraday's conceptions of electricity '
(ui. 52)

which finally convinced Maxwell's followers that the mo ecule

was not too ' gross ' to be accepted. As Schuster remarks (n. 51),

'the "molecule of electricity" triumphed ;
and MaxweU s

apostles, who had for a time persisted in repudiating it, had to

bring their views into harmony with it.' Incidentally, not with-

out some re-writing of history, as witness this statement from

Lord Rutherford 1
:

Eollowine the classical experiments of Faraday on the electro-

lyskoStions, the view tilt electricityT%™*"£$£° m

structure was suggested by MaxweU and afterwards by Weber.

It was Hendrik A. Lorentz who initiated a great theoretical

r -slatemert ofMaxweU's theory in the light **•"££»£
atomic view of electricity. His programme may be given in

the words he wrote (ii. 432 f.) in 1892 :

I have tried to reduce aU the phenomena to one, the simplest of

19th century the extension of MaxweU s theory ieu

Haas, iii. 2.
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all : the motion of an electrified body. ... In these applications

it will suffice to admit that all ponderable bodies contain a multitude

of small particles, charged positively or negatively, and that electric

phenomena are produced by the displacement of these particles. . . .

An electric current is a veritable current of these corpuscles, and in

an insulator there will be ' dielectric displacement ' as soon as the

electrified particles which it contains are separated from their

positions of equilibrium. . . . We see then that Maxwell's theory,

in the new form I am about to give it, approaches the old ideas.

After establishing the comparatively simple formulae regulating the
motion of the charged particles, we can even prescind from the
reasoning which has led to them, and regard these formulae as
expressing a fundamental law comparable with those of Weber and
Clausius. But these equations continue to bear the impress of

Maxwell's principles. Weber and Clausius regarded the forces
between two atoms of electricity as determined by the relative
positions, the velocities and accelerations of the atoms at the
moment for which we wish to consider their action. On the con-
trary the formulae at which we shall arrive express on the one hand
the changes of state produced in the aether by the presence and
motion of the electrified particles, and on the other hand they give
the force with which the aether acts on any one of these particles. . . .

In general terms we can say that the phenomena excited in the
aether by the motion of an electrified particle are propagated with
a velocity equal to that of light. Thus we return to an idea already
expressed by Gauss in 1845, according to which the electrodynamic
actions require a certain time to propagate themselves from the
acting particle to the particle which experiences their effects.

Three years later he again emphasised that he was reverting
to the older theory with the addition of an absolute framework
(iii-8):

In the assumptions I am introducing there is in a certain sense a
reversion to the older theory of electricity. The nucleus of Max-
well s views is not thereby lost ; but it cannot be denied that with
the assumption of ions we are not far removed from the electric
particles formerly in vogue.

And yet it is clear that Lorentz never really effected * a
synthesis of the old electron theory and the Faraday-Maxwell
theory (Zerner ,. 163). He speaks of 'the dielectric displace-
ment in the aether' (ii. 434) and consequently admitted the

S*r ^oT^8
.

1^ <indllct™ fluid' side by side with his
ions (ii. 391). This idea he maintained to the end, in spite of
his use of the Lorenz-Riemann retarded potentials :

gla^anTsdnW t* f^T to Conducting bodies such asglass and sulphur, kept by the elastic force withiH certain bounds,
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together with the change of the dielectric displacement in the ether

itself, now constitutes what Maxwell called the displacement

current (viii. 9)-

If we accept the electron theory, we cannot possibly admit

that the aether is a di-electric, or that any process in empty

space can contribute to the current which is a convection of

ions or electrons.2 It is curious to observe how Lorentz dis-

regards this obvious discrepancy which still persists in con-

temporary expositions. Maxwell's views, long ignored, finally

became so dominant that Lorentz never thought of question-

ing them or of adjusting himself to the simpler terminology of

Lorenz.

The electron theory was powerfully aided by Hittorf's dis-

covery of cathode rays in 1869. ' It is not impossible,' he says,3

' that gases, in this domain as in that of heat, provide the easiest

means of information concerning the nature of the phenomena

and will free modern physics from the last of the imponderables,

electricity.' Two years later Varley 4 wrote :
' This experiment

in the author's opinion indicates that this arch is composed of

attenuated particles of matter projected from the negative pole

by electricity in all directions, but that the magnet controls

their course.' The difficulty then felt in accepting these

results at their face-value is thus expressed by Schuster (ii. 52,

55 f.):

The frame of mind with which the academic physicist looked

upon investigations of the passage of electricity through gases,

might be made the subject of instructive comment. The facts so

far as they had been ascertained did not fit in with recognised

views ; hence they were ignored and students were warned off the

subject. . . . The natural inclination of those who remembered

how a similar antagonism between two theories had
.
a.the ease of

light been decided in favour of osculations, was to dtfcard corpus-

cular theories as belonging to the middle ages. .
.

•

™«™**
believe to be this : Although Maxwell's electrodynami theory had

not been generally accepted, the view that a current of electricity

• 'The current consists of two parts: a di^-«M««*:*£ «£ *

convection-current Pv.'-Lorentz (shr. 30). Cf. Chwolson,"*^*TfJj~^
ii. (1913) 367 : Besides this currentW the electron theory also retajjfce co»

cept of the displacement-current in the aether, which can wt m all pomta of

Bpace.'

• AP 138 (1809) 223.

« PRS 19 (1871) 239.
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was only a flow of aether, appealed generally to the scientific) world

and was held almost universally.

Even as late as 1897 Wiechert, 6 in a lecture ' on the nature of

electricity,' after giving further experimental evidence for the

corpuscular nature of cathode rays, felt bound to add :
' Electricity

denotes something imaginary, an entity which exists not actually

but only in thought.' Schuster confesses his point of view in

words which are not without significance for present-day ortho-

doxy, in which Einstein has succeeded Maxwell as the Zeitgeist

(ii. 59)

:

The separate existence of a detached atom of electricity never
occurred to me as possible ; and if it had and I had openly expressed
such heterodox opinions, I should hardly have been considered as
a serious physicist, for the limits to allowable heterodoxy in science
are soon reached.

Nevertheless facts began in the end to conquer scientific

prepossessions. Kelvin voiced a growing opinion when he
declared in 1897

:

Varley's fundamental discovery of the kathode torrent, splendidly
confirmed and extended by Crookes, seems to me to necessitate the
conclusion that resinous electricity, not vitreous, is the electric
fluid, if we are to have a one-fluid theory of electricity. ... I
prefer to consider an atomic theory of electricity foreseen a3 worthy
of thought by Faraday and Clerk Maxwell, very definitely proposed
by Helmholtz in his last lecture to the Royal Institution, and largely
accepted

j

by present-day theoretical workers and teachers. Indeed
Faraday's law of electrochemical equivalence seems to necessitate
something atomic in electricity and to justify the modern name
electron.—Nature, 56 (1897) 84.

"

Two years later (1899) J. J. Thomson,' fortified by his re-
searches on cathode rays, could speak even more decisively
(x. 563, 565)

:

.

In gases at low pressures negative electrification, though it may
be produced by very different means, is made up of units, each

J °?i
b
f f

6^'"- 88
- But fa 19°<> Wiechert (i. 5S6 f.) wrote :

• As H. A.
Lorentz first showed, it u possible to regard electrodynamio processes merely as

fundamental idea of the old theories.'

whotK^
emT0en

"?
<XVl 34" h

° teU8 ™ !
' At fir8t th°«> W» very few

m!W aft ,

6 T*T °' theM b0diM smaUer than «ta» I was even

blt»L,trr ,

y
.f
<*>****»* Ph^t • • • that he thought I had

this explanatioa of my experiments with great reluctance.'
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having a charge of electricity of a definite size, . . . always associ-

ated with carriers of a definite mass. . . . This negative ion must

be a quantity of fundamental importance in any theory of electrical

action indeed it seems not improbable that it is the fundamental

quantity in terms of which all electrical processes can be expressed.

For, as we have seen, its mass and its charge are invariable, inde-

pendent both of the processes by which the electrification is pro-

duced and of the gas from which the ions are set free. It thus

possesses the characteristics of being a fundamental conception in

electricity ; and it seems desirable to adopt some view of electrical

action which brings this conception into prominence.

Next year Lenard ' showed that particles (molecules) of the

cathode did not act as carriers of the photo-electric current.

Yet speaking of this same year (1900), Planck 8 says : 'I did

not then fully believe in the electron hypothesis.' The history

of electrical science is certainly not characterised by a rapid

amenability to evidence.

After electrolytic conduction and conduction through gases,

came consideration of metallic conduction. ' By electrical con-

vection,' wrote Helmholtz (i. 791) in 1876, 'I understand the

transfer of electricity by motion of its ponderable
_
earner.

Metallic conduction remained for long as something w generis;

even in 1892 Lorentz (ii. 435) finds it necessary to appeal to the

example of Hertz and to Rowland's experiment to justify bos

taking the conduction current u = pv, i.e. as convection. Yet in

1862 Weber 9 had written :

The ideal assumption of continuously and uniformly debated

substances appears as inapplicable to the tw%̂ *™ ^^able
the contrary it is evidently necessary to assume that the ponderable

substance of the conductor consists of single modules, whwh^are

surrounded by electrical particles that in case of a current travel

from one molecule to another.

And in 1875 he declared (Werhe, viii. 339),: ' Purely electric

streamings, in which only electricity streams without^ partwrpa

tion of ponderable parts, occur only in metalhc currents
u

Th«

was taken up by Drude in 1900 and was developed into the

electronic theory of metallic conduction

:

That electrical conduction --^asteXnfilpSed
from conduction in electrolytes, in so far as the current, « v

' AP 2 (1900) 359.
• A Survey of Physics, 1925, p. 181. . Maxweu, v. 184.
• Werke, Iv. 91 t. Cited by Lenard, vi. 10O, also oy
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bv the transport of small electrical particles, is a view which was

first expressed by W. Weber and developed later by Giese. I will,

in accordance with more recent terminology, call these electric

particles electrons or (more conveniently) electric nuclei or simply

nuclei. I avoid the expressions corpuscles or ions, which imply the

possession of a ponderable mass however small. ... We can

assume that the electrons in metals are of two kinds (positively and

negatively charged), identical in all metals both in charge and in

ponderable mass.—AP 1 (1900) 566.

The struggle was not over even then. Maxwell's ideas con-

tinued for many years to prevent the recognition of the atomistic

conception ; even to-day they still retain a lodgement in text-

books written by those who profess to hold the electron theory.

The French text-book of Chappuis-Lamotte, published in 1911,

expresses (p. 4) a point of view which still survives :

These new facts have had the rather unexpected result of pro-

voking in a certain measure a return to the old ideas. . . . The
theory of electrons is at present that which seems to include the

greatest number of phenomena. Nevertheless, it has not yet

received a definitive form. Hence we Bhall in our exposition keep

to Maxwell's theory, and we shall invoke the electron-theory only

in studying some phenomena where its use is more convenient.

The electron theory undoubtedly marks a reversion to pre-

Maxwellian views and calls clearly for a restatement of electro-

magnetic theory, which is retarded only by prejudice and inertia.

Instead of developing the views of men like Weber and Clausius

—

perhaps the time was not ripe—physicists took refuge in the

mysterious displacement-current, condemning all previous work
as sterile. Speaking of the period 1860-70, Duhem (v. 4) says :

At first Weber's theory was widely received . . . but it did not
justify the hopes which it had excited . . . gradually, despairing
of the sterility of speculations regarding the actions of moving
charges, physicists withdrew their attention, which could not be
reawakened by the hypotheses of Riemann or by the researches of
Clausius.

Heaviside (iii. 69 f .) more mo was still more outspoken

:

The old German electrodynamic investigations and their ex-
tensions to endeavour to include, supersede or generalise Maxwell
by anti-Maxwellian methods—it would be slaying the slain to attack
Mem.

. . . Many of these investigations are purely artificial

nests'so tlTs l\
°f physical "glance

i gropings after mares'
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Even Sir Arthur Schuster, unable to forget his earlier training,

could write (ii. 6)

:

At the time Maxwell's volume appeared, the teaching of electricity

centred round the calculation of coefficients of induction and futile

discussions on the laws of action of so-called current-elements.

A wider and more philosophic aspect was now brought before us.

The wideness and the philosophy are not quite so apparent to-

day ; nor are the discussions of Weber and Clausius so patently

futile. Whether we like or dislike the admission, we are logically

back again in the pre-Maxwellian epoch. In the interim there

have, of course, been tremendous developments. The opposition

to the old-new ideas was not altogether a matter of prepossession.

The then existing apparatus of formulae was not capable of

dealing with Hertz's experiments, for example. Recounting con-

versations which he had with Hertz in 1889, Sir Oliver Lodge

tells us 10
:

He spoke of the difficulty he had in getting his ideas accepted in

Germany, where the professors were working under the theory of

Weber, Neumann and others and did not understand Maxwell

The.discovery of the electron has since that time recaUed attention

tolhese old theories, and rather justified ^%o^muou9 treat-

ment as opposed to the continuity of MaxweU. This is a subject

with which the scientific historian will have to deal
;
but time is not

ripe for its discussion.

Surely the time is fully ripe for such a discussion, not only

as regards the scientific historian but also on the part of anyone

who proposes to construct a logical coherent account of electro-

TltLf. is beyond the scope of the present w.k

we may observe in passing that writers on V^I%£%£
exhibit a new reaction against the electron theory. Thus Prof.

Temple tells us (p. 46) :

The essential characteristicoft^«^^
is the assumption that negative electric charges are^not co

into discrete" electrons but are fstated co^ff^^ „
This assumption is not in conflict "&^£™£ y

of flectricity
the experimental evidence for the*™"V experiments
and the existence of a physical unit of charge. ^^stabUah

in question-such as Mfflikan's °^?P.^Tctrie charge takes

the
4
fact that the absorption or «m« '°n.^f^e structure of

place in electronic units. They reveal ^^iStawL
the free electricity, which may be discrete or continuous.

io Advancing Science, 1931, p. HO £ -
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Once more the pendulum swings. This time it is those who are

radical in one direction who display extraordinary conservatism.

When electricity does anything experimentally discoverable it is

found to be atomic in structure. Nevertheless the electron does

not really exist ; when no one is experimenting on it, it is just

an infinite integral. So once more we read of ' the hydrodynamics

of the electric fluid ' (ibid. p. 47), familiar to writers in the

'eighties. The shock comes later when we find that ' it is the

emergence of this polydimensional wave-space which destroys

the hope of generalising the realistic interpretation of the field

theory of matter ' (ibid. p. 95). It appears that we must not

interpret the mathematics realistically or literally. ' The realistic

interpretation of the " field " is replaced by an interpretation in

terms of probability ' (p. 46). And so we have ' a virtual field

theory ' (p. 190).

This is another story ; we can deal with only one subject at

a time. Our present contention is that, within the range of

phenomena here considered, there is not the smallest evidence for

either a realistic or a probabilistic field theory of electricity.

2. The Potentials for Point-Charges.

We must now take account of the discrete nature of electric

charges. Starting from the formulae of Ampere-Neumann we
have generalised the expressions for the potentials by means of
the 'retarding' hypothesis of Riemann-Lorenz. Omitting any
reference to Maxwell's equations, we resume the argument at
this point. The scalar potential at (xyz) at time I is

9 =
j
p'/r

.
dz' =

[j
[p'/r . dx'dy'dz',

where p'(z', y\ 2', f) refers to the time f = t- rjc. Obviously this
integral deals not with moving charges but with variable density
at points fixed with respect to absolute axes in the aether. The
adjustment which is now necessary was clearly expressed by
Prof. Conway (i. 53 f.) in 1902 :

^ldf^T on electricity-such as Gauss, Weber, Neumann

wouM?i„Zi *\ °,
f^0rce between two electrified particles, whichS« If* f6T^ ™ l»w of force between two electrified

two cZ^tl "S ?
hlch wouId Pve th° Proper action between

p^icC £,Wed
.

a9 haa«^ up of moving electrified
parhcles. In the Treat™ of Maxwell there is a gap between electro-
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statics and the theory of currents. . . . The old school of action-at-a-

distance directed attention solely to the places at which the charges

were situated. Maxwell, upholding the ideas of Faraday, located

everything in the medium, the aether. In the above scheme we

look at regions fixed in the aether, and regard electric charge as

something which may appear or disappear, increase or decrease, in

this region. If, however, we regard as all-important—as we are

romneUed to do—the electric carrier, whether we call it ion, electron

or corpuscle, then we must look upon an electric charge as possessing

an individuality of its own, and propose a scheme which will enable

us to follow each particle in its wanderings.

Let us therefore take a set of curvilinear coordinates (X, Y, Z)

carried with the charge, so that x' is a function of (X, Y, A )

and dx'ldt' = vx. Keeping (x, y, z, t) constant, t is a variable

depending on {x\ y',.2') through f = t - r/e. Hence

cdt' = %Ux', where I = - dr/dx' = (x - x')/r

and ^ = grfX+... +|W/C .

Therefore
n-lvjtfdx'-mvjc.dy'-nvjc.dz

with two similar equations.
;nwral from

We can now change the variables in the triple integral irom

{xyz') to (XYZ). The ordinary transformation formula. gives us

for the element of carried volume

ch - dKy^>dXdYdZ
(tT ~ d(XYZ)

|
l - Ivjc, - mvjc, - nvjc

dx
r

dy
'
dz

>

= (1 - v
r
jc)dx'dy'dz',

,

where *-3*fa the velocity-component alone, r which is

drawnfam (^.') to (*»*). Hence, putting p * -de,

<p = f delr(l - v
t
\c).

This important formula was first pushed by Lienard (ii. 2)

inl898. ^^ft^k^™^*****
Lienard's proof is as follows (Fig. 19). "» ^ at

of the element F, supposed so small that v has the
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all its points. Let the spherical surface (radius r) cut the element

in AB, which can be taken as plane. In an increase dr in the
radius r, the volume swept out
by AB in space is area AB x dr
But the volume swept out rela-
tively to V is

AB x {dr + vjt')

= ABx dr{l - Vtjc),

since (t being constant) dt' =
- dr/e. Hence the field of integra-

tion i3 not dr = 7, but <Jr/(l -
vTjc). Taking mean values for r

and v, <p = e/r(l — vr/c).
With unessential changes this proof is reproduced in several

text-books ; and it is assumed that we are thereby committed to
a non-punctual electron with ' parts.' But this does not follow
no more than rf-r' in our integral is assumed to be a finite volume!
In order to pass from the continuous integral to the summation
for point-charges, we have first to transform the integral, finding
the limiting ratio of two volume-elements.11

Changing the notation, we have

, . ., ,
f = 2e'/B(l - v'x/c) (7.1)

and similarly

A = 2eV/ci?(l-^/C), (7.2)

where the charge e\ at a distance R at the time i' = t- R/c, has
a velocity v', the component along R being v'a. Exactly as for
the formula (4.31c), we have for the force on e = + 1 moving
withfl 6

where

F = -^-L d
HI?

dx
+

dt BvJ
(7.3)

L = <p - (vA)/c

= £e'{l-(v[v'], <;-2} /R{ 1 _r^]/(
.

}i (7 . 3a)
the square brackets being used to emphasise that the velocity
iv

)
is that at the previous time t' = t-Rlc

lius value replaces that of Clausius, given in (4.77) with X= 1

:

2e'/r. |i_(vv')/c«}.

the facterT/a- «V f
"' ^ " propagatad with velocity c. Many writers regard

'ide(v.452)Lv.,h;r
a8 " ™eb0WC0nn6ctodwith Doppler's principle. Heavi-

«J »ay8 the L.enard potential i, • doppleriaed."
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The result is due to Schwarzschild (i. 127), who calla L the

' electrokinetio potential.' It corresponds to the 'electro-

dvnamio potential ' of Clausius and to what Searle (ii. 698) called

the
' convection potential ' for the case of a system moving with

constant velocity. Ritz makes the following comment (p. 327)

:

This expression reduces, in first approximation, to the law of the

inverse square of the distance ; we can therefore call it the law of

Newton generalised In these formulae the notion of field does

nnt intervene . . . This remarkable result, due to Schwarzschild,

showTthat Lorentz's theory resembles the older theories much more

than we could at first sight' believe.

3. The Force-Formula.

We shall now examine (Fig. 20) the force exerted on e at V

(moving with v at time t) by e' at F (moving with v at time t ).

The potentials <p and A depend on

(xyz) through B and through x',vx ,

. which are functions of t' —

t-Bjc; they depend on * through

t'. Let us denote by / a function of

(xyzt), i.e. t' is expressed as a func-

tion of (xyzt) before differentiation P^pppj-

is made. It will be useful to in- t'-> n/c

troduce the notation (/) to signify Fig. 20.

are kept constant. The following relations then hold .

Tx \Tx)
+ W) 3*

sr\ft)
+

\st') dt

Putting dt'ldt = h, we have from t' = t - Bjc,

Since V = £[40 - ,'(0?. I* a function of I only through V,

U)-° \Tx) B

(S)~ s -jr df
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Hence from (7.4)

dt \dt') dt
"

From this and (7.5) we hare

h=l/(l-vR/c).

From t' = t — R/c we also have

&'
= _iaij

dx c dx'

And from (7.4)

dR fSB\

dx' \dx)^\df)dx ^ cTx
Hence

Consider

We have

S = Evgfc = i:(x-x')vJc.

(dS\ v' (8S\ .

Hence
= (Rfa-V')/c.

dx \dx)
+

[dt'J dx

= vx/c-M(Rf'!C -v'*)lci
.

We therefore have

^(R-S) = - Vz/e + hlW,

at \H)
+k{W

Hence
- *WS - «*)/c

gt
(R-S) = h{- v'R - Sfa/e + V'2/C

)

(7.0)

3R/Bx = hi

dt'/dx = — hljc (7,7)

(7.8)

(7.0)
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Since

9 = e'l(B-S), Ax = e'v'Jc(B-S),

dtp 1 dAz
E'

== ~dx~~c St

'3 e' v S e' Sv'x

Remembering that

ll(B-S) = hlB,dv'Jdt = hfx ,

and using (7.8) and (7.9), we find

•
Ex = -hh'fx'lc*R + h3e

,WIEi .(l-Vzlc)-

Or vectorially

E = - MI#B . f + We'WIB1 . (R, - V/o), (7.10)

where Ri is unit vector along iJ.

The a;-component of magnetic force is

_d_A z
_dAj

a"~ dy dz

~cdy'B-S cdz'B-8' .^ ...

Whence we easily find lia

H- JkVAMP • 7fR +WWleW FVR

-FRxB,
(7 -U)

so that H is perpendicular to both R and E.

Since

(
riE)=av(i-^2)/^.

;

•;.
.

we see that E is not perpendicular to R, but it approaches to

perpendicularity as B increases.

Since

FR1FR 1
E = -E + R1(RiE )-

x E=raR1
+iv(i-f'2/ca)/iJ

a -R l
-

In the formula (7.10), neglect terms in i,^« otojnto

value (EJ of E at great distances. Since W/B -+fRJcX, *

E^AV/c^.t/^Ra-v'/O-^-"^-

". An interesting deduction ftom (7.10) and (7.11) to that

E._H'=.«'*A, B"4 (l-«*/<;')'

the/' terms vanishing.
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If s = Ri - v/c, then (R^) = 1 — vRjc, so that we can put

E
t
= hh'/cW . Mt'Rj) - t'{R lS )]

= h3e'lc*R.VRVsf. (712)

Also H^VRjB.

It follows that El H„ R are perpendicular and E
x and Hl are

equal in magnitude. Here E x
and H

t
are the values at great

distances, i.e. when we retain only terms in 1/ffi.

On the other hand the part (E
2 ) of E not dependent on the

acceleration but predominant near the electron is given by

E2 = *V(I - v'VcWR, - v'/c) (7.13)

and the corresponding part of the magnetic intensity is

H
2
= Fv'Ej/c.

We next proceed to consider the total force. The force exerted

by e' on e is

F = cE + e/c . VvH
= cE + e/c . FvFR,E
= eE + e/c . R^vE) - e/c . E(R,v)

= e(l - t4/c)E + e(vE)/c . R x .

We thus find that the a;-component is

F, = ee'/R* . [A cos (Rx) - Bv'Jc - GRfJc*],
where

A = A»(l - SpX/c«)(1 - t>'Vc
2 + RfZ/c*) - h?R2vJ'Jc\

B = h*(l - Vsfe){l - tftp + Bfcp),

h = V(l - vjc). (7.14)

The formulae (7.10-11) for E and H were first given by Lienard
(u. 4) in 1898. The formula for E was given by Heaviside Ilb in
1902. The proof here reproduced is that given by Schwarzschild

, ^
1
?°3 '

ft was he who first 8ave '
and stressed the importance

of the formula (7.14) for F. It might therefore be not unfairlycaM the Lienard-Schwarzschild force-formula.
We nowproceed, following Rite (p. 386), to develop this formula

oyiayiors theorem, on the assumption that terms of an order
aipwr than those containing l/c» are negligible. While R is the
distance between the positions of e at time t and e' at time t,

"" HeavWde, Nature. 67 (1902) 7 j also v. 162, 433.
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1 t r be the distance between e and e' at the time t, i.e. the simul-

taneous distance ; and let v', f denote the values of the velocity

and acceleration of e' at this same instant *. Then"

B^ = -£.[x(t)-x\t-Bjc)f

= -£,[x(t)-x'<.t) + Rlc.v'x(t)-B?l2c*.fM . •?

= r2 + ZRrv'Jc . +W2/e2 - «V,/c!
.

Whence, solving this quadratic for B,

Rjr = 1 + f> + (v'o + e? - r/f)/2c*

and
r/ie = ! _ „;/c

- (*» - •? - •£)/*».

Also

«4/c= S%(*')cos(&)/e

= St»^OW)-*'(0]/«sB B/M„

= </c+(«'2 -^-'-/r)/<
;!!

-

Whence

1/(1 _ „'
/C) = 1 + v'Jc + (v'

2 - if,)/*

l/i(L^) = l/r.(l +^c-^-^/^).
We therefore have

<p = e'/fl(l - f'B/0

= e'/r . (1 + V*l2c* - «V
a/2c2)

- e'frl^-

And, since , „ , ,

3x 3x r r

we have

= ee' cos («)/»• . (1 + « 2/2c2 - H /
2e

)

+ ee'^;/cv2 + «[/; -ff cos (rr)]/2c

Also, since Br/dt = — vr ,

Ax
=evjcr,

zdAx __ee_fi_°jW.

ted Formerly »' meant «'(0. "°w "
» The change o£ notation should be no

.

8ufficiently indicates,

means v'((). But t>i stands for «*(« ).
as me

(7.15)
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Hence

And

LlfiNARD

gx = - eBtpjBx - e/c . BAJBt

= ee' cos (rx)!r* . (1 + «'J/2c2 — 3v'*/2c2
)

-ee'/2c*r.(fT +fr cos (r*)]. (7.i6a
)

H,

so that

We also have

= BA
f
_8A

JI

By dz

= e'/a3 , [v'
y
cos (rz) — v't cos (ry)],

H = e'/cr8 . Fv'r = <rWE.
(7.16)

»„ (BA, BAA , vv T , , , , t
e
c l-fa ~iy-)

=ee~Mr v» cos (rx) + •• cos
(»»)].

v. IBA. 3A,\ ee'v.r , , -,~
*7Vh ~ "&

J
= ~ "as L~

"• cos (r2) + v< cos <*>]•

Hence

J!'I = ei?, + c-1(FvcurlA)
:t

= ee' cos («)/r* . (1 + »'*/2c» - 3^/2ci! - Sv^/c*}

+ ee'vj>,/A* - ee'[f„ +fr
cos (rz)]/2cV. (7.17)

We have thus found an expression for the law of force between
two particles, involving their simultaneous distance and velocities
and the acceleration of the particle exerting the force.13 When
the velocities and acceleration are zero, the formula reduces to
Coulomb s law (in elst measure)

Fz = ee' cos (rx)jr\

Since for all phenomena so far accessible to observation—with
a few exceptions which will be considered later—the approxima-
tion involved in (7.17) suffices, we can take the formula as the
tundamental statement of the electron theory when based on an
absolute framework or aether. It will be observed at once that
v and v do not occur symmetrically. Thus, oven when the accele-
rations are negligible so that there is no radiation, action and

u^nZ
&
ll

Un
!
qUal

-
SuPPose both Particles are moving

07^^ *" "^ ("' =
"' '' = ^ ^ ^^

F

'^r
(rx)/r! (i

~ ^/2c! ~ H,2ct) +

u

'

v*i<*'- <
7 - i7a)

forraula.-PM^
('J'80̂ 3

,

^
on 8SVe "'8^ til™ UrmS °' (7-I7) "" th° '0rM '
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The first term gives a force parallel to r, the second a force in

the direction of v. There is an equal and opposite force on e'.

Thus if the two charges are rigidly connected, they are acted on

bv a couple whose axis is perpendicular to v and r. As there is

no evidence whatever of this couple in the case of charges moving

with a terrestrial laboratory, e.g. in the Trouton-Noble experiment,

we must take v = in this case, i.e. the aether is earth-convected

We shall see later that all other electromagnetic experiments lead

to' the same conclusion.

Is there any experimental evidence that the force on two charges

moving with v relative to the laboratory is given by (7.17a) ?

According to Bridgman (i. 134) :

We must generalise the' procedure by which we assigned a

numerical value to a stationary charge. Perhaps the simplest way

£ to aUow two unit charges each to move with constant velocity

^MnTat unit distance apart, and measure with a spring balance

the fo^reqredTo keep them at constant distance apart Now

weim^eS find thatShe force is altered under these condition.

Presumably this operation with a spring balance is not intended

to be taken seriously as a piece of practical physics ;
it is a land

5 symbX concession to the technique of exposifcon which^n-

temporary physicists regard as very profound. There «.not an

Eta of experimental evidence thaVwe '"T^ *£J*
force to be (7.17a) or to be anything;but«V cos (rx). Wemust

seek elsewhere for a confirmation of (7.17).
• ' *„„ *i, B

iomTv IB) we can obtain the second-order expression for the

electrokinetic potential

:

r

^^t^^w*-^-* 1^- (7 - 18)

Now
,

...+ r[fx -f, cos («)]/a?,
.

•
, ;

and dte = l(_>i<\

.- ' _ee'v'r dr_e£fl
.

~~
CV dt re2
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From these two expressions we obtain th* t

On the other hand the formula of dausius U 77 JS*"** «»)

foils to take properly into account either t>ron fl „ *•
(? ' l9)

the existence of electrons. It gives theW f
W°n in time or

71, fr. 258)

:

g'reS the ^formula(Q^
*. -*> [cos («)(! - Z%m + <H __^ __^ '

However defective, this formula nf ri„ • .
(7 '2°)

»odel of the UtelAtaS^^S^^Pta^ri
phcitfy or explicitly, 13 the condensed R

™orm^a *hich, in,.
the electron theory which is ^SSfiSST* °f ""^
which m particular is accepted byJS^ °epted to-<%
Q-tein. R.viously to oLiusL act^f

°f Jf*h "5
Weber or that of Riemann, involved oTt^^ «"* of

P
f the.tw particles. The innovation^7™ ***** "*><%
™portmgaiMteve,ociti

™ation of aausius *
and the electron theory. tCbJ ^3,^ -f^^

.
The introduction of 'absolute • 7 } yntM fa 1880 --

. ^^^"no^adavscallpd^w ,

'

•-electrons plus aetherflas event^l™^ ' ** ««*
radical ^novation, Produced^ fl

th<
\

ei«htie3 yarded as a
^different is the attitudeof7 L.*

P° ?g7 and °n its **•M50J :

ae of a ^iter m 1919. Saha writes

•According to all tho r^V^^iSar «*-* «** onPerceived by™^ of <*• two PartWe7 ™ a°tion depends on

Riemann If lit
erence to the formul^ ?7f can be at °n<*

^Cwould^ Particles »ove ™th the „

GaU88
' feber and

there wouldI J. * 1
Mme as that betw~n

8ame velocity, the

objectiZbl ,"V" ^ eleetrodynaS
tw° stati°nary ones and
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openly assumed in an age which talks so much of 'relativity '

and the reaUy radical relativism of men like Weber is denounced
as objectionable. Altogether a most anomalous situation.

4. Conclusions.

Let us now summarise the steps of our argument.

A. Green-Poisson-Coulomb
: 9 =

f
pi-r/r.

B. Ampere-Neumann : A =
f
ud-r/cr.

C. Riemann-Lorenz : 9 = j
[p]dt/B, A =

[
[u]dt/eR.

D. Lienard : 9 = Se/i?(l - vRje) ; similarly A.
E. Lienard-Schwarzschild force-formula (7.14).

F. Schwarzschild-Ritz approximation (7.17).

Put in this sequence, the argument is not at all so self-evident.
The first three steps imply a continuous distribution of electricity
in an absolute framework (the aether). We then make an abrupt
transition to point-charges and derive a microscopic formula,
which must later.be shown to give the experimental macro-
scopic results. It will be observed that Maxwell's equations,
based on the continuous structure of electricity, do not occur as
a link in the sequence. Nor does the aether occur as the seat of
independent dynamic processes ; its sole function is to be the
kinematic vehicle of inter-electron action. Moreover, we have
arrived finally at a. formula which, though approximate, is

sufficient for all ordinary electrodynamic experiments.' And this

formula is exactly on a par with Weber's and is open to all the
so-called objections which ' Maxwell and his followers urged
against it. Let us quote Helmholtz (i. 629, 638 f.) writing in

1871-72: ,/ V ,.,-.'. ; !

.
Many workers have recently investigated the question of the

electrodynamic distance-actions : whether, according to W. Weber,
- they arise through the forces of the moving electric particles them-

selves, forces which act without intermediary at a distance, but
depend on the velocities and accelerations of these particles in the
direction of the line joining them ; or, according to C. Neumann
(son), through forces which spread in space with finite velocity ; or
whether, according to Faraday and Maxwell, these actions are
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conditioned by a change of the medium which fin
question is indeed of fundamental importance for fhl *

Pace
- The

of science. ... ior tQe
foundations

Maxwell, abandoning the hypothesis of actio™ *
isumes that all magnetic, electrostatic and .i^/* a distance,

j.id.iwcu, auaiiuomng me nypothesis of actio™ *
assumes that all magnetic, electrostatic and electric * ^nee
can be conveyed to a distance by the BwZfc^ ^ects
motions and forces in an elastic medium which fill

°°„°f molecular
He assumes laws which essentially differ from tW ,

Sp
,

ace
bodies known to us. . . . His hypothesis s?em, *

°f the elastic
important because it proves that theretnS nT*>4phenomena which forces us to have recourse to

' eleotrotWnio
of forces which depend not only on the StWnf a

?0maIous **
on their motion.

J position of the masses but

Helmholtz here contrasts three views • MITT,-.
Ious far-forces depending on velocities' i) Z? "^ aDOma-

space with a finite velocity. (3) TheW, f Spread *
change in an elastic medium whS fS^l °0nditi°»ed by .
Helmholtz accepted (3), whicl"TvSsf- £"»•. ^^
rejected by every form of the present 21 t .

TWW which *
Lorentz and Ritz agree o tl£ po nt B^Wn * theor^°°«>
other hand, are accepted in thTelctron th.

W S* (2J '
°n the

with propagated potentials, so thatS™ ^ F°r TO star^d
on the position and motion oi^tt^l/^^ 6'^^
arrived at formula (7.17), i„ which th^ ' ~ R/c

' Md «
of approximation, representedTa trfL ° "' ^ * M^h deSree
position of the particles an ontff^w the simultaneous
as for Weber and Riemann then- relt^ ^ veIoci«es-not,

^chisoffundamentalSportTncetTf1001^- The ^-«on
is not that envisaged by HeS ^

the f°™dations of science
absolute

-elocities'shoufd occ« 1
Z

'

fl ,?

Ut
v
he qUeSti°n whether

question does not concern us
L For the mon>ent this

What does concern us is t'o „ • *
notonlybyjla^eu,^^ ^ out that «* language used
"entirely demoded by the eW 1 hy ContemP°^ry writers

Elfrodymnks
(p .

* ™
f.
ect™ theory. G . Me begins his

'electrodynamics
is concern^ •!? ^ * teUinS ™ that

Cerent states of vacuum the ^ ^ kteracti°« °f two
**> Pages later he spea^'of

'S*™ and the m^etic> And
as vectorial

magnitude ' W„
Magnetic state of the aether

ab°ut the 'states ' of the17 *? know nothinS whatever
^electrodynamics k coteS ^^ °r their 'interaction/
°r charged

particles. So^d^ t,le "teractions of electrons
metUnes thls » more or less admitted
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at the beginning of a treatise. Thus H. A. Wilson on p. 4 of his
Modern Physics, published in 1928 :

It to important to remember that electric and magnetic fields are
not directly observed in any experiments; only"phenomena in
material bodies are observed. The existence of fields in the space
surrounding charges is assumed because phenomena can be con-
veniently described or explained by means of this assumption In
the electron theory we assume the existence of these fields but we
do not attempt to explain how they are produced or what they

;
consist of. We may if we like regard them as merely auxiliary
mathematical quantities introduced into the theory for convenience
in attempting to describe phenomena. Most physicists however

-, believe that these fields really exist. It has been suggested that
electric and magnetic fields are modifications of the ether, a medium
filling all space. The hypothesis is not of much use ; it is sufficient
to suppose that the charges excite the fields in the surrounding space.

The passage begins clearly but eventually unsays everything
and ends on a distinction without a difference—the vectors
E and H are not modifications of the aether, they are excitements
in space. ' At present,' says Bateman (i. 3),

' we are unable to
form a satisfactory picture of the processes which give rise to or
are represented by the vectors E and H.' Swann (iii. 29) is more
decisive

:

.
,

It is important to realise that E andH have now been relegated to
the role of subsidiary quantities, introduced for convenience of
analysis but involving nothing about unit pole or unit charge ; and
the equations connecting them result from their definitions, the sole
law to be sought from experiment being contained in the statement

- : [about F] made above.

This is precisely our attitude. We have completely eliminated

the magnetic and electric vectors, and we gave the law of

elementary action as the complete and adequate representation

of the current electron theory. The field in the aether does not
enter at all ; to obtain the field anywhere we must put an electric

charge there. It would be otherwise, of course, if, as Maxwell
supposed, E and H modified or moved the aether. But in reality

we observe only F, the force on unit charge, and we deduce E
and H from the equation F = E + c'WyH. And F itself is

expressed in measures of charge, space and time.

It must be distinctly understood that these remarks apply

only to fundamental scientific theory based on micro-structure.

For this purpose we must consider magnetic and dielectric
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phenomena as statistical results which are ultimately b
large number of stationary or moving charges. It do

^^ °n a

that we can always reduce a magnetic field to its

68^ *°^0Vf

micro-currents. In particular, while we have plenty ^
nSt

.

1

,

tuent

to convince us that a permanent magnet is a certain £
aggregation of moving charges, it is the resultant ^7? .

°f

quantity called H which is primary as regard,™
Statlstlca'

Whereas, in fundamental theory, we must2 the 'T^"
force 'exerted by one magnet and measured by means ofT^f"as deducible and resultant from the mechanicSfor
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Since the material universe is composed of electrons and protons
and we can perceive nothing else but changes in their motion the
whole theory of electricity must be capable of being described in
terms of the electrical forces between electrons and protons—
Giintherschulze, ii. 692.

The discovery of the unitary or electronic structure of electricity
means of course that all electrical phenomena must henceforth be
interpreted in terms of the positions and movements of positive and
negative electrons. ... All electrical currents are caused by the
slow travel of a well-nigh infinite number of these electrons along the
wire which carries the current. All light or other short wave-length
radiations are caused by changes in positions of electrons within
atoms.—Millikan, ii. 339 f.

While this general principle is thus admitted, the logical con-
clusion is not drawn. That conclusion is : All electromagnetic
phenomena must be deducible by statistical aggregations from
formula (7.14) or, in case of experiments accurate only as far as

the second order, from formula (7.17). Yet not a single text-book
draws or develops this inference, which is the synthetic statement
of the professedly accepted electron-plus-aether theory. We
shall therefore have to fulfil this neglected task in a subsequent

chapter.

Meanwhile let us say a few words about the reason for this

neglect. The main reason is failure to see the incompatibility of

partial differential equations with a law of elementary action

between point-charges. For example, Max Abraham (ii. 91)

thus objects to the Lienard force-formula :

According to the ideas of Maxwell's theory, we have regarded tho

differential equations of the electromagnetic field as the simple

and accurate foundation of electrodynamics. As a remote conse-

quence of these fundamental equations there emerged an elementary

law for the mutual action of two electrons ; but this is neither simple

nor strictly valid.

This merely means that Abraham was unable to adjust his

standpoint completely to the electron theory, which he sought

to combine illogically with Maxwell's equations. The force-

formula, as we have already pointed out, is not a determinate

consequence of these equations ; it replaces and supersedes them.

Besides, what is the use of regarding Maxwell's equations as com-

plete heaven-sent formulae, without examining their genesis and

construction ? One of their foundations is obviously Coulomb's

law, which is practically the initial quantitative datum of electrical
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science.15 So we need not be horrified if at a later stag
science there emerges a more general formula for the

^
action of two electrons. Of course, if, as many writers^^
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6
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having reduced the aether to a mere kinematic framework and
having analysed magnetism into moving electrons, we can no
longer consistently speak of the magnetic energy, supposed to be
the kinetic energy of the aether. This phrase is a terminological
relic of a superseded theory. A similar criticism applies to
Prof. Schott's remark (i. p. vi) :

Moving electric charges do not behave like the particles of ordinary
mechanics ; they do not obey the law of action and reaction, their
mass varies with their speed, and they generate a magnetic field
which reacts on their motion in various ways.

The failure of the action-reaction law has been already men-
tioned, it is a serious defect ; the alleged variation of mass will

be discussed subsequently. At the moment we are querying the
meaning of magnetic fields reacting on the generator, i.e. the
electron. For we cannot have a magnetic field without a magnet,
that is, without moving charges reacting on moving charges in

accordance with the force-formula. For, to quote the text-book

of Page-Adams (p. 275), ' Ampere's theory, which is universally

accepted to-day, makes unnecessary the supposition of the

existence of a magnetic entity, all magnetic phenomena being

attributed to moving electric charges.'

But if, as Becker says (p. 115), 'according to the electron

theory, moving charges are the Bole cause of a magnetic field,'

how can we speak of an oscillating H in a light-wave in vacuum ?

How can we with Whittaker (p. 305) say that ' light may be

regarded as consisting of a rapidly-alternating magnetic field '
?

Is it not astonishing to be told in a book on the Electron Theory

(Richardson, p. 121) that ' the slab of moving magnetic force H
is accompanied by an equal electric force at right angles to and of

equal magnitude with H '
? The allusion is to formula (7.12),

in which the terms in 1/.R2 are neglected and only the acceleration

terms are retained. In this formula E andH are the constituents

of F, the force exerted by the source-ions on the receiver-ions.

Directly we know only F, and we know it only where there is an

electric charge ; what it is era route and how it is transmitted,

we have no knowledge whatever. Accepting the electron theory,

we must reduce the theory of light to elementary actions between

the ions (electrons) of the source and those of the dielectrics

or conductors of the observing apparatus. Fresnel considered

points of the aether in a diffraction-slit as centres of disturbance ;
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but according to the retarded potentials only electric char
of the screen, can give rise to waves. While therefore th

663 '

'

6-

treatment may be easier for manipulation and may be m
U

tJ!

ai

matically equivalent to the formulation here adopted we
accept it as either fundamental or self-explanatory. Hen

°annot

statements as the following contain a false implication • ^
The fluctuating electric fields produce magnetic fields ,»ut

fluctuating magnetic fields in turn produce electric fiX ^ £"
disturbance travels as a wave.—Bragg, p. 279 ' d the

The electromagnetic theory of light establishes that „ r;„t,t
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its distribution in space independently of the presence or absence
of a receiving-charge.17

The usual procedure in giving the electromagnetic theory of

light is to put p = in Maxwell's equations for the free aether.

These are what Lorentz (viii. 5) calls ' the fundamental equations

for the electromagnetic field in the form which they take for the

ether,' in which ' the current now consists of the displacement

current of Maxwell.'
. And these formulae, without any reference

to charge or electron, he says, ' constitute the part of the electro-

magnetic theory that is most firmly established.' Elsewhere

however he gives a more rational account (ii. 240)

:

Of course a state of things for which the formulae [in which we
put p = 0] can exist in a limited part of Bpace ; the beam of plane
polarised light . . . is a proper example. Such a beam must,
however, be considered as having its origin in the vibrations of distant

electrons ; and it is clear that if we wish to include the source of

light, we must have recourse to equations [in which p occurs].

It is clear therefore that we cannot have p = everywhere ; or,

to express ourselves in terms of the electron theory, we cannot

have what is called an electromagnetic field without source-

electrons and receiver-electrons. These are the two primary

terms ; what happens in between is eked out with metaphors.

Let us now briefly criticise some of the conclusions which have

been drawn from Hertz's experiments on electromagnetic waves

(f periodic in time).

(1) They prove that vacuum is polarisable.

[Hertz showed that] we must ascribe a capacity for polarisation

.... to vacuum in an electric field.—Drude, i. p. xxiv.

There can no longer be any doubt that light-waves consist of

• electric vibrations in the all-pervading ether, and that the latter

possesses the properties of an insulator and a magnetic medium.

—

Helmholtz, v. p. xvi.

This bias been refuted because, by adopting the retarded

potentials and the electron theory, we have given an alternative

explanation which is much more in consonance with experimental

facts than the Faraday-Mossotti hypothesis.

(2) They prove Maxwell's displacement current.

" However, we shaU fa the next chapter maintain that there is no evidenoe

of radiation except from a statistical aggregate of charges.
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According to Maxwell, this current produces the same effects
ordinary currents—a hypothesis fully confirmed by Hertz's em

*8

ments.—Poincare, iv. 348.
experi-

It took over 30 years before anything like a decisive test of th
hypothesis of Maxwell's was obtained. . . . Hertz, however
provided the necessary experimental proof of the hypothesi'

'
'

Livens, ii. 222.
s '

[Electric waves prove] the existence of the magnetic field of
displacement-current.—Pohl, p. 121.

' a

The existence of displacement-currents of the kind assumed h
Maxwell—i.e. the magnetic action due only to the motion of electri
lines of force, an effect which must also occur in the absen
of material dielectric—was first proved by Hertz—GrinwM
Tomaschek, p. 168.

'
' ""aeni-

Maxwell considered that this added term [E/4irl represent* .
current due to displacement of the ether. Its inclusion enaMedhim to show that electromagnetic waves should be proDamtJl
through space with the velocity of light. . . . [Hertz'seffi
SXTx. aoTm* COnfirmati°n 0f Maxwell's theory.^

Hertz's equations, 'completely verified by experiment, translateinto mathematical language the existence of Maxwell's displacement
current.—Langevin, iv. 679 f

.

™>j«i«semeM.

This has been refuted, inasmuch as we have shown that thea^^TT^aneat iS mathema^aUy equivalent tothe retarded potentials, and the electron theory is incompatible
with the assumption of electrical displacement or currents in
electronless vacuum.

"«u* in

(3) They confirm Maxwell's theory.

limotkm^ tHe hyP°theSiS
°f Faraday ™* Maxwell.-

t^-iS£.%P™* the COrrectae- of Maxwell's hypo-

dSfUSeTVrz^! triumph of disoOTer^ whi<*^C^WES^ r403°
rreCtneSS

°
f

tests TCureauat^
011

^6ft °ne ha
° a case » *U<* °«

8(1934)321
e^tions._K. F. Herzfeld, New Scholasticism,

^^T^Zl^hCtl0m"SneUo ™es V H. Hertz

-Ffirth, p 349. * Pr00f 0f the ^nectness of Maxwell's equations.

theory.-}. X Thomson'^f2
evidence »* support of Maxwell's

doubt.-!SnS
8

v°36^
XWe11 '

8 eqUati0n8 was n°w placed beyond
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[Hertz] finally established Maxwell's theory of electric waves and
light on a solid foundation.—H. A. Wilson, iii. 192.

It is not clear what part of Maxwell's views is supposed to bo

thus confirmed. But it is obvious from our preceding treatment

that such statements can be accepted as historically accurate

only with very serious reservations. All that Hertz verified is

contained in formula (7.22), i.e. the acceleration-terms and the

fact of propagation.

(4) They refute previous theories and in particular elementary

force-formulae.

The final decision in Germany and in the whole world in this

conflict of theories was made iri favour of Maxwell by Heinrich

Hertz. ... From now onwards the victory of Maxwell's theory

was conclusive.—Planck {Maxwell Commemoration Volume, pp. 59,

63).

Hertz squashed all the electrodynamic theories visibly, and

continental theorists were obliged to take up Maxwell.—Heaviside,

, v. 504.

Hertz's experiments gave a definite decision against these laws.

—

Graetz, p. 830.

It must be apparent by now that Hertz's experiments have

been believed to have proved much more than they really demon-

strated. They are perfectly compatible with a force-law such as

(7.17) which is applicable to all ordinary electrodynamic experi-

ments. They throw no light whatever on the velocity-terms.

It remains so far a perfectly open question whether they are

compatible with a force-law which involves acceleration and

only relative velocity. The point must be considered later.
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CHAPTER VIII

Poynting—Abraham—Lorentz

1. Electromagnetic Mass. '

Consider the non-rotational motion of a charged body moving
ngidly with velocity v and acceleration f. We take the motionto be quasi-stationary,' so that the development in series usedm formula (7 17) is allowable. This formula? we shall esp" ss asWt, i.e the force between the two charges A and L. U
of motnt

aDd * the "^ °f the b0d^ theW™
where

each combination of the elements ds and ds> being taken twice in

sL^ Whl
? 6Xtends °Ver aU the «% in the body

tZl JT ° acti0n-react^ does not hold for LienarcS£ hen^ ?>,

Z

f°J *
h°IdS h0WeVer for the electrostatic

terms is
( J '

the cont«bution of the velocity

J
j<fafe'^[cos (rz)| - t,V2c* _ 3^/2^} + v̂ m,

beStf
al0Dg

*' 6° that * = * cosM = • cos 6. The integral

^/2c2

.|J^
£V^cos0_ 3 008*8).

trib

i

utia?t£twr^ Wjth a Mif0rm V°Iume °r Surfa<* *"
' ^ Utegral ls zero

- Assuming this case of spherical

A» noa£b^KhSf™ t
har86,}»* been denoted by « instead of 0.nerefrom, we have allowed the notation to stand.
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symmetry, let us next evaluate the only remaining contribution,

that due to the acceleration-terms :

F'x = - l/2c* .

Jj
&Mr*fa +/, cos («)]. (8.1)

Take/' =/ along x, dz at (xyz) and de' at (x'y'z').

Then

fx +fr coS (rx)=f[l + (x-xyir>]

fv+fr
cos (ry) = f{x - x')(y - y')jr\

Hence

F'x = - (//2c2
) [

f dede'lr* +(x- z')2>~3

K = - (//2c2) \\
**'(* - *')(y - y')'-"3

j; = - (//2c2
)

I

f dsdz'(x - *')(« - 2')r3 . (8.1a)

Owing to the spherical symmetry, F'
v
= F'

t
= 0,

and

J?; = - (//2c2)
[ f

<feie'/r . (1 + cos2 6)

= - (//2c2)2W (l + 1/3),

since the electrostatic energy is

W =l^dsds'/r

and the mean value of cos2 8 is 1 /3. That is,

F' = — ml,

where

m = 4F /3c2 . (8.2)

Now ','•'
F + F' = Jff.

Hence
F.= (if + m)f. (8.3)

Thus the body, in virtue of its charges, appears to have an

additional ' electromagnetic mass ' m.

This seems to have been first pointed out by J. J. Thomson
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(vi. 234) in 1881. He considers a uniformly moving symmet
cally charged sphere. His argument, corrected and simplifi d*
can be represented as follows. Equation (4.1a) gives

H = c-FvE.
' e/

'

(

For small v/e, E is approximately radial-symmetric, so that

H=vjc.E sin 9,

where 6 is the angle between v and r. The kinetic energy due t
the motion of the charge is taken—in spite of formula (4.85)_a

°

(8.5)

= v*/c'.
j
E* sin»0iT/87c"

= 2W /3 . »»/c»
~,'

!

where W =
J
Mfr/8:i is the electrostatic energy.

Hence T= mvy2,'
where m = 4r /3c2 as before.
Now these two proofs seem to be entirely different. The first isbased on the electron theory, it applies to quasi-stationarymSn

dea ofSg m ePendS 6ntirely °n the Oration, he whokidea of electromagnetic mass is based on the view that theW«

InLpm/inttk^H t £ ^ mUtUal ener^ of th^e chargesSiSi^K

f

h0ms0n
' 0nt^°therhand,thestartmg-

BpaceXrheTrtr T^.C°ntinU0UsIy distributed trough
tL «ftSttLTis

18

the

edUCedTTf '**" *
when the charged ™wl • "V**

energv located in the aether

crepancy of SIS? r
Statl0nar^ Inasmuch as this dis-

mvestigatelSmS ff? ?'^ t0 the CaSe nOW betaS
it Btm cause torTsl 5 °

u
the m°re «eneral case

>
and a*

attempt to c^yteTatS
"ahin—-»*; * * Usable to

Let us first examine (8 i)
'

tu* „i.
with v', at time t> Jt pi .J

he\charSe «* is moving uniformly

- + 1. at time t it is',*££"£?' *^ ^ **"*

sothat
v^/c=v«-o=R-r, ...

.
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Hence, since f = 0, the expression (7.10) becomes

E = e'r(l - t)'Vc
2)[iJ(l - v'Rjcj\-\ (8.6)

Also (7.11)

H = FRiE = V(rjR + v'/c)E = cr^v'E.

We have thus verified (8.4). Also in the expression EWjc*

we may, neglecting third-order terms, take E = e'r/r3 = E , a3

we did in (4.70). A spherically symmetrical distribution may of

course be considered as acting at the centre, so far as outside

points are concerned.

The next, much more important, point is to see what is meant

by the ' kinetic energy ' T. In physics verbal descriptions are

irrelevant, we must always look to quantitative formulae. What

Thomson means is shown by his expression (vi. 241) for the

a-force on the sphere

Fx =dTldx-d/dt.dTldvx .

There are two mistakes here. In the first place, v' is put equal

to v for each charge-pair before integration instead of after ; hence

his result is incorrect. In the next place, what he calls T is not

'kinetic energy ' at all. If we refer back to formula(4.76),.we

can see at once that he really means (Constant — L).

The Lienard-Lorentz formula (7.18) for .
the electrokinetic

potential is '.•''
L = dzdz'/r . [1 + «/2/2c2 - v?fi<? - Zt>X/c2 - rfjc*}.

If we perform the operations

- dLjdx + d/dt . dL/dvx ,

we shall obtain formula (7.17) for the a-component of the force

exerted by de' on de. We have already obtained (8.2) for the

'electromagnetic mass' by this means. But Thomsons pro-

cedure, still reproduced in text-books, consists in puttmg v -v

and /' = in the electrokinetic potential for each charge-pair,

so that

SL = dzdz'/r . [1 - «a/2<=
2

• (1 + cosa 6H-

Integrating, we have

L = W - Wyi2c* . (1 + 1/3),

or

^ _L=2F /3.^/c2
.
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Thus what he calls T in (8.5) is really W — L. If now'w
differentiate this expression, since 8L/Sx = 0, we have

*

= 4WJ3c'.fz = mfx .

Thus we obtain m, in an equation with the sign wrong, by a
entirely incorrect method. Hence, from the standpoint of th*
electron-theory, the current expression for the ' kinetic energy*
is false and misleading. It is quite wrong to use it as the basis
of a Lagrangian equation. Putting L= U — V, where U is
W„, the equation of energy (4.73) is

."

T+ V+ F«= constant,.'•',•

or •

Mv*/2+W + 2WyiW = constant,
.

'•e - (M+ my12 = constant.

This is the equation of energy when no external forces are acting
But it does not follow from this' integral that the m manifests
itself when v is constant. ,

.

Though we haye already dealt with the subject, -wo shall now
briefly examine the expression for the electrostatic energy The
workrequired to bring up a small charge Se to any place where the

vt™J Wt ,

HenC6 the W°rk Pessary to increase the

laseTis
y 7 P^ take surface-^tributions as a limiting

8W=
[
98p*r.

Sine* the potential at each point is increased by S9 , we haye also

Adding these, we have

8W= JS ypd-t

(8.7)

toSS?Sf*1 fiCti°n
,
We °an take this totegnd as extending

:

» mnnity, smce it is zero where p is zero . Also %yEms 47tp aJ
div

(9E) = 9 div E + (EV9)= 9 div E — E*.
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Hence

W =~ \
d-c div

(9E) +i j
#yT .

By Green's theorem the first integral can be changed into a

vanishing surface-integral, so that finally

' W = [ TOr/S*. (8.8)

Suppose we have a uniform surface-distribution a = e/4roia on

a sphere of radius a. Inside the sphere E = and outside

E = erj/r2 . Hence,; putting ir = 4w2
<Zr,

. F = ^- (

F

~"V/r*.4wsWr
8,1 Jf-a

= e2/2a.

And m = 2e2/3ac2 .

,

Similarly if we have a volume-distribution p = 3e/4wi3, for r < o

. £ = 47tpr/3 = er/a3 .

Hence i

Tf=i 1 ,« . 4m2
tfr + -M \.iw2dr

87rJ a9 87tJ„r4

= 3e2/5a.

And m = 4e2/5ac2 .

There is really no physical reasoning here ; the transformation

of the integral (8.7) into (8.8) is purely an analytical manipulation.

It seems rather naive to found a very peculiar physical hypothesis

upon it, as Maxwell does. The last result we have recorded occurs

in ordinary gravitational theory (
W = 3Ym2/5o). No one believes

that in that case the integral (8.8) has any esoteric significance or

tells us about the distribution of gravitational energy in space.

The same result—the work done in collecting the particles of a

uniform spherical mass—could of course also be obtained from

the equation (8.7). And in fact, when we are dealing with discrete

entities such as molecules or electrons, the formula (8.7) is a much

more direct representation of the physical facts. For inserting

the value of cp, we can express it as a double integral thus

"
'. W = l\\dcds'lr, (8-9)

where "r is the distance between the typical elements *"•»*

and dz'-pdr'. Hence IF is really the mutual electrostatic
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energy of the different infinitesimal elements of charge. Strictly

speaking, as we already pointed out in Chapter II, the expression
should be

W = ISe^/r^

= i2e i9i> (8.10)

where ^ is the potential at P1 (where e
x is) due to all the other

point-charges. Whereas in the integral (8.7) 9 is the complete
potential at the point, the integral remaining convergent owing
to the finite volume-density. But for the purposes of practical
calculation it is a great convenience to be able to use the integral
calculus ; we therefore substitute the integral (8.7) for the sum
(8.10). If we accept the electron theory, we must therefore con-
clude that the use of integrals such as (8.8), as exemplified in
Thomson's treatment, is merely a physically roundabout and
mathematically equivalent method used instead of the direct
treatment which we gave at the beginning of this section. Mathe-
maticians naturally prefer to deal with nice manageable integrals

;

it is rather a precarious argument to build a physical theory on
what is merely a choice due to aesthetic and practical convenience.
Sir J. J. Thomson adheres to his view that

the mass has been increased by the charge ; and since the increase
is due to magnetic force in the space around the charge, the increased
mass is in this space and not in the charged sphere.—xvi. 93.

But he is hardly entitled to mention this casually as if it were
the only tenable view." Scientific physics can use different
methods of calculating its final result; but it is not justified
in misusing this methodological liberty in order to impose on us
the ontological judgement that ' magnetic force *

is an entity
distributed through infinite ' space.'

Still less are we entitled to base the following sweeping asser-
tions on the irrelevant mathematical fact that we choose to
prove formula (8.2) with the help of auxiliary infinite integrals :

wMchtt
C

l°L
tatiC

R°
tential ener^ fa e1ual t0 the kinetic energywhich the mass would possess if it moved with the velocity of light.

about^T^ tT'
F°r eXamp'6

'
' This " electromagnetic " mass comes

an el etrchtl
' "7 meeh™°*1«™W which is expended in accelerating

ZeteWfiodn
1! ranS,0nnediDt0

*h^»WOft^magnetic field sorrounding

r™ctn t"i:
is found to * 8™p,y th°™™ °f« m^uo *^-
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This result suggests that the potential energy in the electrostatio

field is really the kinetio energy possessed by the mass which is

distributed throughout the field, the mass being regarded as an
aggregate of equal particles each one of which moves with the

velocity of light. In a stationary electric field we may suppose that

these particles revolve with this velocity round the lines of electric

force ,—J. J. Thomson, xv. 679 f.

We obtained the formula F' = — mi by using the second-order

approximation (7.17) for the Lienard force-formula. Had we

taken the approximation further, to terms in 1/c3 , we should

have obtained, instead of (8.2),

F' = -mf + 2e2/3c3 . f

. =say,Fi + F;. (8.11)

Erenkel (i. 208, 211) professes to prove this as follows. In the

acceleration terms

Wi-»-<ki&(72eV. [/,+/, cos (**)],

the acceleration is not f at time t but f
t
at time f j = I — r/c, where

fl= f +(<!-«)«/<**

= f-rg/c,

where g is f . The extra terms introduced by this correction are

ZF'SX = dzds'fic3 . [gx + g, cos {rx)].

Take g along x and integrate

-F^ = (ff/2c
3
)

j
j
dsc?s'(l -r- cos

2
0)

'=2s2/3c3 .y. (
8 -lla)

Also clearly F'ly =K = 0. Thus we seem to have found the

additional term in the total self-force (8.11). But observe that

the coefficient 2/3 has been here obtained by taking the mean

value of cos2 to be 1/3, i.e. the term presupposes spherical

symmetry. Whereas, if we expand the Lienard formula

accurately, taking other terms besides the acceleration into

account, we obtain the 2/3 independently of the configuration.

Let us briefly verify that this is so. The vector from (x y z t
)

to (xyzt) is R and that from (x'y'z't) to (xyzt) is r. We use the

notation

:

C3 =K - 3(v'f')]c-
3

,
D = vr/c,

£2=(VY'
)C-V J 3 =(vf')<r!J--3
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where the letters without added argument denote quantities at

the time t. We have

B ^r[l + A + (A*-B»)l2+(rO»-6AB*)ie\,

r-i = rip - A + (4 2 + Ba
)/2 - rC/6],

r-2 „ r-2[i _ 24 + (24 2 + £2
) - (fC7» + 345* + 34 3

)/3].

Whence
cos (Ex) = cos («)[I - A + (4 2 + 5»)/2 - rC»/6]

+ </c - (1 + 4)r£/2c2 + rV»/6c»,

<{« - Ejc) = <- (1 + 4)r/;/c + iV,/2e«,

/^-^/c)=/;-r?;/c,
1 _ c-i^f* _ J?/c) = 1 - D + (AD - £2),

If = 1 - c-*Rfx(t - B/c) - c-*[v'(t - &(«)]*

= 1 + 5s - rC3
,

c-H'R(t - Rjc) = 4 - (4 2 + B2
) + \(rC3 + AB* + A 3

).

Thus we have

Asp- S(or
= 1 + 24,

# = 1 + 34 + 3(4 2 - £2
) + ftZrC3 - 214.B2 - 4 s

),

A2/iJ = ri(l + 4),

W/.R2 = f*p + 4 - (4 2 + B2
) + (rC3 - 94.B2 -94 3

)/6].

Also

<f2Ity4(0 = E* - r.F3
,

c-3Ziv£(0 = .F3 .

Substituting in (7.H), where of course the letters 4, .B, C
have a different meaning which is there given, we find

FJdedz' = cos (rx)j-"2p - J(B2 + 34 2 + 2E)]

+ Dv'Jcr* - fJ2c*r + 2g'
x/Zc?.

Taking all the terms except the last, we obtain formula (7.17),

that is, 8F^. Taking the last term and integrating, we obtain

F, = 2e2/3c3 . £,

independently of the configuration of the charge-complex con-

cerned. We shall subsequently obtain the same formula from
entirely different assumptions (11.4a).

Taking the time-integral of (8.11), we have

\

a
(F'v)dt=-[fmv] +2e2/3c3 . {[fv]'- [fdt].
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If the motion of the electron is oscillatory, the average value

of the first two terms on the right-hand side is zero. Hence on

the average
(F'v) = - 2s^/3c3 . (8.12)

This formula appears to have been first given in 1897 by Larmor

(jii 149). Deducing it from Poynting's theorem, he take3 it

(i 227) as true ' for an isolated electron '—an assertion which we

shall afterwards query.

We shall next consider

the force exerted by s'

on e when both charges

are moving with the

common uniform velo-

city v, which is not

necessarily small in com-

parison with c. In Fig.

21, B is the position of

c at time t = rjc ; e' is

at 8 at time t' = 0, and

at 8' (where SS' = vt) at time t

evident from the figure :

r(l- vjc) = rT,

rm = r'm',

m = r'n',

>(1 _Z„/C )
= r'[l-(1-*'V/C2

]
1

;

The Lienard-Schwarzschild formula (7.14) becomes

- F = ee'/r2(3
2(l - Ivjcf . [(I, m, »)/P

2 - (1 - lvlc)(vlc, 0, 0)]

where
pa = (l _ 1,2/c

2)-1
-

Hence' X = CeeT/r'2
,

•' ' Fv
= Gee'm'/pV2

,

Fz
= C£sV/pV2

, .

where .-•"'
„,„,««

c, = p
-S[1 _(l_J>2/c2r'

2

We can express this as follows

F = C(l,l/pa,l/P
2)E',

where ,•'

E' = zz'r'Jr'K

Fig. 21.

The following relations are

(8.13)

(8.14)

(8.15)
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Formula (7.10) becomes

E = e'/iW - Ivjcf . [(I, m, n) -
(v/e, 0, 0)],

so that 2

Also

E=CE'.

H = c-!FvE

v/c . [0, - E,, EJ.

Neglecting i,3/c

'Laplace's law

'

(8.16)

(8.17)

and terms of a higher order, this gives

Vvr[.H = s/cr'2 .

It is rather amusing to find this result, arrived at in this ver
way, attributed to ' relativity.' 3 «y

Abraham took an 'electron' to be such a sphericaUy-svm
metrical configuration of comoving charge-elements Let us
suppose that, in addition to having the common velocity v aW
x the elements have an acceleration f(fx , f /j. This contradicts
the assumption on which formulae such as (8.13) were based
But we shall afterwards see that the neglected terms are reallv
neglipble in the case under consideration. In practically aU
cases of moving electrons, no appreciable error is involved in

The acceleration-terms in (7.14) give

JF- = AVfAti lvjc)3 . i{/jr _ (1 _ h/c)v/c m> n> n)
- (i - hWMc o, o) - (i - fo/c)Ui f f)l (818)

Using (8. 13), we find

where - .• .

^=i-(i-;'y/c«.

fromthe
e

HWr
agne"° maSS'' Which We CaU M to ^tinguish itworn the direction-cosine m, is given by

\*K-K— M.fr

i. 7 f
&Vi8ide

'
PM 2? (1889

» ™-— ft «5 ; J. J. Thomson, v. 16 , Sear.*,

' Schott, i. 184
, Richar^on p. f62

aK>0Uier
'^ '****' "^ P'

**
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It is easy to see that the terma containing /„ and fz give zero

on integration over the symmetrical charge-complex
; this follows

from the result (1.45). Hence, using (1.42),

m _*ff fefe'q- r»)
x

ca JJr'[l-(l-Z'V/c2
]

3/5

= pVJc2

= Z»
' c\

where a = v/c and W = 3e2/5a. (8.19)

Similarly

SF'
V
= deds'jc^il - Ivjcf . [fxr{l - vjc)rm

+ /„ {
rWp* -r\l-h(cf\ +f/m . rnp*]

' ' = dtde'/ch-'K
3'1

. [//m' +./>'<]

+ dsdz'jcV .f^m'^-'K-3!' - £-»],

where K= 1 - (1 - Z'V/c2
. By (1.45) the first term when

integrated gives zero. And by (1.44 and 46) we have

= c"
2

[ f
dcdz'lr'K* - c"

2^' f ( dtdz'm'^lr'K'l'

....... .-J&F^jS-']-. ..
<»>

; It must be pointed out that we have taken account only of

the accleration-forces. That is because the velocity-forces give

zero on integration. The complete force is given by adding

(8.14) and (8.18a) : ,

SF'Z = p-'K^dsdeTr'-2

. - K^', dede'c-'r'-^Ul - I'
1
) -fv

m'V -f2
n'V].

And, as already proved (1.47),

*E*E^ I r = 0. ' (8.20a)

r<2 [i _ (l _ I'^jc^i'II

There is an alternative method for evaluating these integrals.

Let us introduce an auxiliary charge-complex K„, in which the

charges are the same but each x-length is contracted in the ratio
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1/p = (1 - t-Vc

2
)*. In this system we can take the aim u

positions of e' and c to be S andR (Fig. 21) wuro 7rmtaneou 3

Prom the figure we have * 6re 4S
o = (US'.

= p^[i - (i - pp/*}.
Hence from (8.13)

r(l - fo/c) = r'[l - (1 _ Z'V/ca]» = r /p.
Accordingly we have

V = PrT = pr(i!-t,/c),

rowo = *'»»' = n?i,

»orao = »"'»' = r», '

c=P>-'s
A-2-

Using these results, we easily find

F=(l,i/p, 1/p)sEo

E=(l>P)WE0)
-

(823

SE££%£*•W beWn
'- «• "*». at it

From (8.18), using (8.21), we have

», = - **?&, . [ _ pyA% ^ ^, 1^^^
pletS"Jn.'fSS'V^ SpWal,y ^-etric

(

al

2

cl-
(Abraham u . no,?

andiirol3aproIate 8Pheroid - We find

' m'~-kil '''."[,'...:':'' ;

.

= K/w . [ _ a-i log ((I _ ^
-

2

*
. vlJt

'

~ K/w . t(i + a*
)/2a ,

, ,

(1 __ .

.;• (8.26)
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Here « = «/c, 3m /4 = W /c«; W is 3e2/5a in the case of a

solid sphere, and ca/2a when K' is a spherical surface-charge

(radius o).

Abraham's results are largely of merely historical interest.

We shall therefore turn to Lorentz's 'contractile electron.'

Lorentz takes the electron (i.e. the system K') to be an oblate

spheroid with semi-axes a/p, a, a. For auxiliary system Ka these

are a, a, a; that is, it is a sphere. Moreover K' coincides with

K when {5=1, i.e. when the electron ia at rest. Lorentz there-

fore supposes that an electron moving through the aether with

velocity v becomes flattened in the ratio (1 — t^/c2)* in the direc-

tion of motion. The auxiliary or associated system has a physical

significance ; it represents the stationary spherical electron. For

some occult reason, however, relativists, in reproducing Lorentz's

theory, go out of their way to brand the proceeding as a mathe-

matical fiction.

':• The stretched configuration of charge is purely fictitious, and is

introduced for purposes of mathematical convenience.—Mason-

Weaver, p. 301.

The fixed system which we have imagined is simply a mathematical

device to facilitate the calculations. ' We are not supposing that the

moving system is transformed physically in any way into the

corresponding fixed system. ... I have mentioned this because

I find that students who have a little knowledge of the principle of

relativity are apt to become confused as to the point at issue.

—

Richardson, p. 219 f.

It is hard to know what to make of this scruple, unless the whole

of physics be regarded as a mathematical device or fiction. Two

pages later (p. 222), the last-cited author tells us that 'the

moving system, which we suppose to be spherical when at rest,

becomes distorted and is no longer spherical when in motion."

Apparently there is some vague undisclosed idea that while the

electron ' becomes distorted ' it does not ' really ' become so.

As Eddington (p. 34) expresses it, the shortening ' is true but not

really true.' Such subtlety, if not meaningless, is irrelevant to

physics. It may be, as Cunningham says (p. 145), that 'the

Lorentz electron is always spherical to an observer moving with

it.' It is not for the physicist to deny the possible experiences of

a mythical monster astride an electron in a vacuum-tube. All

we are here concerned with is this : for the same observer—to wit,

the scientific man in the laboratory—the mass of an electron
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at rest is said to be m and when moving it has a diff
which we shall now proceed to find. mass

In the formula (8.24) for S^ the last two terms give z
integration over the sphere. We have

ero on

J/^P'c-sJJrfec/sVfl-Z')

= P
sc-*.2JF .2/3 •

= P
3JV '

where M = 4JP /3ca.

As regards the formula (8.22) for ^ the first and last termsgive zero on integration, so that .

ms

= Uc2
.\\d*h>(l-ml)lr ."

= pi/ .

Hence using M' to denote the ordinary mass and F to mean th«external force on the body, we have
e

FX =(M' +Mt)ft,

F
U
= {M> +Mv)fy ,

T , . , **-(** + *Qfr (8.27)
The electromagnetic mass ' is the anisotropic scalar given by

sothat «*«*..
;

(8.27a)

„ ,

F' = -(PM32,PW„f. (8.28)

ouffoTmSltL^fj^r J
' ^ °f—*~

flKS (8 -27
^
a"d ^touting „ f0r jfm (8 .28J since

we deduce that
"" ^ 7 "**. the d^otion-cosine m,

Wp „

F =(P3
. P. PKf- (8.29)We can express this more succinctly in the form

F=d/dt.(pm v).
, (8.30)

pes mSectbnSf^g Md USeleSS metaPhors and anal°- '

mass.
COnneCtlon^ the formula (8.28) for the electromagnetic

that aD

T
eleC

a

tri'c

n
ch
8

fl

8

riI
POinted °?* the extremely important result

harge Possessed inertia simply in virtue of the

I I
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energy of its electromagnetic field ; and he succeeded in calculating

the magnitude of the electrical inertia—or electromagnetic mass, as

it is usually called—of a charged sphere. . . . The experimental
problem was resolved by Kaufmann [1906]. ... He showed that

the mass of these electrons varied with the speed, and in fact in a
manner very similar to that predicted by Thomson.—Richardson, p. 7.

The Origin of Mass : Oliver Heaviside and Sir Joseph Thomson
both recognised that the mass of a charged sphere must be greater

than that of the same sphere uncharged, by virtue of the inertia of

the charge ; but until the latter's identification of the cathode-ray

particle with the free atom of negative electricity, this had merely

an academic interest.—Soddy, p. 193:

These historical references are not quite accurate ; we have

already registered some objections to Thomson's method. Also

we regard it as merely a metaphor to say that the coefficient m
in formula (8.3) is due to ' the inertia of the charge ' or to ' the

energy of its electromagnetic field.' The commonly used com-

parison between this coefficient m and self-induction is also

misleading and inaccurate. '

The electromagnetic mass in the dynamics of the electron corre-

sponds to self-induction in the theory of conduction currents.

—

M. Abraham, i. 149.

The second of Faraday's discoveries, that of electromagnetic

induction, in due course was to lead to the modern electromagnetic

theory of the origin of mass.—Soddy, p. 188.

The mass of an electron can be defined as its coefficient of self-

induction.—Frenkel, i. 202.

After giving the electron-formulae m = iWJ3c\ G = m v, Fiirth

(p. 387) says : We have thus found the key for understanding

the analogy between particle mechanics and the electrodynamics of

quasi-stationary currents.

Since Rowland proved that an electrically charged body in motion

is an electrio current ... and since an electric current, by virtue

of the property called its self-induction, opposes any attempt to

increase or dUrninish its magnitude, it is clear that an electrio charge

as such possesses the property of inertia. ... It is clear then

theoretically that an electrically charged pith ball must possess

more mass than the same pith ball when uncharged.—Millikan,

iii. 185.

J When we come to treat induction in Chapter XII we shall see

that this attempted analogy is quite false. •
•

; The experiments of Kaufmann, Bucherer and subsequent

investigators 6 undoubtedly show that, if we accept the ordinary

• See the investigation by C. E. Guye, S. Kataowsky and C. Lavanchy in

Mlm. de la Soc. de Phys. de Qenlw, 39 (1921).
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Ioreiitz theory, the mass of a moving electron must be r
by formula (8.27a). These experiments are well known^T^
not be described here, especially as we shall afterward* a-

WiU

some of them (Chapter XII, section 14).
dlscuss

Lorentz's theory consists in the following assumptions •

(1) The Lienard formula gives the force between elemPn+ ,
charge.

' °"»ema of

(2) The electron is not a point-charge but an extended dhh-ii,
tion of sub-electrons or continuous charge.

=«'du-

(3) Motion being measured relatively 'to the laboratorv (isthe aether as earth-convected), the electron is a snh •

i,

symmetrical distribution when at rest (radius a) • W I
7

moving with velocity vjlongjhe *-axis it become's an oblatespheroid (axes o/p = aVl - v*/c\ a, a).

(4) The electron has no ordinary mass, its entire inertia »electromagnet* mass.' That is, the mass of an electron fnoto be regarded as a primitive quantity like its charge but a,

-^!^zed by the amount and s^ai*A&

;

It has been suggested « that experiment only gives
'

e/ro = (e/TO) /p;

Ee ' = co£o(l - t^/2c2 - i/2/2c2). .

'

A^refuftT.
111^^P'™aard '

8 f°rmuIa c°™% gives

do not exist^wW^- ( ^ that aPParently the operationsnote** by which umque meaning can be given to the question

*Moreinl91WD 21fil
G- von Gleioh, AP 83 (1927^« w?^ th° f'r8t to su«?est this

- 0»»P»«
ZO> 58 (1929) 700 A Pw. '

Andereon
. AP 83 (1928) 494 j G. Pokrowski

According u, BriiZTTH^'fZV 58'''^-™ 15^ 11*4-

advantages in supoosin» «, '«.
h has shown that there are

motion.' Bush certainly%1T?" aa eleatma *> change when it is set in

(P- 129), but also of 'a v • .,
a varlant charge and an invariant mass

'

Bu*h does is to adontTw "T' eI«><™*itio attraction • (p. 131). All
1

acceleration.temis
we°er-RiU formula (with A= - I) omitting the
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of whether the magnitude of a charge is a function of its velocity.'

That is, expressing Lienard's formula (7.14) as

F = U\(v, v', R),

we could incorporate the velocity-function in the quantity es'.

But what about the distance and the acceleration ? And we
certainly cannot express the law in the form

,

F = e9{v).e'(f[v').f(R).

It would therefore seem that these alternatives to Lorentz'a

theory must be pronounced a failure.

It must be emphasised that Abraham's formulae (8.19, 20)

and Lorentz's formula (8.29) must be regarded either as

approximative or
;
as incomplete. For we have used the

simultaneous velocity (i>) of the different parts of the rigid or

contractile charge-complex (electron), whereas the Lienard force-

formula involves a time-lag in the velocities involved («' at t'

and v at t). In the next section we shall have to prove that

the total self-force is

F'=Fi+Ff,

where Fi is the force concerned in the work of Abraham and

Lorentz and is based on the simultaneous positions and velocities

of the parts. The other component (F'2 ) is entirely different,

it is quite independent of the configuration of the charge-complex,

it has nothing whatever to do with the respective hypotheses of

Abraham and Lorentz. And we shall presently find reason to

believe that'this force is related to a new physical phenomenon,

namely, the transmission of radiant energy. In (8.11) we have

already found an approximate expression for Fg, obtained by

carrying the development of the force-formula further than was

done in (7.17). In the next section we shall carry this serial

development further, obtaining the following result

:

F; = 2e2/3c3 . fi
2
[g + pMgvlc"2 + 3(5

2 i(fv)c-*

+ 3(5Mfv)2c-
4
]. (8.31)

Max Abraham (iv. 123) first deduced this formula indirectly,

from the 'electromagnetic momentum'; it was first proved

directly by Schott (i. 246).

Let us now examine the activity or rate of working. We have

'V, = -dGi/<tt,
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where G

1

Now

= |3m v. Hence
(Fjv) = - (vdGJdt)

= -d/*.(G
1v) + (G

1 f).

(GjV) = (3m v2
,

(G
1
f) = pm w
= djdl . [m c*(l -

1/pj],

the constant m<)c2 being added so that the expression inside rt.brackets is zero when v = 0. Hence tlle

(F>) = - d/dt . [pm^2 - m c2(l - i/an
= - dK/dt,

where

-fir„--fir = Z = TO c2(j3_i)
(832)

Z^otsf enelg7
- ^ C°^>- P-ved this more

= TO„C2
(f3
- 1).

We must now refer to an important point. We have taken

(F>) = J"(SF;v)

as the activity But this is true only when each charge-elementof the complex is moving with the same velocity („, IfTT)
Sr wlrstaW^rt °f ^ el—tf-Led^
respect weS^ ***

»T ""*• * —*« -th *

«« = - $x
tv6<r*. uy = uz

= o.
Hence the activity is

j(SFi,v + u) = (F;v) + Js^,. (8.33)

(8.22)
'

m 6
°aSe °f a uniform volume-charge, we have by

°= de'erja*.
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where
ds' = 3s/47raa . dr .

Inserting the value for ux , remembering that 1 x sdT„ = 4rai5
/15,

and putting 3e2/5a= If , we find for the last or extra term in

(8.33)
- pjf /3c2 . vi> = - pm TO/4. (8.34)

Similarly when we have a surface-charge we have

x = a cos 0, Eax = eo"2 cos 8,

ds' = 2na?o sin d9, a = e/4roi2 .

Hence the extra term is

" - e2(}OT/4c2a . [' cos2 8 sin 8<28

Jo

. i = E2(3w/6ac2

••.'.- = - p!7 /3c2 . vv, .

where
' W = e2/2a.

Hence the extra term in the activity is

. ,

f
(SFi'u) = - pm w/4

.
=-dV/dt,

where
'

, Fo _F =F = -ro c2/4,(l/[5-l). (8.35)

Hence the total activity is

A = -dWldt, ...
where

W=WV-W = K+V
" = m c*(£ - 1/4? - 3/4). (8.36)

Or .. ...

; K, = pm c2, V, = - »VW. W. = "V^P ~ W* ;

- ^ =jn c2 ) F = -OT„o2/4 1
iro

= 3TO c2/4. (8.37)

Since G x
= [5ro v and #„ = pm c2 ,

we have

G» = *./<*• v. (8.37a)

The decrease in volume of the electron as the speed increases

from to v is

,An = !«i3(i-i/P)-

Hence ,„,
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where T= WJim*= e»/8w»« in case of a surf*,. ^-
Hence if, as in the electromagnetic theorv nf

""^ibution.

F^-Fj, ' OI mass, We put

J(FiV)* =
= #+2\Afi.

The external force does work not only in «,«„,„energy but in contracting the volume against „ »*
g ^^

to a hydrostatic tension independent of Z , ^ anaIog°^
the formula for Fj should be

° VeI°Clt^ Strictly,

K-JTdS-dGJdt,
... (8.39)

but the integral is zero, since T is ulnnn. tj,

'

, '

closed surface.
°ng the normal and 5 is a

In order to hold the electron together »nj +
Ploding, it is necessary, as Poincarfw n t ^ PfeVent H «"
that the tension is baknced by?n elt^nT^ °Ut

'
to as3um°

pressure of . ™n*leetroZ^^°™OS

% *****
repulsive forces remain uncom™lJ I ,

The electrical

electrical nature. H^EK « '
,
^ * forces of a"

cists have^M^TZ^ °f **»«• iM-
the electron and keepingSmy

toSer
g ^ ^ '

partS
'

of

^Jto2ss^"^ru,
t? subiected *•

Stf— of voW-SS?«,rlaS^
*EfeK non-el^Wapetic forces are due to
determining the conditions undpr'JJ.-

6wv content ourselves with
to a distribution of hyZstatt^ ^ the 8tress-system reduces

rWssf i^

*
t

eKpss snKitrtais
Lorentz electron

. th« rfffl?
' "

i
' tForJ the ordinary solid

and the external surface
enc

u
e of Pressure between the centre

lO^atmospheres.-Eu;^
268° f!
^ dyM

" Per 8q
- ^ °r

4^^SXSSLK f* is onVhen we assume
write g I0rces tha* we can, on Lorentz's theory,

WiV) = dKldt.
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Let us now revert to FJ the other component of the self-force.

Using the suffix a to denote components along the particle's path

and calling the radius of curvature p, we have

. 7. = ». 9. = « - v3!?
2

,

(fv) = vv, :
•

(gv) = v{v - i^/p2). (8.39a)

We may as well insert the proof of the foregoing formula for g,.

For the case of two-dimensional motion, if the velocity v makes

an angle with the a;-axis, we have, remembering that 6 = »/p,

•x = v cos 6 — («
a
/p) sin

x = cos 6(w — i>
2
(typ)

— sin Q(ib + 2vv/p)

= cos 0(ii — t)
s
/p) — sin 0(3wi/p).

Whence g, = i) — v3jp. Or in general as follows : Let r be the

radius-vector to the point, a the arc-length of the curve. Let q
be the unit vector dr/e£s and define 1/p = dftjda. We have

dq/<fo = n/p or q = nw/p,

where n is a unit vector perpendicular to q in the plane of q and

the consecutive tangent, i.e. n is the unit vector along the

principal normal . towards the centre of curvature. Let b be a

unit vector perpendicular to q .and n, i.e. b= Fqn along the

binormal. Then dbJda is perpendicular (1) to b (for b is a unit

vector) and (2) to q as we can see by differentiating (qb) = 0.

So we can put db/ds = — n/r, which is the definition of t the

radius of torsion. Since n = Fbq, we have

; : dn/ds = - Fnq/T + Fbq/p

= b/T - q/p,

n = hvjx — qv/p-
.

Having proved these Erenet-Serret relations, we now have

. drd3 •

da dt

f = qt) + i;q

' = qv + ni>a /p,

f = q(C - e»/pJ
) + n(3ui)/p - v*{, /p

2
) + bn2

/PT.

Using the values of (fv) and (gv) in (8.39a), we have from (8.31)

,
' .ru = 2ea/3c3 . p

4
(» + Zpv&jc* - v3/?*),

(f;v) =^s
v

V = 2sa/3c3 .' [d/dt . (pW) -PW + v'l?*)]

= dRjdt-L,
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R = 2s2/3c3 . p
4(v£),

L = &»/3e» . fj«/*(l - ^/ca . sina a)-

The formula for L was first demonstrated by Lienard iii IRQ
by means of Poynting's theorem ; it was first proved dirPr.ti v
Conway in 1903. The complete formula (dJt/dt ~ L)wtl •

y

by Max Abraham in 1903 ; it was first proved directly by SchT

It is worth remembering that the difficulty about the relaf
velocity of the charge-elements does not occur here, for

= 0.

Alternatively as will be argued later, F'3 is a force pertainingonly to statistical aggregates.
attaining

Taking the time-integral of (8.40), we have

jWp=[ijf_Ji»; (841)

If the motion is periodic, the first' term can be taken as zeroon the average over a long interval
TO

as&£f SUbSeqUent diS°USSi0n
* ^ ShaU 6XPress this e^«on

where ^ = ~ <*•*

W2 =^Ldt-E. , {SA2)

Changing the notation (f = v, g = V) of (8.31), we have

£ =
** + PMvV,tf* + 3P

4v(vv)c^ + 3p«v(W)^.

Hence
W=p<2(vv)c

-*

I

|Vv = [p^v]'" -
fa<2ir(vir)c-*.

- j*[|3<v
. ftr* + (34V(VV)C-3 + 4(3°v(vvfC-<].

(1902) 7^dV ^6
DB

i'f
4dairT ikCtrkue' 1^lm> B- Hewiside, Nature, 67

AP 10 (1903, 105; U|ftXu^' I908
' * ^ Al>raham'
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Hence

f
Fj* = 2es/3c5 . [p>ir + $*v{vir)c-*]

- 2es/3c5 . dtvftW + p«(vv)V*]

= [M] -f*£v/c3
,

i. J

where £ is defined in (8.40) and

M = 2s2/3c5 .[p
2 f + p

1v(fv)<^]- (8.43)

We shall express this as

F; = -iv/c2 + dM/^
= -dGJdt,

where

G2
= [dlLvJc* - M. (8.44)

These results (concerning Fj) have really no connection with

the electromagnetic theory of mass, which is concerned with Fj.

They will be re-examined later ; they are given here for the sake

of completeness. ,
..'...

Some general critical comments will now be made. On first

hearing of the extended electron, we experience a shock. For it

seems like beginning all over again when we have to regard the

electron itself as a spatial distribution of ' electricity.' Neverthe-

less, the latest views, especially those concerning electron ' spin,'

accept this assumption without scruple or qualm.

The properties of the electron recently discovered lead to the view

that the electron is not the final stage in the structure of matter but

that it has itself a structure, being made up of smaller parts which

carry charges of electricity.—J. J. Thomson, xiii. 33.

An electron is a charge of total amount e spread through a very

small volume.-1—Jeans, p. 573.

The spinning electron has brought order out of chaos in the broad

outlines of atomic theory. Its necessity , and its successes are

qualitatively independent of the new mechanics.—Fowler, p. 91.

Suppose that an electron is a solid sphere of electricity spinning

about an axis. The parts round the equator constitute moving
'

electricity and so produce a magnetic force.—C. G. Darwin, New

Conceptions of Matter, 1931, p. 134.

Most of the reasons for adopting this view are based on pheno-

mena consideration of which lies beyond our present scope. It
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may be doubted however whether the rather crude i»'
rotating solid sphere of electricity will prove to be f f

°f a

But whatever may be said about spectroscopy and
ty>

magnetism, it is rather anomalous and unexpected t^c
<3ia"

necessary to introduce the idea of the extended el 7 ifl

macroscopic electrodynamics. It would clearly b« u
into

satisfactory to have a theory which would explain th«V* m°re

Bucherer results without having to penetrate into the in^^-what we have hitherto regarded as point-charees ' rl Z°T of

says Prof. Swann (ifl. 35), 'to apply the orLary »!^concepts to the inside of the electron! ratherliSn^T*1

the tenacity of a brick by considering it as m̂ fJJ^g*

jse"ssisssss as t0 the assumptioQ -

tol^^J?L1

5i
,SKS 1

0Uld reaUy tak
° «»

electron.
C pomt> even at a point within the

Now we proceeded by assuming that the force SB"Wand de really exists and is rivon W tm j .T between &'

same formula that weanriv^fw^T .^ S f°mula
'
Le

' V the

from one another ISSSS^T* * SUffi°ient «**«»
region of sub.IectronJelStt m^tJT*

"^
upon by forces, but we refuse to liLTf * they are acted

niassismutual/itisaTtatkHo!, ^
bUte maSS to tW ^

The more onett^stS^T^ °ff^eS^
je^convincingitappears 'wTZuLtTT^^^^
' that the electrons behave in V

1

'
JS Lorentz (xiE 257

)'

bodies, viz. that amo ĝe?Jt'Tt ™* aS °- P'-ious solid

motion.' It is diffimlTr •

flattened w the direction of

a volume-elemenfwS,, ?
eDV1Sage a * flatte™g ' which distorts

unaffectedfS1^7 its ass™ated 'charge • entirely

explain the M^ekmZT B^ contra<=«on in order to

ar

T:r
£s"s-s^cd tws is used - an

tion, IUveve^turedSfcf °-f"* effect of the earth's transla-
by KtzGerald-tW A. H -

eS1S-whioh has also been proposed
Ganges.

. . . IbTnTT 1

!
°f a 8oHd bodv underg°^ht

electromagnetic nZl M +? ,
what becomes of the theory [of

liable to the same chan^« f X r0ns themselves are considered as

are contained.—Lorentz vhi j??m as the bodies in which they
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These experiments [Michelson's, etc.], undertaken originally in

order to find velocity through the ether, resulted finally in providing
confirmation of Lorentz's theory of the constitution of the electron.

Jeans, p. 596.

The negative results which have been obtained in a number of

optical experiments on moving systems, instituted largely in order

to try to detect relative motion between the system and the lumini-

ferous medium, seem incapable of explanation except on the hypo-

thesis suggested by FitzGerald : that on account of the motion the

matter of the testing system undergoes contraction in the direction

of motion. . . . Let us suppose that this contraction affects the

electrons as well as the material as a whole.—Richardson, p. 232.

[Lorentz] was led to the conception of a moving electron as con-

tracting in the direction of motion to exactly the same degree as that

required of a material body for the explanation of the Michelson-

Morley experiment.—Cunningham, p. 136.

It is to be gravely doubted whether this FitzGerald-Lorentz

contraction really does explain Michelson's null-result ; but this

will not be considered here. The point which now concerns us

is that there is no analogy whatever between the two assumptions

though they are algebraically identical. To assume that an

ordinary material rod changes length has really no connection

with the assumption that the individual electrons—which inci-

dentally are supposed to have exceedingly different velocities

—

and not merely inter-molecular distances, are contracted. More-

over the optical assumption was an attempt to reconcile an

experimental result with the hypothesis of a stationary aether

;

and it resulted in an unknown contraction involving an undis-

coverable velocity v. Whereas the electrodynamio contraction

is based on the assumption of an earth-convected aether and involves

an ordinary measurable v relative to the laboratory. If this

latter assumption is correct, the FitzGerald-Lorentz contraction

disappears ; and the null result of the Michelson-Morley experi-

ment becomes self-evident. Ritz is therefore incorrect when he

objects (p. 355) to Lorentz that ' according to this interpretation,

Kaufmann's experiment would be the first to give evidence of an

absolute motion.' For, according to the Lienard force-formula,

the ' absolute ' velocities v and v' enter into every electromagnetic

result. The velocity used in explaining Kaufmann's experiment

is not in any way exceptional ; it is obtained by putting v' = v

.

And, as we shall see, not only this experiment but all other

electromagnetic results show that v and v' are velocities relative

to the laboratory. In spite of their peculiar metaphysical
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approach to these results, relativists are agreed on this inf
tion of v andV

;
they merely substitute ' observer '

for «

n

TU
'

tory.' We conclude then that, except by way of alsebr '
*"

dence, there is no connection between the alleged Tx?°n°
mci~

Lorentz contraction and Lorentz's theorv of !,=
*

electron.
7 M the c°ntractile

We must now ask the pertinent question, Does T™ . .

theory really explain the rest-mass mn = ±W /V* t t£ B

neglect *°/c° we obtain « = Mo ; but
°
there^ When we

acceleration. The force F, = - wf is a j™ -
be an

which intervenes only when acceleration existf
*
We haT%'

above that 'electromagnetic mass' is zero when f-n Tother words a charged body at rest or moving vJorilvL ?laboratory has no electromagnetic mass JwTTfc <? (m the

precisely in the circumstance^ vl^ZJl "^
which we measure ordinary mass TmTv h

ba^ce~^der
rotating charges in nJeT supply ae Zm^ T ^
But this is a different and more specula«™T ™ '

^
present discussing Lorentz's Si^SSlSbto J5^mass of an electron e o- in fh* c- r

wm"» seeKs to explain the

by means ofIs velolt and^ma^-Buoh-er experiment,

'ThisacWevementTsayrSh SlT-r \ the **«**.
which has ben attaint by tb!l£tron^aPS

.

tlle

»greateSt
criticism is that this aclnVvLIn! I .

the0ry/ Now our

accelerated as inX eterS wilf?^^ When not

Prof. More has alreadv ^- i T?
h°Ut any masa ' a* all.

«££3j.ft*£**«*»*>»- electromagnetic fie!d
,

aaa. of an/sort, whenlhattifoS
D° m0ti°5 haVe a tran3verse

direction only ? Ve m.Vh? .= ,, ?
d a3 masa due *° a change in

fugal force of a bodySt
" gITO

.

a^ value to the c4tri-

whofe ide^ScS?^-4116 ^^tadinal mass as well. The
scopic experimente^

f

X<

;

maSS haS been derived from ac-
celeration m the labor^Yggreg^ with velocity and
given above,^e«v n ^ ^ the Proof of t{">*»i a*

there is no accekrSo;
PreSUpposea that «* mass is zero when

' PR 24 (1924) 627.
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There is another insuperable difficulty.* All the charge-

elements alleged to constitute the electron are of the same sign,

they repel one another. What keeps the electron together, what

prevents it from exploding ?

The classical electron-theory failed to account for the existence of

the electron.—Becker, p. 35.

[Relativity cannot explain] why the mutual repulsion of the part3

of the electron does not cause it to explode.—Leigh Page, iv. 187.

We have not the remotest idea how the single electron holds

together. It ought to be one of the most explosive and unstable

things in physics ; yet it behaves as a permanent existence in

defiance of every known physical law.—Soddy, p. 220.

In an electron there are forces different from electromagnetic

forces and an energy corresponding to these forces. . . . We must

necessarily introduce forces which can counterbalance the electro-

static repulsions and may prevent them from making the electron

explode.—Lorentz, xiv. 126 f

.

As we have seen, it becomes necessary to postulate the existence

of this pressure. This recourse to an elastic medium seems a very

fanciful speculation, especially when one remembers that the

individual ' parts * have no mass. And is it not rather a reversal

of our initial ideal to have to explain electromagnetics by an appeal

to hydrostatics ?.'.*.'
Altogether, this idea of an extended electron, whose elements

are acted on by the Lienard force which was derived from macro-

scopic experiments and in addition by a mysterious binding force,

is bristling with difficulties. So strong are these objections that

many writers have abandoned the whole theory.

In nature we can observe only ' external ' forces which are exerted

on one electron by others. The ' self-force ' represents a meta-

physical fiction, apart from the fact that it is epistemologicaUy and

physically meaningless to divide an electron up into further

' elements.' . . . Either there are no individual electrons but only

a continuous distribution of current-density and charge-density

over all space ; and then there would be no meaning in talking ol

any equations of motion Or else the electrons are discrete

indivisible material particles ; and in that case it seems most natural

' and simple to regard them as unextended force-centres. . .
.

Thereby all the problems and difficulties concerning the structure

. It is not unusual nowadays to assume that a proton consists of a neutron

and a positron (positive electron). That would mean attributing an ordinary

non-electromagnetio mass to the neutron, and consequently to the proton ana w
the main bulk of matter.
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of the electron vanish. But at the same time the whole t
of energy just developed also appears to fail, and with it

menfc

electromagnetic theory of the mass and inertial moment „J f
°es the

We shall see that the equations of motion can h
e
}
e
?tt0B3 -

by means of a general formal principle, Einstein's r^-,shed

relativity. Hence it becomes necessary to define the
mciPle of

accurately, the rest-mass-of an electron and its mae-n^f
S~more

as primary properties independent of the charge. Acoorf^w?'energy as well as the linear and angular momentum „5 fT^' the

cannot be reduced to its electromagnetic field, but must b„
C'?a

as its own mechanical attributes which are not rl^fti
regarded

with this field.-Frenkel, i. 248 f

.

6Ctly connected

The difficulty then arises: How. if we awA^t «.«.
Lienard theory, are we to explain' the LSUte ££**
electrons t We are told that Einstein's thelry^ZhT^
formula mdependently of Lorentz's reason^. Eyernl^T'

Involves pecuuar claims*'&£%££&
MiSSssss^JSss^ ertions

' «- *—
basis, at one stroke removedKS^ *?" °n an even

mass-velocity formula from +fe» ,? • °! the den™tion of the

E. L. Hill,/-^a^^^^^,- ^^--

the^aifoSKwr *£? fd SUperSeded ta'°

introduced a Wh £ * '' 2) he^ (f°UowingM»Wi)
algebra); (3) £Se8̂

°n
"f Phy8iCS (not merely »»»

2KttZ^g£££«™ Each of these
'

bold
'

2. Page—Schott.

-Sa^"iSSi6^8Si°n for ^ = « + « more

MaxweU's eler^Tt ,
^ * force-f°nnula without invoking

done by CfE^t,? PoyntinS'8 theorem
- ™s was

We shaKgL wtth tS ^ by Pr0f
'
LeJgh PaSe ^ 1918 -

(a. 388, i. 38).
brutal d,Mot treatment given by Page

exact object of this

U advisable to be clear concerning the

ment of the previa *l
«"* W° *** to show that the treat"

previous sectaon can be carried to a further degree of
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approximation. In particular, we wish at least to indicate the

steps of the reasoning which leads to formulae (8.31) and (8.44) for

Fj and to formula (8.40) for (F'tv). These follow from a direct

application of Lienard's force-formula to charge-aggregates. This

direct treatment, however, in the case of Page involves wearisome

expansions, and in the case of Schott presupposes operational

series, whose detailed proofs would carry us too far afield. It

is sufficient for our purpose to sketch the principal steps of the

work. The reader who wishes for further details should consult

Prof. Leigh Page's article ' Is a moving mass retarded by the

reaction of its own radiation ?
' in the Physical Review, 11 (1918)

376-400, and Prof. Schott's book on Electromagnetic Radiation

(Cambridge, 1912).

Having thus given a direct proof of (8.40), we shall proceed in

the next section to make the important assumption—justified by

our knowledge of the existence of radiation—that the activity

(FjV) is connected with the emission of radiant or progressively

expanding energy. We then obtain a simpler proof (8.69) of

formula (8.40). And we immediately identify this with

Poynting's theorem (8.70). Thus we shall have completed the

' electronic ' theory of radiation, while side-tracking Maxwell's

equations. We shall really, have accomplished much more ; for

it will be subsequently shown that our essential results are

equally tenable on a ballistic theory. Bearing this trend of our

argument in mind, the reader will be the more willing to face the

following investigation, whose cumbersomeness is, so to speak,

accidental, while the mere fact of its feasibility is extremely

important for the elucidation of the logical foundations of electro-

magnetic theory. A close inspection of Prof. Leigh Page's

method, with which we begin, will

show that his approximation is

not really carried far enough to

justify completely, the retention

of terms such as (3
6

.

In Fig. 22 let S' be the position

of e' at the moment of emission __..___ ,r
<=.*- JJ/c, let 8 be its position £7^ * <J°""

at the time of reception at O. rig. 22.

We shall use the notation f= g, „ ,,,
f = h, f"= j ; where the quantities refer to the time t. We shall

use Taylor's expansion as we did in the last chapter; but
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we have changed the notation : x'(t) we now call x and '

stands for v'z (I') :
**

x'(l-Rlc) = z-vxR/c+fxX?/2ci + . . .

x - x'(t - R/c) = x„-x + vjtfe - fJPfic* ...
Rz = x -x'(l-R/c)

= rt + vjt/e + gJPfic* — hxR'/24c*

+ jJP/UOc'
, , ,

K = vx - fJSfe - qJPfic* - hjp/ec*

+yaiJ
i/2*c4 ...

f, "t. - gJtfc + M72c2 - jj&iw ...

We shall introduce the following notation :

q = Rlrf>,

A t = p'[V/«* - M&yy/c* - 3/V/c«]

As = PUS'I* - 5(hv)rs/c6 - 10(fg)r3/c6].
Expressing R? in terms off2 by means of (8.45), we find

? = l + 2A
1q-A 2

qi + A llf/3
-Aig*/12 + A iq*/60

.'

.

.'

Solving for q by successive approximations, we obtain

(8.45)

1 + -4,(1 + AJ2 - Alp) -AJ2.(l + 2Al + 3AI/2)
- 341/2 . (1 + 8AJ3) + AJ6. (1 + 3A X + 4A\)
- A 2A„I3 - At(l,+ 44J/24 + AJ120 . .

We also find

k = 1 - v'n/c = 1 - Xv'JtJcR

--B/PV.

(8.46)

where

8=1-

4

1? + ^ 3?
a/6 _

^

l(?
i/i2 + 4 sg«/*0

Whence, after some reduction,

bjw»ip) = (^/ij _ v
'

x/c){l _ ;.2/c2 +^^
where

= a&*^MVP*. ( ) +«W/3e» . ( /)..

0- 1 + S4,j - 4^/6 +M4^/i2 - M l9
»/40' ...
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Hence
E, = e'l$qr*CB->.

Substituting for q from (8.46), we find after laborious reduction

E/s' = pr^tl - 3A'J2 + 15A4
J8 - A 2/2 + 9A\AJi

+ 3All8 + A
1AJ2 + A ll8-A i llS]

• - p»fr/2c» . (1 - 3A'J2 - 3AJ2 + 14./3)

..,; + 2p3gr<73c3 . (1 + 3AJ2 - 2A t)

••.: (8.47)

H/(e'pr") = FRjE/fe'PO
= (1 - 34J/2 - AJ2) Vvrjc

- fLAf/* . Ffrx - pV72ca
. VgTi

+ pV/3c* . rhr x + pV/2c» . Vtv
', - 2psr!/3c' . Fgv. (8.48)

Next consider the Lorentz deformable electron, whose centre

is at any moment moving with, velocity v along the i-axis, the

y-axis being along the principal normal (Fig. 23a). P is any other

(xya)

Fig. 23.

point whose coordinates relative to are (x, y, 0). Then after

an interval dt the velocity of makes with the z-axis an angle

given by
sin a. =jfit\v, cos a = 1.

And the coordinates of P are

x' = x+ dt{xdvjdz + ydvjdy),

y' = y + dt{x3v
vldx + ydvjdy).

If there is no rotation of the electron as a whole,

dvjdy = 0,v'z = v+fj
dt,v'

ll
=fjlt.

The contraction-hypothesis gives us - •

(x' cos a + y' sin a)2(l - w'Vc
2)"8 + (*' sin a - J/'

cos a)
8

' = x\\ - vyc'Y* + y*.
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Substitute for sin a, cos a, x', y', v'

put = ,,

the coefficients of ** xy, y\ We find
'

' V = ° : equate

SvJBx = _ pY^c-2
dvJSy=0,

Consider a point <2 near i> (Fig. 23 b) L»f ,7. ,.,

'

<trl =Pdr* cos* + dr2 sirf Q
v°os(9 -e)

= Ux = v+xdvJdx

so that
m(? " 8) =^ **./*< = - P^C-

tan
(9 _ 6) -* _ p*^. .;

" '.' ' ;
-•"";'

Whence we obtain •.*••','.

- P
5^Vy> cos a

If 9 = 0,
~ P*da«%-%a; sin a.

\

d*o = pd?/-F>v*cy
:cxdx,

If9 = 90°,
*o = P*-J|3W-y,*«.

^o^-pVc-y^fe, .... . ,

That is,
yo = y-jpvc-y^2.

"ang (&»»> and rz
respectively, we fin(j

,>mo'^0, for the direction-cosines of r and r

• +PV/^/2cV + ., , , ,;

(8.61)
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We shall now obtain an expression for F'x . The z-component

due to H is negligible, since the first term -which does not vanish

on integration is of the sixth order. The variations of / and g
within the electron are negligible, for the only terms of less than

the sixth order vanish. Omitting the terms which give zero

on integration, we find

K=\\QJtds',

where

Q."- PfStJ& • (1 +4 - *W>\>/*)
•-.:+• 2(3Vo/3c" - P

6Vo/8c4
. (3 - 11)

y~ + WAl^* . (4 - 2**).

For a surface-distribution -

"'

'

:

-

'

-'. [ f t$fc<fe' = 3 f
[
tyftkdt?

..,-. .' "'.'•'- =2n + IoV/(» + 2)

. ... ->. . f f dede'rSi m = 0.

Whence, up to and including the fifth order,

.

;

,
.- j; = -2pV/t

/3ac2 +2e^45rI/3c
3 + 2eWI(fv)/c

6

- 4ei!

|3
5Axo/9c

4 + 2s2p
6;>2

/9<;6 . ^
(8.52)

From (8.47)
"'

.

dEJide'r?) '
;r

.' = ~ PY/o/2c
a

• [1 + m« - 2J^/c2 - 4p>/sw /c«]

•
' \ '-'' ,;:.:-

:
.-f2p^/3c'-p B

V2/8ol -(3 - m») .",,

:'..', /'; ";>: ' ,;'^
•

:

+pVS/3C)c5 -(4 - 2mo); •

And from (8.48)

:
.

, c-1(FvdH)„ = - wJff./e '.'-.

.'.;•" .•..•:-. I- = dt'ttfpfri*/2c*. (1+ m>- 2?) -WgyWl^]-

Whence '

'."*..'
,

-,. >.

.
. ,,dFJ(dSdz'r?) = -tfurJ2c*.(l + ml-i?>%vr<>l<?) '

''.:'. +P ,j/ol30c*.{.i-2ml).
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Integrating, we find

+ 2^%(fv)/cs_4£2|3
3V/9cl

+ 2s^V2/9c 6
.

'

Consider the formulae (8.52 53)
(8 -53

)

Rom the first term we have

K25.G2T t0 ^ MaSS-fo^ alread,
f̂a

Take the next two terms in (8.52). The first is
'

Also

7
• ^^^ = **? •W^ +W|w

Hence ^ = 2^
'• »% + W^v)/,].

Which is formula (8 31)
''

, (
8 -53b

)

,

SVaS? masts'&?'
ezPr?ssio™ far the longitudinal

general than any previously ZhlJoi j • ?
esult obtained is more

Sffi? tyPe °'iVcShed m
.

that il * ^ted to no
straight hne.-xi. 397, 400.

h a3
<lu<»<i-stationary motion in a

£ &hott
e

^^rs
ke

p;e

t

ôl
!°,
nnUla

!
f°r% and *! were oM-fari

Ibraham ; . .? Prevwusly; hev m„ „i u-t-.j t._

V Schott si* yj ^f™^>f°r FJ and FJ were obtained
Abraham in an mdh-ect ™ 7! they Were aIso obtained by
further appr0Ximafinn ,^

manner thirteen years before." The

graham iTJS*?*** • «* wereT^o obLL
further approximate fp-H

thirteen yeara bef°re-10 -«
Page (xi. 398, i. 52) ',,

"' " a new result obtained by Page.

" *** '"OS,^ " ^ ^ *"">****'** tne case

«*»*Wformur to haV8
"«"! «» *• «. "PP* Tay.ort, expand to the
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of negligible v. Using the notation /„ = d"//df, we can express

it as follows

:

F' = — 2e2 f/3c2a + 2s2f,/3c3 - 4e2af2/9c
1

+ 2c2a2 f3/9c
6 - 4eW/1/45c« + 4s%4

/6 /135c' . . .

= e2/3o2c . exp(— 2o/c . d/dt)v. (8.55)

It is clear from the above treatment that the proof of (8.31)by

the direct method of integrating over the moving charge-complex

(or electron) is much more difficult than the indirect proof which

will be given in a succeeding section. This merely illustrates the

general fact that ' Maxwellian ' mathematics, i.e. the use of con-

tinuous functions and infinite integrals, is much easier and neater

than working statistically with complexes of point-charges.

This, of course, appeals to mathematicians and to the rest of us

who want to simplify our operational calculus ; but it does not

constitute a valid argument in physics. This particular formula

is of importance as illustrating a general principle of alternative

approach. We shall accordingly attempt to sketch here the

more general proof given by Schott. But as the mathematics

involved is somewhat beyond the range assumed in this book,

we shall have to omit portions of the purely mathematical side of

the proof.

There is a well-known expansion for the electrostatio potential

... ,

/ .,;.,'<p= S7JB(i-^/c)

:
.. = e'S* (- l)"/» 1 SV-\ •

.
-

where 8 is djcdt and r is the simultaneous distance of the field-

point and s' at time t, i.e. our former r'. The second term in the

expansion is clearly zero, so we have
".

' 9 = e'(l/r+ K*<i»r/<«»+ . . ..).

• Now .

u . drldt= — v'r
••":.

.,.",. dV/dia = -/r
+(^-«',)/r.

Hence

<f
= e'/r . ( 1 + v'2/2c2 - <2/2e2 - r/r/2c

2 + ....).

Which coincides with (7.15). Similarly

"'• •'
„

;A = e'[v']/ciJ(l-%/c)
* '

= e7c.So (-!)"/«! .W**)
= e'(v7cr-f/c2 +. :

. •)•
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These merely illustrate the use of emansfn,. •„

operators. We really require aW*J^^**««m
,A* = * + (fDK^/fc + (g'D')(S^ l 233

)

:

Here " ~ • • •

* = Ml - v'*/c*) + (v'r)Vc«l-» "

„ -r-m-V'/cKBm*
(V'r)p

ir=ri/5' + (v
,
r)/c](1 J^J-

The vector operator

V'={dldv'x,dldv'v;dldv\)
'

operates only on functions of v' and ™* «~
* '

example D(v-V) = V. * °n r> f or *'.- f ; for

Similarly we require the series .

+ S72C . prw - . ]
" + •••];,

The force exerted by <fe< on <fe is given by (7.3)
'

'"

PAfc-~ VT+ V^(vA)/c_ c-HAldt, /..:
,""

respect to the charge is «L™i£i~- J1111
? "Ration with

weSS ° eXPanSIOnS iUSt^en and -"ting higher term,

+ (g'v)/2c«.V(^') ... .: .
J/ CJ

.

Take any on^tIT ~^'^'W " ^«^
its velocity beiniT The!

,*ai»MMnPI« <">d moving with it,

u is thevLKfJSaXfto aWnfr°m ° t0 * h '.W«);
u' = V' - y .. r fln

f ™7x

T
e to °. i-e. u = v- v and similarly

^-^^•dJiaSoSSi. If Me fc the

'electric centre' ,
""^^ r

°
= U = 0)

- ^centre „ the point 8u<jh^ r

q _ ^ & ^
indent of the time,

J
u,£ = 0aIso .

J

ifSoand
.

o
= Voare
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the radius-vector and velocity of the

axes (the aether), then (Fig. 24)

centre ' relative to fixed

(s + r )de = es ,[s&=[

i

vde = ev
,

, llife = 0. ii
J , Fig. 24.

If we expand u in powers of the co-ordinates of de relative to

the electric centre and substitute in the last of these equations,

the linear terms disappear on integration on account of the first

of these equations. , ; ; .
• .

Hence the constant term of the expansion must just neutralise

the terms of the second and higher degrees. This means that the

.electrio centre moves about in the electron, because its velocity

differs by Becond-order quantities from that of the element of charge

with which it coincides for the moment.—Schott, i. 236.

Since K'S' involves only v' and differences of coordinates

ix x' . . .),

'

djdt. {K'S') = (f'D') (K'S') + (v - v',' V) (K'S').-

It can also be shown that ; - ' •-,..
i ;

•>
,

V(K'S') = CD'S'.

Hence .i

(f'D') (K'S')12c = djdt . (K'S')fic - J(v -V, D')-S'.

It can also be shown that

K'"S' = [1 + (u'D ) + • • .](K»Sa),

where the zero suffixes refer to the electrio centre, i.e.

S = r"
1[l-^/c!! .sin2(!; r)]»

' X = [l/5f +(v„r)/c](l-^/cT1 .

D = (3/3wM, . . .).
='

We shaU now drop this zero suffix as no longer necessary, and

write down the expression for the force at which we finally arrive

after making various approximations :

P'/deds' = R + P[ + Pj, where

. R = _ [1 +' J(u + u', D)](l - ^/c2)V5

Pi = dldt . [
i 1 1

+ J(u + u', D) |
D(l - v*lc*)S]

Pi = 2/3c* . p[ft + p
2V(gv)/c» + 3^f(fv)/c» + 3^v(fv)yc«]
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The resultant of all the mutual actions of the

of the charge-complex or electron is
several

elemei

F' = jJ(R + P; + P;)<fefe'.

As to the integral with R, it is obvious that S and all »#„ a
OS, WS, ... are even functions of r, wh¥e vl v-

6^"-
the terms in this integral cancel in pairs The fn™.

Hence

de on dc' is
* he torce Verted by

P/rfciE' = -R + P]' + p^
For the same reason the second term in the integral with K

d/dt
.

|J
duk'/4 . (u + u', D)D(1 _ V*/C2)S>

gives zero, provided the electron is centro-svmmetrical • fc

the'rad" "t^ T?^^ °f
'
andCS«the radii vectors r and r„. Hence •

'

'

.
^ '

where •

-'• «--*?&";
",

'.

G
i = - I

J
\dcdc'D(l - ^/c2

)5

=
f f

&<&' .

T( 1 -*/*+**/c») + r 1«Ifl-tW )

Finally PJ is quite independent of the coordinates so tJt"

5^

WeS *° (8 '56) ^ 8e6 that thia gives <
8 -31 )-

(F'v) = _(vdG
1/iO + (F>)

*<»«. t

= -^-[(G
1v)-i2] + (G1f)-2;.

iortheLorentz electron this becomes

wher
W^-dfdt-lK-Mj-L,

(8.32? 40)'
^ an<1 L haVe been defined al>ove in connection with

of ttffi^T' that there fa rektive m^on °f the Partsot the electron the velocity of ds being v+ u, that of &' being
-men the activity of the internal forces is given by

A = i
J J

<fefc'[P'(v + u) + P{v -f u')].
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where
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^ = (F'v) + i
j j

Qdsds',

273

dQ=(W- u)[l + i(u + u', DflVP + i(u + u') £ . DF,

F standing for (1 - ua/c!)
s -

Now, since iS is a function of the differences of the coordinates

of the elements and of the velocity v,

dVjdt = (tD)V + (u - u', V)V.

That is,

Similarly

Hence

(u' - u, V)7 = (fl>)7 - dVjdt.

(u + u', d/dt . D F) = [u + u', ( fD)D]V
-[u + u', (u'-u, V)D]F.

= f[1 + i(u + u', D)]DF - dVjdt

+ l(u'-u)(u + u',D)VF

- J(u + u') (u' - u, V)D7.

When the last two terms are expanded, the relative velocities

being kept in front of the operators, they are seen to cancel since

D and V are commutative. The first term is seen to be the scalar

product of f and the integrand of G. Hence

A = (F'v) - (Gf) -di/ldt, (8.57)

where

,],
= $(1 ;-«•/(*) ff/S&cfe'. :

. -

We have therefore

j
A = -dldl.[W-B]-L, ,,

(

;

:.

where - ..<.-•-
,

TP = (G1v) + <l»
(
8 -58

)
.

may be regarded as the electromagnetic energy.

Let us apply this analysis to the Lorentz contractile electron.

Let (*o Vo zo) l>e the coordinates of any element relative to the

electric centre when the electron is at rest, and (x y z) when the

velocity (of the centre) is v. Then
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so that

uz=- vix^/c2
, u

y
= 0, u

z
= 0.

Taking the velocity v along x, we have

ou =mm •

jJ
(fafcT«$ + (*, - j^W,

Ou = „/2c2 .

jj
dedz'(x - x'Q) (z - 4)/rJ>,

where

From symmetry <?,„'= <?u = o

and G^ = pm()i

where m = 4JF /3c2, as before.

Also

+ ~V2p.Jj&A7f.,_

The electromagnetic energy is
'"•"-

.*.

TT=(G
xv) + 4; •

= pTT (l + o2/3c2)
= *W2(|3- 1/4(5).

Hence

K- lF=m„c2(l/4|3-l).

Jf is what we called W, in formula (8.36).
When, owing to symmetry, G

t
is along v, we have from (8.56a)

a - JL [ f
&&' f v2jc2 ' -|

1
2c2 JJ r(l _ «•/«!• + ^/c2) [1 +'i_^+ *ft^J

= — dty/dv,

where

* = 1(1 - i>
2/c2

)
Jj
&dsV*[I - *>

2/c2 + t>
2
/c2J->.

m rigid spherical electron t

the prolate spheroid -,. , ,

(l-f2/c2K + y» + z2 = a2
.

For the Abraham rigid spherical electron the transformed or
auxiliary system is the prolate spheroid

,
,.

. .



We find

where W„ = 3ea/5«-

Hence

where

m<

in agreement with (8.20, 26).

The longitudinal mass is

m' = djdv . (mv)

_ ggo_ra-„S(1_ W2/C2)L

in agreement with (8.19, 25).

From (8.58)

W — rraua + ^

POYN1TNG

|= JFo(l-»2
/c!)/20/c,

(?, = — 3i];/3u = mi;,

w r i + ^/ca i + Wc _.,i;

u" L 2»/c g
1 - vje J

275

(8.58a)

1 - t>
a/c

:

, 1 + »/<H
2»/c S

1 - fl/cj

Also

where

= Tf (l + 2«2/3c2 + 2o«/Sc* + . . .).

(Fivj = - d/*(vGj) + (Gtf)
= — djdt . [mifl) + mvv

= - dK/dt,

K„v-K = K = mv*- jr.

= W-W„.
Henee for Abraham's electron Kv = Wv

mvdv

3. Poynting.

In 1884Poynting enunciated a theorem which is generally

supposed to have revolutionised the treatment of electromagnetics.

Its discovery furnished the first proof that Maxwell's theory

implied that the insulating medium, outside a conducting;wm
supporting an electric current/was the medium through which

energy is transferred When the current is steady, it comes
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from the boundary of the wire and ceases at its aria &
iii. 79.

,U8-—tfeavisify
Poynting's theorem throws a clear light on many quest?™ t

its importance can hardly be overestimated
; and it is n j

i
ed

to recall the state of electromagnetic theory of some tl v.
<mlt

ago, when we had to do without this beautiful theoremT years

viii. 25.
—J-'Oreiitz,

The magnitude of the change in the point of view COn»»n ,
the principles brought forward in this paper is perhansSi on

clearly in the case of the discharge of the condenser T??
most

publication of this paper the general opinion was that th«
h

was transferred along the wire. . . . OnPoynting's 41 theT°flows out from the space between the plates andTh^n coZ

®

sideways into the wire, where it is converted into heaW^8

Thomson in Poynting, p. xxi. ,. "oa"-—^. J.

We propose to subject this widespread view to a critic
examination. Let us begin with the simple case of cduniform currents in stationary circuits. We have (in elst-mae
units) 5 p

ccurlH = 47tu

c curl E = H = 0.
Hence

4tc
j
(Eu)dT = c j iT(E curl H - H curl E)

= - c
|

tfT div FEH

= -c
f
dSFEH).

Or
J

J(Eu)rfT+ [(PdS) = 0, (8.59)

where P = c/4*
. FEH is ' Poynting's vector.'

^TlT-aTent
'm a IonS 8traiSht c^er, the potential-

gradient being E. For a length I
'

j
Evdz = Ejl.

cvS/'
C

^o
eIement °f area of a surface Just surrounding the

cylinder is dS = Ids in the direction marked on Kg. 25. Hence

(PdS) = -cEl/4n.[Hda

= - cEI^k . 2nrH
= - clrEH/2.
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Fig. 25.

That is, equation (8.59) is in the present case merely a compli-

cated mathematical way for telling us that

E = 2j/cr.

We started with linear circuits, we

generalised the results, we applied

integration to enunciate a theorem,

which we then used in order to

retrace our steps to our starting-

point. In other words, if we rewrite

the equation H = 2j/cr in the form

Ejl = cjin . EH . 2nd,

we have thereby proved that the

energy dissipated in heat (Ejl) has

come in from the aether at the

rate cEHjiu per unit area of the wire. It is amazing that

physicists could delude themselves into thinking that this re-

shuffling of symbols should constitute a 'proof.' The simple

bit of algebra just given is supposed to prove conclusions such

as these

:

Formerly a current was regarded as something travelling along a

conductor. . . . But the existence of induced currents and of

electromagnetic actions at a distance ... has led us, under the

guidance of Faraday and Maxwell, to look upon the medium

surrounding the conductor as playing a very important part in the

development of the phenomena. . .. We should realise thoroughly

that if we accept Maxwell's theory of energy residing in the medium,

we must no longer consider a current as something conveying energy

along the conductor.—Poynting, pp. 175, 192.
,

[Energy] flows perpendicularly into the wire from the insulating

medium which surrounds it.—Richardson, p. 204.

We may say with certainty : In the space around every homo-

geneous current-carrying conductor there is a flow of energy.

Schaefer, i. 257 f. , „ . , ...

We are thus led to the general idea that the whole affair of the

electric currents is actually in the field outside the conductors.-

Livens, ii. 271. • , ' „ a,,;4

One can regard the electromagnetic energy almost as a fluid,

having a certain density, flowing from place to place in the held.—

Slater and Frank, p. 249.

But however theorists and popularisers express themselves,

the ordinary working physicist remains convinced that a current

really consists of something travelling along the wire, iie
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remains frankly Bceptical in face of the paradoxical hvn m,
that it is everywhere except in the wire.

ypothesis

We shall now extend formula (8.59). Let us define

the integral being taken over any stationary volume IT
•

Maxwell's equations, we have (in elst-mag units)
SW

^

dWfit =1/4*. [rfT(EE + Hft)

= c/47t . jrfT{E(curl H - iitufc) - H curl E)

= - c/in .
j
dr div FEH - f (Eu)<iT .

Hence

.
dW/dt -f

J
(PdS) +

J
(Eu)dT = 0. (8.60)

This result is a purely analytical deduction from Maxwell's
equations

;
it cannot possibly be erected into a physical hypothesis

designed to save these equations from the objections suggested
by the electron-theory. The different terms have been descrip-
tively interpreted as follows. The first term is described as the
total energy in the volume, distributed spatially at the rate
(energy-density)

'

\ ' .«'=(£2 +£f2
)/87T.

The surface-integral is interpreted as the total outflow of
energy from the volume, at the rate P per unit area of the
boundary. The third term, the volume-integral of (Eu), is taken
to give the rate at which the field-forces do work on the moving
charges. This last is usually written

.

'

Eu = Epv

= (E + c^FvHjpv
: =say, Qpv.

Hence the equation can be written

J(Qv) p*r+air/«+j(PdS) = 0. (8.61)

This is the general statement of Poynting's theorem. It is an
analytical consequence of Maxwell's equations and consists
essentially m the transformation of a volume-integral into a
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surface-integral. In this form it does not give us the law of

energy, for we need only change the sign of c, and therefore

that of P, to arrive at convergent waves. Poynting's theorem

expresses the energy-law only when the fields are replaced by

their expressions taken from the retarded potentials.

We have already seen that the force on unit charge moving

with v can be expressed in the Lagrangian form (7.3).

F = - VL + d/dt . dL/dv,

where L=U —V,
V = Se'/iJ(l - vile), F = (Av)/e,

A = Se'v'/cB(l-^/c).

Changing to continuous analysis, we put the electrokinetic

potential

L = 9 - (Av)/e.

Ifw is the Maxwellian current replacing the retarded formulae,11

F = ij*r(Aw)/c

= f ii(k curl H)/8w

= f efrr(H curl A)/8n - f ch div FAH/8*

= f dzH'ISn - [ (dSFAH)/8*.

We have seen (4.73) that the energy equation may be taken

to be
T + V + V = constant,

where T is the kinetic energy of ponderable masses to which the

electricity may be bound. The ' electromagnetic energy is

therefore w=u+r
= W'-S,

where

W'= \(E* + H^d-c/Sn

S=\ (dSFAH)/8w. < 8 -62>

" Similarly there is a surface-integral in

V — f A-E'/S" + / dSfBplSx-

But for the wave-shell E* = °-
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We must accordingly correct our former equation. Also

must take the energy-density as
We

w = w' — div FAH/87T,
where

w'=(E* + IP)l&K .

where

(8.62a)

(8.63)

Equation (8.61) when thus corrected becomes

j
(Ov)p<fT + dW/dt + | (PdS) = 0,

W=W'-S,

S=-\(dSVAH)/8n,

P = P'+d/Sl.VAH/8n,
P' = e/4 rt .rEH.

Sine* the force-equation is Lagrangian, we have (4.74)

with fixed space and time terminals. Hence

SJ*[2
,

-JiprfT] = 0.

Ur 9(divE/4^_p).
We then have

°^|^-J.T{(Aw)/2c_^+ divE/47r
ftom this we deduce"

E = -V9 _a/c

^ad 0ftaking

F==E + ^curlA.

" I*rmor
' i- M .-MacdoaaU.p. 160.
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as the integrand, other writers 13 take

r-JjBWr/Sir + jtfVfc/BB.

= T-U+V-S.
But it is assumed that

' the surface integrals introduced vanish '

(Livens, i. 570), that is, S
j
Sdt = 0. Hence the second method is

really identical with the first.

Again, omitting T, others take

[<ft[*r(fl» - £2
)/8ji

as the ' action.' From the principle of minimum action we then
deduce

c curl H = E, div E = 0,

c curl E = — fl, div H = 0.

Nowadays a great deal of exaggerated emphasis is laid on the
principle of least action.11 Any theory which wishes to claim
respectable paternity is put in the guise of a minimal principle.

But so far as electromagnetics is concerned, everything is already
contained in Schwarzschild's electrokinetio potential L.

4. Localised Energy.

We have several times already criticised the idea of spatially

distributed energy as logically unnecessary and generally mis-
leading. Nevertheless it is still the almost universally accepted
view, witness these recent quotations :

If, as I do, we believe with Faraday and Clerk Maxwell that the
properties of charged bodies are due to lines of force which spread
out from them into the surrounding ether, we must place the energy
of the electron in the space outside the little sphere which is supposed
to represent the electron.—Sir J. J. Thomson in 1928 (xiii. 12).

The electrio charge is the integral of the normal component of E
over any closed surface forming an internal boundary. Instead of
a substance we have merely a constant of integration. . . . The
regions occupied by matter are thus reduced to absolute vacua, all

energy and momentum being electromagnetic and in the aether,
not in matter.—S. B. McLaren, Scientific Papers, 1925, p. 49.

'* Schwareschild, p. 126 ; Livens, i. 668, ii. 247.
" Prof. Conway points out to me that f (T — V)dt is not the actios function

—which ia 2 f Tdt—but Hamilton's principal function. Larmor and others are

responsible for this mistaken nomenclature which has got into quantum theory.
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The idea of a point-charge is not possi ble according to thP rl

field-physics, for the energy-density would become infinite •
•

nejghbourhood.-O. Klemperer, Einfuhrung in die EkUronik, 1933
s

Let us now examine the energy, thus regarded, in the cas« „f
uniformly moving Lorentz electron. We have

a

H = v/c.(0,-E
t,Et)

E = (l,p, P)E

^T = rfTo /p. ,

The energy-integral is taken over an infinite region so that rt„surface-integral £=0. Hence
CS'"", so mat the

=iM .

J
d^iEi +m +^)iK + K)]

= m c*(p - 1/43).

And
A i = ~dW

1/dT.
'

(g63
.

present« ff^/^Wj^«* 'L"
3
*
be°°mes - '«

If. however, we neglect the rektL f^6."*11^1 vanishes -

complex or regard the muW^"'7^ the charSe-

» non-electromagnetic J™*"* «*T»ty as compensated by
aenticalwithequSn^^T' P^V «*°^ becomes

*etavesh2htlv J^*^^ •"

(8.63b)

^P^^SS?".^ *. instead of

^P^ffiSJSrxff - -^g new. We have
(2) The utterly

artificial
™?™rda force-formula.

thtl
that W^tS? ?

r°Ceed^ " 6h0™ V^cable totllewh0l
â take th Lorentz contraction a],

_ (3) We stated that thT J™™6 sPace rfT = dT„/S)
*"% the SjStJ^-^iU. Butin«»* the energy as changing, i.e. we
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assumed an acceleration. In other words, we take Fi as portion

of the total force F', and we find Poynting's theorem (or its

equivalent) separately applicable to this component of the force.

(4) We take the boundary to be infinitely distant, so that the
surface-integral vanishes.

The case is entirely different when we come to deal with F^

and W2 , i-e - with the acceleration-field. For here we are not

inventing a mathematical fiction, we have to do with radiation,

i.e. with progressive localised energy. The current view is this

:

When an electron is put into motion, it sends out a stream of
radiation which lasts as long as its velocity is being accelerated.

When its velocity has become constant, there is no more radiant

energy sent out from it ; though the previous sheets of radiation

will continue to travel on into the more distant stagnant aether,

leaving behind them ready formed the steady magnetic field of the
uniformly moving electron. But that field, which thus becomes
established as a trail or residue of the shell of radiation arising from
the original initiation of the motion of the electron, does not itself

involve any sensible amount of energy except in the immediate
neighbourhood of the electron.—Larmor, i. 229.

If the distance is large enough, the radiation-field gets, so to say,

disentangled from the field . . . which is carried along by the

moving particle.—Lorentz, viii. 50.

In the wave-zone the terms depending on the inverse second power
of the distance may be neglected.—Mason-Weaver, p. 317.

Consider the simple case of a Hertzian oscillator at the beginning

of its oscillations. If we assume that the charge distribution on the

oscillator before it collapses has been held there for an indefinite

time previously, the field surrounding the oscillator will be identical

with the simple electrostatic field appropriate to the distribution

involved. Now suppose that at the time t = T the discharge takes

place and the consequent series of oscillations started. . . . The
new radiation field is at the instant t confined within the sphere

r=c(t— T) surrounding the oscillator ; outside this sphere, which
is a wave surface for the advancing waves, the old electrostatic field

remains undisturbed.—Livens, i. 486.

Consider the last quotation. The advancing wave-front is a

surface of discontinuity in E and H. The disturbance is regarded

as propagated into a region within which the electrostatic field

is already established ; during the passage of the waves the

electrostatio field is obliterated and after the passage of the

waves it is restored. Conditions are different when there is a

system of waves with a definite front and rear, outside of which

there is no field of electrio or magnetio force. Within the wave
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(8.64)

and carried along with it there are then two Bnwm „
a steady electrostatic field due to a doublet at th

poaed fie'ds

:

alternating Hertzian field. The general bound*™
8°T and an

follows." E - E' is zero at P o^thewSft^ " as

t and zero at P>, dn distant on S\ at the instant + dl
*****

(S/3n + 3Jc3lKE-E') = o.
^

Dealing with the discontinuity by mean, of tv,
,'•

transition layer, we integrate E/c=TuriH L **** °f a
element dt^dndS.

^/c-curIH over a volume-

Jc-
1£iT =

_J
(E _ E ,

)i5

J
ir curl H = Jrf5(FnE - Fn'E')

Hence (using the bracket notation of p 38)

-

Similarly
[E+FnH^O.

{H-FnE] = o.
The equations divE = divH= Ogive

'•'.-.

divsE = [^j ==0
divs H = [# ] _ o

'."

*,E-E--v»rH-H0 p',^ ,
J '
Hi (corresponding to

*„ tv, . ,
»• " =H2 (corresponding

trav?,r •

ak
f

t0 rePresent radi^°n

where *=l_ %/(, Hence

.
At * given moment i th.

& =
**' ** = ** " a

from 2- to r = 7- + * ^87 emitted during the interval
* of radius i = c(T- r, an̂ S*^ between «» two spheres :

"»<«. are separated by he If
°f^ R' = * ~ ^') whose7 h6 tLstanoe "^ (%. 27). (In the figure

H-H-VxfE-E';

% 20.

" B-*»l^iil.,r^ l SO, iv. 75.
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S and B' must be imagined as considerably longer in comparison

with vdT.) The thickness of this shell at any point is

dn = B - B' - vKZT
= (1 - vR/c)cST

= kcST. (8.64)

The volume-element is

fa = dndS = UZTB? sin 6 dQd9 .

We have
d/dt=k-1

dldT,

and T has the same value for every point £,

of the sphere 8 since the sphere coincides

with the wave emitted at the moment T.

Hence

BW'/Bt = cSr/4Tt .

f
dS B&jBT

Fig. 27.

c/iTz
,"'-f^W - c/4n . f .EVS.

For jS the outward normal is along B and for S' the outward

normal is along — B. Hence

P' = c/4tc . FEH = c/4* .R^,

f(P'dS) = cjin . \mS - c/4* . [E'HS'.

Therefore

BW'/Bt +[(P'dS) =

for the wave-shell.

Now from (8.63)

(8.65)

3/31.(17 -W')- 3/Bt .

f
(dSFAH)/8:c

(P - P', dS) = + B/Bt . I (dS7AH)/87t.

Hence from (8.65)

BWJBt + [(P2dS) = (8.66)

where we have added the suffix 2 to show that we are dealing with

radiation-energy. Now this is exactly what Poynting's theorem

becomes for a region in which p = 0. Taking the region and
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boundary of the wave-shell a3 fixed (in n I

let us now investitrate thn r*t« „r .

,e
.

ctwe wet.

*>'=(£» +2^/8,1 = ^/4*

S (sin 6 cos
<p,

«'(o
> o>1)

sinesin
',

' oos e)

/ (sin oc, 0, cos a)

"•8 = 1; cos 6

cos(/fl) = 8inagin6coa?

+ C08 « cos 6.

•y Hence, from (8.64, 67)

e
*/7*^.f'sm6<£efV,

where Jo

*-* + **< «/«.«*«
r"g. 28.

SnbStitUtefo
^0«). Since

F8^^ = 2rt cos a cose,and

j:J.
CM,tfB^-2«(co... co8, 64 . .

we obtain
+

* 6m a sin2 6).

+ e2/2 C08» a /2c8 f*. . ,
7

•J.
8m9rf0^-sO-^ (3cos 8e_ I)r
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Changing the variable from 8 to k, we easily find

8W/ST = 2e2/
2/3c3 . p

4(l + pV/c2
. cos2 a)

= 2e2/
2/3c3 . p«(l - j;

2/c2 . sin2 a)

= £• (8.68)

This, however, is not the complete formula, for according to

(8.63)

If = W - j(dS7AH)/87t.

Now '

~

(RiFAH) = (R„-AFRXE) = (AE)

and A = ev/aRfc. Hence we have to add

- d/dT . [ (AE)iS/8n

= - e2/87tc» . d/dT f'sin 6d6 f 'd<?Y,

where

7 = - k-' fv cos (/«;) + ck-lfs{l -k- t^/c2).

Integrating as before, we easily find that the additional term is

-dRjdT, where"
ie='2e2/3cs .p

4(fv).

Hence, referring to (8.40),

- (F^v) = STTj/Sr = L- dRjdT. (8.69)

Observe that the equation

(F;v) + 3jrs/ar = o (8.70)

can be derived from Poynting's theorem (8.63), by considering

the whole space, including the source, at time T. The only

energy is that being emitted, and the surface-integral vanishes.

Combining this last equation with (8.63a, b), we have

4 1 + 4 2 + a(i71
+iFj)/ar = o

(FJ + F,', v) + 3(if + Wt)jdT = 0.

We see therefore that Poynting's theorem is separately ap-

plicable to the two ' fields.' We have rejected one ' field ' as a

mere mathematical transformation of the source-energy. The

other we have accepted as in conformity with our experience of

transmitted radiation. It is interesting to observe that this

distinction is emphasised in recent (quantum) theory :

' ' There is no danger of ambiguity in this new meaning of if.
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Every field can be composed of two Dait,

.

given by superposing light-waves an^ t , : .
one Part wM„i. .

and fflomentnm fori a 4-vectoT ftn^
toi *hi°b therefL Z* "

static.field for which thisCTth* c^tl™ C0^7Zonly the first part is subjected tn «. „, I-
In the quantum!? he

existence of hght-quanSthfc^^Tatf-"'«M£tlZWee particles; the second (static) part f the M?™ 0th<* *Saother hand, unquantised.-Heitler. p 19.
h° Md re»ains, on J£

about+ E with,elocityi,sLlct«r7 T^--^
due to - e is, if we omit terms in l/Jp,

magnetio
^tensity

„ H=l/C2ffi. FKR,
The 1/i? terms vanish for the ewfril • ,

.'

and - £) and we hare
Ctnc mte^ity, due to + ,

Also
E = I /c2iJ.rR

I FR1j5.

-"m«-^ftKii« ...

Suppose B
^=2(p)2/3c3.

Tnen the aveVvlC' **" «^-Btt being X = 2w/„.

^d the average flux is .

(Wi = wW/2.

^n = w<aJ
/3c'

^^e negative char2e

=
h

(27r,4Ca73X4
-

("»J
^bnurn Position Ser^e

maS
fl

SM ""* °^tes round the

Putting °°
(2,t)*»ieV/2e«x».

we have ~ iwr
../& = Um = ft jp

>
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where the radiation damping factor is

6 = 2(2it)2e2/3OTcX3 .
(8 72)

As our previous results have shown, instead of usbg the mathe-
matical expedient of Poynting's theorem, we could have reached

the same result by employing the dissipative force

2cp73c8.

Having made clear that the Maxwell-Poynting method of
employing integrals over infinite space and over wave-shells is

mathematically equivalent to using finite extended charge-

complexes (such as Lorentz's electron) instead of point-charges,

we shall now append some general observations. The first im-
portant remark is that our work seems to imply that a single

accelerated electron—e.g. moving in a circular orbit (f=au?)
must necessarily radiate energy. As is well known, thi3 conclusion

has caused great difficulty ; it seems to be disproved, e.g. by the

stability of the hydrogen atom.

Classical . electrodynamics requires an irreversible radiation of
energy from a solitary electron whenever it is accelerated—Leizh
Page, PR 20 (1922) 18.

A moving point-charge in general emits radiation.—Heitler, p. 26.

Electrons would continually lose energy by radiation and would
eventually fall into the nucleus. Atoms are essentially stable. Yet
stable atoms would be impossible according to a consistently applied
classical electron theory.—Stoner, i. 43.
This is Larmor's formula [2t?PjZc3] for the rate at which a single

moving electron radiates energy. ... The new dynamics . . .

seems to throw doubt on this formula for emission of radiation.

Many physicists now question whether any emission of radiation i3

produced by the acceleration of an electron, except under special

conditions.—Jeans, p. 577.
The classical theory of electrons has led us to the important con-

clusion that an electron can never have its velocity changed, either

in direction or magnitude, without becoming a centre of radiation.

By this the first great discrepancy between the old and the new
theories shows itself. . . . We have been compelled to suppose, in

absolute contradiction to the old theory, that the electrons moving
in an atom do not radiate.—Lorentz, xiv. 47.

Now the so-called ' classical * proof, which we have just given,

consists in employing integrals such as I Mir, which are entirely

inapplicable to point-charges. This proof has been shown to be
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of continuous distributions-or of »«™ *
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5. Electromagnetic Momentum.

Let us begin by investigating a formula of Maxwell's T«t
8 be a surface surrounding and isolating a system of'stafe
charges, n being the outward unit normal at any point Thl
the total force is

J * '
lnen

R = _ jv9 . pdz = |V<p . VVt/4tc.

Then it can be easily shown that

V2
<p . Stp/Sz = dA/Bx + dHjdy + dGjdz,

where

Hence

Or

inH^Ej:/
LnG=EtEl .

(873)

BI =\fc'div'(A,H,G)

'-"' ^^(A^ +M^ + Gn,)

TdS, (8.74)

where T is Maxwell's stress-tensor. If S is an equipotential,
the resultant stress is a tension $E* per unit area. If S is per-
pendicular to the equipotential the resultant stress is - ££>,
us. a pressure perpendicular to the lines of force. Thus, accord-
ing to Maxwell, the resultant action between two electrostatio
systems can be represented by a stress-distribution over a surface
enclosing one of the systems.
We have here another example of a purely analytical trans-

formation interpreted as if it had some profound physical or
explicative significance. According to Maxwell (i. 165),

TV =
[
£Wt/8tc

may be interpreted as the energy in the medium due to the
distribution of stress.' As Saha remarks (iii.),

' the only rational
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This expression for the energy of elastic deformation is totally
different from Maxwells integral for the electrostatic enersrv
This last is merely a mathematical manipulation of the empirical
law of electrostatics. It is now seen that it has no connection
whatever with the alleged stress-distribution.

Let us next apply the same analysis to the general case
Using Maxwell's equations, we have

47rpO = 4jtp(E + c^FvH)

= E div E + F(curl H - c^EjH

= E div E - FH curl H - c^FEH.
Now

FEH=a/3«.FEH-FEH
.

'

= d/dt .FEH -f- FE curl E.
Hence.

4tuP = E div E - FE curl E - FH curl H - c^Bjdt . FEH.
But • •'

'
' .

^divE- {FEeurlE}.-

= EJfiEJdx +'...)- E
u(3EJ3x - BEJBy)

+ Ex{BExj3z - BEJdx)

= EJEJBx - E„dE
y/Bx - Ex3EJ3x

+ djdy.(ExEa ) + dldz.(EJEx)

= B\Bx . [El - }fli) + BlBy . [EJEW) + B\Bz . (Ef.).

And, since div H = 0, we have a similar expression for

- { FH curl H}, = Hx div H - { FH curl H},.

Hence

J

where

j
Qx?fc = j dx(BajBx + BhjBy+ BgjBz) - e* Bjdt .

f
P'Jx,

4sa = £»-J£> + £r»_Jfl»,.

P' = c/4ti . FEH.
The first integral on the right-hand side is

JTJIS.
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where
(8.75)
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where

litT, = ii:{anx + hn
y + gnc)

\Opd-: = ^rdS-8G'/dl,

inT = EXE +HnH - Jn(^ + jp),

G' = jg'rfT, g'=P'/C2.

Equation (8.75) is due to Lorent? » -R„ ^ .

Z r f*
'

thi ^om^T^iz^ analogy

must not be content with the superficial W™ • "J *"' we
» a generalisation of Maxwe^^ •

atlon that (8.75)

proceed as we did in the caseTfpLT*Z ^^ We "™*
show that Lorentz'sZS ,? f !

the°rem
'
Le

- ™ «"*
the electron-theory. 2 ttme of at fT* °f formuke *
the surface is at tofiS/«dX =

a^^^ m°™g electron,

(8.75) becomes
7 the surfa<*-mtegral vanishes. So

winch is identical with f8 fifil i ^
the momentum by an infiXv i .

We have n™ de^d

Since

~"/C -^ +^-^,-W -(8.75a)

(T-W)^i"tt' aM- <* Poincare vii g«„ r r a,

WrZ,'i ,8Mm8toh^eintrod°^!i
9mot,onof '"besot induction. Max

ntUm
ffl *• iMd. fiS

I

Pre8erVed « w° ™™gni«, the eziatence
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We have, using the result given on p. 282,

Glx = vlincK^dz{El + El)

= M^cK^dT (El
!l
+ El)

= H4TO2
. 2/3 . j d-.tfil

where ma
=

And

= 4Tf /3c2 .

im v,

Giv = — vjiizc^

J
<w^„

= — $vliKtf .j<M«
= 0.

Hence

.
G1 = ?,m v.

Such is the proof in vogue to-day. The obvious criticism that

occurs to one is that expressed by Schott (i. 10)

:

It seems a somewhat circuitous method to evaluate the forcive

acting on a, finite system of charges from the actions that take place

in infinite space surrounding them, bo far as that forcive is due to the
system itself. It is surely more appropriate to express it by means
of integrals extending to the regions occupied by the charges them-

It seems clear that the Maxwell-Poynting method for calculating

the energy or momentum is devoid of any physical implication

;

it is simply a mathematical expedient, a treatment alternative

to the direct calculation we have already given. In particular

it must be noticed once more that, since we have (mathematically)

distributed the ' electron ' through the whole of space, we had
to put ck = <£t /(3 everywhere. If, as Lorentz did (at least

originally), we interpret the contraction as a physical happening
to an entity called an electron, we cannot regard this cosmic

contraction as anything but an analytical figment.

Moreover, the force F[ = — dGJdt is only portion of the

total self-force, though for experiments on moving electron-

swarms the remaining portion is relatively negligible. This

case is called quasi-stationary motion. The usual description of

it is somewhat objectionable.
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B
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Therefore

J-ws-aG'/a-o,
(8 .76)

S,S'

over the wave-shell. This is precisely what (8.75) becomes for

the case p = 0.

As in the proof of (8.68), we have

SG'/S< =
f f
rfW^RjrW sin 9,

where w' is given by (8.67). On solving, we obtain"

..,..-/-' SG'/S/ = iv/c»,
(8.77)

where L is defined in (8.68). Comparing this with (8.68), we
deduce

8G'a = 8r8/c*.v, (8.78)

where we have inserted the suffix 2 to show that we are dealing
with radiation. This formula is analogous to (8.37a). It must be
noted however that (8.78) applies only to the integrals. For

' P' =VRjC ='ie'c, (8.78a)

so that- ,

:g' = u>'/c2 .c. , (8.79)

Here we have the velocity c instead of v.

Formula (8.77) is not accurate, for we have used P' instead of
P. We have

G = c-ajPiT
:

= G' + l/8nc2 . [
rfx d/dt . 7AH.

For a single source

FAH = eYclR2
. B,

where, k being 1 - vR\c, .'

B = k^vvjjgc-1 - ir«R,t%en + k^fvs - k^R^tv) .

Also

di = JtcSioiJ2 sin 6 dQd<?

d/dt = k^d/Bto.

" Heaviaide, v. 460 j Page, xi. 382.
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Hence if a completely absorbent surface coincided with S th
law of action-reaction would hold and the surface would be
acted upon by a normal pressure p = «,'. F;, which is opposite
in sign to v, is the reaction on the source at the moment of emis
sion when the velocity is v. This back-thrust of radiation on
a moving source will be further considered in the next chapter
Consider equation (8.81). This tells us that the rate of out

flow at a wave-surface is — T = w' normal to the surface This
is quite independent of whether dG'jdt is zero, as it is when the
radiation is constant in intensity. Many of the current state-
ments seem to be incorrect on the point.19

If we consider an electromagnetic field like that in the propaea
tion of electromagnetic radiation of any sort, the field is oscillating
and so the time-average value of IP'/St is zero.—Livens i 593
Consider a region which is the seat of either stationary radiation

or undamped periodic vibrations. In the former case the average
IGJU is zero, and in the later case SG'jBt vanishes provided the
value of the force desired is the average over a whole number of
periods. Hence, the force on the matter within the region is riven
entirely by /IUS.—Page, i. 68*.

misgiven

Since the electromagnetic field does not penetrate inside the surface
[of a black body], the electromagnetic momentum G' is zero and
the body is subjected exclusively to Maxwell's tensions.—L Bloch
p. 448. '

If the field is periodic, ... the time-average of SP'jat is zero.
In this case the term fTdS plays no part.—Schaefer, i. 264.

Since P' and G' are quadratic functions, it does not follow that
their average is zero when they are periodic. And if we refer
back to the proof of (8.76), we see that dG'jdt means the rate of
increase of the total momentum inside the wave-shell.
The reference to Maxwell's stress is entirely misplaced. For

we have seen that - T is the rate of transfer of the momentum
across a stationary unit area-element; whereas in ordinary
mechanics a stress on a stationary area does not transmit any
energy, the stress in a moving body measures the transfer of
momentum only across area-elements moving with the body.
B is a curious situation that the present writer, who has rejected
Maxwell's stress more decisively than usual, has now to defend
electromagnetic momentum and stress (pressure) against wide-
spread scepticism. .-.

" See also Lorentz, iii. 29 ; Swann, PM 1 (1926) 684.
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[It] is to be preferred, at any rate from the stand™;.* , „
electron theory of matter, [that we should] deny the rfe °f S9

of the Maxwell stresses.—Richardson, p. 208
P y ' reaUty

This term cannot, any more than ' tension,' be taken m™. 11 •

Lorentz's theory for the aether is by deftdttoSSS^
expression electromagnetic momentum ' is onlv » n;™-i r
phor It is only a fiction.-L. Bloch, p. 40?!

P " meta'

What is the meaning of this outstanding term ? Tt ;« „ „ 1 *

differential with respect to the time ; and thus following igj
dynamical analogy, there is a very strong temptation to sav that H
represents a rate of change of some kind of momentum^ ThLimphes a distribution of electromagnetic momentum •

thro™w
the field with a density at each point equal to P. Such a tentative
hypothesis would Provide a convenient representation for many
purposes, but there are difficulties involved in it. In anv cas^M,
a pure assumption . . . From this, the modern, point of view the
actual force distribution on the matter enclosed in any surface
would be expressible partly as a static stress distribution over its
surface and partly as a kinetic distribution throughout the interior
. . . Part at least of this distribution of momentum would have to
be ascribed to the aether, as it would exist if there were no matter
present. . . . Even if we presume the existence of this momentum
it appears that it is certainly not the main part of the momentum in"
the field

; it is for mstance not that part of the momentum which is
involved primarily in the propagation of electromagnetic or light

T^8
'

-

I,/.
The

.

re "' however
-
after all no substantial reason for

adoptmg this point of view of the matter as anything more than a
convenient mode of expression.—Livens, i. 592 f.

It seems curious then that such an objectionable, metaphorical
and fictitious formula as (8.76), and in general (8.75), should work
so well. Schaefer's solution is this :

The term resulting from the stresses is exactly compensated by
>G jit, i.e. there is no force acting on the free aether to set it in

motion. Hence it is consistent for the electron-theory to regard
the aether as perfectly immobile.—i. 678.

Cunningham is more drastic :

Is it possible, by assigning a suitable velocity to the aether at all
points, to make a state of stress in the medium account both for
the transference of momentum and for the flow of energy ? . . .

Ine answer to this question will be shown to be in the affirmative,
provided that ... the total velocity of the aether [is] at every
P
°!v ,

velocityof light. ... The aether travels as if emitted
with velocity c from the moving charge.—Pp. 194 f., 201.

It is certainly extraordinary what confusion still prevails con-
cerning elementary points in physics. Here we have the view
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that the aether is moved by forces, side by side with th •

that this is a fiction
; some maintain that electrom

"*
momentum is an objective reality, others that it is a m^T

5?'10

to some the stress T is fictitious, for others it eives th!
P '"

mentally verified radiation-pressure
; some relativists trf?*?"an immobile aether, others hold that it is moving relattT ?

all and sundry, with a speed of 3.10" cm. per sec" !m {
to

hold that there is no aether at all. Surely there i, „
"*?>

metiT^ POiDt3 bef°re~° °n *«- and
a

^:
In the light of our previous discussion we can „™„

the answer already given, or to be devekpld laterTthlTf

'

(1 The aether is a name for the kinematic £ ,

book -

in yard's force-law. wZZ^^TZ^T^
anned by experiment
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of deciding.

ofa^rdfoteS'tnlr,.^ *"*"• The ™T «-
(3) Experience ofStrra^ meW°rk"^^4^.

attribute moment™td enrrftraVeS and ^ht Iead* ™ to

to move thought™SrXvetlTe3WhiCharea~d

Compare equation (8.65)
* *'*

with

where

3""/^+j(P'dS) =

3?/&+[(udS) = 0,

7= lp*rand u =
pv.

Tli'

BabstrncTasTmew^feW^3^ ener^ a* a^ «"

fa u
6
J
6t
\tement that thto substa^ -

y
'
and regardi"g the equation

« called the density of\Te ln„£ * "' conse™d. Accordingly P'
energy and electricity"ere S"?"^- H the anal°gy between
the form PWv between P'^/ r-

hera shouId be Nation of -

17?d «ean the velocity ofth?!"'
Du8t as u = PVJ- The vector
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admits (i. 218) that ' the substance-representation of the electro-

magnetic field as carrier of energy and mass is unconditionally

valid only for the wave-zone.' For radiation we also have
equation (8.76)

BG'/a-f [-TdS = Q.

By analogy with ordinary momentum we put

w'vc^ = P'c"2 = g' = m'v.

Hence ,-..--

to' = «'ca .

Now we have already shown (8.79) that

.._..,*•:. g' = K)'c-2c.

In other words, v = c. The velocity concerned is the velocity

of radiation, as indeed should be obvious. The velocity,

momentum and energy are those of radiation ; to apply them
to the aether itself is meaningless. The tensor

-T = w'c/c = g'c (8.83)

is simply the rate of transfer of momentum per unit area. It

has nothing to do with ' stress in the medium.'
The view here outlined enables us to avoid the two extremes of

scepticism and credulity. On the one hand, we need not say
with Jeans (p. 579) that

it has not been proved, and.we are not entitled to assume, that there
is an actual flow of energy at every point equal to the Poyntinf
flux, . . . such a circulation of energy is almost meaningless.

Except where radiation is concerned, we share Jeans's doubts ;

we are even more sceptical, for we have rejected the 'reality'
of E and H. But we decline to reject energy-flow in radiation.
On the other hand we cannot share the too-inclusive optimism of
Lorentz. >

It might even be questioned whether in electromagnetio pheno-
mena the transfer of energy really takes place in the way indicated
by Poynting's law. ... No one will deny that there is a flow of
energy in a beam of light. Therefore, if all depends on the electric
and magnetio force, there must also be one near the surface of a
wire carrying a current ; because here, as well as in the beam of

J'gnt, the two forces exist at the same time and are perpendicular
to each other.—Lorentz, viii. 26.
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It does not at all follow that because we admit

connected with Fj we must make the same admissio
er

f
y"flow

Radiation is a fact of experience, not at all dependm*
1

**'

coexistence and perpendicularity of E and H Even if
°n *^e

the Poynting method, the effect depends essentially Tn ^Pt

being proportional to if2
. Because one believes in th« +

mission of hght and radio-waves, one is not in any wa h*'
to accept the curious hypothesis that an ordinary electric

7 d

flows in vacuum sideways into the wire, which the msntlv ^
IUTent

Physicist or technician obstinately and rightly regardT!^
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y reeards as the

Finally, in view of the difficulty we have had in trying f„ %.
order into the chaos of divergent views, we canno"aSpiaSstartmg-pomt in his exposition of electromagnetic t^ory
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m0ve in the direction of OX with a velocity v which is so small
that squares of v can be neglected Then there is a momentum
Nmv per unit volume. How can there be a current of eneravT*
times as great ? Simply because each particle has the enerel^
and carries it along, giving a total current of energy Nmhi—
Lorentz, xiv. 116.

The relation, as we have used it, is not in the least remarkable •

p = gcx.c, i.e. energy-flow = momentum-flow x velocity. It is

quite simple and natural
; at most we might miss 1/2 as a'factor

And it has not the remotest connection either with Lorentz's
contracted electron or with the theory of relativity. It relates

to F£, not to F[.

Of course we may apply the relation also to a uniformly moving
spherical charge. Then from (8.75a) we have

> • s

gx = v/inc* . (E* + El, - EJ!,, - E£x). (8.84)

This certainly strikes us as a very remarkable relation until we
realise (1) that it is a highly artificial mathematical transforma-
tion, (2) that it has physical meaning only when it has been
integrated over an infinite volume. ' That the relation exists
is due to the circumstance' that we chose this roundabout
method, which on integration gives GL

= pm v. We also found,
quite independently of this supposition, that the kinetic energy
was

K = KV-K = m c*($-1).

In fact to arrive at this we had to make a peculiar assumption
about an anti-exploding pressure. Observe that while the
Lorentzian method assumes

density of energy-flow = c2 density of momentum-flow,

neither he nor we hold that

total energy-flow = c2 total momentum-flow.

For the right-hand side is c20mov and the left-hand side is, say,
a„ = $m c2 . Hence Lorentz in the above quotation is setting out
on a fool's errand, and he arrives at his result only by the tour
<*e force of an expansion in series, in which he avails of a con-
veniently retained constant by using K, instead of K, - K as
the energy.' Relying on Einstein's theory, which will be briefly

considered in the next chapter, he also takes the formulae as
applicable to ' material points ' without charge.
Max Abraham (ii. 184) essays a 'generalisation' of the
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radiation-relation g = P/ca. According to him, ' every ene
current P calls forth a momentum of the density a — pfl~,
This is certainly a peculiar generalisation. For if the en

'

flux had a velocity v, we should naturally expect g = p/t
We shall examine the alleged proof given in a more recent te V
book.

The momentum of matter may be supposed to be simnlv tt.momentum of the energy it contains We shall suppose tha?all the energy in matter has the same momentum as electroWCtl
energy. If we mate this assumption, we can easily find tl

WiSm ™9 &ny material SyStem m tems of ita eWgy<-H. A

The energy is W =
J
udr, the energy current-density is P where

w + divP = 0. '
The centroid of the energy f is given by

Wx = wxdx.

Hence

Wx= I wxdT

= -\divPxdr

Hence
°°™aary. The momentum-density is g = P/c2.

G = JP<iT/c2 =PFv/c2.

^tSKfvefoS oSh^
rf^ °f the P««* -V

^
velocity of the centroid of its energy.' That

.

G = W\lc\
This * particle '

is rean„ „ .

of the infinitely extended™
ge0metncal Point, the 'centroid'

substantial enough for a forcefcf
'

n<5VertI
?
eIess ifc appears to be
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A force F acts on such a particle along the direct;™ ;„ ~u- , .

moving, and we suppose that there is no lossSll ? '* fa

or otherwise.-H. A. Wilson, ii. 10.
rgy by Nation

We proceed as follows :

dW = Fdx = Fvdt = vdG

= v{Wdv + vdW)c2
.

Hence

dJF/PT = vdv/ic" — tf).

Integrating, we obtain

TT = ppr
,

where W is ' the energy of the field of the electron which moves
along with it, together with its internal energy, both reckoned
as when the electron is at rest ' (ibid., p. 14 f.). ' Let us n
consider the mass of the particle. This we define in such a waT
that when a mass m has a speed v, its momentum is mv.' Hence

to= J7/c2 =pm ,

where m = W /c\

Let us now examine the starting-point of this argument.

The total force on the field is . . . P/c" per unit volume. Since
force is equal to rate of change of momentum, we conclude that the
field has momentum equal to P/c8 per unit volume. . . We con-
clude that the momentum is due to a flux of energy P so thatto may say that the electromagnetic energy when moving hasmomentum. The momentum of matter may therefore be supposed
to be simply the momentum of the energy it contains. . We shall
suppose that all the energy in matter has the same momentum as
electromagnetic energy—H. A. Wilson, ii. 8 f

.

This exordium is full of unproved hypotheses and debateable
assumptions. The force on a current (proved from ordinary
we-circuits) is c-WuU. In empty space we have Maxwell's
^placement-current £/4tt. Therefore the force is c/4* . FEH.
.here must be a similar force on a varying magnetic field in an

electric field'
: c/in. FEH. Therefore the total force (per unit

volume) on the field is P/c2
. What on earth is the meaning of a

lorce on a magnetic field ? How can the alleged displacement-
current be acted on by a force ?

All this has physical meaning only after we have integrated:

but P • ''
Wher° Gl is calculated by an infinite integral

*i 18 the force on the electron. We might as well start by
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assuming it. How ia it then proved that G - w -,
differentiating the ad hoc formula

l ~ Vc
' By

Wx= \wxd-:

and expressing the result as
J

ibxd-: instead of
f
wick. Curio

enough, dO is not put equal to ve*dW but J ,^/m ^
We conclude that we miglt as^^^

Fi = d/dl.(Wvc-*).
S

Here W is apparently field-energy plus inWn„i

Fj = d/dt . (mv),
where m = Jf^-s and .g" = RK it,.* •

rs-deX^eSeS68

ft**
68M

5
I reM°**—

an electron, which we haveS!i ™ [electrostatic] energy of
magnetic theory of mass. Kerehv tt, ™ f*™ ? the eleotr°-
any system of electrons) appears afth»^

S
?-

an eIectron
<or °f

field
;
and it must not beXXS in ^ f 1* ltS electromagnetic

space where its charge fa coSL ,"
eI

f-

Ctron itself
' 5 -e- * «»

space over which thf lecSSl fi m"^ u
1

.

bnt ta the *ho]e
• • It is remarkable that S. £eI

1 ?
f this charge extends,

factor 4/3 is lacking Tte£Jt> 8enera
l
f°™ula [a,!^ the

the electromagnetic^heor^oTn^-KTi^^ tM°Ul^ f0r

a- iSaS^SS3? <*»?
r*ther dogmatic iMistence on

investigate this alleged rf.-ffi u^V and ™ shall afterwards

« are interestedtfhe atSt ^^ ^ At the moment
ordinary motion £ j* fPpllCatlon °* radiation-relations to the

t^elfinthenextsenten^
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-

Frenkel reaUy refutes
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e
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It follows from this admission that, as we have contended
the relation w=m& has physical meaning (it is really the
definition of m) only for radiation. Hence the analogy with
K„ = mc*, where m = pm

,
ia misleading and false. Even if we

use the Maxwellian method of integrals over infinite space, we
have for this latter case

so that the ' mass ' per unit volume is

ml = wjc* = E%1 + e*/c» . sin2 (v£)]/87tc2

= l/8ro2
. [El + (1 + „2/c2

) (El + E\)}, (8.85)

if v is along x. But we see at once 21 from (8.84) that g t
is not

equal to mtv, it is not even parallel to v. The equation w = mc2

is entirely inappropriate to this case. It begins to have applica-
tion only when we have finished our mathematical detour
quite an unnecessary one—by an integration over all space.
Let us briefly recapitulate the argument which led to

W1 (or KJ, Fj, Gt . Adopting Abraham's rigid electron, we
find (8.58a, 26)

Gi = Ymov= m iV,

where y = 1 + 2a2/5 + . . ., a standing for »/c. Also (8.58b)

where S = 1 + 2cc
2
/3 + 2a4/5 + . . . Hence

WJmj* = 3/4 . (1 - 2x2/15 . . .).

It is only by assuming Lorentz's contractile electron that we
were able to deduce

Gj = {3m v = OTjV,

K-l = p£ = m^cK

Moreover, this applies only to uniform motion. There are three
other steps in the argument.

(!) F[= — dGJdt. We prove this only for part of the force.

The total force k F^ + F',.

(2) F = + dGJdt — FJ. We prove this only by assuming
that the ' ordinary ' mass is zero.

(3) Wl is not equal to Kt ; so we have to assume a non-
electromagnetic pressure to keep the electron from exploding.

But when we come to F, the logical situation is entirely

" To got out of the diffloulty, W. Wilson (ii. 740) boldly deolares that g,= n^v
is the ' correot ' equation ; g, = P,o-« is a ' faulty expression.'
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j jj
I

j[|

different. The formulae are identical whether we ad
Abraham's or Lorentz's hypothesis or neither of them ft

premisses do not include any of these assumptions. As
already pointed out, they are even independent of the idea of

°

extended electron
;
they apply to statistical charge-aggregate

"*

Assuming then that we are dealing with progressive radiatio^
we deduce '

P = we, g = wc-*c.

We can now see the fallacy in the following contention. After
giving the formula

xl

K = ((3 - ljmjc2 = (m - m )c\

i.e. the Lorentzian formula, but here supposed to be proved bv
' relativity,' Livens (ii. 384) proceeds thus :

The proportionality between mass and energy obtained in fhh
result has been accepted as a fundamental physical fSt/a^d^
types of energy are now presumed to be associated with a proportional amount of mass. i

a **°

He then forthwith gives an « analysis of a special case,' namelv
raiaton-pressure." But, as we have just shown, there is £ST 1^ ^y°nd a 8UPerficial alSebrai° BMarity

frl^T,?8 tW° °aseS
-

Radiation
> ^Pending onF^cannot be deduced from formulae connected with F,'

vnlt*™^?1^™ argUment of Max Abraham. After

(ii. 184) already quoted.
^ &™™1™*™ '

tte^t^t^Jlt1^?- UnifOTB rectninear m°«°°-
stresses. [Thevdod^ ?

for°es being balanced by mechanical

energyW^^^%^™«fc«.«*
SatnZmuS^^^^^ *- do with the

thus:
Ulawluchhe Pron^ed to generalise. He proceeds

W = \^PJydzdt,

and Allison
(p. 770) give tJ™

W" "' given ^ ****' (! - ««)• Compton
to the oaso of radiaX'e-^T'TT' "ith '" imP0rtant «PpB«tta,

"
. .

*«*•*. pure eleotZa 'T
8a^m

*
definito dire0tiOn-' Becker (P- 347

>

electron I
*

etao'™magneti field wave-aheU • as ' a special case 'of an
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the limits of integration being =F co—which seems to make the

' svstem
' infinite in space and time. Now vdt = dx. Hence

But ex hypothesi

or in general

vW =
f
PJLt.

Gx =c-*^PJ-c

= Wv/c2
,

G = mv = Wv/c2
.

Abraham next remarks (ii. 186) that m = Tf /c! instead of

4Jf /3c2 . He explains the discrepancy by saying that the

mechanical stresses acting on a rigid electron produce no deforma-

tion but cause ' an energy stream in the opposite direction to

the motion.' He then professes to prove m = pm and m' = p
3m„.

[These formulae] agree with those deduced for the Lorentz

electron. We have derived them here, without making any assump-

tions whatever concerning the configuration or the charge-distribu-

tion, solely from the theorem on the momentum of the energy-

stream. ... The same equations must hold for the ' particle ' of

elementary mechanics.—Abraham, ii. 188.

Coming from the initiator of the rigid electron, this alleged

general proof is rather surprising. On p. 171 of the same book

he reiterated his own formulae (8.20, 19) for m and m' ;
and on

p. 176 he asserted that Kaufmann's experiments showed ' satis-

factory agreement ' therewith. Yet less than ten pages later he

tells us that Lorentz's formulae, arrived at with practically no

assumption but g = Per2, apply not only to the electron but to

every uncharged particle. It is extraordinary how even a

leading physicist can relapse into muddleheadedness.

What do Abraham's integrals mean ? They refer to a uniform

flow of radiation along x. Since dW[dt=0, we have from

(8.65)

f

(PdS) = f(P'dS')

\PJLS = constant = U,
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dS being dydz and U the flow of energy. And

Ox = c-*far = c-*u\dx

= c-*Wc,

since dx = cdt, W being the total energy. That fa,

G = Wcjc\
As far as a particle is concerned, Abraham'* •

.
meamngless. What he really does is to a^umT ^^ are

W=mc*, G = mv.
Even this is not enough for it ,mi;.. i

'8 "86a
>

He further assumes
PPLeS 0nly to unif°™ motion.

We then have
P = ^v)/dt.

(g^
Qr

c'dm = (FV)dt = v'dm + mvdv.

dmjm = vdvj{ci— ^)
Whence, on integration,

There is nothing new in thi, -™L t> r.
(8 ' 86c)

0. N. Lewis in 19ol anladoptd later Z r£TT^ *
to reject the 'relativist derivation.' " * *' Wh° professes

Lenard has show? this ^"^ ?
Mly of relativity. As Mr P

application ofme?ham^"rH^Ula "^ bom » ««7 Sk
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^erence to relativist Mel* -V TO

b
?f
ob*a^ed ^out any

Elehronen,
1925, p.25

.

—F
' Wolf

' ^»« schneUbewegtm

general
prho^es.^wUhtu/'^r/'"01 ?? be deduced from I"'6iron's
constitution^FrenkeU.2

P
28

rePrese^tions of the

navethre^SelySeLwonW^ " " aU^d that ™yamerent proofs of the same formula: (l)from

relatrnty.' 'ongwlnded ^ obsoure; h;8^ SB^tm to
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the contracted electron, (2) from ' relativity,* (3) from ' ordinary

mechanics.' Probably we should add: (4) from radiation-

tjressure. We can, at any rate, make short work of No. (3),

which we have already quoted from H. A. Wilson and Max

Abraham. It can at once be conceded that (8.86c) follows

from (8.86a, b). Or, put in another way, W = mc2 follows from

(8 86b, c). And this latter is precisely the argument we used in

connection with the Lorentz electron ; only what is now called

W was then called K,. But it is only the tail-end of the

liorentzian argument. The present effort is merely an attempt

to induce the tail to wag the dog. Moreover, the formula

(8.86b) is incomplete, for it ignores altogether the radiation-

force Fs .

Let us now turn definitely to radiation phenomena. We shall

use W and G for what we called W', and G,, i.e. we take no account

of the terms B and M as we are dealing with periodic radiation.

Equation (8.65)

dWjdt +
f
(PdS) -

f
(P'dS') =

can be taken as a particular case of Poynting's theorem. But

we verified that, in the case of a single source (charge-complex)

it represented a relation true on the electron-theory, i.e. deducible

from Lienard's force-formula, provided we regarded this portion

of the energy as propagated in space (the aether) with velocity c.

In other words, we first proved (8.42)

- <r,v) = SIT/S< = L.

We then showed in (8.68) that SW could be taken as distributed

in the wave-shell with the volume-density w given by (8.67).

Equation (8.65) then shows that we may take (8.78a)

' P = toe

as the rate of energy-flux. Put in this way, the argument is

made to depend exclusively on Lienard's force-formula.

Similarly equation (8.76)

dG/dt - WdS + ["PUS' =

shows that SG given by (8.44)

. -F;=SG/8< = £v/cJ
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Newton's radiation-pressure is twice as large as Maxwell's for the

same energy radiation. A necessary consequence of this is that the

magnitude of Maxwell's radiation-pressure cannot be deduced from

general energetic considerations, but is a special feature of the

electromagnetic theory ; and hence all deductions from Maxwell's

radiation-pressure are to be regarded as consequences of the electro-

magnetic theory of light and all confirmations of them are con-

firmations of this special theory.—Planck, The Theory of Seat

. Badiation, [1914], p. 58.

For a beam of given intensity the pressure would be different in

the two theories—in the undulatory theory only half of what it

would be on the other view—so that here again we have a crucial

experiment. The measurements have clearly decided in favour of

the wave-theory.—Lorentz, Nature, 113 (1924) 610.

If we had assumed the existence of light-particles in the classical

theory, the pressure determined would be double that determined

above, contrary to experimental fact.—Birkhoff, Relativity and

Modern Physics, 1927, p. 75.

The independent experiments of Lebedew and of Nichols and Hull

have definitely established the existence of this pressure, and shown
'

that its magnitude agrees with the value obtained by Maxwell and

not with that required by the emission theory.—Preston-Porter,

Theory of Light, 19286
, p. 16.

We have here an excellent instance of the premature burial

of a theory—without a proper inquest. The demonstration that

light travels faster in air than in water was similarly supposed

to be the crucial refutation of any emission-theory. The humor-

ous aspect of this argument from radiation-pressure is that the

alleged absence of pressure was once used as the final refutation

of any emission theory 1
ai The present argument is as follows.

Suppose there are n particles (each of mass m) per unit volume.

Then mo particles, each with momentum mc, strike unit area of

the absorber per second. Hence the pressure is

p = mnc3 = pc2= 2w.

Whereas experiment shows p = w.

This argument certainly eliminates the crude idea that light

consists of material particles. But it leaves the ballistic theory

of electromagnetics untouched. Recollect that in the electron-

theory so far expounded we started with potential-waves, and it

was only subsequently by calculating the self-force on a charge-

complex that we arrived at something which we could identify

* For example H. Lloyd's Report to the British Association in 1834.—MU-
cdlanceu) Papers, 1877, p. 23.
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W= me*. Similarly, if there exists in a given enclosure a quantity

of radiation whose energy is equal to W ergs, the mass of this radia-

tion wEl be W[& grams. If V be the volume of the enclosure in

then the radiation in the enclosure will possess a density of

rpj'vc* gm. per c.o.—Prof. F. G. Donnan, in Science To-day and

To-morrow (Morley College Lectures), 1932, p. 59 f.

It certainly seems that we must attribute mass and energy

to radiation, in the sense that the quantities m and W are re-

quired to express the reaction of radiation with matter. In

this sense there is nothing savouring of either Maxwell or Einstein

about the equation W = mc2
. There are several other quite

independent issues which we have not discussed : (1) whether

gravitation acts on this ' mass ' as it does on ordinary bodies,

(2) whether when energy emerges mass disappears and vice versa.

It may also be gravely doubted whether this mass is ' one of the

essential properties of matter.' In any case it is an ontological

judgement outside the scope of scientific physics. There does

not seem to be any pragmatic value in describing light in terms

of what we know as matter ; it may be even dangerous if it

suggests a crude analogy with the flight of a swarm of material

particles. Finally we have not so far encountered any justifica-

tion whatever for the assertion that ' matter itself [i.e. the mass

of ordinary matter] may be expressed in terms of energy.' We
have met two equations

(1) K, = mc\ or better : K = Kv
- K = TOoC

2
(P ~ *) '

(2) , W = mc\

The first was reached after many disputable suppositions

:

extended electron, contraction, anti-exploding pressure, purely

electromagnetic mass. It applies to ordinary forces and ignores

or neglects radiation. The second applies to transmitted radia-

tion and prescinds from ordinary kinetic energy. It has no

connection whatever with the suppositions made in deducing (1).

If formula (1) were quite wrong, as such different thinkers as

Abraham and Ritz maintained, formula (2) would still be true.

It is fatally easy to be misled by the similarity of the lettering

in both formulae ; especially if K, and W are, a3 is usually done,

called by the same letter (E or W). This similarity 13 seen to be

innocuous when we recollect that in (1)

1=2(5/3. ffdttfe'rS1,
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whereas in (2)
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nit cross-section. A and B are two black surfaces at some

certain temperature ; the curved surface and the outer boundary

of A and B are covered with a perfect reflector, the outer space

.

supposed to be free from radiation. Let <p be the angle made

<a) (b)

Kg. 31.

by the relative ray with the normal ; the cylinder is moving

with v in the direction AB. The energy emitted by A in unit

time in the direction 9, cp+ dcpis 2-kJ,jIQ, where dQ= cos <p sin 9 <J<p.

That is, we take the emissive power of a black body to be

2izJ \ cos <p sin <p dtp = izJ .

This exerts on A a normal pressure 2npdQ. If we multiply by v,

we get the rate of external work done against this pressure,

which is converted into radiation. Hence the total radiation-

rate from A in a given direction is

'

^

' 2n(J + pv)dQ = 2-rzJdQ.

This falls on B, part is absorbed and part is converted into

work. There is no resistance to the cylinder, hence the same

pressure is exerted in opposite directions on A and B. That is,

2-kJ^Q is absorbed byB and 2npvdQ is converted into mechanical

work. If B were at zero temperature, this would be the only

radiation to be considered. But we have taken B to be at the

same temperature as A; hence B emits 2^J^iQ, exerting a

pressure 2np'dQ. The net radiation from B is

• 2iz{J -p'v)dQ = 2nJ'dQ.

This falls on A ; 2nJ dQ is absorbed, and work 2Ttp'vdQ is done

against the incident radiation and is converted into heat. There-

fore as much is absorbed as is emitted by both surfaces ;
and

on each surface there is a pressure 2?c(j) + p')dQ (in opposite

directions) so that on the whole no work is done. If A or B is

replaced by a perfect mirror, the condition of the radiation must

remain the same, so that 2n(j> + p')dQ is the pressure on a mirror.
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M = ct- acos
<P + (l-a«sin^)Jj

where . =* And from BtoA the relative velocity is
«' = c[acos 9 + (i_ a2 sin2(ri) ,

]
Both rays have to traverse l/cos* Hen„» «.
content is '

os^ Hence the total energy-

' where

= W+V,

W - 2nJ
Bl^ sin 9 rf(p(1/tt +1/^

.

is the energy yielded by the radiating bodies, and/'
'

J

^ = 2^l sin 9 dy(p/u_y^
"
Jf

e ene
if ^ag out of the work

directL!
g" 31b)if 6

" th6 an§le made by the absolute

cose = asm^ + (1 _ aasinl! {

'

It is known that
, . .

, P = J/c. cose, ' ' '
;

' '-;.

t/= ^o/(l-acos6)
.

Also 7°/<fiMlyKi Bin*
:

$K\

P = ^ l^£l9+il-a2sinV)i Cos 9
'«(!-- a' sin»9)»~"- .

;

Similarly
.
5* "OU -a2 sin2 9)*'

^' = ^c/tt
'

(i_ a8sina
P/"/ o = [cos(B_„n ».. ,

•

9 a(I ~ aS sm2
9)1/0(1 - «*) (1 _ a* sin* 9

,i.
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Inserting these values, and putting

47tJ Z/c=lP ,

the energy-content in a stationary cylinder, we find

v = wB 2(1 - #? [i + *' - <4^-
2

bg L±f

]

= 4Jf /3.(a2 +. . .) (8.87)

-Fell + 2a2/3 -f- 3a«/5 +...). (8.88)

so that , .
."-. .,':>.'"'> '

- - .

tf+IF = p»JP . (8.89)

Incidentally let us find the pressure on a moving reflector :

:

•,"p = 27c(j>+"p')i0 •

= 47tJ cos2 <p sin <pi<p/c(l — a2) (1 — aa sin2 (p)'.

' The density of radiation falling on B is

; w = 2tzJ emydtp . ju • :
.

= 2jc7 c sin <$d<? . ju\\ — a2 sin2 <p)».

Hence

. Now :

Therefore

, P = 2uw2 cos2 <p . /c2(l -a2
).

u cos <p = c cos 6 — v = c (cos 8 — a).

P = 2u> (cos 8 - a)2/( 1 - a2). (8.90)

We shall prove this formula by. another method in the next

chapter.

' The interesting thing about formulae (8.87, 88, 89) is that they

cannot be put into the form E = pi? . In whatever sense we

use the word energy

—

U, W, U +'.W—we do not find this relation-

ship between the energy in the moving cylinder and that in the

stationary cylinder.25 We can with some justification say that

the kinetic energy has been increased by the amovJit U, or that

.approximately the apparent increase of mass is 8TT /3c2. We
can also use the approximation .>. '

iF_TF =2Wy3c2 .v2.

" The only effect of the Lorenti contraction would bo to substitute 1/0 fop I,

i.e. W'/W =. VIU = {l-a')i. ;
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Note by Prof. A. W. Conway, F.R.8.
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(line spectra), but that we can do so to the motions of
*

e
^"aggregates (band spectra) . By a consideration of the most

al possible localised disturbance,27 the radiation of angular

omentum (8.91) and energy WPdS) have been calculated,

aking use of the usual quantum conditions E = U and angular
m

mentum = nhjtn. It was found that a local disturbance
m

pressed in the conventional harmonic functions could be

obtained to give any term of any band spectrum formula.

>' Conway, "The Radiation of Angular Momentum,' Proc. R. Irish Academy,

41A (1932) 8-17.
.
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transformation is usually called by the name of Lorentz.

wish to point out, not from any pedantic insistence on

^te history but with the desire to secure a clearer logical
aC

°«wtis that the formula was first explicitly given and usefully

lo e'd by W. Voigt in 1887. 2 This explains the title of the

present chapter. ..

Voigt's transformation is as follows :

r = xp(x - vT), r = x7, z' = xz, r = *p(T - »*/<*) ;

x
> = K$(x - vt), y' = v-y, *' = xz, t' = x£(« - irc/c

2
)

;

where B is (1 — f2/c2)"* and x is an arbitrary constant. (9.1)

It is then easy to verify that

Z(x
, _ X'f

- #{t - T'f = x*rS(* - X)2 - c\t - T)2
]. (9.2)

This is the sum total of the elementary mathematics involved in

this alleged world-shaking transformation.

Taking both sides of this identity to be zero, the right-hand

8;de ri 1 ci(t _ Tf, represents a spherical wave, T being the

emission-time from the source S(XYZ) and the t reception-time

at the receiver B{xyz) . The equation then tells us that a spherical

wave in the system K is transformed into a spherical wave in

what we shall call the conjugate system K'. The word ' trans-

formation '
is here used in a purely analytic or algebraic sense

;

we are not assuming any particular physical relationship between

the
' systems,' nor do we assume that c is the velocity of hght.

Minkowski says

:

Tor these equations covariance under a Lorentz transformation

is a purely mathematical fact, which I will call the Theorem of

Relativity. This theorem essentially depends on the form of the

differential equation for the propagation of waves with the velocity

of light.—Math. Ann. 68 (1910) 473.

But it is surely unhistorical to call the transformation Lorentz's,

incorrect to apply the physical term * relativity '
to a purely

mathematical fact, and unjustified to limit its application to a

particular numerical value of c. These remarks, so far from

being pedantic or otiose, are vitally important for a proper

« Om. Naohr., 1887. p. 45 ; he took «/3=l. In 1909 Lorentz (viii. 198) referred

to Voigt's paper of 1887, ' which to my regret has escaped my notice all these

years.' ' The idea of the transformations used above might therefore have been

borrowed from Voigt, and the proof that it does not alter the equations for tne

free ether is contained in his paper.*
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analysis of the arguments urged in favour of the r>h, • ,known as Restricted Relativity. Physical theory

We have made no assumption concernine th„ i

source and receiver relative to the medium inTLZhT?" °f the
to velocity ofS be u (with components^ u utZT^, Ui
Jbe w Then the corresponding velocitL?^

^
**,^

°

f
Ii

,
m the conjugate system are easily found. ;

nd W of

_drK = ~. = xir

«;=-__jk__ • " •--•.. * -

P(l-^/c«)'
(9 .3)

moving with _ v
% * °' ** f u a* rest and S' is

^^iCrSretS805^ °f*«^to*

r ' *wF^r^zrxj]#}

Pfl-fo/c) 1

re' = ___?L_ ' •

i

.

•

P(i - fo/C
)

-

Tte formulae
(9,, according,y become ;

r
'm' = Krm,r'n' = Xrn,
r' = x|3r(l _ ivjcy

(9.4)

(9.4a)
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The following formulae are easily proved

:

r't/r* = xJ(l - lvjcfj(\ - ua/c2) (9.5a)

(1
_ M'Vcs)/(l - «2/c2) = (! - vVc2)/(l - vujc*)* (9.5b)

_ w
-

/c)/( i
_ w,\c) = (1 - *>

2/c2)/(l - ^/c2)(l - Ivjc) (9.5o)

i _ sJv/c2)/(l - S«A/<^) = (1 - "2/c2)/(l - ™*/c2)(l - ^x/ca
)

(1
(9.5d)

We have now before us the elementary formulae which we

propose to discuss and apply in this chapter. This excursus is

really added almost as an afterthought, for it became clear that

nowadays it is impossible to write even an introduction to electro-

magnetics without giving some consideration to the special

theory of relativity. This is the more necessary for two reasons.

Firstly, because this theory has now come to be included even

in the more elementary text-books. Biggs says in the preface

to his Electromagnetic Field

:

I think the time has come when a knowledge of the field should

be considered incomplete without an understanding of the synthesis

given by the special relativity theory.

And Prof. Leigh Page has written An Introduction to Electro-

dynamics from the Standpoint of the Electron Theory, in the preface

to which he declares that ' the object of this book is to present

a logical development of electromagnetic theory founded upon the

principle of relativity.'

Secondly, because in the present writer's opinion the con-

temporary attitude to Einstein's theory is extremely uncritical

and abounds in untenable claims.

2. The Doppler Effect.

Let X = Xn + uxT, . . . x = x + wj, . . . be the respective

coordinates of the source Sat emission-time T and of the receiver

S at reception-time t, the join SB having the length r and

direction-cosines (I mn). Then

r* = Z[z + wj - (X + uxT)]\

so that

7 drjdT = 12(wxdtldT-ux
)-=w^tldT-ur

And, since r = c(t — T),

dr/dT = c(dtjdT - 1).

Hence dtjdT = (1 - u
r
/c)/(l - wT

jc).
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J*?J
2n h^ freQ

-
uencv of emission and q/2n that nfpdT/2« = gdt/2*, since the number of waZv^T^m,

mterva. dT is equal to that received f„ Ze dT TK ? °"
ances , and q will sometimes be designated .1

(?6 ^
'frequencies.')

""Mgnated simply as th(J

Hence

fcular, it applies to electromagnets tf ft In Par'

accep the Maxwell-Lorentz theory The t,rS ^^ we
js qmte snnple; any apparent variations eTl' f

" ]"St^
books on sound, are really the same r!wg"' J?md m text"

And this proof must be accepfed bTX •? **"«* word*-

curious fact that writers of books onS "? ' •* 8pite of the

--* rffi- moving with u'3 J?^tW ".^f V»«

Hence
^^~ ^X^ =W - ^/cW.

*l= i£ l-vwjc'

Using the relation
(9.60) and tk,

(I - AMI 7 responding formula

.ennd ^^-"-Wd^,!^

let us

consists
1

dl/dT

Bu* we have w'T ""*' (1 ~ Vc)/(I - a,
r/C

)'

*- «»-K £^5* £ *hand side is unity.
*ce an identical proof

£**
.

feft;^d side; as is obvious,
transformation

does notS *
he Bystem *' The Voig

£«*• Soppier f0rmX "Jn-rth any alternative proof
ms.de each 8ystem is quVZff /^ that thi* fo™uI^ i°H»th6 ktel^tio„ oftheZ^ff* ^^ theory concerning

J w*u. For phenomena in K Einstein
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cents the equation S(» - Xf = c2 (« - T)\ from which by
a
-°

pie differentiation the Doppler formula is proved ; he
8

ts a similar equation for K'. It is therefore obvious that

^theory of relativity, while it enunciates a novel hypothesis

oncerning the physical relationship of K to K', has no change

°hatever to propose concerning the Doppler effect either in

\ or in K'. That is, Einstein must admit

q'lp = (1 - «>
r
/c)/(l - ujc)

and q'lp' = (l-w'rlc)l{l-urlc). (9.7)

On the other hand we have the equations

p/p' = dT'\dT = xp(l - vujc*),

qlq' = dt'ldl = xNl-vwJc*), (9.8)

governing the interrelations of the frequencies in the systems.

Using (9.6, 7, 8), we find

p p'
'

p
: " 1-uy/e

(i-u;/cK(i-w*/c2
)

1 - w'l° (9.9)

(l-.«r
/c)xp(l-twI/c»)

If u = and w = v (wx = v,w
v
= wt

= 0), this becomes

: 9'.=-yP(l
- fo/c)/»e. (9-10)

Relativists merely put x = 1 and give a special physical

interpretation to conjugate systems. In many cases 3 they

take the systems to be :

K:S{p)^-v R{q)-+v

K':S'(p') R'(q')-

That is, w = u = v and w' = u' = 0, so that q = p, ?' = P>

p = p'/p, g = q'lp: There is no Doppler effect in either system.

Einstein himself says

:

It follows from these principles that a uniformly moving clock,

judged from the stationary system, goes slower than when ]«agfl

by a co-moving observer. If p denotes the number of beats ot tne

clock in unit time for the stationary observer, p'the corresponding

number for the moving observer, then pjp' = (1 — « /c
) .

or

1 For example Haas (ii. 318) : K is ' a system in which a source ol light is

advancing with oonstant velooity," whila in K' ' the souroe of light is at rest.
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approximately (p - «')/„'= _ ^/2,s T. „ ,.

of the canal-rays is to b'.fregardfi

~

\ q^fmov? fr
°,
m ««^the above formula is applicable. But it mvTlt°Tg elo<*.^Zfrequency p> (for the co-moving observer's ll

°bSerVed ««£
formula is not directly amenable toT™/- "n^nown. so that t?
is to be assumed, however that J?

e?PerinientaI investigation t?

ment Just quoted merits % ^mle^t £l But the state-
apalytzca aspect, the argument amours to Z * ** PUrel̂
2> =^

. therefore o = „ /a fir f , .

0Unt
,

s to ™m : p = v'/o

inwWch^oves^hStd^Sth 6 "^" «-
,r -,M.„d,=wv:~f

(9.10a)so that by (9.5b)

= P(I - TO-/C2)w accordance with (9 R\ tu t •

n-^j'ismadebecauie'it .^ the as^ption p = v

°f Einstein's principl

°

eZTrS^J^ b *^ «•»£
of i«.theory without anj coZuZh

WlU<A stains the essence

^ dan subsequently haveoST ^^ "nd SpaCe '£ut meanwhile we m»Rf
° °ccamon to cntioise this argument£e Einstein „££)*£ ^tin the presentee

fortunateIy,. 6a j
ac

^ fpenmental confirmation. <Un-

oblrt
6? aWe eren to apptiac

n
h
°7erilnentt^3farattempted

observatlon f this allE.T
the accwacy needed for the

^ection with the vefe a 'T"?***. modification <

£

S61 {L 306
>- '« need no JSST^ ta nature'' "£Let us now gee J^^^*<to into account.'E^tem makes in his famousT905 1° the

,

D°PPler effect which

.
1° the svsfc™ v _

19°5 Pa?er (P- 55 *) :

t
.

fc ^ system JT, very I V
PaPer(P - 65 *

):

-S^ 8^<^£iwte

es°^ ^.-ordinates, let

sufficient ""f*
of co-ordinltes mav £ m & part of 8Paoe

knoTtl
f aPPro»mation ht ra

7
•

presented to atoow the
constitutional t^ 7 W em PC ~ ^»Ml We

•y an observe „* _.
:on

.

of these waves, when they are exT
'Vine- RVflforvi V» rTX7-_ *__ i

container °- ''

^fficie^de^T °f eo-ord7n;term
,

arr inapartof8Paoe
^sh to knoftt„

aPP«*imation bv m7
.- "P"**** to a

"^ed bvan i COM«tution of the„
7
i

Sm ?(' ~ Sty* We
<*' sinX ° tZTr at "st fa the Z-*™' WhenW a™ •»-
fo' P' it folI "wft^ Wllere ?'=fcfeS ft6*^ [We^
to an infinite^ £« observer^^ j^J **» «»• equation
^ p- it foii w7tL7i

WIlere ?'

=

pmi- iS5 riem

X

: fWe^
to an infinite!^ * !' rf an observer is n,™' '^^ ,

From the equationmteIy ^tant source of llht M*
mg mth velocity « relativeu8nt °f frequency

p, in such a way
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. .

jje connecting line source-observer makes the angle G with the

1 city of the observer referred to a system of co-ordinates [i.e. K]
T<

Vi ch 19 at rest relatively to the source of light, the frequency p'

f the light perceived by the observer is given by the equation

°» _M I — vie . cos 6) . This is Doppler'a principle for any velocities

whatever.

If the source is at rest in K (u = 0), then in K' the source has a

velocity
«' = -'». s0 that the systems are

K:S(p) R(q)-+v

K':v^8'(p') iJ'(g').

Hence formulae (9.7, 8) become, with u = 0, u' = - v, w = v,

w ' = 0, x = 1 :

qjp = 1 - fo/6, :

g'/jj' = 1/(1 + I'v/c)

W?' = P> 3/2' = !/P-

The first line shows that the ordinary Doppler formula holds in

each system. Formula (9.9) becomes

q' = pp(l - ?o/c) = p$(l + l'i>lc).

It is this formula which Einstein designates as 'Doppler'a

principle.' On which we must observe : (1) The Doppler formula

?Yp' =1/(1 + I'v/c) is proved in the ordinary way and is quite

independent of 'relativity.' (2) The Einstein modification

p' = p/p which is superadded remains an unproved hypothesis,

based on an argument whose validity will be subsequently ques-

tioned. The form of proof given by Einstein is not only open to

criticism, but entirely unnecessary. It is also subject to the

objection that it tends to give currency to the erroneous impres-

sion that the Doppler effect—apart from the factor fi—is somehow

due to the manipulation of ' observers.' But it is difficult to see

how a theory which is concerned solely with what might be

observed by a moving observer, could influence what is observed

by the scientific stationary observer in the laboratory, for whom

the ordinary stationary-medium laws of optics are assumed to

hold. If the Doppler effect were due to what is alleged to be the

relativity-transformation to a moving observer, it would not be

easy to understand the additivity of Doppler effects from moving

mirrors, as shown in the experiments of Belopolsky, Galitzin and

Wilip, Majorana. In these as in other experiments we are dealing

with the same ' observer '—by which Einstein really means

laboratory. And for each observer, i.e. for each laboratory,
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Einstein admits wave-propagation. He therefore admits form

g/p = (l- w
r/c)/(l - ur/c),

where u and w are respectively the velocities of the sou,™ .,

the receiver relative to the laboratory—or, if we nrefi., i ?•

to the earth-convected aether.
P **' relatlve

Accordingly we must reject the attempt to give a ballistic ;„
pretation to Einstein's theory.

°awstic mter-

™le the
?7 °f relatlTity brfngs an essential simplification i„much as the cases resting source/moving observeHnd L™S"

source/resting observer-which are distinct m the nM ?K
0TO*

also for sound-become completely identicar_plSj p
h
?°5v

.

and
theorie, 1921, p. 566.

luenncai.—i"auli, Helativitata-

Whereas the Newtonian formula involves thB vel™;t„ to.m space [i.e.
-

mthe ther wUchSnS athfrelaS?formula depends only upon thp relaf.V. ~i •*
J T relativists

two phenomena are identical from rt. «i7 • . <™P»°ed, the

not occur, «S « I fii / ^ VeI°°ity of * and R d«*

with respect to the labo™t™w 1f
""' x -e - their velocities

exactly S m the caLoSf ^thtT^ '.'^T'^
is to occeoi this e™*,*,,- * ,'

that Eulstein's theory does

«"*VotaVwjLV USWn t0 imagine that Ei^in's
for the Duplet "feet

*** * MW pr°°f 0r a new formula

Ei« views"JSSS * h n0t at aU~ry to examine
to confineSS f**"

1
' ' °bSerVerS -' » " suffioient

tory, a„d to reeIrd F,W -Se

*T
r

'
namelv the **>«*&» l^ora--«g aiXt

E^LthT merely M a "* or^
m the following objection ™v I" ^

6nCe We are not Crested
professes to scoutV

hl°h Dr
" Norman Campbell (iv. 30)

ordinarily taSretodfa^ *'«! v ? 'he DoPPler effec*. which is"' manifestation of the difference in the
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velocity of the observer [i.e. the receiver] or the source relative to

the disturbance [i.e. the medium], could not be reconciled with the

conclusion that all observers have the name velocity relative to the

light and that the velocity of the source is immaterial [?]. But in

relativity as in some other subjects obvious arguments are usually

unsound.

Yes but nowadays it is even more necessary to remind our-

selves that the obvious may, if only occasionally, be true

!

Dr. Campbell's own proof is equivalent to the following. Take

the distance between the emission-event and the reception-event

in K' as the wave-length : r' = X'. He then infers that r = X.

But»X=VX' = c. Hence

p'jp = n'jn = X/X' = rjr' => 1/(3(1 - Ivjc).

Whereas, according to us,

'•
x' p/(l-«,/c) _ 1

' X~/{l-</c) P(l-h/c)'

But, whichever formula is correct, neither expresses Doppler's

principle which consists, not in comparing p and p', but in com-

paring q and p in one system or q' and p' in the other. It is easy

to see where lies the fallacy in Dr. Campbell's argument, for it

contains no reference to the motion of source or receiver in its

own system. Suppose, for example, that S' and R' are at rest

in K' and that r' = X'. It is wrong to infer that r = X, for S and

R are moving with v in K, while the wave is moving with c. The

alleged inference assumes that the wave is rigidly transported

with SR as if it were a plank.

But the alleged relativity formula is now so universally accepted

that students have to disgorge it at examinations. Books written

on other subjects refer loftily to it as a permanent acquisition of

science :
' The rigorous formula cannot be deduced except from

the kinematics of relativity.' 4 In fact the ordinary simple wave-

theory of the Doppler effect has become so discredited that even

professors seem to be ignorant of it. Witness this quotation 5
:

This argument, which is apparently irrefutable, is nevertheless

a false one ; that is to say, the physical ideas it gives cannot repre-

' E. Blooh, L'ancienne et la nouvelle theorie des quanta, 1930, p. 34. On p. 38

he gives a different 'rigorous' formula, this time derived from the quantum

theory.

' H. Dingle, Modern, Astrophysics, 1924, p. 35 f. The Doppler formula U
given incorrectly in H. D. Curtis, Das Sternsystem {Handbuch der Astrophysik),

1933, p. 932.
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sent reality. . . Th« «»„i

of a note. The ordinary wave-forZ£ f
°* affect th* pitch

source and receiver. Of coura,Z \,?° rektive ""Hon of
P-ved beyond the a2S?££j?* that «* *» £fw the relative velocitv • a fm-m,,i i7 r/c)

'
where v = w - u

ballistic theory. BnSthISot? ?^^ "» th
is founded on the wave oTm^°^ reIatl™ts, whose theory
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. /ijjy represent a prism, G'X'Y' its position one period later

that A'D" = CC = vT. S is the source and the lens and

'"terferometer. The prisms being in the position of minimum

deviation, the ray SABO has the path SA'B'O in the second

The difference in the paths is

A = 2A'D (glass) - lA'A (air).

If fl <p are the angles of incidence and refraction, then for minimum

deviation <f>
= X6Z = A'D'A, also A'AD' = 90-6, hence

A'A = A'D'
S^,
cos e

Therefore

A'D

A =

A'A cos (9 - <p).

= 2nA'D - 2A'A

= 2A'D' sin (9 - <p)

= 2vT sin (S/2),

Fig. 32.

since n = sin 8/sin <p and the deviation S = 2(6 — <p). We there-

fore have &X/X = 2(v/c) sin (S/2), corresponding to

?/p=l . S !L^=l_2%in,
c d« * " c

"~ 2

Perot verified this Doppler-Michelson formula for the case of a

Prism moving rapidly across the ray-path. It appears then that
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w» uiuu aiy soppier tormula is itself a partienl.
general theorem which it is impossible to incoZt?*

86 °f a *°«
of Relativity. .^orate ^ the theory

Fig. 33.

3. A Moving Reflector.

We shall now investigate the law of ™d„ t - .

lector or 'mirror. Moving in Z^SSHZt^
which a plane wa^efc
propagated. By exam&success™ wave-crests j?£
incident and reflected wav« the case of a mirror mo2
with normal velocity „ (Pi

g

•>*), we can see that

P1/.P2 = X2/A l

= sin e2 /sin 8 lf (9.11)

7 Zt
P
l
and P*

m the frequencies, X, and i «,„1-gths,
,, and „ 2 the angles\etween tnetvei.Td

mirror-normal, for the in-

cident and reflected waves
respectively.

In Fig. 34, AB is the in-

cident wave-front. During
the interval t the mirror has

advanced ut and AB has

travelled so as to be incident

at C. By Huyghens's prin-

ciple the disturbance pro-

duced at A will have spread

to a spherical surface D, so

that CD is the reflected wave-

front. SinceAD-BG = cl,

Fig. 34.

the subtpnri^ i „ front. Since AD = B0- cl,^he subtended

n

angIes BAG and ACD are equal ; that is e,- T

sin^+1*
2

= sin^O _ BC
ft-Sj, sin EAC = EC~'~sm

c

u
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This is easily found to give

tan i92 = ^-^ tan J6j.
(9-12 )

We can also obtain this equation from Fermat's principle

instead of using that of Huyghens. Let M in Fig. 35 be the

position of the mirror at *=
and M its position at t= t.

AC is the incident and CE the

reflected ray. Now CAjCD =
c/u, therefore C lies on a

hyperboloid of revolution, M
being the directrix plane, A
and B the foci, and e = c/u a"

the eccentricity. We have

AC + CE a minimum, i.e.

AO-GB + BC + CE; but

AC — CB is constant ; therefore BC + CE is a minimum, i.e.

C is on BE. Hence

tanj6
2

tan^B AB + CA-BC e-1 c-«
tan ie x

_
tan J4

—
AB + BC — CA~e+\~ c~+u'

which is our former equation.9

Equation (9.12) gives '
'

1 + cos 8 2 c + u 1 + cos
t

sin 8 2

—
c — u ' sin 8 X

Squaring and simplifying,10 we find

cos 8^1 - 2ujc . cos 8 2 + w2/c2) = (1 + it
2/c2) cos 62 - 2u/c.

Whence

1 + cos 6! = (1 - u/c)2(l + cos 6 2
)/(l — 2u/c . cos 8 2 + «7c2

)

l+tt/c.cose
i=(l-u2/c2)(l-«/c.cos8 2)/(l-2tt/c.cos9 a

+M2
/c

2
)

1 -u/e
.
cos6

2
= (1 - «2/c2

) (1+ «/c cos ej/fl + 2«/c . cos Bj+^/c2
)

cos 8X + «/c= (1 _ u2/c2
) (cos 8 2

- «/c)/( 1 - 2a/c . cos 6 2+

«

a/c2
)

,

cos 8,- w/c= (1 — B»/b')(cos 6,+ «/c)/(l + 2m/c.cos8 1+m2/c
2
).

<?/• 0. Valle (p. 187) and J. WOreohmidt (p. 052), whose derivations are more
complicated.

" Or, referring to Fig. 34, we have ct = AD= AC sin (0, + y), c<- CB = AC
8m (»i-y), i* = CE=AC sin y. Hence c/u= sin ^ooty- cos 0„orl + u/c
coa

t „ uyc . S in 9j 00t y similarly 1 - u/c . oos 9,= u/c sin fl, cot y. Therefore
1 + "/«

• cos «,)/(! _ tt/0 . coa „ i}
„ sin gj sin ^
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Combining these results with (9.11), ve haveI1

h_P, sine, ,^1 +.
"sin6.^2 2*1 »UL U

2

1 + 2u/c . cos eH-^ayz
1 — tt»/c* ~
1 — ^/c2

.,
i - 2M/cTc^e7+l^r (9.13)

If the mirror is moving with velocity „ at „ „ ,,

- (%.36),sothat: =
a
;°_

h
:
no^

-easily seen that we ha^aVbe^
11

Hence, as before,

.
sin6

i ~lrnl^"'
showing that the direction of the re-
on «.. : nnrl

Fig. 36.

fleeted ray depends only on i>„; and
'
cc08

j

Qi + f. _ ecos'e
i -t>„ .

sin 9! sin 62
"'

showing that, if Vx = o, the law of reflection holds for the relative

We can also prove the relation between Pl and ,, as follows

:

Now 1tt '

C°S 9,) = P k milr0r = P '
(i ~ V/C C°S ">•Now l + v/c.coa? 1

= 1 + v/c _ c03(Qi _ a)

Hence
= > + f*/<s .'eos 64 + »,/e . sin 8,.

1 + v\c . cos
gj _ 1 + t»„/e . cos 6

X

sinQi sinGi + v'/e

_ 1 - t>,/c . cos 6, '.

inTel

—

+vJc

_ 1 — v/c . cos <p,

,,„»,,, sin 8,^"eler,^ 146(1872) 406, proved

erroneously declaring'"
"'= (°°8 '« + " /C,/(°°8 "«-"/c) '

y aeclanng this equation to be ' notably different " from Kettelert.
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Therefore

p i ^ l— vie, cos q> 2 _ sin 8,,

1Z~ ~1 + V/CCOS9! sin8
x

^ l-y/c. cos <p 2 - w,/c . sin 8 2 _ 1 - p,/c . cos 8,

1 + v/a. cos ?! — vjc . sin 8
X 1 + vjc . cos 8,"

We have worked out these results in detail in order to make it

quite clear that they are in no way dependent on the theories

of Maxwell or Einstein. The above methods bring out the

physical principles involved, but the following is the easiest way
of finding the law of reflection. The periodic argument in the

incident wave being

Pi[t — (x sin 6 X
— y cos 8

x
)/c],

that in the reflected ray is

p 2 [t
— (x sin 62 + y cos 8 2)/c].

Substitute x — x' — vl sin a, y = y' + vt cos a, and equate the

two values for the reflecting surface y' = 0. We obtain

Pi[l + vjc . cos (by - a)] = p 2[l - vjc . cos (8 2 + a)],

sin S^l + vjc . cos (Sj — a)] = sin 8 2/[l — vjc . cos (82 + a)],

(9.14)

which include all the relations previously found.

Incidentally we can easily find the normal pressure (P) of
radiation on a reflector moving towards the incident wave with
normal velocity v. The energy-density (w) of a wave (of the
same amplitude) varies as X"2 or p2

; hence wjw
1
= p\jp\.

The energy of a length c cos 8 t + v falls on the mirror,in unit
time, while the energy in a length c cos 8 2

— v is reflected.

Hence the work done on the mirror in unit time is

Pv = w 2(c cos G 2
— v) — Wjlfi cos 8 X + v).

Using (9.11) we find

P = 2u>
1(cos Oj + w/c)7(l - i>

2/c2).

This formula was given by Abraham (iv. 91) ; it is, barring the
change of direction of v, identical with (8.90).
These methods, particularly the last, are quite simple and

straightforward. It therefore seems a waste of time to deduce
he law of reflection by means of an application of Voigt's
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If

ft

transformation. We proceed to do so only in order to
the relativistic abuse of this algebraic expedient and tn ^

(a)W
R

.
of one of the alleged prooft

S^>^-1 ,
of Einstein's theory. The

'(HI m !
nc
^ent rar " represented

(b)

.
m Fig. 37a, where S is the

• >_ ,

8
°.UrCe and R is the moving

R^^Hs' "urror
- Applying the trans-

(K) (K)
f°rmation *' = *?(*-»(),

2
etc.. We obtain +v,„ .

(%; rv i%'; r*p - . , . .
-r>~ - «;,

Fig. 37. ^,
C- we obtam the system

. c , , „
Am which the mirror R

is fixed and S is moving with - v. Hence, if 0, is the an*
the incident ray makes with the normal in K and 6, 'the con™
ponding angle in K',

"es"

cos 6; = (cos Sj - i>/c)/(l _ v/c . cos e^.

The Doppler formulae (9.7, 8) are

tilPi = (1 - «V/«)/(l - «
r/c) = 1 _ „/c . cos 6!

ft/ft = (I - «v/e)/(l - «;/c) = 1/(1 + Vfe , cos ej)

2>i/Pi = "(3(1 - wjc2
) = xp

?i/fi = xP(l - w^/c') = x/p.
Hence (9.10)

?I/.Px = P/x • (1 - v/c . cos G^.

cos e; = cose;, ?;=?;.

faSZSr
86t ba^ *°"""^ 8ystem *> ™> use the inverse

toansformation *= p/x . (*' + u% efe Bufc ^ ray
.

to the left we must substitute -c for + c. Hence
cos e; = (cos e 2 + »/e)/(i + »/e . cos e2).

The Doppler formulae are

Also

tofPt = (1 + «^)/(i + u
rlc)

= 1/(1 + „/, . cos 0.)
Wft = (1 + n/cj/(l + «J/e) = ! _ v/c _ C03 e;

PilP} = xMl-vuJc*) = x/p
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Whence
/

We can now eliminate the dashed quantities from these equations,

i.e. the hypothetical
system K' fulfils its function as a mathematical

expedient and disappears from the result. We have

. cos 6', — vie
COS 8, = ; : —zr72

1 — v/c. cos 8 2 |

a

_ cos 8j — vje '
).

1 — v/c . cos GJ

_ (I + ti»/c») cos 6 t
— 2 t>/c •

'

—
1 — 2 v/c . cos 8 X + iiz/e2

'

iy
3
= <h(3x(l — »/c . cos 8i)

= Pi^i 1 — vlc •
cos e i) (1 — f/c cos 8i)

_ 1 — 2v/c . cos 8 t + ^/c*
_Pl

1-v'lc*
'

These results are identical with those previously obtained

;

except that we have — v instead of + u, since we now take the

mirror to be moving away from the source ; and we have slightly

changed the notation, writing qz for y 2 .

In all the above work we have had no occasion to refer specially

to electromagnetics or optics. The results are obtainable quite

easily without any use of Voigt's algebra. If we do use it, we
do so only as a mathematical expedient ; and it is not necessary

to put v. = 1. Hence the attempt of Einstein and his followers 12

to convert this, by no means necessary, use of an algebraic trick

into an argument in favour of relativity is entirely baseless.

We have here in fact a neat example of a purely analytical

manoeuvre doubly misinterpreted : (1) by being illegitimately

limited to electromagnetics, i.e. to one special numerical value

of c, which is quite irrelevant to the reasoning ; (2) by being

unwarrantably linked up with a purely extrinsic physical dis-

course which, so far from entering into the argument, is merely
an artificial subsequent gloss put upon pre-existent algebra.

'* Einstein, p. 68 ; Becker, p. 312 ; Foretelling, p. 321 ; Riohardson, p. 335 ;

Becquerel, Principe de relativiU, 1922, p. 90. Bateman declares (ii. 110) :
" We

may deduce the whole theory of the relativity transformation from reflections

in moving mirrors.' According to MoCrea, ' this is a case where the exact rela-

tivity calculation is almost more straightforward than the classical.'

—

Relativity

Physics, 1935, p. 38.
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We must therefore reject the following statement

:

The fact that classical electrodynamics and the »»„! i ...
relativity lead to the same form of the law of reflectFn?

theory <*
mirror, can be explained by either of the follow,-™

a moving
(1) The foundations of classical electrodynamTcs

g
fT*?* *

'

postulates of the special theory of relativity a^Ztf, n*.
the *»o

(2) In the derivation of the law ofreSlTCA^^postulates of the theory of relativity were irn^i •
aham

' th»
The second assumption seems to the author to be the mJ!

ntr
°t

uoe<i-

The mvestigation of this question is of wea ?thmr^T probable
-

Etow, p. 319.
e™lt tfieoretical interest.—

Well, the question has been investiVntor) »v,
'fact

'
has turned out to be a ficfen TWofc '"V'

6

to do either with classical electrod^s-^xc^^Jf**it accepts the general principles of anv w^uT * as

Relativity. The proof given Z Pi2 ^^ with

ordinaryelementarykineSIt.es ' ^ . " "^ based °»

4. The Force-Formula.

tha^ntl^t-lrt: fcfnl^^ *" *"» *
and the pointchCe e aTd '

legarded as a source «.

waves. Lfns S&^Ser " * ^T* * °f^^
electric charges e and ! to • ^ t

"d rece£ver ta * tw>

" and w, wS* aX'^ ^ the reSpective velociti*
Plicity we take x ™tj?Z 7 ? "^ W' * *

'
For 6!m"

v= w, write r for tf and^h
f°rCe-formula (™) P»t v' = u,

terms. We have
PreSent neSIect the acceleration

F = eCl(l - #AW1 _ Vc)3 _ Wf w> n) (i _^^
with. • •,

~
<~ l
- wr/c)K,u

ll , %)/c] (9.15)

•4-KSSSiti ufg the reIation3^ -
ges ot the same value (e and e,),

F' = (^ I(^ Az)F> (9.16)where

'4, = fi _ —^K/c-IkAW) -,

^=^=l /p(l_ wl/c!)=
where Y is

(i_ Wj/c2^
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Let us now find the condition that the transformation reduces

F' = (l,p,p)F. (9.16a)

j = A z
= P gives the first condition : wx — v. Putting

^ = 1, we find, after putting wx = v and reducing,

w„[m(l -Wc') - «„/c . (1 - fo/c)] + u>
2[>(1 - vujc*)

-ujc.(l- hjc)] = 0,

or
t tw

y
(m' — u

y
jc) + w

z
(n' - ujc) = 0.

A particular case of this second condition is given by

w = wz
= ; the condition then holds independently of u.

Hence the transformation (1, p, p) holds for any number of

influencing charges moving with any velocities, provided the

receiver-charge is moving with v in K and is at rest in K'.

In general we have

F' = (^, Y
2
/p)Y

2/p)F..

And it is easy to prove that the following relation holds :

F'
vIFt = FzIF, = y*fc. (9.17)

Uv)x — w,w
v
= wz

= 0, so that w is along x, it is easy to prove

that Ax
= 1. so that the transformation becomes

F'=(i ( f/p, ?*/pjF1 (9 - 18
)

where y
2
is 1/(1 — uw/c2). ...

If we retain the arbitrary constant x and if we use the charge-

ratio q = e'je = ej/e^ we must insert the factor 5
2/x2 thus :

F' = 5
2/x2 . ( )F.

Still neglecting the acceleration terms, we have from (7.13)

E = e(l - ttVc2)r-
2
(l - Mr/c)-

3
[(I, m,n) - (ux , ur uz

)jc\.

Using the relations (9.5), we find
,

E' = (1, C„, CZ
)E,

where

C„/p = l—vjc. (mujc — luvlc)l(m
- ujc), .

with a corresponding expression for Cz .

Taking H = Fr^E, we find

E' = (1, p, p) (E + c-ifvH),

'

(9.19)

as we should expect from the general formula just proved.
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ft I

We must now investigate the acceleration-terms »fc-
have hitherto ignored. Let the receiver-charge m We

w in A" have the acceleration f, the correspond;™ !"^ *ith

in A" being w' and f. Then

wx — v

corresponding qu^
W- =
' 1 - vwjt?

/ =*?», I
d wz

~ v
' dt' Ml-vu>Jf)-dt'T^r&
= /x(l - B»/C«)«'8(I - VWJC*T3

=/*Y
6
P~

3
-

Similarly
" '

'

( 9 -2«a)

with a corresponding formula for_^.

If K> is along x (wx = w, Wy = to, = 0),

„
f' = (YVP

s
.r

4
/|3

a
,rVP2

)f.
(9 2i)lfio = »,w, = «», = 0,

'

Tf . • , ,

f'
=

(^PS>^ f-

(9.22,
If we retam the factor x, these formulae become

-iS^A^^j^* wew negiecw the

of the force, which weMX ^ TT** thk^
realJv F -4- r II T- 7T G

;

so that the totaI f°™ is3 it 5. T ? A™*
th6

?°rti0n °f the force ***7 inveSti-

fTL/ ,
el^nard formula (7.14) put v' = u v = w f-d

ffSLSt The *-component of the f- *X"i

- (1 - wr/c)grujc - (1 _ M,
r/C) (1

_ Mr/e)?j
with a corresponding expression for Cf

^'^

= (1 -V/c^/V( i _ lv/c)(1 _ mJc2)3 [(1 _^^
1(1 - v*J#lZgjcJc - v/c . gx(l - Xutwjc%

(9.22b)
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We can thus find G'JGX , and similarly G"jG
y , G'JO,. When w is

along x (m>„ = v}2 = 0), the transformation is

G'=(1.YS
/P.Y

2
/P)G. (9.23)

Hence if wx =« and u>„ = wt = 0,

G' = (l, p, P)G. (9.24)

We can also verify that in general

.
'0'JG„ = G'JGz = y*l?, (9.25)

exactly as in the formula (9.17). But it must be pointed out that

in general G'JGX is not equal to F'JFX . For

1 - (1 -vw IcWlF = ^•W'-^A/'I

Whereas

l-(l-vwxlc
i)G'xIGx =,

v/c. \gr(l
- Zuxwx/c*)

- (1 - u
r
/c)Zgxwxlc

- gt(l - wr[c)}

x;[wj-jyjtf) r i(i7 J)s?a/c

. , - ( J - v>TfcJg,uxlc - ( 1 - «
r/c)( 1

- tojcjfcJ . ,

If we re-insert the constant x and take the charge-ratio

e'/e = ei/«i = ?, instead of unity, these formulae become modi-

fied as follows :

*','"''
'

'G' = ?
2/x2 .( ' )G. (9.25a)

All these formulae follow from the application of Voigt's

transformation to the Lienard-Schwarzschild force-formula,

quite independently of any ulterior physical interpretation which

may be given subsequently to these purely algebraic results.

We are not at the moment criticising the relativist interpretation,

we are prescinding from it. There are two advantages in our

treatment : (1) We separate the algebra from irrelevant glosses.

(2) We operate directly on the fundamental force-formula instead

of dealing with Maxwell's equations. 'We are thus enabled to

see at once that the transformation (1, (3, p), commonly given in

relativity text-books, is not general. We can also see that the

transformation depends on the particular form of the force-

formula and would be different for a force which" was a different

function of the velocities and acceleration. It is not usually
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realised what a hazardous hypothesis is contained in L
quotations as the following :

"rained m such typjca,

We extend to molecular actions the result found ft, ...forces.—Lorentz, viii. 202.
uncl for the electric

We must now obtain the transformation of the f„™For this purpose we shall consider the particular^T**?****-force.
.
Though established in a particular case ?, °f

,
eIeot™

act—Tolman, JJe/o&V%, 1934, p 47
System3 on which they raay

«^^-2S3&3SS^ -Mr that

conation of the correcLss &'*!%£%«*>

derived by a^oigt trans^aS^"JSLT^ «
which can never be made This L,,™*- 7P

- f1Cal mea8ures

sion of our transformatto to aU

H

t,0VnV°,ve3 «* exten-

Schwarzschild force for wL^neTtS bMldM the Li<W
of boasting f thk exSSn « < ^ pr0Vei Instead

regard it £ a temeraS alv * C
1

0nfirmati°n.' we should

support from moL~hysicS

IOnal hyP°theSiS
'
Without ^

^ andrif^e^XU

:a

ab°Ut
b

the tW°^b--l systems
two different stand™ nt TW,"

pbfSICal ^stern viewed from
Zoning is e.emplmKUXwTg^ P-d°«e.

electron. But the equilibrium Z . v .T Whlch aot on a de™ted
by electromagnetic and otheTf^!^ ac

,

ted °n simultaneously
the system of reference emnlov^ '^V10U8ly does not dePe°d on
electromagnetic o»ta BS' ^ ?,

quaI forces
' °ne ^ing of

s^tem employed. Hence a» ^n
6qUal * we chanSe «"> reference-

8ameway.-F: Per^e

^oea« Ws »ust be transformed in the

The hr •

ynam'^ relaliviste, 1932, p. 9 f.

adverb^^oust^anmS1106

/ *" ^^ggmg, and the

» is impossible by*JhT.^ appeal to Physical intuition.

severely Kmi^ '
J?

mea™"to derive a quantitative formula
g h» class of forces to those which satisfy the
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relation found to exist between F and F'. This becomes clear

when we realise that in general the relation between F and F' is

not even the same as that connecting the other portion of the

electromagnetic force which we have designated G and G'.

5. Maxwell's Equations.

Taking the force-formula as the fundamental statement of the

Lorentz or aether-electron theory, we have now investigated the

transformation which follows from applying Voigt's formula.

That is, we have performed, more thoroughly and generally and

without invoking irrelevant hypotheses, the work which is to be

found in relativity books. For reasons which have been fully

given, we have not considered it necessary or desirable to use

Maxwell's equations. But we must now compare our method

with that employed by relativists.

We have already shown that the transformation (1, p, p) in

(9.16a), in which we put q = y.= l, is applicable to a number

of sources moving with different velocities only when wx — v,

w
v
= wt

= 0, i.e. only if e is moving with v in K and is at rest

in K'. We can therefore write the relation in the form

E" = (1, p, p)(E + <flFvH) .

or

, M'x «= M

et=^Et + vJc.Er (9.26)

But since the transformation is reciprocal, x = ^(x1 + vt'), etc.,

with — v instead of + v, we can also apply it to the different case :

K : S moving with u, but R with w = instead of v ;

K' : S' moving with u', but R' with w' — — v instead of 0.

Hence we also have
• -.. --E = (l, p, p)(E'-c-»FvH')

or

E^Wt-vjcH',).. (9.27)

Eliminating E'
y
from the second equations of these two triplets,

we obtain

Hl = MH,-vlc.B,).
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H'«=Wy+vh.E
z ).

Also since (7. 1 2) H = Vr.E, XWX = 0, and

= [mE, - nE, + v/c . («ff, + nffMl _

,

= mE
t
- nJP„ '••','

= **
Hence

H'=(l,M)(H- c-i FvE) .

"

<

Equat.ons (9.26) and (9.28) are those which are founrl „
books on relafvity. But with the advent of the eleZn th

'

these relations between auxiliary quantities must hi }?**
less fundamental than the direct force raLforl^ ^ M
have already given. Besides, theyXSjSS Xofaf

•"

^5of^eKiSr^^=-e

ccurlE = _aH/^ divE = 4„p ,

««dH-ffi/a+fapn, divH=o,
e = pdxdydz.

Apply Voigt's transformation, which gives ,

"/ '

\

Sx' dx
+

c« Ft'
—, = - d - 3 ..d d 3

get equations oftJe sal f
q T femain c°^knt-i.e. we

we substitute E' andT „ '
" ?"rl E ' = ~ 3H'/^'. etc.-when*"d H as S1™" in (9-26) and (9.28), also

W
< ""

i?f
~ *' W>®' W'/P)/(1 - tw./et),

P = P(I - tw,/e«)
Pl

e = ?'dx'dy ,

dz':
Using

(9.26, 28) and the relation

"* = ?>,-*), %' = YH/p , = yX/P,
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we can prove the relation already found (9.17, 25)

:

F'JFV =F'JFZ = ^, (9.29)

where
F = E + c->FwH,

F^E' + c-^w'H'.

Thus, vid Maxwell's equations, we have once more arrived at

general relations between the corresponding forces. Inasmuch

as the charges are, in Maxwell's equations, taken to be moving

with w and w' respectively, it is this last formula (9.26) which

is the physically relevant outcome of applying Voigt's trans-

formation to Maxwell's equations.

In general we may say that Voigt's linear substitution changes

£(j; _ X)2 = c2(< - Tf into Z(a;' - X'f = c2(«' - T'f, where c is a

medium-velocity which need not be the velocity of light. Applied

to any system of differential equations implying medium-trans-

mission at the rate c, it leaves them covariant. The astonishment

or admiration supposed to be evoked by this simple fact is due to

the widespread delusion that on Newtonian principles covariancy

should be effected by the so-called Galilean transformation

:

1' = x — vt, y' = y,z' — z, t' = t. And the simple algebraic fact

of covariancy is usually expressed in a way which covertly assumes

an extraneous physical hypothesis.

Maxwell's equations satisfy Einstein's Principle of Relativity, as

was recognised even by Lorentz.—Weyl, /Space

—

Time—Matter,

1922, p. 173.

Maxwell's equations obey the relativity principle.—McCrea,

Relativity Physics, 1935, p. 50.

Lorentz's equations satisfy the postulate of relativity.—E. Cohn,

p. 339.

This remarkable property is nothing but the mathematical

expression of the fact that the laws of electromagnetics and optics

are the same for the observers and 0'.—Langevin, Le principe de

relativiU, 1922, p. 19.

We have thus the remarkable fact that the equations which express

the interconnection of electric and magnetic forces remain of the

same form when transferred to moving axes. This, granting the

principle of relativity, may be looked on as a proof of these equations.

—Gonway, Relativity, 1915, p. 17.

The italicised words in the last quotation are merely Einstein's

interpretation of the conjugate system ; and the principle or

postulate of relativity simply means Voigt's transformation.
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S'l

We see nothing whatever remarkable about th« ,„
equations of electromagnetics or elasticity t^, ** of tJ*
consequence of Voigt's formula, ^ j* " » ^analytical
of relativity which merely seeks to imposeaW " the the<*y
on these algebraic results. This inTerp etat on

'"^^on
be true

;

what k^ objectionable^ to Sav^°r *** not
>s nothing but the mathematical expression *Z It

"^ariancy
or hypothesis. For covariancy hold?2 fof^ aU(*ed *<*
assumption that the velocity c ha ^anv ™*

dep
,

enden% of the
-tarded potentials were fbi mZuZZ ITt^ The
nect.on w«h elasticity, as the solution of the eq^ * °*

dal F = V*F- <f*a»F/a»= _ 4jcf

m electromagnetics is tt«Ll^eSE*
erf

f' ?***» merely a matter of algebra
7 "* m elas«<%.

. It

*5K£ LTia

fr^-?rerate choice ^
naive to profess surprise at *fci

.

.

Seem3 then rather
deduction or a verifi^flct. *

theaSSUraPtiona« * » were a

*»fp7~f
m
cZ™bXZTr*^ COnCe™nS th« charge on

« « *pt»ifjsirt whether*—A^on p. 767.
0VlnS mth the charge.-Compton and

*fiS a

fSStSSSS 1^ the same
of electricity. The chatrTwould ™^ °? the atomio ^turc
to observers both in system JT^J ?

pear of the >™e magnitude
«oun the eame numtr J eWyetem ^' 6mcetWwouMboth
X^tyofMot^ml

p 78.
M °n the cWe-Tolman!

^.•TutwemTy^t^f11^8 Can be ' refe^d to
;vhieh actions and 'facts'ZZtl^IT^ the confidence with
Perhaps «% estimate cWe! bJ

*? t0 non-exi«tent observers.
b

f
-e don't, no moreS wemT

"*

*

he

C

°ntained electrons
=The simple method for av"2jTT ma88 by counting at°™-

» to ^cognise that, for the Sn ^^ °f B ***»" ^ulation
fon, Einstein started withVS ."^ subseW interpreta-w voigt s algebra in the form g = x = 1.
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6. Date or Duration.

In the Lienard formula (7.14) put /' = 0, v'v
= v'z

= v
y
= vt = 0,

' _ „ = v ; write r for B and let (Zm n) be the direction-cosines

of r. We obtain this particular case of (9.15)

.

F = 66,(1 - i>
2/c2)r-2(l - W*{(*> m, n) (1 - ,^/c2

)

- (vjc, 0, 0) (1 - h/e)].

(9.30)

The corresponding charges, which we take to be e and ev at $'

and R' in the conjugate system, are at rest in K'. Hence we

have Coulomb's law
- F' = ee1r'"

2
(Z', to', »').

Using (9.4) we easily find, taking x = 1,

F' = (1, (J, P)F. (9.31)

At first sight we seem merely to have reproduced (9.31) as a

particular case of (9.16). But in reality there is a much more

important distinction involved. Voigt's transformation in-

volves separate treatment of the position (XYZ) of the source

and of the position (xyz) of the receiver, as well as a separate

treatment of the date (T) of emission and of the date (() of recep-

tion. It is not so in the present case. We use merely what we

shall call Voigt's transposition

:

x' - X' = $[x - X - v(t - T)], (9.31a)

y'-Y' = y-Y, z'-Z' = z-Z, (9.31b)

f - T = §[< - T - v(x - X)lc*]. (9.31c)

Here nothing is involved except the transmission-distances

SR and S'R' and the transmission-durations (t — T and t' — T').

This is made clear in Fig. 38. S is the position of e1 at time T,

S
1 its position at time t ; SA = x — X. We can draw the K'

diagram on the same figure, e being at R and e
x
at S'. Then

r' = c(t' - T) = p[c(« - T) - v(x - X)lc]

= |3r(l-fo/c).- -
'".

,It is clear that Voigt's transposition merely represents the

Lorentz contraction previously investigated. Compare Figs. 21

and 38. What we formerly called t we now call t - T, what was

denominated r„ is now called r'. Observe also that in dealing

with the contracted charge-complex we did not use the formula
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(9.20) for the transformation of the acceleration t
words, the physical theory known as the Lorentz r +

°ther

hypothesis can be represented bv Voio+'a +,.„
faction-

involves*-* and, _r, hut not J,I^le^T™ " *

1
R <*'> FlS" >

faCt that

1
Einstein's use of the
samealgebra

involves
Voigfs tramfornm.
lion, has been greatly
obscured by the habit
of text-book writers
who put X = Y = 2= r = 0—a pro.

cedure which is in
most cases unjusti-
fiable and has led
to misinterpretation.

For example, it is

commonly said that

Kg. 38.

Einstein's theory refers nnl„ +„ •*
c°mmon]y said that

assumed accelera^usSveVsmr »"*»•».«»* any

that it is variable. But iKk,1
" °> uniform and then

consistent.-N. Campbell, iv. 47.
nd that they are self-

^ivetSS -^^f- ,?
6 C°nJUgate **"»

are in uniform relative ZJ ^W°Uld put **• the ^servers

whatever on u wf? T ^ .

But there is n° restri^°"
source and receiver 'in *;7h

Vdocitles and accelerations of the

transformation Xhk sen + 7
Stem

-
Emstein uses Voigt>s

to the receiver And
" SeparateIy applicable to the source and

this foundation raises a 'J* l~
& physioal ^othesis on

examined. * 8enous difficulty which must now be

PhySai
a

sdence:°
m "** MaXWeU Calls '

the g^eral maxim of

onthemeredWerentrofth^ 6Vent and another d°<* not depend
b«t only on differences ™"°r °r the places at which «"* <*™-
bodies concerned.~MaxweU " ^' ^SWtion or motion of the

'8 E fUndamentaI --P«on
13

oi pnvsics-and one of the very
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highest importance—that times can enter into a law only aa

differences which measure periods. The assumption may also be

expressed by saying that the laws of physics are independent of the

time at which the events concerned happen ; it is only the differ-

ences of the times of the events concerned in the law, and not the

times themselves, which are significant.—N. Campbell, Physics,

1920, p. S51.

The word ' time ' is ambiguous ; it denotes either dale or

faraticm-, just as ' length ' signifies either position or distance.

A. date is quite arbitrary ; it depends on the zero chosen ; it

cannot enter into any physical formula. A phenomenon is the

same under the same conditions whether it takes place on Monday

or Thursday. Hence also the differential equations of mathe-

matical physics cannot explicitly involve the date. Take, for

example, Newton's law of cooling

'd0/eft = -x(e-8 o).

This represents the law

which involves only the duration (t —

1

). A similar remark

applies to position as such, i.e. distance from an arbitrary

origin ; no such quantity can occur in a physical formula.

Now the^Voigt formula is used to connect two instances (or

the same instances under different aspects) of transmission from

a source to a receiver through a medium. The only relevant

distance is SB ; and the only time concerned is the transmission-

duration, the time which elapses between emission and reception.

Yet if we examine the only instance so far given of Einstein's

covariancy-law, we see at once that it depends essentially on

the dale. The formula p = p { 1 - «2
/c2)' ia derived from

T' = p(T _ uX/c2
) ; it depends entirely, on a change of origin

of time-measurement. In fact, it has no connection whatever

with the wave transmission, it deals solely with change of date

at the source. Similarly we shall find that his mass-formula

depends on the change of acceleration at the receiver ; and if we

refer to the formulae for w' and f, we see that they are derived

from a change of date. We are dealing with atomised time in

the form of localised dates ; we are ignoring the essential physical

happening, which is the transmission of a wave or signal.

While it is quite intelligible that such a procedure might

prove a useful or labour-saving mathematical dodge, it is rather
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it

incredible that it should form the basis of a physical
relation.ship between two transmission-instances. Moreover Ih-

duction of dates and positions into physical laws is
.', mtr°-

innovation which has passed almost unnoticed TJ

re
,

mend°us
ingeniously concealed by imaginary manipulation* u

been

' setting • of unspecified • clocks • by noSSnttT* " the

to whose artificiality and anthropomorphic cruditv oT* 7semence to recent authority has blinded physicists
*

In fact the following assertion has been made :

'

The famous transformation equations which stand „t ihof the theory can be easily deduced fromIT at the cent«
regard to the setting of clocks and thfkvm?

n

t
C°nventi<™ in

systems, without any conflict with our oS? °f c°-°rdinate
aether or with our ordinary rations of ŝ o7°Wion °f the
freeing the theory from the least ZrZr?^ ?"d tune

- the«%
Huntington,^

< 1912)tttZ^TrlZ^M^
Let us apply this method. Fig. 39 represents the systems at

the instant tx = t = t. TheA measures of length in the
direction of motion are to be
altered, so that x' = L(x - vt)

Also the setting of the K'
clocks, so that at the moment
when the time at 0' is t' the
time at P' is t'x = t' -vx'/c*.

changed, when the K clock at A v "?^ °f time is aIso

(coincident with A) £££.

%

A *£ '
** A" ** * °'

Fig. 39.

If L =

i = Tt-vL/c*.(X - vt)

(withx=l). /P
'
We °btain the Vo& transformation

la both systernTthi u*!?
°0nStant

;

then *>~<- M**~ *&W theSrmta£ a

m^b6 mUaai Wh°* the * cl°^
the same objective t7^V •

e<Juation merely tells us that

Similarly in Tt-fT,,? m^asured in two different units.-

= r«A) D^t
i

ro/c,
t
.Pnt *' = constant; then t'-t[

* is constant Th7 »

the
t

motlon *•>« setting does not alter since
•
"e equat.on merely tells us the relation of the
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two measures of the same Duration. If at t = 0, 0' coincides

with 0, the time at 0' is zero and that at P' 13 t[ = — vx'jc2 .

y at t = t, P' coincides with P, the time at 0' is t' = Tt and that

at P' is 4= & — vx'/c2 . Thus while the velocity of a point

moving from to P in K is u, in K' it moves from 0' to P' and

its velocity
measured in the P' clock is

»' = z'/^ - t[) = L{x - vt)jTt = LjT . (u - v),

as we should expect. But if we measure the time-interval by

the difference t', — of the indications of the clocks at P' and

0', so that the difference of setting comes into play, we have

, x' _ L(x — vt)' _ L(u — v)
W =

%
~~
n~LvftF~(x-~vi) ~ T + ljpjc*- Lw/fi

= (tt — k)/(1 — ttu/c2
)

ifl=pandr=l/p. ;.-
This mode of presentation expresses rather frankly, if not

indiscreetly, some of the assumptions underlying the usual

treatment. It must surely be obvious that such a manipulation

of units and clock-setting cannot lead to any theory of the

transmission of electromagnetic waves, or to any rational account

of experiments in which no such ' clocks ' exist.

We merely state this fundamental objection here, reserving

a fuller development for a subsequent volume. The objection

applies to the so-called Doppler effect and to Einstein's mass-

law, both of which depend upon Voigt's transformation, i.e.

to an alteration of date (concretised in a ' clock ') and of position

(illustrated in a 'rod'). The other applications—such as the

Michelson-Morley experiment and Fresnel's coefficient—are

beyond the scope of this book. It will be found that they depend

only on Voigt's transposition, and hence are not open to this

objection. Our present contention is that any conclusions

dependent on the separate treatment of the positions and dates

of the emitter and receiver are without relevance to physical

theory.

To the above account (when in manuscript) a distinguished

mathematical physicist has made some objections which I propose

to consider. Before doing so, I wish to emphasise again the great

significance and importance of the distinction between date

and duration. It is the more necessary to do this inasmuch as,

to a person habituated to dealing with mathematical symbols
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without analysing their physical reference and
context, the distinction is apt to be regarded as trim* 1

°gIcal

shall see in Chapter XIV, physicists-^nd afortiorim^ZlJ" *e

-have not distinguished themselves in interpret ?aDar1 T**manipulating) their own symbols. One is rather iZv J°
m
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*
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:
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°
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n a Vlew
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Pr°P6r-
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US is sufficiently large, we can neglectMother bodiestS ^

» «i«.„ <<, ,„«,,sir; srrlr ."r"'we regard the remntn r,„„..

we erect a temporal barrier;

phenomena. ^ " Wlthout bea™g on present

^n e^L^th

:j
eiy

-

ide!

t
of experiment -Pfe th*

which woS notTtherw, f i™ ^^ that event* haPP»
-t as a^^Sl*^^-^ ^ *P a b°d" to

Every scientificim3„ ,^U 6mit^ or sound -

nature. We are ™7^f, J*™1* °f man '

s interference with

veneactivejrLtt ZJtn"
111^8^ Spe°tatorS

>

we mtel-

W, there^e^gj^

t

e

do
arVn0t °^ tMngS f°r US t0

if not error, in such sU^s aŝ his " *"" *^^
ii this s^e-per^ntio.Tt.

1'86^6 fa PeroeP«on through the senses,

fought and which i»=»if„!_f!
aware of something which is not

^-perception we Z„ .„ Perc
,
eP«on through the senses.

which is self^Lf • T
a
/e of something which is not

- -, ««-™ntataed for thon t^ f°r thouSht '
Thh Pr°Perty °f

It means that Sre canW "V* the base of natural science,can be thought of as a closed system whose
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mutual relations do not require the expression of the fact that

they are thought about.—Whitehead, The Concept of Nature,

1920, p. 3.

To speak thus is to ignore the whole of experiment and the

entire applications of science. It seems to imply that human

knowledge makes no difference to nature : an implication which

is patently contradicted not only by our laboratories but by the

everyday realities of modern civilisation. Hence the attempted

extrapolation of physics to include the entire universe is absurd.

For not only are our laws derived by means of a deliberate

exclusion and the assumption of isolation, but their discovery

is effected by a purposive establishment of contingent facts

whose coming-to-be is inexplicable by these laws.

Physics exists not to explain facts but to codify their connec-

tion. Even if we explained the present properties of the solar

system by means of the nebular hypothesis, we have not thereby

got rid of facts ; we should merely have established a concatena-

tion or connection between the solar system and a nebula ; we

have substituted the nebula fact for the solar fact. So in electro-

magnetics our task is not the impossible one of trying to explain

why electrons and such-like exist at all ; it is rather to assume

certain entities, to find their laws of action and thus to connect

together seemingly disparate phenomena. And these laws

accordingly abstract from individual existence, they take no

account of the particularity of the happenings. The phenomena

are artificially isolated from their here-and-now context; they

are insulated from the rest of the universe ; they are divorced

from their actual history. As the old philosophers put it,

science deals with the universal.

Now it is quite true that position is merely the distance from

an arbitrary origin, and date is only the duration measured from

an arbitrary zero. That is precisely why they cannot occur in

physical laws. Not only because the origin is arbitrary, but

because it lies outside our isolated system. An experiment gives

the same result on Saturday as on Tuesday, whether performed

to-day or ten years away. The velocity of sound is not

influenced by the distance of the tuning-fork from Sirius. If

ever we discover that results depend, for instance, on the

sidereal time of their performance or on their location on a

mountain or in a city-basement, then we at once assume that our

system is not isolated and we enlarge the boundaries accordingly.
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These general considerations are an apnronriaf* •
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Therefore
x,-x1

= ^[x 2 -x1 -v(ti -l 1)].

Now this would be quite intelligible if we had a wave emanating

from one source S at time T 1 and reaching two different receivers

B i
and R 2

, at the times tv t2 respectively. The last equation then

tells us that a wave emitted from i^ at time «x reaches R 2 at the

time t 2
. But, since ex hypolhesi we have only one receiver R,

how can the same emission from S reach the receiver at different

times <! and t2 ? And how can the receiver have different

coordinates ?

The Voigt transformation (as I use it) is certainly one between

events, e.g. between the emissions T and T'. Herein precisely

lies the difficulty, whether we take the case as one event (clock)

viewed under two aspects or as two different clocks. Tor in order

to get rid of the arbitrariness of the dates, we must invent con-

crete embodiments of the events, namely clocks ; and then we
must perform an experiment to adjust or synchronise these clocks.

We then postulate a law connecting their readings. But all this

is a pure invention of non-existent instruments and unperformed

experiments. And it is irrelevant ; for even relativists admit

that the only real phenomenon—the transmission—is in fact

independent of the date of emission. The difficulty therefore

remains. _ .

'

(3) You say there is no physical meaning in the formula
T'= 3(T — vXjtf). Why not ? Suppose we put it in this way :

' R is in Cork and R' is on a ship moving from Cork to New York.
An event X happens ; and R observes that it occurs T hours after

the ship left Cork, while R' observes that it occurs T' after the ship

left Cork. The above is the formula connecting T and T' in accord-

ance with the theory of relativity.' This may or may not be a true

statement, but surely it has a definite physical meaning.

It is difficult to discuss this criticism because it is clothed in

a fallacious garb of actuality. It sounds like an everyday oc-

currence
; but in fact no such experiment has ever been performed.

The event—say the eclipse of the moon—is dated differently by
the two observers. In current expositions of relativity this dating

is effected by clocks on the spot. So let us suppose that there

are two clocks at the source (on the moon), one rigidly connected

to each observer. One reads T' and the other T at the moment
of emission. The X and X' are quite arbitrary ; but we suppose

that they are determined by an agreement of the observers as
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Assuming (9.31a, b), where I — T is the transmission-duration,

; c r = c(t - T), and taking t' — T' to be that in the stationary

system, i.e. r' = c(t' - T'), we at once deduce (9.31c). It is

therefore clear that formulae (9.31a, b, c) are independent of any

manipulation of the dates of emission or reception. This will

become still more evident when we come to deal with ' subrelative

systems
' in the next section. The essential point of our present

argument is therefore as follows :

(a) Voigt's transformation is given by (9.1). From this wo

deduce (9.2), which as a particular case gives r = c(t — T),

r
' = c(('_ T'). Using this transformation, we have deduced

transformation-formulae for the velocity and acceleration of

source and receiver.

(b) Voigt's transposition (9.31a, b, c) may analytically be

regarded as an elementary rearrangement of (9.1) with x=l.
Thus regarded, it has no particular significance, though it is

worth while pointing out that from the transposition alone we

cannot deduce the transformation (9.1). But, unless we assume

the transformation, we cannot infer the formulae (9.3) and

(9.20a, b) for velocity and acceleration.

(c) On the other hand, we can arrive at the transposition

directly without tinkering with dates. Formulae (9.31a, b)

express the relations between what we shall presently call sub-

relative systems, combined with Lorentz's contraction. That is,

we start by assuming that SR is moving with v relative to the

medium and is thereby contracted ; then S'R' represents the

system when at rest. Formula (9.31c) connecting the durations

t'—T and t — T then follows at once from the assumption that

the same velocity of transmission (c) occurs in both systems.

It is a very peculiar assumption, which is not accepted in this

book. But it involves no manipulation of dates, no transforma-

tion of velocity, no acceleration. In Section 7 we shall investigate

the transposition for the case when p -> 1 (t^/c2 negligible).

Let us see what exactly is involved in this second-order modi-

fication of what will presently be denominated the transposition

of subrelativity. . That is—putting X = Y„ = Z = T = for

simplicity—we suppose that the system K (in which S and R are

moving with v relatively to the medium M) is connected with

Ko (in which S and R are at rest in 31) by the relations

x = (3(z - vt) and i„ = p(« - vxjc1
).
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Suppose that in K„ we have l = x = cl . Then a; = c< anH
z„ = pc/(l - r/c). In JiT, taking SB to be J, we have l = ct- i

== cr(l - d/c) = ; /p. That is, when SR is at rest relatively toM
its length is l

; but when it moves with respect toM its leneth
is l„(l - t'VO*. But, in addition to this contraction-hypothesis
there is a change in the transmission-duration

; for we have

instead of the Newtonian formula

t = t /(l-v/c).

On which we observe : (i) While the length-contraction rnavbe attributed to inter-molecular forces, there seems to be nn
physical explanation of the change in the transmission-duration
(u This second-order correction of the ordinary formulae cannot
fulfil the optical requirements of the Michelson-Moriey experi-ment, e.g the law of reflection at a moving mirror (9.13) whichinvolves v/c to the first power, (iii) Since both this expertaenland ekctromagnetic results require the aether or frameworTtobe earth-convected the hypothesis (if applicable at all) mustrefer to motion relative to the laboratory-for which case thehypothesis is devoid of experimental evidence
(5) It has been objected that in deducing the formula of

c(dt - dT) = dr= w
r
dt - UfdT.

Snf a dUrati°n connected with the process of emission

af/dullTT"^ S durinS the^ «? '» rec ved

?/=S Wht \ .
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useofVoto'straLl T' °
W ll 1S 1uite P°ssible tha* thisvoigt s transformation may give us information concerning
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' the behaviour of measuring-rods and clocks in motion '—at least

this is the title of chapter 12 of Einstein's Bdativity (1920)'

For then dT and AT become the durations of clock-processes

But scientific literature contains no account of experiments on
moving clocks, no measurement of the phenomenon asserted by
Einstein {ibid., p. 37) :

'As a consequence of its motion the clock

goes more slowly than when at rest.' And, if this were a fact,

the primary formula would then be one between durations

:

so that by (9.5b)

dT'{l - w'2/c2)» = dT(l - «2
/c

2
)».

But in arriving at this latter expression we had to employ

dX' = $(dX — vdT), and similarly dx' = $(dx - vdt), so that there

are ' rods ' as well as ' clocks.' The velocity v is eventually

eliminated, after having played the part of an inexplicable

intermediary in the proof. But in addition to these alleged rods

and clocks, we have the electromagnetic transmission

:

Z,{x'-X'?-c2{l'-T'? = 0,

X(x-Xf-ci(t-T? = 0.

Hence we have to take

. X' = |3(X- vT), T = p(r - vXj<?),

with similar formulae for the receiver. That is, a manipulation

of dates and positions is unavoidable in Einstein's treatment.

(6) The formula p = p„(l — «2/c2 )i " derived from the two

equations : X' = p(X - vT) and T = p(T - dX/c2
) on putting

X' = 0. It does not matter where T is measured from. I agree

with you that any application of r = p(r-»X/c!
) or similar

single equation involves the obnoxious idea of date.

Let us differentiate the equation T = p(f - vXj&)

:

pjp' = dT'jdT = (3(1 - vujc*),

where ux stands for dXjdT. This equation (9.8) with x=l.

Take ux
= v, u„ = u, = 0, and we obtain p =p% which is

equivalent to pjp = (1 - «2/c
2
)*. Hence it is derived from a

single equation. Obviously dX/dT is the velocity of S without

further ado. In order to see this, it is not necessary to assume

X=vT, i.e. constant velocity. Nor, if we wish to obtain
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X = vT, is it necessary to assume X — vT = X'/$ = 0. But in

the general case (arbitrary u), as we have shown in answering

the previous objection, we have to take both T' = fi(T — vXjc")

and X' = (3(X — vT). Certainly it does not matter where T or X
is measured from ; but it does matter where T' and X' are

measured from. The date and position of S are arbitrary
; but

once they are fixed, those of S' are determined, they are derived

by a zero-adjustment or setting. Our objection to date is not

answered by asserting that position is also involved. The latter

is quite as obnoxious as the former.

(7) In connection with (9.31, a, b, e) there is a mathematical diffi-

culty to be cleared up. Since ~L(x — A') 2 = c2 (« — T)*, T is a root of

this equation depending on the equations X=/, (T), Y = /2(T),
Z=fs(T). Thus (XYZT) are not independent, they are functions

of (xyzt). In the same way (X'Y'Z'T') are functions of (x'y'z't').

If (xyzt) transform to (x'y'z't'), do (XYZT) transform to (X'Y'Z'T1

) ?

The fact is so, but it is not self-evident. The reason is because
2(x - X)' - cl (t -T)' is invariant. Here T is not a date but a
function of (xyzt). The origin of (XYZT) is thus not arbitrary but
is tied up to (xyzt) by four equations.

This objection is not easy to grasp ; but at least we can say

that it is entirely irrelevant to the use of Voigt's transposition

as illustrated in Tig. 38. It concerns Voigt's transformation

exclusively, and it seems to imply two arguments which are

alleged to prove that T is not a date. The first is that we have
three equations of the form X =f(T). But this proves nothing,

for consider the equation of motion s = a + bt + ct2 , where a, b c,

are constants, 8 denotes position and t denotes date. The velocity

at any arbitrary moment is v = b + 2ct and the acceleration is

/= 2c. At any selected date let v„ = b + 2ct be the velocity.

Then the equation can be expressed as

*-*o="o('-'o) + |/(<-<o)
2

.

so that only length (s - « ) and duration (t - t ) occur. Hence
the occurrence of an equation of motion such as X—j(T) does
not prove that X is not a position or that T is not a date.
The second argument appears to be that (XYZT) are not

arbitrary but are connected with (xyzt) by four equations. What
equations? The only equation is r = c(t — T) or ~Z(x-Xf
= c*(t — Tf, i.e. an equation connecting the differences x — X,
etc., and t — T. But we have never maintained that these are
not related. The distance (r) is arbitrary, so is the duration
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/( _ T) ; but &ey are not 6o«A arbitrary, if c is given
; for we

have the relation r = c{t - T).

In general, how can anybody argue against the patent fact

that T is the emission-date and t the reception-date ? What has

to be shown is that these dates are physically relevant to the

process of transmission. Considered in itself, this process involves

only the duration t — T. The only way in which the dates T

and i can be shown to be part of the process in any particular

case gay, electromagnetic transmission—is by turning them

into durations of concomitant phenomena, i.e. by proving that

emission and reception are connected with actual physical

entities called .' clocks ' and that the transmission is accompanied

bv happenings in these clocks. No one has ever attempted to

prove this extraordinary statement.

(8)
' A phenomenon is the same under the same conditions whether

it takes place on Monday or Thursday.' This sentence mast be

redrafted so as not to exclude a whole obvious range of phenomena

from rainfall to cosmic rays. Poincare once considered the effect of

a secular change in the laws of nature.

If attention is paid to the italicised phrase, I do not think my

sentence needs alteration. Clearly, if the interval from Monday

to Thursday constitutes the duration of some process—say the

collocation of the planets, the condition of the atmosphere, the

decomposition of a piece of meat-the sentence is quite inapplic-

able to such a case. What is meant is that, other things being

equal, the mere extrinsic, arbitrary and conventional procedure

of dating is irrelevant.

Since the laws of nature have no a prion necessity but are mere

empirical concatenations which might conceivably be other than

they are, there is no philosophical difficulty in imagining that

they have changed or are changing, as Milne and othen.to. But

men of science should be reluctant to assume this withou
,

very

convincing evidence. And even then our ingrained ausahty

concept would lead us to_reject the idea that mere dating «as

vera causa. (See also p. 755).

The above objections have been considered a* some tag*;

because the distinction between date ^d duration ^of uc

fundamental importance. Once admitted, it constitutes

objection to current expositions of ' relativity.
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? !

7. Subrelatlve Systems.

The word ' relative ' is so ambiguous that we have to coin

a special word 18 to designate the relationship of two physical

systems : (1) the system K in which the source S and the re-

ceiver E are at rest in the medium M , (2) the system K identical

with the former except that S and R are moving with the constant

velocity v through the same medium. It is well at the outset

to be clear on the following points : (a) The matter has nothing

whatever to do with different observers ; we can, if we wish

refer the systems to the same observer. (6) The two systems

concern the same mode of transmission—electromagnetic or

elastic—in the same medium (aether or elastic body), (c) The
two systems are not internally identical ; the velocity v is not

simply an extraneous inter-

relationship, it is a quantity

internally concerned in K.
At the emission-time t =

we suppose that SB coincided

with /SA (Fig. 40). At the

reception-time t = t, when the

wave has reached R, this point

has advanced vt along the

z-axis. S being the origin and

R being the point (xtf/fo),
r-x,+vt

Fig. 40.
we have SzJ = cH\, where t„ is

the transmission-duration in

the stationary system K . At the moment of reception in K the

coordinates ofR axe x = x + vt, y = y , z= z ; the transmission-

duration is t. Hence

(x - vty + y
i + zi = cHl

xi + y* + z*= cH2
.

That is,

%=(l + vilc*)t?-2xvllci

= (t - vx\#Y + i^/c2 . (<
2 - x*\#). (9.32)

This gives us the relation between the transmission-durations

in the two cases.

In all practical cases it is sufficient to employ this formula only

" In a subsequent volume we propose to distinguish between corelativity,

subrelativity, interrelativity. See also section 12 of this chapter.
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to the first order ; that is, we neglect terms containing the

tautometrio (' dimensionless ') quantity t>
s/c2 , which we assume

to be numerically very small compared to unity. It is important

to make the elementary observation that this does not entitle us

to neglect w/c
2 as ' small,' for in fact this quantity can by a change

of units be made to assume any value we choose. The factor

with which we are concerned is the tautometrio product vx\cH ;

which since in all relevant cases xjt is comparable with c, cannot

be regarded as of the second order. Hence to the first order of

approximation we have

:

x„ = x — vt, y„ = y, 2 = z, < = J-ra/c2 . (9.33)

Reciprocally we have to the same order 14
:

. x = x„ + vt , y = y„i 2 = «o> t=t
l) + vx

<tlc
i
. (9.34)

Here t is the time the wave takes to go from S to R when the

receiver is moving, and t is the interval taken in the same

system when it is at rest in the medium. Or alternatively, in

accordance with our reciprocal relations, we can regard K as a

system in which S and B are at rest in the medium, and Ke
as

one in which S and iJ„ are moving with velocity- v in the medium.

'

Reverting to Fig. 40, let S„B be r = c( with direction-

cosines (lBm n ), let SB be r = ct with direction-cosines (Inn).

Then, to the first order, we have at once

t = « (1 + l vjc), "

x Sp + t>/c . r _ ?p + Wc_

r
_

r (l-HoW°) ..1 +We
'

ym = - = y« .

r r„(l-HoWc)

n = »„/(! + l avh-'

m
1 + l i>lc

(9.35)

Conversely .

• .
'. ..

l = (I - vIOHl - Ivjc), m, = »/(l - &#• »• = "/(1 ~ i"/C) -

Considering the two-dimensional case, we have

. cosBn + f/c

cose = r+v/c.^oTe7 :

sin 8
sin 6 = Y+vlc ."cosTo*

» To the sooond orfer , «-*+ -bf+ '^+
^'^^
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,ct-c(l-vlc.c<>s8)t

a = G -
= sin (6„ - 0)

= u/c. sin O .
(9,36)

In Fig. 41, OR is the absolute or medium path when R is moving,

SR is the absolute path when R is at rest in the medium. It is

at once clear from the figure

that, to the first order as usual

SR is also the relative path when
R is moving. Thus the absolute

path in the stationary system i?

the relative path in the moving
system.. This explains why we
arrive at the aberration-formula

by considering subrelative sys-

tems, not directly but by identify-

ing theK path with the relativeK
path. By replacing the mysterious
' local time ' by transmission-

duration we have thus refuted the implication of such assertions

as the following

:

The transformation as holding up to the first order—which

explains the astronomical aberration of light . . . —dates from

1892, when the idea of personal or local time was introduced.—

Larmor, PM 21 (1936) 160.

It must be particularly emphasised that our formulae are based

on ordinary Newtonian principles. They have no particular

reference to electromagnetics or optics ; they are just as applic-

able to sound or to a scattering of particles. Lorentz (in 1895)

appears to have been the first to apply the first-order formulae

of subrelativity to electromagnetics. But unfortunately he was

also responsible for misinterpreting them by importing (iii. 50)

the alien pseudo-mystio idea of ' local time '
: ta

= t — vxjcK

' I introduced,' he says,15 ' the conception of a local time which is

different for different systems of reference which are in motion

relative to each other. But I never thought that this had any-

thing to do with real time.' * Lorentz's local time as just defined

has nothing physical about it,' writes Silberstein.
16

' It is merely

" Aatrophyaicul Journal, 68 (1928) 350.
'• Theory of Relativity, 1924", p. 66.
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an auxiliary mathematical quantity to be used instead of the
" universal " time in order to simplify the form of [the] equations.'

We have here the forerunner of the clock-physics introduced by

Einstein. And our simple analysis is sufficient to dissipate these

gratuitously invented subtleties. We are dealing with trans-

mission-durations, not with dates ; t„ is quite as ' real ' as t

;

and the formulae are just as relevant to elasticity as to electro-

magnetics. With this elementary explanation 'local time*

collapses. Lorentz's formulae remain ; his discourse is erased.

We have here a very pertinent and striking example of the

danger of confusing algebra and physics. Algebraically formula

(9 33) might easily be confused with a first-order version of

Voigt's transformation (9.1) ; and formula (9.35) is really the

first-order equivalent of (9.4). We have in fact produced a simple

Newtonian interpretation of Voigt's first-order transposition.

When we deal with differential equations instead of integral

laws we apply this apparently in the form of a transformation

but really in the form

dx' = dx — vdt, dy' = dy, dz' = dz, dl' = dl — vdxjc\

It now becomes clear that when we apply this to the differential

equations connected with the transmission of a disturbance with

velocity c, the equations remain covariant.

Let us exemplify thi3 by reference to the case of sound," for

which we have the first-order equations

c2Va = — fi, div u = — s,

where c2 is dpjdp, u being the velocity and a the compression.

The motion being irrotational (curl u = 0), we have

V2s-s/c2 = 0.

Apply the transformation

. x' = * - vt, t' = t- vxjc\

so that

3 _ d d_ 3_ = ± JLJL

di~df
V
Bx" dx dx' c\W

We easily find that the equations are covariant, provided we take

s' = a — imx\c
2

<«*«»-•»> < = *r <= **>

ovu'x = ux, since vs is of the second order.

» See Webster, Dynamic*. 1912», p. 542.
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It is thus apparent that the first-order covariancy resulting f
applying the transformation of subrelativity is not peculiar T
electromagnetics. Applied to Maxwell's equations, it gives tfc°

first-order equivalent of (9.26, 28)

:

ne

E'=E + c-lFvH,

H' =H- C-iFvE.
(937)

The first of these equations is (8.15) with C = p = l, it tejja

that, to the first order, the force between two stationary charges
is equal to the force between these charges when moving with
velocity v. The second equation, like Maxwell's equations
regards magnetic intensity as an independent propagated vector'
Consider a moving circuit, v being the velocity of any point. We
have

c curl H = £ + 47rpv,

and there is no convection current through the circuit since the
charge is stationary relatively to it. Now

djdt .
j
(EdS) =

[
dS{£ + v div E + curl FEv)„.

We also equate it to

c[(Gds) = cf(dScurlG),

where G is the magnetic force on a moving circuit. Equating
these expressions, we have

G = H-c"1 FvE.

Hence the second equation of (9.37) tells us that to the first order

H'=G.
Having identified Voigt's first-order formulae with the relation-

ship between a transmission-system and its subrelative system,
we are now in a position to remove the mystery from Lorentz's
' principle of correlation ' and ' corresponding states '

(iii. 86).

Silberstein (p. 67) calls this a ' remarkable discovery made by
Lorentz '

; but it is just an elementary application of Newtonian
subrelativity. It is reducible to the very commonplace fact that
the transmission-durations in subrelative systems are connected
by the first-order equation : („ = t — vx/c2 . This, no more and
no less, is what the first-order covariancy of Maxwell's equations
amounts to. There is nothing specifically electromagnetic in

the result
;
the covariancy holds equally for elasticity.
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Having thus accepted the first-order formulae of relativists w
proceed to demolish their discourse, i.e. the scientifically irrelevant
statements which they add to their algebra.

Maxwell's equations in their Cartesian form are unaltered Thv rt.
first-order transformation of subrelativity]. The princinla «f
relativity has been proved, to the first order in vie, by means of thl
idea of local tune. This theory is due jointly to Lorenta and
Einstein : the idea of local tune to Lorentz, and the idea that it is

to all intents and purposes true time for a moving observer to
Einstein.—Pidduck, p. 630.

The answer is : (1) All transmission-equations and not merely
Maxwell's are covariant. (2) Local time in the sense of a localised

date is an impossible ingredient of physical theory. The two
' times ' are the transmission-durations for two subrelative

If i^/c2 is neglected, p may be put equal to unity, and the forces

Si, Ey, Ei are exactly those which we found for the forces on a
unit charge moving with velocity {v, 0, 0). Similarly the forces

H'i, H'v , Hi are easily shown to be precisely those which would be

acting on a unit magnetic pole moving with a velocity (v, 0, 0).

Thus there is direct experimental verification of these equations

when u2/c2 is neglected. When t^/c2 is not neglected, it is naturally

impossible to obtain direct experimental evidence of the equations

[9.26, 28]. ... Thus it appears, by what is not far short of absolute

proof, that the relativity-condition is satisfied by all electromagnetic

phenomena.^—Jeans, p. 605*.

We have already shown that first-order covariancy is a simple

Newtonian result, without any special relevancy to electro-

magnetics. It involves no reference to dates or positions. It

does not follow that, because first-order covariancy is capable of

an elementary physical interpretation, the use of Voigt's manipu-

lation of dates and positions is similarly susceptible. The ' abso-

lute proof ' we require is not of the fact of covariancy, for this

is an automatic algebraic result. What is needed, and what is

not forthcoming, is a proof that dates and positions can enter

into physical theory.

It follows that within a self-contained system, to the order of vjc,

the electromagnetic effects are independent of the velocity ol tne

system, since E' and H' are the values of the electrio and magnetic

forces which would be actually measured by instruments movin

along with the system. This is only true, however, provided tne

time recorded by clocks in the moving system is the local time anu
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not the 'true v..

Richardson, p. 291

VOIGT

time recorded by clocks in the fixed system —

All this is recited as if it were a mere matter of course, even

before any discussion of Einstein's theory I We have a simple

piece of Newtonian algebra connecting two systems
; in one of

these the sources and receivers are at rest in the medium, and in

the other they are moving with v so that the system is not '
self-

contained.' And suddenly we are presented with moving in-

struments and a double series of clocks. The simple formula

f = t — ra/c2 i3 said to imply a readjustment of moving clocks

Unfortunately, as c has very different values for the transmission

of sound and light, we should require quite a number of different

series of chronometers

!

Our final quotation is from the facile pen of Sir James Jeans
and the reference to 1895 shows that he is referring to the first-

order transposition of subrelativity.

Professor Lorentz of Leyden announced a very remarkable con-
clusion in 1895. To make as vivid a picture as possible, let us
imagine that a professor of physics discovered certain laws of
electric action in a laboratory on earth, at some epoch when this

happened to be standing still in the ether. . . . Now let us imagine
that our physicist is subsequently shot out into space in a rocket
which travels through space. ... Lorentz was able to show, from
the known laws of electric action, that notwithstanding the ether-
wind any laws of electric action which the physicist had discovered
on earth would still be qualitatively true in the moving rocket.
In a certain restricted sense they would also be quantitatively true.
If he reinvestigated these laws in the moving rocket, he would find

that they could be expressed with perfect accuracy in precisely the
same mathematical formulae as he had used on the earth at rest—
Jeans, New Background of Science, 1933, p. 291.

We have here a perfect example of irrelevant discourse, a set of

hypothetical unproved and unprovable assertions professedly

based on a simple orthodox formula of ordinary Newtonian wave-
kinematics. Lorentz applied this to electromagnetics, an opera-
tion which can hardly be termed ' a very remarkable conclusion.'

As to the * vivid picture ' of the physicist in the rocket, it is a pure

fabrication.

Let us now summarise our conclusions :

(1) The covariancy of propagation-laws or their equivalent
differential equations, when Voigt's transformation is applied to

them, is a purely algebraic fact or analytical truism. It holds
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independently of any physical interpretation subsequently im-
posed upon the algebra

;
and it has no particular connectionwith

electromagnetics, i.e. the covariancy holds independently of any
particular numerical value assigned to the velocity c.

(2) In its general form, Voigt's transformation implies an

alteration in the position and date of both the emission-event and

the reception-event. Inasmuch as physical laws cannot depend

on positions and dates, the transformation is a purely mathe-

matical device. K is one physical system and K' is another

quite independent instance of the same kind of system, the solu-

tion for which is derived by a mathematical operation from the

former. In the theory of electrical images, a system of

' imaginary ' charges is placed in a region which does not form

part of the electrostatic field. Here K is a given electrical dis-

tribution, K ' is a system of charges consideration of which enables

us to solve the problem for K. There is no connection whatever

between K and K' considered as two independently existing

systems. In conformal representation we similarly transform a

pair of parallel planes into a pair of concentric circular cylinders

and thus solve the latter problem, e.g. we can find their capacity.

• In the same way, Voigt's transformation enables us to solve a

more difficult mathematical problem for K by transforming the

solution for K'. We shall presently illustrate this expedient by

a few examples. But we can always obtain the same result

directly without the use of Voigt's formulae.

(3) The particular case in which the charges are moving with

v in K and are at rest in K' does not require the use of Voigt's

transformation but only of his transposition. That is, we are not

here concerned with a manipulation of positions and dates, but

only with a correlation of source-receiver distances and trans-

mission-durations. Hence objection (2) does not apply to this

case. We find in fact that K' = K is the stationary system and

K the same system moving with v and subjected to the Lorentz

contraction.
,

(4) Neglecting second-order terms, we find that Voigts trans-

position gives the ordinary Newtonian relationship between sub-

relative systems. In fact we have the case mentioned under (J),

with B = 1 and consequently the Lorentz contraction non-existent

or negligible. The formula t' = t-vx^ receives a sunple

intelligible meaning, as applicable to sound as to electromagnetics

and the mystical conception of 'local time disappears. Also
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all arguments for a particular interpretation (e.g. Einstein's^

Voigt's full transformation, which are based upon the ackn
ledged physical relationships of subrelative systems and theref
on Voigt's first-order transposition, are seen to be entirely inval'rl

(5) A clear distinction must be drawn between a physicist'
algebra and hia discourse. This is urgently necessary in the ca
of writers who write semi-popular books and cite Alice in Wond
land as a substitute for Newton's Prineipia. The only scient'fi
cally relevant and effective portion of a book on physics is its
quantitative formulae, what we have called its algebra Th
remainder, the ' discourse,' often consists nowadays of irrelevant
talk about clocks, moving rods, imaginary observers, travelling
twins, men in rockets. The science of physics is concerned with
the physical laboratory on earth, the quantitative results obtained
therein and their qualitative operational background.

8. The Mass-Formula.

We shall examine Einstein's mass-formula from the purelv
algebraic point of view. Taking the case of R moving with
u> =-v inK and B' at rest in K\ we have F' = «,f , where m = m'
is the mass of the point-charge at rest. Also

F' = (l,p,p)F,
(9 . 16a)

f' = (P
3
,p

2
,P

2
)i. (9.22)

We see at once that the mass m in K cannot be taken as an iso-
tropic scalar constant, for

7h = I
"*IE* = Kif:_i

™* hlk Fjfz (J*

Hence
».K = ™oM = 1/(5.

m = (mx, M„, mt) = (p», p, p)m()) (9.37)
and the force-equation can be succintly expressed in the form

F = rf/*.(Pm v). (9.38)

»W °?n *xtend thk resul* to the case when e moves with «alongsmtfand wlth «,' along s' in K>. Then, as already proved,

F' = (l."r7P.Y7P)F (9.18)

f'=(T
,
/P

8
.Y

4
/P

2
.YVP2

)f. (9-21)
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Hence
to = (y'/P

3
. y

2
/P> yVPK-

Now if a = (1 - «>7CT* and a' = (1 - ui'3/c»)-», we have by (9.5b)

«2/<x'2 = (1 - ^/c2)(l - iot/c2)-2 = f
4
/^>

so that
m = (a3/a'3 , a/a', a/a')m'.

Hence if m = (a3 . «. «)mo> & follows that m' = (at'
3
, a', a')m . If

«j is along x,

Hx = djdt . [a.mnwx) = a?mjx ,

Hy
s d/d< . (am to„) = am,,/,,

H, = d/d< . (am„wz)
= urn,/,.

We can therefore say that the equation F = H transforms into

j" = H' in swch a may that

Ki*,= H'JHX, rjr, = a'ja,, rjr,= h'jhz . (9.39)

An equation which so transforms we shall call a covalent equation.

But in general the equation F = H is not covalent. If w is

not along x,

.'.:- H; = TO a'^ + m aX(w'fV.

The transformations for f and (fV) are given by (9.20) and

(9.3). The transformation for the component of the total force

F'z ,
corresponding to F'x + 0'

x in the notation of section (4), is

given by combining (9.16) with the result of (9.22). It is easy

to see that F'JFX is not equal to H'JB„. Nevertheless, as we

shall show later (9.53), the equation F = H is cownant though

not covalent, i.e. it gives F' = H' though the components are not

in the same ratios in the sense of (9.39).

We conclude as follows :
,

(1) The equation F = H is covalent when w = v (and ui - o ;

and the ratios of the components, namely (1, p, P),
mvolTe only

this velocity v = w. , , , .

(2) The equation is still covalent when w is parallel but not,

equal to v. In this case the component-ratios (1, y IP- Tl?l

volve not only w but also the different velocity v.

-

(3) In the general case (w in any direction), the equation is not

covalent. We shall prove later that it is covanant
,

In the last chapter, on the basis of the Lienard t*****^

with several additional assumptions of doubtful vahdity, we

arrived at the equation , am
F = djdt . Kw). V-™'
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We shall now investigate another proof which has been adduced
namely, by way of Voigt's transformation.

In the first place, it will not do 18 to prove the particular case

(9.38), or at least to reproduce the ' proof ' we have just given

and then immediately to infer the general formula (9.40). If we
wish to assert that (9.40) is a covariant equation, we have to prove
it. It has not yet been proved in this book. But we cannot
evade the required proof by simply showing that (9.38) results

from the transformation of

F' = m'f.

For this is a special case in which the equation is not only covariant
but covalent. Appeals to the observations ofhypothetical moving
observers are merely attempting to explain ignolum per ignotius

to account for the existent by pointing to the non-existent.
Ordinary proofs may indeed be simplified by utilising geometrical
intuitions ; but we lack both intuition and evidence concerning
the results reached by beings we have ourselves imaginatively
created. If we did make such an appeal, it would surely be more
natural to take a vector equation as covalent rather than merely
covariant. For example, Fx is the force-component in a direction
recognised by both ' observers.' Should we not therefore expect
that the measures Fx and Hx should be modified, by a common
factor, into F'x and H'x ? Instead of which, in the general case,
Fx/Fx involves the velocity and acceleration of the source. How
in any case can the measures, each made by its observer ' as if he
were at rest,' of the same process or event have a ratio which in-
volves v ' the relative velocity of the observers '

?

The real nerve of Einstein's argument is purely algebraic, quite
independent of any discourse about hypothetical entities. He
assumes that the force-equation is covariant under a Voigt trans-
formation. There are several interesting points about this
hypothesis. Its purely mathematical character is shown by the
fact that it involves a change in date and position both at the
source and at the receiver. But it ultimately involves a physical
theory

;
for the hitherto accepted equation must be modified if

it is to be covariant. Somehow it does not seem quite credible
that covanancy should be the reason why we must modify a physi-
cal law. A formal property referring to a mathematical operation

olhlf
" d°M ^ Ri0hard80n

fP' 31 °). J°™* (P- 612). Campbell (iv. 49), and
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does not seem to have any connection with an objective change

calling for the restatement of an experimental law.

Einstein's mass-law depends on the change of date at the

receiver ;
without this we should not obtain the transformation

of vhe acceleration. This applies even to the particular case

w' = 0, w = v. The formula has nothing to do with anything

intrinsic to the material particle, such as the number of protons

and electrons. The ' mass ' is changed because we date the

reception-event differently. No explanation i3 offered as to how

or why this is done ; to tell us that the particle is or carries a
' clock ' ia merely a crude picturesque way of stating the difficulty,

it is not an answer. Hence the formula throws no light whatever

on the nature or origin or meaning of mass (or energy) ; it is just

an unexplained dating-trick.

The argument, such as it is, is usually stated rather illogically.

Tolman,10 for instance, assumes (9.40) and therefrom deduces

(9.17) ; which is putting the cart before the horse. We require

(9.17) in order to prove that (9.40) is covariant. In fact the

usual treatment seems to take (9.40) as if it were the definition

of the force. Whereas we know F from Lienard's formula or—

as it is generally but inaccurately expressed—from Maxwell's

equations. We also know the transformation formulae (9.17, 25,

29) without any reference whatever to Einstein's hypothesis;

it is a simple question of algebra. Einstein knew equation (9.40)

as proposed for experimental reasons by Lorentz. He then de-

clared that this equation was covariant ; which happens to be

true. He did not put it in quite this way ; for he had an enor-

mous apparatusof imaginary experiments and irrelevantdiscourse.

But, when shorn of its excrescences, his hypothesis or statement

amounts to this. He did not even verify it in general
;

this was

done subsequently. Placed in this perspective, Einstein s theory

merely asserts a certain mathematical property of ™*ea™ 8

equation (9.40), which subsequent investigators found to be true

for any value ofw. So remote and abstract from physical science

is this property of covariancy under a Voigt transformation, that

we have deliberately deferred its general proof in order not to

confuse the issue at this stage.

At the moment it is sufficient to deal with (9.16a),

F' = (1,P,P)F.

» TU Theory of tto ReKUMy of Motion, 1917, p. 73 f i M*« Th^'
dynamics and Cosmology, 1934, p. 46.
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which is an essential stage in the process of arriving at (9.33)

the formula which most authors of relativity text-books content
themselves with giving. This formula (9.16a) has been derived
from Lienard's force-formula. No attempt has been nude
and none can be made, to make it apply to all forces, eg'
to the resistance experienced by a falling particle or by a
train.

Thus we encounter a curious paradox in the relativistic treat-

ment. The conclusions from Voigt's transformation may be
divided into two categories. (1) We have general applications
to the kinematics of wave-motion such as the so-called second-
order Doppler effect. Regarded analytically c might be any
wave-velocity, and no special reason based on physics is adduced
for confining the result to electromagnetics. Yet though the
argument contains no special reference to light, relativists limit
the results by an externally imposed decision. (2) On the other
hand we have a specialised application to electromagnetics,
e.g. to the Lienard force-formula. And yet in this case relativists
tell us that the result (i.e. the mass-formula) is appScable to any
forces. That is, in the one case a general formula is arbitrarily
particularised, and in the other a special formula, is arbitrarily
declared to be universal in scope.

Let us contrast Einstein's argument with Lorentz's, i.e. with
Lorentz's argument as we have stated it in the previous chapter
as a physical argument quite independent of Einstein's subsequent
algebraic reasoning which is usually confused with the former.*"
Lorentz's procedure may be thus described.

(1) The sources and receivers are internal to a spherically
symmetrical charge-complex which is called an electron. The
external force is not taken into account at all ; it is subsequently
assumed that the total force (internal plus external) on the electron
is zero.

(2) The electron is moving through the aether with velocity v,
and lt u assumed to become contracted. This is equivalent to
tatong Voigt s transposition to be applicable to these subrelative

TZT?^™?7 eIeCtr0n
'
electron movinS with »~™t only

to the first order but to all orders.
(3) The total internal force is taken to consist of two parts

:

in"ci vTlI
8P6t °f L°rente '

8 "8ument.
w« are referring to the proof given

selfu very confuaed and became more and more entang.ed in Einstein', theory.
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F = F x + F 2 ,
which in the last chapter we denoted by primed

letters. When the acceleration is email, we can neglect F
2 .

(4) It is then proved that

Fx = - djdl . (p?» v),

where m = 41f /3c2 . In proving this we did.no! use any trans-

formation for acceleration, for this would he tantamount to intro-

ducing dates.

(5) As a particular case, we have, when the velocity is zero

hut the acceleration is not zero,

FJ = — djdt . (m v') = — m f

.

(6) The argument is inapplicable to a point-charge, it deala

only with a statistical charge-complex. As regards FJ the

charge is assumed to constitute an electron and to be contracted.

(7) The component Fj, however, is not dealt with at all by

Lorentz's theory. Being independent of the configuration, it is

unaffected by the contraction. The formula for Fj is based

solely on Lienard's force-formula applied to a charge-complex.

It remains unchanged whether we accept Lorentz's theory or

Abraham's or neither.

Now the relativist ' proof ' is quite different. It consists first

in taking Lorentz's equation (9.40) and asserting that it is co-

variant under Voigt's transformation, which involves the

transformation of acceleration. This was subsequently verified

If
' relativity ' ended here, there would be no more to be said

But relativists further assert (1) that the equation is true in

virtue of this mathematical property and not for any physical

or experimental reason; and furthermore or consequently

(2) that it" holds for a point-charge and even for an uncharged

particle. It is therefore very surprising to find that the majority

of relativists accept Lorentz's proof as expounded in the tart

chapter. Must we therefore suppose that relativists have several

discrepant proofs of the formula 1 , . ,

The confusion is even worse, for there is apparency a^ttod

proof, a kind of hybrid affair, which was given by Lorentz mm

self in his 1904 paper (vi. 22). fnrmula

(1) We accept the Lorentz electron. So we have formula

(8.22) connecting the velocity-forces :
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where we have substituted dashed letters for those with zero
suffix (so that F' replaces eE ). But we do not require this
formula ; for when integrated over the electron, it gives zero
eg-

J%" [UedeT/r'*=0.

(2) Using the letter O to denote the acceleration forces we
have (8.24)

(3) We now do something which we did not do in Chapter
VIII, we transform the acceleration according to

SO, = - dede'/cV . Q3%(I - J"j - pv/
f
_ pv/j.

ething which we
acceleration accor

ie

= S<?'

This gives

SGx =
71

d
,

edt
'

l°h ' [f*(l ~ l
''

} ~ m'f» ~ n'&

Similarly

Integrating, we have -':-.
G=(l, 1/p, l/p)G'. '-

r

Now, the electron being at rest in K',
'

G'=-M f, ,.
'/';*."

where M„ = AW'/3c8 = 4J7 /3c2.

"

(4) We now transform the acceleration back again, and obtain'

which is identical with (8.28).
It is clear from inspection that step No. 3 in this proof is a

mere mathematical interlude, an analytical expedient adopted'
en route It very slightly simplifies an elementary integration-
but at the price of adding considerably to the prevalent confusion.

,W ^"Tf?™Dg ab0ut H
'
there » no Phvsioal assumption

hZ™ I 'V mexPed!ent- ^ seems like employing a steam-hammer to crush a flea. Still, this example is instructive for

dot!r ^,S transforma«on working as a purely algebraic

meSlv t
,
We

T
COnclude th^ that this is not a third proof It is

2X£?£KS? proof over again~and ft has no coimec "

i^'uT' a difficulty which »ay no* be at first
apparent. That is, we have not; really proved the validity of
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Fig. 42.

the transformation even in thia simple case. Let us examine a

more general case. Taking v along x, we have (Fig. 42)

0, = - o?mJ„
'•<?, = - «™o/,>

where a is (1 - «*/«*)"*• That is,

the electron has velocity u and ac-

celeration i(ff , /,), and cos 8 = uju.

Then

ft
= fx cos 6 +/„ sin

6

/,=/,, cos 6 -/.sin 6.

We have the transformations (9.3, 9.5b, 9.20)

it, = (<+ u)Y'
a

. «» = *v/
2rl

;

where Y
' = (1 + ^"2)"J -

Whence

.(?,«_ m (a
8
/, cos - a/, sin 6)

= - «oL/*r { i +«wa«

+

»m

When u' = and u = v, we have as before

Qx=-m afI = G'x ,

since a' = v' = l' We see therefore that the transformation

works only in the particular case selected. So the argument

happens to be right, as it were, by accident.

There is a further difficulty. We have obtained the force G

(the F; of the last chapter). Now this is not only an *PP™-
tion, but an unproved approximation. We have no .found out

the other component (Fj) of the force, nor have we *«wta
and how it may be negligible. Under argument

> ^Tb
uniform motion ; but under (2) we assume ^J"-

™

viously we have not found any means of*™^*"^
given'in the last chapter. So the£—^ 2 I
this-the usual-way is extremely faulty. i»> ^^ham
the least impressed by such assurances as thatrfW»
(p. 145 f.), that

' the Lorentz electron is always spherical

/
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observer moving with it.' For we have already shown that there
is a relative velocity of the parts of an accelerated Lorentz
electron.

We found that even in the case of the ordinary solid lorentz
electron, moving under the influence of a uniform and invariable
surface-pressure such as the Postulate of Relativity requires ther
is a slight distribution of the charge, which could hardly fail to be
detected by an observer moving with the electron and using the
co-ordinates and time appropriate to its speed at the momont
Schott, i. 281.

.

umera.—

For ourselves, we have no idea as to what this enigmatic
observer could or could not fail to detect. Our criticism of those
relativists—apparently the great majority—who accept the
Lorentz electron, may be summed up as follows :

(1) There is nothing ' relativistic ' about their proof. Voigt's
transformation is dragged in only as a subsidiary and quite
unnecessary mathematical dodge, which happens to give the
right answer in the particular case to which its employment is
confined.

*

(2) The current version of the proof completely ignores the
radiative force. Now, as we shall presently see, relativists
accept this radiation-force in other parts of their text-books
Where did they get it ? Obviously the proof of its existence
which we gave in the last chapter, has been omitted from their
account of the Lorentz electron. When it is restored, we are
perforce back again at the analysis given in Chapter VIII to
which relativity

' does not contribute one iota.
The attitude of relativists towards the Lorentzian electron

» therefore highly ambiguous. First we have sweeping declara-
tions that its acceptance implies a revolution at which
relativists rejoice.

whkTsta!^ tM*"1 " ^^tent with Newtonian dynamics,

NriwtrftL ™l "T!-°£ abodJrijl ^tent Property inde-

maktfit n^li J
"***- *? 0ther bodies

- the acceptance of it

wolldTvaHd £J* eleC
-

r
-

0n suggested by Lorentz and Abraham

Tnd thereforS
yV?™™ °f the New*<>™n conception of massand therefore of the whole system of dynamics—Cunningham, p. 155.

tonlr'd™^ M V*™ ar^ment is *"«"kd °" New-'

fa ratherTr°,
B

; T^7^^ a sPecial hypothesis thereto, it
is rather difficult to accept this alleged revision. Moreover, we
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have seen that Lorentz's theory (1) ig confined to Lienard's

forces, (2) fails completely to account for the ordinary mass

we measure in the balance. What such writers are really

thinking of is the special Einsteinian proof from covariance,

which we have been criticising.

There is another curious tendency in relativists to appropriate

Lorentz's results as their own.

[Lorentz's] formula is rather different from those originally

developed from the electromagnetic theory of inertia [i.e.

Abraham's].—F. Soddy, Interpretation of the Atom, 1930, p. 194.

The most exact measurements have decided unanimously against

the formulae [i.e. Abraham's] derived from the ether concept and

in favour of the relativistic formulae [i.e. Lorentz's].—Joos, p. 449.

Such bold pilfering is, however, unusual. The attitude more

generally adopted is to claim coordinate merit with Lorentz in

proving the formula for the electron.

As the results of these experiments support Lorentz's calculations,

they are equally in favour of the relativity theory.—Richardson,

Bucherer's results can be explained either on the basis of the

electromagnetic theory or of the theory of relativity.—Outlines of

Atomic Physics by Members of the Physics Staff of the University

of Pittsburgh, 1933, p. 137.

It is here implied that we have two alternative theories:

one based on the contracted electron, the other on a point-charge

(or uncharged particle). But this coincidence does not prove

either theory and does not provide an answer to the serious

objections which we have urged against both theories-the more

serious being against Einstein's. Nor does it justify relativists

in appropriating the exclusive results of the rival analysis (e.g.

the radiative force). Still less does it justify relativists m

confusing the two theories, as most text-books do. Consider

the following defence : .

- The point of view first advanced by Einstein ... is radically

Je^Trom tZ of Lorentz]. Absolute ™%£Z™ ^fm
ance. Imagine an electron and V^^fcTveT^
different directions with respect to it. Tc eacn owx

^ £
considering himself to be at rest the«™ ™. &Eh ^physical

in a different direction and by a^nt^Tlnd upon the state

condition of the electron obviously does not depend upon
o{

of mind of the observers. Although these changes in
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space and time appear in a certain sense psychological,
. . . aj

present there appears no other alternative.—G. N. Lewis and R n
Tolman, PM 18 (1909) 517. "

-

'Absolute motion ' is here used in a very peculiar sense, which
will afterwards be examined. The only scientifically relevant

point is that both Lorentz and Einstein accept the Lienard force-

formula and consequently the framework (or aether) relatively

to which the velocities are measured by the laboratory observer

So there is really no difference on this point. But Einstein's

theory is based on the point-charge, hence there can be no
question of electron-contraction for him. Moreover all this

talk about hypothetical observers—each ' naively considering

himself at rest ' (in what ?)—is so much mythical psychology.
What physics works with is algebra ; the scientific core of
Einstein's theory is the purely algebraic principle of covariancy.
And these writers, so far from accepting Lorentz 's theory
contrast it with Einstein's.

Accordingly, as regards the mass-formula, we may divide
relativists into two classes: (1) those who accept Einstein's
covariancy-proof, (2) those who implicitly or explicitly profess
to accept both Lorentz's and Einstein's proof. We take Frenkel
as representing class (1). According to him, the factor 4/3
'presents great difficulty for the electromagnetic theory of
mass ' (i. 217). How can this be, when he rejects this particular
theory of mass in toto ? Further on he says (i. 227) :

According to the general relation v [w= mc2
] between the mass

and energy of the electromagnetic field, we should take not 4If /3,
but W = mj? as the energy of the electron in a state of rest.

Why keep arguing against the factor 4/3 which, on this view,
does not exist ? The answer is that Frenkel is not really logical
in professing to accept the electron as a point-charge ; having
been brought up as a good Maxwellian, he cannot overcome his
hankering for 'fields.' And the reason he gives displays a
further confusion. We have already shown that the relation
w = mc2 applies to radiation—and not to ' the electromagnetic
field,' whatever that is—and that it has nothing whatever to do
with ' relativity.* The logical position then is as follows :

(1) The radiation relations g = mc, w^mtf, are proved for
radiation not only by the current electromagnetic theory but
even by Bitz's ballistic theory
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(2)
The particle relations G = mv, W = mc\ are alleged to be

proved by Einstein's principle of covariancy.

(3) The two sets of relations appear to be algebraically similar

;

but this resemblance is purely superficial and is a matter of

nomenclature, as the respective formulae for m show.

There is no '4/3 to mar the peace of such a relativist, though

there are the more serious difficulties which we have brought

forward.

Let us now turn to the much more numerous Becond class,

of which we select Becker as representative.

For the occurrence of the factor 4/3 the decisive circumstance is

that in a moving medium in which stresses exist there emerge as a

consequence additional momentum and additional energy-density.—

Becker, p. 357.

In spite of the fact that this remark occurs after a terrifying

display of tensor-calculus and four-dimensional geometry, it is

quite inaccurate. There is no moving medium, and there is

no need to invoke stresses distributed through space. Such

speculations are a useless echo of a demoded epoch of aether

construction ; it is rather a surprise to meet them in the writings

of physicists who profess to be revolutionary. Becker admits

(p. 353) that ' other forces must act on the electron besides those

of the electromagnetic field,' for otherwise it would explode. So,

clearing aside mathematical pedantry, we are back again at

Poincare's mysterious pressure. With this assumption we have

(8.37)

G = mv, £„ = mc2
, ro = pm .

'

It is true that we also have W, =W/*- But^ h n<T
irrelevant, as the energy of the electron, when stationary, is

(8-37) , ,

£o= jf 4-F = m c
a
.

So once more the difficulty concerning the factor 4/Sdfc-

appears. Unfortunately the other^f^J ™^

^

For the logical position of the second class of relates is tto.

(1) The relations (8.37) for an electron are accepted Tto

impnes the complete adoption of Lorenta", ^."X-
plus Poincare's pressure. There is nothing specficaUy rda

tivistio' in this If relativists choose to ^"J^
(given in the last chapter) under a parade of tensor calculus,
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that is merely an idiosyncrasy of mathematical methodology.

This use of Voigt's transformation, as we shall presently show
involves no physical hypotheses.

(2) Logically the radiation relations {w = rru?, etc.) follow from
the analysis of the self-force of a charge-complex, adopted under
No. (1). They too have no connection with relativity.

(3) There remains Einstein's covariancy-principle applied to

the motion of a point-charge (not an electron) or, as alleged, to

the motion of an uncharged particle.

Apart from the difficulties already urged against (3), the scope

of ' relativity ' seems now to be singularly restricted. Having
been practically ousted from electromagnetics, it must betake
itself to ordinary mechanics—where v*/c2 is quite negligible. So
the position of relativists of class (2) is not very satisfactory.

There is a touch of historic irony in the fact that Lorentz
himself withdrew his own theory in favour of Einstein's.

When the formula for momentum was verified by experiment it

was thought at first that it was thereby proved that the electrons
have no ' material mass.' Now we can no longer say this. Indeed
the formula for momentum is a general consequence of the principle
of relativity ; and a verification of that formula is a verification of
the principle and tells us nothing about the nature of mass or of the
structure of the electron.—Lorentz, xiv. 125.

But Lorentz never made it clear which class of relativists he
wished to join. The reason is that, like most writers, he did not
distinguish between Voigt's transformation as a mathematical
device and its employment as a physical hypothesis.
We shall now make a few brief references to ' rest-mass ' m

and ' rest-energy ' m^K Let us begin with a refreshing quota-
tion from Prof. Swarm.

The relation mass = energyjc1 has assumed a very profound signi-
ficance in modern physics ; but it suffers from the advantage of
bemg so well known that a considerable bracing of one's courage is
necessary to give one confidence to ask where it comes from. One
feels that the thunderbolts of Jove will descend upon his head for
questioning in the smallest degree its complete repectability. Any
suggestion of an inquiry as to its origin is apt to be met with the
answer that it comes from the theory of relativity.' ... All thatw contained in this derivation is the conclusion that the change ofA is proportional to the change of m [K= (m - w )c2l. The
argument in no sense implies that m c* represents the energy when
the velocity is zero. Nor is it a quibble to deny it the privilege of
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this extension of meaning. So far, the energy of the particle when
at rest has absolutely no status or meaning in the discussion.—

Swann, xi. 63 f.

For relativists of class (1), who treat an electron as a point-

charge, m c2 is simply a constant term in the kinetic energy

m _ l)m c2 . There is no further explanation to be offered
; it

is an empirical fact that m is different for an electron and for a

proton.

The quantity W= $m c2 ia usually treated as the complete energy

of the particle. But it ia not very clear what is meant by this.

For a stationary particle must according to this definition have an

energy m c2 . Now the mass of a particle (or body) ia chiefly com-

posed of the masses of the electrons forming it. The mutual mass,

which arises from their interactions and corresponds to the sum of

their mutual (electric and magnetic) energy, has a comparatively

, unimportant value. So we again come up against the question

:

What is the meaning of the inner or proper energy of a stationary

electron? We shall not enter into a discussion of this question. . . .

We lay aside the question concerning the nature of the energy of a

single stationary electron, denning it simply as the product m„c!.—

Frenkel, i. 321, 345.

It is claimed however that instead of writing K=($- l)m c2
,

which is zero when v = 0, we may write K.~ P«i c2 + C, and that

we may then put G = 0, so that there remains the kinetic energy

JT = nt„c2 when i> = 0.

Now aU energy measurements consist in the determination of the

excess or defect of the energy otthe state«^«««^f^
that of some standard state. If, instead of following the usual

convention of taking the state of zero kinetic energy a, thatmM
the electron ia at rest relative to the observer, we take the standard

• state as one in which the electron has the energy -V. ™ ™?

represents the energy of the particle at rest. This energy

enormous value.—Joos, p. 245.
„„r,=ta.nt so that the kinetic

We might think of determining.** ^^TjCnd to be more

energy vanishes for a resting particle. But it is found

^

practical to equate the constant to zero [so that A m j

Relativitatstlieorie, 1921, p. 674.
m „ 93.TOint in a state of rest

It is natural . .
'. to ascribe to *e ™teCgy, from the nature

the rest-energy [m c
2
]. . ...M ^tiTan additive constant,

of the concept, is determined only to *>«""
,vith m, -Einstein,

one can stipulate that [it] shou^ld vanish together

Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 41 (1935) 224, 229.
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So accepted has this very artificial, by no means 'natural,'

convention become, that ' relativity ' is now appealed to in order

to prove that the rest-energy is to c2—as if Einstein's ' stipulation

'

were a physical law.

The internal energy is obtained by integration, and in spite of
what ia said in the old books, the constant of integration is not
arbitrary. We know by the theory of relativity that the total

energy of a determined portion of matter is equal to the product of
its mass by the square of the velocity of light.—Becquerel, Thermo-
dynamique, 1924, p. 259.

Energy itself cannot be measured, but only a difference of
energy. . . . The undetermined additive constant in the expression
for energy was fixed later by the relativity theorem of the relation
between energy and inertia.—Planck, A Survey of Physics, 1925

, p. 166 f.
'

Surely there has never been a more ludicrous attempt to prove
a conclusion in physical science than this arbitrary fixation of a
constant, which, with equal justification, might have been given
any value we please. We may next ask if this rest-energy ever
makes an appearance in physics.

[For a particle, m, is] its proper mass as measured by an observer
moving with it. The theory of relativity tells us that the energy
associated with it and measured by this observer is mnC*. G.
Birtwhistle, The New Quantum Mechanics, 1928, p. 185.

So we are told that m c* is the energy which is measured by a
comoving observer, or rather would be measured by this mythical
being if he existed. Strange then that we never measure the rest-
energy of an electron stationary in the laboratory ! And, if our
argument against Lorentz is valid, ' m ' has nothing to do with
mass measured in the balance.

Let us turn now to those who regard the electron as extended,
i.e. Lorentzians and class (2) Einstemians. For them the electron
is a highly explosive aggregate kept together by Poincar<5's con-
venient but mysterious pressure If the pressure were removed,
there would presumably be a remarkable explosion ; the energyW = Zm c2ji would be involved.

The energy enclosed in a small piece of iron would suffice to drive
monster hners across the ocean or to set in motion the largest

Jgj^j
1 frotones—L. Infeld, The World in Modem Science,

\JH « fK
S
T'S b?ath away to tidDk °f ^at might happen in atown .f the dormant energy of a single brick were to be set free, say,m the form of an explosion; it would suffice to raze a city with
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millions of inhabitants to the ground.—J. Thirrine, The Ideas of

Einstein's Theory, 1922', p. 92.
0J

We know of it only through inertial effects, as we have hitherto-

owing to a merciful Providence—not discovered a means of bringing

it to explosion.—H. Weyl, Space—Time—Matter, 1922, p. 204.

The first term mrf? is the intra-atomic energy. . . . This energy

has a fantastic value : a gram of matter, whatever he its nature,

corresponds to the presence of an internal kinetic energy equal to

9 . 10M ergs, energy which would allow thirty million tons to be raised

to the summit of the Eiffel Tower.—J. Becquerel, Le principe de

rdativiti, 1922, p. 111.

The term TOqC2 represents a kind of potential energy concealed in

matter. Eddington, Space, Time and Gravitation, 1920, p. 148.

It is 9 X 1020 ergs per gram if the matter is totally annihilated and

transformed into energy.—I". Soddy, Interpretation of the Atom, 1930,

This suggests that every mass should correspond to a proportional

energy, and reciprocally. . . . One is tempted to think that the

mass of a body should be the quotient of its total energy by the

square of the velocity of light : m = WJc*. One might thus be

able to know the total energy of a body, i.e. the maximum quantity

of energy that it 13 possible to extract from it—F. Pernn, La

dynamique relativiste, 1932, p. 10 f

.

As a whole, these quotations carry out the consequences of

Lorentz's theory. And one needs to be very sure of this theory

before piously thanking Providence for Poincare's ingenious

pressure 1 But the quotations, especially the last two, contain

hnplications which go far beyond the scope^ofI««ta.«£whto

electron. One might speak of the annMation o the electron

in the sense of its explosive dispersion mto subelectrons but no

physicist expects this. One might speak of the energy one aW

m matter, provided one applied to the
.

Foton, et° the s^
analysis as was applied to the ex %>oto extended ebrt«n.

One might talk of the extraction of the electron^.or protauc

energy, always with.the proviso that a method for removing

enormous Poincare pressure were found.

The writers were probably not thfaking of these timg

^

they were referring to-"*£-£j*£*,£, ta intra-

are to (1) the apparent fact that mass is u«
^appear

atomic combinations, (2) the alleged fact that mass may oisapp

and give rise to radiation quanta.

In 1905 Einstein developed thej^^fSy rfS5U-
energy as a necessary consequence.of the spec.

-R7A. Millikan, Nature, 127 (1931) 168.
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As complex nuclei are stable they must have a certain negative
energy of binding (- W). According to the general principles of
the theory of relativity, the mass of the nucleus is not equal to the
sum of the masses of its constituent parts, but is less than this by
an amount Am = W/c', where c is the velocity of light. This mass-
defect of complex nuclei can actually be deduced from the accurate
measurements of atomic weight, carried out largely by Aston
G. Gamow, Constitution of Atomic Nuclei and Radioactivity, 1931
p. 13.

'

Einstein observed that equation [K= (m — « )c8] takes a still
more simple form if we assume that a proton or electron has potential
energy m ca when at rest, from the mutual attraction of its parts
The total energy when in motion is then mc\ leading to the doctrine
that energy W in any form is associated with a mass W\&. This
might explain the disappearance of mass when four protons combine
to form a helium nucleus.—Pidduck, p. 634.

Now all this may be true
; it is beyond our scope in the present

book to investigate the matter ; we merely remark that there
are serious' difficulties in the theory. But it has nothing to do
with the special theory of relativity. This is quite clear if elec-
trons are regarded as point-charges with a rest-energy m c2 . But
even on the Lorentzian view the potential energy arises, not—as
Pidduck says—' from the mutual attraction of its parts ', but
from their mutual repuUion, counteracted by a non-electro-
magnetic pressure. The Lorentz-Einstein theory says nothing
about the stable combinations of protons, etc., nor about their
mass-defect. Still less has it anything to say about the general
mterconvertibility of mass and energy.
The extremely precarious link between these latter tenets and

relativity (or rather the contractile electron) is well exhibited in
the following two quotations, in which we have italicised the more
significant admissions.

,

tota*!?£&£?
Mr that th

L
eT88 of a bo<JyK at rest) increases

ihJZk I
V bfause the body now has more energy. It is^Ze

:y0n
ikt0deduce,^t •• increase in energy Fmcrels"S^y!"^" of this we may ***• that a°y

2Ta tml1ST -fi,"
e1mvaIent t0 » mass m if If= mc\ And,

,

.aiiuftif 7 anyT a ma8S m is made to disappear
*

K,bvMe^T *%*&!*. h M°™ted.-0utline8 of Atomic

1933, p.' 2

b

6
y
6
Members of the *%«<» Staff of Pittsburgh University,

of
lZZ^w££%UWe-*h*n

J?°
stuhte m general that a quantity

the reciprocal r«.I*«„„„'*" ' ' ""^oko appear natural to assumereciprocal relation of an association of energy with any given
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quantity of mass. This we shall do in what follows by jraiutainj

the relation W= me2 for the energy associated with a mass of any
kind to. This relation, which would imply an enormous store of

energy m c2 still resident in a particle even when it is brought to

rest, appears somewhat more strained than our previous considera-

tions, but nevertheless logically plausible.—Tolman, Relativity,

Thermodynamics and Cosmology, 1934, p. 49.

(1) The starting point is K = ((J - l^e1
. On Lorentz's

theory m is connected with the potential energy of the aggrega-

tion plus that of the assumed pressure. Einstein's theory pro-

pounds no insight or explanation of m„ at all. On either theory

it is difficult to see any ground for generalisation or for extension

to radiant energy. The transition is either an accidental alge-

braic similarity or mere guesswork.

(2) The ' association ' of energy and mass is simply a term

concealing our ignorance. The only association we start with is

the hypothetical counteracted explosive energy of Lorentz.

There is no possible connection between this and the radiation-

relation w = rrec
2

, as regards either proof or meaning.

(3) The hypothesis that mass disappears and reappears as

radiation is entirely novel. It is quite unwarranted to pass it off

as a ' corollary ' of special relativity. It is an independent

' postulate,' suggested by orthodox electromagnetics and strength-

ened by quantum-theory. . ,

We are not engaged in writing philosophy ; the object of tins

book is purely scientific. But it is part of this object to help to

repel the increasingly dangerous invasion of pW"*£*
conceptions and pseudo-mystical enthusiasm

mtoscien.ficphysKs.

We shall therefore briefly comment on two final quotations.

[£= mc*] is an accepted part of modern phyto H thU notion

be thoroughly thought out, we^ that *«W m>
concept of substance impossible.—B. UavinK, ociem.

^Mechanics accepts this inertial-^^f^SSrgy
further explanation. We now «««»*Wto^W ^
contained in material bodies is the^^^X to be able to

not the field that requires matter£*«£"* Spring of the

exist itself ; but matter is on the .contrary a ^ o{^^ .

field. . . . Later on we shall once agammodifJ
ou.

ver> t^n finally

quashed.-H. Weyl, Space-Tme^M . ^
. Now, as we have seen, it is very far ftom bong V ^ ^
contained potential energy is ' the cause of mass.
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it were proved, the scientific picture of an electron would sim l

be a small sphere of unknown entities called charges bursting if

^

some unknown reason) to escape, but—to quote Weyl prev f °a
from doing so ' owing to a merciful Providence ' which "

felf
Poincare\ subjects them to an enormous pressure. Does anvb d

*

seriously beheve that this kind of thing solves our philosophic^
problems ? Moreover, it is perfectly open to any physicist to
reject this whole idea

; and in a later chapter we shall explore a
serious alternative to Lorentz's electrodynamics and electron
formulae. Conclusions in physics are never quite so certain a,"
up-to-date dogmatists imply.

We have rejected any ' field ' except radiation. And on this
subject, in view of the present difficulties on corpuscular and wave
properties physicists of to-day, unlike their predecessors of the
elastic aether epoch, are very wary and humble ; at most they
venture to dilute their present scepticism with cheerful hopes forthe future. But one still meets writers who tell us that « matter •

is an offspring • of radiation. Later on Weyl promises that hewiU once again modify his views of matter.' Mass we think we

il;. T,

'eaSt ™ ^ t0 »*»™ " in the laboratory-but
matter! Here the physicist is dealing with ordinary experience •

and he has no more competence or knowledge than fhe^est of u^

S^ZST" are 8hown fa hk using a baknce or™rkms

thjfateri^% ™PlieS somethi»g travelling, though even

SelawofteaS^ i
mM

-

M^P^8 » c(~d^
withZl?*' the h

?
emati0 "P«*- Hitherto, in accordance

^stan ^tT?^' W6 have taken the ™"*% to be

Wwlk If!
Dt °f th6 80urce-sP^) datively to some

on weZn P^ eXpeT6nt 8h0WS to be the Moratory. Later

In spite ofttT
6

T f
1^^6 Mnematic *™ °f transmission,

natff wth
°V

w helTg °P^ fa feTOur of the &st alter"

WwS^kTl mStein Was rev°l«tionary enough to

with Ws of bit
6 k8Ue " StiU °Pen '

Science is concemed

uncertain Bu T^' ?* CV6n yet many of these laws are

metaphysical ana?vsrC8

f l
n°thing WhateVer to d° ™th the

concept^! no* ?
UbStance and aecident

-
Th!s

' whoIe

Btance'maTose °T m PhySiCS
-
A chemist talks of

' 8ub "

and waves in orrfJU
SenSe

; a Physicist contrasts corpuscles

In both case* tZ f
comPare two metrical laws of transmission.cases the terms are borrowed from the pragmatic level of
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experience and are referred to the laboratory for verification.

The idea that the metaphysical ' existence of substance ' has been

made ' impossible ' or is ' finally quashed,' is one of those irrelevant

non-scientific obiter dicta -which writers all too frequently nowadays

pass off as pronouncements of physics.

9. Applications to Electromagnetics.

We shall now examine some claims made by relativists in the

course of their exploitation of Voigt's transformation. According

to one writer,

the entire theory of electromagnetics can be reduced to Coulomb's

law and the hypothesis that electric actions take place in the aether

and are propagated with the velocity characteristic of this medium.—

Varcollier, La relaiiviti digaqh d'hypothises mitaphysiquea, 1925,

p. 510.

The argument is as follows

(1) Voigt's transformation.

(2) Coulomb's law : F' = ee'(V, m\ n')r'^.

(3) The formula : F = (1, p, P)F

(4) Whence we deduce (9.30) for F.

Even if this argument were valid, the resultant formula for F is

not general, it lacks the acceleration-terms. But the fatal defect

in it is assumption (3). Varcollier's attempt at an mdependent

proof (p. 226) is absurd. Tolman gives the same argument

:

law.—Tolman, Relativity of Motion, 1917, pp. //,'»•

Once more the flaw is the lack of^e

ŜS*
assumption (3). Tolman seeks to prove itfr^^JJ*
which'he apparently regard, a,, arl empnc -uH denved ^
experiment—an experiment going tar beyonu ^
In any case he only proves

where Q stands for d\dl .
(pm,v). ^J°l^ShisTbe

transformation holds for F, i.e. Lienards force,

proved, whereas it is merely assumed.
derivation of the

A similar criticism applies to the alleged denva

formula F = E + c^FvH,
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The fact that the fifth equation can be derived by combinin
principle of relativity with the four field equations is one of th
chief pieces of evidence which eupport the theory of rpW;,™-*
Tolman, PM 21 (1911) 301 ; repeated in his Relativity, 1934 ^7

This derivation from the transformation equations' provided h
the theory of relativity, is particularly simple and' attract,™

Y
Tolman, Relativity of Motion, 1917, p. 173.

attractive.-

The charge is, for the observer 0, subjected not only to the elect™
force but also to Laplace's force. Hence the existence of this latt
appears to us as a simple consequence of the relativity of the eWt™
magnetic field.—Jouguet, p. 209.

eiectro-

This is an example of the use of the transformation laws to obtaina standard result in electromagnetic theory, when certain shS
electrostatic results are assumed.—McCrea, Relativity Physics, 1935,

The" argument is as follows :

(1) E' = >n f = m (p»,p*,p*)f.

(2) E' = (l,p,p)(E + <r»PVH).

(3) F = d/dt . (pm v) = ra (p', p, p)f
= (I, 1/p, 1/P)E'.

.

(4) Therefore F = E + c
_1 FvH.

This is the algebraic skeleton of the argument. The discourse-
about the principle of relativity, about what hypothetical

mi rm W
°,
Ul

imeaSUre
'
etC-i3 beside the Po^t. The pre-3^ c°ntain aIgebrai0 c^quences of the apphca-

M»™ ir°^
8
^ansformation (1) to the date of reception! (2) to

sSll W
eq
" 0DS

- ?"8 mUCh mOTe than '**& eiectro-

whtS2 be'

3

Tfi",
6
--

N°- (3) " an MeP^ent assumption

Iwmfi ft I 1 °De °f thlee^ : M as an emPWcalassun.pt.on, (b) on the basis of Lorentz's contraction theory,

must2r °f
l
he

,
aUeged prinCiPle of covariance

-
We

XI S2^ the/ormula W » a^ady assumed in the

(aTia 'asTutld

9S7g?£ ^ *^^^
result i P «T

empi"cally- But if we examine this empirical

exSml 1 Tu te Carlying °ut of the Kaufmann-BuchererSSl S

t

haU 86e that e1uation W «• a^ady assumed.

Tb In V™ '
ar«ument » worthless.

be refected^
""^ ^P*"8 a"d enthu«^«= claim must also

«w53S£ coS'in'^,8110
.

0688 o£ the 8Pecial theory in electro-

magVetL fie?d^^l?n
8 ^T8 Us to forete11 h°w Electric andB nelds wul appear to be modified when we pass from one
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Galilean frame to another. For instance, experiment proves that

an electron at rest is surrounded by an electrostatic field ; whereas

the same electron in relative motion is known to develop an additional

magnetic field at right angles to the electrostatic field. Prior to

the°discovery of the Lorentz-Ein9tein transformations, these experi-

mental results were noted, but no explanation could be given to

account for this generation of a magnetic field with motion.

Accordingly an empirical formula was appealed to in order to define

its lay and intensity. But as soon as the transformation formulae

were applied, the entire problem was cleared up; a theoretical

explanation of these mysterious facts was obtained, and the classical

empirical formulae were found to be only approximate. It was

then seen that the electric and magnetic fields were no longer separate

units, but merely relative aspects of the same entity—the electro-

magnetic-field tensor. ...
Thus a rational justification for the appearance of a magnetic

field round an electrified charge in motion is finally obtained ; and

this field is seen to be a direct consequence of the variations in thoBe

fundamental space and time forms of perception—variations which

are expressed by the Lorentz-Einstein transformations.—d Abro,

pp. 474, 148.

It is plainly asserted here that the * discovery ' of an elementary

algebraic formula has 'cleared up the entire problem' of the

force between moving charges, has dispensed with 'empirical

formulae ' and has solved a scientific question by a <pnm specu-

lation on our perceptions of space and time. The simple truth

is that Einstein made no attempt whatever to generate the force-

formula from the simple inverse-square law ;
and all his dabbkng

in hypothetical entities and his obiter dicta « «P»tenu* S

g'2
an irrelevant intrusion. To assume the»«£*£
is, as we have shown, equivalent to assuming the Lienard fannula

for F The subsidiary quantities E and H are then define.!j>y

Z !quatfon F = E /rVvH. To talk of th.££-£•
magnetic field with motion " b merely^;f£
H is already contained in the expresison for F whicn

a

simply assumes at the very outset. Having a^ume Ut wejan

then prove in a few lines the formula which a
J
«***»

'relativity,' F' = (1, p. p)F. by means
f
V?*Vg^ feh

this simple logic is further obscured b^the import ono^
metaphors, Voigt's transformation_^°*V™*

by a double

round an axis of imaginary time. So finally, * fo ^
stratum of metaphors, the student receives the up ^ ^^
tion of the genesis of 'magnetic he ds .

space.time

frames, the tensor remains unaffected in the objective p
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world ; but its six components in the space-and-time frame we
happen to occupy are subjected to definite variations when our
frame is changed ' (ibid., p. 420). So everything is now supposed
to be quite clear I

Because we have rejected the ' discourse ' as irrelevant we
are not now arguing that it is necessarily erroneous—it does not
follow that we repudiate the algebraic use of Voigt's transforma-
tion. We have argued however that, without the introduction

of some empirical result or the adoption of some independent
theory such as Lorentz's contractile electron, we cannot thereby
reach any results not otherwise attainable by the ordinary electron
theory. Hence it is only ifwe substitute ' Voigt's transformation

'

for 'relativity' in the following quotation, that it becomes
acceptable

:

In view of the fact that we shall have frequent use throughout
this work for the results of the special theory of relativity, it will be
valuable to outline briefly the derivation of these results. . . . The
relativity method of solving a problem relating to a body in motion
is to solve first the problem for such a body when at rest, and then
by the application of certain transformation-equations find the
corresponding solution for a body in motion.—Compton and Allison
p. 759.

'

Against this we maintain : (1) The results may be interpreted by
relativity, but do not follow from this theory ; they are simple
consequences of Voigt's transformation taken purely in its alge-
braic aspect. (2) The results are attainable directly without the
intervention of Voigt's formula ; in fact, the use of this latter,
though labour-saving, is as a rule formally invalid.
We shall now examine a few applications of Voigt's trans-

formation, whbh are erroneously regarded as connected with the
superimposed physical hypothesis known as relativity. In the
Lienard formula (7.14) for the acceleration-terms, drop the
dashes; write 6 for (Bx) ; writerforiJ; take /. =/,/„=£ = 0,
v, = v,v„ = v,= 0. Weobtain

"

Ex = - efh'/fr . sin2 = _ E sin 8,

E
y = e/A3/cV . cos 6 sin 9 = E cos 0,

#= Hz = Ey cos - Ex sin

= e/A»/cV . sin

°*£> (9.41)
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where A is (1 - »/« • cos e )

_1

;

Let us now examine the deduction

of these results from Voigt's transformation, in which we shall

reinsert the factor x and the ratio j = e'/c.

Suppose that e has a velocity v and an acceleration /, hoth

along x, in K '. tnen e' na3 zero velocity and an acceleration

/' along x'.

(1) From (9.20), re-inserting the factor x, we have

/=x/'/p».

(2) Prom some kind of elementary considerations we must

prove or guess that, neglecting terms in 1/r'2,

E' = H' = e'flcV .sin 8'.

Of course, if we really succeed in proving this, we might as well

prove (9.41a) at once !

(3) We must next assume the transformation

E = x»/g.(l,[J,[J)E'.

This is a pure assumption which, as we have shown, happens to

he valid for this special case. The only way to justify or prove it

is to accept Lienard's formula and then to compare the particular

case E' with E. There is therefore a pelitio principii in deducing

the general formula for E from the special case E' with the help

of this assumption which hegs the question. The current delusion

is that, as we have proved the transformation for velocity-forces

in a particular case, it must be true in general not only for veloc.ty-

forces but for. acceleration-forces.

Having made these assumptions, we now infer the formulae

B. = xVj .K= " "W**' 8irf °' = - e/A3/°*r
*

8lna
°

^=xW?.K =#3
/
c2r - sineC039

i94U)
H = H,= efh3lc*r.smQ.

K '
'

These are precisely the results contained in the &*>***££
schild formula. Their deduction from the Vo|t

.

ta-tog -

logically invalid, besides being cumbrous.*"* But eves
1

pan

g

validity, neither the result nor the argument ha,
,

an co—
with Einstein's theory ; we have not even found it necessary

put x = q = 1.

Let us investigate another application.
Re-inserting x, we

have (9.20a)

•». It is given in Compton-Alton, pp. "I""7-
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Since iH= xg(I - vujc'jil= x$dt/-f,
'

= Y
8/x^« . <*/,/<« + Sr^firy^ipv. (9 .42)

Observe that f is here used for the acceleration of the source-
complex. Re-introduce the notation of the last chapter-
g = f, h = f, j = f. Take ux = u = v, so that u' = 0. We have

xVi-PV.+ 3pVUvf)er»,

*%J-PV» + 3p-%(vf)<r»

x3h'=(pB
,p«, p«)h,

"T=(P',P5
,p

5
)j. (9.43)

In the latter two equations we have neglected higher terms on the
right-hand side.

Suppose now that we have proved

W= 2e'*/3c*
. [- t'/a' + g'/c- 2a'h'/3c* + o*J '/3c']

for an * electron
'
at rest. This is a particular case of (8 53ab 54)

and easier to prove (8.55). Assume the transformation (9.24,' 25a)

F'^Ml.P.PJF.
Putting a = a'/x and using (9.44), we find

+ 3P
4
A(/u)c-» + 3p»«(fv)2

c-«

-2p 1

taAx/3c» + p«a»;I/3c»,

2^X275? expression for '' That " we obtain

Prof. Leigh Page concludes that

t> enters into the equation of motion of a moving electron in exactlv

fflnatrnt.^'^ the ^trodynamic equations to

of rtttXt^u w"Tg the ^nmtical transformations

ttdS^motn^S 3°
9r °bSerVer **."*"* t0 -h0-

asSrZ^r
Pr0Vlded a

1
the lequired a]gebra^h^t » «««*

I3*il TTg
,
b8erVer

'
and we have ab^dy proved

as in the ,, f

P en% °f any tra^formation. We have also,

k thafextttt'
letain

f th6 faCtOTS ^ and *• The plain fact

moS obSI 7^ °f faeIeVant discour8e
. «» hypotheticalmovmg observer never entered into the reasoning at all. How
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indeed could he ? All that we attribute to this complaisant

nonentity is hi3 approval of certain algebraic formulae which

we ourselves have already deduced. He is quite an otiose super-

numerary.

Observe once more that strictly speaking our argument is

formally invalid. For we have no means of knowing the relation

between F and F' until we know the complete formula for each.

What we are really doing is extrapolating (9.24), assuming that it

applies to the integrated case of a charge-complex as regards all

its terms.

Let us next apply the transformation to (8.68)

dW'fdF = L' = 2e'2/3c3[oc'V'
11 + a"(fu')<r«],

where a' = (1 - u^/c2)"4 . We have

dT' = x$(dT-vdXlc*)

= x.$dT{l - imjc*)

= xdrp/f.

°
xy-a = Y

iop-4[p
Y-2_(fv)Va-

1!
c-

i! +2(fv)(fu)cT (9.20)

.
'" x(fV) = Y

8r3[(f«)Y^-(fvK !
]

(9 -22b)

«' = ap/f. (
9 -5b>-

Hence we easily find

V = Lq^yf.

That is „,

dWldW' = LdTIL'dT'

= xyW- (9 '44) -

Suppose however that we had started with the comVUe formula

(8.69)

dW'ldT' = L'-dR'ldT'

= L'-2e"l3c'.dldr.[o.'
,(l'^)]-

We find • „.,.,,

, dR'IdT' = gyx-*2eV3C . djdT . [aV(fu) - «*rW]-

which is not equal to
qH^dRjdT.

Hence dWIdW is an extremely complicated rafe
p _

Omitting the R term, suppose u' = 0, so that u-% IT

Then'.
dW/dW = *$k-
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If in addition we take x = q = 1> we have

dW=°pdW.

This last equation, a particular case of (9.44), is an algebraic

consequence of Voigt's transformation. We also have (8.78)

dG' = 0,

dG = dWv/c*

= pWv/c2
,

without any help from relativity. But relativists hasten to

impose their interpretation on this work. In K' we have a radia-

tor with acceleration but momentarily without velocity.

Let us consider this process from a coordinate-system in which

the body moves with velocity v. In this system, according to the

transformation-formulae for the four-vector, the radiation has a

total momentum
dG = piJT'v/c2.

During the emission of the radiation the body has accordingly given

up this momentum without thereby changing its velocity. That ia

possible only if the body has changed its rest-mass. Call m\ the

rest-mass of the body after the emission of the light-wave. Then

the equation of momentum is

pm u= pmjv+ pdW'vc2
,

or

mi=m -dW'lc2
.

. . . This example is of special interest because with its help

Einstein first derived the inertia of energy as a general law of

nature.—Becker, p. 351*.

[Neglecting »4/c4], if a body gives off energy W in the form of

radiation, its mass diminishes by IF/c2 .—Einstein (1905) in The

Principle of Relativity, 1923, p. 71.

A body moving with the velocity v, which absorbs an amount of

energy J in the form of radiation

—

E„ is the energy taken up, as

judged from a co-ordinate system moving with the body—without

suffering an alteration in the process, has as a consequence its

energy increased by an amount p2? . . . .. Thus the body has the

same energy as a body of mass (m + EJc2
) moving with the velocity

v. . . . The inertial mass of a body is not constant, but varies

according to the change in the energy of the body.—Einstein,

Relativity, 1920, p. 46 f

.

We shall briefly investigate what additions are here made to

our algebra.

(1) dW' = dW . Becker like Einstein calls it E , but we have

(hanged his notation to make our argument clearer. Now,
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according to oui formula (8.40) admitted by relativists, the energy

emitted by the same radiator without the velocity v (but -with

the same /) is

dWIW-ifil&.nm*,).

So this cannot be the meaning of dW„. According to Einstein,

dW is the energy emitted ' as judged from a coordinate-system

moving with ' the radiator. Judged by whom ? Apparently

by an observer moving with the radiator, or at least with its

velocity but without its acceleration. Who ever heard of such

an extraordinary observer ? By the way, he must be replaced

at the end of an infinitesimal interval by a new observer moving

with the new velocity ; or perhaps acceleration has the effect of

gradually changing the observer. And how does he ' judge ' ?

He has to do more ; he has to measure. How finally can incom-

municable measures (such as dW„) performed instantaneously

by a mythical voyager on an electron enter into our measures

made in the laboratory? It is extremely puzzling. Becker

ignores the difficulty and simply says

:

Let us consider a body of the rest-mass m,, which in the course of

a finite time-interval emits the energy E (i.e. dW) in the form of

electromagnetic radiation.

Algebraically we obtained dW. from dW (or vice versa) by alter-

ing the origins of time and space, i.e. by changing the date and

position. We are now asked to believe that this alteration

vitally -modifies a physical law. Clearly this first innovation of

relativity-theory is most unsatisfactory.

(2) The second addition to our algebra consists in the assertion

that the radiator emits the radiation without thereby changing

its velocity. For how long? For. 'a finite time-interval

answers Becker. Surely this is hardly possible, suace as even

he admits/a radiator must be accelerated. Instead of our do

and dW, he has G and E ; but this assumes formulae for macro-

scopic sources which will be considered presently. As re aros

a radiator, it is acted upon by a force

F;=-dG/dr,

whose rate of working is

(Fjv) = -i.

In all cases [says Lorentz, viii. 49]*£j*£^$T*
is negative, the energy of the electron [radiator}-it no v
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constant value by the action of some other cause—must diminish,

and that of the ether [radiation] must increase. Thi3 means that

there is a continuous radiation from the particle outwards, such as

cannot be said to exist when the velocity is constant and the electron

simply carries its field along with it.

We are now asked to believe that the effect of this force is to

leave the velocity constant but to change the mass

„, dG _ dm
F>~~dT~~dTV

.

'

so that the decrease in the mass is

dm = LdTI# = dWlc*.

We see from this that (1) becomes quite unnecessary. Relativity

does not enter into the question at all. The sole assumption is

that, unlike other forces, the reaction of radiation has a peculiar

effect of its own and is represented by a unique formula. Perhaps

it is true ; but it does not follow from Einstein's theory ; it is a

special ad hoc assumption. It is not made more credible, when

we reflect that the complete formulae are (8.44, 40).

F; = -£v/c2 +dM/(W
(Fiv) = - L + dR/dT.

And presumably, in view of obvious experimental facts, this

hypothesis must be limited to a completely isolated radiator.

According to Larmor,

it is a consequence of Maxwell's electrodynamics that when a body

loses energy W by radiation it loses inertia of amount W/c2.
—

Larmor in Maxwell, vii. 143.

But previously he had vehemently denied this :

[This] effect is proportional to the first power of the velocity of the

system ; it is thus a direct consequence of the original Maxwellian

theory now universally accepted ; to traverse it would appear to

knock over the whole fabric of modern mathematical physics. How
to reconcile it with special views on relativity is another matter.

—

Larmor, Nature, 99 (1917) 404.

Against this Prof. Leigh Page (xi. 400) maintained that ' it has

been shown rigorously that classical electrodynamics leads to no

retardation on a moving and radiating mass." His refutation

of Larmor consists simply in proving formula (8.31) for Fj. He
omitted to observe that this is equivalent to (8.44)

:

F^-Iv/cHdM/A,.
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Hence this answer from ' classical electrodynamics ' falls to the

ground. Relativists however have another objection

:

If in a given frame of reference a self-contained system is radiating

uniformly in all directions, it will clearly remain at rest if subject

to no external influence. According to the principle of relativity

therefore, if observed in another frame of reference, it will continue

to move with uniform velocity. Now it has been shown on the

older form of electromagnetic theory that a moving radiating body

is subject to a resistance owing to its own radiation. The suggestion

is that owing to this resistance it will be retarded, contrary to the

result anticipated by the hypothesis of relativity.—Cunningham,

p. 169.

Now, if we admit that radiation depends on acceleration, no

radiator can ' remain at rest.' That this is admitted by relativists

is shown by the occurrence of dWjdT = L in their text-books.

Hence the reference here must be to a macroscopic source in the

sense of a statistical collection of radiators. It is presumed then

that on such a source there is a reaction

F' = - dG/dr = - d(mv)ldT,

where m = W/c*. This is a statistical generalisation, which can

hardly be said to be proved. We are then told that

F' = - dmjdT . v

= vc^dWIdT.

Hence, according to Larmor,

the remarkable result seems to be established that an isolated body

cooling in the depths of space would not change its velocity through

the aether ; ... it will move on with constant velocity, but *itn

diminishing momentum so long as it has energy to radiate.-larmor,

hi. 449.

Whether this has really been ' established' is an issue for astro-

physics into which we cannot enter. But the alleged proof seems

singularly weak. We start with an unproved equation and then

we carry out a peculiar form of differentiation. The principle

of relativity '
is ushered into the problem only to the extent,m

declaring that a source moving uniformly (in the aether) con-

tinues to move uniformly, i.e. to the extent of assummg^»

ordinary rough-and-ready optics *f*g**£Z2Z.
tion which assumes the existence of unifornrfy «»WI'

Finally, it may be pointed out that this difficulty about
radiation
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reaction does not exist on a ballistic theory of light. Where is

the experimental proof of the existence of such a reaction as
F' = — vdmjdT ? This issue is quite independent of the hypo-
thesis that an isolated radiator loses mass in radiation.

10. The Metaphor of Four Dimensions.

The real popularity, with consequent misinterpretation of
Voigt's transformation dates from Minkowski's introduction of
the mathematically convenient, but physically misleading
language of four-dimensional geometry. Putting x= 1 in (9.1)'

we have '.

Instead of saying this we can say that

is invariant for the transformation, where xv xv x„, xt replace
*> V, z, id (»' being the root of minus one).- We thus express the
same algebraic fact in a vocabulary which allows us to employ
geometrical language for analytical formulae. We can call S the
Distance, employing a capital letter for this metaphorical usage
So instead of speaking of r2 - cH\ where r is the distance and
t the date, we say (Distance)2 by analogy with the ordinary formula
for a change of axes in geometry.
Li this book we have avoided this usage, in spite of its psycho-

logical convemence and mathematical neatness. For its draw-
backs and disadvantages are overwhelming. This metaphorical
treatment, in itself and without some superimposed physical
hypothesis, is merely a question of mathematical nomenclature.
It can furnish no results not otherwise obtainable ; it is simply
a matter of algebraic methodology. But it is rather an instructive
commentary on the logical confusion of modern physics to find
distinguished writers labouring under the delusion that a mere
cnange m vocabulary can provide us with new experimental
results-to say nothing of a brand-new philosophy and theology.
Says Prof. Joos (p. 238)

:

tJtH.^
th
f ™??rta?t relationship discovered by Minkowski,

to ft. fill?SS
fcraatan from one system to another moving relative

foutnttln ?
Vd0CUy

,"
r
corre8P°^s to a rotation of axis in the

given Dy the equation [tan p = j»/c].
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The italicised words smuggle a physical hypothesis into the
statement. Minkowski made no such experimental discovery
All he did was to show that the transformation from one system
to its conjugate could be expressed, in the symbolic language of
mathematical analogy, by an imaginary ' rotation ' of ' axes '

in a fourfold. We cannot therefore admit the following statement
ofSaha(ii. 34):

8

As is well known, Minkowski's four-dimensional analysis is based
on the principle of relativity, and we have thereby to abandon two
time-honoured concepts of physics, i.e. absolute independence of
time and space, and the constancy of mass. The correctness of
these two principles is no longer a matter of hypothesis, but is

founded on experiments.

We shall see presently that this same writer has provided his

own best refutation. The mass-formula has already been dis-

cussed and criticised without any reference to Minkowski's meta-

phorical language ; a brief consideration of space-time will be

given in Chapter XIV, We shall now examine a few applications

of four-dimensional analysis in order to show the futility of trying

to conjure experimental results out of an alteration in mathe-

matical vocabulary. A generation ago our position would have

been taken for granted by physicists, who were then empirical-

minded. But to-day we have so far advanced on the road of

apriorism, that the viewpoint here expressed is quite contrary to

accepted orthodoxy in physics. It is all the more necessary to

express this healthy scepticism.

The relations

x'^p{x-vt), y' = y, z' = z, t' = p(* - vx/c*)

are now expressed as

x[ — p(xt + ixtvjc), x't = x2 , x'i = x3 ,

ix[ = p(iz4 + XjVlc) or x[= P(*4 -&W4 (9-45)-

By analogy with ordinary vectors any group (<*„ aa ,
os ,

a,)

which transforms according to the formulae (9.45) will be termed

a tetrad or four-vector. We can refer to it as A or A 1
,
as

(^?
)

or as (a, a.), where a is an ordinary vector. In particular dS is

a tetrad. If we have two tetrads A and B, it is easdy proved

by using (9.45), i.e. a\ = PK+ ia^jc), etc., that

which corresponds to scalar product.
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We can now easily see that a four-vector equation is co-
variant, i.e. that A — B transforms into A' = £'. putt;n?
ivfc = m so that p = (l + m2)"1

, the problem is the following-

Given a, = 6! and a4 = bt ,
prove Oj = b[ and a't = b't , where

°i = P(ai + mai)> a
't
= P(<*4 — ma),

with similar relations for b[ and 64. But this is merely the rather
obvious result

:

a, + mat
= 6

X + m64 , a4 — ma1
= 64 — jnij.

This is therefore a very elementary algebraic fact and requires
no discourse or metaphors.

We have

(<tiy dp 1 a2

U.S7
=

Hence

"
dra - cW

<ft/AS = ta/c,

-c2
'

(9.47)

where a = (1 — m2/c2)"*.

The tetrad dxJdS we shall call Velocity (V)

:

„ _<fe4 dx. dt . ,
'.

Vi -dS
=
TfTs

= Mlc - lc-

That is

F = j'a/c . (u, ic)

and obviously (F)2 = 1.

Using the relations (9.45) to connect V and V, we have

*'<=*M«»-«), aX = aB„, a'< = a^, a' = pa(l - WJc2
).

That is, we obtain formulae (9.3), as we should expect. To the
unsophisticated mind it seems obvious that we have merely
appliedla harmless change of terminology to Voigt's transforma-
tion. But listen to a typical relativist's description :

co-^ 1n
a
ati

e8Crib
!

the
.

mo«°n °f a Particle by means of its four
fnro™T^

J

•
* ITtl0

-

nB oI a Parameter, for which we choose theS.T1 1 "e -

*

he
r

t™e shown by a clock co-moving with the

as Mow Tf
th<S den/ativea Un-dz,/dT. Theb meaning is

Wrticleto*?V?6"1 from a P°int of the world-line of our

AS ttn f.

nel«hb°unng Point distant from it by the four-vector

tiolchZrenf £otwn* ^W/AT denotes the ratio of the posi-tion change of the particle to the time-change indicated by the
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co-moving clock In ordinary mechanics, in which the distinction
between proper time and ordinary time disappears, the limitine
value of this ratio is designated as the velocity of the particle
The fourth component U^dxJdT^ic . dt/dT is, barring' the
factor tc, the relative change of the usual time-measure for an
observer co-moving with the particle.—Becker, p. 290*.

Verily there are times when a little learning is a dangerous
thing. This pedantic discourse about comoving clocks and ob-
servers is utterly irrelevant, completely obscuring the elementary

operation of adjusting our mathematical symbolism.

We shall next examine the four-vector dVjdS, which we call

Acceleration^):

. dV, i d, .dtA^ii=iJ^]
ds

= -c-2[a
2
/r + a*(fuKcr*l.

Ai
= ~dn.jdt .dtjdS

'[;/=- ur3 a'(fu). (9.48)

Also

(4)
2 = c-4a,/

2(l-«Vc2 - 8ill>9)- (
9 -49>

where 6 is the angle between / and u. Hence A a
=/„<;"* numeri-

cally when u = 0. Also when u = v along x, the Acceleration

tetrad is

-WVPfJULW/r*)- <9 -50
>

Calling the velocity w instead of u so that a stands for (1
-

le2/^)"*, we see from (9.47) that a(w, k) is a four-vector. Hence,

since a'd\dt' = adjdt, it follows that

Q = adjdt . (« w, am tc) (9.51)

is a four-vector. This is otherwise evident since

"-•„>' Q= - mac
2A.

Consider the complete Lienard force F. Since from (9.5b) we

have a/a' = fYP. ™ «» that formulae (9.17, 25) become

a'J
,

; = p[aF,-a(Fw)(rl .»/e]

',•:'.' a\F;=aJV a'i^=«fr

In accordance with (9.45) these are three of the conditions that

P = a[F,i(Fw)/c]
(»«•)

should be a four-vector. The remaining condition is

Pi-p(P.-iPiW«). (9 -52)
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a'(F'w') = pa[(Fw) - (Fv)].

Which we easily find to be true by using the relation

(«£ w'
u , w';) = f(wx - v, wjp, w,/p).

Hence P is a four-vector. It follows that P —Q, that Is

F = d/dt . (am w),

(Fw) = d/dt . («m c«),
(9 53)

is a covariant equation.
'

We have now supplied the proof that (9.40) is covariant for
Voigt's transformation, thus justifying Einstein's assertion
Though we have used four-dimensional calculus, our result is
purely analytical. It can and should be admitted by anyone
who completely rejects the whole of Einstein's superimposed
discourse-as he has full scientific right to do. Relativists have
acquired no monopoly of elementary algebra. Observe also that
(9.53) contains a scalar equation, the equation of activity in
addition to the vector equation of (9.40). This extra equation

s^elf force

(8 '32)
'
*"'* ^^^ comPonent F

»
°f «">

Let us now see what a relativist has to say under the heading
dynamics of a particle '

:

g

The criterion of relativity demands that in eeneralisine theNewtonian equation F=dGR where G is rnornSS and F faforce, we must equate two 4-vectors instead of two orZarv three

«h™t"'^ S6 !kP'*^ of eff^tSsttomake the hypothesis that the momentum G and the enenrv W of

veWW^SrJ a Bystem
,
whose motion isImTedb^sK

itX J^tTSlCt f^ f (G
'
iW® <-*«tutes

g
a

a 4-vector and welrite
***°M momentum -'

• • « P «

dJ/dS=P,

' toceTttor

'

P^ relat1^ 6q
?
ati0n

- We will call P .. . the

L

of Z '^tum. to H^K^ 8aM about the re]ation

natural exSnTf * S"^0011* of the 8vst^- I* " a

system at ™t tJ * Newtonian ideas to suppose that for a

SceUtsenmwZwr \Mro
:

• • • Thus" if a frame of

the energy fa that fSme ^ eyStem is at rest
'
weW

-
M W°

ia

•^o=«7<;.(o,or /c),

^o = «/c (0, «c).
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These two 4-vectors are in the same direction, and will be so in all
frames of reference, their ratio being WJc'. Thus J=W<r'V
W„ being an invariant, or ° ' ' • '

G=ajr
oc-*u, ir=aBV

Since W, is the energy of the system when considered to be at rest,
it may be called the ' internal energy ' of the system.—Cunnineham'
pp. 163-5* (notation altered).

'

Now for some comments.

(1) Disentangling the superimposed physical hypothesis from
the algebra, we must reduce this ' criterion of relativity ' to the

, algebraic principle of covariancy, so that 'a purely relative

equation ' is simply a covariant relationship, i.e. one which

retains the same form under the Voigt transformation.

(2) The ' hypothesis ' that (G, iWjc) is a tetrad is simply

the assumption that

W = ?,(W-Gxv).

If now we also assume that

Oox = ®lly = G01 = 0,

we have
G=Wvjc>, TT = pTT . (9-54)

We have, in other words, neatly assumed the Lorentz-Emstein

electron-formulae. But we have provided no justification for

; calling W„ the ' internal energy.'

(3) The tetrad P is defined to be ijc . dJjdS, so that P merely

stands for

j.
.'..•_ ae-*(dG/iB, eHWjdt).

\
Also the ' scalar product

'

/ (PV) = - jV/c3
. [(Gu) - dWjdt].

\
Hence, if we assume that the force is AGjdt with the new

!
expression- for G, ,'•'•'.'

,„ ...

! P = _a/6«.(F, c-UWIdt), (9-55)

|

(PV) = 0.

This last relation provides an interesting psychological test for

'

dividing mathematical physicists into two classes. T*e™n,™°

prefers to say that the activity of the force is the rate of change

i of energy, is a physicist ; the man who prefers to say that the
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four-vector force is normal to the four-vector velocity i

mathematician.

(4) Have we thereby proved that the force on an electron
whether considered a point-charge or a spherical aggregate is
d(mv)/dt, where m = pir /ca ? We certainly have not. por
relativists accept at the outset relations which are equivalent t
Lienard's force-formula. It has still to be shown that Ms force
can be expressed as dG/<ft and that it has the asserted covariant
relations. The four-vector P in (9.55) seems at first sight to be- ff* times the four-vector called P in (9.52). In reality the P
of (9.55) is - c-» times the Q of (9.51). In deriving the four
vector of (9.52) we started with the Li<5nard force as given •

whereas (9.55) merely amounts to asserting that Q is a four-
vector, as we already showed in (9.51).

(5) In the above-quoted passage there is no reference at all
to Lizards force. It is assumed in fact, without a shred of
experimental evidence, that it applies to any force on any un-charged part.cle. This seems to imply that every force has sucha form that, as for Lizard's force, the equation P=0 iscovanant. * "

(6) There is nothing specifically 'Newtonian ' about F = ml

decTJvT •

Ti°lati0n
1
°
f NeWt0nian prin0iPles fa Lo™*™"

electrodynamics^erely an application of them to a more com-plex domam. Whence comes the ' criterion which « demand^

Ind ZZrT^°
a
!f

6d fr°m exPe™* must be correctedand generated
'
so that it is covariant when we apply theXTS d°dge^ **" formation? 5P£J

(G^m^L*™ wmost
.

recent b00k t0 hand Pr°™ ««•*

SaSlsS)
M eIeCtr°n k a f0Ur-VeCt°r

-
We «—«*•

in the form
^*= *Wa,M -^

The equation (8.61)

«r»f(0u) = fc-»(_ Sw/dt - div P)
can be written as

S
t «. Div (- fc

_1
P, w).
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Hence we have the four-dimensional tensor T with

Ttl = - «r*P„ T42 = - ic-ip„, Tia
= - ic-iP

2) T„ = w .

(9.57)

' Integrating over all space,' says Heitler (p. 13), we have

f B4<Jt = - ic-i[3I7/a« +
f

(PdS)].

If we integrate [9.56] over a 4-dimensional volume (which is an
invariant), we obtain another very important 4-vector, namely, the

vector of the momentum and energy of the total charge. If the

charge is concentrated in a small volume and if the space integration

is extended over the whole of this volume, we may think of the

integrated charge as a ' particle ' and shall simply speak of the

energy and momentum of the particle.—Heitler, p. 14.

We then have

[[Rididt
= ic-1 [[(Qu)?d-:dt

= iK/c,

where K is the kinetic energy. Thus (G, iKjc) is a four-vector.

We immediately obtain (by taking u = v, u' = 0)

G = pnt v, K = pm c2 .

'These are the famous Einstein formulae for the energy and

momentum of a moving particle.' Perhaps they are. But is it

not a sheer perversion of mathematical exuberance to confront

the unfortunate physicist with such a proof ? It is bad enough

to have to integrate over infinite space in order to find the mo-

mentum and energy of a charged particle ; most Prists have

now become habituated to this owing to the*W™*»
training imparted by their tutors and their own childlike behe

in lines of force, fields and the like. But like the proverb a

worm, even a physicist may turn at last against his .^ematol

tormenter. In the specimen of contemporary
phys.csust given

we first prove Poynting's theorem and Lorentz s equation (8.75)
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in the ordinary way. Next we translate these into four
dimensional language, thus evolving a tensor with sixteen com"
ponents. We now gratefully learn that this will enable us t

"

obtain a * very important " four-vector. To our surprise we then
revert to ordinary space and time ; in fact we are now encouraged
to talk loosely of a * small volume ' as a ' particle." j3 we ha
two ordinary integrals, one of which is saved from being vulgar
by involving the square root of minus one. After these strenuous
efforts we succeed in landing our four-vector, which on investisa
tion is discovered to contain the 'famous ' formulae Having
done all our work with electromagnetics, we now discard this
trifle and announce that our results hold for 'a movine
particle.' °

There are some snags in the proof.

(1) When we integrate ' over all space ' the surface-integrals
are left standing and do not appear to vanish-why ? On theother hand, when we integrate « over the whole of this volume '

i.e over the particle, the surface-integrals disappear-again weask why? And since 'the space-time part of this teL? Z°presen s the energy-flow, the pure time part the energy-deLy •

(p. 13), it seems obvious that we should have integrated overinfinite space instead of over the ' particle '

W
2

Lf tT
6 mTnt W6 haTO the t0tal electromagnetic energyW and the next moment we have the 'kinetic energy' K fi

«thK±- "T™ DOt the san* » showfby the

TsScial tertLT
(P

'

7)^ '^ mUSt attrfbute to the ^tron
doTone R,^f 7 °f ™n-eIectromagnetic nature.' How
(3)K SI^^ the 0ther fa the «*» equation |

«S£' SutwS T ™™h ™th
*' k Called ^e 'kinetic

Kat ?7, ^ ^ ^^etion or explanation we are

W?tKu e
.

en^ °f the Particle at rest.'

Aplttlv thet^
m?™S Unif0rmly or »«h acceleration ?

fiSTSfc .SS.t"tat^g
K
^ ***»*>*** every

— we have stSt prove p-d^£""J*f U
" * **

whether this is «.^J? dG/*' and we have to decide

Instead of ml Pte eqUati0n or an approximation.

tolS tlb one
g
th

nUm
M

r °f 8lmi,ar e
'
amPle8 - Purred

disadvaieTar,,^
01
?2^ fa orde' to expose the serious

whichTrauyt?2 £
thi8 new-fai*led method °f P™f

>

might lead the unwary to think.
^^ " "" ^^ Pedantry
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Let us apply the Acceleration formulae (9.48-50) to the radiation
from a radiator. Assume, apparently by analogy with a particle,
that

J = i/c.{G,iWlc)

is a four-vector, so that as before

When v = 0, we have

dG /dr = o

dW ldT = 2ey2
/3c* = 2eV4J/3,

where dT is the emission-interval. Also

.
- (dJJdS)a

= ife . dWJdt . jp/c

= -$e*dWildt

= -2e2
/3c.p4S

= 2etjZc.A\V
i .

Hence in general

dJldS=2e*l3c.A*V.

Applying this to J4 and Jt , we deduce

dW/dT = L
'

dGJdT = Left.

We appear then to have proved (8.68, 77) by assuming the

result for the simpler case when the velocity (but not the accelera-

tion) is zero ; and thereby, as Becker says (p.68), we have avoided

' the necessary tiresome integrations.' But we have had to pay a

heavy price. We have had to employ a very abstract method

devoid of all contact with physical reality. First we must prove

in general that the energy and momentum of radiation form a

four-vector. We next apply this to the radiation emitted in time

dT : (dG, idW/c) is a four-vector. We then assume or prove

that, when v = 0,

dG = 0, dlf = 2ea/3c»./?(ir .
.

Finally, after investigating the Velocity and Acceleration four-

vectors, we prove the result when v =|= 0.

Now it is quite clear that we have made no use whatever of

any physical hypothesis except current electromagnet^theory

Speaking of formulae (8.68, 77), Becker says (p. 68) that.h wiU

later derive these expressions in the simplest ^way ^ough the

theory of relativity.' On p. 321 he declares that he will now
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deduce these formulae with the help of the theory of relativitv

"

He then proceeds to give the four-dimensional argument jus*
reproduced. It may be the simplest way for a pure mathemati-
cian, it certainly is not so for a physicist. And the mathe-
matician is deluding himself ifhe fancies he is engaged in physics"
His references to relativity are merely concessions to the present
fashion.

Let us now take a look at the missing proof, without however
reproducing it in full.

' Particle properties ' of light-waves. There are cases where the
total energy and momentum of a field themselves form a 4-vector
This is true, for instance, for a light-wave of any shape and finite'extension. We shall prove in general : If the field differs fromzero only within a certain given volume and if no charges are presentinside this volume, then the total energy and momentum^ ttefield form a 4-jector. Since the density of force then also vankheswe have according to [9.56]

vamsnes,

^Tmnlixn= 0, Tmn= on the boundary.
. . . [From four-dimensional geometry we then prove that]

I <MYi= re-component of a 4-vector.

BK UJ "firi8*. *« *iy light-wave with a finite extension whichmay have been emitted from a light-source some time ago In tMscase the momentum and energy of the field form a 4-vTtor whichbehaves as regards its transformation properties exactly hke the

BS,
a

p

nd
3oT

mentU,I1
°f a »-HeHler. p. 17Tufcft

Since from (9.57)

it follows from this that

- k . (G, i/c . W)
is a four-vector. Now for some comments,

au hoifftSH
baCk

,

t0 "? Proof of 0.56, cited from the same

ofZn LTlrr f
M *"*. formerly We aWUed the theorems

which we adoWinthe
n

i

d
ast

(

S
U

apter

T,US ""*»» ^attitude

jas^H Bh
?tio™ °bscured ^ «* -**

entirely disttoctc 2 o^

f

^
Ur'dlmen8ional analysis to the two

, uianncc cases of (a) an electron and (6) radiation. In
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criticising the proof of the electron-formulae by means of the
principle of covariancy, we have equivalently rejected Einstein's

method and reduced the available proof to that adopted by
Lorentz and expounded in Chapter VIII. We can if we like say

that in this case a simplified four-dimensional analysis is the

mathematical version of the physical hypothesis known as the

Lorentz contraction. But the radiation-formulae have been
• proved quite independently of any such physical hypothesis

;

they hold even if we reject the contractile electron and the electro-

magnetic theory of mass. In this case the application of Voigt's

transformation and the principle of covariancy follow automatic-

ally since the radiation, unlike the electron, travels with velocity c.

The same holds for what is mathematically equivalent, namely,

four-dimensional analysis. But now such application is devoid

of any physical significance, it is a mathematical luxury.

(3) It becomes clear from this proof, or indeed by reference

back to formulae (8.65, 75, 76), that we are here dealing with

a total momentum coexisting at time t, which was emitted at

different times (T). According to Heitler (p. 18),

the momentum and energy of the field form a 4-vector, which

behaves a3 regards its transformation-properties exactly liko the

energy and momentum of a particle. In particular, the trans-

formation-formulae for a moving system of co-ordinates are

On p. 14 he gave exactly the same formulae for an electron and

he proceeded to ' assume the particle is at rest in one (the dashed)

system of coordinates.' In fact this assumption is necessary in

order to obtain the electron-formulae. But we cannot make any

such assumption for radiation, which always travels with velocity

c ; the analogy completely breaks down. Nor can we identify

v with the velocity of the source ; for the source has had a con-

tinuously changing velocity during the finite emission-interval

of the total momentum now in the field at the moment t

(4) In order to understand this proof we have to ^art with tte

theorems of Poynting and Lorentz, proved from the Maxwelhan

standpoint. We must then understand Voigt's transforation

as translated into four-dimensional language: a very UEcrt

thing to do, as it required extreme vigilance to rid th
>

current

versions of iheir accumulation of irrelevant discourse^ Next we

have to construct a four-dimensional tensor, a four-vector
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the second kind.' Then we have to prove the generalisation f
Gauss's theorem for four dimensions.

After thus proving on p. 308 that (G, iWIc) is a four-vec*™.
Becker tells us on p. 321 :

ctor
-

We now take dW and dG as the energy and momentum „t *t *
portion of the radiation-field which wasemitte? dur^Hhe tinfdT. This portion of the field is propagated indepeEly of Zlremaunng field

; it does not interfere with the previously oV »„>!,
quently emitted radiation. Hence we may regard tht L'*-
emitted in the interval dT as a self-contained wavtsheL^ C
afouV^to^ *° °Ur PreVi0U8 Pr00f

'^^ and ""*«* loZ

(4) From (9.58), putting dG' = 0, we deduce

dOx = dWv/c2
,

a formula which we have proved quite independently of 'rela-tivity It similarly follows for relativists who like Heftier (ptadmit our analysis of the self-force of a charge-complex & whave a very curious logical situation. Kelativists derive theformula on one page from the current electromagnetics w^thJuassummg any hypothesis of Lorentz or Einstein
; fnd aWge

Sv '°
r

ThtV ,TT th
l
f°rmUla M a deduotion f-- 'W

wW * I ' V° draw the obvious conclusion, namely that

sltaSalh H1 "^ ' k^ n0t^ but"»«££stratagem applied to ordinary electromagnetics.

for i^
Ut

.

When
?eitler calla 0-58) ' the transformation-formulae

referredSi ,
™agming the same physical system

Z a mithe^ron
frTWOrk3; Wh6reaS the t-nsformation!

^S^SS^S^S be regarded as a physicai

system under twTdiflT f 7 6m3 °r connectinS the same

gives us
^erent aSpeCts

-
Thu9 *»™«1» (9-58) also

d\V=$dW,
,

alteration in date pw ' ? •

W denved from iW" by an

seeks to brbg £s o^S^T^^ fOT thefW
here that for thefoS ^ the SCOpe of Phy8ics - U is

» Contra* 9«7 m relativity
'

in the argument,

dealing with the phylicaUhen™ ,!'/
^T fW? That is

' b8M» ^ere we were
from W, by a da£a.teration

COI"™"on
; F i„ not in this coee derived
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Let us turn to another point. Calling the vector potential a,

let us assume that

A (a, f<p)

is a tetrad. This means that

<** = P(«. -We). S=<V ^ = 0,

?' = P(? - <V>/C)-

Let us verify this for a single electron hy taking it' = 0, u = v.

Then a' = 0, 9' = e/r'. Now r' = pV(l — v
r
/c).

Hence
ax =evlcr(l—vrjc), a

t
= a, =

9 = «/r(l - »,/c).

Also

and

Whence

= div a + c-^dfjdt

= Div 4,

- 47tpu/c = V2a - c-^ajBC = D!a

— 47tpi = D2
(t<p)-

Dl4 = -4:ttf,

where J7 is the four-vector p(u/e, »').

For a single electron (x'
t
y', z', I' = ( — r/c)

A = e(u'lc, t)/r(l-«;/e).

If we introduce the four-vectors

iJ = [* - a;', y - y', z - 2', ic(f - «')]

7 = a'(u', fc)
.

'

we easily see that .

.

'

A = -eri(BV).

Since V is a four-vector and the scalar product (RV) is invariant,

it follows that A is a four-vector, as assumed.

It is possible by proceeding in this way to arrive •» *«"»"

schild's electrokinetio potential and Lienards force. But as we

have already given sufficient examples offour-dunensional analysis

it is not worth while to pursue the subject whic
1
»^ »

mathematical alternative to our previous
;

proof. BuVwe wan 1

refer to an article by Saha, which reproduces this proof mingled

with much irrelevant discourse.

In the present paper [he says] an ,»ttompt has been mde.to

determine the law of attraction between two moving
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the aid of the New Electrodynamics as modified by the Princiol
of Relativity. . . . With the help of Minkowski's four-dimensional
analysis, I have succeeded in recasting the important result of
Lienard and Wiechert (on the field produced by a moving electron!
in an entirely novel form and, as I believe, the only form consi^ni
with the principle of relativity.—Saha, i. 347, 367.

unsls»nt

We have here once again the claim that by a phraseological or
methodological variation of the ordinary analysis we can arrive
at new results. This article has been acclaimed by Crehore 28 as
'a recent valuable contribution * resulting in 'equations havine
greater generality than those of Lorentz.' According to Bate
man (ii. 251), 'Megh Nad Saha has proposed a new law of
electromagnetic force which is regarded favourably by A C
Crehore.' The answer to this really ludicrous contention can beput very tersely. Saha's electrodynamics is not ' new,' it is the
old teaching dressed up in four-dimensional metaphors. And his
result, in so far as it is new, is wrong. He arrives finally at
Schwarzschild s electrokinetic potential ; but by a rather obvious
shp *3 he gives it multiplied by a factor p. The whole episode is awarning against credulity in the significance of analytical methods
it is also an illustration of our contention that the purely mathe-
matical consequences of Voigt's transformation, even when formu-

«££
m
/
our-d

u
unen

^
ional metaphors, must be carefully distin-

StivifxTT 8Ubse^ent 8UPerP°sed interpretation known as

ortoSewt
°PP°Sed t0 thJS We W the temporary

rektiritv ilTin'f
1 ^*h0? ex\SSerMon that the special theory of3?h

*ren

ĥp
ada

Pted
f

t° the requirements of the ekiro-

isotroci 2, °- her7
m Stated

'
lt k the ^bstratum of anHr^MW™ ^ch Beems appropriate to

time.-rBirttoffK ^TfJ ?noePt of absol"te sPace "d"ae. u. viikhoB, RekUmty and Modern Physics, 1927, p 186.

J21! ?\h
?

repUed
'
With0ut eiaggeration, that this

S^T™ SUb8trat
,
Um k me^ly an analytical dodge for«icrl^Te8

°f 8paC6 and time occ^g * Electro-

Sand £mV *w^^ rem0test bearing °n™ «»«*Pta °f

Sstlttl w' t? Pr°bative force *» not d«P^dent on thepost factum mterpretation invented by Einstein, that its appeal

"
£V'°"?'.?,SW York, 1920, p. HI

the ordinary force. So there ia the factor a
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lies more in mathematical aesthetics than in physical dhwh,
that it has proved singularly misleading and has encourS
aprionsm and pseudo-mysticism to the detriment ofsane emnirLl
science. r

11. Conclusion.

We should have preferred to confine this book to electro-
magnetics and to reserve the relativity-theory for subsequent
investigation. But this has proved impossible. We shall not
discuss the Michelson-Morley experiment, aberration, Fresnel's

coefficient and similar topics. But as we had to include the
relation of Coulomb's and Lienard's force-laws, the mass of an
electron, induction, ' absolute ' velocity, the measures of space

and time, and so on, it became necessary to insert this chapter

in order to elucidate the logic of our position.

Briefly, our contention is that Voigt's transformation is a

mathematical device which gives, great scope to the mathe-

maticians, especially when expressed in the metaphorical language

of four dimensions. Its use has, however, become inextricably

entangled with all sorts of physical and philosophical irrelevan-

cies ; its invocation as a magic formulary has bewitched physicists

into regarding it as a heaven-sent substitute for empirical explora-

tion. We claim to have shown that the transformation is merely

a methodological alternative to ordinary analysis, that it can lead

to no results not otherwise accessible, that in the end it really

does little or nothing to simplify the mathematics which a

physicist requires, and that its employment is often formally

invalid from the logical point of view.

In particular we have maintained that the covariance of

Maxwell's differential equations, and in general of relations

connecting propagated quantities, is an automatic mathematical

consequence—in fact, it is the very purpose—of the transforma-

tion. This algebraic consequence can therefore be developed

without reference to any physical hypothesis or interpretation.

It is at this stage that Einstein intervenes-or, at least he

should logically intervene only at this stage—with the object ot

imposing a special interpretation on this ready-made algebra.

According to him K' is an electromagnetic system observed in tne

laboratory and K is the same physical system observed by an

observer moving through the laboratory with velocity v. me
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Lienard force-formula holds for each observer ; each has his own
framework or aether. So, by a curious misnomer, the theory
which multiples absolute reference-systems is called ' relativity.'

Against this we have argued that the unrecorded incommuni-
cable observations of a non-existent observer are of no possible

interest to physical science. This argument appears to be un-
answerable. Hence the contention has been abandoned by a
few relativists such as Prof. Swann

:

There are in fact two aspects to the restricted theory of relativity
as usually understood. The first, which we shall call A , which takes
[the Voigt transformation] as relations between the actual measures
of observers in the two systems ; and the second, which we shall
call B, which concerns itself with the form of physical laws as
expressed, in the first instance at any rate, in one system of co- '

ordinates. ... It must be maintained most emphatically that the
aspect B involves no implication that the different systems obtain-
able from each other by Lorentzian transformation have anything
to do with the actual measures of observers travelling with the
corresponding velocity v in relation to the first named system.
The quantity v is simply an arbitrary parameter in the equations of
transformation, a parameter which does its duty by enabling the
transformation to say something about the laws by itself dis-
appearing from the transformed equations.—Swann, viii. 337.

It is true that the principle of restricted relativity owed its formu-
lation to a belief that the co-ordinates associated with the various
systems corresponded to the actual measures ; but, onqe formulated,
the working content of the theory, involving as it does the mathe-
matical invariance of the laws, is independent of this hypothesis. . .

But it is natural to inquire, Why should the laws of nature be
invariant under this particular type of transformation ? The
answer to this question is to be sought in the general theory of
relativity, where the special theory finds a much more logical
birthplace than in that old region populated by imaginary observers
travelling with different speeds and measuring the velocity of

- light.—Swann, ix. 263.
J

_

At one stroke this interpretation gets rid of most of the
incredibilities and paradoxes of popular relativity. The fictitious
observers, like the travelling twins, belong to 'the historical
aspects of the theory.' The only aspect of practical use or
scientific relevancy is what concerns the man in the laboratory,
lhese excrescences being eliminated, Einstein is made to talk
shop,' good lab-stuff.

We are therefore back again to mere algebraic covariancy,
which is a simple intelligible mathematical fact without any
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reference to the general theory of relativity But in that
our contention is right, Einstein has no physical theory aTail
he

,
» simply exploiting an elementary piece of mathematics'

This would be true if he confined himself to propagated quantities
such as the retarded potentials, electric and magnetic intensities
But Einstein further asserts that an equation such as (8.30)

is covariant for Voigt's transformation. This is found to be true
if we take Fj to be Lienard's force on a point-charge. But the
claim that such a mathematical property can he taken as a
criterion proving and prescribing experimental results would
mean the introduction of aprioric mysticism into physics.

Altogether untenable is the assertion that what we have proved
for Lienard's force must hold for all forces. Most relativists

indeed tacitly abandon these claims when dealing with (8.30),

for they admit the Lorentzian theory of electromagnetic mass.

Moreover they admit, in addition to F[, the force F, (8.31, 53b)

and even F'a (8.54). The application of Voigt's transformation

to the latter forces has been shown to have no physical significance.

The confusion between purely mathematical manipulation and

physical theory is nowhere more evident than in the prevailing

treatment of mass and energy. Here is a quotation from the

latest edition of an excellent text-book :

The rest-mass is equal to W lc* multiplied by the factor 4/3. We
already met thi3 relation in connection with our treatment of the

radiation-pressure of a plane wave. [The formula m = w/c2] gave

the inertial mass which we must ascribe to a wave-train progressing

in a definite direction. We shall later find this fundamental con-

nection between energy and inertial mass in full generality when we

come to discuss the theory of relativity. The reason why in dealing

with the electron we did not find this relation accurately, but only

with the factor 4/3, is this. ... In a logical treatment we should

not omit consideration of the mechanical tensions, whose logical

treatment is made possible only with the help of the theory ol

relativity.—Becker, p. 44.

Now we have shown that the radiational formula w = mc* is

quite independent of any theory of electrons or of Eiratein s

theory
; we shall show in Chapter XI that it also holds in Kitz s

ballistio theory. On the other hand the formula with the iactor

4/3 refers to Lorentz's theory of an extended electron
;
and tne

subsequent correction made by Poincare's pressure has no
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particular connection with Einstein's views. In fact, Becker
makes no reference at all to the real innovation of Einstein
namely, the idea of the variable mass of an uncharged particle
as well as of a point-charge. So, in addition to confusing two
radically different formulae which happen to have a purely
accidental similarity of symbols, the quotation uses the word
* relativity ' merely to designate the mathematical re-statement
of Lorentz's theory.

According to Einstein the fact of covariancy, which we have
verified in certain cases in electromagnetics, has an imperious
cosmic significance. But let us take an elementary example :

x't + y^ + z't-uH'^O, (9.58a)

say, a sound-wave, which for a given t' represents a sphere.
Applying Voigt's transformation, we find that it becomes

x*p(l - uV/c 1
) + 5,2 + 2s _ 2xpht(l - M2/c2) = *2(3V _ v^

which, so long as u =]= c, represents an ellipsoid for a given value
of t. The two equations are not covariant, they have not the
same form. This is a dreadfully elementary example ; but we
cannot discover any relativist text-book which reconciles it with
the principle of covariancy. We conclude then that covariancy
when it is not an automatic mathematical fact (i.e. for relations
of quantities propagated with velocity c), is untrue. And we
have to reject the grandiose claims made by Einstein

:
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If the arguments of this chapter are valid, we have refuted the
heuristic clams which Einstein here makes for the principle of
covariancy. *

(1) The connection between momentum and energy of radiation
follows from ordinary electromagnetics. All that Voigt's trans-
formation can do is to give an alternative method—more
aesthetically pleasing to a certain type of mathematical mind—
for extending the result from the case of a stationary radiator to
the case of a moving radiator. Incidentally it may be remarked
that this extended case, which does not hold for the ballistic

theory, has never been verified experimentally.

(2) The connection between the strength of an electric and a

magnetic field apparently refers to the formula F = E + r'FvH.
We have already rejected the alleged proof of this by means of

Voigt's transformation. And in a subsequent chapter we shall

actually query the general validity of the formula.

(3) The connection between electrostatic and electrodynamic

forces refers to the alleged genesis of Lienard's force-formula from

Coulomb's with the help of Voigt's algebra. This too we claim

to have refuted.

(i) The connection between inert mass and energy may refer

to the electron-formulae. Having rejected Einstein's formal

manipulation as constituting a 'proof,' we have been thrown

back on Lorentz's previous investigation. If the reference is to

the ' mass ' of radiation, this occurs both in the ordinary and in

the ballistic theory of electromagnetics.

But the subsidence of this foundation of relativity still leaves

the relativist with another leg resting elsewhere. Any relativist

accustomed to laboratory work must realise the futility of appeal-

ing to the observations of imaginary beings ; and in actual fact

he makes no such ridiculous appeal, he merely compares two sets

of his own observations.

The conceptions—first of observations made on the same system

by observers moving relatively] to each other, and second ot trie

relation between the observations made by the two °bser™^a™

fundamental in our study, and no progress can be madeJ™*^*?**
are grasped. And yet-thisis equally important to grasp-they

are not really natural conceptions. . j,:.»nrv of
It is hardly an exaggeration to say that never m th »*

science have two observers moving relatively to each^other made

anything that can be called scientific otaarwtawj on tto same

system. . . . It is difficult to think of a single instance in wmen
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the first characteristic conception of the principles of relativity has
been realised at all completely ; and it is quite certain that it has
never been realised when observations of great accuracy are in
question. . . . But a combination of the two principles may lead
to predictions about experiments which can be made ; for the same
observer can observe the same system first when it is at rest and
then when it is in motion relative to him—u. Campbell, iv. 3 f

That is, we are not dealing with the general case when the
electron R is moving with winl and with w' in K', these two
velocities being connected by a mysterious velocity v. The same
scientific observer first performs an experiment with R moving
with v and then with R at rest ; or else he examines what he

*

should expect to observe in any particular case on the supposition
that R is moving with v. In other words, we are now dealing
with what we have called subrelativity. This is an entirely
different, and much more intelligible, interpretation of ' relativity,'
on which we proceed to make some final comments.

(1) As regards the first order in vjc, we have proved, on
ordinary Newtonian principles, that (9.33)

Z,f°~l• ":z~f-9~ T^» ~ r
o
= y - r, z„ - z = s

'o-5,

o = <-2' -v{x-X)<r*.

Observe that we are not concerned with x , x, t, tm etc
separately, these refer to positions and dates and are quite
arbitrary. We are concerned only with source-receiver distance
and with transmission-duration. Of course we can apply the
first-order Voigt transformation,

, = x-itf, X = X-vT,
et

°;>. ^ ,

haS no Physical significance; it is° merely a
mathematical operation made en route towards the formulaxo — X<> = x — X — v(t — T).

(2)
i

The simple analysis just given enables us to get rid ofLorentzs pseudo-mystical idea of 'local time.' This is simply

toatfon1l« K;

WhiCh " 6qUal t0
*•
~ T» the transmission-

auration for the stationary system

MdrfST"*"?*
fir

t°
rder covariancy ^ Maxwell's equations,

mean?™ T ?** of
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/ i« neglected If, on the etrength of tUg evMenoej we
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[like the elastic !] conform to the r&bgSffi? ToS
words, all experiments to determine velocity through the etW

.
[or through the air ?] are necessarily futile.-Jeans, p 605

Let us point out that the argument is not the proof of second-
order covariance by means of an empirical proof of first-order

covariance. For covariance, both first and second order, is as
we have shown, a simple algebraic sequela of the transformation.

The argument is a much more curious one. The physicist in the
laboratory—the same physicist, not one real observer and one
imaginary moving one—has verified the first-order formulae of

subrelativity ; which is not surprising, since we know that the

transmission-velocity is c. We might then perhaps expect the

illogism : therefore the subrelative formulae hold when we insert

the factor (3 which was negligible in our experiments. It would

be a very bad conclusion, but quite understandable. But Jeans's

conclusion is, at least to the present writer, quite unintelligible.

All we can make of it is this : we have verified the formulae with

vjc, therefore they are true when we insert a factor with w'/c
1

,

therefore we can never determine v.

(4) If now, with Lorentz, we assume that an electron contracts

as it moves through the aether—in itself quite an intelligible

hypothesis not in the least opposed to Newtonian principles—

we must insert the factor (3 in the formulae for subrelativity.

*o -X„=p[x-X -»(<-m
< — 2* = p[* — r -.«(* -

where ta
— T = rjc. The reciprocity of the formulae then

follows as a simple mathematical consequence. The formulae

for an electron can now be proved on Lorentz's principles, which

become Einstein's if we accept this interpretation of his tlieory-

(5) The alleged second-order ' Doppler effect 'p = pj? afP°nd

on taking T = p(!T - vX^). Thus it is caused by an arbitrary

change of date. We have maintained above that a physical effect

cannot depend on the dating. But, since the formula is admittedly

unverified, we need not discuss it further.
(

(6) If we adopt this interpretation of ' relat™ty <" s"°'

relativity, our contention, that the employment of Voigts trans-

formation, especially in its four-dimensional form, is a purey

mathematical dodge, becomes quite clear,
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particular connection with Einstein's views. In fact, Becker

makes no reference at all to the real innovation of Einstein,

namely, the idea of the variable mass of an uncharged particle

as well as of a point-charge. So, in addition to confusing two

radically different formulae which happen to have a purely

accidental similarity of symbols, the quotation uses the word
' relativity ' merely to designate the mathematical re-statement

of Lorentz's theory.

According to Einstein the fact of covariancy, which we have

verified in certain cases in electromagnetics, has an imperious

cosmic significance. But let us take an elementary example :

x-2 + y* + z'2 _ «yi = o, (9.58a)

say, a sound-wave, which for a given t' represents a sphere.

Applying Voigt's transformation, we find that it becomes

x*p(l - uV/c') + f + zl - 2xpht{l - ullc*) = ^(u* - V),

which, so long as u =]= c, represents an ellipsoid for a given value

of t. The two equations are not covariant, they have not the

same form. This is a dreadfully elementary example ; but we
cannot discover any relativist text-book which reconciles it with

the principle of covariancy. We conclude then that covariancy,

when it is not an automatic mathematical fact (i.e. for relations

of quantities propagated with velocity c), is untrue. And we
have to reject the grandiose claims made by Einstein

:

General laws of nature are covariant with respect to Lorentz
transformations. This is a definite mathematical condition that
the theory of relativity demands of a natural law ; and in virtue of

this, the theory becomes a valuable heuristic aid in the search for
general laws of nature.—Einstein, Relativity, 1920, p. 43.
From the point of view of method, the special principle of relativity

is comparable to Carnot's principle of the impossibility of perpetual
motion of the second kind ; for like the latter it supplies us with a
general condition which all natural laws must satisfy.—Einstein,
Nature, 106 (1921) 783.
The heuristic method of the special theory of relativity is

characterised by the following principle : Only those equations are
admissible as an expression of natural laws, which do not change
their form when the co-ordinates are changed by means of a Lorentz
transformation. . . . This method led to the discovery of the
necessary connection between impulse and energy, the strength of
an electric and a magnetic field, electrostatio and electrodynamio
forces, inert mass and energy.—Einstein, The World as I see It, 1935,
p. 182.
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^»nt» of this chapter are valid, we have refuted the

"
So

8

cKb which Einstein here makes for the principle of

covariancy. ^totea momentum and energy of radiation

,1,
Theconnccuon oe

g ^^ g ^^
Mows from ordmaryelectr^

alternative meihod-mole

i0m
uT^Tv\e<xsmR to a certain type of mathematical mind-

aestheUcaUy Pleas^g ^ rf & ^ radiator to

f r exfc*^ thor^ Incidentally it may be remarked

!IS extenffcase, which does not hold for the ballistic

. u. nPver been verified experimentally.

V^e co-^between ^strength of an electric and a

IX field apparently refers to the formula F = E + e 'FvH

WeC aSady'reiected the alleged proof of this by means of

VoiirtransforLation. And in a subsequent chapter we shall

Irtnallv auery the general validity of the formula

3 The connection between electrostatic and electrodynamic

fori refersTthe alleged genesis of Lienard's force-formula from

SSSTwWi the help of Voigt's algebra. This too we claim

to have refuted. r r

(4) The connection between inert mass and energy may reter

to the electron-formulae. Having rejected Emstem s formal

manipulation as constituting a 'proof/ we^ taenthrown

back on Lorentz's previous investigation. If the reference is to

the
' mass ' of radiation, this occurs both in the ordinary and in

the ballistic theory of electromagnetics.

But the subsidence of this foundation of relativity 'Ml*™*

the relativist with another leg resting elsewhere Any refctmst

accustomed to laboratory work must realise the futility of appeal

ing to the observations of imaginary beings ;
and in actual i

he makes no such ridiculous appeal, he merely compares two

of his own observations.

The conceptions-first of observations made or,l the^me system

by observers moving relatively] to each other and second.^
relation between the observations made by^^i they
fundamental in our study, and no progress wnj* made urJes ,

are grasped. And yet-this is equally important to grasp- 1

are not really natural conceptions. . , v:storv of

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that never m th^"^
science have two observers moving relatively to «acu

h ^^
anything that can be called scientific d»r™X5to»t in which
»y»tem. . . . It is difficult to think of a smgle instance in
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the first characteristic conception of the principles of relativity has

been realised at all completely ; and it is quite certain that it has

never been realised when observations of great accuracy are in

question. . . . But a combination of the two principles may lead

to predictions about experiments which can be made ; for the same
observer can observe the same system first when it is at rest and
then when it is in motion relative to him—N. Campbell, iv. 3 f

.

That is, we are not dealing with the general case when the

electron R is moving with w in K and with w' in K', these two

velocities being connected by a mysterious velocity v. The same
scientific observer first performs an experiment with R moving
with v and then with R at rest ; or else he examines what he

"

should expect to observe in any particular case on the supposition

that R is moving with v. In other words, we are now dealing

with what we have called subrelativity. This i3 an entirely

different, and much more intelligible, interpretation of * relativity,'

on which we proceed to make some final comments.

(1) As regards the first order in v/c, we have proved, on
ordinary Newtonian principles, that (9.33)

x„-X, = x-X-v{t-T), Vt-Tt = y-7,zt-Z = z-Z,
t

l>
-T

<t
= t-T-v{x-X)c-i.

Observe that we are not concerned with xB , x, t, < , etc.,

separately ; these refer to positions and dates and are quite

arbitrary. We are concerned only with source-receiver distance
and with transmission-duration. Of course we can apply the
first-order Voigt transformation, i.e. xa

= x — vt, X„ = X — vT,
etc. This has no physical significance ; it is merely a
mathematical operation made en route towards the formula
x -X = x-X-v(t-T).

(2) The simple analysis just given enables us to get rid of
Lorentz's pseudo-mystical idea of ' local time.' This is simply
t—T— v(x— X)?*, which is equal to t„ — Ta , the transmission-
duration for the stationary system.

(3) Moreover the first-order covariancy of Maxwell's equations,
and of the equations of elasticity, now assumes a simple physical
meaning. We have thereby demolished the argument that,
because the first-order transformed equations have a verifiable
physical application, therefore the second-order transformation
is justified as physically significant.

There is direct experimental verification of these equations when
v'/C is neglected. ... If, on the strength of this evidence, we
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assume [the second-order transformed] equations to be fully con-

firmed, then we have shown that the electromagnetic equations

pike the elastic !] conform to the relativity-condition. In other

words, all experiments to determine velocity through the ether

[or through the air t] are necessarily futile.—Jeans, p. 605.

Let us point out that the argument is not the proof of second-

order covariance by means of an empirical proof of first-order

covariance. For covariance, both first and second order, is, as

we have shown, a simple algebraic sequela of the transformation.

The argument is a much more curious one. The physicist in the

laboratory—the same physicist, not one real observer and one

imaginary moving one—has verified the first-order formulae of

subrelativity ; which is not surprising, since we know that the

transmission-velocity is c. We might then perhaps expect the

illogism : therefore the subrelative formulae hold when we insert

the factor (1 which was negligible in our experiments. It would

be a very bad conclusion, but quite understandable. But Jeans's

conclusion is, at least to the present writer, quite unintelligible.

All we can make of it is this : we have verified the formulae with

»/c, therefore they are true when we insert a factor with t^/c*,

therefore we can never determine v.

(4) If now, with Lorentz, we assume that an electron contracts

as it moves through the aether—in itself quite an intelligible

hypothesis not in the least opposed to Newtonian principles—

we must insert the factor p in the formulae for subrelativity.

* -X =p[* -X-v(t -TQ.
t - T = (5[f - T - v{x - .IK1

],

where t - T = rje. The reciprocity of the formulae then

Mows as a simple mathematical consequence. The formulae

for an electron can now be proved on Lorentz's principles, which

become Einstein's if we accept this interpretation of his theory.

(5) The alleged second-order ' Doppler effect ' p = p /P
depend

on taking T = ${T - iuY O. Thus it is caused by an arbitrary

change of dale. We have maintained above that a physical effect

cannot depend on the dating. But, since the formula is admittedly

unverified, we need not discuss it further.
>

(6) If we adopt this interpretation of ' relativity as sub-

relativity, our contention, that the employment of Voigt s trans-

formation, especially in its four-dimensional form, is a purely

mathematical dodge, becomes quite clear.
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In connection with this interpretation, there arises one other

point to which we shall refer, but only briefly as it really deals

with portion of the subject (Fresnel's coefficient) which lies out-

side the limits of this book. The transposition of subrelativity

gives identically r2 — c2/2 = r 2 — cHl, wherein we have, for con-

venience, put X = T = etc. = 0. Hitherto we have taken each
side of this identity to be zero. Now, prescinding for the moment
from any possible physical application, let us assume the same
transposition with neither side zero. But we still interpret t and
t as the transmission-durations of a wave. Let a = cjn be the
velocity in K„, that in K being a. Then r = a t , r = at. Let
(X ji v) be the direction-cosines of r, and (X (i v ) those ofr . Then

, «a ftp + «<

r al

%0 "r l'H

Similarly

H =

v =

"
a{t + vxjc")

Op X„ + f/g
' o *. 1 + X ot /c

2-

—

°

V-v

a '
1 + X ot /c2

'

On V„

a '
1 + X ra /c2

'

Naturally, when a = c and therefore a = e, ( X u. v) become identical
with our former (I m n) and (X |x v ) with (l m n ) of formula
(9.35) ; but otherwise this is not so.

Squaring and adding these three equations, we have (to the
first order in v/c),

»V«o = (1 + 2X t>/a )(l - 2X m /c2)

= 1 + 2X i>/a . (1 _ al/c*).

Taking the square root and putting a = c/n, we have

a = c/n+ X v(l - 1/ti2). (9.59)

This is a Newtonian formula, having no connection with
manipulations of dates or positions. The important point we are
now making is this. The following two assumptions are mathe-
matically equivalent

:
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A. We assume the applicability of the first-order formulae

(involving the velocity c) of subrelativity when the medium-

velocity is cjn.

g. We assume that when the velocity is c/m in the stationary

system, it is

cjn, + (1 — l/n2)u cos 6,

to the first order, in the subrelative system.

We can hardly speak of ' proving ' B from A ; for B is the more

obvious physical probandum, and A is rather an artificial way

of stating B. We could with more propriety speak of proving

A from B. But the essential point is that the two assumptions

are perfectly interchangeable and equivalent. If you assume

A, you are really assuming B.

Any reader familiar with the literature of relativity will see the

significance of our argument. There is an obvious answer to our

contention that the first-order use of Voigt's algebra is merely

applying Newtonian principles to subrelative systems and simply

reproduces relations which are known aliunde. Had we left the

matter there, a critic might triumphantly point to the alleged

relativist proof of Fresnel's first-order formula. Without dis-

cussing the matter in detail, we have now answered this possible

objection. The use of Voigt's transposition-here as elsewhere

miscalled Lorentz's transformation—does not in this case prove

the coefficient (1 - 1/n2), it merely assumes it.

12. Some Objections.

The present chapter contains many criticisms of accepted

theory ; they are given without apology and without regard tor

authority—which has no place in science. It is to be expected,

that these criticisms will be severely scrutinised and awmw.

The critic cannot object ; it is all a question of argument Jivm

before publication I have collected such answers, some ot wtocn

have already been dealt with in section (6). There are others

with which I propose to deal here by way of appendix. Untartu-

nately this means that I shall have to discuss however briefly

some points connected with relativity which I should preler

defer for fuller treatment in a subsequent volume.

As already pointed out, the whole of physics rests on the possi

bility of isolating the ' system ' on which we are experimenting,
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that is, making it self-contained so that outside influences are

reduced ideally to zero or are irrelevant to the phenomenon under
observation. A complete system is thus that totality of physical

objects whose behaviour is wholly determined by internal factors

and is independent of what is happening elsewhere. At first

sight it would seem obvious that the phenomena inside such
a system are independent of such an extrinsic relationship as the
rate at which the system as a whole is changing its distance with
respect to outside objects. The point cannot be decided by
a priori Irinematical reasoning, however ; it is experience which
shows us that a set of objects which has an acceleration relative

to the fixed stars is not strictly an isolated system ; it is acted
upon by an external influence or force, which of course may be
negligible for most practical purposes, as is the case with labora-
tories on the earth's surface. An isolated physical system must
therefore be such that its acceleration (relative to a Newtonian
framework) is either zero or negligible. It is then found that all

phenomena internal to such a system are independent of its
motion, with constant velocity in a straight line, relative to any
other system. We shall call this the principle of cordativity.
It is thus stated by Newton

:

The motions of bodies included in a given space are the same
among themselves, whether that space is at rest or moves uniformly
in a straight line without circular motion. . . . This is shown by a
clear experiment

: all motions on a ship occur in the same way
whether the ship is at rest or moves uniformly in a straight line—
fnnctjm, leges motus cor. 5, Glasgow, 1871, p. 20.

Obviously the principle is not limited to mere cases of collision,
as in a game of billiards on board Newton's ship. To constitute
a strictly complete system, the ship must carry its own air, like
a submarine. Then the principle applies not only to impacts
and projectiles but also to elastic waves, provided themedium-
air

,

a water-tank, a pipe-line—is included in and carried with the
system. Let S2 be a source and B2 a receiver in the system Kt

Cordativity

K2 |
St MR, |

->„

*i |

S
t M Rt

|

rS£ m0VinS Witt ' leiathrcIr to *« fa whi<* there is exactlya sumlar arrangement 8
tBt. If a medium is involved, denote it
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by M. Whether the ' propagation ' is ballistic or mediumistic,

the measurements in each system are identical : x
1
— xv ,

j = < 2
. In this era of transformations it seems really necessary

to mention this transformation of identity 1

We have dealt -with subrdativily in section (7). So we now
proceed to define inlerrelativily. As one of our systems we take

what we called K in section (7), i.e. S and R moving with v

relatively to M. The other system, which we shall call E', is as

a whole moving with t> relatively to K ; that is, 8' and R' are

at rest in K' and the medium M is moving with — v relatively to

K'. By the principle of corelativity the velocity which K' has

as a complete system is irrelevant to phenomena internal to K'.

Hence interrelative systems can be exhibited as follows :

K SM B

K' I S'M R' I -*i>.

Let the coordinates of S in the moving system (Fig. 43) be

(X'Y'Z') at the emission-time T', and those of R (x'y'z') at the

Time "
' •

o—i—;
1

• vj X •

r x-x'+»t

f

r- «?•
i

"V

Fig. 43.

reception-time f. Then it is obvious from the figure, in which

is the moving origin, that the transformation is :

X' = X-vT, Y'=Y, Z' = Z, T' = T;

x'^x-vt, y' = y, Z ' = z, «' = '• (9 -60>-

This is the transformation of interrelativity, generally but in-

appropriately called ' Galilean.' Observe that it is independent of

the value of the wave-velocity c ; it certainly does not—as is
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commonly asserted—assume c = oo. Note also that (9.60) is

identical with the first-order transformation of subrelativity, i.e

with (9.33) when we put v/c = 0. Or rather let us express the
relationship as a transposition :

x'-X'*=x-X-v(t-T), y'-Y' = y-Y, z'-Z' = z~Z,
which, on simplifying the origins, becomes

x' = x — vt, y' = y,z' = z. (9.51)

We can now compare this with the second-order transposition of
subrelativity (9.33), which differs only by adding the duration-
relation t = I — vxjcK It 13 also worth pointing out that (9.61)
is equally valid for ballistic transmission, and it holds if 8 and R
have any velocities instead of being at rest in K.
The transformation (9.60), which is only a pedantic way of

stating the transposition (9.61), seems to have some bearing on
' relativity,' as is shown by the following quotations :

The special theory of relativity is based on the following postulate
which is also satisfied by the mechanics of Galileo and Newton If
a system of co-ordinates K is chosen so that in relation to it physical
laws hold good m their simplest form, the Bame laws also hold eood
in relation to any other system of co-ordinates K' moving in uniform

SSr^lsSl! *-EiDStein
<
1916

> «» ™e Principle of

This attempt to found relativity of translation upon the Galilean
transformation fails when applied to electromagnetic phenomena;

^•tW^l
e
?;^

eU
^r eCtr

?
magnet!c e1uati°™ are not covariant

C^L*?™"!^™? °f ^xwell's equations with respect to

SSSi^T*"? ?? °,
De 0f the«> mo«™ far "eating

restarted relatmty.-Painleve-Platrier, Court de mlcaniauc, 1929,

th^!
*1
ffhanics Populates a covariance of physical laws for

X* **? ^rt
0m0gene0^ Unear ^nsformations of the expression

Zr^l' , 1 f°- ,

Now U would be reaUy confusing to find a

dZZSZtnZl^^ ™*™ °f *W. expreSfonin one

c =T ThteL * * d6fi
Tte finite c and fa an°th<* P^t *lth

c= S'and not f!TT
n me?M°8 can aS8ert this covariance forS«^^£WAV- neexla no «^«—

relltivitXorvc^rr
6 ^tW

/
en tke classical and **»**»'•nTSfl^ from the fact that in the latter the finiteness

^enXTfottTbti^^VleCtr

°.r
hani0al Actions is

taken as infimte^e^ttu^. ^ "' "° *°^
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These quotations call for a brief comment.

(1) It is a waste of time to argue about the transformations of

Galileo and Voigt qud analytical formulae. These have certain

algebraic consequences when applied to equations of a certain

type ; and one transformation approximates to the other as

ji/c -* 0. This concerns algebra, not physics.

(2) It is untrue to say that the laws of classical medium-

mechanics are covariant for the transformation (9.60) ; no one

ever asserted that they were. It is simply ridiculous to declare,

with Minkowski, that the equation Si* = c*P—e.g. as applied to

sound or light—is alien to Newtonian mechanics.

(3) As we pointed out, the covariancy of Maxwell's equations

for Voigt's transformation (a) is a mathematical fact equally

applicable to any other wave-equation, (6) physically interpreted,

is merely an extension of the first-order subrelative covariance

which holds on Newtonian principles.

(4) Einstein is attempting the impossible when he equivalently

asserts that the general algebraic consequences of applying Voigt's

transformation are to be restricted to a particular numerical

value of c.

(5) The physical interpretation of the so-called Galilean trans-

formation (9.60) is that it applies to interrelative systems. And

its validity is admitted by Einstein, even for electromagnetic

propagation, provided we keep to the scientific observer in the

laboratory. It is only when there is a second ' observer '
aboard

the moving system K' that he thinks the measures of this new

observer (represented by dashed letters) are connected with those

of K by Voigt's, instead of Galileo's, transformation.

Against this view we have urged two fundamental objections :

(a) no transformation, involving dates and positions, can connect

the observations of a transmission-process ; (6) the incommunic-

able observations of an imaginary being are of no interest to

science.

(6) In reality—though it would take too long to prove it by

citing authorities—relativists escape from this last objection

(b) by reverting, at the end of their discourse, to subrelatmty.

Using V to denote Voigt's transformation, the procedure may be

thus symbolised

:

K=V(K')
K' = K

Hence K = V(K„).
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The first line states that V is the transformation for interrelative

systems. The second line identifies the interrelative system K'

with the stationary system K . The third line states that V is

the transformation of subrelativity, i.e. we reach Lorentz's

theory by a circuitous route. The first two lines may be deleted

with great advantage; and with them goes the hypothetical

moving observer. We were in any case bound to reach sub-

relativity sooner or later if the formulae were to have any relevance

for the lab-man.

We are now in a position to deal with some further objections

which have been made to this chapter.

(1) Any linear transformation of variables can be looked at from

two points of view. It can be regarded as a correlation between

two different systems of points referred to the same co-ordinate

Bystem ; or it can be regarded as the relation between the co-

ordinates of the same system of points referred to two different

frames of reference. If we apply this to Voigt's transformation or

transposition—to my mind there is no difference—then the first

point of view is your subrelativity and the second point of view is

Einstein's. Both are perfectly legitimate and consistent from a

mathematical aspect. In fact they are identical from a purely

analytical view, and if one is mathematically coherent so is the

other.

The transformations of subrelativity and of interrelativity are

not the same, except in the case vjc = which does not interest

us. For reasons just given—and many more could be adduced

—

it is impossible to remain content with the assertion that Einstein's

transformation refers to interrelative systems. How in that

case, for example, could relativists assert that a moving rod is

shortened and a moving clock goes slow, i.e. when moving rela-

tively to the laboratory-observer ? The ' interrelative ' language

of relativist-writers is merely a preliminary and irrelevant dis-

course ; when their statements reach the effective stage, i.e. when
they become capable of being tested in a laboratory, they are

found to be subrelative formulae. But even if we accepted this

interrelative interpretation as a complete account of Einstein's

theory, it would be wrong to speak of referring a system to two
different frames. For, let us again emphasise, Einstein admits
the validity of (9.60)—just as he admits the ordinary law of
composition of velocities

—

so long as only one observer is concerned,

who refers the system to two frames in the Newtonian way. It

is only when the K' measures are supposed to be those made by
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an observer moving with K', that Einstein queries—or is supposed

to query—the transformation (9.60).

(2) I do not appreciate why you dislike the introduction of the

second observer. Surely this conception is as old as Galileo and
Newton and lies in the conviction that the earth as a frame of

reference is no more privileged than any other reference frame in

the universe. As soon as we introduce the idea of moving frames in

Newtonian mechanics, we are really bringing in the idea of two
observers, each fixed in his respective frame. And surely the idea

of a second observer is not so absurd. Such an observer could be

easily constructed, e.g. a laboratory on a liner or on a train. Yet

you say that the presence of a second observer is essential for the

theory and that this interpolated being i3 a pure nonentity. The
really crucial test would be to discover whether light would travel

with the same velocity in all directions relative to the moving

laboratory—an experiment which would be impossible at present

to decide either way. Einstein's theory may be true or fake, but

there is nothing intrinsically absurd about it. As a matter of fact,

in introducing several observers, Einstein is merely following Newton

who referred his laws of motion to a frame which did not coincide

with the earth. I feel it is very natural for one brought up in the

ideas of Newton to deny that the terrestrial laboratory is a privileged

reference frame—even though we may not be able to conduct

experiments delicate enough to decide the point.

Our answer to this objection will now be apparent. We deny

that the idea of different ' observers ' ever enters into Newtonian

mechanics. We have, on Newton's principles, assigned three

meanings to ' relativity,' distinguished by the prefixes co, sub and

inter. The resulting formulae were concerned with objective

relations between measure-numbers. We could imagine a labora-

tory on a ship or train ; we should then be dealing with corela-

tivity if SMB were moving with the system ; and if only SB were

moving, we should be dealing with subrelativity if our length-

measures were referred to the stationary system, with inter-

relativity if distances were relative to the moving system. What

the observer thus refers or measures, is quite a secondary irrelevant

matter for Newton. It was Einstein who made the subjectivist

innovation of distinguishing between the measures of the same

phenomenon (e.g. propagation in K') made (o) by a stationary,

(6) by a moving observer. So physicists betook themselves to

writing epistemology ; but they have been wasting their time

and enunciating dubious philosophy, for physics knows nothing

of these moving observers.
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One surely need not be a relativist to agree that a terrestrial

laboratory is not, strictly speaking, an inertial system. It was

Newton himself who established this
;
and there are mechanical

experiments (Foucault's pendulum) as well as optical experiments

(e.g. that of Michelson and Gale) which confirm it.

(3) The theory of relativity cannot, I think, furnish Lienard's

force-formula from Coulomb's law of force in general. But if we
assume the relativistic hypothesis, we can deduce Lienard's formula

minus the acceleration-terms—that is, for a source moving with

constant velocity—from Coulomb's law. This would be a very

natural restriction for the special relativity theory since it professes

to deal with uniform relative velocities.

I have examined this argument above (section 9), and I must

persist in regarding it as invalid until my objections are answered.

Also surely Einstein's principle of covariancy, while involving

a constant v, places no restriction on the velocity u of the source

and the velocity w of the receiver.

(4) You rightly say that the Voigt transformation could be

applied equally to any wave-propagation with velocity c. Why
therefore is the transformation given a peculiar interpretation in

the case of electromagnetic or light wave-motion and not in the case

of sound ? The relativists' answer would of course be that this is

because of the null effect of the Michelson-Morley experiment. In

other words, there is a special frame of reference with respect to

which Bound-propagation is referred, namely the air. But, accord-

ing to Einstein's interpretation of the MM' experiment, there is no
such privileged frame for light-propagation. Consequently, from
his point of view, the Voigt transformation has a special physical

significance when applied to light-propagation which it does not
possess when applied to sound. In all cases of wave-motion other

than light there is a special privileged medium. So far as I can see

there are only three explanations of the MM' result, (a) The aether

is convected with the earth and the velocity of light is independent
of the motion of the source. (6) There is no aether-frame and the

velocity of light is independent of the source's motion and constant
for all observers, (c) A ballistic theory such as Ritz's. No one
seems very willing to accept (a) ; and it seems to be a matter of

choice between (6) and (c), that is, between a relativistic theory and
a ballistic theory.

Without going into details concerning the MM' experiment
(for which a null result is assumed), it is easy to see the fallacy

of this attempted justification. It would be, at least theoretically,

possible to construct for sound an apparatus analogous to that of
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Jlichelson and Morley for light. Everyone would agree that the

result would be null. So if the above quoted justification of

Einstein held for c = velocity of light, it should hold also for

c = velocity of elastic wave.

Let us see the three explanations enumerated, (a) The first is

Stokes's theory of an earth-convected aether or framework

:

SMR are moving together with what is very approximately a

constant linear velocity. The result (by corelativity) is the same

as if SMR were at rest, (c) The third is the ballistic theory

:

8 and R are moving together and there is no M. There is another

current explanation : the aether M is stationary with respect

to the fixed stars, S and R are moving, but the distance SR con-

tracts. We believe that this explanation is fallacious and more-

over that (as will be seen in Chapter XII) it contradicts the results

of electromagnetism. But we need not further consider this

theory, as it has not been quoted and in any case it would lead us

heyond the scope of this book.

There remains the alleged second explanation (6). We deny

that any such explanation exists. To show this, we lay down two

propositions which will be further discussed in Chapter XIII.

(1) Relativists accept Lienard's formula and therefore the frame-

work or aether to which the velocities v and y' are referred.

(2) For all scientific experiments (such as that ofMM )
relatives

refer v and v' to the laboratory. Therefore the alleged relativist

explanation coincides with that of the earth-convected aether

;

(6) is identical with (a).
,

,

At first it sounds rather shocking that Einstein agrees with

Stokes as regards the MM' experiment-but only to those who

have not learnt to distinguish between a physicist s discourse and

his effective equations. Consider the two interrelative systems

of Fig. 43, and suppose the medium M to be convected with K ,

so that _, „ ,a ea\

That is, everything happens in K' as if it were ' at rest,.' This

is the case of the MM' experiment if the aether isearth-convecteoV

All the formulae for a stationary medium hold and they are

admitted by relativists-though the use of dashed oi
:

pfflwj

letters (usual in relativity-books) has the curiousP^g
effect of blinding people to this elementary fact ^ s«~
problem is now solved ; barring the priming of the letters, the
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same equations and formulae are given by the followers of Stokes

and by those of Einstein.
_

.

But, by way of extra-scientifio supererogation, relativists pro-

fess to tell us also what would be observed by a hypothetical

observer, stationary with respect to the fixed stars and therefore

moving with respect to the laboratory with a speed of at least

30 km. per sec. and probably a great deal more. According to

Newton the equation of the wave referred to K is

[
x -X-v(t-T)f + (y-Yf+(z-Zf = c\t-Tf.

But according to Einstein—assuming he applies Voigt's transform-

ation to interrelativity—the equation is

L(x-Xf = <?(t-T)K (9.63)

In fact, relativists appear to start with (9.63) and to derive

(9.62) with the help of Voigt. But it seems rather funny to

deduce laboratory-measures by means of a mathematical trans-

formation from the hypothetical measures of a non-existent

' stationary ' observer. However, the only fact that concerns

us here is that relativists admit (9.62) for the man in the laboratory

and (9.63) for the other fellow.
.
I do not argue that this last

statement is absurd or untrue. I merely call it extra-scientific

discourse concerning an ' observer ' who does not record his

results in any accessible scientific journal. Perhaps light-velocity

is ' constant for all observers ' so that our stationary friend, ob-

serving our MM' apparatus, finds (9.63) to be true. But as we

cannot communicate with him or he with us, the hypothesis is

outside the scope of experimental science. We must therefore

expel from science such a statement as the following, while con-

ceding its mathematical accuracy

:

The necessity for a [Voigt] transformation of [the date] t is

explained in any book on relativity. The invariance of «'a

[= Zix" — X')8 — c*(J' — J")2
] expresses the invariance of the velocity

found by [i.e. superadded to] the Michelson-Morley experiment

;

since if (X'Y'Z'T), (*yzY) represent the start and arrival of a

light-signal in any system [in fact, in the laboratory K'], the interval

is zero in this system, and therefore in any system K [i.e. in the

conjugate system], so that the transformed coordinates in the new
system will also belong to the same light-signal.—Biggs, p. 134*

(notation changed).

If we eliminate from this statement its misleading pretence to

have any relation to the MM' or to any other experiment, we
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gee at once that it is merely a ponderously learned way for

declaring the following algebraic truism : if r' = c{t' — 3"),

then r = c{t - T).

(5) The objection has also been put to me in a form which does

not mention the observer. It may conveniently be expressed in

the words of Einstein himself

:

The successes of the Maxwell-Lorentz theory have given great
confidence in the validity of the electromagnetic equations for empty
space, and hence in particular to the statement that light travels
' in space ' with a certain constant speed c. Is this law of the
invariability of light-velocity in relation to any desired inertial

system valid ? If it were not, then one specific inertial system

—

or more accurately one specific state of motion of a body of reference

—would be distinguished from all others. In opposition to this

idea, however, stand all the mechanical and electromagnetic-

optical facts of our experience. For these reasons it was necessary
to raise to the degree of a principle the validity of the law of con-
stancy of light-velocity for all inertial systems. From this it follows

that the spatial coordinates and the time must be transformed
according to the Lorentz transformation.—Einstein, J. Franklin
Inst. 221 (1936) 366.

We must say, with all due respect to this eminent physicist,

that the above argument appears to be a slipshod collection of

inaccuracies.

(a) Let us assume that the Maxwell-Lorentz theory has been
verified, though we shall encounter grave doubts when we come
to Chapters XI and XII.

(6) This means that electromagnetic experiments bear out the

Lienard-Schwarzschild force-formula. But such verification is

not an exercise of abstract reasoning, it is a laboratory-job.

In order to test the experimental evidence, we must take the

velocities v and v' (which occur in the formula) as relative to

something ! Now experiment, as we shall see, unequivocally

requires that something to be the laboratory.

(c) As is well known, the laboratory, for certain experiments

and for short periods, can be taken as practically moving uni-

formly with respect to the fixed stars, i.e. as an inertial system.

We can therefore say that the framework required by the force-

formula is the inertial system with which the laboratory approxi-

mately coincides.

(d) It is with reference to this system that c is constant.

Whence comes the ' law ' that this should also hold for ' any
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desired inertial system,' say, for a trolley SR (source plus

receiver) moving uniformly along a laboratory ? Certainly not

from the MM' experiment. And as a matter of fact when we

apply the force-formula to find the interaction of two current-

carrying circuits—i.e. to two complicated series of moving

sources and receivers—we assume that Einstein's alleged law is

not true, i.e. we still take c relative to the laboratory. That is,

unless we abandon the ' Maxwell-Lorentz theory ' altogether and

adopt Ritz's view—which Einstein rejects.

(e) Is it not simply amazing to be told that if we measure

t>, v' and c relative to the laboratory, we are opposing ' all the

mechanical and electromagnetic-optical facts of our experience '
?

Then, in heaven's name, how did we ever verify the formula

at all ?

{J) On the other hand, it may be meant that the same force-

formula must apply to S^ stationary in the laboratory and to .

<Se
iJj moving with respect to the laboratory. That is, 52iJ2 ,

without anyM (medium or framework), is taken as a corelative

• system. In that case we must adopt another formula, one which

involves only the relative velocity of S and B. This is what

Ritz does and what Einstein will not do. (We take it that there

is no intention of reviving Hertz's discarded hypothesis that

/SjiJj convect the medium.)

(g) This seems to be the only meaning assignable to the con-

stancy of c 'for all inertial systems.' Note that he invokes

mechanics (i.e. ballistics) and that he makes no reference to

moving observers. But there is no question of any transforma-

tion at all for corelativity. Hence Einstein's last sentence is

a violent non sequitur. Voigt's algebraic transposition, now
suddenly exalted into a ' principle,' is * abruptly introduced,

without relevance to the preceding context and without appeal

to experiment.

(6) Another colleague, instead of referring me to the MM'
experiment cites an article by Wood, Tomlinson and Essen on
' The Effect of the Fitzgerald-Lorentz Contraction on the Fre-

quency of Longitudinal Vibration of a Rod ' (PRS 158a (1937)
606-633). The fundamental frequency in the rod is

n = u[2l = (£/p)»/2Z,

where u is the velocity of sound, I the length, E Young's modulus,

p the density. The gist of the result and of the deduction there-

from is contained in the following passage (pp. 631-3)

:
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The experiment, on every occasion it has been made, has yielded
a null result, showing that the frequency of the oscillator is unaffected
by its orientation with respect to the direction of its motion. . . .

The result of the experiment is a decisive verification of the pre-
diction of the theory of relativity. . . . From the point of view of

. physics, the complete compensation of the FL contraction by a
modification of the elasticity is so remarkable that the experimental
proof of this should be welcome to the physicist who is convinced

- by the MM' experiment that the oscillator alters in length. . . .

• That both the length and elasticity of a body are affected by the
ether stream is quite intelligible. . . . Relativity theory predicts
that there should be a complete compensation of the contraction in
length by a modification of the velocity of sound according to the
orientation of the bar with respect to the direction of its motion.

. This quotation is an exquisite example of the soporific effect

of relativity-jargon, notwithstanding the fact that ' Sir Arthur
Eddington very kindly advised on the relativity aspect of the

matter ' (p. 608). ; It shows entanglement in a morass of hetero-

geneous hypotheses, combined with a total blindness to obvious

commonsense. We subjoin some comments :

(a) The experiment has nothing to do with optics or electro-

magnetics. . But the authors assume that a length-contraction

has been proved by the Michelson-Morley and Trouton-Noble

experiments. . This is Lorentz's special hypothesis. Without
going into details which are outside the ambit of this volume,

we deny that a length-contraction alone can explain the MM'
null result ; for the usual proof fails because it neglects the change

of wavelength (9.13) at reflection from a moving mirror. In other

words, the experiment cannot be explained on the hypothesis of

a stationary aether. And, as will be shown in Chapter XII, this

is confirmed by all electromagnetic experiments. If we accept

a Lorentz-Lienard framework (aether), we must take it as earth-

convected. . And then there is no need of any contraction.24 The
null result of the present experiment becomes obvious.

(6) But Lorentz himself in 1904, followed by Einstein in 1905,

really (though unconsciously) abandoned this theory. For he

then adopted for laboratory experiments all the equations of a

stationary .medium ; i.e. without explicitly recognising it, he

assumed an earth-convected aether. But he arrived at this

commonplace result in a very roundabout sophisticated way.

'* Hence the absurdity of the remark (p. 607) :
' The alternative explanation

—

that neither length nor elasticity change—would of course be completely at

variance with the FL theory and would require a stationary ether.* For the

italioised words read * an earth-convected aether or no aether at all.*
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By means of a Voigt transformation he deduced the real

laboratory-measures from the fictitious measures of a purely

imaginary stationary observer excogitated ad hoc. And mathe-

matically inclined physicists were so pleased with Voigt's algebra,

that they never paused to consider the absurdity of this pro-

ceeding. Now if there is any one thing certain in physics, it is

this : it is the final quantitative formulae that count, and not

the alleged reasoning on which they are based. Witness, for

example, Fresnel's coefficient in optics (9.59), of which there are

nearly half a dozen discrepant ' proofs,' including Fresnel's own

which no one to-day accepts. Moreover, a new extra-scientific

type of argument has of late years been imported into physics,

namely, an appeal to the physically non-existent, based on a

misinterpretation of alegbraic identities and on general considera-

tions of what is alleged to be epistemology. So when Lorentz

and Einstein, with the aid of good algebra and bad metaphysics,

finally arrive at equations identical with those of Stokes, as

regards the MM' experiment, their theory is scientifically in-

distinguishable from that of an earth-convected aether. There

is no aether-drift, there is no contraction of a rod (stationary in

the laboratory) no matter what be its orientation to the earth's

velocity. That is, none of these things exists for, or is ascertain-

able by, the only real observers.

(c) The authors, however, think that, according to ' relativity,'

u and I contract in the same ratio ; so that for a rod pointing

along it (the earth's velocity)

u = « /p = u {l - v*fc*f.

And apparently this ' remarkable ' modification of elasticity is

an objective effect of absolute motion, caused by ' the ether

stream,' yet so ingeniously contrived that it will remain for ever

undiscoverable ! But when we apply Voigt to the plane sound-
wave x„ = « < , we find x = ut, where

« = (w -ti)/(l-tt »/cl).

Moreover, as we already pointed out, if we were to invent an
experiment analogous to MM' applied to sound and giving a null

effect, we Bhould have u = u„. All of which is extremely puzzling
to the ordinary unimaginative physicist who is not a bit interested
in neatly compensated effects diabolically designed to elude all

measurement.

(d) Amid all this circumlocution, there is a danger of losing
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eight of the simple fact that this experiment, as well as that of
Michelson-Morley, is perfectly compatible with the ballistic, or
genuinely ' relativist,' theory, which maintains that there is no
aether at all. Of course, the authors do not mention such an
elementary fact ; it might have spoiled their ' decisive verifica-

tion ' of ' relativity.' a

(7) It has been objected that I have not proved that covariancy
under Voigt's transformation is an automatic analytical fact

applicable to the equations for any wave-motion. But surely

this is quite simple and clear once it is pointed out. For example,
consider this derivation of the transformation :

In order to arrive at the new transformation-formulse, let us see
what are the linear relations between (x'y'z'f) and (xyzt), which
transform the wave-equation

dalip = v 2
<P
— c-Wf/W =

into itself. . . . The expression da! 9 is invariant for a Lorentz trans-

formation. We can easily convince ourselves that instead of this

we can use the invariance of Sa;2 — c!(a as characteristic of a Lorentz
transformation.—M. von Laue, Die Rehlivitatstheorie 1 (19193)
63, 65.*

There is no reference here to any special numerical value of the

velocity c : Sr*= c'P stands as well for a sound-wave as for light.

It is true that equation (1.32b) for an elastic isotropic solid

involves two waves with different velocities. But we have shown
that each of them satisfies dal tp = 0, with cj=n/p for the

rotational wave and cj = (X + 2u.)/p for the compressional wave.

Owing to the different values of c, Voigt's transformation must
be applied separately to each type of wave.

We can go further and state that (6.6)

dal <p = — 4tc/

is transformed into

dal'<p'= -47r/'.

In electromagnetics such an equation is satisfied by <p, A, E, H.
As we have seen in (1.33), it applies also to each of the elastic

waves in an isotropic solid. In fact, it was first proposed for the

15 A passage in ' our astronomical column ' in Nature 114 (1924) 550, actually

cites the MM' experiment as refuting the ballistics theory :
* Probably most

astronomers will consider that Prof. La Rosa's theory is difficult of acceptance

on other grounds—notably the Michelson-Morley Experiment—but that possibly

the particular objection raised by Prof, de Sitter is not decisive.
1
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case of elasticity by Lorenz (iii. 4) in 1861, and it is to be found

in current text-books.28

Euler's equation for the irrotational motion (curl v = 0) of

a fluid is

v + kVv + Vp/p = F,

where F is the external force. The equation of continuity is

p + div (pv) = 0,

and for adiabatic changes

PlPo = (p/?o)
T

-

For wares of small amplitude we easily find

dal p = V*p — e*p = p div F,

dalv = -c-2 F,

where c2 =YPo/Po- The velocity-potential, defined by p = pip,

v = — V<p, also satisfies the wave-equation. If there are no

volume forces throughout the region, i.e. F = and therefore

dal <p = 0, we have by (1.27)

where n is the inward normal. If <p varies sinusoidally with the

time, i.e. is proportional to e**',

where h = taje. This formula is used in connection with surface-

sources in sound.27

Now, as we have shown in Chapter VI, the Lorenz-Riemann
assumption of the retarded potentials, i.e. of potential-waves

satisfying (6.6), leads at once to Maxwell's equations. That is,

the amenability of these equations to Voigt's transformation

depends on the wave-equation (6.6), which is formally identical

with that satisfied by elastic waves. The fact of covariancy is

simply an analytical consequence of wave-kinematics, an algebraic

•• Rayleigh, Theory of Sound, 2 (1896*) 103. Love, Treatise on the Mathematical
Theory oj Elasticity, 1920', p. 309.

" A surface singlet-source occurs when the efflux and influx of fluid are equal
on each side, e.g. two thin surfaces close together and vibrating in opposition.
Since 4 is continuous (but i$\in discontinuous), the second term in the surfaoe
integral vanishes. For a surface-doublet, e.g. a vibrating surface actuated by
mechanical forces, f, is discontinuous and ty/Sn is continuous, so that the first

term in the integral vanishes. Cf. S. Ballantine, J. Frank. Inst. 221 (1936), 478.
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truism valid for any value of c. This view is confirmed by our
investigation of the Doppler effect and of a moving reflector,

which are equally applicable to sound-waves.

Thus if we acquire the quasi-surgical ability to excise the

irrelevant discourse of relativity-exponents, we can easily perceive

this simple truth emerging from any of the attempts to derive

Voigt's formulae. As another example take up Einstein's

Meaning of Relativity (1922). For reasons which involve a con-

fusion between corelativity and interrelativity, he is led to seek

a linear transformation which converts 2a;2— c5*2 = into

2a;'2 — cH'2 = 0. ' Before considering these transformations in

detail,' he says (p. 32), ' we shall make a few general remarks

about space and time.' There follows an irrelevant excursus on
' the four-dimensionality of the time-space concept.' All of

which is a mere interruption of the elementary algebraic job

facing Einstein. He insists on translating the simple equation

2a;2 — c2i2= 2a;'2 — cH'* = into four-dimensional jargon. ' This

condition,' he declares (p. 35), ' is always satisfied if we satisfy

the more general condition that [«
2 = 2a? — dV] shall be in-

variant with respect to the transformation.' Once more he

plunges into four-dimensional analysis, employing imaginary

angles. Which is just a tasteless exhibition of pedantry. He
might at once have arrived at

x' = p(a: - vt), y' = y, z' = z,t' = 0(< - ra/c2).

Note the sole function of this little bit of algebra : to give

2x'2 = cH'2 when 2a;2 = cH\ Nothing else enters into the reason-

ing; in particular it is not limited by any special value of c.

Eor the case when it is allowable to take
fj
-* I, we ourselves

have given a physical interpretation of the formulae : they

constitute the Newtonian transposition of subrelativity applicable

to any wave-motion. Now it is quite possible that for a particular

wave-motion (electromagnetic) this second-order correction—i.e.

the insertion of (3, where v is relative to the laboratory—may be

required. But this has to be proved not by ambiguous platitudes

about ' relativity,' not by pointing to algebraic identities, but by

experimental evidence—of which . not a shred has ever been

produced. ".,....

'

(8) As regards the transformation of (9.58a), I see no point in

your argument. In one case we have a spherical sound-wave in, say,

a stationary block of metal K'. K observes this as an ellipsoid.
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In the special theory Einstein regards the covariancy of

physical laws as an empirical fact or postulate to be decided by

experiment. But later, when developing the general theory, he

deduced covariancy by logical inference from the very idea of

measurement. Though we shall afterwards discuss briefly thfe

theory of 'coincidences,' we are not now concerned with

investigating the idea of ' covariancy ' in the general theory of

relativity. We take it here as meaning that the laws of nature

retain the same form—remain ' invariant,' we might say—when

subjected to Voigt's transformation.

The introduction of the general principle of relativity is justified

on epistemological grounds. For the coordinate system is merely

a means of description and in itself has nothing to do with the

objects to be described.—Einstein, Natwrwiss, 8 (1920) 1010.

In his restricted theory of relativity Einstein was concerned to

obtain expressions for the laws of nature which should remain the

same for systems in uniform relative motion. He assumed that the

true relation between phenomena could not be dependent upon such

a local and accidental peculiarity as the observer's motion.

—

Sullivan, The Basis of Modern Science, 1928, p. 207. .
•

.

'•

Einstein had the genius to question the classical rules of trans-

formation. He was convinced that the laws of optics and electro-

dynamics, if they really are laws of nature, must be invariant in

form.—Ushenko, The Philosophy of Relativity, 1937, p. 37.

Well, why not also the laws of elasticity ? If la? — c'fi is to

remain the same, why not Sr5 — uV ? If the coordinate system
has nothing to do with the object described, why should the wave
be a sphere in K' and an ellipsoid in K ? Have we not, in con-
nection with objection (6), seen how 'relativity' is alleged to

produce adjustments in elasticity ? And Einstein makes the
following pronouncement

:

,

In order to account also for the equivalence of all inertial systems
with regard to aU the phenomena of nature, it is necessary to postulate
invariance of all systems of equations which express general laws,
with regard to the Lorentzian transformation.—Einstein, J. Franklin
Inst. 221 (1936) 367. (Italics inserted.)

But indeed we need not leave the region of optics at all.

Confining ourselves to the first order, let us apply the trans-
position of subrelativity : * = *„ + rt , t = t + vxjc*. to

U = "oV We find (9.69) : u= u + mv cos 6, wherem = 1 - 1 /re
2

and « = e/n. This is merely a version of Eresnel's coefficient
and must be admitted by relativists for it involves no change of
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' observer.' And in fact we find this simple bit of algebra—with
x' and (' instead of xa and <„—in relativity-books, clouded by a
great fog of irrelevant verbiage.28 It follows at once that a
spherical wave (r = m < ) in Ka becomes in K an ellipsoid of
revolution

Uffjr = 1 — e cos 6,

where

e = mvju„ = (1 — lfo
2)nv[c.

Hence this ' law of optics ' does not remain invariant in form
even under the first-order so-called ' Lorentzian transformation '

:

x= x„ + ««„, t = t + ra /c2 .

(9) Physics has many instances of imaginary beings who observe
perfectly black bodies, Carnot cycles, etc.

I reproduce this objection because it illustrates once more the

deplorable obsession with which Einstein's theory has afflicted

physicists. Maxwell long ago imagined ' demons ' who could

observe and control individual molecules whose effects we can

observe only in the aggregate. .Similarly we observe only the

total force between two metallic current-carrying circuits ; yet

we could imagine Maxwellian imps capable of discerning the

forces between individual electrons. But we do not draw any

observable conclusion from the mere hypothesis of the existence

or the activity of these micro-observers. We regard the processes

as objective and real, though not accessible to human observation

except in their statistical effects.

On the other hand, when we speak of a perfectly rigid or
' black ' body, we are speaking of an ideal case which is literally

non-existent, though we can approximate more and more to it

by refining our precautions. Similarly in thermodynamics we

consider an ideal process which consists in a succession of equili-

brium states. There is no question of an imaginary observer

perceiving imaginary happenings. The fact that we lay down an

ideal or norm towards which we asymptotically strive does not

19 This way of approaching Fresnol's coefficient involves * the term vxjc* in

the expression for *. Thus it gives a direct check on this term, which is the very

one of the fundamental transformation [of Voigt] that has been most subject

to dispute.'—H. Jeffreys, Scientific Inference, 1931, p. 173. This argument

has been completely exploded by our simple statement of the formula for

Newtonian subrelativity.
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imply that it exists as a Platonic Idea in a noumenal world, still

less that it is being observed there by an imaginary being.

The difficulty of Einstein's observer lies chiefly in the ambiguity

of the phrase. Let us reassert our distinction.

(a) Suppose it means an interrelative observer. A mere altera-

tion of origin has, in itself, no connection whatever with a change

of observer. So formula (9.60) holds for the ordinary scientific

observer ; but when one set of letters refer, to measures made by

a second observer mounted on, say, the ' moving ' system, the
,

formulae must be replaced by Voigt's transformation. We are

then up against the formidable difficulty that positions and dates

are being manipulated. So we must equip the moving observer

with rods and clocks, concerning the zero and setting of which

there must be an agreement with the ordinary human observer.

But all this becomes so much otiose mythology unless this

imaginary observer, plus his clocks and rods, really exists and is

in communication with us. It is of no advantage to assert the

applicability of Voigt's transformation in the form K= V(K'),

so long as K' is never actualised but exists only as a phantom of
the imagination.

Suppose now that our argument concerning the impossibility

of involving dates and positions is accepted. In that case the
interrelative interpretation of Einstein's employment of Voigt's
algebra must refer to a transposition. That is, the Newtonian
transposition of interrelativity (9.61) becomes

x' = p(z - vt), y' = y,z' = z, t'= p(« - vz/c*).

On this view, Einstein proposes no modification of the Newtonian
transposition of svbrttelimty (9.32) which involves no change of
' observer '

:

x = x - vt, y = y, « = z, t
2 = (t- vx/c*f + (f- x*lc

2)v2/c*.

Combining these two transpositions, we find that we must
attribute to Einstein the following relation between the systems
JTandiTo: .

J

*o = *7P. <3 = I'
2 - »V»/e«.

In K' suppose V = x1 = a'. Hence x = ct and x'= pc<(l - vjc).

In j? we have

. j. „ l = ct -'»t = ct(l-vlc) = l'/R.

AndinJT,
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That is, the length is expanded (V = pj ) when M is moving
relatively to SB ; but it remains unchanged (I = l ) when SR is

moving relatively to M. Also

t' = p<(l - v/c) and t\ = f* - uV/c* = f»/pt

Hence «' = $t„ for X', instead of the Newtonian «„/(! — v/c)

;

while < = < /(l — tf/c) has the Newtonian value. These peculiar
results are, of course, not recorded in text-books of relativity

!

But they follow logically if (i) we accept the argument against
dates, and (ii) we adopt the interrelative interpretation of
Einstein. . .

(6) Anyway, relativists, anxious to return to earth, always

—

covertly if not openly—proceed to the aubrelative observer by
identifying K' and K . That is, they take K = V(Kq) . But now
the alleged second observer has completely vanished. We merely
have the statement that subrelative systems are connected by
Voigt's transformation. There is nothing left but stationary and
moving sources and receivers.

A photographio camera and clock or any other mechanical
registering apparatus would be just as appropriate for purposes of
observation as would a living human being.—d'Abro, p. 489.

. The ' observer ' need not be a mind, but may be a photographic

;
plate. The peculiarities of the ' observer ' in this region belong to
phyBics, not to psychology.—Bertrand (Earl) Russell, Outline of
Philosophy, 1927, p. 115.

There 13 no ambiguity if the ' observer ' is regarded as merely an
involuntary measuring apparatus, which ... naturally [!] partitions

a space and a time with respect to which it is at rest [I].—Eddington,
Mathematical Theory of Relativity, 1924a

, p. 17.

In the account of relativity which we have given we have deliber-

ately refrained from introducing a second observer, and, so far as

observation goes, have identified the first with an unconscious

measuring instrument. It is true that relativistio literature abounds
in references to ' another observer,' but the phrase is invariably a
convenient way of saying ' myself in a different position in space-

time.' Changing to another observer , and changing one's own
co-ordinate system are identical processes.—H. Dingle, Philosophy,

11 (1936), 57.

Owing to the subjectivist bias of the writer like so many
physicist-philosophers, this last quotation is badly worded. If

one ' observer ' is an unconscious instrument, so i3 the other

;

' myself ' does not enter into the matter. ' Prof. Dingle is thinking

of ' receiver,' not of ' observer ' at all. We have S with velocity
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u and B withw in K, while in K' we have S' moving with u' and
R' with w'. Now we have no fundamental objection against a
particular case of this, namely u' — w' = 0, u = w = v. For, as

we have seen, it involves only Voigt's transposition and represents

Lorentz's first theory. But against the general case there are

decisive arguments. It involves the foisting of dates and positions

into physical laws. If we wish to evade this objection, we must
abandon all attempts to attribute any physical theory to Einstein.

We are faced with the blank inexplicable assertion of algebraic

covariancy involving a mysterious quantity dubbed v. And our
answer is that this assertion is not always true and when it is true

it is nothing but an analytical truism.

(10) Although I have spent some time on Chapter IX, I would
have to spend much more before I could estimate its complete value
and how far I agree or disagree with you. You have, however,
shown that several formulae are not helped in any way by the special
theory of relativity : (a) Doppler, (6) moving reflector, (c) G = pm v
for an electron, (d) the same for a non-electrical mass, (e) mc? for
energy.

Coming from a distinguished physicist, whose opinion is

valuable, this concession is encouraging. The statement concedes
practically everything that this chapter professed to prove. The
question arises, What then proves, or is proved by, special
relativity ? All the points enumerated have hitherto been
regarded as proofs of the theory. If these are rejected, what
remains ? In optics we have the Michelson-Morley experiment
and Fresnel's coefficient. As these are beyond the scope of the
present volume, they have been only briefly referred to. But
enough has been said to indicate that these too have nothing to
do with relativity. The arguments, initiated by Einstein in 1905,
are becoming decidedly tenuous. Physicists have been messing
about with a harmless bit of algebra, on the strength of
which they blossomed out into epistemologists and theologians.
' Back to the lab ' would not be a bad slogan to-day for the
science.

(11) In view of other possible objections, the contrast between
the viewpoint contained here and that accepted in other exposi-
tions will now be briefly vindicated. The current view will be
taken from a book written by an able populariser : Science, a New
Outline by J. W. N. Sullivan, 1935. Similar statements are
available in innumerable other books. Ab uno disce mines.
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(a) The MM' experiment

:

If we cause light-ripplea to spread out in the ether, it does not
seem that they would appear the same to an observer in motion as
they would to a stationary observer. . . . Yet in no case was the
slightest difference ever found. The correct interpretation of this
extraordinary fact was given by Einstein. He enunciated it as a
general principle that scientific phenomena are not altered in any
way when they take place in different systems which are in uniform
motion with respect to one another (p. 149).

Here we start with the hypothesis of a stationary aether, which
experiment forces ua to abandon. Einstein is then made to
enunciate the principle of corelativity, which, when applied to
the MM' experiment, is equivalent either to the theory of an
earth-convected aether or to the ballistic no-aether theory.

(6) The alleged constancy of light-velocity : .

.

:
Connected with this statement is another. . . . Whether we are

advancing towards the light or are receding from it, we always find
,
that its measured velocity is 186,000 miles per seoond. Einstein
was led to this statement by the fact, as.we have already mentioned,
that the earth's motion round the sun makes no difference to the
observed speed of light. . . . Suppose we are at rest [in what ?] and
that we are passed by an observer travelling with half the velocity

' of light. ... We send a ray of light after him, which we observe to
overtake him at the rate of 93,000 miles per second. Our statement
asserts that this observer, when he measures the velocity at which
this ray is overtaking him, finds it to be 186,000 miles per second.

. .
". These statements are so opposed to commonsense that they

sound like sheer nonsense. . . . There is nothing ' psychological

'

about these changes of space and time measurements with motion.
They would be recorded by automatic recording machines. . . . We

,
see that the experimental failure to detect any variation in the
velocity of light when sent in different directions on a moving earth,

is responsible in Einstein's hands for some very startling conclusions

(pp. 150-153, italics inserted).

. These statements, we maintain, not only sound like, but really

are,
. sheer nonsense. , They have not the remotest connection

with the MM' or with any other experiment. From beginning

to end they are nothing but a fallacious and picturesque mis-

representation of Voigt's algebraic formula. And such phrases as
' we always find ' and ' we observe ' are a gratuitous exercise of

the imagination. It is first asserted that the velocity of light

(from a laboratory source) is c — v relative to a receiver moving
with respect to the laboratory. It is next asserted that if an
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' observer,' mounted on this receiver, ' measures ' the velocity,

he ' finds ' it to be c. Which is a popular way for declaring that

Voigt's formula gives the connection between interrelative

systems—but only when there is supposed to exist a second
measuring observer. However, a few lines later this is denied

:

nothing but an automatically recording receiver is involved.

Surely it cannot record both c — v and c ! The fact is that the
interpretation of Einstein (i.e. Voigt) has now gently shifted over
to subrelativity ; and thereby as we have shown, it ceases to be
so ' startling.'

(c) Alleged consequences :

If the whole purpose of this theory was to explain the negative
result of this experiment, it might be thought to be cracking a nut
with a steam-hammer. But the theory, when worked out, makes
so many things clear that the scientific world has now accepted
it . . . The reality lying behind appearance is a continuum having
four dimensions. Each observer [or ' automatic recording machine '1

splits this continuum up into three dimensions of space and one
dimension of time. . . . One very interesting fact that comes out
of this theory is that the mass of a body increases as its velocity
increases. . . . Another interesting result of Einstein's theory is the
identification of mass and energy (pp. 153-156).

As regards the MM' experiment, our objection to Einstein is

not that he invents a new steam-hammer for cracking the nut,
but that he professes to take out a complicated new patent for
the simple old nut-cracker of Sir George Gabriel Stokes. We have
already criticised in detail the 'relativity' proof of the mass-
velocity law; and we have denied any connection with the
asserted convertibility of mass and radiation-energy. Our treat-
ment has also reduced four-dimensional analysis to its proper
function as an alternatively grouped algebra. We shall sub-
sequently discuss whether the laboratory science known as physics
can get ' behind appearance

' ; and we intend, briefly but
decisively, to deal with the monstrosity called space-time. Our
position vis-a-vis ' the scientific world ' has now been made clear.
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CHAPTER X .

DlELECTBIO AND MAGNETIC BODIES

1. The Scalar Potential.

While x and jx are important and even fundamental constants
in Maxwell's theory, they become in the electron theory secondary
formulae resulting from the statistical effects of electric polarisa-
tion and Amperian molecular currents. The only effect of matter
is that, in addition to the external charges, we have to deal with
unknown internal charges. >...>..".-.

The: electron theory introduces discontinuities into what
Maxwell regarded as a continuum. To avoid the analytical
difficulties involved and to justify the use of continuous functions,
we adopt an expedient which we now proceed to explain in a
simple way which will satisfy the physicist, though of course the
pure mathematician will have further scruples. We shall divide
the scale of spatial and temporal quantities into three orders of
magnitude.

(1) At one extreme we have the macro-domain, containing
quantities accessible to our senses and to laboratory measure-
ments. ;

(2) At the other extreme we have the micro-domain, i.e. linear

dimensions of the order of the interdistances of molecules in a
solid and time-intervals comparable with what is called the
period of an electron. - - . ' ., «

'

(3) Between these we have the meso-domain, which may also

be called ' macrodifferential ' or
.

' physically small.' A meso-
volume is one whose linear dimensions are large compared with
atomic distances, but small compared with distances within
which changes in quantities are discernible by the usual experi-
mental methods. A meso-duration is a time-interval long com-
pared with the period of an orbital electron or the interval
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between two impacts of a molecule, but very short from an
experimental point of view.

Consider a number of point-charges in a meso-domain (Fig. 44).

C is a fixed selected point within the domain ; a and r are the
macro-distances from O. Since
s/r is small,we have the Legendre
expansion :

- = [r* — 2rs cos 8 -f ««]-»

_ 1 * cos 8
+ ^5(3cos»(

- 1) + . .

Fig. 44.

The potential at O is

9 = Ie/a=(£e)/r-f(2&jcos6)/rs +. .
.'

.

' =(Se)/r+{(Zes)r}/r» +.'..]
(10.1)

Physical considerations show that in practically ' all cases
terms beyond the second are negligible. We now make the ;

assumption that the charges e can be divided into' (1) free charges
e, whose total is Se

1
= ?, and (2) bound charges e

2 which are
arranged m pairs T e2 so that 2e

a
= and 2e2s. = p, the

polarisation.* Equation (10.1) then becomes •
' '

* •

<? = ilr+(Ze1s lr)lr»-+(pr)/T*. ''
, (10.2) '

Consider now the potential of a continuous' distribution of

Sg
44)

polarisation BPread '«« the same meso-volume

..
T

, = j*rp/2J + j'*r{PR)/J?» , . •

=
J
PrfT/r +j d^lrj/H. +

J"

dT(Pr)/H + higher terms.

.

We shall have $ = ,, provided we take
'--«''•

,

?= [p*r > ,
.'

'; 2el8l = JpiTl
•'

, . P=jPiT. '
. (10 .3)

•i «,u the vector drawn from-, to +e.
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• Now it fa of far-reaching mathematical convenience to be able

to deal with continuous functions. We therefore replace (10.2)

• ? = Jp<fr/»-+J(*T(Pr)/»» (10.4)

where we have now replaced S by r as the current radius-vectorAnd by extending the region of integration we can apply this
expression for the potential to a macroscopic domain.

It is clear that certain physical assumptions underlie this
procedure. It is assumed that so far as experimental investiga-
tion goes we cannot penetrate a meso-domain-^except in so far
as regular patterning reveals itself statistically. A meso-volume
is a cell of dimensions small relatively to the distance from O
but large enough to contain a great number of charges. And
before we reach measurable quantities we have ordinarily to
take a large number of such meso-domains into account. We
can therefore expect that the statistics will be regular, so that the
particular circumstances of individual charges will not influence
any measurable quantity and the percentage variation of any
such quantity in neighbouring domains will be very small. The
reason that polarisation emerges is that it depends on a definite
non-random geometrical distribution of charge-pairs. So far
as ordinary experiment is concerned we can replace the dis-
continuities, as in (10.3), by equivalent distributions continuous
within the meso-domains.•; •»;

We have now invented a continuous function 9 so as to obtain
a convenient method of approximating to the potential at a
point O due to distant charge-systems. The value of <p can be
calculated at inside points, where p differs from zero, since the
integral is convergent though improper.

. But so far we have not
assigned any physical significance to this analytical prolongation
of the function. So far our analysis applies only to the action of
macroscopically distant charge-groups, whereas' charges within
a body are subject to the action of both far and near charges.
Round a point (x y^ ) within a body draw a sphere S',

constituting a region of radius o. Let <p' be the potential due
to all charges lying outside S' (Pig. 45a). That is

V =
J
'pdtyr +

[
(PV lYfa+ f cdS/r. (10.5)
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Now
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V <p' ia not the intensity E' due to all the charges out-

side S', if in calculating the variation of <p' from point to point

the sphere S' is carried with the variable point. For in this case

Fig. 45.

certain charges are removed from consideration and other new
ones are added. But if by the notation V we take account of
the variation from point to point within a. fixed sphere S', we have

-E'=v;9
'

'

-.

= ]«**•?+ J**o(*vi) +\iSo7,l... (10.6)

Consider the function Ia •*...

t =!&•/{;(Wi xy*)-

A change corresponding to the increment Sx in x consists of
two parts: First the parameter x in the integrand becomes
So + 8*o- This gives

ix.
'

J 3x„'

voE™ J™?*?
BMt m the 8ph6re S' WS- 45 b>- Elem^te ofvolume d* = dS cos (nx)lx, are added to the integrand, where

Teln fiT^T tf°i J*
8 regi°n A k removed fr°"> ™* the

thfchang^^
d6d t0 the £eld ***»*«. Hence this part of

Hence

Sx jdS'f cos (nx).

'• Mason-Weaver, p. 81.

(10.7)
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or

Vo^V^ + jdS'n/..

Applying this to 9', we have

V 9' = v;9 ' + JdSf'iirp/r+ (Pvi)l.

Let us now take the sphere 5' so small that p and P are practi-
cally constant within it, haying the values appropriate to the
point V There is a certain amount of assumption here, for it
means that we take t' to be a meso-volume and we are using the
expression for 9 at meso-distances from the elements close to S'.We then have

V ?' - V„9' = pja .

J
ndS' - (P /o» .

J
dS'n cos 6),

where 6 is the angle between P and a line drawn from to dS'.
The first integral is clearly zero, and the second integral has no
component perpendicular to P„. The component parallel to P„ is

'-.". +i>
/oa .

f
cos" 6 2:ra2 sin &ZB

Jo
'• •'«...---•

.. =4nP /3, ..- -V ;..-,-.- .. .,,,. ..

independently of a. Hence ''' ' •:-''-'.

V !

;

E' = -V 9' + 4 rtP /3.
:

(10.8)

Since P is defined only statisticaUy (p= fpiT) for a meso-

yolume, so that the polarisation-intensity at the point has by
itself no meaning, it is not easy to justify the foregoing equation
on the basis of the electron theory. It can be regarded only as
an approximation.

'

We now proceed to an apparently more hazardous step. Let
9 = Mm 9' as o-»- be the analytical extension, for points within
a body, of the function which at exterior points gives the potential
due to the body. . .

It is easy to see that E' defined by (10.6) is independent of o,

provided p and P are sensibly constant over the sphere S\ For
two different values of E', corresponding to S^ and S'a differing
in radius, differ by the intensity at the centre due to the uniformly
charged and uniformly polarised spherical shell S[ — S't ; and
this is zero. Hence ••':».

E' = lim E' = - lim V 9' -)- 4tcP /3. (10.9)
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Considering only the first integral in the expression (10.5) for

9', we have

^ = o<Zt -z H dS'p cos (nx) . it.

dx„ )" ax„r J
'

This last integral is zero when p is constant. We can deal
similarly with the second integral in (10.5) ; the third integral is

regular and independent of a.

Hence

lim d(p'jdx = df/dx .

Dropping the zero subscript in (10.9), we therefore have

E' = - V9 + 4:tP/3

= E + 4*P/3
••'.•'•

= D-8ttP/3. (10.10)

Here E stands for the analytical expression — V9, and D for
E -f 4kP. This equation is of course identical with (2.5) at
which we arrived by the ordinary continuous analysis.
Note that it is for purely mathematical reasons that we have

substituted (10.10) for (10.8), i.e. that we have taken a-+0.
In (10.10) E' still denotes the force per unit charge inside a meso-
sphere whose other contained charges are not taken into account.
The contribution of these latter is zero for a cubic crystal and
also approximately for a fluid with a random distribution of
molecules, provided we assume that the electric moment of a
molecule retains its average value through all the phases of
thermal motion. But even in this case we still have a force
exerted by charges within a micro-distance. In the case of
cubic crystals, and approximately for liquids and isotropic solids,
we can take the charges lying in a spherical shell, bounded
exteriorly by the meso-radius a and interiorly by a radius
comparable with intermolecular distances, as statistically sym-
metrical, i.e. as equivalent to a continuous distribution of densityand polarisation. There remains the effect of the neighbouring
charges In the case of a polarised dielectric in equilibrium!
these charges must produce a force F which balances E'

:

F = -E' = _E-47tP/3. (10.10a)

comeTtftr
1117 "fT* t^' * « proportional to P or, whatcomes to the same thing, that P is proportional to E :

P = (x-1)/4tc.E
F = - (x + 2)/3 . E.
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Or, putting the assumption in another way, for a substance with
no permanent doublets and with u molecules per unit volume :

P = -waF
-«a(E + 4«P/3).

Whence

(*- !)/(* + 2) = 4oti«/3.

If w is the molecular weight, p the density, m the mass of a
molecule, N Avogadro's number, w = mN and p = mn There-
fore 2

w(x - l)/p(x + 2) = 4*i\Ta/3. (10.10b)

When equilibrium does not exist we know that the bound
electrons in a molecule execute vibrations. We therefore
assume that the neighbouring charges exert at any moment on
the electron a restoring force proportional to its displacement (r)
from its equilibrium position ; and we shaU afterwards add a
damping force. The force will thus be of the form

eE' — TO«Jr — mht

,

(10.11)

and the polarisation-intensity will be P = Ner.
We shall now briefly glance at a few typical statements which

display considerable embarrassment.

It is desirable to know the effective average field to which a
molecule is subjected when a macroscopic field E is applied. The
effective field is not the same, even in the mean, as the macroscopic
E, despite the fact that the vector E is the space average of the
microscopic field e over a physically small volume-element. The

.
explanation of this paradox is that the effective field in which we
are interested is that in the interior of a molecule, whereas the space
averaging presupposed in the relation E= average e is over regions
both exterior and Interior to molecules. ' The effective field within
a molecule may be resolved into two parts : first, the internal field
exerted by other charges within the same molecule ; and second,
the remainder due not only to the applied electric field but also to
the attractions and repulsions by other molecules, usually polarised
under the influence of the external field He. E'l.—J. Van Vleck.
p. 14.

fE' is the] average local field acting in the interior of a molecule. . .

.

This average is not in general equal to the field entering into the
macroscopio field equations, since E is obtained by averaging the
local field in a different way—for example, over a physicaSy small
volume-element still large enough to contain many molecules.

—

Kirkwood, p. 592.

• H. A. Lorentz, AP 9 (1880) 642 ; L. Lorenz, AP 11 (1880) 77.
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Certainly there is a ' paradox ' in this enunciation of two
different ' averages,' and their attempted reconciliation is any-
thing but clear. The confusion is entirely due to Lorentz's
erroneous statement —which we shall presently criticise that
E, i.e. the analytical function — V9, is a macroscopic average
whatever that means. Writers who accept Lorentz's view are
compelled to resort to curious subtleties.

If we bring the introduced charge e to all possible points of a
physically small volume-element, measure the force each time and
then find the average value of these measures, this average value is
eE. In the present problem there is question of the force eE' which
a charge e belonging to the body itself experiences. This charge
itself contributes to E ; but we first prescind from this part of E
and calculate the force of all oilier charges of the body on e—
Forsterling, p. 88.

This author then proves (10.10) and never returns to the
problem from which he has prescinded or abstracted. ' The
truth is that this distinction between an introduced or alien
charge and one which belongs to the body is excogitated only
in order to try to reconcile with formula (10.10) Lorentz's view
of E as an ' average.'

Frenkel's treatment of 'the average field of a single neutral
molecule is as follows (ii. 68) :

*f wtTfTT011
,?

moIecnIeM » «aaU sphereK of radius a, insideof which the bound electrons may be arranged in any way Asregards the calculation of the external field produced by the mo^
cW^nraDge

T- *T be repkced ^ a"y °ther distribution ofcharge and current inside or upon the surface of K, provided thisK»„t th
,

e sa™ ~j™- of the electric andajKilof the molecule We shall now assume that, in calculating theaverse field inside the molecule (i.e. inside the SDhera JH M J2%equM electricity-distributionsgivetZa^r^OUo^e^
ZX^ZT* *?

8triCt
i
y jU8tified

= ** * »«* certalnlT^ppT

the eSLT

™

fa°n
- So, instead of the actual arrangement oi

of /andTe' calcic^ TTalent dhM»«on ™ tfie surface

mametk tataSttaW^ T**Trage value of the *l<**™ "d

nSstSr field due to the molecule '(•«-«•—

*

potential 9 = (Mr)f3

force F = 3r(Mr)rB - Mr"
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and inside

potential 9' = (Mr)<rs

force F' = — Ma-3
.

If F,„ is the average value (at the centre)

•*„== PF'<2t+ [For.

' It is now easy to see that the [second] integral vanishes, for
the average value of F for different directions of r (with constant
r) is zero.' Hence

;

(

, . . .
Fm = - 4kNM/3
" = - 47tP/3.

We are now in a position to calculate the external or effective
field-strength acting on a molecule. This effective field [E'] is
found by subtracting the field generated by the molecule itself [F„]
from the average total field (E).

'

Hence .
'< J

- : :
,''

E' = E - (- 4tiP/3).

This is a singular argument ; it ends by professing to give the
force on a molecule, whereas what we require is the force (10.10)
on an electron. Apparently we are asked to believe that a
polarised molecule exerts (on what ?) an average force — 47cP/3
at its own centre. And this ' average ' is calculated by replacing

the molecule by a spherical surface-distribution of doublets, and
then—for no assigned reason—taking the volume-integral of the
force. It is a mere mathematical tour deforce without physical

relevance.
...

2. The Vector Potential.

Let us now investigate the vector potential due to a meso-

complex of moving charges. In Fig. 44 the ' centre' C is at rest

so that t = and the velocity of e is v = s. We have

cA = S(ev/o) = (Sev)/r + SevfrsJ/r3 +.,. (10.12)

Dividing the charges into free and bound (doublets) as before,

we have
. i

,'.*".
Sev = Se^i + 2e 2s 2 .
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The second term is the rate of change of 2e as 2
= p. As before

we put

p= \.PdT.

Similarly the first term, representing the ordinary current, is

thus expressed

:

Se^, = udr.

The total current is ,

Sev= j(u + P)dT. (10.13)

Consider next the second term in (10.12), higher terms being
neglected. Since

,

°

- s(rs) = v(rs) + s(rv),

FrFsv= s(rv) — v(rs),

.

Hence

v(rs) = ||s(rs)-JFrKsv.

Sev(rs) = }-2cs(rs) - cVrM, '
:

'*

where M = 2eFsv/2c.'. i ;-.

The first term, being a time-variation, we take to be statisti-
cally zero

; it is clearly zero for a uniform drift, for a random
distribution of velocities, and for any periodic motion (the time-
average being taken over an interval very great compared with
a period). The second term we treat as follows

2eFsv/2c = M =
J

Idr. (10.14)

On substituting these continuous' integrals which may be.extended over a macroscopic volume, we obtain

A = j*r(tt+i)/<aB + '[-dhfFIVg.

Changing the notation by writing , for R and putting w = u + P,we have, exactly as for (2.9 and 10), .,

A =
J
d-rw/cr +\dr curl I . jr. (10.15)
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in which the second integral may be regarded as including

j
dS curls I

. fir as a limiting case. We have thus arrived at the

total vector potential as the sum of

the electric vector potential Ax
=

f
drw/cr

and the magnetic vector potential A 2
=

f
dt curl I . jr.

It is clear that we are justified in calling M the magnetic
moment of the complex, for the vector potential of a magnetic
doublet is

-FMV^FMr/r3
.

The areal velocity of a single point-charge is

;:"';; "*':'// ;

k7 "
i

"; JFrv= &S/2V

.

(10.16)

where r is the radius-vector drawn from the force-centre, n is

unit normal to the orbital plane," S is the area of the orbit and T
is the period. The effective current is /= e/T, and it acts as
a small magnet of moment (4.8a)

j
,. Ji:

;•:•;: M = jnS/c = e/2c . Vrv

in mag units. Since the angular momentum round the force-

centre is '
,- i

': '' :

)

.. ..
,

,.• ,." P = mVrv',~
,

._ ,

the ratio of these two quantities is for an electron . ,.

R = PjM = 2mcje '
!

.

•'' ' " ' '"
-

•,!".*.»•
:
-}.'' = — 1-13X 10"'. (10.16a)

If the fixed point G is vectorially distant 6 from the force-

centre, s = b + r and v = s = t. Then
.'"''.

' rsv=a/aV.'Fbr+>rv,

so that on the average
""'.:'

.,.:'.' " SeFsv = SeFrv.' , (10.16b)

In the present analysis the subdivision of the vector potential

is regarded merely as the result of the respective magnitude of

the dimensions involved ; what we call magnetism is due to

differential motion within a meso-volume. But we have not

thereby ousted Poisson's analysis ; on the contrary we have
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justified it, as can be seen by comparing the second integral of
(10.15) with formula (2.10a).

It is worth while verifying the expressions for the force and
torque on the meso-complex of charges, due to an external
magnetic field whose value at the centre G is H. The force is

F = c-
1SF[ev, H+(sV)H]

= c"
1FwH + c-'2 V[ev, (sV)H] .

.

The z-component of the second term is

e42ev/»VHJ-c-1Xev,{s.VHj.
'

Now we have already shown that

c
_1
2cv(sr) = — FrM. (10.17)

Substituting q for r, the ^-component of this is

cr^et^sq) = qjlt
-

qtMx .

Putting q = VH
t and similarly putting q = VHV in the z-com-

ponent, we obtain for the ar-component of the second term in F

since div H = curl H = 0. Hence'

F = c-
1FwH+(MV)H. (10.18)

Similarly the torque is ... ,

G = 2F[s,e/c. VvH], /.,:,
where it is a legitimate approximation, owing to the presence
of the factor s, to take H the value of the field at O. Now sub-
stituting H for r in (10.17), we have . .

(T'ZevfsH) = _ FHM = TMH.
Hence

G = c-
1ZeFsFvH \

" .'

= c-'SevtsH) - c-'2eH(sv)

= VMH-HI2c.-ieS*

dt

= FMH
- (10.18a)

since the average value of the second term is zero. • We have
therefore verified that, as regards force and. torque, M behaves
as a magnetic doublet.

(

Regarding magnetism as due to electrons in rotational or orbital
motion, and prescinding from free or polarised charges, we can
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utilise an analogy which is here referred to because it has been
misconstrued. In the case of polarising electrons

where P =
J

psrf-r. We know, by means of the simple formula

div (P/r) = i div P + (Pvi)

and Green's theorem, that the polarised body can be viewed as
a non-polarised body having a volume-density p', the surface-

density being regarded as a limiting case. That is, 9 =
f
p'cJr/r,

where p' = — div P. In the case of magnetising electrons,

:

-4* = (Se^s . rj/cr3

' ;
- = (qrj/r3

,
where q is Sei^s/c .:

_ = j*r(Qr)/rV.'

where

• = (fTpWjS/c.

By a simple mathematical analogy, without physical significance,

we infer that

,= W^jcr,

where

ujc = — div 0.

Since there is no charge or polarisation, we have Se = Ees =
over a meso-volume. Also for the type of steady motion here

envisaged we can take Hex2
, Heyz, etc., as independent of the time,

(xyz) being the vector s. Hence

Hexvx = 'Zeyvl + Zezv„ = etc. = 0.

Utilising this result, we have '

= i^(exv
l/
~eyvx)-l^{ezvx -exvt)

:•«= c (curl M)r
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Whence

A = udxjcr,

where u/c = curl I.

That is, in accordance with (10.15), the magnetising electrons
may be regarded as contributing a current c curl I. The former
proof is obviously more simple and direct. The present ana-
logical proof contains nothing more subtle than an application of
Green's theorem. Hence the following attempt to glorify it into
a general statistical theorem applicable to 'regions taken at
random ' must be rejected :

If over each molecule or group of electrons
j
pifr= 0, then over

a region, taken at random and large enough to contain a large number
of molecules or groups, the charge per unit volume is — div P,

where P is the mean value per unit volume of Lrdr. It is clear

that if the boundary were drawn deliberately with infinite precision
in such a manner as never to cut through any group and so as to
contain only entire groups, the total charge and so the density
would be zero. But when we speak of - div P as the density, we
mean the density in any element of volume taken at random
Kegardmg this as a purely analytical theorem, its application may
be generalised m the following manner. . . . —G. T. Walker ii. 36.

Formula (10.15) can be written

A = [tftU/cr,

where U = u + P + c curl I.

Hence in a certain sense we can say that we have substitutedU for u to express the current-intensity. But we must be careful
not to misinterpret this statement. Our argument can be divided
into three stages :

(1) A = S(ev/ea).

(2) A = (Ze^ + p)jcr + VMr/r3
.

(3) A =
J<*

T(u + P)/cR + Lh curl I . fR.

.nSIS? *?!
h
f

6 PrImary f°rmUla BUpP°Sed t0 be ™<*oscopic-

Sthefnl f ^ IegardS the 8tatistical resuIts il P^duces.
JNeitner polarisation nor magnetisation occurs

(2) The second stage is introduced to cope with the experi-
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mental fact that quantities within a meso-domain, spatial and
temporal, are indiscernible; we cannot distinguish between
lengths such as r and a, nor can we deal with time-intervals less
than a meso-duration. The emergence of the quantities pand M is due to their statistical persistence caused by certain
peculiarities of configuration which exist in certain cases.

(3) The third stage is devoid of physical significance ; it is
adopted purely for convenience of mathematical manipulation.

Observe that if we omitted the second step altogether and put

S(ev/a) = [uir/JJ,

we should have neither polarisation nor magnetisation. The
question of generalising u into U would not arise at all. It
follows that the generalisation represented by (10.15) is not any
physical hypothesis concerning the

nature of ' current ' in certain cir-

cumstances. It is merely the ex-

pression, clothed artificially in the

language of the calculus, of our

practical inability to deal with the

individual peculiarities of a meso-
domain. It would accordingly be

ridiculous to regard (10.15) as having

any significance for ultimate physical

theory.

We have developed our argument
in terms of the vector potential.

But it will be instructive to work it out in terms of the current

which for a meso-volume we define as the aggregate 2ev. This

consists of three contributions :

(1) The free charges give Se^.
(2) The polarisation charges give 2e2v2

= p.

(3) The magnetisation electrons make an average contribution

which must now be investigated.3

Consider the electrons as moving in circular orbits of radius o.

Divide the meso-volume by planes parallel to yz at distances a,

such as AB and CD in Fig. 46. Let A'B' be a plane close to AB,

• FBreterling, p. 699.
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at a distance h from it. Let us investigate the contribution to the
y-current due to orbits in planes xy. Each circle cuts the plane
AB twice ; we can omit the rare case of a centre lying on one
of the planes. The revolving electron is for only a fraction of its

orbit within the space between unit areas on AB and A'B', and
on the average contributes

2(edsj2m)v
)

to the y-component of the current. We may assume that the
number of centres in unit volume between x= and x = x isN = Nt + nx, where n = dN/dx. The contribution of the orbits
with centres between x and x -f dx and those with centres between
— x and — (x + dx) is

edsvjna . [Nt + nx- (N - nx)]dx.

Hence the total contribution of circles cutting AB is

S
x_ 2edsvjita . nxdx.

Now x = a cos 9, dx = -a sin m, <fo = A/sin 6, vu=-v cos 6
Hence the result is

2evah BN f*'
2

=— i

dx)
cos

eav dN,
-2~^L

The magnetic moment of each orbit is eav/2c along the z-axis
Putting Mz = Nheavl2c, remembering that h is the volume, we
nave as the y-current

-cdMJdx
Similarly the orbits with centres on the 3-axis contribute

+ cdMJdx.
That is, the current due to the magnetising electrons is c curl M.Having found the total current to be '

' 2eivi + P + c curl M,
we still have to make the transition to the integral form \vdr
and the formula cA = tv<hjr, where

J

U = u + f> + c curl I.

To do this we have to adopt exactly the same reasoning as beforeOur analyse as always based on the fadfatinguwjffij of£
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vidual elements within a meso-volume and the emergence of
separate terms due to statistical regularity (doublet-configuration
or orbital motions).

In connection with this argument we must avoid making undue
claims. (1) It is not true that the formulae, as above developed,
have been verified experimentally. (2) It is not true that our
sole premisses are the scalar potential of electrostatics, the vector
potential of electrodynamic experiments, and the idea of statistical

analysis. For, as we shall see later, we have also covertly assumed
that the fundamental law of force between moving charges involves
their separate absolute velocities (i.e. their velocities relative to
the aether) and not merely their velocity relative to one another.
It is therefore advisable to give the argument, in so far as it holds,

in a simpler form which is closer to actual experiment and which
does not import the idea of absolute velocity.

We start with closed neutral uniform currents and find (4.9) the
vector potential

A x
= \dsjcr,

which we can transform into

Ax
= vadtjcr,

provided div u = 0. The use of the integral calculus already

implies that we can only deal with statistical results. We next

assume that magnetism is the result of the existence of a great

number of neutral microscopic circuits, each of which, in accord-

ance with (4.8a), acts as a small magnetic doublet. Once more
we replace summation by integration and take the total moment

to be Idx. In accordance with (2.9 and 10) this gives the

vector potential

A, = UtVlV- = U- curl I . jr.

The total vector potential is therefore

. = ldx(u/(c + curl I)/r,
'

(10.19)

in which the term P is missing as the currents are steady. This

simple argument avoids doubtful assumptions and is kept in

close contact with experiment. We have given the more elaborate
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and less certain analysis, because the text-books are—unwittingly,

it is to be presumed—based entirely on the Lienard force-law as
if it were beyond criticism or replacement ; and also it 3eems to
be de rigueur to deduce Maxwell's equations for a material
medium.

Taking to be an external point, we have from (1.3), since
curl u = as u is a function of (xyz),

curl„ (pu) = V(V9 p, u) = VuVp,

where p stands for I jr. Hence

Therefore

curl drpu = dtVuVp.

H = curl„ A

< UrF[w/c/c -f curl I, Vp]. (10.20)

As a particular case, this gives for linear circuits in vacuum

H= j[vdsVp.

From (1.5), since curl I = and curl V p = 0,

div VIVp = _ div YlV p = 0.

Also from (1.4)

div (pw)=^div w+(wV p) .

'= — (wVp)

= — div (pw),

t^Z^Z^ 8teady 6tate
-

Th"^ that P =

iv„ A = - jdT div (pw) =» ~[iSpmK
div^

= 0,
(10.21)

V8A = J^twV'p + UtVIVV'p

l=0
' (10.22)
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and

curl H = curl? A
= - VIA + V div A
= °-

(10.23)

These are the ordinary results for the non-retarded vector
potential

;
they are repeated here merely for completeness.

So far we have been dealing with the vector potential at exterior
points. Just as we did for the scalar potential, we now proceed
to extend analytically, beyond its original region of physical
significance, the formula from which A is computed at distant
points.1 Surround an interior point by a sphere S' (of radius a).
Let H' be the magnetic intensity and A' the vector potential
at 0, due to the charges outside 8'. Then, with the same notation
as was used in the previous section,

,
divjA' = 0,

. ; ; =,..- •
,

. curlj A' = H', ,

where the primed operators denote variation within a fixed

sphere S'. Using unprimed operators to denote variation when
the deleted sphere is carried with the variable point, we have
from (10.7) ' " • '

': .'"' div A' = div;A' + jd5"[-+riV-"| .

Subject to the reservations already made, we now take the

current-vector u as sensibly constant over the interior of the

sphere. The integral is then zero, for a'1 undS' — in the steady

1 ....-*,- J
state and FIV- has no component normal to the sphere. Hence

•
', div A' = divj A' = 0.

Applying (10.7) again, we have

curl A' = curi; A' + idS'Vn[~+ Hvi"l

,

where n = rx is unit inward normal to the sphere so that

V- = — r
1
jr2 . Since the first part of the integral containing u

• Mason-Weaver, p. 201.
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(assumed constant) clearly vanishes, and dS' = 27ra2 sin 6a"0, and

V(l/V) = Tj/r2
, the integral is

V = [ dS' VlrJa* = 2n
f

( I - rjr)
sin 0<ft).

I, assumed constant, can be taken along the axis from which

6 is measured ; the components of r, are (— cos 6, — sin 6) and

I
r
= - / cos 6 (Fig. 47). Then

sin2 6 cos 8i0 =Vv = -2tzI\

Fig. 47.

with lim.

Hence

- cos2 6) sin 6<Z6 = 8ir//3.

Hence

curl A' = curlg A' + 8*1/3
or

• H' = curl A' - 8nI/3.

Let A denote lim A' as a -> 0, i.e.

the analytical extension of the vector

potential within the body. Here,
as in the case of the scalar potential,

it is easy to show that the opera-

tors div and curl can be permuted
It is also easy to see that H' is independent of a.

div„ A =
(10.24)H' = curl A - 8tiI/3. •

Defining B as curl A at interior points, we have

H' = B-8ttI/3. (10.25)

Comparing this with (10.10), Mason and Weaver declare that
' -I, and not I, is actually analogous to P ' and hence ' diamag-
netic bodies are analogous to dielectrics ' (pp. 215, 221). That
this is a complete misinterpretation can be shown at once by
defining H = B - 4ttI, when (10.25) becomes

H' = H + 4*1/3, (10.26)
which exactly corresponds' to (10.10). The apparent difference in
derivation lies in the fact that in the electrical case we worked
with the scalar potential, defining E as- V? whether inside or
outside the body, whereas in the magnetic case we utilised the
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we could also

by (2.3) :

?'= |*r(IVp),

• (2.9),

[di-pl,

where p stands for 1/r. Then by (2.9), the vector potential due
to magnetism alone is

A = curl

and by (2.11)

B = - V<p' + 4*1

= curl A.

Hence we could have proved (10.26) exactly as we proved (10.10),
and Poisson's analysis is once more justified.

The integrals in the expression (10.15) are improper at interior
points. But, exactly as for the scalar potential, we obtain

V2A = - 4tt(u/c + curl I),

where we have dropped the zero suffix. Since div A = (10.24),

curl B = curl2 A = — V2A.
Hence

curl H = 47tu/c, (10.27)

which is the same as equation (4.2a) or (5.17).

Dividing the vector potential into A1= Ld-c/cr due to the

ordinary currents and A2 = curl j Idv/r due to the Amperian

currents, we have .

H = curl A,,

H2 = curl A 2 = 47tl,

the latter equation being (5.9) with - V9' omitted since all
' magnetism ' is included in the micro-circuits. Hence, if the
total A = Aj + A 2 and if B is defined to be H +H2 ,

B = curl A = H + 47tl.

• Wo here omit consideration of the current u. In order to take it into
account, we should have to take H= 4*J - vf, where curl J = u/c. Then the
total potential is A= o\ir\fdrp{l+ J). And B =- v$'+ 4*(I+ J)= H+ 4„I= ourl A. Also H = in curlj= 4iru/c.
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The law of induction for a fixed circuit is

V= c"1 1 j"(A, + A
2
)ds = c-idN/dl,

where N =
f
(BdS). This is equation (5.13).

3. Maxwell's Equations.

Previously we developed the aether theory of electromagnetics
by generalising the scalar and vector potentials which emerged in
formulating electrodynamic experiments. We can now proceed
similarly when polarised and magnetised bodies are present
Consider the case of constant x and y., assumed to be interpreted
statistically. We can take

9 = 1/x . I pdx/r, A = n f uefr/c

as formulae appropriate for stationary or quasi-stationary systems
The latter integral can be obtained from (10.15) by putting w = u
and curl I = („ - ,,/4„, curl H = (u - l,„/e . We can then
generalise these as follows :

9 = 1/x.
.

J
ptfT/r],^,, A = p | udr/cr],_

rl„ (10.28)

where e' = c/y^I. Exactly as for (6.2) we deduce

div A + xn<p/c = 0.

From this and the equations

E = -V9-A/c, B = curlA,
we obtain Maxwell's equations

c curl H = 4;tu + D,

c curl E = — B,

7el T»Z
|iH

' fL? *?
*

This *» the procedure usually adopted

andS' ^ 569) : * " equ!va,ent t0 Putti"g X = xj in (5.35)

cuJel^wT w^ ig"0red the exprewion w = u + P for the

bZLZ^ihe
J
™ 1* *° be 8imP]y u - the effeclof matter

*S*T y ^ faCt°rS X and i" We ha™ thus securedcorrect phenomenology! account by ignoring the statistical
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analysis. But if we wish to take into account the proper inter-
pretation of inactivity and permeability, we must generalise

f =
J
P^T/r and A =

j
ufa/cr

into

9 = j(P + p'Kr/r],_,„,

and

A=Jw<*T/cr],_ r/„

where w = u + P + c curl I.

Assuming the equation of continuity

div (u + P ) + djdt . (p + p') = o,

(10.29)

this gives us

Also
div A + <p/c = 0. (10.30)

V2
cp - 9/c2 = - 4,r(p + p'),

V2A - A/c2 = - 4nw/c.
) 10.3 1

)

Hence, since E = — V9 — A/c,

curl B = curia A = - V2A + V div A
= 4 TC/c . (u + P + c curl I + E/47t).

That is

Also

And

c curl H = 47iu + 1>.

c curl E = — curl A = — B.

div B = 0,

div E = '4tt(p + p') so that div D = 47tp. (10.31a)

We therefore obtain Maxwell's equations once more, without
assuming x and jx to be constant.

It will be observed from (10.31) and

V*B - B/c2 = - 4rc curl w/c,

thatjp, A and B are now propagated with velocity c, not with
c/Vx(i. And this is obviously the correct conclusion, the velocity
c still holding even when x and (i are not constant. For the
whole point of the statistical considerations outlined in this section
is that a material body is, as far as we are now concerned, not a
material body but an aggregate of practically-point-charges in
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vacuum. All effects are therefore propagated with the same
velocity c as in the case of isolated electrons. The velocity

c/vV 's only an apparent velocity, resulting from complicated

internal processes. It is clear therefore that the theoretically

correct generalisation is contained in (10.29), and the answer to

the problem raised in Chapter V is X= 1 always. Notwithstand-

ing, the value X = xji gives the correct phenomenological result

for the case of constant x and \i.

We can therefore write

B

B = (i curl u . drier], _ r/e,

B = curl w . drier}, _ rje

J
curl (w + E/4 it). rfT/cr.

The first expression gives us the apparent result when permeability
and inductivity are constant and merely modify the result for
vacuum in the way envisaged by Maxwell. The second gives us
the theoretically correct result which in macroscopic practice is
not apparent owing to complicated microscopic propagations
The third, which embodies Maxwell's so-called displacement-
current, is merely a mathematically equivalent expression without
physical significance. The integral supposes instantaneous pro-
pagation, and the term added to the true current is in reality a
Junction ofA and therefore of B.
While therefore our statistical outlook has considerably modi-

fied our v,ew of the process of propagation, it has not in any way
upset the Poisson macroscopic analysis of polarisation. We can
express A as a non-retarded integral from (10.29) and (10.31)

:

A =
J
uJtlcr +

J
drier . (E + V<j>/47t)

= A, + A' + C,
where

A, = I wdr/er, w = u + P,

A' = curl[dTI/r,

C =j<*T/cr.(E + Vy/4,r).
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The last integral C is due to the assumption of a finite velocity
of propagation, its addition is a mathematical substitute for the
retarded potential. The first (Aj) is what we formerly called the
electric vector potential; it may be obtained from (5.3) by
putting X= 1. The second (A') is the magnetic vector potential
(5.6). We formerly had

curl A' = - V<p' + 4*1 (5.9)

H = - V<p' + curl Ai (5.11)

B = H + 4jcI = curl (Ax + A') (5.12)

We have now modified the treatment of Chapter V in two
ways. (1) We have introduced propagation by means of the
integral G instead of the second integral in (5.3), avoiding the
hypothesis of x not equal to unity. (2) We now regard all

magnets, even permanent, as currents ; so that V<p' is suppressed.
But observe that, in spite of our theoretical radicalism, we

have not made any change in Maxwell's macroscopic equations.
The first result of Ampere's hypothesis was to re-introduce I in
(10.15). We still retain B and H in spite of the fact that in
principle we are now bound to hold that we have nothing but
moving point-charges and the forces between them, once we
accept Ampere's assumption and the electron theory. We have
not yet reached the necessary restatement of fundamental theory
so long as we retain the auxiliary mathematical quantities which
remain in our equations. As we have already pointed out, the sub-
stitution of w for u as current-intensity is essentially connected
with purely practical limitations on our powers of observation.
Any theory which is based on this distinction must lack ultimate
physical significance.

To attain to a fundamental formulation we must revert to the
electrons from which we started. We begin with the formulae

E = - V<p - c^A,

F = E+c-1FvcurlA.

As we shall presently see, these formulae, taken in their

generality, by no means follow from the experiments on which
they are supposed to be based. In fact they at once introduce
the idea of absolute velocity which is not necessarily contained
in the experimental results. At first we take

'

<p — e'/r, A = e'v'/cr.
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The next step is to generalise these into

,, = «'/*(! -ri/c),

A = fV'/c,

where S and v' refer to the time /' = t — Rjc. This, as we have
shown in (7.15), introduces only second-order terms in v'le

Unfortunately it also introduces acceleration-terms, which are
difficult, on the usual view, to reconcile with the permanent
rotational or orbital motion of electrons.' Prescinding from
this difficulty, we reach the next stage, which is the Lienard-
Schwarzschild force-formula. This line of argument is far more
fundamental than any manipulation with retarded potentials
or with Maxwell's equations. The significant thing about the
argument is its vulnerability ; it proceeds not so much by logic
as by happy intuitions.

Inasmuch therefore as Maxwell's equations for dielectric-
magnetic bodies (1) are based on the electron theory, (2) intro
duce continuous integrals as a mere mathematical device and
(3) essentially involve the practical iefacto limitations of measure-
ment, we are not disposed to attach any great theoretical signi-
ficance to their formulation. And, we may remark incidentallyto creates a presumption that Minkowski's application theretoof the theory of relativity, which claims to be ultimate and'^^*^"»>^'^*£
iZl^T^V^T16 H

-
A
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diVH = °'
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and

c curl H = £,

div E = 0. (10.32b)

Lorentz waxes enthusiastic about these equations which,
according to him, apply only to pure vacuum without charge or
matter !

'

'

The formulae for the ether constitute the part of electromagnetic
theory that is most firmly established. Though perhaps the way
in which they are deduced will be changed in future years, it is
hardly conceivable that the equations themselves will have to be
altered.—Lorentz, viii. 6.

Next, ' by the slightest modification imaginable '
(viii. 12) he

assumes that when charges are present equations (10.32a) remain
the same while equations (10.32b) become

c curl H = 47cpv + £,

.

,

div E = 4*p. (10.33)

The next step is described as follows :.'..'••

The equations for the ponderable media can be derived from the
equations of the electron theory [i.e. 10.32a and 33], which hold
microscopically in the smallest regions between and within the
atoms and the electrons of which the ponderable bodies consist. . .

The method of deriving from them the equations for ponderable
media consists in taking averages of the various magnitudes over
regions which are large in comparison with the dimensions of the
electrons and atoms, but small when compared with the dimensions
of the bodies with which we are experimenting [i.e. over meso-
domains].—Lorentz, xiii. 289 f.

We must first prove that, in the usual parlance, the operations
of differentiating and averaging are commutative. Denoting the
average or mean value by the suffix m, we have in general

- i>Jxyzt) =—
J

d9 UtiKx + o, . . . 1+6}, (10.34)

where dx = da db dc and the volume integral is taken within the
limits os + b2 + c2 ^.P. Hence, for fixed values of I and tm ,

,fe *J J a* W." * ~\9t) m
-
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Applied to Maxwell's equations, this gives (curl E) —
etc. Hence we liave :

*
'" ~ curl K

c curl E„ = -flw
divHm =

ccurlH„ = 4,t(pv)m + EM^^-^
(10.35)

proved weZ:
1'^^ ^ *"** •*»*»" (««**

P,„ = P + p',

and
<**.-«-=» + *+ « cnrll,

(10 .36a)
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,. ,
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n^l* the°ry of
t .

maS™rttaa wWch is universally accepted to-day,

£te™ttv anTHt°-r
bStanCe i3the aVera^e Iemlt^ *»*"&mtensity, and H made a magnetic material is not the magnetic

TJ^ZIZ^Z e^tU
f at aU

>
but a fiot!tloua fi*ld «P* to the

iZiZ^l ^tenSlty
5
Ue

-
*° aU 0Utside sources

(such »* "urrentsm wires) plus the magnetic intensity that would be produced by the

me^'a B^nfH
10 a^~^ * J« "nit volume. Outside magnetic

.Wnrit? t "tfS
e
?
aT and either rePresent3 the true magneticintensity.—Leigh Page, ii. 379, 384.

According to this view, which is based exclusively on Lorentz's
procedure just outlined, inside a magnetised body H = H if we
assume actual magnetic doublets but Hm = B if we assume
intra-molecular currents. In the textbook of Page-Adams
(p. 275) an attempt is made to bolster up this assertion by a
proof, based on the idea that the contribution to the mean
magnetic intensity of the fields inside the equivalent magnetic
shells is - 47tl, whereas the contribution of the current-field in
this space is vanishingly small. Apart from the question whether
magnetic field * has any meaning at all in such a context,' it

should be noted that the principle of equivalence applies only
outside the shells or doublets. .

Other writers, starting from the same Lorentzian premiss
(10.36b), go still further. Frenkel: (ii. 15 f.) speaks of the
inverted character

' of the accepted definitions ofH and B, and
declares that the usual ' method of designation originated in the
period when the same physical reality was ascribed to the
magnetic substances as to the electric charges.' Accordingly he
takes H = u'B, as also does Livens,8 who tells us (iv. 674) that
' free space is thus the most permeable paramagnetic substance
and the ferromagnetic media are almost impermeable.'
These assertions, which are so entirely contrary to all our

previous analysis and which culminate in a violent paradox, lead
us to suspect this entire procedure of Lorentz. And indeed the
first thing that strikes us about his alleged proof is that it has no
reference whatever to the electron theory; it does not in any
way assume the Ampere-Weber theory of magnetism. From
beginning to end it is based on that continuous analysis which
we have already shown to be a purely mathematical expedient
which works only because of the imperfections of our senses and
instruments.

'In any oase the mean field should be B — 8irI/3 and not B.
• Also Sommerfeld, ii. 815 f., led thereto by ' dimensions.

'
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The definition fm = jpdr/t or in general ^„= LfT/T> taken

over a meso-volume, is called 'averaging.' But it should m
properly be called by some such term aa ' continuisation.' °lt
seems in fact to be implied that this averaging is a physic 1
process, that the p or the <|i is really existent and continuously
distributed, but that experimentalists can discern only it
statistical mean value. Whereas in reality the operation is
purely mathematical and artificial ; it is not the definition of
but of p ;

so far from averaging a pre-existent quantity it
introduces for the first time a mathematical fiction called
The quantity

p = ,/, has been arrived at by a previous process
of averagmg. We shall call

fc. the meso-value
; % may be

P
caUedthe nuero-vame i.e. the fictitious quantity whose continuous

d.stnbutKm nude a meso-domain is mathematically equivalentto the average or meso-quantity
fc,. It would seem then thathe very•definition (10.34, is inverted. It is assumed that ,1 isa quantty obtamed by certain mathematical operations whichhave a physical s.gmficance, from a prior-existing quanUtv

* winch is continuously distributed over a m!so doma nsu^oundmg the point-moment {xyzt) ; and also S%

™

may now be averaged over an^llpn!
^a*10"8 ° « electron-

mathematical phyfics-I e cnnT.f- '
°f V0lume of the 8ize U8ual ™

G. T. Walier, i 35^
«»tauang many groups of electrons.-

where^t\Xllhere
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electron to the empty aether
gradual tra™«°n ^om the
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We start, not with a statistical aggregate of point charges, but
with a strictly continuous distribution ; not with Sev over a
meso-volume, but with u at a point. For some unexplained
reason we then integrate this and other quantities, not over the
entire region, but over a physically small domain. We take

um =
J

u#t/t, where x is some fixed volume. But how do we get

an equation such as

um = " + P + c curl I ?

Not the smallest reason is assigned or assignable. Why is it
asserted that

"' ''

[ttfr = (H + 4tiI)t ?

The question of the imperfection of our practical mensuration
has nowhere entered the argument. The quantity H is assumed
to be continuously distributed; starting with this datum we
then give the merely mathematical definition ofHm as the volume-
integral ofH divided by the volume. And there we remain ; for
experimental physics cannot be -generated from the integral
calculus. The quantities P and I do not emerge Venus-wise
from, integration. In other words, Lorentz's procedure is a
delusion

; and the post factum proofs and assertions invented to
rehabilitate it merely show that, once a method has become
fashionable in physics, reasons will be found for justifying it.

4. A Moving Medium.

If the material medium is itself moving with velocity v at any
point, we can regard the current-density as made up of the
following parts :

(1) the current existing independently of the motion u ;

(2) the convection current (p — div P)v

;

(3) the polarisation stream which, by taking the time-rate

(1.35) of the moving integral (Pds), is

P + curl VPv + v div P
;

(4) the current due to magnetisation c curl I.

Adding these, we have for the total current intensity

w = u -f pv + P -(- c curl I + curl VP\. (10.37)
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Obviously, from the standpoint of the electron theory, this

proof is extremely unsatisfactory. Let us therefore try to

extend formula (10.12) to cover this case. All we need to do is

to substitute v + s for s (which we there called v). There will

be two new terms on the right-hand side.

(1) The first is Zev = (Se,)v, which gives pvi/t.

(2) The second is Eev(rs)/r». Since

Sev(rs) = — VrVpv + p(rv),

the first part will clearly give

j
<£t curl VPv,

just as — cVrM gives I dw curl I.

We thus arrive at the formula (10.37).

deal with the term

p(rv)/cr>

in the expression for the vector potential

I see no possibility of showing that this is statistically zero.
Until someone Bolves this difficulty, equation (10.37) must be
regarded as inconsistent with the argument based on (10.12).9

But, instead of the argument leading to (10.15), we can use the
simpler argument which gives (10.19). We shall have to reserve
until later (Chapter XII) the treatment of a moving circuit.
But we can at once find the effect due to the moving polarisation.
Let AB and A'B' represent two positions of a doublet at the

respective times / and t + Si (Fig. 48).

The displacement is equivalent to the
transfer of + e from B to B' and of
— e from A to A', this latter being
the same as the transfer of + « from
4' to ,4. Now the lengths AB = A'B'

Fig. 48. = o are negligible relatively to AA'

hp<, m»o„j ..
= ^•B' "=«*' especially as St must really

eq«vZtlT°r-
HenCe We M" ** that th0 t™^ *

tTr£ Kl^hV* +e 'm a clockwise dircction roundaA AU
>
the mean current being ; = e/Sl. Hence

• The solution adoDteH in #k*
to takingp= Thatl I

^

'

8 argura8nt le*d'ng to (10.19) practically amount.

«<Ure, with the nositiv- ,

S
.

ma8neti8in8 electron, are considered separately
posmv. nucle., regarded a. forming a .y.tem o( neutral current..
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by (4.8a) the transfer is equivalent to the creation of a magnetic

doublet whose moment is

eVaxitjclt = Feav/c,

the vector a being AB, i.e. ea is the contribution of this particular

doublet to the polarisation p = Ses. That is, for a meso-

volume, the motion of the doublets is equivalent to the creation

of a fictitious magnetic moment Fpv/c. Or, using integrals, we
can say that the effect of the motion is the same as if there were

added a magnetisation-intensity

J=FPv/c. (10.38)

Which of course may also be expressed as equivalent to a current-

intensity

. c curlJ = curl FPv. (10.39)

Therefore independently of any hypotheses which have led to

formula (10.37), and apart from any dispute about an additional

term, we have already proved the term c curl I and we have

now proved the term curl VPv.

We could indeed prove (10.39) even more simply in the case

of uniform polarisation. For by (1.6)

curl VPv = - v div P + (vV)P - (PV)v + P div v.

We can regard v as constant throughout a meso-volume. So

it is easy to see that this gives a surface-current-density

— v divs P = u'v, which

we might have written

down at once.

We have not, of course,

assumed that the motion

is linear, so we can now
apply this result to experi-

ments on rotating dielec-

trics.10 Fig. 49 represents

a hollow cylindrical disc of

dielectric, of depth a and

thickness b, which can be

—t— 4r— <-.,3

1
1

'—» - -"2

(a)

Fig. 49.

rotated round its axis. Above and below are metal rings, each

with a small gap, which can be kept stationary or rotated. The

>° O. W. R6ntgen, AP 35 (1888) 264, 40 (1890) 93. Eiohenwald, AP 11 (1903)

421, 872 and 13 (1904) 919. H. Pender, PR 15 (1902) 300. J. B. Whitehead,

PZ 6 (1905) 474.
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rings are connected to a battery so that the top ring is at a

potential + V elsts above that of the lower. Accordingly the

electric intensity in the dielectric is E = V/a downwards, and

the polarisation is P = (x - 1) V/ina downwards. Hence on the

upper metal ring surface density is a = xV/ina and the density

on the upper surface of the dielectric is a' = — P. If both the

rings and the dielectric are set in rotation, there is in the upper

ring a convection stream

vb{<7 +<j') = vbV/iTza. •
.

If the rings are kept at rest, the current is

vba' = -vb{x-l)VHna.

These results were confirmed by Eichenwald.

The vector FPv is Pv radially outwards. Consider an in-

finitesimal rectangle 1234 as in Fig. 49a, with 12 of unit length
just inside the dielectric and 34 in the air. Applying Stokes's
theorem

£{V?v ds) = [(curl VPv. dS),

the left-hand side is simply Pv, since P is zero for the side 34

;

and the right-hand is minus the current per unit width dom,
through the paper. Thus the current-density curl VPv gives a
current - bPv, as we have just obtained more simply. We can
also see that our result is equivalent to a magnetic intensity

f,

= YV
?J

C< le -
Pv

lc radiaUy outwards. It is easy to verify that
this radial magnetisation would produce the same field as the
convection-stream -bPv elst. More simply still, the polarisa-ton bemg uniform, we know that the current-densities are
»(o + <s

) and va respectively

ASa*3JSX'^» th. immobility of the

^LZeZCS M„rth« electromagnetic «**
ttat the iSffiSXKIT ;

frt we a,ways assume
told that

are reterre<I to the laboratory. Again we are

as eiperimenWlytrovri fcmeDt-cWents can now be regarded
Whtehead-GraetVp!

835
"P^ents of Eichenwald and
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Whereas obviously the experiments have nothing whatever to

do with alleged displacement-currents. More serious, however,

is the delusion that the results have some connection with

Einstein's ' relativity.' It will here be sufficient to remark that

the experiments are concerned not with the observations of

two observers in uniform linear relative motion, but with the

observations of one scientific observer concerning a dielectric

rotating in the laboratory. This objection can even be discerned

by reading the exposition of relativists themselves. Witness this

quotation referring to Eichenwald'a experiments :

The rotary motion in the experiment is only a convenient means
of communicating a sufficiently large measurable velocity to the

dielectric. The result is usually taken as being true for any state

of motion. Here we shall only consider the case of uniform rectilinear

motion as a whole.—E. Cunningham, p. 132.

Prescinding from the alleged duality of observers, we may
remark on the curious nature of the standpoint here disclosed.

Formulae (10.38 and 39) can be proved by elementary reasoning

for any kind of motion ; but it requires the highly metaphysical

theory of relativity to prove the formulae for uniform linear

motion. The contention sounds rather incredible.

5. Dispersion.'

Let us examine the Maxwellian treatment of waves in a semi-

conductor (x, (i, conductivity a). Since the current is oE, we

have
c curl H = 4miE + xE,

c curl E = — jifl.

Also, x and y. being constant, div E = div H = 0. Hence

— V2E = — V div E + V2E = — curl2 E = c'1 curl H
= 47«j(f2E + xc^fi.

(10.40)

We obtain a similar ' telegraphists' equation ' for H. If E
contains the time-factor z"", the equation becomes

V2E-xV^E = 0, (10.41)

where x' is the complex quantity

x' = x - i-Ktafp. (10.42)
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Suppose we are dealing with the plane-polarised wave

where x'n = c2/«
! so that u is complex. This is a solution of

(10.41). Put
l/u=l/»-»«/«

Then
xji - Imsplp = x'n

= c2(l/v!! -aVc2 -28a/cf)

= n2 — a2 — 2»7ia,

where n is cjv. Hence

n2— a2 = xji

na = 27t<j|i/p = <j|i7\ (10.43)

where T = 2-n/p = X /c is the period, X being the wave-length
in vacuum. The wave becomes

E = As~ *'"'*• e*' " 'M

That is, the velocity is v = c/n, and a is the coefficient of extinc-
tion or absorption.

It is known that for optics we may take n = 1 ; the mag-
netising electrons begin to show effects only for X > 3 cm. For
water

:
|i = 1, ff = 7 x 10', x = 80, and

q = 2<j2'/x = 2<rX/cx => 6 x 10"«X

is small for light-waves (or even infrared X=1(T«). From
(10.43)

'

*ln = [(l + q*) i -l]<fi-+lq.

fbZtil
Sh0Uld ^ DegligiMe

-
But <*Pe™ent shows that

frequency ^^ m the ultra™1(* <«"i increases with the

alsfL^S
"!

r«
2 = " b untrue, since a is greater than »;

conduit " mCOrre0t at kast * « *• ^en as the static
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frequency." We are not interested in the modern complicated

refinements, but only in the general theoretical change resulting

from the introduction of these discontinuities. As we are

concerned only with the statistical effect due to large groups of

oscillators, we can use average values. If a; is the displacement

of an oscillator from its equilibrium position,

x + hx + wgz = e/m . F. (10.44)

We introduce a damping term (hx) without having any clear

views as to its causation. We can take the polarisation as

P = Nex, where N is the number of oscillators per unit volume.

The force F we take to be given by (10.10)

F = E + 4tc/3 . Nex,

so that the equilibrium equation (10.10a) becomes

— rru,>lx = — E — 4re/3 . Nex .

Hence (10.44) becomes

x + hx + oAr = ejm . E, (10.45)

where 12

v? = w - 47c]Ve2/3m.

Let us take x = as*', i.e. the particular solution representing

the forced vibration (of frequency p/2n) after the transients have

died down. Then from (10.45)

:

x = eEjm . (co
a - p* + ihp).

Introduce the complex dielectric constant

x' = 1 + inP/E = 1 + iizNexjE

. = 1 + 47tJVea/m (ua - p* +.ihp); (10.46)

We must of course introduce the sign of summation before the

last term if there are several different kinds of vibrating electrons.

Consider the plane-polarised disturbance travelling along z

E = Acm~"le)

11 ' This naive depicture of an atom or molecule as a collection of harmonio

oscillators is not in agreement with modern views of atomic struoture as exempli,

fled in the Rutherford atom, but yields surprisingly fruitful results.'—Van Vleok,

p. 30.

M The formula E+ o-1FvH ' can be limited to the first term in these problems.

We suppose that the only magnetio force is that which oomes from the light or

heat vibrations. In these oiroumstances H is proportional to the vibration-

velooities, and the last term is of the seoond order in these velocities. It can

be neglected so long as the vibration-velooities are very small compared with the

velooity of light.*—Lorentz, xviii. 103.
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6atisfying

rffw/tf-aw/w

in formal agreement with Maxwell. We have

x'' = q = n — ix,

x' = 7i
s — a2 — 2in%

E — Ae C'"!^ zW " "*'*

Equation (10.46) is of the form

<_ ^ _
|

"& _ . bd
* =1+

a + ib~ +
a' + b* 'a' + b*

n*-«?-l = adl(a* + b2
),

2nn = bd/la* + b2
),

a=al — p
t

, b = ph, d=4nNe2
lm.

.1. »-.
|

<«WM.(M>-p')

2izhpNe2/mw°P^fW '

( 10 -47
>

We also have

(n« - a8 - I)
2 + 4nV = <P/(a2 + 62),

so that

2rea/[(»» - «« _ 1)2 + 4„y] = A/rf

= phm/inNe2
.

v ,
(10.47a)

aretrt 'TJ^ 1IiUWe11
'

8
<
1<U3

>- Am«™ that there

olTS^T i ,v '?
metals

-
This » true * the infrared

he oC« !^ '

'
m
,
the™iMe SPectrura and in th« ultraviolet

puSSST" metab (except mercury) cannot be «-

£e/ro = £ + M.
Equation (10.47) gives

*'-***= l-i*W/m.l(p> + h')

* = 2xhNe*/mp(pt + h2
)

where

'=*HH(2^, (10-49)
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When T = co we revert to the ordinary static conductivity

a = a^ = Ne2lhm,

For X > 25 microns we have very approximately

,«* = «*= off.

Putting p = 27rc/X , X' = 2nc/h, C = Ne'/nmc*, we find

n2_ a2 = i_ox5x,2/(x2+^'1!

)

2na=CX'X?/(X?+X'2
).

We have now removed the discrepancy with experiment, which

characterised Maxwell's theory.

Tor gases and vapours to = <o ; and provided p is not very

near co, we can neglect hpfttf — p2
). In this case y2/co2 is either

small (for electrons whose natural frequencies are in the ultra-

violet) or large (for those in the infrared). Hence according to

(10.47)

re
2 = 1 + 47tS2Ve2/m(o>; - p*) - 47tSiVe2/m(j)2 - co

2
.)

= l + A 1(plG> iy + A i(u llp)*+. . .

This is Ketteler's dispersion formula, which is found to agree

with experiment. Abnormal dispersion (when p is nearly equal

to co) can similarly be explained.
>

:

"

The normal dispersion of fluids and solids is also given by

(10.47). Neglecting hpKaP — p2
) we have

n.
2 = 1 + Z47t2Ve2/m(co2 - j>

!
)

'

= 1 + S4X2
/(XS-X'*).

This Ketteler-Helmholtz formula is found to agree with

experiment. Without entering into further details, it is now

clear that Maxwell's theory must be replaced by the electron

theory, and that the Helmholtz-Duhem restatement is untenable.

As already pointed out, the damping coefficient h is merely

assumed on general principles without any particular theory of

its mechanism. The force 2e2//3c3 , already investigated (8.11a),

is much too small to account for the observed absorption.13 This

force applies to scattering, not to the main part of the absorption

process which, according to the quantum theory, is associated

with the expulsion of electrons. In the case of scattering, since

x = ipx, x — — plx, x= — pHx = — p
2x,

'" Lorentz, viii. 141 ; Richardson, p. 267.
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we have , _
mhx = - 2e!/3c> . z

and accordingly

A = &>
s
, where g = 2e2/3mc3

.

Substituting this value of A in (10.47), substituting Rayleigh's

coefficient of transmission (/=

/

e"'
r

)

p = 4na/X = 4irna/X
,

and remembering p = 2nc/X„, we obtain

*~ (<**!?- 1)* + g*p

Or very approximately

P = %TtNetl3m*c
l
{<Jlv

t - \f. (10.50)

This equation might also be obtained as follows. Suppose a
plane wave E = Aslr>

falls on a doublet. Neglecting damping,

mix -f (Jx) = eE
and the moment is

M= ex = etA/mia* — p*) . c'"'

= az<".

'

...[

From (8.71) the average rate of energy-emission is

The scattering (p) is measured by the amount of light (NU)
scattered per unit volume of material (N doublets scattering
independently) divided by the intensity of the incident light, i.e.
by the mean value of cFEH/4t which is cA*I8k. This at once
gives (10.50). .

We can distinguish three cases :

J'!
The

.

fr

f
ctio

J
n MA> » large. This appKes to Ught in the visible

spectrum
(p, and the natural frequency («) in the ultraviolet as

for ordinary atoms. Neglecting 1 i„ the denominator of (10.50),

P = 87rA
Tey/3mW. (10.51)

WbteS^r Varies M **. <» » verified by experi'-

e*xs::z
red more than red) - This u Ra^h>8

form.
6haU exPres8 Pwwtly in a slightly different

" R'5,leigh
' PM 47 (>»», 379 , Wtf, Pape„, iv. 397 .
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(2) The fraction tajp is email, e.g. the incident radiation i3

X-rays. Neglecting a?jp2 in (10.50), we have

P = STzNe'lZmW,

so that the coefficient is independent of X. This is J. J. Thomson's

formula.

(3) Resonant scattering occurs when to/p ia nearly unity. In

this case the denominator is very small ; it is not zero, for we
have neglected g

2p. Reinserting the factor, we obtain

P = GtzNc3Ip.

This effect is much more pronounced than (1) or (2).

From (10.47a) we have approximately

2»ia(ra2 - l)""
2 = plmjinNe-.

Or we can from (10.47) put

?i
a - 1 = i-!zNe>lm(<J - p

2
)

and replace the denominator in (10.50). Making the substitutions

p = 27tc/X , p = 47ttta/X , n + 1 -> 2,

we obtain

P = 32^(71 - l)2/32VXj ' (10.52)

in Rayleigh's form.16

6. Magnetism. . . ,

,

We shall begin with a theorem due to Larmor (i. 341) : For a

monatomic molecule in a magnetic field, the motion of the

electrons is approximately the same as the undisturbed motion

(in the absence of a field) with a superposed common precession

of frequency a = Hej2mc. We neglect terms in IP, we disregard

the motion of the nucleus, and we assume ejm to be the same for

all the point-charges. A charge ( - e), moving under a central

force R, a function of r, and a uniform magnetic field H, has the

equation of motion

mf = R-e/c. FvH.

Referred to a system of axes rotating with to about the centre of

force, the velocity and acceleration become (1.7b, d)

v = f + Ftor,

f = f + 2Ftof,

" For experimental confirmation, see Dember, AP 49 (1916) 609.
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where we hare neglected u and w* in the last equation. Hence

approximately ^ = R + 2mF(
. u _ He/2me) _

Therefore if

o = Hejime (10.53)

the motion is the same as that of the original system only referred

to rotating axes. We infer that the only influence of H is that

the electrons, without change of internal motion, are set in rota-

tion u round the field. To justify our approximation take

ejmc— 1-76 x 10"7 (elm), n (the angular velocity of the electron

radius-vector) = 10" sec."1, then

o/n = 0-84x lO-'ff,

which is small since H at the greatest is of the order 105 gauss.

The change in the kinetic energy due to the precession is

AIK=im(v! -fs
)

= m(vF«or)

= (pu),

where p = mVrv is the angular momentum.
Since the magnetic field only exerts a force perpendicular to

the electron's velocity, it cannot alter the energy. The change in
the energy is due to the e.m.f. induced by the field as it increases
from zero to H. Taking it = period T or 2n/n, the e.m.f. round
the orbit is

<j)
(Eds) = - cr^SNjSl

= -(SSH)/Tc,
where S the vector-area of the orbit is given by (10.16)

S = p7,
/2m.

Hence the energy supplied in one revolution is

8IK = -e(j)(Eds)

.
,

= e/2me . (pSH),
and the whole increase in energy is

aaabeadyshown.
Ar=e/2mC - (PH, = (P^

wHeelf6CtT **,
aCtCd °n *>y an ' ela*«c ' force m»V

"* = -«/<:. FvH- M„«r.
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Take H along z and wo have

x + n2x — — eHjmc .y = — 2coy,

y -\-nh)= eHjmc .x — + 2ax,

z + nh = 0.

Putting x + iy = u, we have

11 — 2iu>u + nhi = 0,

the solution of which, v>jn being small, is

Hence while the vibration along H is unaffected, the vibration

frequencies in the xy plane become n =f «, i.e. A»i = T eHfimc.

As is well known, this explains the normal Zeeman effect.1" It was

an important result as it gave the first estimate of ejm for the

electron.

Larmor's theorem also provides a clue to diamagnetism. For

electrons (charge — e) in quasistationary paths (10.14)

M = -e/2c.2Fsv.

The effect of a magnetic field is to change the velocity to

v' = v + Fws,

where to = He/2mc. That is, the magnetic moment becomes

M = M -e/2o . SFsFtos

':,; = M„ — e/2c . [«*> — s(cos)].

Taking a along z :

Mx = i/ * + eW2" • Saa. ..'.

i, , ... =Mo» ...

since the average value of Exz is zero. Also

i/l
=Jl/oz -ea) /2c.S(x2 + 2/

2
)

= M„, - e2H/6roc2 . 2s2
,

since, for a cubically symmetrical or for a random distribution, 2xa

= S«2
/3. If there is no permanent magnetism (M = 0), if there

are N atoms per unit volume, Z electrons in an atom and a1 the

mean square distance from the centre (Ssa = Zal
), then J = x#

.

where

x = - NZeW/GmcK (10.54)

'• Zoeman, PM 43 (1897) 226.
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We can suppose that all substances are diamagnetic, but that

this effect is overpowered in the case of certain substances.

Langevin was the first to develop Weber's theory of magnetism.

In 1905 he investigated the case when the magnetic susceptibility

is due entirely to the orientation of permanently polarised

molecules resisted by temperature agitation."

Suppose there are N molecular doublets per unit volume.

Each doublet has potential energy

iji = — MH cos a,

where a is the angle between M and H. There is statistical

equilibrium between the orientating effect of the field and the

disturbing effect of thermal motion. According to Boltzmann's
distribution-law, ndtn is the number of doublets per unit
volume pointing in the direction a, contained in the solid angle
rf(i) = sin ad&dy, where

n = As-*'u
,

k being Boltzmann's gas-constant and 6 the absolute temperature.
Or approximately

» = .4(l + acosa),

where a = MH/W is taken to be small. The number per unit
volume is

N= A
= 2nA I da. sin a(l + a cos a)

= 4tzA.

Heltwl i"*

a """P""04 M «" « m the direction of H.Hence the total moment per unit volume in this direction is

I=\M cosx.7idoi

= inAila/Z

That is
-**W0.H.

X-NlfltM.
(10.55)

PZ 13Zvt^Z^l*^™ Part of eW* audibility.-
was able to account for the t»

y °f Pormttnont electrio doublets ha
of alcohols. Modern develomT? ,"? coefflcient of the dielectric coefficient

^k. pmeDta « these idea, are beyond the acope of thia
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, In 1895 Curie discovered the experimental law ^=(7/9 for

paramagnetic solutions. Weiss's law x — 0/(8 — 9 ) was sub-

sequently found to hold very well for the great majority of para-

magnetic salts and for ferromagnetics above the Curie point.

This is arrived at as follows. In the above proofH should really

be replaced by H + NI, the total field, where according to our

previous simple theory N = 47t/3. Hence we have

;

//(H + i^/) = o/e

or

x =o/(e-9 ),

where 8 = NG. For nickel N = 13700 and for iron and cobalt

the values are of the same order of magnitude. We conclude then

that ' it is impossible that the molecular field should be produced

by the elementary magnets according to the ordinary laws of

magnetism.' 18 •

It would seem then that we have taken the first step towards

explaining paramagnetism, and perhaps even ferromagnetism.

But subsequent investigation has had to condemn the effort.

Langevin's theory assumes—without ' classical ' justification

—

that all the molecules (of the same chemical composition) possess

the same permanent invariable magnetic moment, and therefore

that the circulating electrons have the same angular momentum.1'

It would seem that the molecular field phenomena both in para-

and ferromagnetics must be attributed, not to purely magnetic

interaction of the carriers of the magnetic moment, but to com-

plicated processes of electron-interchange between groups of

atoms. We must therefore resign ourselves to the fact that

magnetism, like other atomic properties, is not so simple as we

thought and requires the quantum theory for its treatment.

Anticipating a notation and an argument which will be intro-

duced in Chapter XIV, we can easily see that Langevin's formula

(10.55), or Weiss's modification of it, must (apart from the factor

1/3), occur, no matter what theory we adopt. I is clearly pro-

portional to N, and we assume that it depends only on H, the

magnetic moment M, and the average energy of a molecule which

'* P. Weiss et G. Foex, Lt magntliame, 1931*, p. 168.

'• Miss J. H. van Leeuwen, JP 2 (1921) 361 i Van Vleok, p. 94 ;
Stoner, i. 126.

Classical statistical theory presupposes that the energy assorted with any

degree of freedom of an element is oapable of continuous variation.
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we take to be 3M/2 (strictly applicable only to a gas or a dilute

solution). Then,20 in accordance with (14.10),

IjNM=f(MHim)
+ CAIH/M. (10.56)

From 19M to 1924 Barnett made interesting experiments on
magnetisation by rotation. When a magnetised body is rotated

the magnetic elements, if they have angular momentum, behave
like gyrostats, i.e. they change their orientation so that the direc-

tion of rotation tends to coincide with the direction of the im-
pressed rotation. But owing to torques due to adjacent elements
only a slight change of orientation can occur. It is found that
the rotated body is magnetised as ifthe action of negative elements
were preponderant.

The investigation gave a direct proof—and the first proof—of the
actual existence in iron of the molecular currents of Amp-re before
hypothetical; it proved that the electricity in these currents is
negative and has mass or inertia.—Barnett, xi. 253.

But the ratio R of formula (10.16a) instead of being 2mcle was
found to be 1-05 mc/e on the average for ferromagnetics. So
Barnett concludes (xi. 245) that 'the magnetic element consists
pnmaruy of a Lorentz electron spinning on a diameter and not
of electrons movmg in an orbit.' To understand this let us

Zu't I ^
ele

:

tnfied

A

£Pherical ""free ^ slow uniform rotation

that dUe ir;^, f

^t "utoMe points the magnetic field H is

momim ahnft 1°"^ W<S CM1 Calculate the an§^
XSv dttl tT hy aSSUmmS the mathematical fiftion

SKSSK? elef™Wic momentum." At a point
' (at 6 Wlth the axis

)
from the centre, the density is

g = EHelim = eM sin 6 . /4nr>c.

P = j<Vsine = 2eJ//3ac.

Butthemassism = 2f2/-u,2„i. . .

f
e l™ «hen e is in elsts.

Similarly for a solid J?
=^ = mC/e>

(m6MUre -rati
° "«-»)-[«]. Hence „»* and J/H/«

Therefore

r [MH]
are tautomeric

*' <?/• M. Abraham,
i. i 71 Tl

. .
°f electromagnet

mas, • ».hioll
" °f COUrM » based on the unautUfactory ideaCh W

° cr'"«">d in Chapter VIII.
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Before briefly commenting on this argument, let us glance at

the converse experiment, rotation by magnetisation, initiated in

1915 by Einstein and de Haas. (Reference3 will be found in

Barnett, xi. 258.) When a freely suspended rod is magnetised

so that its magnetic moment is M , it will (since total angular

momentum is conserved) acquire an angular momentum — RM

.

It is found that approximately B = mc/e ; e.g. for iron the coeffi-

cient is 1 • 037. So once more we obtain only half the value given

by formula (10.16a). The conclusion is that in ferromagnetics

the effective factor is the spin moment of the electrons in the

atoms and ions—not the free electrons which should show only a

slight paramagnetic effect.

'

Apart from spectroscopy (e.g. the anomalous Zeeman effect)

there is further evidence that the elementary magnet must be

the electron or nucleus.28 This result is disconcerting since it

implies failure of the Weber-Amperian analysis previously given.

Magnetic fields produced by ordinary currents are due to the

drift-velocity of electrons, while the magnetic field of iron is due

to elementary magnets hitherto regarded as point-charges. There

is thus a surprising dichotomy between current-magnetic and

ferro-magnetio fields.

Accordingly it has been advocated that the electron should be

regarded as a ring or as a sphere of ' electricity.'

The essential assumption of this theory is that the electron is

itself magnetic, having in addition to its negative charge the pro-

perties of a current circuit whose radius—finally estimated to be

1 • 6 x 10-' cm.—is less than that of the atom but of the same order

of magnitude. Hence it will usually be spoken of as the magneton.

It may be pictured by supposing that the unit negative charge is

distributed continuously around a ring which rotates on it3 axis

with a peripheral velocity of the order of that of light, and pre-

sumably the ring is exceedingly thin.—A. L. Parson, ' A Magneton

Theory of the Structure of the Atom,' Smithsonian Misc. Collections,

1915, p. 3. .

Up to this point we have considered the electron merely as a

point-charge revolving about a nucleus. To explain the doublet

nature of the terms of the alkali spectra, it is necessary to introduce

a new concept which is supported by considerable experimental

evidence. We assume that the electron is spinning about an axis

passing through its centre of gravity. . . . Since a spinning electron

" For example the X-ray difiraotion pattern o! magnetite, etc.—Compton

and Trousdale, PR S (1918) 315 ; the transmission ot X-rays through magnetised

iron.—Forman, PR 7 (1916) 119.
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of a finite volume is equivalent to a circular current, a magnetic
field is associated with its Bpin and it acts as a tiny magnet. A
magnetic field is associated also with the orbital motion of the
electron—Outline of Atomic Physics, by Members of the Phvsi™
Staff of the University of Pittsburgh, 1933, p. 159 f.

*

We here impinge upon the limits of ' classical ' theories •

all

we can do in this book is to record the difficulty. In addition to
ferromagnetism there are phenomena, not dealt with here which
lead to the theory that the electron is an extended entity with a
definite spin round an axis—that it possesses angular momentum
P = hjiit and magnetic momentum M = Pe/m—ia addition to

.

its orbital motion. Unless we hold the theory of Boscovich
there is no difficulty in accepting an extended electron. The
objections urged in Chapter VIII referred to a different issue
We know that for ordinary electromagnetic phenomena, which
relate to statistical effects, electrons may be regarded as point
charges obeying Lienard's-or, as we shall see, Ritz's—force-law
What is extremely doubtful is whether we are justified in taking
this law, statistically applicable to electrons as wholes, as acting
between sub-electronic elements within an electron. Lorentz's
argument based on the apparent variation of mass, we found tobe unsatafactory

;
and in the next chapter we shall suggest an

ett™
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CHAPTER XI

Weber—Ritz
1. Ritz.

We have seen that the derivation of the Lienard-Schwarzschild

force-formula is neither direct nor intuitive ; it proceeds from

such theoretical constructs as scalar and vector potential-waves.

Since the advent of the electron theory the electromagnetic theory

of light has lost that apparently simple form it had in Maxwell's

time when E and H could be regarded as indicating physical

entities, states of the aether. Many alternative phraseological

descriptions have been attempted. For example, Sir J. J.

Thomson's ' view of light as due to the tremors in tightly stretched

Faraday tubes,' which are ' discrete threads embedded in a con-

tinuous ether ' (xi. 62). And there have been many other more

peculiar descriptions, which are accepted as perfectly legitimate.

Prof. Bateman (ii. 143) expresses a view which, he thinks,' may

throw light on the nature of the aether.' It is this :

If the aether is supposed to be made up of electricity travelling

along straight lines with velocity c [relative to what ?], the electro-

magnetic fields may be produced by collisions between the aether-

particles. An aether particle may consist normally of an electric

doublet with velocity c.

We may also quote the view adopted by Prof. Leigh Page :

Electric charges are assumed to be the fundamental constituents

of matter, magnetic poles existing only as secondary entities. Each

element of electricity is supposed to emit uniformly in all directions

with the velocity of light continuous streams of moving elements or,

as Bateman has termed them, light particles. Each moving element

. travels out from its source in a straight line uninfluenced by the

subsequent motion of the source or by the presence or motion of

neighbouring moving elements. The nature of these movmg ele-

ments is immaterial for the purposes of the theory other than that

each must be susceptible of continuous identification and must

move in a straight line with the velocity of light. A line of electric
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force is defined as the locus of a stream of moving elements emerging

f™m a single source. To employ an analogy, a source may be likened"3 gun firing bullets with the velocity of light ; the bullets

correspond to moving elements. If they are supposed to be strung

along an endless perfectly elastio thread, such a thread constitutes

aline of force-Page, v. 292

We are forced to conclude that a line of force is to be considered

as a locus of points, each of which is moving in a straight line with

the velocity of light. These points will be named ' moving ele-

ments.' . .. It has no such properties as mass or energy associated

with it. In fact the representation of the field by moving elements

is purely kinematical in character, in no sense dynamical. ... We
picture a point-charge as a source of streams of moving elements

shot out in all directions with the velocity of light. . . . Moving
elements . . . cannot be deflected or slowed down by matter. . . .

They perform the functions of the elastio ether of pre-relativity

days.-Leigh Page,1 x. 223 f., 231.

These statements are not cited for their intrinsic interest

;

though the last, if logically developed, has analogies with a new
view to be presently explained. In fact these so-called alter-

native theories are mostly metaphorical roundabout descriptions

of the argument which we have expressed in a more direct and
straightforward way by the retarded potentials. The point is

that no one is shocked at them, however far-fetched and outlandish
they may be. For they all fall within the conventional limits of
present-day orthodoxy in physics. They all have this in common,
that they are based on absolute or non-relative velocities. They
would indeed have shocked physicists in the Gauss-Weber epoch,
but they excite no particular surprise in the Maxwell-Lorentz
era. Fashions change in Bcience as in millinery.
But if, greatly daring, one were to-day to revert to the"views of

Gauss, Weber and Riemann, if one professed to be really relativist
and to eschew absolute velocities, then indeed one would have
passed the contemporary allowable limits of scientific tolerance,ni tad openly expressed such heterodox opinions,' says Sir A.
ecnuster u. 69), referring to the electron theory as viewed a eenera-

fatEr w^ hardly havB been ordered » serious physicist,
for the limits to allowable heterodoxy in science are soon reached.'

u^^utST^ 'SSV""7 °f
J"-*—*-*-."

^r it i. baeed
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And when, in spite of his acknowledged researches in spectroscopy

and elasticity, the Swiss -physicist, Walther Ritz, expressed

heterodox views on electromagnetics in 1908, shortly before his

death, his ideas were received with a chill silence and have ever

since been systematically boycotted. He was out of tune with

the music, out of step with the crowd. He wrote in a letter in

1908 (p. xx)

:

I am now going to return to the optics of bodies in motion, to

satisfy my conscience but without enthusiasm. I cannot indeed

doubt that people will approach my ideas, whatever be the per-

fection I give them, only with extreme misgiving ; a' conversation

with X after many other conversations has convinced me of this.

Nobody can give me a valid objection, and I have silenced X himself.

But that makes no difference—they find my ideas monstrous

(scheMsalich).

Nevertheless, in spite of the X's, we intend to expound here

the views expressed by Ritz, which represent the most important

and interesting attempt to carry on the pre-Maxwellian tradition

of an electron theory without an aether.

Ritz's initial assumption (p. 372) is that each electrified point

emits, at each instant and in all directions, fictitious infinitely

small particles, all animated with the same radialvelocity c relative

to the origin • so that the aggregate of the particles emitted at the

instant t' by a moving electron 8 forms at any subsequent instant t

a sphere of radius p = c (t — t').

The principle of relativity of motion in its classical form [he says,

p. 443] requires that the waves emitted by a system in uniform

motion, not subjected to any external sensible influence, should

move -with this system so that the centre of each spherical wave

continues to coincide with the electron which has emitted it and

the radial velocity is constant and equal to c. If the motion of the

electron is variable, the principle of relativity no longer determines

the velocity of displacement of the wave-centre ; but this velocity

must be constant, otherwise there would be action at a distance

, between the electron and the emitted wave.

Hence (Fig. 50) the centre of the wave or sphere emitted by S

at time t' is situated at S t
at the

g .

time t, where SSt
is vectorially j\y

'

\'{t — t'), i.e. the centre is at the i^i

point where S would be if it had

continued to move with the velocity S(^
v' which it had at the instant of Fig. CO.
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emission. It is understood that the system is referred to any set

of Newtonian inertial axes. If (x'y'z
1

) are the coordinates of the

source S at time t', and if (xyz) are those of the receiver R which

the sphere reaches at time t, then

fz
= X(l)-x

f

(?)-(t-t')v'x(t).

If

U=v(«)-v'(0

and w is the velocity of the emission relative to R,

wz
= c cos (pa:) + v'x — vx
= c cos (pa;) — Ux .

w
t
= Y.wt cos (pa:) = c — U

io*=c*-2cU
r + IP. (ii n

In view of our previous discussions, there can be no valid
objection to this assumption as a scientific hypothesis. It is not
one whit more peculiar or incredible than the assumption of
potential-waves, on which the rival theory rests. It is in fact
the plain statement of the alternative kinematic scheme : a ballis-
tic theory based on purely relative velocities versus a medium
theory based on absolute velocities. Instead ofwaves in a medium
we have

(

emissions projected. ' The particles,' explains Ritz
(p. 321),

'
are simply the concrete representation of the kinematic

and geometrical data.'

Suppose a sphere is emitted from «' at time f, then at time t the
coordinates of its centre are x'(t') + (t - t')v'x(t'), . . ., and

c2(«-<')2 =%2

,

=2[*-z'-(«-<X]2
.

tSviu
another sphere is emitted

- and at time ' ita centre

x' + (t -t'K+{t-t')di'fx . . . ,

2V.T
hTc?™tionoU'*tth°™™rtt'- if(x+*. . . .)

Z:l:*r
~ xv + *-*-it~m-v-?wf*?.

second sphere passes at time t

Subtractmg these two equations, we have

That is
~ C2{i ~ f)ii' = 2P*f* -(t- f)dt%\

2X cos
(pa:) = _^ _

pyc^
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This is the equation of the tangent-plane to the sphere, and its

perpendicular distance from the origin B is the normal distance

between the two spheres :

dn = — cdt'{l-pf'
f
lc*).

Or we might proceed thus.1* If the two spheres emitted at times

t' and (' + dt' are at a normal distance dn at the point (xyz) at

time t,

dt' = driZ -z- cos (pa:) i

,

ox r

dn dp

. . . c dn

since p = c(t — t'). Now, since I' — t — p/c,

3^ = _iap
ox c dx'

And, since px = x — x' — t£p/c,

= P cos(pz) + ^|.

3p/3a;= cos (pi) . /(I - p/,/c2),

ap/a»=i/(i-p/;/c2
).

,

:

Whence

so that

Hence, once more,
,

dt' = - dn/c(l - p/;/c2 )'.

If we admit that the number of particles emitted in time dt'

is proportional to e'dt', the number of particles situated in an

element dS of the sphere will be proportional to e'dS/pK Hence
,

'• Or, as on p. 213, taking [X'Y'Z') as coordinates relative to axes moving

with Sit') with constant velocity »'((')• we have

. X '+ x = X' + x\f) + (( - <')<V

Since 1 is constant and o(i — *')=/>> the Jacobian '

:
• toX'Y'z-wxrz) = i ~ (* - rysfjiuix* •

... =i/(i- P/;c-«).
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, . , •

tlip Volume-element dSdn between the

the number contained in the volume

two spheres is proportional to

dMS^_i e
'

d
ldSdn.

p! c p
2 dn.

Therefore the density may be taken as

ae' dp ge
(11.2)

where o is a constant.

On the aether-electron theory, which for brevity we shall call

the Lorentz theory,

t' = t - B/c, Sl'/dx^-llc. SB/Sx

W = Z(x-x'f

R
Tx
= R*\ TtTx)-

Bm' dx
K
'df dx

^Bv'x= Rcos(Bx) + RTx
-

Hence
3iJ/3i = cos (Rx). /(I -vx/e)

dBjZn=ll(l-v'Rlc).

Our next step is really a tentative proceeding by analogy with

formula (7.14), which can be expressed as

We assume that F depends only on the disposition and velocities

of the neighbouring particles, i.e. on w, p, D and the first de-

rivatives of p (which introduce the acceleration). This is a

natural assumption on an emission theory, as it is also to take

the force to be proportional to e and D. That is,

Fx = eZ)^! cos (pz) + B,wje + ClPf'Jc*],

where A v Bv Cj are independent of the coordinates, being
functions of p, j#, w

f
. Hence from (11.1) and (11.2),

J?,= ee'/p*(l _ p£/c«) . [A cos (pi) -BU
f
UJc*- Ctfjc*], (11.3)

where A, B, are functions of u«/c* and U
f
/c, which are in-

dependent of p ; and we make the assumption, which is not
indispensable, that they are quadratic functions of V jc.

Having tentatively obtained an emission-formula to replace the
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medium-formula of Lienard, let ua obtain an approximate form
of it comparable with (7.17), for the case in which the expansions

*'(* - p/c) = x'(t) - 9 le . v'x(t) + p
a/2cs . fx(t) + . . .

v't(t - p/c) = v't(t) - p/c .fx(t) + . . . (1 1.3a)

are very convergent. Let us denote the simultaneous distance

by r, so that rz = x— x', where we omit the argument t. Then
approximately

p„ = x - x'(t - p/c) - p/c . v'„ (t - p/c)

= x-x' + f*l2c*.fx.

P
2 = 2p,2 = r2 + rp2/c2 ./;. (11.3b)

Hence
p* = r»/(I - r/;/c*) = r2(l + rft/e

2 + . . .)

?z = rx+ rV2cKfx
cos (p*)/p

2 = p,/p» = cos (rx)lr* . (1 - 3r/;/2c2) +fJ2c*r.

Also (11.3c)

U
f
= ?.{vx -vx(t- 9lc)]fjf

= S(», - %) cos (rz) + tf^/c

= vr -v'r + rfr/c.

Since J72 and J7J occur in F only with the factor 1/c2, they need

not be developed beyond the first term, so that we can take

P2 to be the actual relative velocity (it
2
) :

ff> = u» = 2(t>,-»;)»,

U'
f
= ul= (drldtf.

Substituting these approximations in (11.3), we obtain

FJee'= {l+r/;/c2}/r*.[cos [rx)[{l -3rfrl2c*)}A
+ A{rf'J2c*) - Bujijc*- Crf'Jc*],

where the quantities in round brackets
( ) are due to the expan-

sion in series, i.e. to the finite velocity of propagation. If now
we develop the functions A, B, C :

A = «„ + aju'/c* + ««"!/ca + • • -,

B = (3,, + p>«/c2 + ?*«'./<:*+ . . .,

C = ro + Ti"
2/c2 + Y»«J/c

l! +
we have

FJ(ee'lr>) = cos («)[*8+ «,«*/<*• + «»«*/«'] - M."^'
- r/2c« . [{(3a,) - 2a,}/r cos (rx) + {2Yo - (a )}/3,

(11.4)

where the terms (3a ) and (a„) result from the expansion.
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, m„^-ntr uniformly at relative rest (u = f

Since for twoc^^t I ebt measure, we have

= 0).
thismMtfooter coefficients must be decided by

at once: «.-' m we cannot decide the form of the

STbv genS considerations, there is methodologically

Me Terence between our present and our former procedure

FoterWe took , = e'/*(l " ^> « » generalisation of

f™7r and similarly for the vector potential ;
wethen arrived

aVa generalisation of Coulomb's law and at remains for us to

show that we can thereby explain the experimental results of

lectrodynamics within the limits of attainable accuracy. Now

we proceed directly to generalise Coulomb's law in such a way

that the propagation involved is ballistic, not medium-like ;
and

it remains for us to investigate whether this entirely new law

enables us to explain the experimental results at least equally

well This investigation, whether successful or not, is really of

extraordinary interest ; for it concerns the fundamental assump-

tion of contemporary electromagnetic theory and confronts it

once more with the older tradition.

Consider the quasi-stationary translational motion of a charged

body of mass m, the electric densities being p at (xyz) and p' at

(x'y'z'). We can calculate the action of the electrons on them-

selves from the formula a

W»=j] p?'BJxeh',

where each pair of elements is taken twice. We can use

formula (11.4). The electrostatic term gives zero since it satis-

fies the principle of action-reaction, the velocity-terms also

give zero since all the elements have the same velocity. Hence
from (11.4)

Rt = - [/: cos (rx) + (2Yo - l)/;]/2cV

= - 2^5 U'*K + (
2Yo -M +f'/S, +/»vJ.

That is, the body experiences a force which is a linear function
of the accelerations

:

That is, we express (11.4) in the form F = R dede' ; and using p and p' for
electric densities, we put de = pdr, de" = p'dr'.
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where

A, =
j

f Pp'MT'r-»[(2Yo - l)r* + (x - x'f\

Bx
=
^ f?'dxd^x-x'){y-y')^

Cx = ^ PP'dxdt'(z - Z')(X - X1

)^.

These results are the same as hold for feeble velocities on the

electron-theory of Lorentz (8.1a), provided 2f — 1 = 1. i-e. To

= 1. We shall therefore assume this value, which will be con-

firmed later. On Ritz's theory this anisotropic inertial reaction

holds even for high velocities, for the relative velocity continues

to be zero in translation. When the body is symmetrical, this

reaction is parallel to f . In this case, taking x along /, we see

that the quantity

m' = l/2c2 .

[ f
w'dtdx'ir* +{x- x'fj/r3

plays the part of an electromagnetic mass added to the ordinary

mass m. For a uniformly charged sphere of radius a,m = 4j
2/5o,

where q is the charge in elms.

If in our approximation (11.4) we carried the development

as far as terms in 1/c3 , we should find an extra resultant force

2_i
2lf (11.4a)

3 c3 dt

This force, exerted by a charge on itself, occurs also (for small

velocities) in Lorentz's theory (8.11a). It is independent of the

form of the body and represents a quasi-friction due to loss of

energy by radiation.

This formula (11.4a) is so important, in view of our remarks on

radiation in the previous chapter, that we shall add an explicit

proof. Formulae (11.3a) now have an extra term :

x>(t - p/c) = x' - fv'Jc + p%l2c* - pV;/6c
3

,

v'(t- P lc)
= vt -rfJc + (?g'xl2c\

where the letters without added argument refer to the time t and

g'
x ==dfxjdt. And (11.3b) becomes.

?x
= rx + ?%l2c*- 9

>g'
xl3c>,

p
2 = r2 +p2r/;/c2 -2pV<?;/3c

s
.
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Hence
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Also . ,.

V±
= v,-vz

(i-p[c)

= u, + rf,lc-r*g'J2<*,

Up = W, cos (pi)

= «r + r/;/<; -^;/2c» + r(f'u)/2A

Inserting these values in (11.3) we obtain the following extra

terms in the expression F„ i.e. in addition to those occurring

in (11.4):

(1)
-it ie'^uj

1

, + ufx)lc3r,

which we take as negligible.

(2)
dede'(0-AI3)g'xlc

3
.

In this latter put C = A = 1 and integrate, and we obtain ( 1 1 .4a).

This result is very striking, for Ritz's force-formula was derived

from very general ballistic considerations, without the smallest

reference to radiation. If now, as we have to do in the case of

the ordinary aether-electron theory, we associate this extra term

with the transmission of radiation, we obtain agreement with the

results discussed in the last chapter. In particular we obtain the

correct result for radiation-pressure. This i3 the first successful

achievement of Ritz's theory ; but we shall find many more as

we proceed.

Reverting to formula (11.4), we see that the acceleration

terms can be divided into two parts. The first

"V2* • [f, ~ tf, cos (rx)] ( 1 1 .4b)

is due to the development in series and therefore to the finite

velocity of propagation. This, as we shall see, determines the
phenomena of induction in a closed circuit ; it also determines
the electric force in the immediate neighbourhood of a Hertzian
vibrator. The second part

e«7<:V.[-/;+/;cos(rr)] = -e«7c«.a/
r
/aa: (11.4c)

is zero for a closed circuit. It corresponds to Fresnel's vector in
optics.

These results follow because the acceleration terms are identical
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in the second-order formulae of Lienard-Schwarzschild (7.17)

and Ritz (11.4). We must now make a much more exacting test

by comparing the two general formulae (7.14) and (11.3) for the

case of electric oscillations, in which only the electrostatic and

acceleration terms count, tlje velocities being relatively negligible

as is the case for Hertzian vibrations. Formula (11.4) becomes

, cos (px) - p/;/ca

xl
P
2(i- P

/;/f) t

_ cos(ps) f't -J't <xn(px) (U5 ,

p
2 «wi - p/;/c*)

'

We must now compare this with formula (7.21). We have

'

px=x- x' - p(c .v'x = Rx
- p/c .v'z

p
2 = R? - ZpEv'sIc + pV'/c2.

Hence, since v'jc is very small (of the order 10"10
), we can put

: p = R(l-v'Rlc)

px
= R[coa{Rx) — v'Jc].

Hence the first term in (11.5) is

cosjg-c) px _ cos {Rx) — v'jc

—?— ~
p
3 jb>(i _ 3^/c)

"

That is, it is sensibly identical with the first term in (7.21).

Therefore the electrostatic terms are sensibly the same in the two

theories.

Next consider the second terms. In Hertz's experiments the

frequency n varied from 10s to 10", the maximum distance in

which the waves were observed was about mX, where m = 100.

Hence, using square brackets to denote maximum values,

[p] = mX = rac/re

so that

, W<?] < 2nm[v'/c],

i.e. was of the order 10"», and could therefore be regarded as

negligible in the second term of (11.5). Since the values and

directions of p and R differ only by quantities of the order v'jc,

i.e. 10"10
, we can replace p by R. That is the second term becomes

[fR cos (Rx)-f2lc*R

as in (7.21) or (7.22). Ritz concludes as follows (p. 425)

:
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Th fi new theory well represents Hertzian oscillations. The

fictitious particles are then distributed periodically m time and

grace • this distribution in its turn excites oscillations of other ions

or systems of ions ; the combination of these actions by interference,

i e by simple superposition, then gives rise to the various phenomena

of reflection, refraction, etc. When we can consider the velocities

of the ions and the amplitude of their accelerations as infinitely

small, the agreement between my formulae and those of Lorentz,

proved for Hertzian oscillations, continues to exist whatever be the

frequency ; with this restriction, both would represent the pheno-

mena of optics.

This is a very striking achievement. It shows us clearly that

the project of reviving a ballistic theory, which would have

appeared so hopeless in the pre-electron heyday of Maxwell's

equations, is very far from being fantastic or beneath scientific

criticism. Ritz's attempt is only the pioneer blazing of a trail

which physicists have without adequate reason neglected. There
is as yet a limitation as regards optics, apart from a really critical

examination of the experimental evidence once we begin to be
genuinely open-minded. That consists in the term

which Ritz shows to be negligible for Hertz's experiments.
This is the result as stated by Ritz. But in view of the con-

clusions at which we arrived in Chapter VIII, we can now take
the comparison much further. We have rejected radiation by a
single electron, and experiment decisively confirms this rejection.
If this is correct, Ritz's exposition of Hertz's experiments is
faulty We must start with a statistical group of point charges,
for which:v/c is negligible. On Ritz's theory as on the ordinary
theory, the radiation-reaction is 2e'i/3c' ; which gives a rate of
energy«mission 2eW . We have shown in Chapter VIII that

deity

f

,21 ^w"?
M distributed in the ™e*hell ^th

t2l:£2:
vZ™ltm

shr?*? produces the

is far mnrp „, ! ??^ foUows therefore that Ritz's theory

turther adnnssions are made even by its opponents.

particLwhiToW^t, ^00
,

11

?
86 not "opposed to bo material

enters into matted "T" *?*• but aa ageilt "hich, when it

into vibration Likf IT^^ transversal forces and sets it

^ the ether.
'

ThtobStinnT f"
8
' then^ in matt<?r fln<1 not

objection that an emission theory is unable to
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account for interference is clearly unjustified in the case of this

view.—Born, Einstein's Theory of Relativity, 1924, p. 185.

The experimentally determined fact of waves capable of inter-

ference is not incompatible with this postulate [Ritz's theory], since

it can be explained by admitting that positive and negative actions

irradiate successively from a source.—Giorgi, Atti del Congresso dei

Fisici, 2 (1928) 286.

Hence when Kennard says (iv. 172) that ' so far as the writer

is aware, there is no rival to the Maxwell-Lorentz theory which

explains all ordinary phenomena (including Hertzian waves) and

also removes the torque on the condenser ' in the Trouton-Noble

experiment, he is merely echoing the complacency of contem-

porary physicists who treat the work of Gauss, Weber, Riemann

and Ritz as negligible in the history and elaboration of electro-

magnetic theory. We are assured that ' the four fundamental

electromagnetic equations of Maxwell are merely statements of

elementary experimental facts which any schoolboy can now

verify.' 21 Yet, as we shall presently see, all these experimental

facts are even better explained on Ritz's theory. The schoolboy

may be forgiven for the dogmatism which has been injected into

him. But surely it is high time for teachers and writers to pay

serious attention to the challenge to their very modern pre-

possessions which has been before the scientific world since 1908.

That is, twenty-eight years before Sir J. J. Thomson (xiv. 393)

published the statement that ' this is the outstanding feature of

Maxwell's theory, it is the only theory which tells us that the

velocity of light is 3 x 1010 cm./sec.'

Now Ritz's contention may be wrong, but at least it should be

tested. It has at least had this effect : it has antiquated and

superseded most, if not all, of the results which have been alleged

as proving the Maxwell-Lorentz theory. This follows from the

fad:—which will be demonstrated in the next chapter—that all

of these results are equally, better in some cases, in accord with

.Ritz's formula. ,/.-.
It is the boast of present-day writers on physics, and especially

of 'relativist' popularisers, that they have freed themselves

from traditions and prejudices. And yet when we appraise

them critically we discover that there are strict bounds to their

freedom which, within the limits set by contemporary scientific

orthodoxy, is so gleefully reckless. Our attempt is much more

'• Drysdalo, Nature, 134 (1934) 796.
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radical.
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For while we intend to apply the criterion of educated

commonsense to the metaphysical exuberance of the present

Einstein epoch, we also propose to lay hands on the Becret Bhrines

at which even the iconoclasts worship. In other words, we shall

adopt a fair judicial attitude in the case of Ritz versus Maxwell.

2. The Electronic Theory of Conduction.

The present view of metallio conduction is that there is a drift-

velocity of free electrons due to an impressed electric field, the

atoms being treated as comparatively immobile.' In a sense

this is a return to Franklin's one-fluid theory ; he took vitreous

electricity as a weightless fluid like Black's caloric, i.e. for him it

was positive electricity which was alone mobile. Fechner (i. 337)

expressed in 1845 the view that a current consisted of plus and

minus electricities flowing with equal velocities in opposite

directions. This was repeated as late as 1908 by L. Graetz who
says (p. 818), that ' an electric current in a conductor consists of

a double motion of both electricities.' But in 1 87 1 Carl Neumann
advocated the view that in metals, unlike electrolytes, only

positive electricity moves

:

Each metal is to be regarded as composed of two kind3 of material
particles : (1) ponderable particles each of which is inseparably
bound up with a certain quantity of negatively electric matter

;

(2) particles each of which consists only of positively electrical
matter. Owing to their mutual cohesive forces, the first-named
particles form a rigid (or elastic) network, which is properly the
solid Bubstance of the metal. But the second-named particles form
a movable fluid within this solid substance.—C. Neumann, x. 394.

Clausius (i. 88, v. 228) upheld the same view. The accepted
view to-day agrees with this in regarding one kind of electricity
as immobile, but maintains that it is the negative electricity (i.e.
the electrons) which move through the metal. Though the point
may be regarded as elementary, it is important to show by a few

K, qw?10

??
that h k accePted to ^sons quite apart

from the Weber-Ritz hypothesis

:

awZ5£r!&2* WM 8Urted by w- Gie°°' AP 35 <
1888

>
255

« 1 (1900) 666.3 U9Wtr/^T"' P -^ "d"^^ by R DrUd6 '

concerned withffl" <?"* *»***». P- >«>• We ax, not hero

no. 4 (October 1934) w kt*r
-
Rev

- °i Mod- *%«*«. vol. 6,
I- nor are we concerned with the ' poeitive electron."
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Once the existence of electrons became known, it seemed natural

to consider these free electrons as carriers of the electric current

through the metal. This opinion, which had previously been put

forward by W. Weber, was now revived and further developed by

E. Riecke and P. Drude.—Planck, Where »'« Science Going 1, 1933,

p. 49.

For the sake of simplicity we shall assume only one kind of free

electrons, the opposite kind being supposed to be fixed to the

ponderable matter.—Lorentz, ii. 63.

The motion of electrio charges is called an electric current. . .. .

The freely moving carriers in metals are electrons.—Grimsehl-

Tomaschek, pp. 135, 361.

The modern view of electricity regards a current of electricity as

a material flow of electrio charges. In all conductors, except a

small class known as electrolytic conductors, these charged bodies

are believed to be identical with the electrons.—Jeans, p. 306.

We regard the current ... as a movement of the atoms of

electricity through the conductor. ... In metals it is only the

electrons that move, the atoms of positive electricity keep their

positions even in an electric field.—Pohl, pp. 41, 246.

To-day we can say with certainty that an electric current is nothing

but a stream of small electrically charged particles : the ions in

electrolytic conductors, the electrons in metallic.—Mie, p. 47.

Unfortunately the obvious conclusion is not drawn from this

unanimously admitted premiss. It means of course the rejection

of the view of Maxwell who says (ii. 157) :
' It must be carefully

remembered that the mechanical force which urges a conductor

carrying a current across the lines of magnetic force, acts, not

on the electric current but on the conductor which carries it.'

Writing in 1879, Hall 4 said: 'This statement seemed to me

contrary to the most natural supposition in the case. ... I

brought the question to Prof. Rowland. He told me he doubted

the truth of Maxwell's statement.' Hall in 1879 discovered a

difference of potential between the two ends of a current-

traversed plate when placed between the poles of a magnet.

As Jeans says (p. 563), ' the Hall effect is of interest as exhibiting

a definite point of divergence between Maxwell's original theory

and the modern electron theory,' for it shows that the current

consists of moving electricity which is displaced by a magnetic

field, i.e. by another set of moving charges.

« Cited by h. L. Campbell, Oalvanomagnetic and Thermomagnetio Effects, 1923,

p. 6. 'A satisfactory explanation of the variation in signs of the Hall and allied

effeots waits upon the future.'—Ibid., p. 94. ' No satisfactory explanation of the

positive Hall ooeffloient has been proposed.'—Page-Adams, p. 290. Presumably

the anomaly is explicable by hypotheses concerning the motion of the positive ions.
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v. t the really vital deduction is the general conclusion that

n ^wtrodTOamio phenomena must be explained statistically

SLtSS between moving charges. As Fechner (i. 337)

2lb ml and Weber (i. 178) said in 1846, we must regard

Wre's formulae as depending pnmanly on the actions of

electric particles inter « and only indirectly on the carriers or

SSic conductors. As Wiechert (i. 562) said in 1900, following

the procedure of W. Weber, we must resolve the electrodynamic

effects of matter into contributions from the individual electrons.'

That is, the fundamental formula of electromagnetics is the

force-formula, whether that of Lienard or that of Ritz ; and

from it we must derive Ampere's formulae, induction and all the

other experimental results, including wireless waves. Yet it is

the extraordinary fact that not a single text-book attempts to do

so, in this outdoing even Maxwell who at least gave Weber's

derivation.' Bouasse (i. 133) even tells us that 'Ampere's

formula presents only an historical interest.' Whereas the

formula is really a correct representation of experimental results
;

and what is historically out-of-date and logically offensive is the

almost universal failure to derive it from the professedly held

electron theory.

Moreover, we have now got beyond the position of Maxwell

who could write (v. 97) :
' We are unable to determine whether

the " velocity of electricity " in the wire is great or small.' We
have returned to the position of Weber * that the velocity is very
small, wjc being of the order 10""10 and therefore usually quite

negligible. We can investigate this in an elementary approximate
manner which suffices for our purpose. Suppose V volts to be
the potential-difference and R ohms to be the resistance of a
copper wire, A sq. cm. in cross-section, carrying a current J amps.
If the current is due to N conductivity-electrons per cm.3

, each
with a charge -e coulombs and an average drift-velocity
— w cm./sec,

VIR = J = NewA.
Tor a copper wire, 10 metres in length and A = 0- 01, R = 0- 17.
As an approximation take N= no. of atoms in 1 cm.' of copper
- 85

.

1<F
;
and we know e = 1 • 6 . 10"". In practice we cannot

ml tojUl^r?'??
h° hMteo' *° add (" 263 ) '

' Nothing Is farther from

• totS£" ,£"" H ' Mttthi6U
<*• 88

»
MtuaUy adopt, Weber'. Uw.

•fleet in ^H^'wt ,

lD 188° * von E"">ff>hau«,n deduced from the Hall
.fleeta gold that the velocity waa about 0- 1 cm./aec.-AP 1 1 (1880) 432.
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maintain in copper a field-strength exceeding Vjl = E=\(ri

volt/cm.; and as Z = 103 , we have V = 1. Hence

,3 w = V/RNeA
= 0-043,

that is 1/23 cm. per sec. That this represents the right order of

magnitude, is now universally admitted.

For a current of 100 amperes per aq. cm. w is only 7-5 X 10~3 cm.

per second. The considerable transfer of charge obtained in

ordinary experiments is therefore due to the very large number of

electrons concerned rather than to any great speed of each—
Pidduck, p. 606. ,.'....
In this case [copper wire] the electrons merely crawl tnrougn tne

copper conducting wires with a velocity of not more than about

half a mm. per sec.—Pohl, p. 250.

In copper the velocity of the conducting electrons is in practice

much below 1 cm. per sec, and even in filaments of incandescent

lamps it certainly does not reach 1 cm. per sec.—Boll, p. 22.

Consider a conductor in which the number of electrons per c.cm.

is 1021
. Then in a wire of 1 sq. mm. cross-section there are 101

electrons per unit length, so that the average velocity of these when

the wire is conveying a current of 1 amp. is of the order of 1 cm.

per sec. This average velocity is superposed on to a random

velocity which is known to be of the order of magnitude of 107 cm.

per sec, so that the additional velocity produced by even a strong

current is only very slight in comparison with the normal velocity

of agitation of the electrons.—Jeans, p. 307.

Drude originally considered the possibility of electric conduction

in metals taking place on account of both positive and negative

carriers. But so many facts have indicated that all the earners are

the negatively charged electrons, that we shall consider this con-

ception alone. . . . Owing to the small mass of the electrons (about

1/1840 that of a hydrogen atom), their velocity must be very great

if they behave as particles of an ideal gas ; and calculations from

the kinetic theory show that the velocity will be of the order 10' cm.

per second. At normal current densities, the velocity of general

drift of the electrons (w) caused by the electric force will therefore

be very small compared with the normal gas velocity (v). Thus for

copper at a current-density of 101 amps, per sq. cm., to is about

1 per cent, of v.—Hume-Rothery, The Metallic State, 1931, p. 167.

Although immense numbers of electrons take part in the now

of currents through metallic conductors, the velocity of migration

of the electrons never exceeds a fraction of a centimetre per second.—

Pilley, p. 189.

It is as well to get this point clear at the outset, quite apart

from any discussion of rival electron theories. In what follows
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hall therefore feel generally justified in neglecting w>jc\ We
we shall tnereiore 6 ^ itive and negative ions, the
shall «um6

b
r* ^ched to the matter and moving therewith

positive ions Deu%
negative ions or electrons,

at the^fy-moveS the velocfty - w relatively to the
n per unit length, mo ^ element dg and ^^
SSfEwK- the axes or to the aether) of the electrons is

v _7 In ebt units the current is j = n(-e){ - w) = n«w.

The charge on the element is g = «*», so that ju, =jds We

teke this charge to he neutralised by the charge - q of the ions

tf opposite sign, so that, to use Bite's term, the current is neutral

Even if we do not take the charge to be absolutely zero (q - q),

it is assumed to be the difference (ql - qt) of two much greater

charges (q1
and ?,) ; and as the relevant terms are small, con-

taining the factor l/c», this will not sensibly affect most of the

results.'
,

Maxwell's opposition to this view of an electric current was

founded on scientific objections which seemed plausible enough

in his time." He describes (ii. 216-222) three inertia effects

which should exist in conductors if an electric current is due to

the motion of only one kind of electricity and if this possesses

inertia.

(1) If a current in a circular coil free to move about its axis is

altered, the free electricity will be accelerated and the coil itself

will receive an equal and opposite change of momentum . Maxwell

says (ii. 218)

:

If any action of this kind were discovered, we should be able to

regard one of the so-called kinds of electricity, either the positive or

the negative kind, as a real substance ; and we should be able to

describe the electric current as a true motion of this substance in

this direction. . . . There is as yet no experimental evidence to

show whether the electric current is really a current of a material
substance or a double current, or whether its velocity is great or

' Maxwell (ii. 482) incorrectly says :
' The quantity fa,-?,] may be shown

experimentally not to be always lero.' Feohner already in 1845 (ii. 339) spoke of
' the opposite electrioitiee ' of the neutral wire. Weber and Riemann took the
»ame view, and indeed it is already implied when formula (4.31a) is applied to
metallic conductors. This 'neutrality' renders invalid Maxwell's criticism
(u. 481 f) of Weber, as Poincare pointed out (iv. 263). The assumption (?,-?
small relatively to j, dr }l), he says, ' appears natural enough if we consider the
veocity which certain physicists attribute to electricity in electrolyte..'

Bee Barnett s article (xi).
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nmall as measured in feet per second. A knowledge of these things

would amount to at least the beginnings of a complete dynamical

theory of electricity.

As a matter of fact, Barnett (ix. 349), with the aid of the

more sensitive appliances available to-day, has measured this

effect. He finds that the charge of the carriers is negative and

ejm = 1 • 8 x 10'.

(2) A coil traversed by a steady current, so that the electricity

has constant angular momentum, should exhibit the properties

of a gyrostat. Maxwell in 1861 vainly sought for this effect.

Barnett proved the effect for the individual whirls of Ampere

(iv. 239), as has been mentioned in the last chapter.

(3) If the coil is accelerated about its axis, the free electricity

will be differentially accelerated, lagging behind when the speed

is increased and going ahead when the speed is lessened. Thus

the acceleration of the coil gives rise to an electric current. This

has been verified by Tolman ' and his fellow-workers, e bemg

found to be negative and m = mB/1910.
Maxwell said (ii. 222) concerning these three tests :

I have pointed them out with the greater care because it appears

to me important that we should attain the greatest amount of

certitude within our reach on a point bearing so strongly on the true

theory of electricity.

His attitude was commendably scientific. • Unlike many of his

followers; he realised that subsequent experiment might con-

siderably modify the views he propounded. Naturally he did not

expect a return to the views of Weber. • ' -

In spite of the absence of confirmation of these three tests until

quite recently, the electron theory forged ahead. That the tests

were not lost sight of in the meantime is shown by this unpublished

letter of G. F. FitaGerald dated 6 June 1900 (addressed to the

late Prof. Orr)

:

What do you think of the pressure of electrons in a solid conductor?

If the negative electron is free to move and the positive
i

one fixed

ought not a conductor to experience a quite considerable kick when

suddenly subjected to an electric force ? As for example when

lmked with a ring magnet that was suddenly magnetised. They

s^theElectron? have nearly -001 of the mass of atoms. If this

. Tolman and Stewart, PR 8 (1916) 97; Tolman. Karrer and Guernsey.

PR 21 (^3) 625 : ToW and Mott-Smith. PR 28 (1926) 794 Also
,

Totaan

Ld McRae. Experimental demonstration o« the equivalence «••«*££*
oscillated electrostatic charge to an alternating current. -PR 34 (1929) 1078.
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M «* there bo quite a big kick on the conducting wire

were so, w°™ ""^.uL. fi of the free negative ones ? After all

due to the sudden
<fg*j£™ stffl . very smaU kick couid be

maybe they start on
: ^^ hung by ft quartz fibre ; resistance

observed if the con
f ^te a sensible time. If corpuscles

would not stop the electrons^ q
tor^ ^^ be ^

differ from electrons,_wen_»
o{ & cun.ent fa ^ {orm q{

sensible amount o ! the tanem^e^ gjr ^ ^^^ Wd
motion of corpus les Hertz 'ooKea^

doufc

B would certauJy be worth lootog
&

, g^ ^^^
whether you

ffj?£>g^oM not being of sensible size, i.e. to

3. Forces between Linear Circuits.

Let us apply this analysis to find the force between two current-

carrying circuits. At da

J¥*q. v :
(Fig. 5 1 ) we have q moving

..''/ <t-*-v with v and— g with v—w,
,.-'' / , at da' we have q' moving

,.-'' Af with V and — q' with
..-"* /}- v' — w'. Let us first

-''
<&/ assume that these are

'-'--L ~^T referred to the aether

"f
•'-"'

and apply the Lienard-
Flg

'
61-

Schwarzschild formula

(7.17), remembering that there are four forces exerted by T <t.

on ^ q. Consider the various terms :

See' = '

Zee'v'* = (q- g)gV» +{q- q)(v' - w')2 =
Zee'i^2 =0
Zee'(ty4 +...) = 9?'«v4 + ?(— <l')Vz[v'x — «' cos (xda)]

— qq'[vx — w cos (xda)_ix

+ i<f[vz — w cos (*«&)] [»* — v> cos (xd«')]

+ . . .

= qq'wui'Z cos (xJs) cos (xda')

= jj'dsds' cos z in elsts

lee'tyv = j'ifoSte, - /[»; - «,' cos (xda'j\?:i[vt
- w cos (xds)]

+ 9'v'x(-q)I.l[vx — w cob (xda)]

- q\v'x - w cos (xda')]qLlvx

= qq'ww'ftl cob (xds)] coa (xda')

= jj'dsds' cob (rds) cob (ids').
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The acceleration term gives zero.

Inserting the results in (7.17), we obtain

d?Fx = See'/r* . [- cos (rx){vxv'x + . . .)/c2 + V>,/c2]

= JJ'dsd/jr* . [- cos (rx) cos e + cos (rda) cos {xds% (11.6)

where J =j/c and J' =j'jc are the elm current-measures.

Integrating over the complete circuit «', we have

dFx = JJ'ds [<faV*[cos (xds') cos (rck) - cos (rx) cos (<?«&')].

Which is Ampere's formula (4.6).

Formula (11.6) can be written vectorially

d2F = JJ'r-*[ds'{r<ls) - r(dsds')]

= JJ'r-*VdsVds'r. (H-6a)

Hence, for a complete circuit s', -we obtain formula (4.5) for the

force exerted by a magnetic field :

dF = JT'dsH',

where

H' = ,;'fFds'r/r'

= -J'jds'V
*

= curl A'

where
' A' is J'jds'/r.

Generalising this result, we assume that any magnetic field is

due to a series of closed uniform neutral currents.

In deducing Ampere's formula from the force-formula, as an

effect valid to the second order, we have taken the second step—

the first being Hertz's results—in a synthetic exposition ot

electromagnetics based on the aether-electron theory. We have

already seen, and it is easy to verify, that the
,
force-formula

,

of

Clausius (7.20) also gives Ampere's formula; but Clausius fads

to account for Hertz. .

We have now proved the point to which we referred in

Chapter IV, namely, that the accepted theory of electromagnetics

gives formula (11.6a = 4.12d). It follows that any objections to

this formula will have a far-reaching effect ; for they are really

objections to the orthodox theory which even relativists accept.
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f„m to Ritz's second-order force-formula (11.4),

Xz:z*s£— to be any Newtonian set - The tem8

are evaluated as follows:

! „%.- «; - ^)a + «>- - "i - w-

+

wJ + • •
•

= _ 2j?'2wA
' cose

= _ 2j?"dads' cos (n&) cos (rcte )

ZeeVA = «>. - Oft ~* ~«> ~ "*+ **' ~ "' + **

- w'ft - v
* ~ w'^v'

~ v'~ w,)

+ ?<z'ft
-»*-«'.+ «Oft - «v - «v + «v)

= -qq'(wzw',+ wr
w'z)

= -tfdsds'[cos (xds) cos (rds') + cos (rcfe) cos (ads')]

See'

Henceence

tPF, = See' cos (rx) . /r! . (a^/c2 + *8«?/c
:
)

— p See'M,.«./cV2

= - .7J'<J«Z/[iJ cos (ra) + S cos (aA) + -S' cos (xds')]

where

Br2 = 2a t
cos c + 2a 2 cos (rds) cos (r(Js')

5r2 = _ p cob (rds')

S'rs = -p cosNi). (11.6b)

Comparing these results with formulae (4.12), which give the most

general expression compatible with Ampere's law, we find, sub-

stituting X for k,

«
1
= (3-X)/4, ai =-3(l-X)/4, p =(l + X)/2.

Putting <x = Yo= 1 in (11.4), we may therefore rewrite Ritz's

second-order force-formula in the form

F,l(ee,'lr*) = cos (rx)[\ + (3 - X)/4 . v?^ - 3(1 - X)/4 . «"/c2J

- (1 + X)/2 . «xttr/c« - r/2c* . [/; + /; cos (rx)].

(11.7)

It follows that, provided one of the circuits is closed, the Ritz
formula gives all the results previously obtained from tbe Lienard
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formula. The result in both cases is independent of the motion

or deformation of the circuits provided : j andf remain uniform,

the element jds is neutral, the circuit f is closed and neutral.

The experimentally accessible facts concerning circuits and mag-

nets, so far as hitherto examined, are equally explicable by either

Lorentz's or Ritz's electron theory. We are now in a position to

give a definite answer to the inquiry started by Maxwell in 1862

:

I want to see if there is any evidence from the mathematical

expressions as to whether element acts on element, or whether a

current first produces a certain effect in the surrounding field, which

afterwards acts on any other current. Perhaps there may be no

mathematical reasons in favour of one hypothesis rather than the

other The theory of the effect taking place through the

intervention of a medium is consistent with fact and to me appears

the simplest in expression ; but I must prove either that the direct

action theory is completely identical in its results or that in some

conceivable case they may be different.—Campbell-Garnett, p. SSI,

Maxwell is incorrect in the way he contrasts far-action and near-

action theories. For we are now confronted with two near-action

electron-theories, one based on medium and the other on ballistic

transmission. Both give second-order simultaneous force-

formulae, involving' both distance and velocities (either absolute

or relative). When integrated over a complete circuit both

formulae give identical results, namely, the formulae found by

Ampere well over a century ago. In this domain there is ac-

cordingly no evidence from ' the mathematical expressions to

distinguish between the two theories.
__

But once wo admit that the complete closed circuit is not a

primary entity, that the phenomenon is essentially one of moving

electrons, we can no longer reject the law of force between current

elements as devoid of physical significance. We cannot of course

accept such a pronouncement as that made by Watson and

Burbury (ii. 203) in 1889 :

When we speak of a force acting between two current elements

we must be understood as meaning a force acting!**««*£
elementary conductors in which the currents flow n^irtue of those

currents ; for we cannot conceive electric currents as in any other

sense the subject of mechanical action.

But we must also reject such statements as the following :

This dissection of the integral is allowable as.a:*£***$»£
operation it has no general physical meamng.-Voigt,

Kompe.ndiu.rn der Physik, 2 (1896) 231.
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. . ^ „™,r,t pigments ia only ideal.—P. Hertz, ii. 120.

Thean^SlheXent of a circuit is a purely fictitious one,

The method of the«W ^ alone._Starling> p . 51
since an element of a cijcuil ^ ^ Marwe„ian

WvSfKS action between current-elements. . . .

point oi Tjew,
,
t German or irrational current-elements is

3EE££ -?f a l^e number of so-called theories of

XS°a^nsTa cbsea uniform current and a magnet, the

actions of a magnet on a segment, great or small, of a current, are

nuantitie wMchreally exist ; they can be observed and measured.

But the action of an element of current on a magnet cannot be

observed- such an action has no real existence; it is merely a

mathematical fiction which serves as intermeoUary for calculating

the action of a closed uniform current on a magnet.—Dunem, m.

The logical validity of the older electrodynamics was confined to

systems of closed currents streaming round closed paths ; and all

investigations purporting to deduce from experimental data ex-

pressions for the electromotive forces induced in open circuits, or

for mechanical forces acting on separate portions of circuits carrying

currents, were necessarily illusory from the fact that such portions

were practically unknown as separate independent entities.—Larmor,

i. SI.

Each of those elements when regarded as a separate unit corre-

sponds to an unclosed electric current, whereas on the modern theory

of electricity such currents do not exist. Thus the mathematical

unit does not correspond to a physical reality.—J. J. Thomson, ii.

277.

These statements, which are still in vogue, are replete with

manifold misunderstandings.

(1) The fundamental answer is that the integral can no longer

be regarded an anything but a Bummation of individual effects,

so that according to the electron-theory it ia the elements or

members of this summation or superposition which constitute the
primary phenomenon.

(2) A current-element therefore, consisting of q moving with v
and — q moving with v — w, cannot be branded as a mere mathe-
matical fiction dissected out of a unitary integral phenomenon.
What is true is that, in applying dynamical laws, we must deal
with the constituent moving charges (q and — q) ; we cannot
legitimately operate with ds except with such fictional safeguards
as have already been indicated in Chapter IV.

(3) On the electron theory we can no longer admit that all
currents are closed. We have already shown the impossibility
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(it ought to be obvious !) of regarding E/4tc as a current, except

by a quibble on the word ' electricity.' The correct phraseology

centres round the retarded potential. Besides, the fact that

Clausius's formula gives the correct result, shows that the

retardation-effect is eliminated.

(4) It is quite true that we cannot isolate an element of a given

closed circuit and find the force it exerts on another circuit or

magnet. The element is there nevertheless, and contributes its

quota ; and the formula we apply to it can be, and is, employed

in isolation, e.g. for a single moving charge. Nor is it true to

say with Heaviside that by dealing with the element we get an

indeterminate number of electrodynamic theories or formula.

So far we have only two : (o) Lienard-Lorentz and (6) Ritz.

That of Clausius is merely a defective form of (a) without the

propagation which we know aliunde to exist ;
and we have

already shown that, on the aether-electron theory, a.certain

constant which might supposedly be injected is necessarily unity

as Lorentz takes it. As to (6) it is true that there is a constant

X not so far determined, which is eliminated only by integration.

Weber put X = -l, Riemann took X= + l; but these are

arbitrary guesses. Though we cannot determine the constant

by these'experiments, it would be absurd to suppose that it is

indeterminate; we shall afterwards submit some evidence to

show that X- 3. Ultimately therefore we have the choice

between two electron-formulae.
T-ra-Pntz

Even at this stage there emerges an objection to the Lorentz

formula, an objection which has already been pointed out in

connection with (7.17). According to this heorjr*e
force

exerted by *' on ds is proportional to JJ cos (rd) + S cos (*fa ),

while that exerted by ds on ds' is proportional to - [R cos (rds)

4- 8 cos (xds)-] ; the two forces are not equal and opposite it is

ly whefwe' integrate that the unbalanced
J-^-J-

«
eliminated. We have already shown in Chapter IV the possi

bility of testing this experimentally:

4. From Weber to Ritz.

Let us begin by quoting what Ampere wrote in 1823 (pp. 96 f.,
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i „„«„„ nnitine and separating alternately in the

wJtU %V^/TnCCtSthe wires When we suppose
intervals betM^J™e* into motion in the conducting wires
tha [theeectncmdecu s^

uaU change their position> at
by the

»f'^liTto form a neutral fluid, then separating again,

£ got t .Together molecules of the opposite fluid it is no

wer contodi tory to admit that from the actions proportional to

Everse square of the distance which each molecule exerts, there

canSt between two elements of conducting wires a force which

defends not only on their distance but also on the directions of the

two elements . . H, starting from this consideration, it were

nossible that the mutual action of two elements is in fact proportional

to the formula by which I have represented it, this explanation of

the fundamental fact of the entire theory of electrodynamic pheno-

mena should evidently be preferred to any other. But it would

require investigations for which I lack time, as well as the even

more difficult investigations which would be necessary in order to

decide if the contrary explanation, according to which electro-

dynamio phenomena are attributed to motions impressed on the

aether by the electrio currents, can lead to the same formula.

It is clear from this that Ampere not only accepted ' electric

molecules,' but also envisaged an explanation of his formula by

resolution of the total effect into contributions from these mole-

cules. Progress in this direction was slow. ' As yet,' wrote

Fechner (ii. 337) in 1845, 'Faraday's phenomena of induction

and the electrodynamic phenomena of Ampere have been related

only by an empirical rule.' And Weber said in 1848 (Taylor,

v. 489) :

A quarter of a century has elapsed since Ampere laid the founda-
tion of electrodynamics. . . . All the advances which have since
been really made have been obtained independently of AmpJre's
theory

; as for instance the discovery of induction and its laws by
Faraday.

In 1835 the first advance was made by Gauss (iv. 616) when
he wrote in a note first published in 1867 :

' Two elements of
electricity in relative motion repel or attract one another differ-
ently when in motion and when in relative rest.' He arrived at
a formula which, omitting the acceleration terms and putting
X--1, is identical with Ritz's approximate formula (11.7).
in a letter sent to Weber in 1845 (already quoted, p. 226), he based
his view on non-instantaneous ballistic transmission. It is there-
ore an interesting historical fact that the paternity of Ritz's
theory is ultimately traceable to Gauss
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But it was Wilhelm Weber who first developed Gauss's idea.

Fechner declared (ii. 338) in 1845 that Faraday's induction and

Ampere's electrodynamics could be correlated by means of the

following two principles

:

(1) Every action of a current-element can be regarded as com-

pounded of the actions of a positive and equal negative electrical

particle, which simultaneously traverse the same space-element in

opposite directions.

(2) By this means the mutual action of two current-elements can

be represented, with the assumption that like electricities attract if

they are moving in the same sense and unlike electricities when

moving in opposite directions.

This was the germ of the idea which Weber quantitatively

worked out. In 1846 (i. 135) he declared that the laws of

Ampere and Faraday ' are regarded as electrical, i.e. the forces

are actions of electrical masses on one another,' which is exactly

the point of view we hold to-day as against Maxwell's. In 1848

he initiated the greatest synthetic contribution to electrica

science by his theory of 'the connection of the fundamental

principles of electrodynamics with that of electrostatics (Taylor,

v 510) Speaking of the laws of Coulomb and Ampere, he

enunciated the view, accepted nowadays in the electron theory,

that 'an inner connection between the two formulae can be

found only by reverting to the treatment of the electric masses

in the current-elements and their action.' Our present treatment

of currents is, as Larmor said in 1897 (ii. 627), a final develop-

ment of the Weberian notion of moving electee particles. But

at that time and for long afterwards it was accepted as a funda-

mental postulate that, to quote Car Neumann (vm. 238), the

mutual action of two bodies must always depend only on their

rdative relationships.' Those were the days when men were

relativists, without talking about it ; nowadays we call ourselves

relativists and uphold absolute velocities.

So in 1848 Weber enunciated his second-order generalisation

of Coulomb's law and deduced therefrom the formulae of electro-

dynamics and induction

:

F = ee
- r

-2 cos (rx) [I + rflc* - r2/2c2).

Now
drjdt = v,-v'T=ur

i^r/dl? = djdt . S(«x - v'x)(x
- x')jr

= (»
a -«?)/»• +f,-fr
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Hence Weber's formula is

FJ{eey) = cos (rx)[l + "V* ~ 3U'I2C' + r(S
'

~fm '
(U - 8)

which differs from Rita's formula (11.7), with X = - 1, only in

the acceleration terms. The difference however, „ vital.

Helmholtz 10 urged serious objections to Weber, based on the

occurrence of /, in his formula ; these objections do not apply

to Kitz.

Consider the function

i/ee'=(l + «;/2c')/r ("-9)

= [l + (f? + fr
S - 2Vr)/2c

2]/r

= 1/r + [$.hx? + v* - 2^iwJ/2cV,

where {I m n) are the direction-cosines of r.

BLjBv, = ee'[Pvx+ l(mv
v + nv,) - v'f\\&r

— ee'l(v
r
— v',)jch

= ee'lv,,jchr = ee'lrjch

d BL ee'l rf — f2 e£r d x — x'

Since

dt dvx c
2 ' r cV it r

= ee' cos (rx) |>
2 - %u\ + r(f, -,£)]/cV*

+ ee'u^JA3 — ee'u'r cos (rx) . /cV*.

Bu
r _ 3 T(vx - vx)(x - x')

Bx dx r

= ^_Z(%-<)(x-*') coairx)
...

T

we have

= ujr — u
r
cos (rx) . /r2

,

ffi/3*= - ee' cos (n)[l + s*/2e*}/r* + ee'uxurl<&*

— ee'u\ cos (rz) . /cV.

Hence Weber's formula (11.8) can be expressed in the form »

p _ _BL d BL
~Bx~
+dmr

where X = P - F, 17 = ee'jr, F = - ertflfc*.
'

(11.10)

P al™d!t°
°"*™' "* U (1878) " l

• Wiedemann, iv. 844. A force on

A.P^Tl r-*1
^ration of P U incompatible with Newtonian mechanica.-A. rrzeborekt, CR 197 (1933) 300.

u
Cf. Weber, AP 73 (1848) 229.
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Riemann (ii. 326) suggested an alternative :

£ = ee'(l + ^t
a
/
2<;2)/»•. (ll-u )

which gives

ZL £ 3i
**~ dx

+
dtdvz

= ee'/ra . [cos {rx){l + u2/2c2) - iixuT\<? + r(fx -£)/<*].

(11.12)

This, except for the acceleration terms, is the same aa Ritz's

approximate formula (11.7) with X= + 1.

As far back as 1890, M. Levy (i. 547) suggested the combination

(1 - a)£i + aLa as the ' potential ' for gravitation, where the

suffix 1 refers to Weber and 2 to Riemann. Similarly Rite

pointed out (p. 385) that his expression for the force (11.7) could

be re-arranged to give

+ ee'X[/;-/r cos(ri)]

- ee' [(1 + X)/2 ./,- (1 - X)/2 ./,cos («)]/<*.

Hence putting

£=(l-X)/2.X1 + (l + X)/2.X, a

= ee'lr . [1 + (1 - Ml** +( l + H*l**\.
.../"' (11.13).

we have

After thus outlining Ritz's development of Weber's theory

combined with one of the two important ideas expressed by

Riemann it will be useful to review briefly some of the phases

ofTeTolongTd opposition to the general idea involvedm Weber s

Jew
P
ot object^ not the same as that of Boltzmann who^ m

s^teof his own tenacious fight for atomistic conceptions, wrote

(iii. 349) " :

a pathless wilderness.*
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The hypothesis of electric fluids was brought to high perfection

byMn Weber, and the general recognition given to his work

mGermany stood in the way of the study of Maxwells theory.
.

It iscertairJy useful if Weber's theory is held up for ever as a warning

example that we should always preserve the required mental

Here'Vis the slowness of the supersession of Weber's ideas,

at least in Germany, that is deplored ; the fact that they were

not abandoned quicker is held up to us as a warning example.

Whereas our object is rather to learn a useful lesson from the

complete abandonment of Weber's ideas, from their subsequent

resuscitation in the form of an illogical amalgam of the electron

theory with triumphant Maxwellianism, and from the present

position which enables us to see that practically all the arguments

against Weber are invalid. The rather superior and slightly

contemptuous attitude once adopted towards Maxwell's prede-

cessors—an attitude by no means extinct—can be best realised

by a quotation from Tait's review of Maxwell's Treatise :

The researches of Poisson, Gauss, etc., contributed to strengthen
the tendency to such modes of representing the phenomena ; and
this tendency may be said to have culminated with the exceedingly
remarkable theory of electric action proposed by Weber. All these
very splendid investigations were however rapidly leading philoso-
phers away towards what we cannot possibly admit to be even a
bare representation of the truth. It is mainly owing to Faraday
and W. Thomson [Kelvin] that we owe our recall to more physically
sound, and mathematically more complex at least if not more
beautiful, representations. The analogy pointed out by Thomson
between a stationary distribution of temperature in a conducting
solid and a statical distribution of electrio potential in a non-
conductor, Bhowed at once how results absolutely identical in law
and m numerical relations could be deduced alike from the assumed
distance-action of electric particles and from the contact-passage of
heat from element to element of the same conductor. ... It is
well-mgh twenty years since he [Maxwell] first .. . used (instead

nrJlir
n
%hea

-t
anal0gy) the anal°gy of «» imaginary incom-

how vi Mq?'^
Wlth0U either mertia « intemal totion, subject

atlertl Jf " T?? SpaCe and to creation and annihilation

behetZZ7?f Sm^- • • • 1° this paper Maxwell gave, we^SS^^^X^^^^ of /arada/s

P-tantelectncaJprle^C^tl^V^!10
" * "** """

to pt^f°"
St

tStiCal™W h here curt'y dismissed as failing

pheT' ZZ p
bare r?P~ation of the truth • for < philogophers. Even Po.sson's analysis is rejected in favour of
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Maxwell's ' analogy of an imaginary incompressible liquid.'

As we have already pointed out, a large factor in this opposition

was the anti-atomistic bias propagated by Maxwell's work.

There were two or three other factors, the first of which was the

alleged violation of the energy-principle by any such law as

Weber's. . ,

In 1855 Maxwell (hi. 208) gave very high praise to Weber s

theory :

Here then is a physical theory, satisfying the required conditions

better perhaps than any yet invented and put forth by a philosopher

whose experimental researches form an ample foundation for his

mathematical investigations.

But he added what he considered a very serious objection :

There are objections to making any ultimate forces in nature

depend on the velocity of the bodies between which they act. If

the forces in nature are to be reduced to ^«*£8**£
particles, the principle of Conservation of Force requires that <these

forces should be in the line joining the particles and functions of the

distance only.

In his paper on the ' Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic

Field' (1864), Maxwell expressed this objection much more

forcibly :

ssHpsa
the action of a medium in electrical phenomena.

His biographers Campbell and Garnett (p. 551) £™tothto„

• a good Snellen of Maxwell's.humorous>£»'. »£%££

The objection is further emphasised in a famous pas age (385

of Thomson and Taifs Treatise on Natural Pkteophy. 1 (1867)

311

A good type of-^Sttl^SST^"
supply a physical basis for Amp^s theory j^
mentioned as one of fc?**™

tel^ a3 to the action of

Ampere contents himseU with experiment ^^ mathe
closed currents on each other ,

anu uu
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u-„h an element of one current ought to

matically the action *nictt a
h ft ca9e couid be submitted to

exert on an element of"^ iead to confusion,

experiment. Inis oanno r
ssumes that an electric current

But Weber goes further , ne ^^ o{ electrioity movi
consists in the motj^**"*^ conducting wire ; and that these

m oppositeto*^«n ^ rf eleotrlcityj when ^
particlesrf«^* S

those they would exert if at relative

relative motion, ««f«?*.f"S ience thia j3 wholly unwarrantable,
rest. In the Pre9^f^e

"
at the hypothecs of two electric

becauseitisunpossibletooon^et
jrp

conclusion3 are .^

fluids can be true ,
ana

^
oesiue

number-
BomistentwiththeConsemtonoTOg^

Sur^aSr&"f such
g
thepries

P
when

P
they

Cen to «S«n further phenomena, as those of induced currents

are explained by that of Weber.

Accordingly, Weber's theory is classed among those ' which,

however ingenious, must be regarded as in reality pernicious

rather than useful.' It is well for us to remember to-day that

this argument was sponsored by the then powerful authority of

Kelvin and Tait. Zollner was exceedingly courageous when he

said of this passage (viii., p. lviii) that he had never met ' such a

plethora of absolute nonsense in the short space of thirty lines.'

In 1868 Tait renewed the attack on Weber, including Lorenz

and Riemann in his sweeping condemnation

:

On this theory of the electromagnetic field, Maxwell has attempted

to found an electromagnetic theory of light. He determines from

the equations representing the known laws of electricity the rate of

propagation of any kind of disturbance. The physical quantities

involved in this calculation have been already determined by

W. Weber. . . . This remark of Maxwell's is of very great import-

ance, giving us apparently an insight into the real connection

between electricity and light. Riemann seems to have hit upon
the same conclusion in 1858, but his paper was not published till

1867. Lorenz also has obtained a similar result [1867]. But the

investigations of these authors are entirely based on Weber's in-

admissible theory of the forces exerted on each other by moving
electric charges, for which the conservation of energy is not true

;

while Maxwell's result is in perfect consistence with that great
principle.—Tait, Sketch of Thermodynamics, 1868, § 132, p. 75 f.

The unfairness of this appeal to the energy-principle lies in

the fact that as far back as 1848 Weber had given the formula
for L= V— V. Which, as we have seen (4.73), is equivalent

T + U + I' = constant.
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In 1871 Carl Neumann wrote an article (x. 393) ' once and for

all to refute the objection that Weber's theory is in contradiction

with the principle of energy.' The replies began to have some

effect, and in his Treatise (ii. 484) Maxwell admitted that the

objection from the conservation of energy ' doeB not apply to

the formula of Weber.' And now we must point out one of the

ironies of history. So far from being a merit, this really con-

stitutes a serious defect in Weber's theory ; for it involves the

occurrence of the acceleration /. Ritz's theory avoids this

defect ; his equation (11.14) is contrary to the conservation of

energy, precisely because acceleration means radiation of energy.

This objection having been refuted—wrongly, as a matter of

fact—other difficulties were raised. In 1877 Tait, having m the

meantime read Weber's paper of 1848, wrote as follows :

In 1848 Weber pointed out that Ms very remarkable law of electric

attraction does give a potential : in the sense that the electric
,
force

in any direction upon a particle of electricity is the rate of elimination

(ner unit of length in that direction) of a certain function. It

Sows"hat whenthe system has been brought back to
,

rt. ongma

configuration and its original velocities, no work on the whole has

W^one. Clerk MaxweU has shown that it is on thu* account that

Weber?s theory is consistent with the production of induced^currente

But this potential involves relative »f
c*f/\we?.f^1™

positions, and cannot therefore be properly called potential energy.

Tait, Sketch of Thermodynamics, 18772
, p. 69 note.

.

We have here the remarkable statement that absolute velocities,

i.e. velocities relative to a medium or framework are necessary

in electromagnetics because something called ' potential energy

so requires. The idea still survives to-day ;
but as an argument

It is mere verbiage. The question is one to be exclusively decided

by
The

P
"St

e

1bjection has also persisted and «£-£?
influence against Weber's views. It is thus expressed by Tait

.

plete hypothesis (that of Weber^on
admission of

^ZT^r^Z^* ohlectricity, which are
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. t . •»>, ;„i u But before the facts discovered by Joule,
vol consistent witn w- Qm real difficult h
all such objections mu t pve way ^^ o{^^J^ *

» case as this *
"°J™d to%he ^^ „/ eZedriaty ; and Weber's

Energy, but ™i b
eiectricity does not consist of two sets of

resdt merely sho^that^cm j^^^ fa & ^C fro-Cg^^ of Energy-Tait, JMA 0/ TW
^m.«,§96,1877',p.68f.

It is here objected that the law of force between particles must

in all cases be a function of their—presumably simultaneous-

mutual distance, and cannot involve velocity either relative or

absolute. This is another example of a priori dogmatism. For

its refutation it is sufficient to point out, as we have already done,

that the selfsame criticism was then and is now applicable to

the theory held by Maxwell, Tait and their successors of to-day.

For, in the light of the electron theory, we know that the accepted

theory of electromagnetics is reducible to Lienard's fundamental

force-law. As far as the electromagnetic phenomena explained

by Weber are concerned, this later force-law can be expressed in

a form (7.17) involving not only the simultaneous distance of the

particles but also their velocities relative to the aether. We here

encounter another irony of history in the fact that the prevalent

theory of to-day is itself subject to the identical criticism which

was once considered decisive against Weber.

The objection which has persisted longest—it is still repeated

in our text-books—is that a law of the Weber-Riemann-Ritz type

is based on actio in distans and implies an infinite velocity of

propagation.

The original Amperean electrodynamics, proceeding by considera-
tion of elements of current, has not proved valid or sufficient in
matters involving electrio radiation, or even ordinary electro-
dynamic force. A most successful modification of it was that pro-
posed by Weber, in which elements of current were replaced, as the
fundamental object of consideration, by moving electric particles
which acted on each other at a distance according to a law of force
involving their velocities. This theory was, however, shown long
ago by Lord Kelvin and Prof, von Helmholtz to be untenable on
account of us violating the principles of the modern theory of

Jt„J °?W'
of course

'
direct acti°n at a distance is altogether out

of court.—Larmor (1896), ii. 616 i.
Opposition theories of electricity-the medium-theory of Maxwell

•»^whSLST-Sf* J

herefore th0 peTpeiaa-1 motion rai8ht be

™™ firat 6dlt'°n. but is suppressed in the second.
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and Faraday, and the action-at-a-distance theories of Weber, Gauss,

Neumann and others—are in the field against each other. Theories

of physical phenomena, worked out on the hypothesis of direct

forces across intervening space, ... can only be provisional, and

must necessarily be replaced by medium-theories as the science

progresses.-SirO. Lodge, PM 11 (1881) 530 f
;

According to the theory that prevailed before Maxwell, electric

and magnetic intensity were propagated with infinite velocity—
Houstoun, Treatise on Light, 1933, p. 398.

Weber carried out a magnificent summary, but one founded on

. the assumption of action-at-a-distance ; facts later showed that it

did not correspond with reality.-P. Lenard, Great Men of Science,

1933, p. 339 note. ... . „ ,

The doctrine of action-at-a-distance ... was specially favoured

by the French and German scientific schools, and in W. Weber s

hands an almost complete electric theory was built upon it Ihe

doctrine was, however, strongly repudiated by Newton himself ^and

hardly even became influential in the English school of abstract

^f'recIniTe^nineteenth-century theories of Weber,

Riemann and Clausius, in which charged particles were ^a-nentaU

fn all these theories, however the part eta™*P"£
elecSZ

each other at a distance ;
whereas m that of Lorentz the electrons

interact with the medium in which they^are emWtal-BJl
Lindsay and H. Margenau, Foundations of Physics, New York, 193b,

p. 319. .

Now we have already seen that the propagated potentials of

Riemann and Lorenz were rejected by Maxwell And to
the initiator of the ballistic theory, explicitly ba ed torn w

on non-instantaneous transmission. Wnting in 1868, Clausius

(x. 606) declares that the idea of Gauss, as expressed in to letter

of 1845 gave rise to the efforts of Riemann, Neumann and Bettu

All tkree authors,' he says, 'in different ways arrived at the

retu\tTat, from the assumption that a time-interval * necessary

for the transmission of electrical effects, the forces between two

currents can be explained.' Writing in 1869, Stefan says (i. 694) .

aK*SS*f a
the

e

mu
rttnS ofmov^

Scatacttons are propagated with definite velocities.

It was in 1857 that Kirchhoff (i. 131),^^£^2to3
caUs ' adventurous simplifications, ^f^f the section anl
propagation of an electric wave is independent of the section ana
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534 . an<l is very nearly equal to the

conductivity
ofm^ • ^ idea of propagation was perfectly

witv in emPtv P - »»n hv the measurement of Kohlrausch

feSraHheU--J^^nouneement, of Weber (1846),

Tweber in 1856, and tne P Lorenz (lg67) L

fhe midst of»^ted by algebraic slips that' we can

by reasoning wta<* »
that light consists in the transverse

scarcely
avoid the mler

^ which fa the cause of electric

adulation of the san
> quasi.elastic undulation cannot

and magnetic Pf10^"^ most f the principles of those who

be accepted to-dajv w» , nQw honoured in physics,

upheld 'electneal
particles .

universaUy accepted

The theory which

^

S

thetic expression in the Lienard

t0.day finds its ^"Jnt experiments which Weber had in

force-law.
Now tor

tenng rf thig law a3 expanded

mmd.itissufac.ent to use the mi whMi fa nQw ^
in a Taylor series. It » to. V prescmding from the

orthodox successor of Webe^ K ,

fa ^^
acceleration-terms the essent.a^ ^^
formula involves^^^^ty rf the point-charges.

°l
Webf

CtZtSle WeWs formula involves instanta-

The inference that merejore v»=u
refuted bv Ritz,

neous transmission, has now U»c«£«? ^Taylor

^^considerations show the absurdity of the dogmatic

pronouncement made by Heaviside (v. 504)

:

Germany was the breeding place and home °f ^trodynam,

theories so-called. They never took root in England. ™
Thomson and Tait severely condemned the method before MaxweU.,

treatise came out. Now Hertz squashed the electrodynam.c theones

visibly, and continental theorists were obhged to take up Waxweu.

This short review of the Weber controversy has been instructive.

It demonstrates the futility of the premature closure oi con-

troversy in physics, it discloses the danger of uuthontativ

orthodoxy in science. And it enables us to correct the grotesque y

w Maxwell (i. p. x) admits that both hia method and ' the Orma" one "»«

attempted to explain the propagation of light u an electromugnetio phenom

and have actually calculated its velocity.'
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inaccurate historical background which contemporary writers on

electromagnetics assume. The following quotation from Lorentz

is quite typical (xiv. 5) :

I must call your attention to the great and wonderful simplifica-

tion which electrical theory has undergone in the course of the last

half century. Formerly electrostatics, magnetism and electro-

dynamics were separate subjects, with but loose connections between

them • and in the last-named there were many different theories

like those of Wilhelm Weber, Gauss and Clausius, Ampire and

Grassmann. Now all has been blended into one theory, the main

equations of which can be written on a page of a pocket notebook.

That we have got so far is due in the first place to Maxwell ana

next to him to Heaviside and Hertz.

And the Professor of Mathematical Physics in Yale gives the

following summary in what he calls a ' historical introduction ' :

The formulation in mathematical language of the discoveries of

Coulomb, Ampere and Faraday, was undertaken by Maxwell, whose

equations-slightly modified in form by Larmor and Lorentz-

have been confirmed by every test which experiment offers.—Leigh

Page, x. 216.

If any one man deserves credit for the synthetic idea which

unifies the various branches of magnetic and electrical science

that man is Wilhelm Weber. To-day even those who uphold

the aether-theory or profess to be relativists accept these

'

principles introduced or developed by him : that Ampere s idea

of magnetism as due to micro-currents can account for the

relevant phenomena ; that electricity has an atomic structure;

that currents are streams of electrical particles ;
that Ampere s

forces act directly between these particles and not between the

conductors ; that Coulomb's law must be modified for charges

in motion ; that, as Gauss said, action is not instantaneous ;
that

the laws of electrodynamics and induction must be deuced, by

statistical summation, from a force-formula for electncal particles^

Even his ballistic principle, submerged for so long by aethensts

and relativists, seems likely to challenge physimts once more in

the developed form given to it by Walther Ritz.i

» The only credit given to Weber appears to be for hi. system of """"""*;
• The introduction, by W. Weber, of a system of absolute mute for the measure.

m"e£"rieal quantities is one of the most ^po^«^«^P^
. , ,, _., i: ip.1 'That name probably oonveys but little

and measurement.'—Sohuster, n. 15.
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Scattering of Alpha Particles.

t- f ..nil he briefly discussed here, because the results

This subject^
c
.y

ed ag ft proQf of fte aether.electroi,

are nowaday ev»
,^^ bibliography, which makes no

SSJto bf complete j it is sufficient for our purpose.

.«™n- 'The Scattering of Alpha and Beta Particles by

WSSemn. of the Ata».'-EK 21 (1911, 669-688.

„„n . Radioactive, Substances and their Radiation*,

(b) Rutherford :
tiaaiouuiv-

Cambridge, 1913.

C G Darwk :
' Collision of Alpha Particles with Light Atoma.'-

PM27 (19H) 499-506.

mi t rwwicK and E. Bieler :
' The Collisions of Alpha Particles

W ^HyTgen Nuclei.'-PM 42 (1921) 923-940.

(
C)

Ruthxrford and Chadwick : « Scattering;
of Alpha Particles by

Atomic Nuclei and the Law of Force.—PM 50 (1925) 889-913.

m Rutherford and Chadwick :
' The Scattering of Alpha Particles

U
by Helium.'-PM 4 (1927) 605-620.

(3) Lord Rutherford, J. Chadwick and C. D. Ellis : Radiation*

from Radioactive Substances. Cambridge, 1030.

Ih) M A Tuve N. P. Heydenbtoo and L. R. Hafstad : ' The

Scattering of Protons by Protons.'-PR 50 (1936) 806-825.

When a particles pass through matter, some of them are

deviated from their original direction of motion. To account

for the experimental results, Rutherford supposed that the

positive charge associated with an atom is concentrated into a

minute centre or nucleus.

For the purposes of calculation he assumed that the central or

nuclear charge of the atom and also the charge on the a particle

behaved as point-charges. He was then able to show that for all

deflections of the ot particle greater than one degree the field due

to the [surrounding] negative charge could be neglected, and the

deflection due to the field of the central charge need alone be con-

sidered. The deflections due to the nuclear field can be calculated

very simply if we assume that the electrical, force between the

nucleus and the a particle is given by Coulomb's law. We shall

consider first the case of a heavy atom such that the nucleus may
be assumed to remain at rest during the collision. The mass of the

« particle will be taken as constant, since its velocity is always email
in comparison to the velocity of light. The path of the a particle

under these conditions will then be a hyperbola with the nucleus A'

of the atom as the external focus (g, p. 192)

.
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This is illustrated in Fig. 52. The deflection is 9 - - - 2*.

We have
OS = p/8intt ' OA = OB = t».S cos a.

Hence

B = SA = -SO + OA =
p(l + cos a) /sin a

= pcotJa. (11.15)

Let w be the velocity of

the particle at a great dis-

tance and v its velocity when

at A. Then the energy-equa-

tion is

\rnvJ1 = Jmv2 + ee'/R,

where e is the charge on the

particle and e' that of the nucleus. That is

.
(vjwf = 1 - 2i/iJ,

where k = ee'jmvfl

Fig. 62.

(11.16)

The constancy of areal velocity (or the conservation of angular

momentum) gives

vR = h = top, or vjw = p/E.

From these three equations we obtain

. p = fc tan oc = fc cot £9. (11.17)

The scattering is determined by counting the number of par-

Fig. «3.

tides falling normally on a constant area of_a
.

ri« sulphide

screen at a constant distance from the radiator (Pig. 53). All
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particles passing through the ring [p, p tap, win m subject to

a deviation between 9 and 9 + d<?. IfN particles pass through

unit area of the plane in one second, the number reaching the

ring is dn = Niicpip- These dn are uniformly distributed over

a zone (area 2n sin 9^9) of a unit sphere. Hence the number of

particles deviated into a unit area of the unit sphere is from ( 1 1 . 1 7)

dn/2x sin 9^9 = Nk'/i . cosec* £9.

That is, the number of particles scattered to unit area of the

screen placed at an angle 9 to the original direction of the particles

is proportional to

(ee'/mu^Vsin* J9. (11.18)

Experiment shows approximately that if w is kept constant

the number of scintillations varies as cosec4
£9, and if 9 is kept

constant the number varies as u>*. Rutherford's scattering

formula is thus confirmed. If q is the electronic charge, e = 2o,

c' = Zq, m — imB ; hence the formula can be also used for

measuring the nuclear charge Zq.

From (11.15, 17) we see that the closest distance of approach is

i£=£(l + seca),

where

k = Ztflimi? = 7 . 10'Z/w2.

In the case of light elements the motion of the nucleus must
be taken into account, and the treatment is more complicated.18
In certain of such cases marked divergences from the scattering
kw have been found for very close distances of approach, i.e. for
large velocities w. This anomalous scattering is attributed to
failure of Coulomb's law. It is concluded that this law holds
down to very small distances " :

Hydrogen Helium Aluminium
4 * S 3, 5 4-SxlO-w cm.

mXlvfoSf
°ge

,r>TrS6 8qUare kw holds at leas<> Wroxi-

WeAaU t T °f
" particleS °f low veIocity * (* P- 935).

con^.^z^x^r1 comments on th
° f

°"
egoing

» entirelv Lrf? ,
pla06

'
the e*P"^on ' Coulomb's law '

entirely out of place, for we are not dealing with electrostatics
EvenintheoaMofscitUr!— u 1 . .

«>an i p,r waV (j> p 243 j

mig by ,ll,"'m™ the correction ia never greater

PRSI36f(m2j7«
PES UU (1932) 1Mi 138A (1932) 60S. J. Chadwick.
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at all. It is Lienard's formula that is being tested. If in the

approximate formula (7.17) we neglect the terms containing

v' and /', we obtain

Fx = eeV"2 cos (rx).

But if we do not neglect the velocity terms, we have

FJee'r^ = cos (rx){\ + u'
2/2c2 — 3iv

2/c2 - Xvxv'Jc
2
) + u>r/c

2
.

Hence the accepted treatment for scattering by light atoms is

incorrect, for it professes to take v' into account and yet takes the

force as that of the inverse square. So unconscious are the up-

holders of the prevalent electromagnetic theory of the fact that

they are logically committed to Lienard's formula, that this

contradiction has hitherto passed unperceived. Instead therefore

of concluding that the statical force-law ' fails ' at high velocities

v', we can only state that the very assumption of the formula

ee'jr2 implies the neglect of (v' jcf. Moreover, on the prevalent

theory, the force on the nucleus (e') is

F'Jee'r2 = - cos (ra)(l + u2/2c2 - 3v'lc' ~ 2«X/c2) - VrM
where we still draw r from e' to e. That is, F' is not equal and

opposite to F. Accordingly the assumption of the conservation

of momentum for the colliding charged particles is inconsistent

with the theory professedly held by these writers. Finally we

would point out that, inasmuch as both velocity and rest are

estimated relatively to the laboratory, the theory of an earth-

convected aether is assumed in the foregoing treatment.

The next issue to be discussed is whether these experiments

in any way decide against Ritz's force-law. Let us examine

Rutherford's case in which m' may be taken to be approximately

unmoved and w2/c2 is small. Neglecting the acceleration terms in

Ritz's formula (11.7), putting u = v and Fx = mx, we may express

it thus :

x = ijur/r
3

. (1 + 2Bu2/c2 - 3CV2/c2) - 2 D^iir/r2 , (11.19)

where

(i =ee7m, B = (3 - X)/8, C=(l-X)/4, Z)=(l + X)/4.

(11.20)

In order to integrate this, we add to the right-hand side,

P and Q being arbitrary,

Pfxjch- . (x - (jiz/r
3
) + Qy-xjch3 .(xx + yy- (i/r).
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This is legitimate, since these terms are of the order v*jcl
.

Hence, since xx + yy = r* + rf - v2 ,

* = uxlr* - (P + «)A/<** - (0 - 2£W/cV
_ (30 - QliOT

1!^ + Pl&lfr + QwzflcW - 2/3jxiT/cVs
.

Similarly we can treat y. We thus have

H + yy = |l/f» . (XT + yy) - (P + 6)^/^* . (x* + yy)
- (§ - 2S)

(
iv8/«

2^ • (** + yy)

-(SC-^/^-^ + yy)

+ Pu/cV . (xz + yy) + Qtif/ctr* . (xx + yy)
-2Dnr/cV.(ia + y

2
).

Now
i»-fy! = i^, xx + yy = rr, xx + yy = vi.

Therefore

to - Pp/A- . to - |i/f* . r + (P + @)ji'/cV . r

+ (<? - 2B + 2D)(«i»/cV» . r + (30 - Q^fcV
-G(i/cV.rr=0. (11.21)

Next consider the equation

J*» + .4
l(
i/r . (1 - ««/2c«) + ^ 2|x/r . ( 1 - **/&*)

— A^/ch1 = constant. (11.22)

Differentiating with respect to the time, we have

to - -V/A- . to - (4 X + ^ 2)(t/r
!

. r + 2^
3u7cV3

. r

+ A li
ai>l2A* . r +A^fah1

. f3

-^
2(i/cV.rr = 0. (11.23)

Identifying equation (11.23) with (11.21), we equate the
coefficients as follows

:

4, = P, At+ At ^l, 2A
3
= P + Q. A

l -=2Q-iB + 4D,
A,= 6C-2g, A, = Q.

That is,

^
1
= 4C-4B + 4D=(l + X)/2,

^, = 20=(l-X)/2,
A

3 = -2B + ZO+2D=l/2.

JOF**?
to eqUat!on (11 -22

)' we 8ee tha* i» Ritz'8 theory ' the
equation of energy,' replacing (11.18), is

i"* + (1 + Up/* . (1 _ vt/2c8) + (1 _ XWlV (
,
_ .

2/2c2)

- nVW = constant

= }«*.

(11.24)
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Since the force equation (11.19) contains a transverse component,

it is easily seen that the areal velocity is not constant. Instead

we have

H = r26 = h(\ + 2D
1
a«/c2), (11.25)

where h = wp and u, as usual in orbital questions, stands for 1/c

Using the suffix 1 to denote differentiation with respect to the

angle 6, we have

r = hry = - Hu,

8 = ff«»,

m = HV.

Applying these formulae to the energy-equation (11.24), we

easily find

u\ = [1 -f (1 - X)
(
i«/2clr][- ait2 - 26u + </J,

where, using k = |i/u>2 = ee'jmvi1 as before,

o = 1 _ (X + 2)((jl/c&)
2 = 1 - (X + 2)W/cy

,

6 = k/p* . [1 + (1 + X)u>2/4c2],

rf-l/p2
.

Hence

J «i

f rfji 1 — X |i
f

vdn

J V- a«2 -2bu + d 4~ c2 J V- a«2 - 2*« + d

= 1r2;

c

-
2[- oM2 - 26" +dT

1 r 6 1 — X uTl •"- °« + b

- +sL 1 -«"^^J ar0S1I1
V62T^-

WhenM = 0,

„ i-xfcto2 "••
r, . 3(i + x) fc

2 i«2
-i

where .
.

6 fcr 1 + Xu>2
,
2 + X'w3 i2-l

,
= say, k/p . (1 + BW/c*). •
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When ttl
= 0, i.e. when the particle is at the vertex A (Fig. 52)

1 r 6 1-* p.

-
! a

e
i = ?L

1_
o 4 c*j2

r 3(X+1) fc
2 w2

1 5=
L
1+

I p
2 ca J 2

= say, (l-MW7c2W2.

Hence
a = e 2

-e 1

= 9(1 + Aw*lc*) - (I - \)kw*llpc\

(11.26)

where 9 = 7t/2 - p, so that

coii/ = hjp.{l + B'mijct).

The deflection is

9 = 7t — 2a.

Differentiating cot i); and 9, remembering that both 4' and B'

contain p, we obtain

- Mtp = 2<Jj> cos2 i|i(l + CW/c'),

where

C = 4' + B'+ [(1 - X)/S - 2S' - 2.)/ cos
1J1]

cosec3 v .

Hence

rfn _ 2xpdp

2ic sin 9^9 2rt sin 9J9

l* sin J/ / _ i«2\= r -
, ; r .[l+D'^), (11.27)

i cos3 ij/ sm J9 cos £9 V c2 /

where D' is easily found. To a first approximation (<|< = a =
Jt/2-9), this is identical with Rutherford's formula (11.18).
Formula (11.27) is much more complicated, but it introduces
only second-order corrections. Our sole interest here in this
formula, and in the rather lengthy treatment which led to it, is
to query whether the experimental results on scattering disprove,
as u tacitly implied, Rite's force-formula. Their accuracy is not

m 07?-*°
JUStify SUCh a conoIusi011

- In any case, Ritz's result
(11.27) is so complicated that it cannot be said ever to have been
experimentally tested.

fiuSLTf* !? j

ntroduced by ^Pting Ritz's law involves the

•wming the nucleus unmoved, we obtain Rutherford's formula.
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It cannot be said that this has been verified very accurately.

The experiments cited as affording ' abundant proof ' (g, p. 197)

give for N sin* J<p

—

N being the number of scintillations and the

velocity w being kept constant—the following figures : for silver

18-4 to 30-6, for gold 28-8 to 38-4. Keeping 9 constant and

varying w (calculated by Geiger's rule iu
3 = constant x range)

from 1 x 10" to 0-6 x 10", so that the greatest value of v?jc2 ia

1/900, the relative values of Nwl varied from 25 to 28 for gold

and silver (g, p. 201). All these results are compatible with Ritz's

formula. ,

Turning now to the case of lighter elements (with nucleus of

mass M), a correction is found (g, p. 243) by substituting

cosec4 |<p - 2{m/M

)

2 + 1 - i(mjMfj2 . sin2 <p

instead of cosec4 J<p. This is obtained by assuming the law of

action-reaction (valid only on Ritz's theory) and by assuming

the inverse-square law, i.e. neglecting to'/c2. It is now found

that the formula does not give good results for large values of

w. Which is precisely what we should expect on Ritz's theory.

The present position is illustrated by the following quotations :

These proton-scattering experiments demonstrate the existence

of a proton-proton interaction which is violently different from the

Coulomb repulsion for distances of separation of the order of 10-13

cm. The measurements are quantitatively in agreement . . . with

a simple phase shift of the spherically symmetrical de Broglie wave
(' S wave ') due to the collision or scattering, corresponding to a

new attractive force overpowering the Coulomb repulsion (A, p. 824 f.)

.

If there is no other interaction between a pair of protons but the

Coulomb repulsion, the scattering cross-section is given by the

Rutherford formula as modified by Mott to take account of the

possibility of exchange of the two protons. . . . Actually, experi-

ments of White and of Tuve, Heydenburg and Hafstad do not agree

at all with this formula. . . . This proves that there is another force

acting besides the Coulomb force.—Bethe and Bacher, Reviews of

. Mod. Physics, 8 (1936) 130.

The scattering of alpha-particles of polonium has been observed

in helium, hydrogen and deuterium over a region of different

- velocities and scattering angles. The scattering associated with

Coulomb fields takes place only at ranges much lower than was

previously thought. This indicates departure from the Coulomb

law of force at distances greater than 10- 12 cm. The ratio of

observed to ' classical ' scattering was found to be large for hydrogen

and deuterium, but the results for helium were found generally to

be lower than previous estimates.—G. Mohr and G. Pringle, PRS
. 160A (1937) 206.
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The present section is not designed to query the necessity of

some such treatment as is contained in the quantum theory."

It is merely maintained that the Rutherford formula is not the

sole expression of ' classical ' theory and that its employment

does not serve to prove the force-formula of Lienard as against

thatofRitz.

We are tempted to add here some cognate remarks1*1
; but we

omit any detailed discussion or proof, as the subject is beyond

our scope. It is easy to see the possibility, on Ritz's theory, of

explaining gravitational attraction as residual statistical forces

between groups of moving charges ; no such possibility is avail-

able from the Lorentz-Lienard theory. These forces must be

due to terms of a high order and the forces will be small relatively

to the first-order forces familiar to us in electromagnetics. This

suggests a modification of Newton's law of the type of equation

(11.19), namely:

x = - (ii/r3 . (1 - 2A
i
i/c

ir + 2Bv*/c2 - 3Crl/c2) + 2Dpkr[c\*,

-:•. (11.28)

where u. = yMmjm = yM. There is of course no reason why we
should choose Ritz'B electrodynamic values for the coefficients

(11.20 with .4 = 0). Proceeding in exactly the same way as we
did for the scattering of alpha-particles, we find the expression for

6 as in equation (11.26). We easily deduce

(1) The rotation of the perihelion in one revolution is

(-A + 2B+ 2D)2nxM/cia[l - e').

(2) The deviation of light near the sun is, if we put w = c,

given by

(1 + 2£ - C)2yMjc*p.

These results call for some comments.
(o) The result for Mercury's perihelion was given by Ritz

(p. 421)—with the particular values A = 0, B = (3 - X)/8,

1911^V" ft'"^
H- S- Wl ilMsey- The Thwry 'f *">»*> Collision, Oxford,

Freton.' pn J:,',P°
nd°n

'
R

-
Pre8ent

-

"
Iheory of Scattering of Protons by«™>na. —PR so (1936) 825-845. .

faZin^ ,r
ried the reIovanoy of theM reraarks Th8y are eatMy

with a ce^in „
°" mathemat'«J expressions involved have a close analogy

IthougdZT^T treata»^-"Ot yet published-of general relativity,

will netmJZ^JZET** giVe here th68e »«gge»tions whose significance
«*P» any reader famu,ar with Einstein 1

, theory of general relativity.
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Z>=(l + X)/4—in 1908 long before the theory of general

relativity was heard of.

(6) Einstein's theory, which delights every aesthetically

minded mathematician, is a much less grandiose affair as judged

and assessed by the physicist. It is nothing more and nothing

less than using formula (11.28) with A = B=C = D=\; while

de Sitter took A = 2, B = 1/2, C = 0, D = 2.

(c) As regards the deviation of starlight near the sun, Einstein's

(and de Sitter's) theory gives 1 + IB — C = 2. As is well known,

this gives a deviation of 1-75 seconds of arc for a ray grazing

the surface of the sun. But the Freundlich M eclipse expedition

gives a deflection of 2-2.

(d) It may be objected that we are treating a light-ray like a

particle. But that is exactly what general relativity does.

It is fundamental in our theory that we can treat a ray of light

like a moving particle.—N. Campbell, iv. 99.

The curvature of the path of a light-ray passing near the sun

signifies in fact nothing different from the curvature to which a

point-mass, thrown into a gravitational field is subject.—H.

Reichenbach, Atom and Cosmos, 1932, p. 142.

The trajectory followed by a light-impulse is the same as that of

a material particle moving with the velocity of light.—Painleve-

Platrier, Cours de micanique, 1929, p. 618.

1 • ' There appears to be no further doubt possible that our series of measurements

is not compatible with the value 1-7S asserted by theory.'—Freundlich, Kluber

and Brunn, Z.J. Astrophyrik, 3 (1931) 187. ; Cf. A. v. Brunn and H. v. Kluber,

ibid. 14 (1937) 242.



CHAPTER XII

Moving Charges

1. Lorentz.1

Let us apply the Lienard formula (7.17) to find the action of a

neutral current or magnet, moving with v', on a charge -f 1

moving with v. At ds' we have q' moving withV and — q' with

v' — ui'. Hence

See' =
SeeV8 = q'w'[2v' coa (v'ds') — w']

tee'v'f = q'w' cos (rds')[2v'
r
— w' coa (rds')]

2,ee'(Zvxv'x) = q'w'v coa (vds')

T,ee'v'xvr = q'w'xvr = q'ui'v coa (vr) cos (xds').

Inserting these in the formula, putting q'w'jc = J'da' and in-

tegrating over the circuit, we find that the z-component of the
force on the unit charge comprisea the following three portions :

(1) Xi = vjc
. WJ'r*[eM (vr) cos (xds') — cos (rx) cos (vds')]

(2) X2 = jds'J'v'Icr2 . cos (rx)[cos (v'ds') - 3 cos (v'r) cos (rds')]

(3) Xs = JiJjVV/to1
. cos (rx)[3 cos8 (rds') - 1]. (12.1)

(

Since w' k assumed to be negligible in comparison with v or
e

,
we shall for the present neglect Xt .

uJl^/ T*^
'
LonmtI ' ">« "-eery which LorenU should logically

^TlT f
°m be eip0Unded* eo^-Porary writers who profJ.

toUtad SI" ™ T"" °f hbt0riCal fMt
>
Lorent^ ««*totaly ignored

S t"f"Wr^d
,

f

T-f0rmuU
-

QuIte **>»» - «» titli of and

N"dJto^h.T r
""^y-P^liahed in 1916-onda with CIau.iu»

!

-«" » «y. th. fiacmn w, „„ # h nowhere g
.vm
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If A is the vector potential, Ax
— \j'dx'/r. Hence

(vV)A, = (Z.vxdlBz)A, = - [ty/W/*

='— v \ J'ds'jr1 . cos (vr) cos (xda').

And

3j3x . (vA) = — v \ds'J'jr* . cos (rx) cos (v<M).

Therefore

X l
= - <f*l*V)A M + c-'d/Bx . (vA).

or by (1.2a)

R
x
= e-»Fv curl A = c-'FvH. (12.2)

This is the force exerted by a stationary circuit (»'= 0) on a

moving charge (slow-moving cathode or canal rays, Zeeman and

Hall effects, magnetic rotation of polarisation-plane).

We shall next evaluate X2 , taking J' to be uniform.

Since

cos (rds') _ 3 1

r
5 3? ?

we have

3v' cos (rx) cos (v'r) cos (rds')jr1

= (x - a02(* - *>i far3

3 r , , 1 3a;' v., ' ,. < , x — x'„dx' , x— x'. ,.Bv'x

-a? 1 ] +

?

3^(x ~ x )v
* +—% "*

"
~ 2(x - x

>*?

= —
.[ ] + ^cos (ads') cos (»'r) + — cos (ra) cos («W) — ?! cos(n),

where g' = d\'/3s' so that y^ = 3v'J3s'.'

Inserting this result in the integral for X 2 , we find

X%
= — c"

1
J' l<?«V/r* • cos (*&") cos (»'r) — C"

l
J' |<ts'&/r • cos (

rx)

(12-3)
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If «,' is a constant velocity of translation, clearly

so that the total force is

R = Rl + R 2
= c-'V(vA) - c-'(vV)A + c-'(v'V)A . (12.4)

Hence if the circuit and the charge are moving with a common
velocity of translation (»' = »),

R = c-'VfvA) = VZ . (12.5)

If the circuit is moving with constant v' and the charge is

stationary (» = 0), the force on the charge is

R = c-'(v'V)A. (12.6)

We shall now express the force in a more convenient form.

First taking Clausius's formula (7.19), we have

SL = 2ee7r.(l-SuX/c2
)

= -?7cV.Zt>X

= - c-WXvJx'Jr.

Hence

i=-c-'J)M« = -Z. (12.7)

where x is (vA)/c.

And

Sx
+

dtdv,

**• cdt'
where the suffix indicates that V operates only on A.

^rc^jsr- formuiae (i -2) and^ we

R = ^x-c-'dA/* .

= Vz + c-»r«oA-c-1
dAW/!

= <r
IFvH- c-'3A/3t.

( i 2 . 8 )
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Turning now to Lorentz's formula for L (7.18), we have

similarly

T dx'
SL = — J'ds'jcr . SWj—.. -f j? cos (rds') — v' cos (v'ds

)

V. OS

— \w' sin8 (rds')

We omit the last term, w' being relatively negligible. Integrating

over the circuit, we obtain

L = -(x + <|0, (12.8a)

where

i|i = c'1 \ ds'J'v'/r . [cos (rcW) cos (v'r) — cos (v'ds')].

(12.9)

To evaluate this, taking J' to be uniform, we have

rv' cos (v'r) cos (rds') . jr1

v ,
,. , 3 1

B jLs(«-«>:_i/.S(x - g>;
. as' r; r 3*'.

= |.( , ) + *! cos (kW) - yr.

OS ,
'

' f

(12.10)

Hence

iji = — <rV I s^«'.

So, on Lorentz's theory, the force is

,
R = V

J
,(x++)-c-idA/^

= V(x + +) + c"1F«A — c
_1dA/d«

= V^ + c-1FvH-<r1 3A/3* (12.11)

Whereas, according to Clausius, <Ji
= and also there is no term

in to' which is neglected.

2. Ritz.

Let us now similarly apply the Ritz formula (11.7) to find the

action of a neutral current or magnet, moving with v', on a charge

e = + 1 moving with v. The relative velocity of e and + q'
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, ,.' . ; that of e and - q' is vx + w'x — v' . .

Hence

See' = 0.

&eV = ?'[(»« - "')" - <*• + W
' 7 V'f + •

-
]

= -q'[2v,v)'1 -2wIvt + wx
i + . . .]

= _ g'[2SuX + w'*l

= — jV[2m cos (itt&') + to'].

Scc'„r
' = _ q'(2v,w'r- 2w'/

r + w?)

= -g'(2Mr
w; + M

'r

i!

)

= — q'w'[2u cos (m) cos (jy£s') + w' cos2 (rds')].

£ee\«r
= q'l(v, - v',){vr ~ K) ~ (% + «4 ~ «£K«V + «J - <)]

= - ?'[W+ »X + «>>* - "'X - '4<l
= - ifKuv + «X - »X]
= — jw'ftt cos (or) cos (rii') + u cos (r<is') cos (ids')

— to' cos (rds') cos (xds')].

Inserting these results in the formula, putting q'w'/c = J'ds', and

integrating over the circuit, we find that the ^-component of

the force comprises the three parts :

(1) and (2)

X
x + Xt

= — Us'J'a/cr2
. co3 (rx) \

~
cos (uds')

3(1 -X)
cos (rds') cos (ru

4
— {cos (za) cos (rds') + cos (ru) cos (xds'))

(3) X, = - ^s'J'w'lcr*

.

[cos ("0{^ - 3(1 ~ X)
cos2 (rrf/)}

5— cos (rds') cos (xds')

(12.12)

Since w' is assumed to be negligible in comparison with «, we
shall for the present neglect X,.

Utilising the result proved on p. 547, we have
3^.cos(ri)cos(r^')cos(r«)

da, ( ) + tt/r2
. cos (ids') cos (ar) + u\r% . cos (rx) cos (uds')

+ g'
rjr . cos (rx),

(12.12a)
™ce 3*,^ = _ 3„;/94

.

#
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Inserting this in the integral for JC
t + X 8 , we find we can divide

it into

Xt
'«= J' \ ds'u/cr* . [cos (ur) cos (xds') — cos (rx) cos (vds')]

and

X2
= ^-±-i —

[
ds'«/r2 . cos (xtt) cos (rds') + l~ L f <fr'?>-

(12.13)

If v and v' are constant in magnitude and direction, X, is

clearly zero and, as proved for formula (12.2),

F=F 1
= c-1 FuH. (12.14)

Hence when the circuit and the charge are moving with a common

velocity of translation (u = 0), F = 0. (Observe that we use

F for Ritz and R for Lorentz.)

An alternative way of dividing up the force Xx + X 2 ,
is pro-

vided by putting

u cos (vds') = v cos (rajs') — v' cos (v'ds')

etc. We then have :
-

(1) X\ = vie \
ds'J'/r* . [cos (vr) cos {xds') - cos (rx) cos (vds%

so that Fx
= c^FvH, as in the case of (12.2),

and

(2) Xs
= [<feW/2cr» . [cos (rx)\ (3 - X) cos (v'ds')

— 3(1 — X) cos (rds') cos (rv')}

— (1 + X){cos (xv') cos (rds') + cos (rv') cos (zrfa')}
J

= - J' [ds'v'jcr* . [cos (v'r) cos (ads') - cos (rx) cos (»'(!«')]

— (1 + \)J'/2c . [ds'v'lr* . cos (v'x) cos (rds')

+ (1--K)j'l2c.[ds'g'rlr. (12.15)

Hence, as in Lorentz's theory, the force exerted by a stationary

circuit (v' = 0) on a moving charge is c_IFvH.
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If the circuit is moving with constant v' and the charge ia

stationary (v = 0), the force on the charge is

Xt
= - J'v'/c .

f
ds'/r* . [cos (v'r) cos (ids') - cos (rx) cos (v'ds')}

or
Fj^-c-'Vv'H. -

(12.16)

Turn now to Ritz's formula (11.13)

We have

See' = 0.

See'aJ = - q'w'[2v, cos (re/-?') — 2v'r cos (rrfs') + w' cos2
(nfo')]

See'a2 = — q'w'[2v cos («£«') — 2v' cos (v'ds') + w'].

Hence $L is

-J'da'liar. 1(1 - X)t>, cos (rrfa') + (1 + X)o cos (wis')

- (1 - X)»* cos (rds') - (1 + X)u' cos (v'ds') •

+ \w'{(\ - X) + (1 - X) cos2 (rds')\ ].

Neglecting the terms in w', consider the terms containing v.

Since

% cos (nfo') a l
'-';-.

=ltf-l Vi-r 3* . r ... -

the « terms in £ give, when integrated,

- J'/c .

J
Xvjlx'lr = - y. (12.16b)

And, as in treating Lorentz's formula, the v' terms give

-*•»/% J*T;<1 - x)/r.„' eos i„W) - (1 _ x)?;

+ (1 + X)/r .
»' cos (v'ds')]

- J
'le -\^WIr.co,(v'ds')-(l-X)l2.g'

t] . (12.17)

Hence £ = _
(z +^
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Therefore, neglecting the term jX£/2<i» in the formula (11.14),

we have

F = V(z f i>) + c-i^uA - crHKjdt

= VI + c-iKvH-c-'SA/a;. (12.18)

The formula is formally identical with that of Lorentz (12.11),

but ip has a different meaning. For example, if the system has a
common constant velocity, then according to Lorentz <\i = and
R is not zero ; but according to Ritz i|> = — % and F = 0.

In this formula we have neglected the term

X/2c* . V(?/;>

which occurs in (11.14). This gives a contribution (to i}0

_j_d, cos (rds).

If, as we have already done, we take J' to be uniform along .s',

t his will be zero.

We can now compare our results with those of Chapter IV.

We there obtained (4.79a) : L = 9 — j(. But in the case of

neutral currents, <p = ; that is, L = — y, which results from

the formula of Clausius (12.7). And (4.81) with X = 1 gives

= [j'ds'/r,

which we also obtain from Lienard's formula. But on the

Lienard-Lorentz theory we find (12.Sa) : L= — (x + 41 )- This

also follows from Ritz's formula (12.17a), though ip has a different

meaning. Observe also that, both for Ritz and for Lorentz, wc
have (12.11, 18),

F^Fo + c^FvH
where .

F =Vi{--c-1 3A/aj.

Here <b is not — <p and F is not E
;

N
in fact 9 is zero and so is E

(at least very approximately, for we are neglecting the component

X3 ). This point should be remembered when we come to sec-

tions 4 and S of this chapter. The reason for the emergence of

the quantity 'b is that we have divided the motion of the moving

charges into two parts : (1) the linear conductor and the positive

ions move with v', (2) the negative ions move with — w' relatively

to the conductor.
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Confining ourselves to the v terms in SL (12.16a), we have on

integration fc = -(vA)/c. where

A. = j'k'Pir Z + ^OrX C0SW] • (12-18a)

that is, formula (4.21) or (4.81). As we have just shown (12.16b),

the X terms give zero when the current is uniform. But on

Eitz's theory, as distinct from those of Clausius and Lienard,

there is no reason for putting X = 1 ;
for we obtain the force-

formula (4.12 = 11.6b) with h = X.

3. The Magnetic Field of a Moving Charge.

Having obtained an expression for the force exerted by a circuit

or magnet on a moving charge, we now proceed to investigate

the force exerted by a moving charge on a circuit or magnet.

On Eitz's theory, of course, there is no fresh problem involved

;

for the two forces are equal and opposite. Let us see what, on
Lorentz's theory, is the force exerted by e' moving with v' on + q
moving with v and on — q moving with v — w.

See' = SeeV2 = See'i^2 = 0.

~Lee'(vxv'x +...) = e'q(vzv't
- (vx - wx)v'x . . .)

= e'qvm' cos (v'ds).

T,ee'vxvr = e'qwv'w cos (v'x) cos (rds).

Inserting these results in the Lienard formula (7.17), and putting
qwjc = Jds, we find

dRx = Je'v'ds/cr2 . [cos (v'x) cos (rds) — cos (rx) cos (v'ds)].

Now
v'rds[con (v'x) cos (rds) — cos (rx) cos (v'ds)]

is the z-component of v'(rds) - r(v'ds), i.e. of Fds Fv'r. Hence

dR = Je'jcr*. FdsFv'r. (12.19)

But we have shown (4.5) that the force on ds due to a magnetic

char
"• H

'
Therefore the magneto field of the moving.

H = e'/cr3 . Fv'r, (12.20)

This is the formula
r being drawn from the charge e' to the point,
which i° "="»" " r-

i is usually written

# = eV sin a . /r*
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with e' in elms. Putting E' = e'rjr2 , (12.20) can also be written

in the form

H = c-1 Fv'E'. (12.20a)

It is easy to verify that these results hold also on the theory of

Clausius.

Interchanging dashes and changing sign (so that r is now drawn
from the current element), we have for the action of e = + 1 on
the circuit

R'x = — vjc . I ds'J'jr\cos (vx) cos (rda') — cos {rx) cos {vda')]

or, taking J' to be uniform,

R'x = — J'vjc . I da' cos {rda') . /rs

+ J'vjc . I ds'jr1 . cos {rx) cos (vds')

= - - — vA ,

c dx

since the first integral is zero.

Hence >'....

R' = -Vx, : (12.21)

independently of the velocity («') of the circuit.

But we have already found (12.4) that, when v' is a constant

velocity of translation, the force exerted by the circuit on the

unit charge is '

R= Vz - (T^vVJA + c-^v'VJA • (12.4)

Therefore R and R' are . equal and opposite only when v = v',

i.e. when the circuit and the charge are moving with a common
velocity of translation. When the circuit is stationary (v' = 0)

R + R' = -c-1(vV)A,

so that the law of action-reaction does not hold. It might be

considered possible to test this experimentally. But in practice

e would have to be taken moving over a closed path and the mean

force per revolution measured. Since v = ds/dt

ij(R + R')<fc=-^j(dsV)A,

which is zero for a closed circuit.
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Let us now turn to Ritz's theory. Putting v' = 0, we have

from (12.16) .

F' — _ f = — J'evjc . ds'jr"- . [003 (vr) cos (xds')

— cos (rx) cos (vd$')]

Putting evjc = Jda and integrating over a complete circuit of the

moving charge, we obtain for the forces

=F JJ' f f
dsds'jr* . [cos (xds') cos (rds) — cos (ra;) cos (dads')].

Comparing this with (4.5), we see that the moving charge is equiva-

lent to a current. .. -

We have

R' = -eVz (12.5)

F' = — e/c . V\ curl A (12.16)

= R' + e/c.(vV)A. (12.22)

Since, as we have just seen, the latter term gives zero over a
closed path of the charge, the mean values of F' and R' are equal.

Hence both theories give the same result.

We have therefore found, according to both theories, what is

called the magnetic field of a moving charge. We have done so,

relying only on accepted principles of the electron theory, with-
out contradicting the Amperian view of magnetism. We have
merely particularised the general idea of the force exerted by
one moving charge on another by taking the force exerted by a
moving singlet on an element of neutral current. Then, in
accordance with the experiments of Rowland (1876) and others,
we took the singlet as moving in a closed circuit. And we found
that the experiments are equaUy explicable by any of the
three versions-Clausius, Lorentz, Ritz-of the electron theory.
Accordingly we reject as incompatible with professedly accepted
views of electricity and magnetism such metaphorical descrip-
tions as that given by Swann (x. 59)

:

Th^m^i^r^^0001?^1116*1^ 11116^^^^!^ force

^z^i\fzT^s t0rther charg
°

s° ione M that

it over and aW«S .
m
?
ves> howe^. they exert a force onover and above that exerted by the electric field.

tation rf'Jf '/'! merely a Vivid n°n-matirematical represen-

e£anfvecr P
UnCti°n

-
K TO haVe °^ *™> «*«i. «»relevant vector ,s F, given to the second-order by (7.17) or (11 7)
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There is no 'magnetic field ' until we produce a ' magnet ' ie
a set of moving charges constituting a closed neutral current!
This is the only statement logically reconcilable with the premisses
which everyone admits to-day.

^Nowadays, when the electron theory is universally admitted
the phenomena described as the magnetic effects of a moving
charge seem pretty obvious. And we are tempted to read our
present outlook back into the heyday of Maxwellianism. Witness
these typical quotations

:

The existence of convection currents was foreseen theoretically
by Maxwell and was experimentally verified by Rowland and his
pupils.—Rougier, La maiiire et Vinergie, 19212

, p 48
Rowland's experiments on electric convection are in agreement

with Maxwell s teaching.—J. J. Thomson, vi. 237.
The possibility that a moving electrio charge might produce a

magnetic field occurred to Faraday The effect was observed
by Rowland in 1876 and again by Rontgen in 1885.-Jeans, p 514
bmce an electric current is simply the passage of electrio charge,

a charged conductor when moved should itself affect a magnet in

VL?eIg£b?urhood -
Such an effect waa observed by Rowland in

1876.—Pidduck, p. 106.

Rowland himself (p. 30), writing in 1878, was much more
diffident and correctly represents the dominant outlook of the
time :

The experiments described in this paper were made with a view
of determining whether or not ail electrified body in motion produces

. magnetio effects. There seems to be no theoretical ground upon
which we can settle the question, seeing that the magnetio action of
a conducted electrio current may be ascribed to some mutual action
between the conductor and the current. Hence an experiment is
of value.

This hesitation is hardly intelligible to us to-day ; we tend in
fact to the other extreme, i.e. to claim for the experiments a
result which is inferentially incompatible with Ritz's theory.
This seems to be the claim made by Sir James Jeans :

It may be objected that the foregoing experiments [of Rowland,
Rontgen, Pender] only test the magnetio field produced by a con-

. tinuous chain of electric charges moving in a closed circuit ; but
this objection cannot be urged against experiments performed by
E. P. Adams in 1901. In these experiments charged brass spheres
were made to pass a suspended magnetic needle at the rate of about
800 per second, and the apparatus was arranged so that the effect
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of one sphere had almost disappeared before the needle came under
the influence of the next.—Jeans, p. 515.

In 1901 Prof. E. P. Adams attached a series of charged brass
spheres to the circumference of a rotating wheel and found that
these produced a magnetic field which alternated periodically as the
spheres passed by a suspended magnetic needle.—Jeans, Atomicity
and Quanta, 1926, p. 49.

"

The allusion is to a paper on ' The Electromagnetic Effects of
Moving Charged Spheres,' by E. P. Adams, published in Am. J.
Sci. 12 (1901) 155-167. A quotation from this article will show
at once that Adams dealt merely with the mean effects due to
charges moving in closed circuits.

An attempt will be made in the following to compare the results
obtained with the results expected from theory. From reasons
which will appear later this comparison can be regarded only as
approximate, and is given merely to show that the observed results
are of the right order of magnitude. . . . figure 4 is plotted fromthu

,

expression [fl = ^.smej and shows how the force variSwith the position of the spheres. The upper curve eives the reoi.ltJ^
force at the lower needle due to both sets of splTre^ andXkwer
SSu

Ww ?K
neariy a 6t?ight "-* «*«• the fOT°e »t the iXer^.^,fe ™« wlw of the force at the lower needkobtained by tune-integration of the curve, be 2nNqAlc and themean value of the force at the upper neeoUe zJgB/c '

Then the

fuming to formula (,2.20a, of the aether-electron theory,

H = c
"
1FvE

(12.20a)

Thenby(1.6, ° = dE/* =^ + (vV,E .

e"1H:r^E+(EV,v - Edivv+v^ EJ

= - E/c,

since the last three terms in fh„ ,

(12.23)

= outside e). TteTten *q™ed brack<* are zero (div E
order, only fij a u^or^yTf^ j?**^ (t° th° ^°^
identified with Maxwell'. «„T I

B
1

ge
'
has been erroneouslymaxwells equatmn for his dispkcement-current
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mwj™^
89^*7 °f thk k at onoe evident fr°m the facts that

(1) the displacement-current is merely a mathematical way of
referring to the propagated potentials, (2) the formula (12.23)
follows from Clausius's theory which neglects propagation. We
must therefore reject the alleged proof of (12.20a) by deduction
from (12.23), as expounded in such assertions as the following** :

A simple but important example of the use of Maxwell's equations •

. . .
lne experiments not only prove the existence of the magnetic

field produced by moving charges but also confirm Maxwell's theory
quantitatively.—Jeans, pp. 513, 515.

'

This prediction [formula (12.20)] received a complete experimental
.
quantitative confirmation in the experiments on the convection-
current. This latter appears to us as a necessary consequence of
Maxwells displacement-current.

. . . These experiments must be
considered as verifying ... the accuracy of the law of the dis-
placement-current.—Langevin, ii. 71.
We may logically argue that if the displacement current is suffi-

ciently real to enable us to complete the condenser circuit, it must
be able to produce a magnetic field. This has been proved to be

- true in the experiments of Rowland.—F. White, p. 21.
Since by Maxwell's theory only closed currents can exist, it was

a necessary consequence of the development of this theory that
every moving body, if it be electrically charged, must produce a
magnetio field exactly as does a conduction current. . . . This
conclusion was experimentally verified in 1876 as a result of an
important research carried out by Rowland.—Haas, i. 239.

The answer to this argument has now been given. The
experiments verified the law for H only for a closed pathi For
such the theory of Ritz gives the same result as that of Maxwell-
Lorentz, with the added advantage that it does not violate the
principle of the equality of action and reaction. Moreover,
according to Lorentz, the velocity which occurs in assimilating
the path of the charge to a current-circuit (ev/c = Jfo), is the
absolute velocity through the stagnant aether; whereas the
experiments verified the result, taking v to be the velocity of the
charge relative to the laboratory in which the other circuit

(magnet) is at rest. The experiments may therefore be taken as
agreeing either (1) with the theory of an earth-convected aether
or (2) with the ballistic theory.

Since the above was written I have come across a stimulating
text-book from which I propose to quote a passage for criticism :

'* This alleged proof U also to be found in other text-books, e.g. N. Campbell,
iii. 23, Becker, p. 39 f.
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IVom theoretical considerations which are basic to the theorv
relativity, but which are unfortunately beyond the scope of th
book, it can be shown that a consequence of the fact that electr

-
1

disturbances do not travel instantaneously is that the rerml
force e'/r*. which two charged bodies exert upon one another electr^
statically, diminishes—as measured by an observer at rest h
they are set in motion along parallel paths. . . . This diminut/
of force is attributed to the appearance of ' magnetic '

force wh'"h
partly neutralises the electrostatic force. [When vie is small! th
force e'/r2 which they exert upon one another at rest bee™
diminished by an amount (ttyVA4

, where » is the velocity of th
charges relative to the observer and c is the velocity with whichthe elect™ disturbance travels. This diminution constitnJ. th
magnetic force The appearance of magnetic Cemaybt vervsimply and stnlongly demonstrated by loosely fastening two DarSwes several metres long and a few centimetres apart^nZK
fang frame and passmg a current of a few amperes throVcrh^h
If tie direction of the flow of current is the same in th?t

g ^em -

they attract one another.-Rlley, p. 186 f
tW0 TOe,

>

There is here a false implication, namely, that the magnetic

a^ortYxplanS ^is rne^v L 7 '!
0r PremkseS ? The

deduction fL u£JSiKftLSTft* ?* ^^^
observer ' are merelv » „ •

°™ula. The references to ' the

really™T£fi£~" to
. «f

*"*** jargon ; he
iB measured. In3 n^f7 *° wWch the ™Ioe% •

Then, neglecting accXatU ^ ^ * = "^ the "**>

J.
= ee'r^ cos (rz) . [1 +^ _^ 2

between themVa^/^Tt- ""! f the kboratory. the force

fnin^ in the ratio 'l - IT ™e to 8ay that this becomes
diminution a magnetic force La .'S

.

not correct to cal1 th«
this modification of the for™'

;

U wron2 to assert that
electrical disturbances do not <

* ^T^61106 °? the fact that
we cannot apply this

. "?
,

travel
,
""stantaneously. Finally,

formulae unless 4 as^ nt^, ^ Am
IJerian inter-circuh

*» offhand«X4SSSn
S

- * ^ mUSt «**
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4. The Force on a Moving Charge.
The formula (4.31b) «

F = e(E + c-iFvH)
has, of course, been assumed in deriving the Lienard force-
formu a. Let us now reverse the argument ; assuming Lienard's
formula as the synthesis of electromagnetic experiments, let us
investigate the force on a moving charge. The ordinary proof of
the formula is extremely unsatisfactory. Here is Lorentz 'a effort

:

T^jf'^ generalising the results of electromagnetic experiments.

SttofiddJS
rePr

FT
tS th6

n°
r^^g °n an eleotron "an electro:

static field [F1= eE]. On the other hand, the part of the forceexpressed by the second term may be derived from the law according
to which an element of a wire carrying a current is acted on by!magnetic field [F, = ,Jc . FdsH]. . . . Now, simplifying the questionby the assumption of only one kind of moving electrons wifh equal
charges and a common velocity, we may write [;ds = evl
After having been led in one particular case to the existence of the
force [Fx = eE] and in another to that of the force [F. = tie FvHlwe now combine the two in the way shown in the equation, going
beyond the direct result of experiments by the assumption that in
general the two forces exist at the same time.—Lorentz, viii. 14 f.

There are two overwhelming objections to this alleged generali-
sation. (1) The two 'particular cases' here 'combined' are
quite incompatible. In the one case we have charges at rest,
in the other the charges are moving; they cannot be both
stationary and moving. (2) Experiments with ' a wire carrying
a current

'
have to do with neutral currents, yet the derivation

contradicts this neutrality.3

« Van Vleck calls it
' the fundamental force-equation postulated by the electron

theory ' (p. 17). But such a title should clearly be reserved for the alternative
force-formulae of Ritz and Lienard.

* The current text-books are equally unsatisfactory. Slater and Frank, p. 240 :

|
The electrical force per unit volume is pE. . . . The magnetic force is that act-

ingon the current. . . . Thus we have for the force-vector P= pE + cJKuH.
If the current density is produced by .the motion of charge [i.e. the same
charge as gives the term pE], we have u= p v.' Forsterling, p. 58 :

' While
the force on a resting charge depends only on E, the force on a moving charge
is increased by a term corresponding to the law of Biot-Savart ' which was
proved only for a closed uniform neutral ourrent. Schaefer (i. 673) : The first
part is simply the electrostatic force corresponding to Coulomb's law. . . . .The
second part is the force exerted by a magnetio field H on a moving charge ; it

corresponds to that force of the old theory which acts on a current-oarrying
conduotor according to the Biot-Savart law.' Planck (p. 242) obtains the formula
'by combining," Filrth (p. 341) by 'addition.'
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In order to see that there is a concealed assumption involved

in the argument, let us turn to Ritz's formula which, as we have
seen, gives eE for the electrostatic case and also j/c . FdsH for

electromagnetic experiments with linear metallic circuits. Ritz's

formula satisfies each of the two premisses—does it satisfy the
conclusion ? In formula (11.7), which gives the force of e' moving
with v' on e moving with v, neglect u'2/c2 and the acceleration

terms. We find F, = X^ + Xz , where

X, — — cos (rx)\ 1 — 5—'I + _r_s I
1

r*L * '1 c2 J

T
c2 J

This is the a:-component of

e[e'r,/r2 + e'/cV2 . VvJVrJ = e[E + c"1 FvH],

where E = e'rjr'= - V (e'/r)

and

H = e'jcr3 . fVr,

= - e'/c . Fv'V -

= curl„ (e'v'/cr).

Obviously we can add the results for any number of moving
charges e

.
But there remains the other component :

X
2/(ee'/r

2
) =

3(1

3-Xi)2

.2

'

l^Xfvv')
2 c2

3(1 ~ X> VA
4 c2

<e 2 c2
+ T'-y-.-Tr -"^

dI
h

l7STf

R-M
la

l
ter comrent raeans that the f°«^does bo« hold in Ritz's theory. But it remains true that th„£%££*"*• aVeMve KSt * «E^Z that h

HvH t Tl °harge by a neutral cl°«ed current is

(12."i?f

"

Ve f°mUla Put V' = ° and u = v *»

X, = JW/cr2
. [cos („, cosW - Cos («) cos („fe-,l

'

= component of ^'/^
. [ds'(rv) - r(vds')l

that is, of
J '

^7»*
• FvPds'r.

Also

^t = (l + ^X/cr2
.^'(cosr(fS

'
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The latter term when integrated over the circuit gives zero.From the former e

F = c-iTvH, where H = J' [ r'Vds'r.

Turning now to Lienard's formula (7.17), neglecting «'W and
the acceleration terms, we find the formula

F = e(E + <r1 FvH),

for the force exerted on e moving with v by e* moving with v'
where H is the curl of e'v'/cr. Unless therefore we confine the
formula to the H produced by a neutral current, it presupposes
absolute velocities. That is, it is incompatible with a force-
formula which involves only the relative velocity of the two point-
charges.

The formula (4.31a) for the force on a unit stationary charge is

E = - V<p - c-iA

= - V- - - - e
.!x!

r c dt cr

= e'rjr2 - e'/cV2 . (rf - ^v').

Hence, ifwe neglect terms containing/' and v'\ we are justified
in taking E = e*rv /r2, as we have done above. It is also obvious
that formula (4.31a) cannot be proved from experiments on
electromagnetics.

5. Moving Circuit and Charge.

Suppose the circuit $' and the charge e = + 1 are moving with
constant velocities of translation, v' and v respectively. We can
tabulate the following results according to Lorentz and Ritz,
where R or F denotes the force exerted by the current on the
charge, R' or F' denotes the force of the charge on the current,

X is (vA)/c and z
' ia (v'A)/c.

Lorentz Ritz

R = Vz - c-^vVJA + c-^v'VJA F = c-i V(v - v')H

= c-iFvH + <Tl{v'V)

A

' = Vz - Vz ' - c-!(vV)

A

+ c"1(v'V)A
R' = -Vz • =R-VZ

'

F' = -F (12.24)
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Loreniz Ritz

(1) v'=0
R

x
= e*V\H P, = «-»FvH

r; = -r, + c->(vV)A f; = -f,

(2) v =
R, = VZ ' - <r> VvH F8

= - c' 1 Fv'H

r; =

o

f; = - f2

(3) v' = v

r; = -vz

f3 = o

f;=o

(12.24a)

(12.24b)

(12.24c)

^
The Mowing principle * is asserted by followers of Lorentz •

'Any system of electric currents when in motion will, in virtue
of a redistribution of its charges, exert a force on a resting charge
in its vicinity given by E = C-iFvH.' Now for the simple case
of uniform linear velocity Lorentz's theory gives, dropping the
dashes m (12.21b), R^Vz - C

-
lFvHj while the reaction of he

charge is R,= 0. For the case of a charge moving with - v
and a resting circuit, the same theory gives Rj = _^WH while
the reason of the charge is R; = VZ . Hence we cannot admit as
log.cafly consistent with Lorentz's theory the '

simplified principle

ZiTihet^T5 [M«nefi8ed] bar ex^s on a stationary

i!k v ^ 88

a

^T*7 bar exerts on

a

char^SurL^^/^t 11^ only for Ritz '

s thJ*

»?r»rSf'traiit^rgerving to^
force between thlm-

transIatlon
- According to Ritz the

K = -j<*i»' cos (rx)./r\ (12.24d)

SaLT-tiS'W-^ That ». «»e force on , is

the circuit. But Sst '^""^n of density - a along*ut th.s ,s true only to the first order in v/c. For

foiii, »£» it
«™y

t

8

(^dbrti
St

?

ibUti°n °f electricity te"<e place in the
charge t

vwoording to l,,^,^, ^^ on fay ^ eleotrostat
.

o
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if e and e' = ads' are moving with a common velocity v, the force
on e is, according to Lorentz (7.17),

dRJee' = cos (rse) . jr* . (1 _ v*/c* _ 3v»y^ + „^cV2_

Now the force exerted by the charge on the circuit is - Vx ; and
it is argued that this produces an electrostatic distribution + a on
the circuit. The argument was first advanced by Budde in 1880
in answer to an objection ofFrohlich, and more explicitly as follows
in 1887 « :

Each da' behaves towards e as if it had a free charge - o<£j\ Thus
in the circuit e' there is an electrostatic potential just as if each da'
had the charge — ada'. According to a general principle which
may be called the principle of the neutralising charge, this potential
must be brought into equilibrium by each element da' assuming an
electrostatic charge whose effect is equal and opposite to the imagined
charge — ada".

This principle is by no means as self-evident as its rather
pompous enunciation implies. For the force on e, which is really

exerted by the current-ions, is only algebraically equivalent to

what would be exerted by a different system, i.e. by a distribution

(— cr) moving rigidly with the circuit. Moreover, this equiva-
lence holds only to the first order in v/c. The charge i exerts

an equal and opposite force on the current-ions. But, on
Lorentz's theory, this equality of the reaction holds only when
the circuit and the charge are moving together. We are now
told that this reaction on the ions produces a distribution + er

moving rigidly with the circuit, which cancels the force of the

current on the charge e, and thus makes the reaction zero. To
put it mildly, this alleged principle is not very clear. It was
invented to bolster up the- hypothesis of a stationary aether, so

that there should be no force between a charge and a circuit

both at rest in a laboratory. If we assume an earth-convected

aether, it therefore becomes superfluous ; it is obviously quite

unnecessary on Ritz's theory.

Moreover, if we accept Budde's argument for comoving circuit

and charge, it ought to be applicable at any moment to the case

* FrShlich, i. 261 ; Budde, i. 658. The quotation is from Budde, iii. 112 f.*.

Cf. FitzOerald in 1882 (p. 115). Budde's argument is accepted as valid by the

following : Whittaker, p. 263 ; Lorentz, ii. 41 ; Silberstein, p. 272 ; Barnett, vii.

1114; Lienard, iii. 3. Note that the total charge of compensation iods' is

zero. Note also that dR (and r) is drawn from aV to e, hence a positive Rx acting

on e indicates repulsion.
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of a stationary circuit and a moving charge, for which R
t
^

VZ + c-'(vV).4 and R,' = - V*. The argument would result in

eliminating the terms =f ^X- The force on the charge would

then be <r'(vV)A, and the force on the circuit would be zero.

Which is certainly incorrect.

Accordingly we regard the following argument of Lorentz as

a mere gratuitous ad hoc invention :

Imagine an electric current flowing in a closed circuit without
resistance. Would this current act upon a particle carrying a
charge which is placed in its neighbourhood ? . . . The answer to
this question was of course that the current did not act upon the
particle. It would act upon a magnetic needle placed in the neigh-
bourhood, since it is surrounded by a magnetic field ; but there is

no trace of an electric field. This is certainly correct so long as the
current and the electric particle are at rest [in the aether].

Suppose, however, that both share in some motion, e.g. the earth's
motion [i.e. assuming that the laboratory 7km a motion through the
aether]. What then ? To begin with, the charged particle will
move with a certain velocity through the magnetic field of the
current and it will thus be acted upon by some force. It was
already stated by Budde that as a consequence of its motion the
current will act upon itself, that is to say, upon the electricity in the
circuit. Similarly, as through electrostatic influence in a metal,
there should be in the circuit a separation of positive and negative
electricity; in other words, charges should be produced. Budde
added, however, that these charges would be so distributed that
their action upon the electrified particle would be just compensated
by that of the magnetic field.—Lorentz, xiii. 306.
A conducting wire, traversed by an electric current, assumes a

certain charge, positive in one part and negative in another, by the
very fact of its translation through the aether. The absence of
first-order effects is due to this charge, which I have called com-
pensation-charge.—Lorentz, xvii. 456.

This type of reasoning—' a magnetic field ' and so on—has
been completely ousted by the electron theory. We shall
presently see that the assertion which Lorentz makes ' of course

'

concerning a current and an electrostatic charge is incorrect.

1 u
8econd a8861*™, concerning a comoving circuitand charge, » as Mows. The motion being steady, we have

Hence °
= *'* = dl* + W-

ccurlE = -ft = (vV)H.
Since div H = 0, the solution is clearly, by (1.6),

E = _ c-»FvH. '
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Hence

F = E + c-'FvH = 0.

' Thus there is no resultant force upon the particle.' Also the
volume-density in the circuit is given by

p = — - div E = (uv)/c2
,

if we utilise (1.5) and remember curl H = inujc. ' This space-
charge is identical with that already found by Budde.'

This alleged proof suggests the following comments :

(1) Lorentz starts by assuming not only that there is no force

on e = + 1 due to the total circuit but also that each element
exerts a zero force on e. He has no right to make such an
assumption, when he accepts (implicitly or equivalently) Lienard's

force- formula, according to which even two uniformly moving
charges, at relative rest, exert forces on one another.

(2) His problem is therefore hypothetical : Assuming that no
force is exerted, what extra charge-density (p') must be excogitated

as moving with the circuit-velocity (v), in addition to the neutral

current (p with v and — p with v — w) ? We have the current-

density

u = pv — p(v — w) + p'v

= pw + p'v.

The density p — p + p', i.e. p', has been proved equal to (uv)c-2.

Hence
p'(l - v2

lc
2
) = p(wv)/ca .

Or, for linear circuits,

'.«' = (jv)e-2/(l - i^/c2).

That is, if a charge is distributed along the circuit at this linear

rate, it will counteract the force exerted on e by the neutral

current.

(3) At first sight, this result appears to hold to any order.*

But this is a delusion due to the fact that Lorentz, as he himself

points out, ' assumes that there are no discontinuities.' Once we

assume the electron theory, we find—in accordance with the

treatment given above—that the result only holds to the first

order in v/c ; for velocity-terms are introduced by the Lienard

formulae for potential and force.

• Frohlich (ii. 123) already gave the factor (l-o*/c*)-'. and it was acoepted by

Budde (i. 645).
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U) Therefore all that Lorentz has done—following Frohlich

A Budde—is to give an unsatisfactory proof of the proposition

that a charge distributed at the rate a = (j'v)C
-2 would counteract

the force exerted by the neutral current. We have already shown

this in formula (12.24d), when we pointed out that this force

was equivalent to that produced by a linear distribution - „.

(5) But Lorentz has given no reason whatever for believing

that such a compensating charge-distribution comes physically

into existence. And even if he had shown it, the result would be

no help to those of ' relativist ' mentality, inasmuch as we should

then have an effect of absolute motion.

(6) The misplaced ingenuity ofBudde, adopted by Lorentz and

even yet accepted by writers who call themselves relativists, is

directed towards inventing ad hoc a mysterious physical effect

whose sole purpose is io enable those who uphold a stationary

aether—i.e. v and »' measured with reference to the fixed stars—

to escape from an unpleasant consequence of their theory.

Now in fact it is universally taken for granted that no force

of this magnitude can, compatibly with experimental results,

exist between a charge and a circuit which are at rest in the

laboratory. The obvious conclusion is that v = 0, i.e. the electro-

magnetic framework (or aether) is comoving with the laboratory.

And, in a typically contemporary roundabout way, this is ad-

mitted by Lorentz and by other relativists :

All this holds for an observer who sees the circuit in motion and
with t^/c8 neglected. An observer moving with the circuit would
find everything exactly as in a fixed circuit. This of course is

required by the principle of relativity ; for such an observer there is

no charge [i.e. no space-density pj.—Lorentz, xiii. 30S.

As we are dealing only with the experimental science known
as physics, the only relevant ' observer ' is the man-in-the-lab.
Lorentz admits that for him a circuit at rest in the laboratory
has zero velocity ; this used to be called the theory of an earth-
convected aether. We are not in the least interested in the
mythical being who is hurtling through the laboratory and
therefore ' sees the circuit in motion.' Wo are, however, inter-

ested in the case of a circuit and a charge comoving with respect
to the electromagnetic framework (the laboratory). Lorentz
thinks there is no force but that a space-charge emerges ; but a
logical development of the electron theory shows the invalidity
of his proof.

'
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6. Einstein.

These few remarks on the alleged relevance of Einstein's views
suggest the advisability of a few further comments. Let us
examine the case of a magnet (which we represent by the circuit

,?') and a conductor (which will be represented by a charge

« = +l). From formulae (12.11) and (12.18) we deduce the
following particular cases :

(1) s' at rest
(<J<
= dA/St = 0) and e moving :

F
1
= c-

1 FvH.

(2) V moving and e at rest (v = 0) :

F 2 = V <j< - c^dA/Bt.
.

(3) s' and c moving rigidly (dA/dt = VtaA) :

F3 = V(Z + «.

Suppose that v' of the circuit in case (2) is minus the v of the

charge in case (1), then it is not in general true (owing to accelera-

tions) that, on either theory, F2
= — Ft . But if the motion in

both cases is one of uniform translation and v' = — v, then, as

we have already seen, the relation F2
= — Ft holds for Ritz but

not for Lorentz (12.24a and b).

With this background prepared, we are now in a position to

quote some assertions of relativist writers, beginning with the

opening passage of Einstein's famous paper of 1905 :

It is known that Maxwell's electrodynamics—as usually under-

stood at the present time—when applied to moving bodies, leads to

assymmetries which do not appear to be inherent in the phenomena.
Take for example the reciprocal electrodynamic action of a magnet
and a conductor. The observable phenomenon here depends only

on the relative motion of the conductor and the magnet ; whereas

the customary view draws a sharp distinction between the two cases

in which either the one or the other of these bodies is in motion.

For if the magnet is in motion and the conductor at rest, there

arises in the neighbourhood of the magnet an electric field with a

certain definite energy, producing a current at the places where

parts of the conductor are situated. But if the magnet is stationary

and the conductor in motion, no electric field arises in the neighbour-

hood of the magnet. In the conductor, however, we find an electro-

motive force, to which in itself there is no corresponding energy

;

but which gives rise—assuming equality of relative motion in the

two cases discussed—to electric currents of the same path and

intensity as those produced by the electrio forces in the former case.

—

Einstein, p. 37.
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It can be deduced from these equations [of Maxwell] that if a

maimet is moved in the neighbourhood of a conducting circuit, an

plectric field will be created around the magnet and will set up a

current in the conductor ; but if the magnet remains still and the

conductor is moved, though indeed the current will appear as before,

no electric field will be produced around the magnet. It is, however,

difficult to believe that Nature would actually behave in this one-

sided way, distinguishing arbitrarily between the motion of the

magnet and the motion of the conductor. . . . When Einstein

applied this principle [the Voigt transformation], he found that the

electric and magnetic forces grouped themselves in the equations in

such a way that the discrepancy we have referred to disappeared.

This happy result must be regarded as strongly confirmatory of the

soundness of his whole argument.—Sir T. P. Nunn, Rdalivity and
Gravitation, 1923, p. 28.

All the theorems here deduced, which refer to the motion of a

body in a constant magnetic field, are equally valid according to

the Principle of Relativity . .
'. for a body at rest towards which

a magnet moves.—Planck, p. 192.

According to Einstein's theory, it is obvious that there is no
dissymmetry between the two cases, for in both there is produced the
same electric field in the system of reference bound to the conductor.
—J. Becquerel, Le principe de relaliviti, 1922, p. 86.

In order to criticise these statements, it is necessary to know
only one point in Einstein's theory : namely, that for experi-

ments in a scientific laboratory he accepts Lorentz's aether-

electron theory. Everything else is irrelevant, but this is vital.

The language in which this admission is couched has nothing
whatever to do with the scientific formulae. We may, if we like,

speak of velocities relative to the ' observer,* instead of velocities
relative to the earth-convected aether. We may use all kinds
of subjectivist expressions ; we may use dashed or primed letters
of the alphabet to denote laboratory-measures, as if somehow
they were ontologically inferior to unprimed ratios measured by
an imaginary observer. We are not now concerned with these
ideas

;
we are interested only in the fact that Einstein accepts

Lorentz s theory * as measured by an observer ' in the laboratory.
Accepting this theory, he has no escape from the failure of the

?7
™7 e °f actloI>-reaction here as in the fundamental formula

y-«). if as Einstein says, 'the observable phenomenon hereo^os only on the relative motion of the conductor and the
magnet, then he is logically bound to accept Ritz's theory.

fivf™
"XT m trying to e8caPe this ineluctable conclusion by

nymg, with Becquerel, to what would be observed by a hypo-
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thetical observer ' bound to the conductor ' in its motion. The
scientific measurer knows nothing of this imaginary being.

Nor need we waste time in discussing what is alleged to be
'the customary view.' All these distinctions between electric

and magnetic fields, the production of e.m.f., and so on, belong

to an epoch which is, or ought to be, dead and gone. From the

point of view of the Gauss-Fechner-Weber synthesis, there is

nothing but forces between moving electrons. We all profess to

believe that this is how Nature actually behaves ; but in practice

we make a fetish of distinctions within this objective complex,

which are introduced solely for convenience in dealing with
particular cases.

Relativists appear to be under a serious delusion concerning

the history of electrical theory. ' According to the older view,'

says Dr. N. R. Campbell (iv. 45), ' electrostatics and electro-

dynamics were two separate and independent studies. . . . But
our view is that they are merely aspects of the same thing.' It

would not be at all easy to say what is the ' thing ' of which they

are ' aspects.' But it was made clear a century ago that electro-

statics is a particular case of electrodynamics ; if in the meantime

we have forgotten this, the really old view, the fault must be

attributed to the influence of Maxwell.

That Einstein's followers cannot easily rid themselves of this

influence is shown by the following quotation from Sir Arthur

Eddington (p. 22) :

Consider an electrically charged body at rest on the earth. Since

it is at rest it gives an electric field but no magnetic field. But for

the nebular physicist it is a charged body moving at 1000 miles a

second. A moving charge constitutes an electrio current which in

accordance with the laws of electromagnetism gives rise to a magnetic

field. How can the same body both give and not give a magnetic

field 1 On the classical theory we should have to explain one of

these results as an illusion. . . . On the relativity theory both

results are accepted. Magnetic fields are relative.

Cutting out the vivid popularising references to the nebular

physicist who now replaces the man in the moon of our childhood,

let us confine our attention to the pseudo-conundrum, How can

the same charge give and not give a magnetic field ? The

answer is : a magnetio field is never ' given ' by a single charge.

A magnetic field is merely a mathematical manipulation of the

force exerted by a moving charge on a collection of moving
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charges which we call a current. As to the charge at rest, on

the earth, we have the following choice : (1) it is moving through

the aether, (2) it is at rest in the aether, (3) it is moving relatively

to the current without any reference to an aether. Clearly

Eddington rejects (1), so his choice is confined to (2) or (3).

Similarly d'Abro (p. 144), speaking of Rowland's experiments,

says that 'classical science assumed that motion in this case

meant motion with respect to the stagnant ether.' Thus by
' classical science ' he means the view, never fully accepted even

by Maxwell, which was advocated by Lorentz and others during

the present generation. He adds :

Once again, the only type of velocity which appeared to have any
significance in nature was relative velocity, and never velocity

through the stagnant ether or absolute space. Hence Einstein
postulated his special principle of relativity, according to which
Galilean motion through the ether or space is meaningless.

We have already shown that Rowland's experiments are equally

explicable on the theory of an earth-convected aether or on the
ballistic theory. The language of this, as of other relativist

writers, seems at first sight to class them as followers of Ritz.

Not at all ; they accept all the aether formulae. The reference
to relative velocity, alias velocity relative to the laboratory or
' observer,' is a quibble. It is identical with what we call velocity
relative to the earth-convected aether; it enters into the
formulae, e.g. that for the force between two moving electrons
(7.17), as an absolute velocity. All our statements about, and
our conclusions from, the Lienard-Schwarzschild force-formula
must be accepted by Einstein and his adherents.

7. Induction.

Suppose we have two closed circuits in motion. According to
the formulae of Clausius, Lorentz and Ritz, the force exerted by
* on a char8e + 1 moving with the circuit a is of the form

Sx dt dvz
'

And according to each of the time theories

SL_ 1 (j,dx'
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Hence the induced e.m.f. ig

V =
f
XFjkc

dt) dv'

Id
c dt.

where II = - f f J' (ds ds')/r.

Or, putting it otherwise, according to (12, 11, 18),

F = V(x + «|i) + c-'ruA - er'dA/cft.

Hence ~

V = &>{Fds)

"'
= - ^£ds[dA/dl — VwK)

= -~|(Ads)by(1.34)

= _ I ^ f(HdS) by Stokes's theorem
c dt J

=
-c-^ 0r -

CU +
l?)'

(12 -26
'

where i\T is the magnetic flux through a surface S bounded by
the circuit s, the flux and the circulation (or current) being related

in a right-handed or positive manner. This is the ordinary

formula (4.30) for induction, which is thus given correctly by the

three theories for two closed circuits moving in any manner.

The notation dN/dt denotes the rate of change ofN if the circuit

were at rest, whereas SNj&t denotes the rate of change due to the

motion.

.
Now by (12.11 or (12.18)

F = V<|/ + (T
1FvH-er13A/3<

and
f

-

St (dsFvH) = « (HFdsv)

= j(HdS')

/= SN',
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where 8s = M, FdsSs = dS' is the directed element of area

swept out by d* in time it, and SN' is the flux swept out by the

circuit s in time it. Hence

(j)(Fds) = c-WjSt - e*BN/dt.

Therefore

SN'ISl = -SN/St. (12.27)

We must therefore carefully distinguish between N the flux

through a surface bounded by the circuit, and JV the flux swept

through by the circuit. When the inducing circuit a' is stationary,

so that BN/Bt = 0, we have

V = -(r,SN/St= c-
,
SN'lSt,

and, if/ is the current in elst, the rate of work-is

jV = -JSN/it.

On the other hand, the force F acting on -f- q moving with v and
on — q moving with v — w, gives a force

qjc. FwH = JFdsH.

Hence the work of the ponderomotive forces in time Bt is

J(8srdsH) = -J(HFds8s)
= -J(HdS')-

Or, the rate of working for the whole circuit is

- JSN'JSl = JSN/H,
which is minus the rate of working of the electromotive forces.

Let us now consider the case in which self-induction is involved,
i.e. A is due to the circuit itself. As we did in

proving formula (1.34), we shall divide the rate

of change of <j)(Ads) into two parts. (1) The

first (fig. 54) is the change of A at each point of
the circuit a due to the fact that in the interval
it the circuit has moved to a'. This portion of
the rate of change is given by

Fig. 54.

which we may express as

sj<«">=fll^.

it dt'
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(2) The second part is due to the fact that in the interval St

the path of integration changes from a to a'. The rate of change

is given by

which we may express as

St „ dt'

Hence
dN
dt

'

dt St
'

Thus what Dunton (p. 446) calls ' the true law of electro-

magnetic induction ' is, if we measure V in elms, given by

F= -dN/dt,

which apparently is what engineers call the rate at which the

flux-linkage is being decreased. It is certainly not given by the

so-called ' cutting rule
'

7= - SN'jSt.

Apart from the sign which is wrong,

this gives (in case of self-induction in

moving circuits) only half the correct

result. 7

Let us illustrate this by considering the
.
* v ldi=vSt

circuit already discussed in Chapter IV.

Figure 55 represents a long rectangular rig. 65.

' Cf. Hirst's text-book published in 1936 (p. 196) :
' The e.m.f. is equal to the

rate at which the conductor outs the flux, or to the rate of change ol the flux

linked with the turn.' The usual description of N as ' the total number of tubes

of induction which cut the circuit' (Jeans, p. 453) is ambiguous. 'The elm

unit of potential ... is the potential difference produced by a given rate of

cutting of lines of force. . . . It can be shown that it is not the rate of change

of flux, but the cutting of the lines of force associated with the rate of change

of flux, which causes the e.m.f.-Loeb (1931), P ; 242. 'During the last thirty

years, the question as to whether electromagnetic induction is caused by the

change or by the cutting of magnetic flux has been debated at intervals. Faraday's

rotating disk experiment and later experiments ... all appear definitely to

favour the flux-cutting hypothesis.'—C. V. Drysdale, Nature 141 (1937), 254.

' None of these [experiments] can be explained by the rate of change of [magnetic]

induction through the circuit.'—Cramp and Norgrove (1936), p. 489. Cf. the

controversy in the Electrician, vols. 75 and 76 (1915).
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circuit in which the crosspiece can move downwards
; a/l is very

small so also is b/a, where 6 is the distance between the vertical

and horizontal filaments of current. The magnetic intensity at

P due to the left-hand wire is

H = J/x. (l + sin8).

The flux through the strip dx is

-* 2Jldx/x.

Doubling this for both wires, we have the total flux

N=iJl[' dx/x

=m log (0/6 - 1).

Suppose the crosspiece moves down with velocity v = dljdl.

The induced e.m.f. in elms is

V=-dN/dl
= - 4Jv log (a/6 - 1).

The area swept out by dx of the crosspiece in time St is

dS' =
|
TdxSl

|
= - dxU dxvSt,

the negative sign meaning that the area-vector is pointing down
through the paper. The magnetic intensity at the point Q is

J[l/x+ l/(o-x)l,

upwards through the paper. Hence

_ = -j/MS< = _2J„log(o/6-l).

We have thus verified the relation

dNjdl = - 2SN'/St.

Also the downward force on the crosspiece is

F = j\\Vdxll\ = j[Hdx •

= 27> log (o/6-l),
in agreement with formula (4.12c) with a/l- 0.
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Most teachers of physics will cordially endorse the statement
of Prof. W. L. Bragg (p. 142) : « It has been my experience that
students find the idea of electromagnetic induction harder to
grasp than any other in electricity and magnetism.' Various
attempts have been made to connect this phenomenon with other
experimental results. We have already criticised the attempt,
initiated by Helmholtz, to prove the law of induction from the
law of electrodynamics ; and in Chapter IV we reversed this

argument and deduced Ampere's law of force (for complete
circuits) from the law of induction accepted as an experimental
fact. But it is only now that we have been able to marshal the
phenomena under a simple synthesis. From the law of inter-

electronic force, formulated in two entirely different ways, we
have deduced both the force between current-elements and the

formula for induction.

By way of contrast let us now take a look at one or two rival

attempts. Pidduck (p. 270) gives what he calls the ' electronic

theory of induced currents.' If v is the velocity of the wire at

any point and w the mean velocity of the electrons relative to

the wire, the ' apparent electric force 'is

eF=e/c.(FvH+FwH).

Since w is along ds, (dsFwH) = 0. Hence the e.m.f. is

7 = f(Fds) = c-i[(ds7vH)

i HFdsv= c"1 fl

Which is the erroneous ' cutting rule ' already rejected. Pidduck

conceals the error by writing —dN/dt instead of +8N'jU.
The reason for his mistake is now apparent. He omitted the

last term in the formula ., .

F = V| + c^FvH - c^dA/dt.

Thinking he has correctly deduced the law of induction in a

moving circuit, Pidduck remarks :

The theory will not explain the currents induced in a stationary

circuit by a variable magnetio field. This phenomenon shows that

a variable magnetio field i3 accompanied by an electric field, and

receives its natural interpretation in terms of the ether. -
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Further on (p. 409) he develops these metaphors :

tv. t,pw theory [i.e. the fictitious displacement-current] throws"
,:"ht on the problem left unsolved namely, how induction

X, X» in a fixed circuit while another circuit is moved. In

Maxwell's view, a changing magnetic force is accompanied by an

"S force by the inherent constitution of the intervening medium.

The contrast of the mechanisms is one of the least pleasing features

of the ether theory and a consequence of its non-relatmstic origin.

In reality this
' least pleasing feature ' is a subjective delusion

generated by failure to develop logically the electron theory.

That blessed word 'relativity' has nothing to do with the

problem.

Consider the treatment in another recent textbook (Prenkel,

i. 124 ff.), in which the author ha3 no hesitation in using very

advanced' mathematics but lamentably fails to clarify the

elementary basis of the electron theory. It is first assumed that

the rate of working of the ponderomotive or transverse forces is

JSNfit. To obtain the corresponding expression for the longi-

tudinal or electromotive forces, it is assumed that a force

F= c
_1FvH acts on the negative charge — q which is displaced

— wS( in time It, so that for the whole circuit the rate of work-

ing is cJ (p (Fds). It is next claimed that the sum of these two

rates is zero. Thus is proved the law of induction

<j) (Fds) = - c-*5Nj5t,

though only for the case when the inducing circuit is at rest.

The procedure is rather involved. For if we assume

F = c-»FvH

= Vx — e-J(vV)A
= Vz -c-1SA/S<,

'

we can derive the induction formula at once.
Frenkel's next step is to proceed to moving circuits :

When both circuits s and «* have a common velocity of transla-
tion,

. . . experience teaches that everything occurs as in a state
of rest. It follows that the e.m.f . depends only on the relative motion
of t and /. We shall call this the principle of relativity.

Thus an empirical result due to experiment becomes suddenly
exalted into a 'principle.* The really vital presupposition—
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that we are dealing with two closed neutral circuits—is forgotten.

The author, who accepts Lienard's force-formula, fails to explain

to us why this force does not depend only on the relative motion

of e and e'. His ' principle ' is evidently subject to severe

limitations.

According to Lorentz-Lienard, when a' is at rest and s is moving

with v,

F=R! = c-iFvH

.
= Vx— c

_,(vV)A

= VZ — c-HKjdt, -.

so that
'

V = -<rHNjdt.

And when s' is moving with — v and s is at rest,

. F = R
2
= - Vx + c-»FvH

= c"1(W)A
= -c-13A/a«,

so that
;/V V = -c-HNjdt.

We also have curlR2
= — 6~'SH/3«. Writing E forR 2 , Frenkel

(i. 130) proceeds to identify this with ' Maxwell's fundamental

equation for electromagnetic fields variable in time.' And two

pages later he puts

'•.', ;

. E (i.e. R
2)
= - V<p - c-xd\jdt,

where <p
' completely agrees with the scalar or electric potential

already introduced.' Then a few lines further on we are told

that <p and A are ' two unknown functions,' so that we can put

div A = or div A = — <p/c just as we please.

It is surely high time that some logic and clarity were introduced

into expositions of electrical theory. As regard the present issue

our text-books have not got beyond the view expressed by

Bertrand (p. 215) :

;

. .We must ask what the law' of induction becomes when the two_

circuits are both in motion. The reply appears obvious o priori

and experience confirms it.

One more remark remains to be made. In the case of circuits

at rest (with changing current) the e.m.f. of induction arises solely

from the acceleration-terms. In the case of Ritz's formula we

have already seen (11.4b) that the acceleration-terms which do
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not arise from the expansion in series give zero when integrated

round a closed circuit. It follows that the phenomenon of

induction in closed circuits in relative rest arises solely from the

finite velocity of propagation.
8

Having confined our treatment to induction in closed circuits

we subjoin the following observation made by Ritz (p. 400)

:

When a condenser is discharged through a wire, we obtain a first

approximation, sufficient in most cases, by calculating the electro-

magnetic effects . . . and the self-induction as if the current were
closed, naturally taking into account the electrostatic actions of the
condenser-charges. Hence these calculations will continue to be
applicable in the new theory ; in conformity with experience, they
lead to very rapid phenomena in which the accelerations / are very
large relatively to the velocities v ; for example if there are n
sinusoidal oscillations per second, the maximum value of / is 2im
times that of v. In these experiments the electrostatic term the
resistance and the induction (proportional to ijjn, i.e. to /), alone
play a part as regards the motion of electricity in the conductors.
As to the couples exerted on the magnetic needles or coils, we have
seen that it is sufficient, for the identity of the theories, that one of
the currents should be closed, which is in fact the case. The effects
of a motion of the conductors, which is always slow in comparison
with these phenomena, would not have any sensible influence;
more generally, the terms in rf, small relatively to those containing
/', are without inductive effect in these phenomena. The oscillations
of such circuits, often called quasi-stationary, and their effects on
neighbouring circuits, will therefore be the same in both theories

Z^T1 ww^? phenomena become extremely rapid (Hertzian
osciUations) that the development in series leading to the formula

erphcitr
868 TCry conver8ent '• the Propagation then intervenes

We may also quote another remark of his (p. 342)

:

the™
6
,'?™

kn
?.
w

,.
that *• energy remains constant only in case

enSvCA :
<v
enca the relation8 which the «q"»«on of5l2tTn ^e actions of Macti™ «* open circuits and

kdeld' whf^T •c*wn\ «»* cease to be satisfied. This is

at reft tt?«525
BI,,!

!Z &e Phen°*ena of induction in bodiesrest, the equations of Maxweli-Lorentz and those of Helmholta

The r.Uti'1 pttw«» £f

'

t

° d"?»b'— *» -» travel instantaneously.

">Utiv. rest. Th»t*Z\
y '°r RiU'* thoor* »"d ">«" «">/ '<" oto-iU »t

'

matter bu m <)BBmMoa wjth^^ nWlfy[
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become identical if X = 0, as the latter remarked [i. 573]. In this
case the resistance, electrostatic force and accelerations alone play
a part. Lorentz's formulae are then identical with ours, which
equally correspond to X= 0. As regards the consequences relative
to stability requiring X &» 0, they are applicable only to the pheno-
mena of induction ; to see this, it is sufficient to Buppose the currents
sensibly zero. Our formulae satisfy this always, and our parameter
remains entirely undetermined.

8. ' Relativity.'

Formula (12.11)

R = V4> + tf^FvH - c^dA/dt
'

is often confused with (4.31b and c) :

F = - V<p + e^FvH - c^dA/St.

In the former formula, as we see from (7.15), <|i is compounded
of the contributions ^f g" moving with different velocities. Also

A is here defined differently, involving only the velocity w'
relative to the conductor. '_

Maxwell calls this formula (4.31) the equation of intensity

,* referred to the fixed axes,' and he has a section (ii. 241) ' on the

modification of the equations of electromotive intensity when the

axes to which they are referred are moving in space,' i.e. moving

relatively to the electromagnetic framework (aether) which

experiment shows to be comoving with the earth (at least in its

orbital motion). Since

FuH= FucurlA
= V(uA) - (uV)A,

we have

where

F = - V>' + c-iJVA - c^dAjdt',

• v' = v + u,

<p' = 9 — (uA)/c
:»•"••., dA/dt' = dAjdt + (uV)A.

This is Maxwell's result, simplified by being deduced and

expressed vectorially. And this is his conclusion

:

It appears from this that the electromotive intensity is expressed

by a formula of the same type, whether the motions of the con-

ductors be referred to fixed axes or to axes moving in space, the

only difference between the formulae being that in the case of moving

axes the electrio potential 9 must be ohanged into 9'.
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In all oases in which a current is produced in a conducting circuit,

the electromotive force is the line-integral I (Fds) taken round the

curve. The value of 9 disappears from this integral, so that the

introduction of <j>' has no influence on its value. In all phenomena
therefore relating to closed circuits and the currents in them, it is

indifferent whether the axes to which we refer the system be at rest

or in motion.—Maxwell, ii. 243* (§ 601).

Speaking of this ' important theoretical contribution ' of

Maxwell, Sir Joseph Larmor says (i. 18) :

It is there verified by direct transformation that the type of the
equations of electromotive disturbance is the same whether they
are referred to axes of co-ordinates at rest in the aether or to axes
which are in motion after the manner of a solid body.

Barnett (vii. 1112) regrets that ' Maxwell's theorem ' has been
'hitherto but little used.' He thinks however (p. 1113) that it

is ' only an approximation.' It ' was derived for the general
case involving rotation,' he says (p. 1124), but its application to

such a case ' involves the assumption that the tubes of induction
rotate with the system—which is inconsistent with Maxwell's
general theory.'

Now it seems clear that Maxwell's conclusion and his followers'

commentaries are entirely irrelevant and misplaced. . For both
potentials involve absolute velocities :

<?=\dejr.[l + iu'l2c'+w'
r/2c*-rfTl2c* . . .]

l=Ue[w/,lcr+ . . .].

Hence Maxwell's deduction is incorrect. As a matter of fact,
however, he is right as regards neutral closed circuits. We have
already proved this from the Lorentz electron theory ; but it
does not follow from Maxwell's simple manipulation of formula
(4-oIj.

It is a simple consequence, not only of Ritz's radically relativist
theory but also of the absolute theories of Clausius and Lorentz,

n,^8

,?
^^-effects are, in the case of closed neutral

SZ\ 6pen
1
ent °f the absolute velocities of the circuits.

Cteinl thSry
7^^ *° ^ ^ M " "^^ **

shaUcaluM^f"^ °^7 V the TehtiyB m°«°n of « and *'. WeCaU tlm the Pnaciple of relativity.-Frenkel, i. 126.
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Induction-effects depend only on the relative motions of magnet
and coil. . . . The theorem of the relativity of induction-effects is

one of the bases of the modern principle of relativity.—Mie, p. 276.
Quite apart from the negative experiments, Einstein lays special

r
stress on another type of phenomenon. Thus, whether we displace

' a magnet before a closed circuit or the closed circuit before the
magnet, the current induced in the wire is exactly the same in either
case so far as experiment can detect. That which appears relevant
is the relative motion between magnet and circuit ; the respective
absolute velocities of magnet and circuit through the ether, which
are of course different in both cases, seem to be totally irrelevant—
d'Abro, p. 143 f. i

, . , , : . ,

Inasmuch as we have already proved that the e.m.f. induced

in a closed circuit by another circuit or by a magnet depends
only on their relative motion, whether we adopt Clausius, Lorentz

or Ritz as guide, we naturally reject as fallacious the attempt of

relativists to utilise this conclusion aa an argument for their views.

The following attempt of Mason and Weaver (p. 254 f.) to prove

Maxwell's equation c curl E = — 11 from an alleged ' relativity

principle ' must also be pronounced to be a delusion :

Consider two closed circuits 1 and 2 ; and suppose first that 2 is

stationary and is traversed by a current which is maintained constant

by some outside influence, while circuit 1 moves with a velocity v.

The magnetio field due to the current in circuit 2 is then constant

at any point. . . . Suppose now, on the other hand, that circuit 1

is fixed, and circuit 2—in which the current is maintained at its

previous constant value—moves with a velocity — v. The actual

physical situation, according to a simple relativity principle, is the

same in the two cases ; in either, instance one circuit moves with respect

to the other with a velocity ofmagnitude v ; and it is a mere peculiarity

of the method of description which one is said to be still and which

moving. In the latter case [1 stationary], however, the electrons of

circuit 1, the forces on which are being investigated, are at rest.

Thus the motional intensity is zero, as is alao the ordinary electro-

static force ; since both wires are supposed uncharged. But since

the two cases are in reality identical, it must be concluded that there

is a force causing the electrons of circuit 1 to move, the total e.m.f.

around this circuit being the same as before.

Erom the words we have italicised we might infer that the

authors were adherents of Ritz's . relativistio radicalism: an

impression which is confirmed by the title ' Fig. 49.—Two circuits

in uniform relative motion.' Yet they utilise this premiss for

the alleged deduction of a non-relativistic formula ; and later on

(pp. 296 f.) they actually give Lienard's force-formula which is

expressed in terms of absolute or non-relative velocities.
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ThP oririn of this confusion lies in the negligence of our text-

, Titers to deduce the force between two moving circuits

nd the emf induced in a moving circuit from whatever force-

formula they adopt. Had they done so, they would have seen

that these
' relativists ' phenomena are quite compatible with

the
' absolutistic

' force-formula which—though they seem un-

aware of it-practically all of them adopt.

9. A Rotating Coil.

Let us write down the expressions previously obtained for the

force exerted on a resting charge by a moving circuit, which we

take to be a rotating circular coil so that we put da' = aifl and

v' = aw.

According to Lorentz (12.1)

R = X, = J'eal<s>\c . f dO/r8 . cos (rz)[cos (v'ds')

- 3 cos (rv') cos (rds')]. (12.28)

According to Ritz (12.15)

F= X, = J'ea?ul2c . [
i9/r« . cos (rx)

f(3
- X) cos (v'ds')

- 3(1 - X) cos (rv') cos (rds')~\

- (1 + X)7'eo«o)/2c . |<Z8/rJ . [cos (xv') cos (rds')

+ cos (rv') cos (ids')].
, (12.29)

F* 66. Fig. g7.

First take e at a distance 6 along the axis (Fig. 56). We have

cos (rx) = cos <p = b/r,

cos (rds') = cos (rv') = 0,

cos (v'ds') = 1,

cos (ids') m cos (xv') — 0.
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Then we easily find that

R = 27cas6coJ'e/c(aa + 62
)

3'2
,

(12.30a)

F = (3 - X)JJ/2. (12.30b)

Next (Fig. 57) let us take e in the plane of the coil. We have

(w)= 7c-(8+ 9). (xds')= {xv')= Ttl2+ Q, (r<£s')=K) = t/2+?-

And from (12.28)

R = — J'ea^jc . f <Z8/r2 . cos (8 + 9) (1 - 3 sin2 9).

Since r sin 9 = 6 sin 8 and a2 = r2 + 62 + 26r cos (8 + 9), the

integral is

a?-b*CdQ 1 frf8 3., , ln fsin
2 6d8 36

r

sin2 8^8

,
-5-]?-ffi]7:-36^~-^JT7i-+Tj-75—

Now the following results can be proved :

v '..'. raft ; 4(a + 6) p

r rirfue _ j_r«*±*k _ (a + 6)B~|

,

f sin
2 OdS 2 r

(
' + i»)(g + 6) _±_ K~]

]—JJT~ -3WL (a2 -*2
)
2 °+ 6 J'

where iC and JS are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and

second kind with k* = 4a6/(o + 6)
2

.

Whence we obtain .

R __*j£r£±»K _ {a+b)E
]

l . (12.31)

This is not zero except in the limiting case when the circular

circuit approximates to a long straight wire.

According to Ritz (12.29)

Fjl- J'ea2co/c) !

3 - X f d8 cos (8 + 9) ilinH [

dl C03 (8+9) sin2 <=,

-
2 J

r
a 2 J r2

fdfl . „ .
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?
Whence

j
F/{- J'ea'a/ibc)

j
= -

(
3-X)j? + (3-^-^i^

j;
+(7+x)iJ^_ 3(1 _x)iV-^^.

1

]
Inserting the values of the integrals, we find

|
F/{- J'ealbe) = [a8 + 36* + X(a* + 6«)](a + bp-K

i

'

-[a1 - 3b*+ X(a3 - 62)](o - b)^E.

I (12.32)

i Thus while it is true, as Whittaker (p. 262) says, that 'if a
F circular current be rotated with constant angular velocity round

!.: its axis, according to Weber's law [and also according to Ritz's

I
law] there would be a development of free electricity on a station-

j

ary conductor in the neighbourhood,' the same is true ofLorentz's

!ij law. But it is doubtful whether this small effect is accessible

!l to experiment. As a numerical example let us take b/a = 1 • 805

j

so that k = sin 80°, Jr = 3-1534 and £=1-0411. The Lorentz

i force is

0-6 J'ev'/be,

where v' is ao>. And, putting X = 3, the Ritz force is

22 J'ev'jbc.

It is also worth while to calculate <|i. First on Lorentz's theory.
Since v,= - <m sin 9, v'

t
= aa cos 6, g, = dv'Jds' = — u cos 6,

fy
- MJM — — v> sin 6, so that g' is u inwards along a and

g,= u cos <p. Since a = r cos 9 + 6 cos 8,

= — J'aa/c . I cos <p<iO

= J'oo/e . [b
j
r1 cos 8i0 - a

f
r*dQ].

|r^ye = 4jr/(a + 6)

J
n cosW = 2[(a« + J.JJC _ (a + 6).^/a6(a + 6) .

Now
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Hence
•

<]< = 2J'<o/c . [(6 - a)K — (b + a)E].

When ajb = n is small, J8 approximates to in(l — 2»), K to

7t/2 . (1 + F/4), E to rc/2 . (1 - Jb*/4). Hence iji becomes

— i-KaVu/bc.
.

:
Similarly in Ritz's theory

'

'lj) = — J'/C • I
J
-
"1^8' coa (wW) + (1 — X)J'/2c • I Sr*^'

= - ,7'a2u/c ., 1 r^e + (l - X)J'au/2c . I cos <pd9

: =-J'a)/(° + ',)c.[{2(14-X)a2 +(l-X)(o2 + 62)}X .

,,, -.. .. _(l_x)(0+ 6)^.

Pegram (p. 597), referring to a spinning solenoid, concludes

that ' the whole effect is just that of a current in the stationary

solenoid, which is nil on a stationary electron.' Instead of taking

the Lorentz equation

F = V+ + c^FvH - cr^A/a*,

he takes the incorrect but prevalent equation

. . -F = - V<p + c:iFvH - c-'dA/di.

'

It is not easy to gather what exactly is meant by <p, but it is

assumed to be independent , of to. Naturally an argument

founded on such premisses is worthless. But the view is never-

theless still quoted as authoritative :
' Pegram points out that

on the crudest view of the electron theory of conduction it would

be improbable that a solenoid rotating about its axis could exert

a force on an electric charge in its vicinity.' • It is not clear

what is
' the crudest view.' But on Lorentz's theory, which all

these writers profess to hold, a spinning coil does exert a force

on a stationary charge in its plane or on its axis.
; ;

It has also been asserted by Whittaker (p. 263 f.) that ' on the

unitary hypothesis that the current consists in a transport of one

kind of electricity with a definite velocity relative to the wire, it

might be expected that a coil rotated rapidly about its own axis

would generate a magnetic field different from that produced by

the same coil at rest.* E. L. Nichols and W. S. Franklin, who

carried out such an experiment with a negative result in 1889,

; » Tate, p. 92. Cf. Swann (i. 377) ! * No eleotrioal eSeota are to bo expected

as the result of the rotation of such a solenoid about its own axis."
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, , 10 ftat 'if the current traversing the coil had possessed
declare that

g fa ^ deflection rf ^
^f^MhavTrJen looked for as the result of the revolution

Tti rofl
' But the answer to these assertions is quite simple.

The magnetic needle is a system of neutral closed currents. The

so called magnetic field is derived from the force between closed

Circuits Anl we have already seen that this force is independent

of the velocities of the circuits. Hence no result due to the

motion was to be expected ;
and none was obtained.

10. The Force on an Electrostatic Charge.

We have hitherto neglected the very small force which we have

termed X„ in the theories of Lorentz and Ritz. If we put

B = v' = X = X2
= 0, and X, becomes the force exerted by

a stationary current on a stationary charge. ' "
•'.

Let us consider a circular current and a charge e on the axis

(Fig. 56). We have

cos (rx) = cos q> = bjr,

cos (rds') = cos (xds') = 0.

According to Lorentz (12.1) the force (along x) is

R = eJW/2c . f ds'jr1 . cos {rx)[3 cosa (rds') - 1]

= - OT6eJV/c(a*+ &*)"*. ( 12.33)

This is a maximum when 6 = a/V2, its value is then

R=-eJ\w'lc)2KlZaVZ.

1£J'= 100 elm and w'jc — 10~10
, this force is about 10"8 e/a dyne,

where e is in elst and a is in cm.

According to Ritz (12.12),

- i-t^ cos (rds') cos (xds')~\

R, (12.34)

which is zero if X = 3.

'• Am. J. ofScumct, 37 (1889) 103. On p. 109 the authors Bay they would
have been able to observe a deBection due to the motion of the coil even if

w,

>90.10'ora./aeo. I

3-X
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In 1877, Clausiua (ii. 86) wrote :
' We accept as criterion the

experimental result that a closed constant current in a stationary
conductor exerts no force on stationary electricity.' It was on
account of this assumption that he introduced absolute velocities
into his law of force and rejected the formulae of Weber and
Riemann. ' It has been shown indeed that the assumption of
opposite electricities moving with equal and opposite velocities

in a circuit is almost inevitable in any theory of the type of
Weber's [e.g. that of Ritz], so long as the mutual action of two
charges is assumed to depend only on their relative (as opposed
to their absolute) motion.' u This argument is however invalid,

for it assumes that the force of a current on an electrostatic

charge must be accurately zero.

But we have just shown that this is not true even on Lorentz's
theory. And Budde's type of argument cannot be urged against
our formula ; for, according to Lorentz, the charge exerts no
reaction on the current. The validity of the practically universal

assumption that there is no force on a resting charge is at last

beginning to be doubted—a rather tardy exhibition of logic on
the part of those who profess to hold Lorentz's theory !

Hitherto it has been almost a principle of faith with physicists
that an electric current exerts no force on stationary charges. But

' it must be admitted that as yet there are no measurements in this

direction, and perhaps they cannot be made owing to the extra-
ordinary smallness of the effect.12

There may have been grounds for the prejudice so long as wjc

was thought to be appreciable ;
- but there is no longer any excuse

now that we know that wjc is of the ,

order 10"10
. * ..

In the case just investigated both a—
Lorentz's and Ritz's theories gave a

positive result 13
; or rather Ritz's formula

gave a zero force if (as is probable) X = 3.

Let us now consider (Kg. 58) the case of a b—
wire B charged with gelsts per unit length, Fig. 58.

"

11 Whittaker, p. 231, referring to Lorberg (i). Cf. Graetz (p. 828) : Absolute

velocity is ' a neoessary consequence of every law whioh uses the unitary theory.*"

" E. Klein, ZfP 77 (1932) 417. Even Clausius (v. 229) called the assumption

Erfdhrungaaatz.
11 That of Clausius always gives a zero result. Cf. Clausius (vi. 612) : .

* The
law formulated by me leads to the result that a constant stationary olosed circuit

exeroises no foroe on a stationary charge.'
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while a parallel wire A carries a current J' = j'jc elms. Let u,

find on Ritz's theory the force exerted by T }' on y at O. Since

s' = h tan 6, is' = h sec* 6<J0, dJ/r3 = dQ/h,

we have

3(1 -X)^ sin' Q-] nn',, qq" „ T, ,
3— \u>

rcose

= "" 4ST °°a 9[3 _ X _ 3(1 _ X
>
8in2 °J-

^"^Trj* cos 8[3 - X - 3(1 - X) sin' 6]

= qw'J'/ich .

JJ ^0[(3 - X) cos - 3(1 - X) sin' 8 cos 0]

= J'qw'jch dynes per cm. length.

The Lorentz force is given by

=-^' C039 (l-3sinj
e).

Sr&T °' * '* "' thne iS n° f0rC6
'
aCcording t0 ^entz's

lfeweilSr^K
th6 CTn

VaDd the charSed ^. Hence

cm Bu?™
82

>
happened to be correct as regards this special

taflflwt?
th60ry a SmaU force exi^. but it would

coil (of radius J»n» i? f
the force exerted br a Ocular

p^iofsrj^^*£»*- «• •—**
^ =^Wa/2c.j^8

<:os(e + 9)(i_3 8b!9
)

'

aAc LT+T*- (<* + *)£
Hence the force is not zero in this caseAccording to Ritz the forceT '

"

^^W4C-H-^ ?)|3-X-3(l-x, sin' 9}

= J'bw'loc . [K/{a + b) + ERa _ b
+ d + X) sin sin f]

" Bu«h
( p. 142.
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11. Rotating Conductors.

Consider a magnet or system of closed currents symmetrical
round the axis Oz. Let P be a point in a symmetrical conductor
rotating uniformly with <o round Oz. The angular velocity is

the vector (0, 0, u>), and v the velocity ofP is ar (— sin 6, cos 6, 0).
Owing to the symmetry, A v A z , A3 , the r8z components of the
vector potential are independent of 6. The xyz components
are

Ax = A t cos 8 — A^ si

Hence

A
V
= A 1 sin Q +A 2 cos 8, A z Q.

(W)A = or (- sin 8 i- + cos 8 4-) A
V ox dyj

= "{- y Tx
+ X

Jy)
A

dA

Or

{\V)Ax =udAJdQ = -uA„
(vV)A„ = v>Ax, (vVK = 0.

Therefore, since Va>A = oi(— A
v , Ax, 0), we have (yV)A =

7toA. Since d\/dt = 0, we might have written this down at

once, each side being equal to dA/A It follows that

V(vA) = Vv curl A + (vV)A - FcoA

= Vv curl A
so that c

_1FvH = Vjj, where x is (vA)/c.

Consider a magnet magnetised

along the z axis (Pig. 59).

.= fdT'nV'i,R
A _ j[ d dx' _ T

d [dV

-4*=0. Fig. 69.
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Rg. 60.

X = ur/c . (- A, sin + A, cos 6)

c ' dr) R
= uric . IF,

(12 3fi)

where F is the attraction at P along i><? due to a bodv „f
density. For example, suppose we have a thfn

Y Wut

(% 60) with pole-strength m = IS where 5 is the r^*^ M
Differentiating A - z I r cot 6 ^T^"011 -

= rd, The'attraction Tared If

6^9

density, or mass S per unit length fa
^

= 5/r.(co3 0,-cosej.
Hence

X = <•»»/<:. (cos 0. - cos 0)

*tere Q = 2r( , _
="^ ' ("» ~ Q

.?- " ('2.37,

a^es subtended atnand^ Se~cMe r~
^ %) "° ^ *°M

»°IESS^fJ; ** th« «*"* ^tensity

FvH = -FHF<or

ie t, ,

= - w
(rH) + r(<oH),'"•-^ along, and + ur^ alongr

Hence

Z = w/c .

J
,-(#,*• - tf^ (]2 38)

*f neld L™n
m

,

P
!

e
' *? the Case of a un*°™A

Iffli fl
l *° the axis of station, z =w«/2c.r'-f constant.

*

S22^"" °fsymmetry (Fig. 61). Thf

SSf^^^'^^^roadeLbed
outward fT°,f "

VSsd^^Vvds. The

*'(HKvds) = _ S<(dsFvII)

Fig- 61.
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Hence, if 8N' is the flux cut through in time U by the curve 12,

= - c-W/8<
= - CW/T
= - U/27TC . N',

where N' is the flux swept through by 12 in one complete revolu-
tion. But if Nt

and N2 are the positive (upward) fluxes swept
through by the radii of the circles 1 and 2, N' — N1 + N2

= 0,

since the total outward magnetic flux is zero. That is

X 2 -Xi=W2™.(iV !! -^i). (12.39)

If a symmetrical conductor is rotating in a symmetricalmag-
netic field (i.e. s' at rest), the intensity at any point is, as we have
seen, F = c

_1FvH = Vx. If the electricity in the conductor is

to be in relative equilibrium, this force must be balanced by a
distribution of free electricity, i.e. one producing a force — Vx
or an electrostatic potential <p = x + constant.16 As will be
apparent from our remarks on Budde, this holds only for the first

order in i>/c.
16

Suppose we have a conducting sphere in a uniform field H,
rotating about the diameter in the direction of H. We have

<p = qH/2c .r2 +
= uff/2c . IP sin2 6 + C,

where B is the distance from the centre, making 8 with the axis.

Hence p = — V2
<p/47t = — wH/27tc. We can put <p in the form

<p = C + uHatfic . (IP/a?) - aEcfijZc . Pjt^/o2
),

where a is the radius of the sphere and Pa
= (3 cos8 6 — l)/2.

Hence the potential at outside points is

1

f'
= (0 + uHa?IZc)(alR) - (to£faa/3c)P2(o/iJ)

3
.

11 Jochmann (i. 508) wrote in 1864 :
* A distribution of free electricity within

and upon the surface of the conductor oan always be assigned so that its potential

at every point of the conductor equilibrates the e.m.f. induced by the magnetic

field and thus prevents the production of currents.* Larmor in 1884 (ii. 18) said

that ' the true value of x is that derived from axes fixed with reference to some

system or medium which is the Beat of the electromagnetio action.* But we have

proved that the formula Fa vx holds also in Ritz's theory.

14 Larmor (ii. 18) :
' This static charge itself exerts a magnetio effect by virtue

of its motion ; but it is easy to see that this depends on «* and is therefore very

minute.*
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The surface density is

1 /dtp' _ df \

= Cjina + wHafiixc .(11 — 15 cos* 6).

And the total quantity of free electricity on the sphere is

« = 47rasp/3 + j
adS

= b>Ha*l3c + Ca.

This can be seen otherwise ; for, since the P2 term in 9' can give
no charge on integration, the first term must be the potential of
the charge. Hence when the sphere is insulated C = — wHa'ISc
When the axis is earthed, 9 = when 8 = 0, therefore C =

If the sphere is magnetic, we must put curl A = B instead of
H. Suppose we have an iron sphere SJa) surrounded bv a
concentric metal shield S%{b). Initially the rotating sphere,S
is insulated, so that the potential at a point on the shield is » '

9' = (a>Ba2/3c)Pj(a/6)».

If the axis is now earthed, the potential becomes

(<*Ba*l3c){alb) + 9',

so that the change in the potential is o2?a»/36c. This was ex-
perimentally verified by Swann (ii. 38)
I*t us next consider another type of system (Fig. 62). M is

(c)

» in derivil th,

6hleId~«ywidrical as in (a), circular as in

constant, i.e. it emd^^f.^""^'11 from the internal we must take B to beme constant magnetio induction through the sphere.
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(6), or bell-shaped as in (c)—which can be made to rotate with
31. Sis a. wire with sliding contacts, 1 and 2, on C. The force

exerted by a neutral closed circuit on a charge e moving with v
is, since FcoA = AKjdt,

F = V(Z + ^). (12.40)

So we have the three cases :

(1) Circuit at rest, e moving round it : F, = V^.

(2) Circuit rotating, e at rest : F2
= Vty.

(3) Circuit rotating, e moving round it : F, = V(x + 9)-

For the present we will not take into account any readjustment

due to the metallic connection of the points 1 and 2. We can

take the shunt S merely as two wires connected to the quadrants

of an electrometer ; or, what is practically equivalent, the points

may be connected through a galvanometer and a sufficiently high

resistance.

. Suppose that G alone rotates. This is the case of a conductor

moving in a stationary magnetic field, which has been previously

investigated. We have F1
= Vx ; and, as already explained,

this is balanced by Fj = — V^, so that the static potential is

(f
— ^ + constant. Hence 9a — 9i = Xa

—
Xi-

Suppose that M and rotate together, not necessarily at the

same rate. Then F3
= V(x+ 9). If there is relative equilibrium

of electricity, this is balanced by an electrostatic intensity of

potential <p = X + 'I'
+ constant, so that

'

<Pa - ?i = (Xa +W ~ (Xi + <W)-

But in the stationary system S there is an intensity Fa = V9,

producing a potential difference ifi — 'I'a-
Thus the total

potential difference is Xa — Xi M t>efore -

Suppose that M alone rotates. In C we have, similarly to the

preceding cases, 9 a
— 9i = 9a — 9i I and in *S there is a potential

difference i/1
—

<Ji 2 . Hence the net p.d. is zero.

If £ alone rotates, Fx
= Vx- Therefore

<p 2 — 9i = Xx ~"
X2> '-e - minus tne e.m.f. for

the case of M and C rotating together.

Hence if S and rotate, M being at rest,

the e.m.f. is zero.

Fig. 63 illustrates the essentials of experi-

ments by Kennard, Barnett, and Pegram.

M ia the magnet surrounded by an earthed

metal case, is an outer insulated cylindrical

!

n

M

s

Earth
O

Fig. 63.
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case. Supposed is at rest and C rotating. Then the potential
any point ofC is <p = x+ constant= aN/2nc + constant. If J/

•

also rotating the potential would seem tobe<p = x-fJ,-f const
W

But, as we hare seen in connection with a rotating {
the potential ij; is the same as that produced by a eh
distribution on the magnet. It is therefore screened from th*
condenser by the earthed shield surrounding the magnet H
the potential is ? = x + constant as when the magnet isTt
routing. These experiments have been eo misinterpreted tht
it is necessary to make the simple observation that they cann\
discriminate between the theories of Lorentz and Ritz.

Suppose (Fig. 64) that the two circular circuits I and 2 are
connected by the fixed wire*

iVi and the rotating wire
-3/jJ/j, the currents and resist-
ances (in elsts) being as marked
in the figure. Denote the
potential at any point by the
letter referring to the point.
Thus M

1 is the potential at the
point ZI

1 of the fixed circuit 1.

This is not the same as the
potential M[ at the point of the
moving wire. Since <p= constant
-<*/2nc.N, there is a finite

potential-difference given by M[
=JI/,- u/2nc . JV,; andsimilarly
M,=M

t-u/27rc . Nt . We have

>=',*h
\>"K*K

Fig- 64.

Hence

where

Now
and

*•- RiKl{Rt + R',).

Hence" ~ '
~M'' = M

* ~ M * + "fine . (Nt
- NJ.

Eligible relatively to that^Z^'"""" 1 U *° f8ebl° """ '«• induction i.
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We may in practice neglect X
t + X 2 in comparison with R + S,

so that

j=o(N
1 -N1)J2kc(R + S). (12.41)

As we have referred above to the problem of a sliding contact,

we shall add a few remarks. As in Fig. 64 take the inducing
circuit c' (or magnet) to be at rest, and let the induced circuit c

have a moving portion. From (12.35) the e.m.f. induced in da

is given by

S Vdt S[da f j'da' cos e/c/1

.

Supposo that, between the instants t and t + dt, the element da

is introduced into the circuit c, so that Sda = da = vdt. Then,

the variation in the integral being zero from reasons of symmetry,

S.F = — v \ j'da' cos zjcr,

i.e. is finite. But the current is not infinite, for the e.m.f. is

compensated by p.d. due to charges. Suppose the sliding contact

is at A, B, C at times t — dt,t and t + dt. Using A to denote the

potential at A and so on, we have C— B -\- &V = 0. Similarly

da = AB has been eliminated from the circuit, so that Sds = — da.

Hence B - A — SV = 0. That is, A = C. On the other hand,

if da is not one of the elements of c which are swept out by the

sliding contacts between t and t + dt, we have $da = 0, since the

element is rigid. Hence in this case, SV = 0, so that the potential

remains constant along each element of c ; or A = C = constant.

Using <p = B for the potential of the moving contact, we have

9 = 0+87.
Or, using mean values,

?.

= C —= I I dada'j' cos zjcr

= — U/27TC . N,

where 2V is the flux through the symmetrical circuit (1 or 2 in

Fig. 64). This is the formula which we used above. Were the

system perfectly symmetrical, the mean value would be the

actual value.

But the argument leading to (12.41) applies only to the mean
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value of the current, for the presence of the wave P,P
8 disturb

the symmetry and its effect can bo eliminated only by takin
a complete number of periods. We can avoid considering the
p.d. at the sliding contacts (wires dipping into circular troueh
of mercury) by using (12.39)

:

g s

= w/2se. (#,-#,),

Whence the current in elsts (taken positively upwards) is

j « V/(R + S) = o(N
t
- NWxciR + S).

Since there is no impressed e.m.f., we have

f(S + S) + Go> = 0,

where is the torque acting on 12. That is,

= -//2m . (#, - .V,) = _ ;T/U .

Now is necessarily negative, i.e. it is a resisting torque Hence

il ?TZ FT*) °nly Wh6n N
*>N* ^ P°si«^ torque

T^.'" the Wlre 12 '" rotated » given by /{?
i - JLwhen j is taken positively upwards from I to 2, and/ L - 2)2

js&ys"
*™idM formuk wMch Jshau ^s

" -^8 — N
r is not zero, a current will flnw tf *u~ •*.

completed through the magnet SSVZ'n?££% Zi^ that., * negative, i.e. the current is as marked

»(C?r^ 1 rn+r6
'
P,Tded the ""P016 * "PPennost and

/ S!
r0tat,^°f the **> * anti-clockwise. If it is

/ IT.that
.
" k T0tat

'mS. the current is in the

V ?IT^Ctl0n
'

SiDCe m this case the formula
for Jf and C rotating is 9 . _ „, = y , _ y

exSri? T
n
n
N°rgr0Ve

(P- 488
) Srf°™ed the

the cir?> f

-

StratCd in Fi^ 65
'
the mag"et (not

die fixZ
} h
l
mg r0tated

>
and J ^ing "copper

tal
d

rataTb
tor °fthemagnet Th6^

and fh»l t
e by means of a ga" z° brush,

Svano^'T A

Wee
" *

°nd 2 waa measured by a
performed, in which the H'

other experiment was then
the wire was connected 1T*l

BM '

ms contact wer° not used
•

arranged that, as th» ,1 .
equator of the magnet and so

into a coil (of the sam^T ^^ the wiro *" wound upsame mean radius as the disc) at the equator

I

Fig. 63.
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For the same speed of rotation, the e.m.f. was found to be the
same. So the authors conclude (p. 489) that this

shows that when tubes of induction are linked without being cut
no e.m.f. results. It would seem therefrom that, as Faraday sup-
posed, the ' flux-cutting ' rather than the ' flux-linking • law is the
more fundamental.

But surely, without getting involved in metaphorical subtleties,

the identity of the two cases is obvious. We have

<P2 - ?i = Xi - Xi = W2*c . (Nt
- Nj).

The increase of flux per revolution (#,) is the same in both cases.

In the one case this is effected by a sliding contact—which, the
authors seem to forget, raises certain difficulties considered above ;

in the other case, the flux is changed by coiling the wire round the
magnet.

Suppose we are dealing with a long thin magnet and that the

circles 1 and 2 are small. As already proved (12.37),

V =<Pi-9i = Xs-Xi
= tamjc . [cos n\ — cos n2 -§- cos s2 — cos si],

where n\ is the angle subtended positively (upwards) by the

radius of the circle 1. We have the four cases illustrated in

Kg. 66. The potential V is

zero in the first three cases :

2

(a) ns between the planes 1

and 2 : n\ = si = n, ni = s2 i

=0. 2_
(6) nsoverlappingtheplanes:

n\ = »2 = 7c, si = s2 = 0.
*

(c) ns outside 12 : nl = n2 (a) (b)

= si = s2 = 0. Fig. 66.

But in

(d) ns intersecting the plane 1 : nl = tc, n2 = si = s2 = 0.

Therefore » F =» — 2uro/c.

Clearly when the circles 1 and 2 rotate and S is at rest, the

results are the same, except that in case (d) the sign of V is

" The ourrent is from the higher to the lower oircle provided the rotation is

positive (left to right), the n-pole is directed upwards, the magnet or solenoid

crosses the plane of the lower circle. The direotion of the current is reversed if

one of these conditions is reversed.

(c) (d)



!
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reversed. Hence when the circles are small the current lias a

sensible value only when one pole is within their planes and the

other is outside. This result has given rise to the very misleading

term
' unipolar induction ' which is applied to these phenomena.

The statement has been made that ' the theory of unipolar

induction presents no difficulty if we adhere to the usual laws of

induction.'
20 This assertion is worth investigating, for it fa

desirable to get rid of some widespread ambiguities. In the

section on Induction we showed that the e.m.f. over a closed

circuit is

F = <JnFds) = -i^(j)(Ads)

|j(HdS)
'
c dt

.

c df
This formula

expression for F.

is derived from the term — c^dA/dt in the

And the argument essentially implies a closed

circuit, for otherwise the gradient terms would not vanish nor

could we apply Stokes's theorem to the circuit. Here S is any
closed surface bounded by the circuit s ; andN is the flux through
this surface, dNjdt being the total rate of change of this flux,

due both to the motion of the inducent s' and to the motion of

the induced s. In the case now under consideration *' is at rest

sothatF = c-
1FvHand

f c Si cSt'
And when the closed circuit rotates round the axis of symmetry,

the integral is zero ; for the flux N through it is constant and the
rate of flux cut through is zero.

Now the essential formula for this case of so-called unipolar
induction is

*«-?i = Xi-Xi= f (Fds)

c it 2«

'

£„u.'S.t
5!

flux cut through 'n one revolution by the

Except by some vague considerations of

' Wiedemann, iv. 128.

incomplete circuit 21.

!
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symmetry, it is not easy to see how this could be deduced from
the zero value of the integral over a closed circuit.21 The attempt

to deduce the unipolar formula from the induction-law for

complete circuits must therefore be rejected.82 It is the converse

argument which is valid and easy. We have F = V^ since

SA/Si = FtoA by symmetry. Therefore

and

jVds) = Zl - Z2

(£(Fds) = 0.

Some general observations may now be made on so-called

unipolar induction, concerning the explanation of which violent

and useless controversies still rage. Prof. Swann wrote in 1920

(i. 367) :

A perusal of the literature on this subject suggests that many
physicists have a feeling that there is a fundamental element of

uncertainty as to what should happen in experiments of this kind

;

that there is in fact a question to which our electromagnetic scheme
has no answer.

Similarly Prof. Tate wrote in 1922 (p. 75) :

The problem of unipolar induction has been correctly to account

for the existence of this electric field. There seems always to have

been an element of mystery connected with the phenomenon, and
an element of doubt on the part of many physicists as to the power

of electromagnetic theory to solve the problem uniquely.

According to our analysis the difficulty arises solely from the

fact that physicists have neither logically developed Lorentz'3

electron theory nor taken the trouble to investigate Ritz's

alternative theory. Naturally the followers of Einstein have

seized the opportunity of fishing in troubled waters. ' The safest

way to proceed to the result,' concludes Tate (p. 78), ' is to give

up the semblance of predicting the field of the moving whirl, and

" Moullin (p. 65) says rather tragically that, whereas we know ^(Fds), '
no

simple device has yet been found for calculating F, this still remains outside

human knowledge.1 Yet he upholds Lorents's theory I

» For example, Becker, p. 335. He asks us to ' apply the law of induction to

the material integration-path." i.e. to the circuit al26a (Fig. 61), which may be

purely imaginary. He professes to derive a formula for SN'jSt which he does not

recognise as zero because he omits to take account of the radial portion of the

' path.' Then, without further ado, he equates this unproved result to #, — 4 t .
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instead to assume the field suggested by the theory of relativity.'

' The facts of unipolar induction,' says Pegram (p. 600), '

are

in accord with the theory of relativity.' As we have already

pointed out, Einstein's theory has nothing whatever to do with

these results, to explain which he adopts the theory of anearth-

convected aether.

The issue is therefore between the formulae of Lorentz and Ritz.

These differ only in the respective values they give to ip, which
are not determined by any of the experiments, except that of

M. and H. A. Wilson. With this exception both theories account

for these phenomena ; with the usual proviso that the aether in

Lorentz's theory must be assumed to be convected with the

laboratory. In Ritz's theory the laboratory system is any
Newtonian system of reference, in Lorentz's formula it is the
aether. It is therefore incorrect to say with Kennard (iii. 179)

that ' the fundamental problem of unipolar induction is this

:

whether the induced e.m.f. is determined by the absolute rotation
of the system or by the rotation of its parts relative to each other.'
For acceleration, and therefore rotation, is absolute on Newtonian
as well as on Lorentzian principles. Besides, if we take the
electron theory seriously—which, in spite of the lip-service given
to it, is rarely done—we cannot talk of a magnet or circuit as
'parts.' The formulae must ultimately be derived from the
force-law between electrons ; and if the angular velocity enters
into it, it is only because electrons are moving with the rigid
bodies (e.g. »= tor in x) or because their acceleration is involved
(e.g. f,miH. It is only in this sense that we can admit Kennard's
dictum (1. 941) that

' electromagnetic induction caused by motion
depends on absolute motion.' And we must reject the following
conclusion which he draws (iii. 190)

:

of^W^r600
?-

8661^ to ,end definite ""PI*"* to ^e existence

rhenomennn^ff
Mtha

- Xt h I**»P« «& ™»>y low-frequencyEX*h™ easily be described in terms of action-at-a-aistance between electrons and atoms.

weltdir
011?11688.^ thk state^nt " made obvious by our

X&SS\? WhlCh W6 Bh0Wed that aU the resuIts ™
cKSS „'

th60ry Which doe8 not **™™ »<& * medium,

as len£ HPfi

W
f^ *° the Udes or to Foucaulfs pendulum

"ther^anS ^^ *° the Mistence of an ««« '
Nor

anything unique about the phenomenon ; it is explained
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by the second-order force-law (involving only simultaneous

quantities) just as were Ampere's current-formulae.

It would be a waste of time to resuscitate the controversy as

to whether the force exerted by a current element P on a magnetic

pole M was applied at M (as Biot held) or at a point coinciding

with P but rigidly connected withM (as Ampere held). According

to the electron theory the force exerted by the charges in a

circuit acts on the charges in the element of the other circuit and

indirectly on the material conductor. But the futile and barren

controversy as to whether the ' lines of force ' of a circuit move

with the circuit or remain stationary in the alleged aether, still

encumbers the literature of physics. So prone is the human

mind to hypostatise its own metaphors ! Faraday (iii. 336,

§ 3090) wrote in 1852:

When lines of force are spoken of as crossing a conducting circuit,

it must be considered as effected by the translation of a magnet.

No mere rotation of a bar magnet on its axis produces any induction

effect on circuits exterior to it. . . . The system of power about

the magnet must not be considered as necessarily revolving with the

magnet, any more than the rays of light which emanate from the

sun are supposed to revolve with the sun. The magnet may even

in certain cases be considered as revolving amongst its own forces.

This theory of stationary lines is nowadays the most widely

accepted. But it is merely an out-of-date invention adopted for

those who are supposed not to be able to grasp the mathematical

idea of a vector field. Once more, if we take the electron theory

seriously, we must start with the formula which gives the resultant

force due to the moving charges constituting the magnet, namely,

F = V(x + <W + (Tl7<oA - c-'dAjdt

= Vty + cr*FvH - er*3A/».

Here the co or the v is certainly not relative to the rotating

magnet. In this sense the theory of stationary lines must be

accepted. On the other hand the force is not the same as if the

magnet were stationary (F =c"1FvH).
^

But once we begin talking of * magnetic lines of force, we are

assuming two complete neutral circuits, the force between which

is independent of their velocities. The auxiliary vectorH = curlA
remains the same at every point of space round a rotating

symmetrical magnet. This is all that is expressed by saying that

the field is stationary.
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12. The Torque on a Rotating Magnet.

The problem of the torque on a rotating magnet will now ^
investigated. Let us first find the torque against which the wire

21 is rotated (Fig. 67). Suppose a current, J elm or j elst, is

flowing from 2 to I, and let there be a pole + m at the origin.

The force on an element ds is dF = JFdsH. Hence it is only the

component of ds in the meridian plane that counts ; accordingly

Fig. 67. Fig. 68.

we can without loss ofgenerality take 1 2 as a curve in the meridian
plane. Since U = ro/iJ* along R, we have dF = mJds sin a . /J?
in the negative direction, i.e. contrary to that of the angular
velocity a. Since r = It sin and ds sin oc = itaO, the resisting
couple is

dO = rdF = mJ sin QdQ,

or, for the whole wire,

0= mJ J^sinMe = - mJ[cos (nl) - cos (n2)].

Taking the negative pole into account,

= - mjle . [cos (nl) - cos (n2) + cos («2) - cos («1)]
= -;'/«. (?i-9,),

from our previous result. That is,

Ceo =;((?,_ ?I). (12.42)

currenH, «
Ul

f t
MI
f
Ct

'
the work expended in producing the

More ZTn WOrk done aSainst the resisting torque,
generally we can proceed as follows (Fig. 68), taking the
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current from 1 to 2 for convenience. The force on an element
ds is JVdsH and the torque is

JFRFdsH = ./ds(HR) - JH(Rds)

= JdsiHjr + H3z)
- JH(rdr+ zdz).

The z-component of this is

dG = JdziHf + tfjj) - JHs(rdr + zdz)

= - JriHgir - Hxdz)

Therefore the torque acting on 12 is

G = -jjcAr{H
adr-H 1

dz)

= -i/<»-(X2-Xi)-
That is

'

: G« = -J(?i-<P 2)-

We can also express the torque as

G^JI2v:.(N1-N 2). (12.43)

Suppose (Fig. 69) that a current is passed through a conducting

magnet capable of rotation, the current entering through an

attached arm or apron so that there are

sliding contacts at 1 and 2. Taking 241 2

to be the G of our previous notation, and

132 (the circuit in the magnet M) to be ,_
the S, we have C at rest while 5 and M
rotate, being acted upon by a torque

"

G = Jfin . (N-l — NJ. Thus the torque on

the magnet may be regarded as a torque

exerted by the external circuit on the

current passing through the material of the magnet. This is

the interpretation of Pietenpol and Westerfield.

On the other hand we may regard 241 as fixed S and

132 as G rotating with M. In thi3 case we have the formula

<Pi
— <p a

= Xi
— £ a go that the back e.m.f. is

V ='<o/2jws . (Nl
- N t).

If V is the impressed e.m.f.,'

jR=V-V', -

" S is not a linear circuit, but the same result clearly holds for a number of

such cirouits and therefore for a current-sheet. Also no error is involved in

treating the current in the magnet as if it were in the plane through ns, since the

perpendioular component contributes nothing to the torque.
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and if G is the torque on the magnet, the equation of activit
-

Whence once more we obtain

G^jpxc.iN^Nj.
Or otherwise : when S alone is rotating the couple on it is

G = -Jl2n.(X1 -N2),

the minus occurring because J 13 now from 2 to 1 through S
It is clear from our previous reasoning (or from the fact that there
is no couple when If, C and S all rotate) that when M and C
rotate the couple on them is — G = J/2it . (JV, — AM Thi

"

the view taken by Kimball (p. 1302) :
' The torque on the magnet

comes entirely from the reaction between the flux of the magnet
[supposed to be carried round by it] and the fixed external
circuit which is not carried by the magnet.' Which is merely
an involved way for saying that the couple of the external circuit
on M is equal and opposite to the torque ofM on the circuit.

The view of Zeleny and Page (i. 549) is :
' The total torque is

that exerted by the field of the magnet on the current passing
ttrough the magnet and through any apron or arm which r2
be attached thereto.' At this stage the metaphor of ' the field

'

becomes very misleading. If it is seriously contended that the
action between current-elements and Amperian circuits, both

121*?.»"»"** body. can produce rotation of the body asa »hole, the assertion must be rejected as mechanically untenable.

13. A Moving Magnet.

^Z ĝ6fi;j^y ™™S -gnet -rts on a

F = -c-iFvH,
* " °btained fro» (10.24b) on replacing v' by „. Now

Hence
dAM = 3A/a + (VV)A = 0.

F«=_c-iFvcurlA

The Iatte

= ~ VZ - CBA/Bt.

athe
a

ca6etfTL
(

!!?-
ra^ ?

f
„
change at A at a fixed point) is zero

of a P^fcally mfinite homogeneous magnetic medium.
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The vector potential, being a summation applied to all the micro-

scopic circuits, is

A=fdTFIvi

Hence

X = c_12(vSA)

= c-1 [di(vvl.V^\

-M0V
r)'

where is c
_1FvI. That is, % is the scalar potential of an

electrically polarised body with polarisation Q. We can therefore

say that the moving magnet i3 equivalent to an electrically

polarised body a*

:

F=-vj<fc(QV^ (12.44)

But this is only on Ritz's theory. According to Lorentz

R = Vx-c-17vH
, = c-i(«V)A

=-<r*3A/&,

which, on the same supposition as previously made, is zero.

According to Lorentz also the stationary charge exerts no force

on the moving magnet. 7 *

Now, curiously enough, upholders of Lorentz's theory wish to

adopt Ritz's result without his theory. This is how they do it

:

> The mere fact of the absence of resultant force upon a charge

which accompanies a magnet in uniform rectilinear motion requires

a rearrangement of electrio density in the Amperian whirls or then-

equivalents which constitute the molecular magnets; and this

rearrangement is such as to endow the magnetic doublets with the

properties of electrio doublets as well.—Swann, i. 365.

" Op we might argue thus. Inside the body we take F= - c-»VvB. Hence,

since curl H= 0, .„..,',»>
o div F= (v ourl B) => 4ir(v curl I)

= - 4» div Vvl.

Since there is no density of free electricity, div F= - 4» div Q, where Q is the

polarisation. Therefore Q=» c-l 7vl.
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The 'mere fact ' however is nothing but Budde's hypothesis

to save the stationary aether. The sum total of Swarm's state-

ment is simply the enwrapping in concrete physical language of

Se operation of boldly removing the VX from Lorentz's R. It

can hardly be called a proof

!

It should be clearly understood that the present difficulty has

nothing to do with 'relativity,* for we are dealing exclusively

with scientific experiments in a laboratory. The following

contention may or may not be true ; at least undergraduates are

solemnly assured in a recent text-book that it is a fact

:

An observer travelling with a moving charge detects no magnetic

field. In other words, a moving charge exerts no force or torque

on a magnet which is moving along with it, but only on a magnet

which does not partake of its motion.—Page-Adams, p. 240.

And presumably the magnet exerts no force on a comoving

charge—for a comoving observer. As soon as this peculiar

observer is produced, we can pass scientific judgement on the

contention here made vicariously for him. Meanwhile we are

concerned with the observer at rest in a laboratory. For him,

on Lorentz's theory which is accepted by Einstein, the proposition

is not true. And if, in order to make it true, we postulate

' a rearrangement '—depending of course on absolute motion

—

we must assign some cause not contained in Lorentz's theory.

Let us now examine the case of a symmetrical non-conducting

soft magnet rotating in a uniform field along the axis. We have

already seen that the force of the rotating magnet on a stationary

unit charge is ViJ/. To find <)/ we must divide the magnet into

infinitesimal Amperian circuits, each of which may be taken as

moving at any moment with the linear velocity v' of that point

of the magnet. That is, the variations of the velocity along

the micro-circuit are negligible, so that g' = 0. Hence for

Lorentz i]/ = 0, and there is no force on the stationary charge.

Not so for Ritz, in whose formula for
<J>
there is a second term

which —dropping the dashes—is

— I Jvjcr , da cos (vda),

where r is the distance from da to the point-charge. For any one of

the little circuits the integral is simply —(vSA)/c. Hence we have

— Jft(ovJ)
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and the force is + Vi|i. In other words, on Ritz's theory, the

rotating magnet is equivalent to an electrically polarised body,

in which the polarisation at any point is Q = c'l V\\, and the

force is given by (12.44).

Some observations on this proof will not be irrelevant. In

the first place, the complete expression for the force on a

stationary charge is

but in the present case the latter term is zero by symmetry.

Next when the magnet is a conductor, the effect is counteracted

by a distribution of free electricity ; that is, the force exerted

by the charge + 1 at any point inside the conductor is neutralised.

Also there is no justification for regarding the electric polarisation

as really existing in a non-conductor, as something more than a

mathematical equivalent of the force exerted by the moving

sub-circuits." And lastly the following statement is equally

unjustified 2e
:

A circular current loop set in rotation about its axis would be

surrounded by no electric field. A rotating magnetic sheE on the

other hand would be surrounded by an electric field since each

elementary magnetio doublet of the shell would become in addition

an electrio doublet with axis radially out from the axis of rotation.

There is thus in principle a fundamental difference between the

unipolar induction effects of a rotating solenoid and those of a

' rotating material magnet. . . . There is an essential difference, not

always realised, between unipolar induction experiments done with

rotating solenoids and those done with rotating material magnets.

We have seen that a circular current rotating about its axis

is in fact surrounded by an electrio field. But in the case of a

rotating material magnet we have a series of such microscopic

currents, not rotating round their respective axes but each moving

practically with a translational velocity. The two cases are

entirely distinct ; there is a difference in the application of the

same formula, but no discrepancy in principle.

We can now consider the case of a rotating magnetic dielectric

symmetrical round the axis along which the field acts. Whereas

» Barnett (vii. 1114) speaks of • the charges developed byth,™^
Tate (p. 94) refers to > the fictitious polarisation in the dwlectno produced by

the motion of the magnetio doublets.'
,„m^ „ith

'• Tate, pp. 82, 92. Unipolar induction espenments are performed with

conducting magnets.
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in the case of a conductor we have <p = x + constant so that

g i

c-ifvB = 0, we now have an electric polarisation given bv
47rP=(x-l)(E + c-

IFvB).

Or, since all the quantities are along r,

iitP = (x- 1)(- d<?/dr + u/c . Br).

In the experiments the dielectric was in the form of a hollow

cylinder (internal radius a t ,
external o

t)
enclosed by brass tubes

which formed metal coatings, the inner of which was earthed and

the outer connected to an electrometer. Applying Gauss's theorem

to a cylinder bounded by r and ox and of unit height, we have,

assuming also a polarisation = (T Fvl,

- (E + 4id> + inQ)2w= 4*?,

where q is the charge per unit length on the inner face of the

outside coating. Hence, substituting

inQ = iiz/c . tor/ = (1 - l/y.)vB/c,

we have

- 2?/xr = - dfjdr + (1 — l/x|x)uBr/c.

On integration this becomes

- 2?/x . log (aja,) = -
(?1- Vl) + (1 _ 1 fo)o>B{al - a\)j2c.

On putting x = co, we obtain the previous case of a conductor.
This formula has been verified" for ordinary dielectrics for

which practically (i = 1. Only one experiment has been performed
for a dielectric in which the permittivity could be taken as

greater than unity. M. and H. A. Wilson made a composite
dielectric by embedding small steel spheres in wax, for which u
could be taken as 3 for macroscopic volumes. This experiment
confirmed the above formula. In describing their experiment the
authors declare (pp. 99, 105)

:

According to the theory based on the principle of relativity, this
induced e.mi. should be equal to that in a conductor multiplied by

7t ™' ' ' " wherea8
' according to the theory of H. A. Lorentz

ana l*rmor, the appropriate multiplier appears to be (1 - 1/x) as

fi°L\r
B
;?

agnet
i
C! """^tor. • • • These experiments therefore con-

WTO the theory of relativity, but do not necessarily conflict with the
fundamental assumptions of H. A. Lorentz and Larmor's theory.

Lorentz himself wrote (xiii. 304): 'According to the older
electron theory ... the effect should be proportional to x - 1,

Hil^.1
." (19°" "8

'
H - A- WU«m. PT 204A (1004) 121 , M. and

*£imvm <m3) "
'

s - J- Barae"' PR "

<

190°> 42S
'
L- SUpittn '
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according to the theory of relativity the effect should be

proportional to xp — 1.' This contention is still maintained.28

Prescinding from the question whether Q is experimentally

required—a point which is undecided—let us examine some of

the attempts to give a theoretical proof. That is, of course,

apart from Ritz's theory which is never so much as mentioned.

On the part of those who adhere to the Lorentz-Lienard theory

there are some feeble attempts at a proof

:

The magnetisation I may be considered equivalent to a series of

magnetic double layers. The motion of these double layers pro-

duces Q just as the electrical double layers give J.—H. A. Wilson,

ii. 24*.

The expression iljU represents the rate of change of the magnetio

polarisation at a fixed point in the field only when the magnetic

media as a whole are at rest. When these media are in motion

there will be a contribution to this rate due to convection just as in

the electrio case, and the argument for its exact form may be

developed on the same lines.—Livens, iii. 211.

But if we turn back to the proof of formula (10.38) for J, we

shall at once see the worthlessness of this contention. It

practically amounts to a complete repudiation of the electronic

theory of magnetism, the substitution of magnetio poles there-

for and the acceptance of ' magnetic currents.' Accepting the

electron theory, we have just seen that in two cases—uniform

linear motion and uniform rotation—the term does not occur

on the Lorentzian theory.

Barnett (vii. 1128) *» holds that 'the result follows from

Maxwell's theorem based on a much older, though less exact

relativity principle.' As we have already exploded this alleged

theorem of Maxwell, we may turn to the advice expressed by

Prof Tate (p. 78), that, in the absence of a Lorentzian proot,

•the safest way to proceed to the result is ... to assume the

field suggested by the theory of relativity, namely, Itata

expression -c'WI. Becker goes further and maintains that,

while J is deducible from the electron theory, is a consequence

of the theory of relativity ' and 'would never appear if we

•• A. Einstein and J. Laub, AP 26 (1908) 632 ; Tolman. iii. 187 and v. 117 J

Swann, i. 365 ; Thirring, ii. 339 ; Becker, p. 334 ;
Tate, p. 78.

•• He simply assumes the formula for Q. He also confuses X and
. #,^"

of .' and the v of the charge. The formula for is «• «£?^~^
• It is well known that when a magnetio dipole with a moment

,

M move
•
tnft

a velocity V. an electrio moment ."'WI appears.'-JT. Weyssenhoff, Notur,

(1938) 329*.
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retained the concept of absolute simultaneity.' In fact 'the

electric field generated by a moving magnet, known for so long

in technology, becomes intelligible only through the relativistic

formula, it can be regarded as an immediate consequence of

Einstein's definition of simultaneity.' Hence he complains that
' in descriptions of unipolar induction in technical literature it is

not made clear that it is a relativistic effect.' >0

This is merely typical of the exaggerated claims fabricated

by followers of Einstein. The reply, which cannot here be

developed, may be thus summarised

:

(1) The formula follows at once on Ritz's theory, without any

special physical assumptions. There is no proof whatever of

Becker's assertion that ' the field is of purely electrostatio nature,

it comes from the electric polarisation of the magnet.' It is

curious too to find a relativist holding that these polarising-

electrons exist for a stationary observer but are non-existent for

one who is comoving with the magnet.

(2) The magnets used in technology are conductors and for

them the effect does not exist, being counteracted by a re-

distribution of free electricity.

(3) The formula has no connection with unipolar induction.

The only experiment bearing on the term is that of M. and H. A.

Wilson, which is not very decisive. In any case the experiment
involved a rotating magnetised dielectric ; hence it is beyond the

scope of the special theory of relativity.11

(4) It is not easy to see how a theory which claims to be
fundamental can be applied to macroscopic equations (containing
x and (i) which are used only owing to our observational limita-

tions and are based on very complex micro-processes.

(5) The resultant logical situation is puzzling. On the one
hand, relativists stall; by accepting Maxwell's equations—i.e.

ultimately Lizard's formula—for experiments in the laboratory

;

on the other hand, they claim here that the theory proves a
result inconsistent with Lienard's formula.

"Becker, pp. 334, 338, 335. Compare hi. article on ' Unipolar-Induktion

«i fi'f.!.

reUti™tiBch8n ZeitbegriflV—Naturwu.. 20 (1932) 917-919.
Buberrtein, unlike other relativist*, refer, to thi. difficulty i

' In the theo-
retical treatment of the problem, uniform tranalatlon (of each element) can with

1924°' n o?TTy
U "Ub8titul*d lot ">• """J .pin.'-TA«rj, of BMiMy.

tarv Mtat- k" fr°m °" diffioulty involved in the multiplication of elemen-

uLJ? ..*'*' *"* "I™"' "ould justify the application of the .pecial
tneory to motion of every kind.
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For these reasons the alleged proof of from relativity

deserves a more critical examination than it has yet received.

Though such an investigation is beyond the scope of this volume,

we decline to accept the claim made in the following quotations :

Experiments have been conducted by various physicists, and in

particular by H. A. Wilson and A. Eichenwald, with a view to

discriminating between the rival hypotheses, [and] in each case the

victorious hypothesis is found to be [Einstein's theory of relativity].

iSowski's electromagnetic equations account fully for the well-

known results of Rowland's, Wilson's, Rontgen's and Eichenwald s

experiments.—Silberstein, p. 273.

The theory [of relativity] can also be shown to give satisfactory

explanations of the Eoentgen-Eichenwald experiment on the

™Kr£tio field produced by the rotation of a dielectric in an electno

fidfand o the H. A. Wilson experiment on the surface-charge

produced by the rotation of a dielectric in a magnetic field.-

Totoan, Rdaiivity, Thermodynamics ard Cosmology, 1934, p. 116.

14. High-Speed Electrons.

Using the approximate Ritz

formula (11.7), we can obtain

results accurate only to the order

j^/c2 . Let us apply it to the

case of a point-charge (e) moving

with velocity v in the s-direc-

tion between two infinite planes

(y= ± h) parallel to xz, charged

to the density ± a (Kg. 70).

We have
v.,=

Fig. 70.

e'*<rsdsdB

u — v, = v
% = — v cos 9 cos a

sin a = &/(&' + «*)*

cos a = sl(h* + «*)'

ee' T, ,

3-X"2
?iiZL^ tcosM cos*al

»Fv= 75
sina

L
+_

4
_

c"»~ * <=

2 J

r" r , * r,i. 2-M*^= e'j/°)o^W+^L
1+

4 c*

3(1^1 1 cos?! W + a*.]

= 2ittie(l + i^)-
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Doubling for the effect of the second plane,

F, = 4jtp'cje = p'£e,

where p' = 1 + i^/fc1 + . . .
( 12.45)

Applying Lienard's formula (7.17) to the same case, we find

since v' = 0,

SF
r
= ee' cos (ry) . /r*.

Whence, for the two planes,

F, = 4raxe = Ee. (12.46)

Therefore the two theories give different results.' Let us

see the device of crossed fields, employed by Bestelmeyer,

Bucherer, Wolz and others to find Fy experimentally. Beta rays

pass between the plates of a condenser, and by means of an outer

y solenoid a perpendicular magnetic field is

also applied; on emerging, the electrons

strike a photographic plate at a measured
distance (a) from the condenser. Then
(Fig. 71) E is the vector (0, E, 0) and H is

(U cos a, 0, H sin a), v being along the z-axis.

The acceleration-components along x and z

are zero, that along y is zero if

Fi«- "• E = vjc. II sin a. (12.47)

In this case the electron will move in a straight line and so

will be able to pass the narrow gap between the condenser-plates.
On emerging, it is subject only to II and we ought then to have

evjc . H sin a = mfy .

These two equations represent the accepted aether-electron
theory, which we have called the Lorentz theory, as expressed in

the Lienard-Schwarzschild force-formula for point-charges. And
they do not agree with the experimental results. Lorentz there-
fore proposed to modify the right-hand side of the last equation
by multiplying it by

P = (1 - i*/c*)-» = 1 + t*/2c* + . . .

As we have already seen, Lorentz justified this by ceasing to
regard the electron as a point-charge, by taking it to be a
spherical distribution of eub-electrons which is distorted by its

motion through the aether ; and Einstein subsequently suggested
justitying the alteration by what is really a piece of algebra,
ant, whatever be the post factum argument invented, methodo-
logically the factor p is simply a modification introduced into the
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Lorentz theory in order to secure agreement with the experi-

mental results. Accepting it, we have

Ee = e»/c . H sin a = pm/„. (12.48)

The distance traversed is a/sin a, which can be equated to vt as

a close approximation. The deviation is

y = ///2 = ca2i/J/2mc2pB (12.49)

since f,
= Eeftm, t = o/o sin a, v sin a = cE/H.

Turn now to Ritz's theory without any ad hoc modification.

At least as far as second-order terms, H is not changed by the

velocity of e ; but the electric intensity becomes p'e. Hence

p'.Ee = ewjc . H sin a = m/„,

where we have substituted w for v as the velocity.

Since /„ = p'#e/ro, t= ajw sin a, w sin a = p'cE/ff, we have

y =fy
pj2 = eaiH1l2mc^'E. (12.50)

That is, we obtain exactly the same formula as in Lorentz's

specially modified theory, with p' substituted for p. It is easily

seen that to the second-order, which is the approximation we are

at the moment considering, these two quantities are equal. *or

r=1 + «2/2c2+ - • • = 1 + fl*/2fl
a sin* a + • •

•

= 1 + w>/2c»(l + u^c2
)

2

= l + «'
2
/
2ca + • •

= PV

Next let us consider the case of e moving with v along y

perpendicularly to the plane ». Applying Ritz's formula (11.7)

and putting %= « sin a, «, = », we have
X '

3 -X^ 3(1-XK • -
1 +* 11

*'
1

ee' sin a[", 3— X f2

*V —
L

1 + —~
e~
2
~

Whence, as before,

s sin
1 + X^"1

a ~ ~T~ c2J

J,, = 2rcae
J*

fa[(M+*»rl
l

-

+
1 - 3X v2

4 c8

)£_

(h' + sY

= 2iroe(l - Xt>
2/2c2).

Doubling for the effect of the second plane, we have

mvdvldy = mf=F = Ee(l-^l2c*)

eEdy = wtrf»(l + ^/2°a + • •>
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Hence eF = m [
«fr(l + Jif»/2e« + . . .

)

= m««/2 . (1 + X»»/4c« + . . .) (12. S2)

Such an experiment is like that of Perry and Chaffee.3*

Let us apply to it the usually accepted modified Lorentz theory

:

eV = ['«?(£»»«.•)

= mcH$ - 1)

= m»»/2.[l + 3B*/4c«+ . . .].
( 12.53)

Hence if X = 3, the two formulae coincide as far as the second-

der.

We can express this interesting result in another way. Using
formula (11.4) with a = y = I but allowing the other unde-
termined coefficients to stand, we easily find instead of (12.45),

J' = ^e[l + ( 3c1 + aj/3)^/c!

=].

And instead of (12.51) we find

f = .Ee[l + (a, - (}„ + a 2/3)t>7c
!
].

We take it that experiment shows that the respective coefficients

of t^/c8 are 1/2 and - 3/2 respectively.

This gives p = 2; and the other two coefficients are connected
by ax + cij/3 = 1/2. That is, from these two experiments alone
we have gone far to determine the coefficients.

Following Ritz (p. 408), let is now proceed to examine in
general the^ case in which w = v/c is comparable with unity,
while w' = v'jc and the acceleration (or rather the quantity rfjc')
are small. With our former notation we have

u*lc
l = ^wx -w^ + rf'Jc*+ . . .)*

= wt -2Xwtwx + w'*+2r[XwJx')lc' + . . .

= say, to* + t .

Ve "=«V-«v + (. . .)/<*+ . . .

= 8ay>uV + 1
)

P =r(l+r/;/2c*).

10«'to 2 !'i

i"30
,'

90
.*'

Th° Te,00ity ' of <Mlhod» ™y«. driven by potential* of

betw««„ . ,7 " m8uur«d directly by timing the passage of the electrons

HeZL^Jr*8"1 "«"«*» high-frequency electric fields 75 cm. apart,

a eycwl. T "aieae°u>* **vd the distance in an even multiple of half

««• of Ritzs\T i

"g field8
' Sin0e th" Pu««-<:harges are not stationary, our

Kirchn.,, AflZmwT *"' d0M n°' *PP'y *° thU eItr«riment - * "^
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We shall now develop the functions A and B of formula (11.3)

by Taylor's series in the neighbourhood of the values u
p
jc = w,

and u'/c* = vfi -

„ . dA , SA

PA
(3u)

2
;

(12.54)

(12.55)

= A-21.wxw'x .dAjdv^-w'rdAjdwr
-\-c^(...),

where ^1 stands for A(wr w2
). Similarly the other function can

be developed. Hence, neglecting the relatively small terms with

the factor c"2 , formula (11.3) becomes

FJiee'lr*) = cos (rx)[A - (Zwxw'x)dAldw* - w'rdAIBwr]

— {wxwr
— w,w'x — wxw'r)B

+ 2wxw,^wxw'x)dBjdvf

+ v)xwr
w'

r
dBjdwr

.

Hence for electrostatic action (w' = 0)

Fx
= ee'lr* . [A cos (rx) — wju>JS\.

Hence, when w = vjc is comparable with unity, this is not equal

to ee'/r2 • cos (rx).

Next let us examine the action of an element ds of a closed

neutral current ; the conductor or magnet (and hence the positive

ions) being at rest and J'x = e'v'Jc = e'wx .
Summing up the

action of the two kinds of ions on e as given by (12.54), the terms

independent of w' cancel and we obtain

dFJ(J'da'elr>) = '

- cos (rx)[2{Zwx cos (xds'^dAjdu? + cos (rda')dAj3wr]

+ B[wr
cos (xds') + wx

cos (rds')],

+ 2wxwr {
Sw, cos (xds') } dBldv? .

+ wxwr
cos (rds') ZBjdw,. (

12 -56>

Hence the action of the current is proportional to J' and
^
two

elements of equal and opposite currents have no action ;
so tnat,

as in electrodynamics, a closed current is equivalent to a magnetic

shell. Also, the force being a linear function of the *»<*«»-

cosines of da', the principle of sinuous currents is satisfied Hut

for w comparable with unity the action of a closed current on an
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electron is not in general perpendicular to the velocity v = wc of

the electron. The component of F parallel to w is

f
XdF.wJw = - J'ejw . VZXdx',

the quantities X, T, Z being easily found. This is zero for every

closed circuit only if curl (X, 7, Z) is zero. This means that A
and B must satisfy a third-order differential equation, which is

automatically true when w is very small. Hence the knowledge

of the ' magnetic field '—or the force on a slow-moving charge—

at a point is not sufficient to determine the force which a rapidly

moving electron would experience at the point—unless a certain

relation is satisfied. Thus experiment alone can decide whether

the ordinary laws of electromagnetics are applicable to beta-rays.

Consider more generally the case, already examined, of an

electron (e) moving along x between two charged plates (± o)

parallel to xz. We have very approximately

to, = to, = 0, wx = w, wr
= w cos (rx).

Hence from (12.54), putting dx'dz' = dS,

FJea = \&Sr*[A cos (rx) - Bww
r],

F,jea= \dSr*A cos (ry),

FJea = USr*A cos (rz). (12.57)

To a first approximation the extent of the condenser may be
considered very large ; the integral may be extended to the whole
plane x'z

1
first for y' = and then for y' = a, and the results

subtracted. Since we have assumed that A and B are even
functions of w„ the integrand in the first and third integral has
opposite values for the points (x — x',z — z') and (x' — x,z'- z).

Therefore these integrals are zero and the force is parallel to y.
Using polar coordinates (x — x' = r cos 8, wr

= w cos 0), we have

F, = ea{y - y") |
M 8in QdQdr . f-i[r* sin1 6 - (y - 1/')

2]"1
-

The integral is 4 times that of the portion between the lines
i=0 and z' = 0, U. r=(y-y')/8in 0, r = oo and 6 = 0,
B = 7t/2. Now

(y - y") \drr\r* sin» 6 - (y - y'fp
= arc tan [{r« sin> 6 - (y - y')^j(y - y')].
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At the lower limit this is zero. At the upper limit (r = oo) : it

rives Tt/2 for y — y' > (the first plate being y" = 0) ; and for

\ _ «' < (the second plate being y" = a), it gives - tc/2.

Therefore

.F = 47tea I .A(u>2, to cos 6) sin 6d0,
" Jo

F = J?e 1 ^(io2 , iep)<Jj>. (12.58)

Let us next with the help of (12.56) find the magnetic action

:

jj = _ ej' fr-2[2u> cos (ry) . dAjdw* . dx' - wB cos (rx)dy'

+ cos (ry) . dAjdwT
. Sdx' cos (rx)]

B = - eJ' \r^[2w cos (rz) . dAjdvfi . dx' - wB cos (rx)dz'

+ cos (rz) . dAjtw, . tix' cos (rx)]. (12.59)

The integrals are extended to all the currents, including those

equivalent to the magnets. The functions A and JB depend only

on cos 6 = (* - x')jr and are even functions of this argument.

The electron moves sensibly along the s-axis, and there is

symmetry with respect to the y-axis. Hence if we change y

into -/and dy1 into -dy', the actions of the corresponding

dints canceli Bm which accordingly is zero. Abo the change

produced in the velocity being small relatively to the unfaal

velocity, a force parallel to this velocity (i.e along *) » neghjgto

to a first approximation. Therefore the magnetic action

observed is perpendicular to the field and to the velocity as m

the Lorentz theory. In the expression for Rt
m (12.59) put

^ = 1 + (
3-XK/4-3(l-XK/4, B = (3-X)/4,

and we obtain

R
v
= _ eJ'vjic . Uv*[(3 - X) cos (xds') cos (rz)

- (I+ X) cos («V) cos (rx) - 3(1 - X) cos (rz) cos (»} cos(r<fc')].

The portion of the integral multiplied by - X is

[ds'r-*[cos (*&') cos (rz) + cos (zds') cos (rx)

J _ 3 cos (rz) cos (rx) cos (nfc')].
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This is easily seen to be zero by the same argument as transforms

(4 6) into (4.7), on substituting the direction z for the direction da.

So the expression reduces to

R = - eJ'vjc . [ds'r^lcoa (rz) cos (xds') — cos (rx) cos {zds')]

= vjc.H, from (4.1)

= c-
1(FvH)

>
.

But if we do not confine A and B to the initial terms of an

expansion in series, the force on the electron, while still in the

y-direction, will have a value different from that ordinarily

assumed. It is obvious however that, without in any way

interfering with the explanation of ordinary electromagnetic

phenomena already given, Kitz's theory can without any difficulty

account for the Kaufmann-Bucherer results.

Similarly, for the second case already considered, e moving

along y perpendicularly to the condenser plates, we have

wx
= w,= 0, «!„ = «» = »/c, w

r
= w cos (ry).

Whence Ft
= F, = and

F, = co f dSr-* cos {ry){A - Bxfi)

„ ff dddr(A - Bio1
) sin 6.= eS(y -y).)) r[riBinae _ (y
_ yT]t

= ines f' \a - Bjc2] sin 6i9, (12.60).

where A and B are functions of u? and (w sin 8)
2

. Or otherwise

F = eE\ {A - Bp)( 1 - pl)-*pdp = eEfiv?),

where A and B are functions of u* and utp*. Putting

F = mvdvjdy = mchodwjdy,
we have

eF= [e£<fy

= mc!
l wdw/ftw1

).

Assuming that the experimental results demand it, we may take

this integral to be ( 1 - toT* - 1, so that /(ui2) = ( 1 - w8)"
8

. We
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fc ve already shown that, so far as ordinary electromagnetic

experiments are concerned, this merely involves taking X = 3.

Ritz (p. 442), concludes accordingly

:

This theory of the variability of electrodynamic mass is based on

the weakest points of Lorentz's theory. We can explain the observa-

tions just as well and even better by suitably changing the velocity-

terms in the expression for the forces so as to introduce only relative

motions.

This was written in 1908. And in 1927 Prof. Bridgman wrote

M follows (i. 137, 139, 141)

:

We may . inquire whether the equations are correct in stating

that the force'acting on a charge moving in an electric field is simply

. the product of the charge and the field strength. As a matter

of fact in order to determine electrical mass, we have to use that

equation which we.are now engaged in trying to establish. LogicaUy

we have again the vicious circle, the physical significance of which

Tthat independent operations do not exist for giving umque meaning

to the concept of force on a charge at high velocity. .. .

It should be possible by arbitrary definition to make this force

anv function of velocity that we please-of course reducing to the

.roper value a* low velocities-and then to determine.the other

eauationT so that the entire group of equations is consistent with
equations so w &

ha3 trfed to 8uch a
WS ™i of equations • andJndeed there is no particular reason

why^otIZSdbSfcr to do this, since the present equations

are simple enough.

Nineteen years before this was published Ritz had given Ms

formulae to the world; apparently they have not yet.been

hTd of by distinguished physicists." Ritz did more than fulfil

5 dictum hie expressed, for he confined his ormuUe to

the purely relative velocity of pairs of electrons ^"Jtoe
modification suggested by Bridgman « quite ^f6^
any second-order change in the Lorentz-Lienard fa muk^whwh

involves aether-velocities, would be mcompatible with Ampere

"Sk achievement is indeed remarkable. *«***&*

new and highly sophisticated notl°n
p;v

AP^
6sting general fact.

Ritz's formula, there emerges a very interesting ge

» It U undated of oo^e that in theP^a""^"^
doling with any optical objections to Rita", bailee theory.
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The phenomena, which on the hypothesis of a force-law involving

absolute velocities can be explained only by the assumption of a
variable mass, are equally explicable by a force-law dependent
only on relative velocity without assuming variable mass. In the
second place, Ritz's result does not involve any hypothesis con-
cerning the internal constitution of an electron, i.e. a continuous

or sub-electronic distribution of charge kept together by specially

postulated forces ; the electron can still be treated as a point-
charge. Of course, one may answer with Prof. Bridgman that
' there is no particular reason why anyone should bother ' with
all this since the accepted theory is ' simple enough.' It is

impossible to argue against such self-satisfaction.

The only explanation possible on the ordinary theory is to
assume

:

(1) the electron is not a point-charge but a rather miraculously-
subsisting spherical aggregate of charges

;

(2) the aether is comoving with the earth so that the v of the
electron is the velocity relative to the laboratory

;

(3) the mass of the electron is electromagnetic in origin

;

(4) owing to the motion through the aether the dimensions of
the electron become flattened in the ratio (1 — toa)* in the
direction of motion.

This theory has already been expounded and criticised in
Chapter Vm.



CHAPTER XIII

The Aetheb

1. The Mechanical Aether.

The undulatory theory of light, thanks largely to the work of
Fresnel, gradually supplanted the emission theory as formulated
by Newton. Even as early as 1760 Euler could write confidently

:

Light is nothing but an agitation or disturbance caused in the
particles of the aether. . . . The parallel between light and sound
is in this respect so well established that we can boldly maintain
that if the air became as subtle and at the same time as elastic as
the aether, the velocity of sound would also become as rapid as that
of light.

—

Letlres a une Princesse d'Attemagne, no. 20, Paris, 1843,
p. 72.

The self-confident dogmatism displayed in this quotation was
as typical of the mechanical as of the later electromagnetic theory.

Here is a characteristic story of Cauchy

:

Cauchy was walking with Pere Gratry in the Luxembourg gardens.
They were discussing the next life, the happiness of the elect in
finally knowing, without restriction or hindrance, truths pursued
in this world with such slowness and difficulty. Alluding to
Cauchy's researches on the mechanical theory of the reflection of

light, Gratry suggested that one of the greatest joys of the illustrious

geometer in heaven would doubtless be to penetrate the secret of

light and to understand intimately, these problems of optics which
had been the objects of his meditation. But Cauchy objected ; on
this point he considered he could not admit that one could ever

. learn anything more than what he knew ; he could not conceive

that the most perfect intelligence could comprehend thephenomenon
of reflection otherwise than he had expounded it. He had given a

mechanical theory of it ; his piety did not go so far as to believe

that it would be possible for God Himself to do anything else or to

do it better.—B. Brunhes, La degradation de V&nergie, 1922, p. 261.

This is cited not merely for its historical interest but chiefly

to illustrate a type of mind which, minus the piety, is by no means
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defunct in contemporary physics. Equally apposite in these
days of ' relativity ' is the slashing and successful criticism of
Cauchy which MacCullagh (pp. 207, 209) published in 1841 :

That a theory involving so many inconsistencies should have
been advanced by a person of M. Cauchy's reputation, would
perhaps appear very extraordinary, if we did not recollect that it
was unavoidably suggested by the general principles which he had
previously adopted, and which were supposed not merely by him
self but by the scientific world generally to have already afforded
the only satisfactory explanation of the laws of double refraction
The hypothesis was embraced by a great number of writers in everv
part of Europe, who reproduced each in his own way the results ofM. Cauchy, though sometimes with considerable modifications
Every day saw some new investigation purely analytical, some new
mathematical research uncontrolled by a single physical conception
put forward as a 'mechanical theory' of double refraction of
circular poansation, of dispersion, of absorption; until at lengththe Journals of Science and the Transactions of Societies were filedwith a great mass of unmeaning formulas.

Some of MacCulkgh's own formulae, which have survived all
the subsequent vicissitudes of optical theory, illustrate the
important pomt that the essence of a physical theory lies in its
equations.* Thus the discovery of conical refraction7 confirmed
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general reasoning.' But he failed ; electrotonic intensity re-

mained and remains merely the magnetic vector potential. All
Maxwell's analogies with elastic solids are entirely irrelevant to

his theory.

Our text-books of course continue to represent demoded ideas

as ' modern ' views :

According to modern views, actions in an electric field require a
medium for their transmission, and charges at a distance can only
affect one another by means of stresses in this intervening medium.
It is usual to speak of this medium as the ether.—Ramsey, p. 19.

And the old elastic and hydrodynamical analogies are un-
fortunately not yet extinct. We find even H. A. Lorentz talking

as follows :

We may now try to interpret one group of Maxwell's equations
by taking the components of the magnetic force to be proportional
to the displacements in the aether. . . . We can avoid this difficulty

by identifying with the aether rotations not the displacement
current but the dielectric displacement itself. . . . Thus, wherever
there is a magnetic force, we must imagine an aether velocity in

the direction of this force and proportional to it, and we have to

look for the dielectric displacement in the rotation due to or
associated with that velocity. . . . The aether has thus to be
attributed the property that its potential energy is proportional to

the square of the rotation of its particles.—Lorentz, xi. 26-28.

Poynting (p. 674) could seriously ask in 1903 :
' What then are

the electric strain and the magnetic spin which now we suppose

to constitute light ?
' And we are hopefully told in the latest

edition of a favourite text-book :

The theory which promises most favourably at present U that

which regards the ether as a turbulent fluid and light as an electro-

magnetic phenonemon arising from very rapid alternating electrio

polarisations or ' displacements ' as Maxwell termed them.

—

T. Preston, Theory of Light, ed. A. Porter, 19285
, p. U.

But it has now become generally admitted that the obscurities

and inconsistencies in Maxwell's work are due to the conjunction

of two very different tendencies. The first is the attempt to

explain electrical actions by the properties of the hypothetical

medium which is their carrier ; this, with the accessory hypotheses

involved, must be pronounced a failure. The second is a purely

phenomenological description by means of partial differential

equations based on the assumption of certain vectors specifying
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The adoption of this standpoint is not due to any positivist

bias; it has no connection with any particular brand of
philosophy ; it merely defines the function of physics, a science

which is concerned with measure-numbers. It is the outcome of
hard experience, for we hare found that the world is not built

on a simple elastic-solid model and that ' acceptable and demon-
strable facts do not in the twentieth century seem to be disposed

to wait on suitable mechanical pictures.' 6 Once we grasp the
proposition that the essential content of physics is the relations

of measure-numbers leading to experimental control, we can rele-

gate to philosophers and popularisers a vast amount of discussion

which has no scientific significance. In particular we can
' debunk ' the idea of an aether, expelling its irrelevant emotional

and pictorial content. So far as physics is concerned, any debate

concerning its existence or function must confine itself to a

discussion of quantitative equations, for it is only through such

that the aether can become an ingredient of the science of physics.

Judged by this standard, practically all the arguments for and
against an aether have nothing whatever to do with physics.

Here are some pronouncements against the aether

:

It is probable that the future historian of physics will be astounded
that the vast majority of physicists should accept a system of such

bewildering complexity and precarious validity rather than abandon
ideas which seem to have their sole origin in the use of the word
' aether,' and reject those to which so many lines of thought point

insistently.—N. Campbell, PM 19 (1910) 189.

A certain obsession had taken a strong hold upon the minds of

the physicists ; I refer to the luminiferous ether. . . . Now that

we are suddenly freed from this obsession, we feel as if awakened
from a hideous nightmare.—G. N. Lewis, The Anatomy of Science,

1926, p. 75.

It is now time to see that the aether has played out its historic

part and that it has the right to a place of honour only in the history

of physics.—Frenkel, i., p. vii.

Are these writers discussing quantitative physics 1 Does their

seemingly bold advocacy lead them to propose a single change

in the accepted equations of electromagnetics ? Not at all. We
must not take their vehement protestations quite so literally.

1 R. A. MUlikan, Natun, 127 (1931) 170. His next sentence is: 'Indeed

has not modern physics thrown the purely meohanistio view of the universe

root and branch out of ita house t ' Has it t
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They all accept the aether in the only sense in which th
has any effective meaning in physical science. Thev

""""^

merely to be irritated with the word * aether * and with
***'

irrelevant observations of elastic-solid diehards. On th v
hand, when protagonists tell us that ' the abandonmen^of tT
aether leads to epistemological difficulties,* or that ' a Y,

•

without the aether is no physics,* 7 or that ' the ether fa nT
fantastic creation of the speculative philosopher, it is as ess °t' 1
to us as the air we breathe,' « they are expressing their person 1

faith in something, they are professing a conviction which i,
outside the scope of physics as a science. Sir Arthur Eddinrton •

gaily declares that ' among leading scientists to-day about half
assert that the aether exists and the other half deny its existence^
but as a matter of fact both parties mean exactly the same thin.and are divided only by words.' The position is certainly one
neither for self-congratulation nor for witticism. It is high time
to end this word-battle, to remove the conflict from the arenaof popular philosophy

, and to test it by the formulae of scientific
pnysics.

2. The Electromagnetic Framework.
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Let Eddington represent the apologists :

The aether has ceased to take any very active part in physical
theory and has, as it were, gone into reserve. A modern writer on
electromagnetic theory will generally start with the postulate of an
aether pervading all space ; he will then explain that at any point
in it there is an electromagnetic vector whose intensity can be
measured ; henceforth his sole dealings are with thi3 vector, and
probably nothing more will be heard of the aether itself. In a
vague way it is supposed that this vector represents some condition
of the aether and we need not dispute that without some such
background the vector would scarcely be intelligible—but the aether
is now only a background and not an active participant in the
theory.—Space Time and Gravitation, 1920, p. 29.

Now the fundamental formula logically, even if only implicitly,

accepted by ' a modern writer on electromagnetic theory ' is the

Lienard-Schwarzschild formula for the force between two charged

particles, which involves their absolute velocities. That is, the

measurable force between them is taken to involve something

more than their relative velocity, it depends on their velocities

with respect to some medium, framework or ' background.'

Call it what you will, the kinematic relations between it and our

two charges actively and effectively intervene in our measure.

You may indeed say u that ' during the last century all the

properties which would make the aether akin to any known
fluid have had to be abandoned, one by one.' But, so long as

you accept the Maxwell-Lorentz theory, you cannot affirm that

' the aether is not in itself a subject for physical measurement.'

Why even Coulomb's law in electrostatics does not hold, on

this view, unless both charges are at rest in the aether. No
one, except a few belated elastic-solid enthusiasts, holds that we
can talk about the density or elasticity of the aether ; for these

alleged properties do not enter into electromagnetics. But in

current expositions, even if after some general phrases ' nothing

more will be heard of the aether itself,' it is there all the time

;

whether explicitly recognised or not, velocities with respect to

the aether occur on almost every page. The fundamental

formula on which the whole exposition depends definitely

involves these velocities ; they are an integral part of physics

as thus expounded. And this is not, as some writers tell us, a

mere matter of mathematical convenience.

« Eddington, Mind, 29 (1920) 146.
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velocities relative to the aether. Try to expel it with a fork—
lamen usque recurrel !

Yet contemporary writers while willing to wound the aether
are afraid to strike it. Prof. Jeffreys expresses the widespread
attitude :

The denial of action at a distance in this sense does not carry with
it the acceptance of the notion of an ether. The latter concept was
effectively that of an elastio solid capable of transmitting transverse
waves with a constant velocity, and has broken down under later
work. But the ideas of position coordinates and time, and of the
electric and magnetic forces associated with them, arise of them-
selves, quite independently of the assumption of a quasi-material
substance filling space. Our knowledge of electromagnetic pheno-
mena indicates that they are related by differential equations,
which in turn imply and explain the properties of light. The
question of an ether doe3 not arise.

—

Scientific Inference, 1931, p. 211.

Well, of course, if you define the aether to mean an elastic

solid transmitting vibrations like an iron rod, there is an end of
it ; that admittedly has nothing to do with Lorentzian electro-

dynamics. But the something remains ; something which enters

physically into the equations, without which the v and »' in our
force-formula cannot be defined or measured. You can hardly
say that these velocities ' arise of themselves,' like Venus from
the foam of the sea ; especially as in Ritz's alternative theory
they do not ' arise ' at all. Once more let us remember that we
are discussing physics as expressed in equations. If the words
we use are popularly charged with irrelevant pictorial associa-

tions, we must be careful not to foist these notions into quantita-

tive science. If when discussing electromagnetics you reject the

aether in the sense of an elastio solid, you are not doing anything

wonderful
; you are merely purifying your vocabulary. But if,

when expounding Lorentz's theory, you deny the aether in the

only relevant sense—namely, the reference-system for the

absolute velocities which occur in the formulae—you are un-

consciously talking nonsense ; or else you are suffering from

suppressed Ritzism.

There is really nothing new in this view, for it has long since

become a commonplace that all that we know of the aether is

summed up in Maxwell's equations—his quantitative final

results, not his arguments and metaphors.

To the question, What is Maxwell's Theory ? I know of no
shorter or more definite answer than the following : Maxwell's

IM
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theory is Harwell's system of equations. . . . Maxwell arrived at

them by starting with the idea of action-at-a-distance and attributing

to the ether the properties of a highly polarisable dielectric medium
We can also arrive at them in other ways. But in no way can a
direct proof of these equations be deduced from experience. It
appears most logical therefore to regard them independently of the
way in which they have been arrived at, to consider them as hypo-
thetical assumptions, and to let their probability depend upon the
very large number of natural laws which they embrace. Hertz
i. 21, 138.

The true function of the ether is merely to assist the mind to a
clearer understanding of the sequences of these phenomena. Nothing
more is to be predicated of it than the laws that express concisely
how these sequences are unfolded. The ether of the electromagnetio
theory is to the scientist now nothing more than a vague substratum
whose only properties are specified by a number of mathematical
equations which will always be associated with the name of Clerk
Maxwell.—E. Cunningham, in Pearson's Grammar of Science, 19U»
p. 357.

*

What in fact we do know about the ether is summed up in
Maxwell's equations or in recent adaptations of his equations such
as those due to Lorentz.—Whitehead, Principles of Natural Know-
ledge, 1919, p. 22.

It cannot be doubted that all that we know about the aether is

contained in Maxwell's electromagnetic theory, and everything else
pertains to pure speculation.—W. Wien, AP 65 (1898) p. i.

Clerk Maxwell summed up our whole knowledge of the aether as
far as it went in his time.—Lenard, v. 339.

Now we have argued at considerable length that, especially
in the light of our knowledge of electrons, Maxwell's differential

equations can no longer be regarded as fundamental. The basic
quantitative statement of the theory, from which all the pheno-
mena can be synthetically reconstructed, is Lienard's force-
formula. Hence the modern version of Hertz's standpoint is

the assertion that our scientific knowledge of the aether is

contained in that formula. Inasmuch as practically all those
who nowadays deny the aether are enthusiastic—one might
almost say rabid—believers in the electron-theory which is

summed up in Lienard's formula, their denial lacks all scientific
content. It must be merely the exhibition of an intense dislike
ol the word aether,' presumably owing to its previous and popular
associations. Let us then, merely for the purpose of this chapter
ana without any desire to cumber the vocabulary of physics,
invent a new colourless term. Let us use the Greek word
/K»M_which means irUer al™ a relation—to denote the frame
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to which the velocities v and v' of the Lienard formula are re-

ferred. These velocities then, instead of being called ' absolute '

—another term which ruffles the feelings of many physicists—

will be termed schesic velocities. Accordingly this formula has

the peculiarity of involving schesic velocities ; and it is entirely

a matter for experiment to determine the appropriate schesis.

Ritz's formula, on the other hand, involves only the relative

velocity of the two point-charges.

We have now narrowed the purely scientific issue to the

question of the fundamental force-formula. There are two
alternatives : (1) A physicist adopts Lienard's formula and
therefore upholds the schesis. His verbal denials of something

called the ' aether ' are entirely irrelevant ; when he makes them,

he is not speaking as a physicist ; he must be writing as a
historian or as a philosopher. (2) A physicist adopts Ritz's

formula ; therefore he uses only a purely relative velocity and

does not employ the schesis in his physics.

If, in the light of this simple dilemma, one re-reads the Maxwell-

Lorentzian anti-aetherists, one can easily see that their denials

are devoid of scientific meaning even for themselves. What do

they think they are repudiating ? If it is an infinite jelly or a

congeries of vortices, they are wasting their time ; there is no

use in slaying the slain. Most certainly they are not denying

the schesis, the frame to which, on Lorentz's theory, velocity,

both of moving charges and of light, is referred. Most probably

what they are reacting against is their own past. Bertrand

Russell professes to be an extreme relativist to-day. But in his

younger days he declared sarcastically that

among all those who have upheld the relativist theory, there has been

no one who has developed it in detail—it is principally to this fact

that we must attribute its popularity.

—

Bibl. Congrte Int. Philos.

3 (1901) 250.

His position to-day is this :

Throughout all the revolutions which physics has undergone in

the last fifty years, these equations [of Maxwell] have remained

standing. Indeed they have continually grown in importance as

well as in certainty, for Maxwell's arguments in their favour were so

shaky that the correctness of his results must almost be ascribed to

intuition.—Russell, The ABC of Relativity, 1925, p. 74.

Here at any rate we have one doughty champion of Lienard s

schesic velocities against Ritz's relative velocity.
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11. Langevin, an anti-aether relativist to-day, seems once to

have stiffened from excessive Maxwellianism. For in 1904 he

wrote about ' the electromagnetic aether, different from, simpler

than and anterior to matter,* which ' seems completely known

after the work of Maxwell and of Hertz.' IS And next year he

discussed (iv. 679) ' the production of a magnetic field by an

electrified particle in motion with respect to the aether.'

There was a time when Sommerfeld " held that ' the aether in

a conductor behaves as a viscous fluid, in a non-conductor as a

rigid body '
; and ' to Maxwell's displacement there corresponds

in our representation, the rotation by which an aether-particle

is moved from its position of rest.' He certainly knew a lot about

the aether then ; to-day he advocates ' etherless optics.'

The principle of the constancy of the velocity of light has been
amply confirmed by observation. This principle states that when
once the light has left its source, it propagates itself without any
recollection of its origin, in accordance with the laws of the optical

field, that is, in all directions with the same velocity c. . . . This
state of affairs is expressed most directly by the idea of the ether
the source of light, once it has excited the ether, has no influence on
the further process. Even if, after the observations of Michelson
and Morley and others quoted above, we may no longer recognise
the ether, yet we must take over the advantageous features of ether
into the realm of etherless optics. We do this by setting up the
principle of the constancy of the velocity of light in the above sense,
which is thus to be regarded as a condensate and an indispensable
remainder of ether physics.—Sommerfeld, Atomic Structure and
Spectral Lines, 1923, p. 455 f.

We are not here concerned with optics. But we may point
out that the constancy of light-velocity means, with reference
to the Maxwell-Lorentz equations employed by Sommerfeld,
constancy of velocity of light-waves and of potential-waves
relatively to the schesis. He has taken over not the remainder
but the whole of * schesic ' physics.
In 1905 Sir James Jeans asked us to ' examine the statistical

mechanics of a universe in which ether exists alone without
matter.' » Even as late as 1916 he saw only * two ways of pro-
viding a physical basis for the quantum-theory '

:

I
^ZtZtztiTT"-

*• LUri' 1904> pp - 84 - 93 -

j«°>*>?re. el* lis

05' 801
'

°f' <Jso Jean
* k *** tUorU du ra9mnm"U " to
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According to one view, the ether must be regarded as possessing

so much substantiality that it forms an essential part of every
dynamical system which is capable of emitting or absorbing radia-

tion. . . . According to the other view, ... the ether has not
sufficient substantiality for its energy to be discussed in this way

;

it serves as a medium for the transfer of energy from one part of a
material system to another rather than as itself being a receptacle

for energy.—Jeans, Dynamical Theory of Oases, 19162
, p. 409.

In either case the aether was regarded as active and important.

But now he holds w that ' the paper which practically abolished

the ether as a serious scientific hypothesis was published by
Einstein in 1905.' Or more forcibly still

:

The luminiferous ether of Kelvin, Maxwell and Faraday, largely

as the result of Einstein's new outlook on the universe, may be

described as dead. It is no longer a serious scientific hypothesis,

but merely an item in the unscientifio jargon of popular expositions

of ' wireless.'—Jeans, Nature, 117 (1926) 310.

Turn now to Jeans's text-book on Electricity. It is Maxwellian

sang pur. On p. 497 we read that ' the ether transmits the

action from one circuit to another,' shortly afterwards (p. 510)

that ' the motion of electric charges is accompanied by a " dis-

placement " of the surrounding medium ' ; even on p. 592 he

refers to ' the energy stored in the ether.' But on p. 621 the

unfortunate student gets a shock when he is told that ' the

simpler view seems to be that there is no ether '—and therefore,

he thinks, no text-book. Not at all ; the adjustment is purely

verbal ; the equations remain ; hence scientifically speaking there

is no change. This is confirmed by the explanation offered

:

The relativity-theory has shown that what is essential to the

ethereal explanation is not the ether but the momentum with which

it was supposed to be endowed. It 13 quite easy to imagine a flow,

of momentum without there being an ether to carry it ;
and the

conception of forces and pressures arising from a flow of momentum

is one with which we have become familiar in other branches of

physics, as for example the kinetio theory of gases.

So long as we keep to laboratory experiments, ' relativity '
ha3

nothing to do with the question. This momentum, supposing it

is not a synonym for our old friend the ' field,' is merely a metaphor

or analogy ; in any case, like velocity, it must be referred to some

" Nature, 115 (1925) 362. ' The theory of relativity in effeot requires that

it Bhall be impossible to deoide as to whether ether exists or not.'—Jeans, Report

on Radiation and the Quantum Theory, 1924', p. 5.
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1

t

reference-system. Jeans does not like the name '

aether

'

offer him the term ' schesis.' The reference to particle-'flo
*8

of course, not seriously meant ; for the last thing he is prerT *a
to do is to discuss Ritz seriously. So here wo have a bit
text-book completely based on the schesis, and ending ' *

vehement denial of ' the ether.'
a

There are other examples of this curious phenomenon P
sider R. A. Houstoun's Treatise on Light (new edition 1933T
It is based entirely on schesic or medium propagation B f-

towards the end we are told (pp. 459, 467)

:

It was formerly thought necessary to postulate a medium fop it
[light] to travel in. ... But in this book the discussion of it h™
hitherto been evaded

;
we shall now proceed to explain whv the

hypothesis has been abandoned. . . . Relativity is now accented
as a faith According to Einstein every observer has his own
system of space and time, i.e. his own ether. But they all have thesame light-wave. It is consequently easier to abandon the con
ception of the ether and think of the light itself as having substance
and moving through the void. It is a wave-motion without amedium.

At first it is rather a shock to the student to be told that the
fundamental hypothesis of the book he has just read 'has been
abandoned.' In reality nothing has happened ; some irrelevant
references are made to hypothetical observers, light is declared
to be a 'substance,' the 'medium' is degraded to 'the void'
But not a single equation in the book is altered or withdrawn,
the schesic method of propagation is still maintained as against
the ballistic.

Similarly, Prof. R. W. Wood's Physical Optics (1911*1 seems to be
an aether up to p. 684, when he suddenly informs the reader that

f,"" ^PPearance of the ether, we are forced to remodel our

ZZiZZTS8 Lght V* electromagnetic waves. . . . Lightseems to be in the nature of something excelled by the source.

But the author has not the remotest intention of remodellingms equations^ which include Maxwell's and assume schesic

™tJT^ 0Ur V'ews ' are quantitatively irrelevant, they are
outside the scope of physics.

wav»f\ftanwojwjfc KM of Mason and Weaver, in many
ways a cnt.cal text-book, we are told on p. 324 that

SSfc^lTi'fr 0f P^^ts finds the hypothesis of an aetherWe 0r de81rable The ' aether drift ' experiments and the
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theory of relativity have removed the last excuses for continuing

to assume such a substance.

And on the next page the authors, referring to Jeans, declare that

the aether physicists seem at last to be willing, in their final philoso-

phical paragraphs, to give up the aether ; but they continue to use

it throughout the body of their texts, compelling its unsubstantial
'

texture to bear the brunt of many an argument.

This ia an unexpected complaint from authors who base their

own text-book on the schesis and actually give the Lienard

formula. Apparently they wish merely to assert that the schesis

has an ' unsubstantial texture.' But this is scientifically irrele-

vant ; Lienard's formula says nothing about ' texture ' or

' substance.'

What is our object in citing these examples ? The purpose is

the important one of distinguishing between the discourse of

physicists and the quantitative formulation of physics. Once

we establish this distinction we shall have acquired a technique

for getting rid of such sterile discussions as those concerning the

aether, the field, lines of force, dimensions, etc. We have a

criterion for separating what pertains to genuine scientific physics

from what pertains to the discourse—often a farrago ofphilosophy,

paradox and imagination—in which physicists so often indulge

when writing semi-philosophical or popular books and even

when writing text-books. The question to be asked concerning

any hypothesis is this : Does it in any way influence the measure-

numbers which are to be tested by the man in the laboratory ?

If it does not, it may be good or bad philosophy ; but it is not

physics. Accordingly we have no difficulty in deciding that the

hypothesis of an ' aether,' whatever it is supposed to mean, does

not nowadays pertain to the science of physics ; for it3 denial

does not make any alteration in any formula. However, it is

not always so easy to decide the purely scientific question which

remains. Our detailed comparison of two syntheses of electro-

magnetics, one involving schesic velocities and the other purely

relative velocity, has remained indecisive. One result clearly

emerges : if we do adopt schesio velocities, the schesis must be

taken as comoving with the earth," i.e. as identical with the

" Subsequently—in the light of Michelson and Gale's optical experiment—

we must add ' in its orbital motion.' The distinction is beyond the eensitmty

of ordinary electromagnetics.
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scientific laboratory. But obviously the debate must be ad-

journed to the domain of optics. This subsequent discussion^

which will not be undertaken here—if it is to have scientifio

value and to avoid endless irrelevancies, must be confined to the

formulae of physics. The word * schesis ' is doubtless a rather

ugly term. But it has the advantage of being immediately
connected with a fundamental formula and of being devoid of all

other associations. One could not imagine a wordy warfare
about the schesis ;

either schesic velocities occur in the formula
or they do not. Whereas disputes about the existence or non-
existence of ' the aether ' seem to be interminable. Maxwell
tells us (iv. 763) that

it is only when we remember the extensive and mischievous influence
on science which hypotheses about aethers used formerly to exercise
that we can appreciate the horror of aethers which sober-minded
men had during the eighteenth century.

And perhaps, when we think of the elastic, hydrodynamical
and gyromagnetic aethers of the nineteenth century, we can
appreciate the horror of aethers which many sober-minded
physicists feel to-day. But the schesis is neutral and innocuous

;

it can excite neither enthusiasm nor horror ; it is therefore best
adapted for objective argument.

3. 'Explanations.'

We shall now supplement the remarks on far-action which we
made in Chapter VH. There is no doubt that to-day practically
all of us, whether physicists or not, have a strong intuitive con-
viction that physical effects cannot be instantaneously trans-
mitted through space, that they require some kind of progressive
mediation. This was not always believed. ' The sun as soon as
ever it appears in the east,' wrote Leonardo da Vinci,18 ' instantly
proceeds with its rays to the west The eye so soon as ever
it is opened beholds all the stars of our hemisphere.' Descartes
even founded his whole cosmological system on the infinite speed

'th ? L- ,

kre to y°u'" he wrote " t° Beeckman in 1634

w!!,7A
PS6 °f time could be observed, my whole philosophy

would be completely ruined.' Romer practically settled the

" E. MoCurdy. iwnardo fr yince, NoUbook., 1906, p. 86.
Desoartw, (Euw«, «j. Tuln. ,.Adam > i. 307.
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question in 1676, before the publication of Newton's Principia

(1687). Newton, who shared our modern conviction, was thus

•placed in a. difficulty by his law of gravitation, which seemed to

imply unmediated and instantaneous causation. He refused

therefore to admit that his law proved what in the language of

the time was called innate or intrinsic gravity. He wrote as

follows to Bentley in 1693 :

It is inconceivable that inanimate brute matter should, without

the mediation of something else which is not material, operate upon

and affect other matter without mutual contact—as it must be, if

gravitation in the sense of Epicurus be essential and inherent in it.

And this is one reason why I desired you would not ascribe innate

gravity to me. That gravity should be innate, inherent and essential

to matter—so that one body may act upon another at a distance

through a vacuum without the mediation of anything else by and

through which their action and force may be conveyed from one to

another—is to me so great an absurdity that I believe no man who

has in philosophical matters a competent faculty of thinking can

ever fall into it. Gravity must be caused by an agent acting

constantly according to certain laws ; but whether this agent be

material or immaterial, I have left to the consideration of my
readers.—Works of Richard Bentley, ed. A. Dyce, 3 (1838) 221 f.

As a philosopher or rather as a theologian, Newton was almost

certainly in agreement with the view expressed as follows by

Bentley

:

>

Mutual gravitation ... is an operation or virtue or influence of

distant bodies upon each other through an empty interval^ without

any effluvia or exhalations or other corporeal medium to convey

and transmit it. This power, therefore, cannot be innate and

essential to matter. And if it be not essential, it is consequently

most manifest—since it doth not depend upon motion or rest or

figure or position of parts, which are all the ways that matter can

diversify itself—that it could never supervene to it unless impressed

and infused into it by an immaterial and divine power. . . •

^J"
3

would be a new and invincible argument for the being of God

;

being a direct and positive proof that an immaterial living mind

doth inform and actuate the dead matter and support the frame of

the world.—Bentley, ibid., p. 163.

But as a mathematical physicist he left this and other ' hypo-

theses ' and conclusions ' to the consideration of his readers.

His views on the function of a physical theory, which have met

with Buch unmerited obloquy, are really so apposite and modern

that they deserve to be quoted at some length.
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It is well known that bodies act one upon another by th

attractions of gravity, magnetism and electricity. . . . What I Sn
attraction may be performed by impulse or by some other means
unknown to me. . . .

AVe must learn from the phenomena of nature
what bodies attract one another and what are the laws and pro-
perties of the attraction, before we inquire [into] the cause by which
the attraction is performed.—Newton, Opticlcs, q. 31, ed. Whittaker
1931, p. 376.

These principles I consider not as occult qualities supposed to

result from the specific forms of things, but as general laws of nature

by which the things themselves are formed—their truth appearing
to us by phenomena though their causes be not yet discovered.

. ,

The unknown causes of manifest effects—such as would be the
causes of magnetic and electric attractions and of fermentations if

we should suppose that these forces or actions arose from qualities

unknown to us and incapable of being discovered and being made
manifest—such occult qualities put a stop to the improvement of

natural philosophy. . . . But to derive two or three general
principles of motion from phenomena, and afterwards to tell us how
the properties and actions of all corporeal things follow from these
manifest principles, would be a very great step in philosophy,
though the causes of those principles were not yet discovered—
Newton, Oplich, q. 31, ed. 'Whittaker, 1931, p. 401.

I here use the word ' attraction ' in the general sense of any kind
of endeavour of bodies to approach each other : whether this

endeavour arises from the action of bodies bending mutually or
agitating each other by spirits emitted, or whether it arises from
the action of the aether, the air or any medium, corporeal or in-

corporeal, which impels contained bodies towards each other. In
the Bame general sense I use the word ' impulse ' in this treatise

to denote quantities and mathematical proportions, not kinds of

forces or physical qualities. In mathematics we have to investigate
the quantities of forces and the relations which follow from given
conditions. Then when we come to physics we must compare
these relations with phenomena. . . . And so finally we shall be
able more Bafely to discuss the kinds of forces and the physical
causes and relations.—Newton, Principia, lib. i, prop. 69, scholium
(Glasgow, 1871, p. 188).

'

To understand the motion of the planets under the influence of

gravity without knowing the cause of gravity, is as good a progress
in philosophy [i.e .

' natural philosophy ' = physics] as to under-
stand the frame of a clock and the dependence of the wheels upon
one another, without knowing the cause of the gravity of the weight

% w ™°^S the machine
. is >n tho philosophy of clockwork.-

JVewton inD Brewster's Memoirs of the Life, Writings and Discoveries
ojbir Isaac Newtcm, 1855, ii. 283.

I could wish all objections were suspended [which are] taken from
aypotlieses or any other heads than these two : [1, That] of showing
tne insufficiency of experiments to determine these queries or [to]
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prove any other parts of my theory, by assigning the flaws and

defects in my conclusions drawn from them. Or [2, that] of pro-

ducing other experiments which contradict me, if any such may
seem to occur.

—

Phil. Trans, abridged, 1809, i. 735.

Having observed the heads of some great virtuosos to run much

upon hypotheses as if my discourses wanted a hypothesis to explain

them by, and [having] found that some, when I could not make

them take my meaning when I spoke . . . abstractedly, have

readily apprehended it when I illustrated my discourse with an

hypothesis : for this reason I have here thought fit to send you a

description of the circumstances of this hypothesis, as much tending

to the illustration of the papers I herewith send you. And though

I shall not assume either this or any other hypothesis,- ... I shall

sometimes, to avoid circumlocution and to represent it more con-

veniently, speak as if I assumed it and propounded it to be believed.

—Newton to Oldenburg (1675), Brewster, i. 136, 391.

These quotations make it abundantly clear that Newton's

standpoint was identical with, that maintained in this book.

We must learn the laws and properties of electromagnetic actions

before we start inquiring into causes ; we can find these laws

though the causes be not yet discovered. This would be a great

step in physics, which is a practical affair comparable to the art

of a clockmaker. Occult qualities .are only a hindrance. The

sole test of a physical theory is its ability to coordinate experi-

mental results. But it is observed that the heads of some great

virtuosos run much upon hypotheses ; there are many indeed

who cannot grasp physics. when expounded abstractedly but

who readily apprehend it when the discourse is illustrated with

hypotheses. For them let lines of force, fields, aether and the

like be provided. Sometimes, to avoid circumlocution and to

facilitate representation, these extraneous pictures and models

are described as if they were propounded to be heheved But

this is merely a pedagogical concession, irrelevant to the logical

structure and pragmatic efficiency of physics. This is the

Newtonian outlook here defended. As an old writer puts it,

he only who in physics reasons from phenomena^ject^att

feigned hypotheses, and pursues this method mvulably to the tost

of his power, endeavours to follow the steps of
&f 5a°oheV-

and very justly declares that he is a ^wton^ philosopher

W. J. s'Gravesande, Mathematical Element of Natural miosopny

London, 1747', i. p. viii.

We are not here concerned with the law of S^at™n
>

J°

which Newton adhered as a good law, still very approximately
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valid, in spite of the fact that he could give no ' cause '
for it and

that it seemed to violate a cardinal physical intuition, o
two alternative generalised Newtonian laws for electromagneti™

do not suffer from this latter disability, for they both imp]*
propagation in time. Once more we point out how one of the
laws (Ritz's) is completely ignored, even as a theoretical alterna!
tive, in contemporary expositions.

Faraday and Maxwell replaced Coulomb's law of force betw
electrified particles ... by a propagation of influences betw^

11

contiguous particles of a universal medium ; and Bince then th
fortunes of action-at-a-distance have steadily declined E T
Whittaker, preface to Newton's Opticte, 1931, p. ix f

.

Every causal action propagates itself from point to point with a
finite velocity through space. . . . There have been several different
theories of action at a distance in electrodynamics, but only one of
contiguous action, namely, that of Maxwell. Planck p 1 f

In this matter present-day writers out-Maxwell Maxwell. For
he fully admitted the two alternatives.

The mathematical expressions for electrodynamio action led in
the nund of Gauss, to the conviction that a theory of the propaea-
tion of electric action in time would be found to be the very toy
stone of electrodynamics. Now we are unable to conceive of
propagation in tune, except either as the flight of a material sub-
stance through space or as the propagation of a condition of motion
or stress ma medium already existing in space In fact, when-
ever energy is transmitted from one body to another in time, theremust be a medium or substance in which the energy exists after it

ZZT b°dy &f h^m. V"*"". «w other. ... If we admitths medium as an hypothesis, I think it ought to occupy a prominent
place m our investigations and that we ought to endeavour to

andlhl h£Zn* rePre8elltatj°° °f *" the details of its action

flSSeeT
my C0n8tant aim m this treatise.-Maxwell, ii. 493

That is, Maxwell admitted that energy could travel either in
a medium orm a projectile. Or, to put the matter more generally,

SkST i r&J™*™ eith« Bchesio velocities as in a

l^ZIf 7
B Vel°City M b baUistic8

- But Maxwell was not
content with adopting the former alternative. His 'constant

mTchaZ, ^T '
a mental ^presentation,' a kind of

EbTl Cl
-„
N0W

'
CVen tt he had ""coeedrf, would he

ac^
e

STat&z? tanr h r"^ apoken of m *n
nce> Attempts have been made, with a certain
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amount of Buccess, to analyse this action at a distance into a con-

tinuous distribution of stress in an invisible medium, and thus to

establish an analogy between the magnetic action and the action

of a spring or rope in transmitting force. But still the general fact

that strains or changes of configuration are accompanied by stresses

or internal forces, and that thereby energy is stored up in the system

so strained, remains an ultimate fact which has not yet been ex-

plained as the result of any more fundamental principle.—Maxwell,

vii. 66 f.

If we explain magnetism by means of the analogy of a spring

or a rope, wherewith shall we explain the spring and the rope 1

The whole modern tendency is to work the other way, to cherish

the pious hope of explaining the action of springs, ropes and

other things by means of electromagnetism. At any rate

Maxwell's way is admittedly a failure.

At no time since electric phenomena have become part of science

has any formula been devised which might in any way pass as a

mechanical theory consistent with these phenomena.—E. Meyerson,

Identity and Reality, 1930, p. 64.

Are then the electromagnetic processes thus referred back to

mechanical processes ? By no means ; for the vector A employed

here is certainly not a mechanical quantity.—Planck, Eight Lectures

on Theoretical Physics, 1915, p. 111.
.

We may define the mechanical conception of Nature as the view

that all physical phenomena can be completely reduced to movements

of invariable and sirn^r particles . I will now consider the

real stumbling-block of the mechanical theory, namely light-ether

. All these attempts were fruitless; light-ether mocked all

efforts to explain it mechanically.-Planck, A Survey of Physics,

19

The
P
failu?e of'all attempts at a mechanical explanation of electro-

magnetic phenomena has led to the present abandonment of the

aether-hypothesis.—Jouguet, p. 128. .

As regards the nature of the lumimferous ether, we are still

coined
6
to vagle speculations.-Nernst, Theoretical Chemistry,

19

Neit
P
he

4
rMaxwell nor his successors succeeded » gtotog"*.

mechanical model for the ether. . . .Almost ^perceptibly th?2~
physicists adapted themselves to this state of affairs ... Whereas

they had formerly demanded of an ultimate heory .that rt shouM

be based upon fundamental concepts of a purely»*f^ "g£_
e.g. mass-densities, velocities, deformation forces of gravitation

thev craduallv became accustomed to admitting electno ana

malne^e fieU
y
strength as fundamental concepts. *£££££•

mechanical ones, without insisting upon a mechamcal mterpretaUon

of them. The purely mechanistic view o nature was

abandoned.-Einstein, The World as I see It, 1935, p. 195.
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These and similar conclusions are quite unwarranted. Ev
if we shut our eyes to Kitz's alternative and accept Lienard

,n

force-formula as something not further explicable at least in
terms of molar mechanics, we do not thereby abandon aches'
velocities ; we actually affirm them. We merely abandon the
elastic-solid aether. Nor are we for one moment compelled to
admit new fundamental concepts, as Einstein affirms. In a verv
real sense we retain the usual mechanical quantities •

nothin
else occurs in Lienard's formula, for even the measure caller!

'charge' is defined mechanically. So, in spite of Planck's
assertion, even the vector-potential can legitimately and in-
telligibly be described as mechanical. But we confess that w
cannot fit into the current schemes of elasticity and hydro-
dynamics the particular collocation of measures which occurs in
Lienard's formula for force. And, when we come to think of it
we are unable to see any reason why we should have succeeded'
Deprived thus of their cherished ' hypothesis ' as Newton would
call it, having lost the aether of cogs and pulleys, physicists
found a new outlet for their ineradicable tendency to concretise
and substantiate. And so the 'field' took the place of the

;
aether,' auxiliary vectors like E andH were made to strut about

in their own right. The more it changes, the more it is the same
thing.

These psychological subterfuges are unavailing. We are face
to face with what appears to be a mysterious formula. But
things are not quite as bad as Prof. W. L. Bragg depicts (p. 102)

:

JOUSTS u
rce8

'
aDd the relations ^t^11 el<*t™*l currents and

rtCci^riT M
v
m^ri0U8 «d unlike any mechanical forces

ftta&M?« V"*^°n they ared^t *<> Mow, and

« £?rfrt
that they cannot be explained, but must be acceptedas part of the fundamental behaviour of all things.

mUtti^M *J°!
e.«?W»«e. of the phenomena of currents and

Wat •
„ w?** " ^P^We. For we can coordinate and

ItfatotthX, TJ" 8tati8tical result8 of the force-formula.

' expki?et^K "*^ mU8t COn£ne the ' »yte'T.' We cannot

.2ft 'ft; mr 8tart somewh
"
ro - And * we are

say that it ZL Jhat

U
> ^^ force -formula

. ™ ™ <«*J

electrmedpar^cj'obevth! 7^.^ ^^ '

™y d°
Forucies obey these laws ? ' asks Bragg (p. 44). 'At
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this stage,' he answers, ' we are reduced to saying in an exasperated

way : Because they jolly well dot' Or in less expressive language :

Though many attempts have heen made to explain it, the ultimate

nature of electric force remains unknown to us. The behaviour of

bodies of appreciable size can be explained in terms of the sub-

atomio particles making them up ; but it is at present impossible

to say why these sub-atomio particles act upon one another as they

do. All that the explanation has achieved is to remove the difficulty

one step further back.—J. Pilley, p. 5.

There is, of course, nothing very novel in this point of view,

which has been gaining increasing acceptance from physicists,

though they do not always carry out its logical consequences.

It is now a full quarter of a century since physical science, largely

under the leadership of Poincare [what about Duhem?], left off

trying to explain phenomena and resigned itself merely to des-

cribing them in the simplest way possible.—Jeans, The Universe

Around Us, 1929, p. 329.

Whatever about physical science itself, it is not at all clear

that physicists have yet ' left off ' trying to turn physics into

philosophy. Sir James Jeans himself is hardly a satisfactory

example of this self-denying ordinance of physics, which we have

just heard him announcing.

The twentieth-century physicist is hammering out a new

philosophy for himself The whole of physical nature follows

us about like a rainbow or like our own shadow.—Jeans, New

Background, of Science, 1933, pp. 2,109.

[Science] came to recognise that its only proper objects of study

were the sensations The dictum we est percip was adopted

wholeheartedly from philosophy Those who did not adopt it

were simply left behind, and the torch of know edge ™s earned

onward by those who did.—Jeans, Philosophy, 7 (iy.W) ii.

Obviously there are two Jeans's : Jeans the scientific follower

of Newton, and Jeans the philosophical adherent of Berkeley.

It is not always easy to dissociate this dual personality.

4. The ' Field.'

In spite of the fact that, as regards the range of phenomena

considered in this book, the force-formula is our ultimate element

of scientific description, numerous further ' explanations abouna.

The type of mind which found satisfaction in mechanical aether-

modeh is by no means extinct ; it has merely shifted its vocabulary
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from engineering to pure mathematics. There must be som
reason for this tenacious persistence. This reason can easily h
inferred from the fact that the ' explanations ' chiefly occur 'm

the ' discourse ' of contemporary physicists, and especially in the
philosophical and theological treatises which they insist

publishing. We feel ' in our bones ' that the problem is not
ended by using a Greek word such as schesic or ballistic

; we ar
convinced that there must be ' something behind ' the force
formula. We feel we must choose between some spatially
extended framework (medium) and projected emanations. In
other words, we experience the desire to provide an ontological
basis for our formula. This instinct is by no means an unintelli-
gent impulse

; for we cannot be satisfied with ' space ' which is

not a real entity at all." But we are not now considering these
philosophical problems at all. The issue is whether, within the
range of scientific physics, there is any further ' explanation

'

Inasmuch as physics deals only with measure-numbers, this
must mean

: whether there is any simpler and more synthetic
formula from which we can derive that of Lienard or Ritz
There are, of course, the considerations which led to these
formulae. But these are not really deductions, they are rather
tentative a posteriori correlations and syntheses of experimental
results

;
they throw no light whatever on the final formula

iivery attempt to deduce these formulae, to base them on some
more evident mechanism, has hopelessly failed. No further
scientific explanation, or rather description, seems possible.

n t

eo
?
trajy ldea hoover is widely prevalent and assiduously

cultivated. It seems to be chiefly based on the delusion that the
science of physics can be extended by terminological alterations
ana. rhetorical gymnastics. A good deal of what is miscalled
modern physics, at least in discursive semi-philosophical works,a really nothing but verbal adjustments which do not result in
cnangmg one iota of any existing formula. What is algebraically
meflect,ve must be regarded as scientifically irrelevant. Another

oftw? V,
he new P^aseology is its uncritical acceptance

to
'7 "'^.^xwellkn ideas, which lend themselves so readily

paradox w^tl0n °f mathematics and the manufacture of
• What is entirely lacking is any serious attempt to

"as tru nX"
>

'a'
U
\

nX' cum ^undam">'<> »" re. Newton thought that space

immensity. '
"Tying this idea further, identified it with God's
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adjust statements to the electron theory. Philosophical physics

is as much out of date as most of our text-books. Prof. Soddy's

complaint is justified

:

At the present time, when so much of our theory is merely a

transitional patchwork of new ideas upon old habits of thought

rather than any consistent substitute for the old way of regarding

things, surely all these old ideas ought to be critically examined, and,

in accordance with the modern tenets, nothing allowed to be

assumed which is not directly amenable to observation. . . . Mere

familiarity and reiteration of ideas is taking the place of genuine

theoretical advance amenable to scientific proof.—F. Soddy, The

Interpretation of the Atom, 1932, p. 341.

Let us begin our examination of these so-called explanations

with Faraday's lines of force as advocated in the following

quotations.

Instead of an intangible action at a distance between two electri-

fied bodies, Faraday regarded the whole space between the bodies

as full of stretched mutually repellent springs.—J. J. Thomson,

The conception of lines of force is inmy opinion one of the greatest

of Faraday's many great services to Science.—J. J. Thomson, iy. 29.

The view increasingly plausible [is that] according to which a

real existence is ascribed, exactly as was done by Faraday, to the

individual lines of force, in the sense that they exist in a certain

measure as separate entities.—Grimsehl-Tomaschek, p. 50.

As a result of the researches of Faraday and Maxwell we regard

the properties of charged bodies as due to lines of force which

spread out from the bodies into the surrounding medium.—&. W.

Barnes, Scientific Theory and Religion, 1933, p. 195.

Nothing has proved of greater importance and more fruitful tnan

this conception of lines of force [It is] a fundamental advance

for all time.—Lenard, v. 255, 257.

Concerning electricity itself Faraday was reserved and vague :

We are in . . . ignorance of electricity, so as to be unable to say

whether it is a particular matter or matters or mere motion ot

ordinary matter or some third kind of power or agent.—a araaay,

Whether there are two fluids or one or any fluid of electricity, or

such a thing as may be rightly called a current, I do not know.—

Faraday, § 3249 (iii. 410).

But he believed in ' the possible and probable physical existence
'

(iii. 438) of lines of force for gravitation, electrostatics, magnetism.

This idea he considered compatible with ' the emission and tne
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aether theories ' and with ' the idea of a fluid or of two flui(ja

(Hi. 330). He indulged in the speculation that light and radiant
heat were tremors of the lines of force :

' a notion which, as far

as it is admitted, will dispense with the ether, which in another
view is supposed to be the medium in which these vibrations take
place ' (iii. 447). In fact they supersede both matter and aether •

I do not perceive in any part of space, whether (to use the common
phrase) vacant or filled with matter, anything but forces and the
lines in which they are exerted.—Faraday, iii. 450.
Space must be a conductor, or else the metals could not conduct

... I feel great difficulty in the conception of atoms of matter
with intervening space not occupied by atoms. . . . [On this viewl
matter is everywhere present, . . . matter will bo continnnJ
throughout.—Faraday, ii. 2S6, 289, 291.

"«nuous

It will be observed therefore that Faraday's Boscovichian idea
of centres and lines of force was based on a non-atomistic con-
ception of matter and electricity. Had Maxwell accepted the
atomistic view of electricity, he would hardly have been so
enthusiastic for Faraday's ideas. On the other hand, if he had
developed them logically, he would not have invented his
* displacement.'

What Maxwell called the electric displacement in any direction
at a point is the number of Faraday tubes which pass through a
unit area through the point drawn at right angles to that direction,
the number being reckoned algebraically For my own part
1 have found the conception of Faraday tubes to lend itself much

havTCli
eI^nc field than that of electric displacement, andhavefor many years abandoned the latter method.-J. J. Thomson,

This dispute about methods really pertains to pedagogy, not to

Si™. ™el0Dg3 *° the educa«onal psychology of 'mental

camTv of?v,
W ST**™1 PhraseoI°gy » ^apted to the

vX, J f • r
Wh° are unable to understand elementary

renrelT?
618-

,-,

1
' " °ften of S^ral convenience as a graphical

earthW
0n

' ™ Parallc'8 0f ktitude and ^dia^ on the

often !f I-
^"^tion-still less, the substantialisation-

hnes of £
m d0C8 n0t "" one iota *o knowledge. Faraday's

tributLT T ^ S
° mUch a ' 8™ ^ ^ence

'
"* » c°n-

SchTe JL32T 1 me
r

h0d
-

Th6 P,ly6iCal hyP°theSeB °"

to-day IvZf m
are

'
°f Couree

' superseded. The position
«> aay may be fairly summed up as follows

:
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Any explanation of this kind which attributes mechanical pro-

nerties to tubes of force is highly artificial as there is no evidence for

their existence. Nowadays physicists are becoming more and more

inclined to Bhun Buch explanations ; so the mechanical explanation

of the interaction of electrically charged bodies is rapidly falling

into disuse. It still lingers in text-books, however, and it is important

to recognise its arbitrariness.—J. Pilley, p. 94.

There is no doubt that lines and tubes of force are merely a

geometrical and intuitive representation of a vector or scalar

whose value depends on its position. Maxwell himself wrote in

1855 (via. 711) :

I have been planning and partly executing a system of proposi-

tions about lines of force, etc., which may be afterwards applied to

electricity, heat or magnetism or galvanism, but which is in itself

a collection of purely geometrical truths embodied in geometrical

conceptions of lines, surfaces, etc. The first part of my design i3 to

prove by popular—that is, not professedly symbolic—reasoning, the

most important propositions about 7 and about the solution of

[Laplace's] equation and to trace the lines of force and surfaces of

equal V. .

The very wording of this letter shows clearly that we are

concerned solely with « a collection of purely geometrical truths

'

applicable to such different subjects as electricity, magnetism and

heat. The idea of lines and tubes is merely a translation of the

analytical structure of quantities which occur with very different

meanings in diverse branches of physics. This is sometimes

helpful in the same way in which a graph helps us to realise the

significance of an equation. It is especially useful for those who

are weak in mathematics.

The object of this paper is to endeavour to supply a method of

representing in terms of physical conceptions the
;
processes occurring

/physical"phenomena. It is an attempt to help those
,

whohke to

supplement a purely analytical treatment of i*JmJH^ms£y
one which enables them to visualise physicalF««»"^J™H
of a model, who like in short to reason by means of images as weu as

by symbols.—J. J. Thomson, xv. 679.

The method, however, becomes objectionable when it substi-

tutes clumsy geometrical arguments for simple «¥»«* «"*

for it then ceases to be a psychological aid. Itta»«*f
more objectionable when writers proceed to e»iwtt««
pedients with substantiality, to speakoftegtaH^
tions as if they were threads, tubes or springs which somehow

' explain ' the equations from which they were derived.
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The idea of moving lines of electric force or Faraday tubes I
been used in brilliant fashion by Sir Joseph Thomson to descriS
the processes which take place in an electromagnetic field. Scientist
are still undecided whether to regard the lines of force as physic 1

realities or merely as useful mathematical tools. H Rafim
PM 34 (1917) 405.

'
Dacem&n.

The only important theory which has ever been proposed to
explain the properties of electricity is that of Faraday. . . .Farad
supposed that the region surrounding charged bodies was'traversed
by ' lines of force '

. . . analogous to elastic strings. N. Campbell
iii. 6. '

According to the older mathematical theory of electromagnetism
(mainly due to Ampere) the existence of a magnetio field is inse-
parably connected with the motion of charged bodies or at least of
charges

;
there is nothing in the theory to suggest that there could

be a magnetic field apart from the motion of charges. But according
to Faraday the magnetic field is associated, not with the motionof
charges, but with the motion of the tubes attached to them • and
since the tubes are flexible, there is every reason to suppose that the
tubes might move without the charges.—Ibid., p. 12.

This is certainly a good example of the self-hallucination
induced by one's own vocabulary. We obtain the expression
for the force-vector at any point. We then draw the tangent-
hnes of this vector as a useful graph. To strengthen our belief
we call them

'
tubes.' Next we endow them with ' flexibility ' and

declare that they ' might move without the charges ' from which
we started Then we pick out one portion of the force on moving
charges and call it

' magnetic force ' and similarly attribute to it
flexible independently moving tubes. Finally, we declare that
this double system of tubes is ' the only important theory which

MhT%l
b
.

ee" Pr°P°Sed *° eXPkin ' efccMcity, magnetism, and

phraseolo

Ub<!"theory b a most ingenious specimen of soporific

whfei! T*t
Pr°Td to an investigation of the term 'field,' on

nZ7 T*
emPh«» « Wd nowadays. So many far-reaching^elusionsWe been based on this term, that it will be necessary

with Z Z 7,
a"d rePresentative quotations. Let us beginmm its apparently innocuous introduction."

find "J^^tr1

?
°C°U" eWh6re in P'-yi"- " I* « astonishing to

ostensibly ba«d i>

ture " °» mathematics of the quantum theory

*•*&«. In*,. 1 (I8M)3*77
m6re "xUU"aent of • *>flnition."_K. T. Darroir,
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The electric field is the portion of space in the neighbourhood of

1 otrified bodies, considered with reference to electric phenomena

—

*Se neighbourhood of a magnet is for convenience called a

masnetic field.—Maxwell and Jenkin, p. 63.

The space all around a magnet pervaded by the magnetic forces

i, termed the field of that magnet.—S. P. Thompson, p. 106.

The space in and around a given system of charges is called the

electric field of those charges.—Livens, ii. 7.

The space within which the aether is sensibly disturbed and within

which sensible ponderomotive forces are exercised, ... is called

the electrostatic field.—Drude.Ui. 247.

The space within which these Faraday tensions manifest themselves

is called the field.—Schaefer, i. 11.
, .

Whit is there in the space between the plates ? The physicist

redies • an electric field—Pohl, p. 22.
, . . . . A

There is said to be an ' electric field ' in a region which is traversed

by
Tt

e8

spte°
r

u.

e
fcfSB&Sood of charged bodies is called an

•electric field' . . . E denotes the force per unit charge at any

poiS of the field ; it is called the electric intensity or the electric

vector or simply the field.—Ramsey, pp. 11, 1°.

We call the space around a heavy mass, an electrified bodyor a

magnet" in which the effects of gradation, etc can be shown to

Sis HM (gravitational, electrical, magnetic) . . .
[Faraday s]

IT&Z field of force has fundamentally changed our whole

^Scturl-B BavS! The Anatomy of Sd^e, 1932, p. 110 f.

Just
'

for convenience ' the ' space round a planet, a charge
Just lor conye

_ _

r
_

,
fa

t gaid tQ he

But whenX-astnishing claim is made that to harness

terminology has fundamentally changed our whole_worid

picture, itbehoves us to move warily, t may be thetat step

Lt is important. The word 'space evokes «^»JJ
cannot mean imaginary space without boundary it

implicitly contain a reference to ^me framework^which* e

^

material or determinable relatively to ordinary £&*"
cannot help asking whether, when a body~S™«^g

its

or magnetic-moves in any manner xelahvely to a khora ry,

^
' space ' moves with it. More?*&*%*££ faboratory 1

in a laboratory, is its ' space also at rest m

If we wished to be very inquisitive we might even ask^ ^
an Mafei charge has a ' space at aU.^ ,

. it3

ambiguities and problems concealeoVm that worn p

occurence in a work on physics should always

i
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signal warning us to sharpen our critical faculty. How litt]

students, plotting the field of force of a couple of point-ch

°

(as illustrated in elementary books) or watching
iron-filiin'

68

arranging themselves round a current or a magnet, realise th^
they are helping to produce a fundamental change in the mod
man's outlook on the world 1

m
Let us try to trace this growth of a simple phrase, familiar to

a schoolboy in a laboratory, into a new Weltanschauung upsettuw
our philosophy and theology. We start with the elementary law
that the attraction (on unit mass) of a particle m is F =~T , a

or that the force exerted by a point-charge e on another e'—both
being 'at rest,* however we interpret that—is e'E=ee'r Ixfi
There is no dispute concerning the starting-point The next
step is the assertion that E exists even when there is no
e, and of course F when there is no unit mass at the point-
not to mention H at the point P when there is no magnet ormagnetic pole ' at P.

s

In defining a magnetic field as a region possessing or possessed ofa pecuhanty, he cautioned us against thinking tSt™ ffiSE the•S1

wl
maDy C -gS

-
Units meant 8°^y dynes

I the field fathere,' whether or not an isolated unit magnetici pole be set in I

1878 famtorton^J^^Fl**™ *° Mwwdl'i lectures fa

T„ !? ^ ' Cavend*>h Laboratory, 1910, p 106 f

ex^^enXthTrei^ ^.fieId̂ >> is'a reahty whichZrfaw^ bodle3 are removed.-P. Hertz, i. 78.

e^SmjSf^ then goes on to ascribe to this vector E a self-^Z^l^^ °f the P™> of a testing body-

thfSe^tol^Th
>
°f *he el?trio field •* ^e point where

exist arfhat,Sfa
t

u-^
,^

Ut rather the ^Id-strength that would

p. 110.
^ he Char6e e were n°' Present at aU.-Planck,

ouftesfotSno^
U [^ «•** at aU P°^8 about ? even when.

magnets which exist in it.-Fiirth, p. 289.

pr«o?S°ther?TTt "" "** ta <™ «***W
through which if ,

mU8t be some objective condition at i>
g wuch it results that, if a mas9i charge or « magnetic
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> is placed at P, it experiences a mechanical force. Thia

•

tion is by no means denied by physics. But it calls for

06

arihe point P must be denned with reference to scientifically

Mainable axes. According to Lienard's formula, for example,

th point must be at rest in the schesis ; according to Eitz it is

.twst relatively to the central charge e.

m The assertion, taken by itself apart from the quantitative

Jce-law, is scientifically otiose. It is merely the physically

irrelevant statement of a metaphysical conviction. A physical

rteorv' say Mason and Reaver (p. 73), 'has no concern with

« Stions " at an empty point in space, and for the precise

rea orfthaUhe point is empty.' It is certainly difficult to believe

S this idea of ' field ' is anything but a useless metaphor when

J2! £jo£ as scientifically irrelevant even in elementary text-

books: .

•
'

a„„ statement which is made about the elect™ field in the

^l t™S of a chareed body cannot strictly speaking be taken

Ste
br^ th^hlfa sec£d charged body

«g ft.

J. Pilley, pp. 84, 198.

(3) While it is quite credible and plausible that this objective

metrical physics. , „ , _ot f u w at

(4) The separate co-existence of E an H does not

all; it certainly is not a charactens "«~
tic

, field

of which Kitz's is one. The «,«-« **-^
i
th

is much more objectionable, if mf^e'

f
. .thldndsof ' force.'

' electric field,' for it implies the^^"^Sund, but it

(5) The '
field

' may act as a metaphysical backgro ,

certainly does not act as a scientifically venna

intermediary. ^ligation of the

Physical measurement is confined to the in ^ ^^
effect of one charged particle on the motion

I
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magnetic theory, however, describes the effect through the am
of an intermediate concept—the electromagnetic field—LeicrVi p ^
- <><>7

' ""<Sn *»ee.
x. 221.

This particular form of theory does not and could not exalt
this ' concept '

into being a physical agent, something mensura-
tionally detectable in a laboratory ; it merely uses cert

'

"

auxiliary vectors—just as it uses potential-waves in the math
matical elaboration of the final result.

Let us illustrate these points by a quotation :

We shall now suppose that the space surrounding an electric
charge is different from that elsewhere. We do not need to considerhow this is brought about. It may be that the charge produces achange in the state of the surrounding aether ; or the charge mavhave parts which extend into the region about it; or it nWli
merely a manifestation of a hyperspatial mechanism ; or it maveven be something which is incapable of description in mechanical
terms. The important point is that if another charge ispS a

-MZc&Ti^ ltVmhe,U:Uxi °n br a force and ^derated

The cause may be all kinds of things, some of them rather
queer

;
but we do not need to consider how it is brought about •

LnM Z ^
a°t

u
g0t the faiDteSt notion

-
The ™P°rtantpomt » that another charge if placed at the point would be actedupon by a force. It is not merely the important point ; so far

ZInmT " COnCeme
J
d

' k » the °^y Point. There is therefore

sever!^ *"""$f™ P^P^Munification for thissevere cnt.csm passed by Prof. Bridgman (i. 57 f., 13G)

:

mentarv'Sinl^ ***•? se]i-co^ouS\y inculcated in our ele-

ThTs vLlTuX^v^Z™*\TOnf^able difficulty for the student.

of this I kS/» v i™
elec

.

tr,cal the<"-y. Yet in spite

ascri^nrfnh™;-!
a
,.?
nt'cal examination will show that the

^gle physical „21 K t-fgl° physicaI Phenomenon or a

field maTb7obE7- ?
Whl? evidence of the e*^nce of the

entered thfdetoion^lT1^^- 1116 °^&Uona wMch
implication of phvsicTlr^'r; Y * d° not ^eve that the additional

a single posi ive rau t o ~ haa
J
wt^ «*•« by bringing to light

of having stiaXtld
' *1° " °S

?
r more than tho pragmatic plea

sistently negSe^ulti
g
!
""^ °f e*Pe™ents, ""with £er-

to direc^obwvSlon ^IvA^ h an "^'^on and is never subjectoDservation. What we observe are material bodies with
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'thout charges—including eventually in this category electrons

—

thlr positions, motions and the forces to which they are subject.

r wav of contrast to this unanswerable criticism, let us look

of those typical pronouncements of what is often called

modern physics.

Tho notion of the field is a fundamental concept of modern physics.

W« live all our brief days in a ' field,' which we do not notice merely

Wause we are accustomed to living in it. ... This magnet,

ZZt as it looks, has by its mere presence influenced and tiana-
mn0cent as it looi£ , ^^^ ^^ neigh_

formed the space aroun ^ Fa ^
S waf sometran^ S^icaUy actual, something real, and indeed

fhl odv fundamental thing. The field alone is important
;

the
the oniy lm"r*.

fi
. d ° :_ so far as they build up the field,

frg
-

8

"nottoSess into Aa? peculiar state of tension" It called

fte Pnwewe, 1936, pp. 79, 82 f
,
85 f

.

Here unlike the Greek legend of Kronos devouring his children

thffield^arts to devour its parent-charge. The field started as

h humble offspring, the shadowy ?^\"m^L*
charee • it ends by destroying not only electricity but matter I

•Adding to our present conceptions,' says Einstem" the

constitutes currents and beta-rays
«.»J«*^"

G f^ force

Next we write down its field-strength £ -a£
J*»

which a unit charge would e^nence ^t - rejU ed ^
then we integrate something hke^/8 ^^^te
outside the point-charge itself tfcs -"HP .^ dectric

energy-of the point-charge. 0r
. ^The electron. This looks

field in free space ' is, or has replaced the«£
uncommonly like a gratuitous duplication. Kead the I

for instance.

are to understand this, we can but assume a pa S
aMraotion „9

through free space to the pomt where the eneci,

i. SMisht' o» BelclivUy. 1922. P- 22-
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observed. Faraday named the state of electrical force in free SDa
an 'electric field.' Electricity accordingly exists in two entire?

6

different forms : the electrio substance within the conductor a H
the electric field in free space. Faraday's conceptions were given th
form of a mathematical theory by his compatriot Clerk Maxwell
and give the key to an unforeseen understanding of virtually all
electrical phenomena.—Reichenbach, Atom and Cosmos 1939
p. 124 f.

*

This, so far from being modern, is really quite out of date. It
seems to be forgotten that Faraday and Maxwell were entirely
opposed to our present atomistic view of electricity. Many
present-day writers seem still to bo imbued with the same bias
The author just quoted tell3 us later on that ' we '

usually think of electricity, not as a substance but rather as a
condition or an aggregate of forces. We must, however, reconcile
ourselves to the fact that the substance-atom conception of
electricity has led to such successes that it can no longer be earnestlydoubted to-day.—Keichenbach, ibid., p. 187.

earnestly

So eventually he reconciles himself to the electron theory
which can no longer be seriously doubted. What then becomes

SLS* ;™;n^e]
y^rent forms' of electricity, the charge

tself and ,ts field ? Apparently one ' form '
is kept for laboratory

use and for theoretical expositions such as is contained in thisbook; we are all electronists for such purposes. The other
form is kept for general pronouncements about the nature ofthe physical universe.

^IXmJ&TfZ'^T6- tha
?
th

L
e electromagnetic field, with its

rfwhfch Xnomtf
C
i"T9

'Vhe fund^cntal entity in terms

aechamc^oSs B^ °- fT •

n°ti°ns Such a3 the customaryal concepts.—B. Bavink, Science and God, 1933, p. 34.

Its^owlTbirfh — Etaf reached the m eTO!ution of 'field.'

oneKtSi^ fl
fiUngS and te8t-eharges would never lead

entitySrCf!m 1 T'u
^ itS CWeer as the ^amenta!

extraorltrfeSt H

-

Phenrena™ t0 be exPWd -

The

verbal, a Sdua 7nd ^,
eV°luti°n h that tt has been^^gradual and subtle enlargement of the discourse of
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'cists as if they were carried away by their own eloquence.

Laboratory has become quite forgotten.

And now let us return to the ' aether.'

We merely use the word 'aether' as a convenient means of

4 ^.riMns those properties of space which are concerned in electro-

i
e
a™etiophenoniena.-Liyensii.236

Tn recent times the idea of the aether has taken on a much vaguer

c^more satisfactory shape, merely as space endowed with certain

rties With the proviso that aether merely is a convenient

P „ tn describe the properties of space, it is often a convenient

7P£S£LJJ«> have.-C. G. Darwin, TU m* Cor,

C6C1™ taowitU these geometrical and physical properties

vKmnot be separated ; and so we now merely regard them as

™t£Tof^ empty^space and do not introduce the idea [name ?]

SfiSSL-3aJiS&. and there are none of these

symbols, and its c^r*<?e™"° P
There is no space without aether

equations that the symbols obey. lber° *™ BV
digtimmished

2d no aether which does not
°«XoXs no CgerS an

physicists maintain that modern theories no lonjer^ eq

L4er, that the aether to..been^aboWhA I ttuk£ y^
is that, since we never have to do witn spacei. r

we can make one word serveK^^f^a aether" still

is
'
space.' I suppose they consider that tbe word aet

hable to convey the idea ^^^ ^Kctriess void are

whom the word space conveys the idea^o^cna ^^

P- 39 -
. t „.!,„ will be very hard for many

To give up the notkm of an ether wJl be very

physicists Consideration will show us
Q^e

'
iodic or polari-

up the ether we have done nothing to destroy to
>

per^
^

sable nature of a light-disturbance
,

. • •^m
fe

g
nd these actual

point in space. . . . ^"^^^toffital medium-
experimental facts and mtroduomg any nypo

Tolman, Rdalivity of Motion, 1917,P^
ondition whioh is propa-

An electromagnetic field is a
' P£^

e£oity in accordance with

gated throughout space with a to™ ™_V Lenzen, Mcmst, 41

laws expressed by Maxwell's equations, v. ««•

(1931) 487.

! V.

j
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The electromagnetic field consists of ' something!1

the nh •

cannot say more—which satisfies Maxwell's equations—R p
5
'
8101

?,'

Jfin<Ul (1922) 478. '
& Kusse

«,

Observe the extraordinary position. Physics, which '

supposed to be a metrical science, has now to be discussed with
reference to the feelings and taste of physicists. The word
' aether ' may suggest a material jelly. Of course it '

will be
very hard for many physicists ' to give up the notion

; but thev
are consoled and helped by sympathetic colleagues. Some of
them apologise by explaining that they use ' aether * only as a
conveniently vague noun for describing the properties of ' space

'

But others think that ' space ' smacks too much of the character-

less void. So ' field ' is proposed as a brilliant compromise.
Now these verbal adjustments are of no possible relevance or

interest to the science of physics, unless they are connected or
correlated with changes in equations and formulae. If Prof. A
Prof. B and Prof. C keep unaltered the Maxwell-Hertz equations!
as in actual fact they do, then it is a sheer waste of time to be
debating what term they will apply to what we have called by
the ugly neutral name of ' schesis.' It is not only a waste of

time, it is positively misleading ; for the general public, who are

sparingly provided with formulae, are inevitably led to believe

that this transformation of vocabulary is due to some advance
in theory or experiment. 'Whereas in the domain of electro-

magnetics—with which alone we are here concerned—these
writers have not budged beyond the era of Maxwell.
We shall now make some comments on the foregoing quotations.

(1) Maxwell's equations, as well as Lienard's formula, imply a
schesis or framework. Its sole scientific purpose is to provide
the necessary kinematic basis for the velocities which occur in

the solution (the retarded potentials).

(2) The so-called electromagnetic field consists of the vectors
oand H, which are measure-numbers experimentally ascertain-
able at least in the combination F = E + c'1 FvII.

(3) Experimental physics cannot deal with differential equa-

tw' fc

0Dly With their Bolution - We have already shown
that the accepted solution, which goes beyond the equations,
results in Lienard's force-formula. The differential equations
themselves are relegated to being part of the preliminary
mathematical manipulation.

W It is untrue to say that vectors such as E and H &»
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rties of space,' ' characteristic properties ' of the kine-
'

^itTfrarnework ; that they are a propagable ' physical con-
B^* ' • that they are an unknowable ' something '

; that they

Ascribe the state of the aether.'

...
TJl6 WOTd ' space ' is highly ambiguous and misleading.

Tl! expression
' there is no space without aether and no aether

ih ut space,' has implications which are objectionable or at

7
1

t°unnecessary.
We do not know if the schesis 'occupies'

• from the scientific viewpoint there are many occupable
space

,

> ^ _^ ^ matter for experiment to determine whether

there are one or more ' aethers ' or frameworks. ' A given point

mace ' means a point determined with respect to the schesis.

Tftowwatfon
' throughout space ' means propagation relatively

to the schesis. In such phrases ' space seems to imply that m

Moratory experiments the schesis is at rest relatively to the

fixed stars- whereas all electromagnetic results prove that, if

tnere be such a schesis at all, it must move with the earth in its

(

°wSaTnow give a series of further quotations, as they relate

toother important point connected with this debate on the

existence or non-existence of the aether.

An electromagnet^wa- is not*£^2P£»&
Science and God, 1933, p.

j35.
periodic vibrations of an

ele^X^c^d mTmP^pa^renkel, Wave-Mec^c

:

medium to sustain it, gradually began to win groun

Space—Time—Mailer, 1922, p. lt>J. .
th t jj ht ^

'T-day there is no physicist who
,

do not tam'^J^
nothing but a periodically c^*"

til field Now what is an

nection with a similarlyP^.^^^ inempty space,

electric field ? It is a special state,«.' *£ deter.

which we can prove and measure «I«™Sj
f mathematical

mined characteristics. . Thus:« absta* pl^ «£ .^^
symbols and numbers has ^placed concrete un

G. Mie, Naturwissenschafl u,d f'^"'™-'^ up the aether-

We can reach a satisfactory theory oriy rfw. «
onst

?
tuting iight

hypothesis. Then the decto^*»"Medium, but as sub-

appear, no longer as states of a hypothet cal mem . ^^
£tont structures WlbMnd,geGMWj^^y. And, just as

light-source exactly as in ^ewton s emission m i

i

i i
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in this theory, a space, which is free from ponderable matter and •

not penetrated by radiation, appears as really emptv—Tin t

PZ 10 (1909) 819.
*' msteln

.

These quotations refer to electromagnetic waves. By slrilf l

emphasis on ' empty space ' they seem to suggest some great
advance on Maxwell's equations. One is led to imagine that th
denial of something called ' a medium ' is of vital importance
that it ' gradually began to win ground ' as a result of new
theories and fresh experiments. Above all, the picture of these
waves as propagated subsistenis, combined with the allusion to
Newton's emission-theory, is calculated to lead the unwary
reader to imagine that Maxwell's equations and Lienard's force-

formula have been abandoned. It would even seem that the
authors have almost succeeded, by dint of their own change of
vocabulary, into deluding themselves into the belief that they
have got rid of schesic velocities. At any rate there is no doubt
that the adoption of this almost-ballistic language owes its entire

plausibility to the obvious implication that only relative velocity
occurs. But these authors, in their analytical work if not in
their discourse, repudiate any such conclusion. Without so
much as mentioning Eitz, they reproduce Maxwell's equations;
i.e. they are logically bound to accept Lienard's force-formula
with its schesic velocities v and »'. These inconvenient quantities
are not disposed of; they are merely buried under an accumula-
tion of verbiage.

FinaUy, we may ask a very ordinary question which will seem
an anti-climax. Have these writers really got some secret up
their sleeve ? Have they some esoteric explanation for the pro-
pagation of light, not vouchsafed to a pedestrian physicist who
has to discuss and compare the formulae of Lienard and Eitz t

Well, here is the answer

:

How then, is the relativist to answer the question: By what
means is light transmitted if there is no medium for the transmission,

nf trTnT- °- W
. „ k the 8un'

8 radiation located during the time

be «Wm' He wiU answer «™P>y that such a question can

ZZtfJ by one who has failed to appreciate our position in

XrfT V°T^ 0f Phen°mena. In no case whateverTnot even

or X vl
BmVlea

J'
Phenomenon, can the question by what means

Ascribe
anS

T.
ered

- ^Pkaations never explain, they merely

standi™ ;„'„*' •

V
,

ery ldea of explanation is beyond our under-

ntnTaV™ ff$* idea of crea«on. All we can do is to take

S,-mi,lnt ~ •
R

'
Denton

-
*«toft% and Cmmon
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„ after all, the science of physics contains nothing but

ntitative description. What then are we to think of all

?h se disputes about lines of force, aether, space, field, and

dium 1 These terms are not meant to explain ; they do not
111

te jjjto 0Ur formulae, except in so far as they may be regarded

nicturesque circumlocutions. The only scientific issue is this :

ti ps writer employ schesic velocities or does he use purely

relative velocity ? ,,..,„- A , t.

Apply this criterion to the following declaration

:

There is some process at the source and some [subsequent] accom-

Banving process at the sink [receiver], and nothing eke as far as

we have any physical evidence ; furthermore, the elementary act

ia unsymmetrical, in that the source and the sink are physically

differentiated from each other. This is the most complete ex-

pression of the physical facts ; there is nowhere any physical

evidence for the inclusion of a third element—the ether. Therefore

all the phenomena apprehended by an observer—and this embraces

.u uhvsical phenomena—can be determined only by the source and

sink and the relation to each other of source and sink, for there is

nothing else that has physical meaning in terms of operations, ltis

formula covers not only the possibility of such first order phenomena

as aberration and the Doppler effect, but also shows that such

^cond order effects as that looked for by Michelson and Morley

must be non-existent.—Bridgman, i. 165 f

.

Optics being beyond our scope, let us apply this language to

the force exerted by one charge S (the ' source ')
on another B

(the
' receiver '). There is some process at S and a subsequent

process at B. If 'there is nowhere any physical evidence for

the inclusion of a third element,' the schesis, then the velocities

• and v' do not occur in the expression for the force It cannot

however, be maintained that 'the relation to each other ot

S and B, i.e. their relative velocity u, alone has physical

meaning in terms of operations.' For the measurement of the

quantities v and „', or of quantities resulting therefrom m

statistical applications of the force-formula, is quite m order as

an experimental « operation.' And this measurement ^ermines

the required reference-frame for these velocities. We must

therefore reject Bridgman's somewhat a friar*Bj^ fflrf
of Rita; for this is what the passage amounts to, though tha

author is quite unconscious of the implication. Like m08'

contemporaries, this critical-minded American professor believes

in the schesis, but objects to calling it ' the ether.

, 1
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5. Relativity.

Though the specific investigation of the special theory of

relativity is beyond the scope of the present volume, it has

already been found necessary to refer to Einstein's views, and

further reference -will be made in the next chapter. Any

discussion of the aether would nowadays seem incomplete and

faulty if the attitude of relativists to the problem were not at

least recorded. Accordingly we propose to catalogue these views

concisely under six headings. We shall do our best, in the brief

space at our disposal, to reconcile the obvious discrepancies

which emerge. Even this short enumeration will at least have

the effect of showing that this new theory is by no means as

logical and comprehensible as it is usually represented to be.

It must be emphasised that, inasmuch as we are exclusively

concerned with scientific physics as verified in the laboratory,

we really have no need to consider what other mythical observers

—rushing through the laboratory at 30 km. per second or riding

a beta-particle—might observe. As Frenkel says (i. 270),

We have no need of altering our usual concepts of time and space

so long as they refer to a definite inertial system. Only for two

different inertial systems [with two different observers] does the

Lorentz transformation, according to Einstein, represent a new
extraordinary conjunction of the usual space-time-magnitudes.

(i) Relativists accept the Maxwell equations and the electron

theory.

There is no need of substantiating this assertion by means of

further quotations; it can be verified by inspecting any book

on relativity. It follows that relativists must logically accept

Lienard's force-formula.

(ii) Relativists maintain that the schesis—the reference-

system for velocities in Lienard's formula—is the earth in its

(orbital) motion, i.e. the laboratory.

Some typical quotations may be given to show that Einstein

and his adherents do maintain this.

The system of coordinates is fixed with reference to the observer.

—Houston, p. 229.
E is the force on a unit charge fixed with respect to the observer.—

Swann, i. 369.

An electric field ... is conveniently specified in terms of the
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nlectrio intensity. . . . [This is the force] on a unit positive test-

charge at rest relative to the observer.—Leigh Page, x. 216.

The meaning of the phrase ' at rest ' is of course only conventional.

For the present we may take it to mean ' at rest relative to the

laboratory.'—Biggs, p. 3.

When we speak of a charged body being at rest or in motion, we

mean of course at rest or in motion with regard to the earth.

—

Barnes, Scientific Theory and Religion, 1933, p. 195.

The force exerted on a unit charge is E + cWvH, where v is the

velocity of the charge relative to the system of instruments used to

measure the forces.—Richardson, p. 205.

The velocity V of the electricity is supposed to be measured

relatively to the material system on which the observer is. In all

ordinary cases v will be the velocity relative to the earth or to the

laboratory. ... It is customary in electrical experiments to regard

the laboratory as at rest.—H. A. Wilson ii 3.

The practical electrician invariably thinks of the earth as being

at rest in the aether.—E. Cunningham, The Principle of Relativity,

All Experiments have shown that electromagnetic and optical

phenomena, relatively to the earth as the body of reference are not

influenced by the translational velocity of the earth.—lunstein,

The Meaning of Relativity, 1921, p. 29.

The terminology is, of course, rather peculiar ; it seems curious

to drag in ' the observer * when what is really meant is the

terrestrial laboratory. But, as in ordinary life we say that hard

words break no bones, so in physics we can say that idiosyn-

cracies of terminology alter no formulae. .

(iii) Unfortunately relativists also maintain that the schesis is

the reference-system of the fixed stars.
•

The words which have been italicised in the fouowmg

quotations show that, according to relativists, the basis ot this

position is variously claimed to be : science, electromagnet*

theory, electrodynamics, the theory of electrons, all the pheno-

mena of electromagnetism.

The electron theory assumes that the electromagnetic field ialocated

in a stationary 'ether.' . . . The existence of an all-pervadmg ether

is disproved by the results of three experiments -Joos.^MJ.

Science was inevitably led to the idea of an absolutely "™°™ble

and stationary ether.-Tolman, Relatmly of ^otvon.^U, p. 10.

It was a necessary consequence of the electron (Aeory tha the

resulting motion of the earth and the solar system
' »*ta«J^J

aether should have an influence of the order-+» on the course oi

electrodynamio phenomena.-H. Thirring in Geiger-Scheel, 12 (1WIJ

257.
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, wnH« experiment] the theory of electrons, unless

[In the T^ton"N°°w hypothesis, would undoubtedly require

it be *f*?X*Z couple^Lorentz, vi. 11.

the existence ot sue i r ^ tQ expjaln one experiment,
mi. Jtrirnmaanelic uwy . , ,.— ~, **-- * ••

664

itbTmoaifiedby

he existence of sw - ... ^ tQ explain one experiment,

TH electromagnetic > "«^ the relatiTe motion of the earth

jamcly the a*3eS»l all-perrading ether.-Oatfrne of Atonic

through the nypo
133

Physics, l>ew^ork,j» .
*
ationary ether is brilliantly conarmed in

Lorentz s tneorj u
ni<>

eZcrfrmfynamt'Mj—Planc P-
,
-

{ discovery _ ^# iAe phenomena

Then came H. A.
.

W^ 8
could be explained on the basis of

of
electromagnetism wen

£ fixed ^ space_that fa to

two assumptions :
that««»

electricity is firmly lodged in

Bay, unable to more at all ana
h;g ^ be

thi*«JJ(, and tL etber are only different

expressed as follows. J
field/are physical conditions of space.-

At first sight (ii) and (iii) seem to involve a contradiction.

At nrsi, sigu \ I .jj.. ^ t incorrect. The
Moreover-*» reason aUeg^d for (^ ^^ ^^^
theory of ele trons, «« *

eg „ anythmg
f

rfth
a

e refeTce fr me JW must be decided by experi-

a

n't It isX on p 593 of his text-book that Jeans tells us:

"We have sofer mL no clear distinction between the con-

ceptions of rest in the aether and rest relative to the watt
,

dI*

kbo atory
' This is mathematically true, as regards the logica

laboratory, xi
physical standpoint

S^vfde'cHedSWorethis ; many of the experiment,

toShe previously refers have decided the question
;
and m

cUetshLself implicitly settled it at the tagta^taj
discussed 'electrostatics' as referring to charges at rest » the

h
HoTdo relativists attempt to reconcile (ii) and (Ui) t We

cannot discuss the matter in detail here, so we shall merely give

one quotation and a brief comment."

In spite of the fact that we have now found five e*»««"»J*j£
. . , have exactly the same form as the five^"^^S
used by Lorentz in building up the stationary ether theory, it m

not be supposed that the relativity and ether theon« rf**^
magnetism are identical. Although the older equations have

« Some writer, merely give boll. view, without discussion or r

^
on

,

c^°°
y

In the formula F- E+ c'FvH, according to Schott (i. 3), v is the
^^

relative to the Btagnant aether or—if we prefor—relative to a ey.

fixed with reapect to the observer.' If we prefer 1
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exactly the same form as the ones which we shall henceforth use,

they have a different interpretation ; since our equations are true

for measurements mado with the help of any non-accelerated set of

coordinates, while the equations of Lorentz were in the first instance

supposed to be true only for measurements which were referred to

a set of coordinates which were stationary with respect to the

assumed luminiferous ether. . . . Already for Lorentz the ether

had been reduced to the bare function of providing a stationary

system of reference for the measurement of positions and velocities
;

and now even this function has been taken from it by the work of

Einstein, which has shown that any unaccelerated system of refer-

ence is just as good as any other.—Tolman, Rebtivity of Motion,

1917, p. 173.

The position appears to be this :

(a) The Lienard formula, as proved say in this book, necessarily

implies
' a stationary aether,' i.e. the velocities v and v' must be

referred to the Newtonian inertial system of the fixed stars.

Why is this gratuitous and extraordinary statement made ?

The reason appears to lie in the undeserved prestige of the

additional hypothesis of a stationary aether which Lorentz tacked

on to the electron theory ; and also in the misinterpretation of

certain results in optics.

(b) Einstein claims to effect a reconciliation by saying that (ru)

is true for an observer at rest with respect to the fixed stars

(and consequently hurtling rather rapidly through the laboratory),

while (ii) is true for the scientific observer in the laboratory.

That is, he agrees with Lorentz for the mythical stellar observer,

and he agrees with the contention made in the present book

(schesis, if it exists, = laboratory) for scientific physics. It is

only with this latter that we profess to be concerned
;
we

are in agreement with relativists on this point. As to all the

extra-scientific fantasies we remain cheerfully and aggressively

indifferent.
,

,.

The concession of an earth-convected aether is sometimes

couched in peculiar terms :

The principal conclusion that follows from the relativity itheory

is that the motion of the earth through space makes no dd erence

so that it is perfectly proper to regard the earth »«"«•"•
average man has been in the habit of regarding the earth * at rest

for several thousand years, and so now has «»**»£££„£
knowing that he has been conducting his affairs inf>c**£°™
with Einstein's epoch-making discovenes.-H. A. Wilson, lto

Mysteries of the Atom, 1934, p. 83.
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it fa difficult for our physics-popularisers to avoid paradoxes

a^hZob even when stating the commonplace. So Einstein's

a rS discoveries are cited a* justifying Ptolemaic
epoch-maKmg

prejudice ! But the issue is not whether
astronomy^and n *, that means)> but whether the 8oIlesis

tti rdatfvely to the earth. Hence when the same writer
W

ii fii 3) that ' it is customary in electrical experiments to

^Jtne laboratory at rest,' he means that electricians regard

1STschesis as at rest in the laboratory ;
and he now adds that

relativists do likewise. A more accurate statement would be that

hT electromagnetic experiments the only velocities occurring are

either (a) velocities of charges relative to the laboratory or

(4) the relative velocities of moving charges inter se
;

this leaves

the issue open between Lienard and Ritz

(iv) Some relativists hold that the velocities (v and v ) occurring

in Iienard's formula cannot be determined at all.

This peculiar position seems to be upheld m the following

The principle of relativity is the general hypothesis, suggested

by experien£, that, whatever be the nature of the aethereal

medium; we are unable by any conceivable experiment to obtain

an estimate of the velocities of bodies relative to it.—Cunningham,

P
'The principle of relativity demands the renunciation of the

assumption ... of a substantial carrier of electromagnetic waves.

For when such a carrier is present, one must assume a definite

velocity of a ponderable body as definable with respect to it
;
and

this is exactly what is excluded by the relativity principle. Thus

the ether drops out of the theory.-Planck, Eight Ledum on

Theoretical Physics, 1915, p. 118. ,

We say ' Let v be the velocity of a body through the aether, ana

form the various electromagnetic equations in which » is scattered

liberally. Then we insert the observed values and try to eliminate

everything that is unknown except v. The solution goes on

famously ; but juBt as we have got rid of the other unknowns,

behold ! v disappears as well and we are left with the indisputable

but irritating conclusion: = 0. .. . 'Velocity through aether

is as meaningless as ' north-east from the north pole.'—Eddington,

Nature of the Physical World, 1928, p. 30. .

There is a fundamental property by virtue of which an electnc

field differs from a mechanical substance. A mechanical substance

has a definite state of motion. ... For the electrio field, however,

no corresponding certainty is possible. We can imagine two

observers on different vehicles, who cut through the electric Beia

with different but relatively uniform velocities ; neither of the two
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would be able to say that he alone was at rest relative to the electric

gel(j, H. Reichenbach, Atom and Cosmos, 1932, p. 134.

Aa regards Planck's denial of a ' substantial carrier,' that is

his personal philosophical opinion which has nothing to do with

physics. Reichenbach's imagination about two observers on

different vehicles is also his own private affair. As to what

Eddington means, the present writer must confess that he cannot

make head or tail of it. Certainly in the present book, it has

not been our experience that when we said ' let v be the velocity

of the body or the electron through the aether ' we found our-

selves left with : — 0. These quotations seem definitely to Bay

that we cannot determine v and v' in Lienard's formula. This

seems utterly irreconcilable with the other contentions of these

writers, e.g. (i) ; and if it were true, it would mean the adoption

of Ritz's formula. If our interpretation is wrong, what do these

(v) Relativity has abolished the aether or at least made it an

unnecessary and useless hypothesis.

We have already abundantly illustrated this contention by

quotations from relativist writers. We have tried to show that

the assertion is merely a dispute about the word ' aether '
and is

of no scientific consequence.

(vi) According to ' relativity ' all motion is relative ;
hence

only relative velocity can occur in the formulae of physics.

This thesis is enunciated in the following typical quotations.

Nature is concerned only with relative velocities.—Jeans, New

Background of Science, 1933, p. 94.

Relativity is the theory of relative motion. . . . All motion must

be considered as relative.—Outline of Atomic Physics, 1933, p. Z5i.

Since our experience is confined to relative motions, it ought to

be possible to express the laws of motion in terms of relative motions

alone without any reference to absolute motions. This in ettect is

what Einstein has done.-G. B. JefEery, Belatmty for Physics

StudetUs 1924 p. 19,

The rate of change of position of objects relative to one another ...

is the only observable quantity of this type which there is any

meaning in using in our description of the physical world—r. a..

Lindemann, Philosophy, 8 (1933) 21. . ,

All the effects are made to depend on the relative motion oJ

matter. It is in fact quite unnecessary ever to brmg the woro

' aether ' into the discussion.—Richardson, p. 323.
„„„TV(rt ;p,

That branch of electrical science which deals with the properties

of electrical charges when at rest is called electrostatics. . . . »y
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. . at rest ' we mean at rest relatively to one another. We
Xll see that there is no evidence for the view that the absolute

otion of the charges affects their action on one another.—

Richardson, p. 12.

The last quotation, the only one which draws an immediate

scientific conclusion, is a clear statement of Ritz's position. But

it is entirely illogical and out of place in a Maxwellian text-book

which is pledged to Lienard's formula. If the etymological

connection of ' relativity ' with ' relative motion * can thus deceive

even the expounders of the theory, we naturally begin to suspect

the existence of widespread confusion concerning elementary

distinctions.

To get rid of purely verbal discussion, let us avoid words like

' absolute ' and ' aether.' In Lienard's formula, to which every

relativist implicitly or explicitly adheres, the schesio velocities

v and v' occur ; in Ritz's formula only the relative velocity u of

| the two point-charges occurs. And of course the same distinction

reappears in the respective statistical conclusions drawn from the

two rival laws. This distinction is scientific, it is directly reflected

in the formulae, it is amenable to experimental test. In the one

case we have one quantity, the relative velocity of A and B

;

in the other case we have two quantities occurring unsymmetri-

cally : the velocity of A relative to and the velocity of B

relative to C. Now some relativists admit that they have no

objection to calling these latter velocities ' absolute.'

It is self-evident that we cannot speak of the absolute rest of the

aether ; the expression would have no meaning.—Lorentz, i. 4.

Clausius's fundamental law, which is derived without any refer-

ence to a medium, cannot do without the co-operation of such a

medium, for a really ' absolute * velocity is not physically definable.

—M. Planck, Das Priruip der Erhollung der Energie, 19133, p. 272.

Bodies at rest with respect to this system of axes fixed in the

ether would be spoken of as ' absolutely ' at rest, and bodies in

motion through the ether would bo said to have ' absolute '
motion.—

Tolman, Relativity of Motion, 1917, p. 17. ,

In physics we should not be quite so scrupulous as to the use ot

the word 'absolute.' Motion with respect to aether or to any

universally significant frame would be called absolute.—Eddington,

Nature of the Physical World, 1928, p. 30.

We have indeed so used the word ' absolute ' several times in

this book. But it has been found advisable to abandon it in the

present discussion; the word has misleading associations and
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relativists use it in several senses. So we call the velocities v

and "' schesic in contradistinction to u the relative velocity.

Now we admit as experimentally proved that the schesis or

reference-frame is the laboratory. But it is surely a quibble to

infer from this our right to call all velocities indiscriminately

' relative,' thereby ignoring a clear distinction which should be

reflected in our terminology. Of course, these schesic velocities

must be relative to something. If the aether were ' stationary

'

we could take the something to be the fixed stars ; we could in

any case invent the body Alpha to embody our axes !

Hence we can apply this distinction to the ' relativist ' thesis

that all motion is ' relative.'

(a) The obvious meaning of this proposition—the meaning

which many relativists delude themselves into implying—is that

laws can involve only the relative velocity of the entities

primarily concerned without any reference to a terlium quid.

For example, the force between two electrons A and B can thus

involve only the relative velocity of A and B. But this is

decidedly not what is meant. Relativists are not quite so

relativist ! They draw the line at being as radical as Ritz.

(b) The thesis must therefore be reduced to the innocuous

statement that all velocities are relative to something and that

this something, this frame or schesis, can always be identified

with some material configuration such as the fixed stars or the

laboratory. The only comment necessary is that no one ever

denied this proposition, hence its emphatic proclamation as if it

were a revolutionary slogan is a ludicrous anti-climax. Relativists

are not rushing in where angels fear to tread ; they are marching

stolidly along the broad highway of common sense.

In the light of this distinction we can perhaps find the idea

which inspired the passages quoted under (iv), though we cannot

justify their language.

[Einstein's] principle of relativity [is] that the kwsof »£•«
such that no experiment can reveal an ^solute vetety or-what

comes to the same thing-a velocity relative to the ether.-Jeffery,

Relativity for Physics Students, 1924, p. 55.

No one would deny that medium-velocities occur For example

the Doppler effect in sound depends on (1 - «/e)/(l - «/«). •"}

not simply on the relative velocity («-») of t*
~«?»»J

receiver. Now if this statement of Einstem's principle meant

'
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the repudiation of analogous formulae in electromagnetics, if it

amounted to a denial of schesic velocities, it would be interesting

and important, it might even be fairly termed revolutionary.

But this is Rite's principle, not Einstein's. What then can be

the meaning of the assertion that no experiment can reveal a

velocity relative to the ether ? It cannot mean that experiment

is unable to measure the v and v' of Lienard's formula which all

relativists accept. It must be merely an emphatic and peculiar

way for announcing Stokes's old theory of a convected aether or,

as we put it, schesis = laboratory. Convinced strongly of this,

relativists then proceed to deny, one might almost say indignantly,

that any electromagnetic or optical experiment performed in the

laboratory involves measuring a velocity relative to the fixed

stars. This appears to be the only ascertainable scientific meaning

of proposition (vi).

Relativists, however, have a further object in asserting that all

velocity is
' relative ' : they wish to emphasise that it i3 only the

velocity of light which is ' absolute.'

The absolute quantity s is a combination of distance and time.

Its distance and time components are different for different observers,

but its value is the same for them all. . . . Space and time are

combined into a single absolute quantity a equal to (r* - c!f*)l.

The separation of I into two parts, r and ct-\/ — 1, is a purely

relative operation of no real significance. ... The velocity of light

is the same for all observers, so it satisfies this necessary condition

for an absolute velocity.—H. A. Wilson, The Mysteries of the Atom,

1934, p. 90 1*.

We shall in the next chapter deal briefly with the quantity

called ' interval.' We are here concerned only with this entirely

novel use of the word ' absolute.' We must make a distinction.

(1) For any one observer—and in fact for the only observer

relevant to science, the man in the laboratory—there is a

distinction between the relative velocity of A and B and the two

separate velocities of A and B (i.e. relative to C). If we call

u = v — V relative velocity, we must apply some other epithet

to v and v' separately. They are often called absolute velocities

;

but relativists have misappropriated this adjective. They should

therefore welcome my suggestion of schesic. And, as they

unanimously accept Lienard's formula, they must admit the

necessary framework which, to avoid hurting their feelings,

I term the schesis.
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(2) Having settled this point, I really have no further interest

in questions of lexicography. But it may tend to clarity to

remark that relativists reserve the epithet absolute for those

measure-numbers which—they allege—have the same value for

two mutually moving observers. It does not fall within the scope

f a book on experimental science to discuss whether such

Quantities exist as a matter of verifiable fact ; for science has

no cognisance of these moving observers. So we merely record

the fact that the word ' absolute ' has nowadays come to possess

an esoteric meaning for the initiated. But it has no connection

with the problem of the aether (alias schesis) which we have been

discussing.



CHAPTER XIV

The Symbols of Physics

1. Basic Measures.

We have already given a simple precise account of electric and

magnetic units, from which the usual complicated ' tables of

dimensions ' were conspicuously absent. So far as all relevant

theoretical or practical problems are concerned, our treatment

was complete, and we might be content to let it stand. Un-

fortunately we must now proceed, mostly by way of negative

criticism, to justify our elementary intelligible account of a

subject which has not only become a bugbear to students but has

misled international congresses of experts into talking nonsense.

As long ago as 1892 Duhem (iii. 458) could write:

An exposition of the principles which govern the choice of electrical

units might seem somewhat out of place in the present work,

inasmuch as it is of an elementary character and can be found in

numerous text-books. Thus our first intention was not to stop to

examine these principles. But an attentive perusal of the treatises

and text-books used in teaching revealed to us how much these

apparently simple principles were generally misunderstood. There
are Berious errors in the pages which several writers devote to

electrical units.

The same is true to-day ; in fact the position is much worse

owing to the recklessness of the assertions made by relativist

writers. As Bouasse (i. 420) says, ' the collection of stupidities

formulated in connection with dimensions truly exceeds the

limit of what is reasonably allowable.' The issue, though it

vitally affects the treatment of electricity and magnetism, in

reality concerns the most elementary and fundamental notions

of all quantitative science. It is amazing to discover that such

uncertainty should prevail concerning the very meaning of the

symbols used in physics. In 1922 Prof. Bridgman of Harvard
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Wished a book on Dimensional Analysis. Reviewing a reprint

of it, Dr. Norman Campbell says *

:

The whole position is not creditable to science. The differences

that divide Prof. Bridgman from his critics are not matters of

oriinion
• they concern the validity of certain quite simple logical

areuments ; one side in the dispute must be definitely right and

the other definitely wrong. Let us hope that the appearance of this

reprint will encourage impartial examination of the controversy

and lead to the final establishment of the truth.

In 1933 I"rof- A - W - hotter published a book on The Method of

Dimensions. Prof. Bridgman, 2 reviewing it, declares that ' the

few critical comments that the author does venture to make

seem to me to reveal a quite inadequate grasp of the fundamentals

of the whole subject.' It is obvious therefore that we must go

back to elementary first principles before we can hope to dissipate

the confusions and misunderstandings which prevail on the

subiect of units and dimensions in electromagnetics

At the commencement of a book on proportion,8 a subject

fundamental to both geometry and physics we are told: No

attempt will be made to give a general definition of the term

" magnitude." It is sufficient to give a number of examples, e.g.

lengths, areas, volumes, hours, minutes, seconds, weights, etc

are called magnitudes.' All we can say is that magnitudes which

are conspecific, or of the same kind, are such that one is greater

than, less than or equal to another ; thus one spatial^kngth m*?

be greater than another, a duration may be less than another

duration For convenience we need symbols to designate magni-

Se as a short way of referring to them.* For this purpose we

hauusecapitalletters. Thus L stands for a Length>,
a partKular

instance of spatial magnitude, which like all other paha is

the lost fifty years about electrical dimensions. -Howe, u. to.

• Kei>. Sci. Instruments, 4 (1933) 631.
comment of an old

» M. Hill, T/uson, o/ Proportion, 1914 p. 1. Cf the comm

scholiast on Euclid's Fifth Book :
• The object of toWlh^ook*

proportions; the book is common£ geometry^^^^0.
to every mathematical sc ence.--He.be g A*fe£-*J J^ fa^^

» 'It is fundamentally imposs.ble to define let >nai
' ,_

Brfd maI1) iv . 20.

alone, but aU that we can do is to point to one as an sample. Bndg

Exactly the same statement applies to every spatial property.
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ineffable ; we can intuite it, we can point it out, but we cannot

define or describe spaciness in terms of something else. We can,

however, compare one instance L with another U ; the ratio'

I = L'jL is called the measure ofV in terms of L as unit. This

ratio of two Lengths we shall call the length, i.e. the number I is

the length of V when L is taken as unit.

Our usage 6 is identical with that of De Morgan :

A capital letter denotes a magnitude, not a numerical representa-

tion but the magnitude itself ; while a small letter denotes a number.

. . . Let A represent a magnitude—not, as in algebra, the number
of units which it contains, but the magnitude itself ; so that if it

be, for instance, weight of which we are speaking, A is not a number
of pounds but the weight itself.

—

The Connexion of Number and
Magnitude, 1836, pp. iv, 3.

The introduction of capital letters as designative symbols for

units is due to Gauss.' in 1833. In 1863 Marwell and Jenkin

(p. 61) introduced the square bracket, which has since become

so popular and so fruitful of misunderstanding

:

The name of every quantity consists of two factors or components
and may be written thus Q[Q]. The first or numerical factor Q is

a number, integral or fractional. The second or denominational

factor [Q] is the name of an individual thing of the same kind as the

quantity to be expressed, the magnitude of which is agreed on
among men. ... We shall use the symbols [L], [li] and [T]

enclosed in square brackets to denote the standards or units of

length, mass and time ; and symbols without brackets, such as

L, M, T, to denote the number of such units in the quantity to be
expressed. Thus if [L] denotes a centimetre and L the number
978, L[L] denotes 978 centimetres.

If we consistently use small letters to denote measure-numbers
we may avoid the brackets altogether. We shall therefore use

' When we come to flection (3) we shall continue to use A, B, C to designate

magnitudes ; but £, if, T will be employed to denote numbers (measure-ratios).

In this and in the following section we conform to current usage (in order to refute

its presuppositions), i.e. we use L, if, T to denote magnitudes, chiefly those ohosen

as units.

• Gauss, Wtrke, 6 (1867) 116. Similarly Weber, xi. 642. Neither of these

introduced the capital letters into their physical equations, aa did Maxwell.

Cf. Gray.iv. 326 :
' That the quantity itself, and not merely its numerical expres-

sion in terms of some unit, was meant. Prof. [James] Thomson would indicate

by the adjective intrinsic, aa in " an intrinaio length," " an intrinsio energy."

'

H. Levy, Proc. Aritlotdian Soc., 1937, p. 02 i
' Take extension. I am trying to

avoid the use of the word Itngth for the moment, because otherwise we might
confuse the quality—sometimes called the fact of extension—with its measure-
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O instead of Q[Q], tnua emphasising the entirely different nature

{ the symbols. Expressions of the form XL—for example

12.B Metres, in which the singular 'Metre' would be more

ct—are ' commonly but rather absurdly called concrete,

^hfied or denominate numbers. They are not numbers at all,

tat magnitudes ; XL is the Length V.

All this is of course very elementary '•
A 1S none the less

pr^sarv to be clear about it. We have spoken of a '
magnitude

'

Td we have illustrated it by a straight line which we called a

t" „th (notice the capital letter), i.e. a certain spatial property

fa body The letter L or V merely designates it or points it

n„t it is a symbol standing for this Length, it is not a number.

The operations of arithmetic or algebra are not applicable to

these symbols ; the operation of ratification ii
,
of course valid

and mayby analogy be denoted by the same symbol (the solidus /^SL ^division of numbers. We have many different

measles of i', such as l^V\Lx
and \ t = V\Lv according to

2&» selected as unit. Any one of these may be called the

tg& of L', so that 'length' means Length-measure and as

of a widely accepted view, which is thus expressedm an authonta-

tive German publication '

:

The formal signs of^^^^^M^'c^S^
physical magnitude, i.e. quahfied numbers. fl^e ™

;cal v£lues™^*™™;^\^:^\:™Lg to the

No one has done more than Maxwell to propagate to view.

Thus he expresses Coulomb's law in the following form (1. 46)

F[F] = ee'r^m [£"*]

Or, in our notation,

fF^qQ-i'QIrL.rL

Whence he deduces ,-^ «fc.^^'J££l£
the electrostatic unit- of quantity. Ha™->

e3 the

peculiar combinations of designate symbols, there em

. r—^ *. Au~to~. fir»^ *""*""* *"
**

Jahren 1907 bis 1927. ed. J. Wallot, Berlin, 19.8, p. «•
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ordinary equation /= ffl'/r
1
,
which in fact Maxwell gives (i. 74)

as the
' law of force between charged bodies and which he

exclusively uses in his further treatment. We propose to show

briefly that this juggling with units is absurd and that physical

science, apart from laboratory measurement, is altogether con-

cerned with pure numbers as exemplified in the equation/= gj'/r*.

Now numbers such as the length I are in physics called ' physical

quantities.' The term is not a very happy one and has led

innumerable writers into serious errors ; a change of nomen-

clature would be eminently desirable if it were possible to upset

current usage. But the only feasible plan is to accept a vocabu-

lary which cannot be ousted, while refusing to be led astray by

false implications. Most of the difficulties concerning units and

dimensions will at once disappear if we bear in mind that a

physical quantity—represented by such letters as I, m, I—is a

measure, a ratio, a number, an ordinary algebraic ' quantity.'

'

Theoretical physics expresses itself in some such algebraic

equation as 2 = gP/2. The man in the laboratory has to find the

correlated numbers 2 and t, length and time. He does this by

measuring, by comparing a Length with another Length and a

Time with a unit of Time ; he deals with what we have called

magnitudes, quantified objective entities which, when conspecific,

can be compared inter se. The object of these practical operations

is to deduce measures, i.e. to express the result in some equation

such as 2 = constant x P. The quantities occurring in all such

equations are algebraic numbers. The best justification of this

simple proposition is the fact that it will enable us to clear up the

mess which has hitherto clogged the treatment of electric and

magnetic units.

Hitherto we have taken Length to illustrate magnitude. We

* Every measure of a physical quantity such aa mass or length is a ratio.

... A pure number on the other hand is unaffected by any possible change of

units.'—A. Ferguson, School Science Review, 18 (1937) 350. This position is an

illogical compromise between the prevalent view and that held in the text.

What is impure or non-numerical about a ratio 1 The ratio of two Lengths

—

say 2-5—is absolutely comparable with the ratio of two Times, and may be equal

to it. In Euclidean language : as L, is to L, so is T, to T,. The fact that one

of our measure-ratios, or a particular combination of them, may happen to be

taulomelmc, is altogether extrinsio and additional. There is no intrinsic or mathe-

matical difference between the ratios j„ g„ a, and compound ratio q\ «\ Si >

but the latter may, for algebraio reasons dependent on our definitions, happen to

be tautometrio—this word will be presently defined.
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t now briefly consider Time or Duration.9 In the case of

"wt time-intervals we have a primitive perception of equality

d inequality just as we have for short space-intervals. This is

aD
oeoiaiiy noticeable

in the case of auditory rhythm, e.g. the sound

fa clock ticking or of an engine running or of a musical instru-

t nlavinz The first makers of water-clocks relied on them

Probably because the drip of the water from the funnel could be

heard to be regular. Galileo 10 proceeded as follows

:

TTor the measurement of time we employed a large vessel of water

,^ in an elevated position; to the bottom of thia vessel was

Sered a pipe of small diameter giving a thin jet of water winch

™ roUected in a small glass during the time of each descent

The water t^us collected was weighed after each descent on a very

accurate balance.

Nowadays we measure long intervals by the periodic motions

ofSeavenly bodies (rotation of the earth), and short intervals

bv reou^Int isochronous devices which we may call clocks.

Here aTrother cases such as that of temperature, we make

fucce'ssive^efinements of measurement by^ucmg corrections

outside tiie previous limits of accuracy. For example we can

\T:Ln immediate judgment that the ordinary pendulum is

m
ntonouToS to thl observed regularity of its ticking,

isochronous, owing wi
of motlon

With such a measure of time we can veniy uu

undoubtedly a mixture of convention mth oteervatio

n

usually the probability is^£^^]SLm for

the law keeps its °rlSmaVrf^ional hypotheses. Our •

apparent discrepancies ^thout
fi/^°XwX laws to hold

belief is confirmed if our unproved d«» ™£^^ which we
with a much higher degree of accuracy^ hatmt

h

started. , There are in physics many•^"^'J **7^m
intensification of accuracy by successive corrections J

of measurement. p^atim.
. Of. A, BitcMe, **-*. *<W. "«». P* »"» '

*"* *"*"
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It will be observed that the accurate measurement of Time is

surrogative or extrinsic, i.e. Time is measured spatially by the

angle swept out by a hand on a dial or by the hour-angle of the

sun or of a star, etc. But it is rather a monstrous perversion of

this obvious fact to declare with Mach u that ' we can eliminate

time from every law of nature by putting in its place aphenomenon

dependent on the earth's angle of rotation.' For the position-

variable of this phenomenon is the time, just as the length of the

mercury-column (appropriately graduated) is the temperature-

measure. But neither time nor temperature is defined to be

angle or length. The thermometer replaces the rough and limited

indications of our senses founded on direct perceptions. We
then attribute to it a greater accuracy and use it to correct our

perceptions.

Rough observation shows that the mercury thermometer has

two properties : its level depends only on the temperature and

rises with it. We conclude that melting ice is at an invariable

temperature. Once this law is obtained, we regard it as more

certain than the property of the thermometer which led to its

discovery. Hence we can logically correct the thermometer for

deformation of the bulb, we can speak of the displacement of the

melting-point, and so on. In exactly the same way, as already

outlined, we can correct our time-measure by successive refine-

ments, all based on the idea of Duration as sui generis and on the

ideal of uniform rotation as progressively attainable. The

question of the variability of the sidereal day would be nonsense

if we had defined earth's rotation as uniform, i.e. if absolute time

were identical with sidereal time.18

We must therefore reject such statements as the following

:

There can be no measurement of time without a knowledge of the

laws of nature. ... So we must conclude that, at least in physics,

there is not and cannot be a true time.—G. JafEe, Zwei Dialoge uier

Rcmm und Zeit, 1931, pp. 64, 66.
Nobody has ever measured a pure space-distance nor a pure

" History and Boot of tU Principle of the Conservation of Energy, Chicago,

1911, p. 60. So Lindsay and Margenau, Foundations of Physics. 1838, p. 74

:

' From tho point of view taken here, the use of the time-parameter in physics

may be looked upon as a matter of convenience and nothing more. All measure-

menu reduce in the last analysis to space measurement*. 1

u
Cf. Sir F. W. Dyson and R. T. Cullen, ' Variability of the Earth's Rotation,'

Monthly Notices of the B.A.S. 89 (1929) 649. Many such articles occur in astro-

nomical literature.
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1 nse of time. . . . We can even go further and say that time

nnot be measured at all. We profess to measure it by clocks.

Rut a clock really measures space, and we derive the time from its

oace-measures by a fixed rule. This rule depends on the laws of

motion of the mechanism of the clock. Thus finally time is defined

hv these laws. . . . About the reality of time, if it has any, we

{mow nothing. W. de Sitter in Bird, Relativity and Gravitation,

Newton's First Law says that every body remains at rest or in

uniform motion in a straight line, unless acted on by a force. If

this ia examined critically, it is mostly a matter of definition. For

example How are we to know that it is not being acted on by a

force J Because it is moving uniformly. Or again, how can we

verify that its speed is uniform ? By a clock. How do we know

that a clock keeps time ? By the laws of dynamics. How do. we

know the laws of dynamics ? Why, from Newton's First Law.-

p G Darwin, TheNew Conceptions of Matter, 1931, p. 53.

Nowadays the measure of time is based strictly speaking on a

vicious circle Poincare showed quite clearly that the measure

S time has been chosen so that the equations of mechanics should

be true—G. Juvet, La structure des nouveUes (Monet physiques, 1933,

p. 10.

Such utterances are symptomatic of the subjectivistic

tendencies introduced by relativists into modern physics.

They are supported by no serious argument, they are designed

merely to make it easier to swallow Einstein's peculiar theory;

to effect this the writers are ready to turn the whofc science of

Mechanics into a gigantic fraud and to behe our ***%£*
perceptions. We may summarise the counter-arguments already

given by the following quotation from Prof. Broad

:

It seems quite clear that the meaning of uniformity or of

JdoS has nothing to do with the laws of motion. People

indeed certain processes-such as the swings of pendula, the burning

StStaK, absence of draughts the descent d sand » ho£-

glasses, etc.-as isochronous long before they had thougnt o

question whether forces were present or absent . . .
U« ™P

that under favourable circumstances wewta*g
flgientific

of time-lapses just as we can judge equality of lengths. a«e™j

Thought, 1923, p. 158.

There is, of course, a certain amount of convention m aU

modern renned methods of measurement which go &r^
perceptual observation. Without such ^ffjfSt
based on a tremendous balance of probability, there would be

no physics. The reckless statements now currently made about
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time-measure
13 would be equally applicable to other parts of

physics ; we could no longer speak of the invariability of the

metre-standard or correct a thermometer, if this new conven-

tionalism were accepted. So dogmatically is this far-fetched

attitude now accepted that Sir Arthur Eddington could write

:

I have no notion of time except as the result of measurement with

Borne kind of clock. Our immediate perception of the flight of time

is presumably associated with molecular processes in the brain

which play the part of a material clock.

—

Space Time and Gravitation,

1920, p. 13.

Which is surely putting the cart before the horse ! Only a

very up-to-date person, habituated to a wrist-watch, would

affirm that he has no notion of time without a clock ; or that

there is a clock in our brain which, though we cannot read it, tells

us the time. It is not a healthy position for physical science to

become so divorced from reality and to confuse means with the

end. In view of the foregoing it is not surprising to find the

same writer telling us :

The great thing about time is that it goes on. . . . Something

must be added to the geometrical conceptions comprised in

Minkowski's world before it becomes a complete picture of the

world as we know it. . . . Without any mystic appeal to conscious-

ness, it is possible to find a direction of time on the four-dimensional

map by a study of organisation. . . . The practical measure of the

random element which can increase in the universe but can never

decrease is called entropy.—Eddington, Nature of the Physical

World, 1928, pp. 68, 74.

Prof. BridgmanM rightly ridicules Eddington's view of ' time's

arrow,' which has been ' hailed in so many quarters as being of

such unique profundity.' This is his criticism :

" ' The basis ol our time-system is the postulate that the earth rotates uniformly

on its axis. There is no meaning in asking whether it really does so unless we

adopt some more fundamental standard of time-reckoning which must be equally

arbitrary.'—H. Dingle, Science and Human Experience, 1931, p. 50. ' There is

no absolute time. When we say that two periods are equal, the statement has

no meaning and can only acquire a meaning by convention.'—Poincare, Science

and Hypothesis, Eng. tr. 1905, p. 90.
" Science, 75 (1932) 423. Cf. H. Spencer Jones, Science Progress, 30 (1936)

533 :
*' This seems to me to be arguing in a circle ; that the entropy of an isolated

system increases with the time is a law that is baaed on experience ; numerous

experiments have shown that the entropy is always greater at the later instant.

But how do we determine the later i nstant t Surely by our consciousness.'
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In no case is there any question of time flowing backward, and

in fact the concept of a backward flow of time seems absolutely

meaningless. For how would one go to work in any concrete case

to decide whether time were flowing forward or backward ? If it

were found that the entropy of the universe were decreasing, would

one say that time was flowing backward or would one say it was a

law of nature that entropy decreases with time ? It seems to me

that in any operational view of the meaning of natural concepts, the

notion of time must be used as a primitive concept, which cannot

be analysed and which can only be accepted, so that it is meaningless

to speak of a reversal of the direction of time. I see no way of

formulating the underlying operations without assuming as under-

stood the notion of earlier or later in time.

There are several errors of confusion committed in the views

generally propounded by popularising physicists.

(1) As already shown in Chapter IX, we must distinguish

between the two measures : date and duration. The date

measured from an arbitrary origin and reaching to T « is merely

a mathematical device, which enables us to express duration-

measure as the difference of two dates. It is only the durations

of the relevant processes which occur in physical laws.

(2) We must distinguish between real Duration and the

measure-number duration. It is rather naive for a physicist to

be astonished that the number 20 is so unlike ' the time of

experience '—it is also quite unlike the Length, Force and

Sound of experience. But why should we expect such nonsense

to occur in physics % Common sense has no objection to offer

against what alone is asserted, namely, that two quantised

entities are in the ratio 20 : 1.
., .

In connection with the scientific measurement of Time, there

is a widespread fallacy, chiefly due to Bergson, which may be

illustrated by some quotations :

If we observe that science operates exclusively with measures, we

shall see that as regards time science counts instants and notes

simultaneities but has nothing to do with what happens durmg the

intervals. ... We cannot measure it without converting it into

space.—Bergson, Creative Evolution, 1912, pp. 76, 83.

The permanently valuable feature of his [Bergson s] ****** «

succession appears to me to be simply his insistence on the real ana

profound difference between durte r^e and the artificial mathe

matical ' or ' clock ' time of our scientific manuals.—A. *.. layior,

The Faith of a Moralist, 2(1930)338. .
.

The time of the mathematician is a one-dimensional continuum,

reaching forward and backward to plus and minus infinity, every
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where homogeneous, and with an origin which may be situated

arbitrarily. . . . What could be more unlike the time of experience f

—Bridgman, iv. 29.

(3) Why should we confuse the whole qualitative content of

experience with its temporal aspect ? Nobody interprets Dura-

tion as a separable substance ; all we say is that certain pheno-

mena are durational. So-and-so is happening while the hour-

hand is moving from 10 to 11. This is a simple fact of experi-

ence ; it does not imply any reduction to clock-time, especially

if this last is taken to mean a series of abstract numbers.

We have now vindicated the idea of Duration as a magnitude

'which cannot be analysed and which can only be accepted,'

exactly as is the case with Length. The arbitrarily chosen units

of these magnitudes we have designated L and T. We now

come to a third alleged magnitude, M the unit of Mass. And

here we are on much more doubtful ground, for we have no direct

intuitive perception of any such category of magnitude. If we

start with mass as more fundamental than force, we must begin

with the equation of conservation of momentum :

m(v — u) = — m'iv' — u')

which can be roughly verified by means of trolleys or a vector

balance. It is found experimentally, by using different bodies,

that

l = ^i ft

s mjn o

so that ' mass ' is definitely associated with each body as its

' property.' But the equation from which we started contains

only numbers ; we nowhere meet with a magnitude to be called

Mass. On the other hand, Force appears to be a special category

of experience. 'Muscular force,' says Dr. N. Campbell (iv. 71),

' is something appreciated by direct sensation ; when we set a

heavy body in motion by the action of our limbs, we experience

certain sensations which everybody knows and nobody can

describe.' We can even estimate weights with a certain amount

of accuracy. By means of well-known analogies and experiments

we can pass from muscular to static force ; we can represent a

spring as exerting force, a measurable property of the spring in

any particular state of stretch. We next proceed to dynamic
force, thanks to Galileo's experiments on the motion of a body

when the balance of static forces on it is upset. So long as we
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dealing with statics, we can take Force as a magnitude which

extrapolate into other bodies from our own experience. We
then measure it in the usual way, by initially assuming

Ttooke's law for springs, i.e. by a surrogative or extrinsic process

A oendent on spatial measurement ; or we can use a balance

hich being a rigid equal-armed lever, also presupposes length-

flsure But in dynamics we take force = mass x accelera-

f n i e. the product of two numbers. It seems best therefore to

Tjres'cind altogether from the extremely doubtful category of Mass

andtotreatphysicsindependentlyofthemagnitudeEorce. We can

regard force and mass as numbers which emerge in our experiments

after we have measured space and time, without denying that

there is some objective entity corresponding to these numbers.15

Whatever view may be taken of this last point, it is certain

that we can build the whole of mechanics on the measure-

numbers I, m, t. These we propose to call basic measures";

since all other symbols occurring are definable in terms of these,

and therefore are pure numbers. To illustrate the prevailing

confusion we may quote a statement from a Report of the

English Mathematical Association Committee on the Teaching

of Elementary Mechanics

:

It should be permissible to treat elementary problems on the

accelerations produced by forces by simple proportion

:

force acting _ weight

acceleration produced g

Inasmuch as this refers to measures {fja =W?),
the equation

eems harmless enough. But a distinguished profes or"

promptly pounced on it, declaring that the correct version is .

acceleration _ unbalanced force

g weight of body acted on

» B is amazing to find relativists claimingthis«^Jf^^
for Einstein. 'I may initiate the criticism «&"£%*£%„&
example, what is meant by mass. The answer ol the,^^ W»

the mass of a body is its material substance The relativ stic physic* ,

other hand, womdsay^^^^^
an operation of measurement. —V. ixinzen, u. j

leneth-measure.»The term fu^erUal should properly be ££££££ extrinsic,

which is primary and direct ; the measuresm and (, being surrog

presuppose length-measure. Mtehanict. ed. Perry,

"Prof. Worthington in TAe Teaching of Elemmlary Mechanic, ea

1006, p. 63.
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\

i.e. a/g = fjto.
' Is a boy,' he asks indignantly, ' is a boy rei._

to be encouraged to write down the ratios of quantities of different

physical dimensions and to regard it as a simple proportion ?

'

This extraordinary scruple is by no means antiquated, for in

1930 the Mathematical Association issued another Report on the

Teaching of Mechanics in Schools. Instead of showing the
absurdity of the objection, they actually endorsed it (p. 23 *)

;

The fundamental equation of the subject is not used in the form
/= ma, where the left-hand side is a force and the right-hand side
something which (as explained above) is inevitably thought of bv
the beginner as totally different. Instead it is obtained in the form
flw=ajg, which states a simple proportion and in which each side
of the equation is a mere ratio.

Whether //o = m is a 'mere ratio,' whether 'the beginner'
is just ' inevitably ' stupid, is left quite undecided. But later

on we are told (p. 41) :
' It is a commonplace that the letters

that occur in a formula of algebra stand for numbers. The same
is true of a formula in mechanics.' However, this concession to
common sense is vitiated by a reference to unexplained ' dimen-
sions ' and a remark that ' it is for the teacher to decide at what
stage the change can safely occur,' i.e. the change from fjw = a\g
to fja = wjg = m. When the best teachers are so muddled about
the symbols of mechanics, it is not surprising that so much
confusion should prevail concerning the symbols of electro-
magnetics.

2. Derived Quantities.

As one of the simplest derived or compound quantities,' let
us take velocity

: v = l\t. The usual version is

vV=lL/lT = l[t.LIT, (14.2)

where the capital letters designate unit magnitudes. As Prof.
Kennelly says (iv. 98) : 'If the unit of length in a system is L
(say 1 metre) and the unit of time is T (say 1 second), then the
unit of velocity

. . . wiU be V ^ LIT.' The only possible
meamng assignable to this statement is: 1=1/1. How can there
possibly be any meaning in Length divided by Time, if we fully
comprehend what is implied in these words and in the symbols
which merely designate them ? One might as well try to divide
the smell of a flower by the ticking of a clock ! This attempt to
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erform arithmetical operations on non-numerical magnitudes is

uite a modern innovation, due chiefly to Maxwell. If we turn

to older authors we find statements such as the following

:

We cannot compare together two things of different nature such

s space and time ; but we can compare the ratio of the parts of the

time with that of the parts of the space traversed.—d'Alembert,

Traiti de dynamique, 1743, p. vii.

Taking any force or its effect as unit, the expression of every other

force is no longer anything but a ratio, a mathematical quantity

which may be represented by numbers or lines. It is under this

aspect that we have to consider forces in mechanics.—Lagrange,

Micanique analytique (1788), ed. 1811 vol. L, p. 1.

Space time and velocity are quantities of different lands which

must be' referred to different units for us to compare the numbers

which represent them : I being the ratio of the space traversed to

the unit of length, t that of the time taken to the unit of time, the

velocity is by definition given by the equation »= Z/4.—G.Lam*,

Cours de physique, 1 (1836) 22.
:

It must always be kept in mind that v and t are abstract numbers ,

and that v refers to some unit of space such as a foot, an inch, a yard ;

and that t refers to some unit of time such as an hour a mmute, a

second.—Robison, System of Mechanical Philosophy, 1 (1822) 100.

Let us now see what attempt is made to justify the new

departure. This is Clifford's defence :

Let rm denote the unit of velocity, [L] the unit of length, and [T]

theuiutof time; then [7]= [i]/[T]. Here the word per has been

replaced by the sign for divided by Now it is nonsense .sayJfcrt

a unit of velocity is a unit of length divided by a umt of tune m the

ordinary sense of the words. But we find it convenient to give a

new meaning to the words ' divided by > and to the symbol^wtoh

shortly expresses them, so that they may be used to mean what*

meant by the word per in the expression m^%^°u
Iom

T^
convenience is made manifest when we have to cl£"?™ °™

unit to another. ... If we give to the symbol <* *"™?^ST
meaning and then treat it by the rules applicable to the oW meaning,

we arrive at right results.—EJemejiis of Dynamic, 1 (1878) 49 f

.

Or, as Boltzmann (in. 284) puts it

:

Instead of the quotient of the^^SS
the number expressing the time we use the expre s on quotient o.

a length by a time.' This implies an extension'°**e ™™e
P*

3

°l *

divisfon ; the quotient length time must be defined anw ju*»

we newly define the concept of a negative.or fractional power

understanding thereby a taction or root The advantage of

^

new definition consists in the fact that rules ior cai jt

for the former definition can be extended to the new definition.
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The only argument discoverable here is Clifford's pragmatic
argument that ' we arrive at right results.' We shall presently

see the irrelevance of this by getting the right results without
any bad metaphysics. It is admitted that the ordinary meaning
of ratio is ' nonsense '

; but we are left completely ignorant of
the new non-nonsensical meaning ; it is just a new definition of
some undefined relationship between Space and Time ; trans-

lated into Latin it is per. The extraordinary feature of this

innovation is that the equation is dissociable into the familiar
v = Ijt and the mystic V = LjT. The only workable intelligible

equation is the one in which the symbols denote measures
; when

a student has to find a velocity, he measures I and t and produces
v. What has happened to V and LjT ? They have been neatly
removed to form a second mysterious equation V = LjT, which
is labelled ' dimensional,' as if it were an unpleasant chemical.18

Against this assertion of the meaninglessness of LjT, it may
be urged that unit velocity is a unique interrelation between Space
and Time, that we have not exhausted its meaning merely by
dividing one pure number by another. As Sir Oliver Lodge says,

changing the units does not affect the velocity of light. Whether
you say light travels 186,000 miles a second or whether you say it is
so many inches an hour, makes no difference to the velocity. An
algebraic symbol ought to represent the thing itself, not a mere
number of units. • Altering the numerical specification—which is
what you do by altering units—means no difference to the thine
itself.—MorUhly Notices, 80 (1919) 107.

Without raising the question of absolute or relative motion,
we can certainly say that movement is a real process, either a
change m intrinsic ubication or an alteration in the spatial
relationship of bodies. It is unique and indefinable like Space
and Time. But for that very reason it escapes through the
meshes of science. We can do nothing with the spaciness of
space as such

; we can only, bo to Bpeak, point to it. We can
indicate what we mean by saying, Let L or L' be the Length.
iiut unless you already have the intuition of space, you will not
know what is signified; the meaning is not contained in the
symbol. Knowing the meaning of what is indicated, the length
ol L can de defined as the ratio I = L'/L. While the Length V
remains the same, its length may be any number whatever, it

of Z. 'JS? 'rf°" "?' Ion«th/unit tin» " oaUed by Maxwell the dimensions
of the unit of veloo.ty.--A. F. Sundell, PM 14 (1882) 87.
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depends on the choice of L. It is only I which is an ' algebraic

vmbol ' that is, a symbol which, just because it has a meaning

Hsvond and apart from the mere intuitional reference to space,

• capable of interrelations with other symbols—or to speak

more correctly, with what they symbolise. All theae symbols are

rators, ^ey Btand for ratiofication, which is specifically the

same operation no matter what may be the kind of magnitudes

which are compared in pairs. It is precisely because our symbols

do not
' represent ' things themselves, but rather a general type

of quantitative operation applicable to all kinds of magnitudes,

that we obtain the equations of physics. If our symbols stood

for the magnitudes themselves, we could do nothing with them,

each would remain in splendid isolation.

This view must not of course be distorted into a kind of

algebraicism, a shadowy 'world of science' in which some

paradox-infected writers profess to believe. We admit the

methodological profession that theoretical science is concerned

only with the algebraic interrelations of numbers. But we must

refuse to accept the further implication that the qualitative

world of experience, including the causal and activist nexus, is

thereby ignored and even denied. There is no justification for

erecting measures into monads in an occasionalist universe. For

our operational symbols are neither self-contained nor self-

explanatory, though the highly mathematical physicist-who

has probably forgotten what the inside of a laboratory is Lie-

fa apt to think so. The symbols of physics are essentiaUy in-

complete ; their full significance implies a reference beyond their

numerical values ; they can be understood only in then- context

or background of laboratory and life.
.

Since these words were written I have come across a striking

assertion of the same view in the recent work of a distinguished

physicist

:

The equations always have to be accompamedby a ' te^effing

what the significance of the equations is and how to use them. ...

Not only mtst the text*«^«™
<f*KSSS*

*

it must also specify the connection between the^™
e

8yT°

"the-
the equation . . . It appears, therefore, that ;

*•«*£•» may
matical formulation requires equations plus text »^ t

^
3™

perform a variety of functions. The necessity fora text^^
always overlooked, but I think it must bew«««^"^ffl» to

. . .The text cannot tell us what it is that th
>

C°™3P°™
^he-

be set up with, without going outside the system of the max
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matioal theory and assuming an intuitive knowledge of the language

of ordinary experience. . . . The text contains the unanalysables

of the theory and thus involves its essential limitations. . . . The
text is never explicitly stated in formulations of the theory, so that

we shall have to construct it for ourselves by observing how the

equations are used.—Bridgman, iv. 59 f ., 72.

It follows that no physical equation is self-explanatory, for

it consists merely of relations between pure numbers. Thus
x* + y* = a* represents a circle, only -when x and y are understood

to be the measures of perpendicular Lengths. Similarly l = vt

might mean any number of things. When we specify that I is

length and t time, it does not yet define velocity v ; we must
further say that I is the time taken by something—say light—to

traverse the distance I. But the ideas of time occupied, distance

traversed and light moving, are not contained in the equation at

all. They constitute the context, the experiential framework
in which we read the equation. If we retain the same context,

i.e. if we are referring to the same physical process, but use

different units of space and time, we shall obtain a different

number for v. The one thing certain about ' the thing itself ' is

that it cannot occur in an algebraic equation ; all we can say is

that light takes Time to travel over Space. There is no how-
muchness about it ; the moment you consider how much Space
and how much Time, you have started to measure. It is there-

fore irrelevant to object that in ordinary life, without knowing
anything about the formula, we distinguish between quick and
slow movements." We do, but only by making an estimate

which is a rough measurement ; in the same time one travels over
a greater distance than the other, or one takes a longer time than
the other to traverse the same distance. There is a comparison
between two Lengths or between two Times. Or, if we prefer,

we could take quickness and slowness as qualitative attributes
of motion, which we correlate with greater or smaller numbers
of what we call the velocity. Physics is not concerned with
the nature of things, but only with an algebraic pattern which
represents, or is correlated with, their behaviour inter se.

Whatever way we think of velocity, we must think not merely
of Space and Time in some kind of juxtaposition, we must think
of something traversing Space during a Time. If we like, we can

" A. Meinong, Ueber die Bedeulung de» Weberscken Geselzes : Beilriige nxr
Psychology des Vergleidiem und Muune, Haraburg-Leipzig, 1896, p. 15.
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call this with Meinong (p. 16), a grouping of Space and Time ' in

relation by means of which they combine into a complex

(VorstdlungsgebiU) of higher order.' But Space remains Space

and Time remains Time, they do not start playing leap-frog ; in

f ct they do nothing, but something else does something—it

occupies Time in travelling over Space. This phrase has now

been repeated ad nauseam, merely to show how impossible it is

to get this qualitative uniqueness into an equation. We employ

algebra only at the price of eliminating all qualitative distinctions.

Against this it may be urged that

everv physical concept has an intuitional basis; the connection

with this basis may not be abandoned if the full understanding o£

the concept is to be preserved. Thus velocity means, not the

nuotient lit, which in itself is quite meaningless, but rather a special

state of a body, whose exact measurement becomes possible with

the help of this quotient—Poske, cited by Meinong, p. 15.

But it must be answered that, explicitly in physical measure-

ments and implicitly in the estimates of ordinary life, velocity

does in fact mean the ratio of the two measures I and t. In one

sense everything in a quantitative physical equation is devoid of

non-numerioal significance. We have to know the contextual

complex or universe of discourse—the preliminary under-

standing that I is the measure of Length, and so on-m order to

determine its significance for physics. We can if we choose use

the term Velocity to designate and summary this quantita-

tive background of experience in the present case. Buta -would

be an ambiguous use of a word already preempted for a definite

measure in science. ,

There might be some justification for it if our procedure con-

sisted mTaking an entity called unit Velocity and m comparing

with it another magnitude of the same kind. Prof. Bndgman

(i. 99) thinks we can do this :

There is still another most interesting way of defining velocity

in which the analysis into space and tune is not made at au

velocity is directly measured by building «£*"£*££\ . fWe

physical addition of a unit velocity •*«*£"**
fo velocity, as

may in the first place construct a <**>^£?**l£ on°a board
fo/example by fetching a string

;

between ^W^V**
with a fixed weight. If we stake *hestang, »«

_ and we define

along the string, which we can follow with.the eye
,^

unit
g
velocity £ the velocity of this^». An

with a fixed weight. "^^fVw^ththeeve- and we define

along the string, which we can follow with.the eye
,^

unit velocitv as the velocity of this^b
^Zban?e and less if

greater than unit velocity if it outruns the disturbance
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it lags behind. We may now duplicate our standard, making
another board with pegs and stretched string, and check the equality

of the two disturbances by observing that the two disturbances

run together. We now define two units of velocity as the velocity

of anything which runs with the disturbance of the string of the

second board, when the second board is made to move bodily with
such a velocity that it runs with the disturbance of the first string.

The process may be extended indefinitely, and any velocity measured.

Prof. Bridgman is surely under a misapprehension if he fancies

that he has defined or measured velocity without ' the analysis

into space and time.' All he says is that something has twice

the velocity of another when it traverses twice the distance in

the same time. And by adjusting the weight on the second

board, we could secure that the disturbance travels its whole

length while that in the first covers half. A velocity would then

be doubled if twice the distance is travelled in the same time or

if the same distance is traversed in half the time. In other

words, we are merely using the equation v = Ijt.

We maintain, therefore, that there is no such magnitude as

Velocity at all, there is only a measure which is defined as Ijt;

when we speak of measuring velocity, we mean the quotient of

these two other measures. The so-called unit of velocity is not

a standard of comparison ; it is the value of v when I = t, and
this value is 1. (Of course it may not be unity when different

measures of length and time are employed ; thus a velocity

which is 1 when mile and hour units are used is 88/60 in foot and
second units.) Therefore, the usual definition, which tells us,

for example, that ' the unit of velocity is the uniform velocity of

one centimetre per second,' merely tells us that unit velocity is

the number one ! The proper definition is : velocity is the
length in cms. divided by the time in sees. If this number is, say,

6, we can express this as v= 6 cm./sec. But the symbol or

phrase 'cm./sec' is not a number—still less some undefined
quality—multiplying 6 ; it is merely a marginal note informing
or reminding U3 that v was found equal to 6 when length-measure
in centimetres was divided by time-measure expressed as the
number of seconds.

It is rather surprising to find philosophers falling into the
egregious blunder which pervades contemporary physics :

Regarding multiplication and division ... as real operations
performed on concrete quantities, the square bracket in the above
symbols stands for a concrete unit. For example, the velocity
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' 320 feet per 60 seconds ' means 320 ft./60 sec. = 16 ft./3 sec.= 16/3

of unit velocity. Those mathematicians who hold that such an

expression as ft./sec. is meaningless have to maintain that the

mathematical equations which are used to express physical facts

are concerned only with the numerical measurement of concrete

nuantities, whereas I hold that they are concerned with the concrete

quantities'themselves.—W. E. Johnson, Logic, 2 (1922) 185.

Surely one need not be a ' mathematician ' to uphold common

sense Why is it said that we ' have to maintain ' that equations

are algebraic, as if the view were held with reluctance or apology ?

The viewpoint shamelessly advocated in this chapter is that the

alternative theory leads to unmitigated nonsense. It is no

argument in favour of this prevalent theory merely to reiterate

that ft./sec. is unit velocity. Someone should try to tell us

seriously what it can mean except one divided by one.

We must similarly reject such a statement as that of Born 20
:

'The unit of charge in the c.g.s. [i.e. electrostatic] system must

be written cm. Vgnn. cm./sec.' If this conglomeration of

symbols is taken literally as expressing the unit of charge, it can

be interpreted only as 1 X Vl X 1/1, that is, unity. Similarly,

Pohl and Roos (p. 13) give us the equation

1 Vdyne = 300 abs. volt = 10 abs. ampere.

To which we can only reply that (in the c.g.s. system) the square

root of a dyne is 1. And when Haas (i. 225) says that the

dimensions of the electrostatic unit of quantity are gm* cm
_

sec.-\ dividing this by a second we obtain the absolute current,

the operation can mean only division of 1 by 1

.

Accordingly we maintain that unit velocity is neither LjT nor

cm./sec. ; it is the number one, and it is nothing eke. Velocity-

measure is a 'derived quantity,' a 'pure; number defin da

lit, where the solidus denotes the arithmetical *™°n^ '

or the ratio of the two numbers I and t. If the reader tafc

anything strange in this statement, the reason is that he »

thMdng
8
of the" genesis and context of these «***"*££

In ordinary life and in the laboratory these aspects ^e
Jiportont

but they are entirely irrelevant to the numbers or algebraic

quantities which occur in the equations ofphysics

Philosophers have got into the habit ofJ^™^£
simple measure known as velocity is a blight destroying *ui

and life. Let us hear Bergson.

" Einstein's Tfteory of BeUUivUy, 1924, p. 132.
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When positive science speaks of time, what it refers to is the

movement of a certain mobile T on its trajectory. This movement
has been chosen by it as representative of time ; and it is, by
definition, uniform. ... Of the flux itself of time, still less of its

effect on consciousness, there is here no question ; for there enter

into the calculation only the points Tv T t , Ts , . . . taken on the

flux, never the flux itself. . . . And when we say that a movement
or any other change has occupied a time t, we mean by it that we
have noted a number t of correspondences of this kind. We have
therefore counted simultaneities ; we have not concerned ourselves

with the flux that goes from one to another.—Bergson, Creative

Evolution, 1912, p. 356.

Science reduces movement to something other than itself, and
substitutes for real duration, the stuff movement is made of, a
symbolic image derived from extension in space. Thus it measures
movement by bringing it to a standstill, as it analyses life by killing

it.—J. Chevalier. Henri Bergson, 1928, p. 83.

Who would ever think that the timing of a race or the setting

up of a sand-glass would have such disastrous effects ? It would

seem that the exponents of this view are themselves the un-

conscious victims of the theory we have called algebraicism,

which they are professing to combat. Bergson thinks that

physics deals only with the highly sophisticated notion of dates,

that it does not concern itself with ' flux,' i.e. duration. We have
already at some length demonstrated the opposite view. His

followers think that motion can be measured only by stopping it.

The supposition behind all this rhetoric is that a number like Ijt

is a lifeless abstract thing, utterly incommensurable with the

vivid reality of experienced motion. Quite so. But this view
is not opposed to ' science,' it is directed against an extraneous
and fallacious metaphysic of which many scientific expositors

have been guilty. It is surely a decisive argument in favour
of clarifying the elementary logic of mensuration, when we
find philosophers building upon such distortion and mis-

representation.

Analogous, though less relevant to our subject, is the curious
view held by Hegelian Marxists.

The movement of matter underlies all the phenomena of nature.
But what is movement t It is an obvious contradiction. ... A
body in motion is at a given point, and at the same time it is not
there. . . . Motion is a contradiction in action ; and consequently
the fundamental laws of formal logio cannot be applied to it.—
G. Plekhanov, Fundamental Problems of Marxism, 1929, pp. 112,
117.
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What a pathetic belief in dialectical jugglery, which scientifically

and practically is refuted every moment of our lives ! We erect

a number of static categories essentially incompatible with any

real becoming ; and then, when we find we cannot fit motion into

our Procrustean bed, we shout contradiction 1

We have discussed at some length the simple derived measure

known as velocity, and its relation to experienced motion, because

if we once justify our view in this case it will have far-reaching

effects in other parts of physics ; in particular it will involve a

radical departure from the existing treatment of electrical

quantities and units. But it is also necessary to deal briefly with

the measures known as area and volume. Let us begin by

quoting Sir Oliver Lodge as an exponent of the view we propose

to refute

:

When we say volume = Ibh or length X breath X height, we may

and should mean by I the actual length, by 6 the actual breadth and

by h the actual height—and not the number of inches or centimetres

in each and the resulting product is then the actual volume and

not any'numerical estimate of it. ... This is one of the few things

on which presently I wish to dogmatise. . . .From this point of

view the symbols of algebra are concrete or real physical quantities,

not symbols for numbers alone.—Easy Mathematics, chiefly Arithmetic,

1906, p. 53.

Dogmatising is a poor substitute for argument. When we are

told that Volume is actually generated by 'multiplying the

Lengths L,, L 2 , L3 , then we are being regaled with a meaningless

metaphor. We know what we mean by Volume and we know

what we mean by Length ; our intuition shows us the
;

unique

spatial relation between a cubic Volume and its twelve positionally

placed Edges. We also know what we mean by the multiplication

of numbers. But we do not know what is meant when we are

told to select three Edges, three Enear spatial properties ot the

Volume, and to multiply them. Yet Sir Oliver says (p. 54

'we may proceed without compunction to multiply together all

sorts of incongruous things if we find any convenience in so doing^

He thinks L* is
' real and intelligible,' while I* is nonsense and

cannot appear ' in a correct end-result.' While our view * that

even L» is nonsense and that Z* is quite common and"«Me.
Now surface does not mean two-dimensionality ,

on tne

contrary, two intersecting axes already presuppose »P»
If we consider the lines in isolation and not in one and the same
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space, they cannot be regarded as intersecting.
^

The mere duality

of the two lines is therefore insufficient. One is spatially outside

the other ; hence spaciness of the interrelationship is already

assumed. The plane itself, we conclude, does not receive its

determination from any statement about entities in the plane.

If therefore we call the rectangle £,£2, we must not delude

ourselves into thinking that we have obtained a plane area by

any conceivable operation on two linearly spatial entities regarded

simply as two specimens of their kind. We can of course

regard L
X
L

2
as an agreed symbol for the construction of the

rectangle. But however we view it, we have already assumed

the new category of area within which we operate. There is no

analogy whatever with the multiplication of two numbers.

Similarly three-dimensionality has no meaning apart from

body-space, while the latter has a meaning apart from dimensions.21

Dimensions mean intersecting lines and have no meaning except

in an independently existing space. If three-dimensionality had

a meaning independently of body-space or even if it were

synonymous with it, then we could think of four-dimensional

space. But in fact the latter can be neither imagined nor

conceived ; it is a metaphor, a very useful labour-saving metaphor

in spite of the nonsense written by popularisers of science. By
speaking of dimensions in a purely arithmetical or analytical

sense, we are enabled to use our space-intuitions as memory-aids

and to employ the rich vocabulary of geometry by way of

analogy. But we are not dealing with spatial magnitudes at

all—no more than we are when, in the kinetic theory of gases,

we speak of a representative point in ra-dimensional space. We
have to do with ratios or measures, pure numbers expressed in

algebraic notation.

The view that the introduction of magnitude-symbols, sus-

ceptible of arithmetical operations, into physics is justified by an

appeal to area and volume, is very widespread. Let us quote

one of the best-known historians of science :

A surface in geometry is conceived as having two dimensions

;

it is two lines, two lengths, expressed in metres for example,
which are combined by multiplication. That is evidently quite an

11 There is a childlike simplicity about M. Borel's remark : " The much-
discussed question with regard to the number of dimensions in space is quite

simple : space is three-dimensional because volumes are proportional to the cubes
of lengths.'—Space and Time, 1926, p. 6.
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exceptional operation j even in geometry we cannot combine in this

matter a Burface with another surface nor a solid with another solid.

This privilege is limited even for lengths, beyond the third power

the symbol can no longer be translated into our reality. It is also

quite as evident that the operation we perform on lengths is not of

the same nature as those to which we subject abstract numbers.

In multiplying a number by another, we never obtain anything but

a number analogous with the two first, while here two lengths give

us a surface, that is, something essentially different from the two

factors. E. Meyerson, De Vexplication dans les sciences, 1921, ii.

208 f.

But even M. Meyerson has scruples. ' It seems clear,' he says,

' that such operations are not ipso facto legitimate. How can

we conceive a weight (in kilograms) multiplied by a time (in

seconds) ? Is it not like multiplying metres of cloth by litres of

milk ? ' Is it not astonishing that there should be still such

confusion concerning the veriest elements of physics and men-

suration ? This eminent writer seriously thinks that physicists

and even surveyors are occupied all day in performing operations

analogous to multiplying cloth and milk and thus by a species

of legerdemain producing ' something essentially different from

the two factors,' a form of hybridisation exceeding the powers of

the most sanguine Mendelian

!

It is obvious to anyone conversant with current expositions of

units and dimensions in electromagnetics that this pseudo-

mystical outlook is still prevalent—even among otherwise hard-

headed electrotechnicians. M. H. Abraham (i. 13*) is one of the

few to utter a mild warning :

In electricity the formula expressing Ohm's law, V=ir,. .
.

signifies only that the measured potential-difference is proportional

both to the current and to the resistance. . . .
Hence it is not

possible to say that the potential is the product of current and

resistance, if one wishes to attach to this statement the meamng of

a more or less mysterious multiplication of these magnitudes taken

in themselves.

In accordance with the arguments just given, we go farther

than M. Abraham. For we deny that there are any m^tu°e3

per se corresponding to the derived quantities V, j, r. No doubt,

there is an objective reality-say, a flow of electrons-corre-

sponding to what we call an electric current. This * what we

have called the context, the objective circumstances and processes

which alone give physical significance to our algebra. .But
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current-meowre is simply a number obtained by combining certain

basic measures. So far as the equations of physics are concerned,

v j and r are ordinary numbers, and there cannot possibly be

the smallest objection to the formula V^jr

For the same reason we cannot accept without qualification the

following account of the formula : rate of heat-production =fr,

We discover that the heat evolved per second when a current of

strength j
passes along a wire is proportional to f . This means that

if i is measured by means of its footrule derived from the deflection

of the magnetic needle (a length) and if the heat is similarly measured

by means of a length—say the expansion of a metal bar such as a

thread of mercury—then when the latter measurement shows that

there is four times the heat passing out, the former measurement

shows that there is twice the current passing ; and so on. In the

final statement the ' footrules,' both length-measurers, are switched

out of the story altogether, and the relation stated as one between

Kate of Heat Production and Current.—Prof. H. Levy, Proc. Ariel.

Sac, 1937, p. 97*.

This justification is rather roundabout. The use of surrogative

measures is quite a separate problem. The length of a mercury-

thread to measure temperature is validated by empirical observa-

tion subsequently refined and extended. The measure may he

designated ' length,' but only in a very special sense. It is not

any length associated geometrically with the system, we are not

at all interested in the length as such and it is only accidentally

that its graduations are equidistant. We call the length the

temperature because we have reason to believe that it measures

a certain thermal property of the system ; and subsequently

other substitutes were discovered which in some cases supersede

the thermometer. Similar remarks apply to the measure of a

current by means of the sine or tangent of an angle. It is rather

misleading to speak of footrules being introduced and then being

removed. Like other equations of physics, A=JV is a relation

between operational ratios, whose laboratory context is exceed-

ingly complex and involves interrelation between thermal and

electrical phenomena. But it is an over-simplification to speak

of Current as if it were a single quasi-substantial objectification

of the current-measure. This latter is, say, j = nev ; it involves

a number of discrete entities, a peculiar property of each which

results in the measure we call charge, and their motional character-

istic which we measure as velocity. We may, of course, use the
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word Current to designate this complex statistical fact ; but it is

open to the same misinterpretation as the word Velocity.

We shall develop this point of view in the next chapter.

Meanwhile, as a preliminary to our discussion of the many
extraordinary statements made in connection with electricity,

we shall give a lengthy quotation from Lord Kelvin. It is a

perfect illustration of the perverted metaphysics which is so

widespread in electromagnetics.

It is interesting, not only in respect to the ultimate philosophy

of metrical systems but also as full of suggestions regarding the pro-

perties of matter, to work out in detail the idea of founding the

measurements of mass and force on no other foundation than the

measurement of length and time. In doing so we immediately find

that the square of an angular velocity is the proper measure of

density or mass per unit volume ; and that the fourth power of a

linear velocity is the proper measure of a force. The first of these

statements is readily understood by referring to Clerk Maxwell's

suggestion of taking the period of revolution of a satellite revolving

in a circle, close to the surface of a fixed globe of density equal to the

maximum density of water, as a fundamental unit for the reckoning

of time. Modify this by the independent adoption of a unit of time,

and we have in it the foundation of a measurement of density, with

the detail that the density of the globe is equal to 3/4* of the square

of this satellite's angular velocity in radians per second, . . . It

may be a hard idea to accept, but the harder it is, the more it is

worth thinking of and the more instructive in regard to the pro-

perties of matter. There it is, explain it how you will, that the

density of water, the density of brass, the mean density of the earth,

is measured absolutely in terms of the square of an angular velocity.

The dimension for the reckoning of density is the square ot

an angular velocity on the universal-gravitation absolute system,

and is therefore T~2
.

. ,,,.,. „.«„.
Equally puzzling and curious is a velocity to the fourth power for

the reckoning of force Now if I were to say that the weight of

that piece of chalk is the fourth power of twenty miles an hour, I

should be considered fit not for this place but for a place where

people who have lost their senses are taken care of. I suppose^almost

everyone present would think it simple idiocy, if I were to say that

the weight of that piece of chalk is the fourth power of sevenor

eight yards per hour ; yet it would be perfectly good sense-Kelvin,

ii. 104. Cf. Maxwell in 1877 (Campbell-Gamett, p. 400).

Let us see what is the scientific content of this specimen of the

ultimate philosophy of metrology. Suppose a particle revokes

under gravitational attraction, with angular velocity u round a
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homogeneous sphere (density p and radius r), close to the surface.

The central acceleration is

UV =W* = 4tty/3 . rp,

so that u8 = 47Tfp/3. And if T = 2jc/u is the period, we hare

r=(37r/YP)».

Theoretically, there is no objection to taking this, instead of a

fraction of the sidereal day, as our unit of time. The question

nill become practical when someone produces the globe and the

satellite ! But what is mysterious in this equation, which is not

already contained in the pendulum-formula T = 2jt(J/y)» ? And

how is the equation p = 3uV47Tf ' a hard idea to accept ' ? The

fact that the measure-numbers of physics are interrelated, ought

by this time to be rather commonplace.

Suppose further that a particle of mass m revolves in a circle

of radius r round a particle of equal mass. Its acceleration is

u*/r = ymlr1 . Hence the force acting on it is

f=ymi
lr* = v'ly.

Here, in virtue of the law of gravitation, we have another inter-

relation between the numbers/, v and y. Good physics and good

sense. Now by ' the weight of that piece of chalk ' we may be

alluding to a certain phenomenon familiar to us by our muscular

sense and by various experiments. But when we employ the

symbol w, we mean the ordinary number resulting from a certain

comparison. And similarly by ' twenty miles an hour ' we mean

the number 20, which results from certain metrical operations.

And it may happen that we find w = 204
. If the body is falling

against a resistance proportional to the square of the speed, it

will ultimately tend to move uniformly bo that w — h?. In fact

there is as much, or as little, ' puzzling and curious ' in saying

that the resistance is Jto* as in saying that, in the former case,

the force is v'fr. The mystification sets in when we begin to

misinterpret these numbers as complex qualitative happenings

miraculously susceptible to arithmetical operations such as raising

to the fourth power. It is precisely the failure to recognise the

symbols of physics as ordinary numbers, which has led electricians

into such a quagmire
_ of futile and meaningless metaphysics.

We need not be too surprised, for have we not just heard the

great Kelvin unwittingly talking nonsense ?

We shall illustrate from electromagnetics the point we have
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just made concerning velocity. We can synthetically express

both Lorentz's and Ritz's theories by saying that the force, in

elst measure, between two moving charges is given by an ex-

tension of Coulomb's law

:

ee'/r2 ./(»/c).

Puttin" eV=jds in formula (12.20) and integrating, we can

assert that we have deduced from the above force-formula that

the ' magnetic intensity,' in mag measure, is given by

H=j/c. ffdsr/r3 .

A particular case is the formula for the magnetic field at the

centre of a circular circuit

:

H = 2izjlcr.

AH this argument k straightforward and has already been

given at length. There is no doubt whatever that in these

formulae c is some critical velocity ; and a comparison with

Hertz's experiments has shown that c= 3 . 1010 , the velocity of

light. <.",. ,
•

. -

Though we are reversing the historical (but not the logical)

order we can now say that we decide on a new measure of current,

the elm measure j' = j/c. Accordingly, the last formula becomes

H = 2jtf/r. Thus we have two units of current whose ratio is c,

as has also been verified independently.
_

Incidentally we may interpolate the observation that this is

no argument for, or peculiarity of, Maxwell's theory ;
it holds

equally on Ritz's theory. Hence the usual contention is

inadmissible.

The agreement or disagreement of the values furnishes a test
i

of

the electromagnetic theory of light. ... Our theory asserts that

these two quantities are equal and assigns a physical reason for this

%Sgl"s Smfft was realised that the ratio of the elm to

the eKit has the dimensions of a velocity Tbs>«»*«*«
lent some support to Maxwell's views from the purely ^oretoU

side of the subject. But ten years after"^ • £^£tod
magnetic waves were actually detected, *en- velocitV™*^*
and the results of experiment found to agree with toH*n.«
his theory.-D. M. Turner, Makers of Science: Elecincity ana
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disturbance in vacuum is propagated with a velocity equal to th
ratio of the elm and elst units of charge. If then we succeed in

finding this ratio and in measuring this velocity, a comparison of
these two quantities will allow us to refute or to confirm Maxwell*.

theory.-L. Bloch, p. 319.
4weu 8

If the experimentally measured velocity of light and the expert-
mentally measured ratio of the units are found to be the same this
agreement constitutes strong evidence in favour of Maxwell's
assumption of displacement-currents and the electromagnetic nature
of light.—G. Harnwell and J. Livingood, Experimental Atomlr
Physics, 1933, p. 6.

To the unsophisticated person it seems quite simple and
natural that we should use two different measures for charge one
being 3 . 1010 times the other,, in different ranges of phenomena
it does not appear to be anything more peculiar than the fact

that we have different measures, varying from microns to light-

years, for length. Nevertheless there is a great outcry, a regular

chorus of objections.

The electrostatic system of measurement ... is independent of
and incompatible with the electromagnetic system—Maxwell iii

569. ' "

It is not to be supposed that we can long go on with two distinct
systems of units, the electrostatic and the electromagnetic, and two
distinct sets of dimensions for the same quantities.—Sir 0. Lodge,
i. 404. .

It seems absurd that there should be two different units of
electricity; still more absurd that one unit should be thirty
thousand million centimetres per second greater than the other.-
S. P. Thompson, p. 352.
What in the world has the mutual attraction of two charged

spheres got to do with the square of the velocity of light ?—Pohl-

We cannot remain without misgivings when we find the quantity
Cjtne velocity of light, a factor in the dimensional expressions
lne author has for long endeavoured to find in relativity an answer
to tne riddle which has intrigued physicists and others for the last

T?,

r "° vear?-—Lanchester, p. 281.
The two rival systems of measuring electrical quantities were

oeveioped at a time when the relationship between electric and

S! \ .

e
;.
was not cIear'y understood. Now that more is

EmTS! . u
r
f!
ationsIliP. it is highly desirable that only one

kind of system should be employed.-PUley, p. 192.

it tr 7
6 e ral8ed charee to the rank of an independent unit,

stateZ,f
6VT.T^ to have h » ^e ratio c to itself. This

kTatE'„ W^h we have lightened generations of students,
is at least very undidactio.-Sommerfeld, ii. 817.
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It seems almost incredible that such an outcry could be raised

over such an elementary matter. It is no more ' absurd ' to

have two measures for charge than it is to express length in

centimetres and feet. There is as little incompatibility as there

is between measuring force in pounds and dynes. If successive

professors have been scrupulous, if generations of students have

been frightened, the reason is very simple : they have failed to

grasp the very meaning of the symbols of physical science. In

expressing Coulomb's law /= g?'/ara , we sometimes take <x= 1

and sometimes we put a = c*2 , where c is both the ratio of the

units and the velocity of light. If it happened to be convenient,

we could take c to be the velocity of sound in air, or Young's

modulus for steel. What on earth has c to do with the force

between two stationary point-charges ? Nothing whatever ; it

is we who have inserted the number c. How can one unit be

3 . 1010 centimetres per second times the other ? The answer is

that the italicised words are a ridiculous interpolation. For

c = 3 . 1010 , when we use the c.g.s. system ; it is false to say that

c = 3 '. 10lo'cm./sec. if this last appendage is regarded as a ' quali-

tative
' multiplier. Our rather lengthy excursus on velocity-

measure has not been in vain if it serves as the first step towards

clarifying the question of electrical units.

Incidentally we have shown that the question of employing

so-called rational or rationalised units is purely a matter of

practical convenience (or perhaps inconvenience), and has not

the remotest theoretical significance. It is nothing more or less

than taking « = 4*. Heaviside, of course, considered every

other value quite irrational and absurd.

:
••' What was more natural than to make the exPre38io

,

n^]

*e

v
la

^
as simple as possible by giving the constant a the ^» «*&£
indeed it were thought of at all? Our anoestOT

n̂ i?°VhttS
the future-that is to say, beyond their noses-and perceive that this

system would work out absurdly.—Heaviside, m. 117. .

And so he proposed (hi. 119) ' the cure of the ^.J"**5
measure of the strength of sources,' by introducmg the naW
measure • of charge. Or, in plain language, Heaviside demanded

that « should be made "4*
; and if anyone objected, well, he was

an imbecile.
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mugnitudt

3. Measure-Ratios.

Let us consider a magnitude—say a Length (Fig. 72)—which
we designate by A, and two conspecific units to which we refer

by the letters B
x and B

2 . The
measure of A in terms of B as

_b
£_ unit is ll = AIB1 ; its measure

with Bt as unit is Za
=Am

And L = ljl
2 will be called the

measure-ratio, that is, the ratio

of the measures of the magnitude A with reference to the two
respective units Bx

and B2 . It is to be particularly noted that

while A, B, C will be temporarily employed to designate magni-
tudes, the letter L—and similarly M and T—will henceforth be
used to signify an ordinary number. It is also convenient, hut
in no way necessary, to measure the two units in terms of a third

conspecific magnitude C which we shall call the 'standard.'

These measures are 1{= BJC and I', = B2/G. We then have

Fig. 72.

(14.3)
L-h_AIB 1_Bt 3./Q g

I, A/B2 B
t BJC %

Hence L, being equal to the inverse ratio of the units, is inde-

pendent of the particular specimen A of whose measures L is the
ratio. That is, for given units 1 and 2, the number L is the same
for all members of the -4-class, i.e. for all Lengths. Obviously
the same holds for Mass and Time ; and we need not assume any
magnitude Mass.

Suppose now that we change from set 1 to set 2 of units of
length, mass and time. Our measures Z„ m„ tx become Z2 , m„ t, ;

where Z
x = Ll

2 , mi = Mmt , ^ = Tt
t . The capital letters denote

ordinary numbers, namely, measure-ratios ; they are independent
of the particular magnitude or quantity measured, for each is the
mverse ratio of the respective units 1 and 2. The measures of
derived quantities are also changed. If V is the measure-ratio
of velocity, we have

V = h = h!h = hlh = L
vt hit, tjt

t .r
This we shall call a logometric formula." It constitutes the

^I^^"1

I™" '
and Wt'"" ("•«»») It i» therefore merely a more

euphomoua form of the adjective meaeyre-rational.
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sturdy scientific reality behind those rhysterious things called

' dimensional formulae.' It is the pragmatic or working equiva-

lent of the abstruse equation for unit Velocity ; it is literally

identical with (14.2), but the meaning is completely transformed.

All the capital letters stand for ' mere ' numbers ; they need not

be enclosed in square brackets to defend their virginal qualitative-

ness against the assaults of vulgar algebra ; they are already

algebraic. Sometimes indeed we shall use square brackets, but

only for the purely alphabetical reason that we may be short of

letters. We may prefer to call some measure by a capital letter

such as H, and then [H] can conveniently stand for #i/fl2 . Or,

by reason of rofamiliarity or ambiguity, we may wish to avoid

the use of Greek capitate ; hence we may use [(S] for Pj/p,.

Similarly, we may change the letter, e.g. using D for the density-

ratio pj/pij.
But measure-ratios have no connection with square-

bracket metaphysics or with the pseudo-algebraic manipulation

of magnitudes.23

What we have done for velocity is obviously applicable to the

other. quantities of mechanics, as will be clear from this brief

table. ,
'

; '

Logometric formula

it

'

V^LjT

--F = MLITt

W=>MI?IT*
D = M\I?

y-dvjdy \n]=.MILT = DVL
(14.4)

It is clear, therefore, that our logometric formulae are identical

with the usual dimensional formulae-minus their shockingly

- . To show *-«-£*-£fi-.s£S£5W£« £

have no connection w,«h «-^^^J^
~

ionftl constitution ol the

symbols are used only to express the nature »'»-

entities they serve.'—Lanohester, p. xv.

Quantity Equation

velocity v = ljtotUI

acceleration o = Su/S«

force f= ma

energy to = mu2
/2

density p = mjv

viscosity force/area

=
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bad metaphysics. We have saved their scientific content while
cutting their absurd substructure away; and we celebrate th
victory by changing their name. Too many bad associations

cling to the term ' dimensions,' which in any case has another
(spatial) connotation. The term ' measure-ratio ' is simple and
direct."

In any case our view is identical with that of Fourier who
with a slight change of notation, wrote in 1822 25

;

In the analytical theory of heat, every equation expresses a
necessary relation between the existing magnitudes I, t, 8 c g \
This relation depends in no respect on the choice of the' unit of
length, which from its very nature is contingent ; that is to say if
we took a different unit to measure the linear dimensions the
equation would still be the same. Suppose then the unit of length
to be changed, and its second value to be equal to the first divided
by L. Any quantity whatever I, which in the equation represents
a certain line AB and which consequently denotes a certain number
of tunes the unit of length, becomes LI corresponding to the samp
length AB. .......
Fourier assumes that the symbols of physics denote ratios or

measures. His L, T, (which he calls m, n, p) denote measure-
ratios

; he had no occasion to consider M, though later on (p. 130)
he considers a change in the ' unit of weight.' It is thus clear
that we are following the writer to whom is due ' the first table
of dimensions,' as Maxwell and Jenkin tell us (p. 89). What is
not noticed, even by Maxwell himself, is that Fourier's simple
theory js altogether different from the objectionable explanation

followed"

810118 Wl"Ch ^^ giVen by MaxweU and is now eerily

By reverting to the elementary common-sense treatment of
Courier we have accordingly reinterpreted the current dimen-
sional formulae and got rid of the bad metaphysics prevalent

AnTri^ ?%
me"?g °£ thB term '^^nsion' ia often quite uncertain.

nwL^7 vf^T ' DimauU"^ *«*»* I am still unable to eay what he

7m\ L L„ !~
(m ^"y-^ott. Chemical Engineer.- Handbook, 1934,

a'riven „h;Z "V- -I"
°btaia the numbsr wh!ch represent., the velocity of

ovTr bv th! ti "V18 DUmber which m<""°™ ^e distance it has passed

JZLt- r^qTd
J"
PM8 °Ver that di8tan». «* velocity has the dimen-

»1L ,

Th
,

a^' 7=£/ri»Wenticalwith.>= J/«|

^^^:^:L7z:zzzzta inverM rati08
°'
"*
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since Maxwell. We can already draw a few important con-

clusions. In the first place, a measure such as Zx does not ' have '

a measure-ratio in any intelligible sense ; in current phraseology,

a physical quantity does not ' possess ' dimensions. One

measure does not have a measure-ratio, which is the ratio of

two measures ; in addition to Zx we require l2 , which may be

equal ' to or greater or less than l x . The particular value of L
is arbitrary, it depends entirely on the second unit which we

select. : We may put L = 1, i.e. Zt= lz ; that is, we have decided

not to change our unit of length. We can make any quantity

' dimensionless ' ; the statement sounds alarming, but is really

quite trivial. If we refuse to budge, if we decline to use any

other units, then there is no measure-ratio at all except unity,

there are no dimensions ! Take for instance Coulomb's law in

elst measure (f^qq'/r1
) and change our measures of length,

mass and time in the ratios L, M, T. Then the measure of

charge is changed in the ratio Q given by

gV-L2 = F = ML/T1
,

(14.5)

where all the letters represent ordinary numbers. There is no

difficulty in making Q = 1 ; all we require is that L*M = T2 or,

as a particular case, L = M = T = 1. It is not true to say, with

Sir J. J. Thomson (ii. 343), that ' the dimensions of electrical

quantities are a matter of definition and depend entirely upon

the system of units we adopt.' They depend entirely on the

changes we wish to make in the system of units with which we

started. There is no point in saying with Sir James Jeans (p. 15)

that ' these dimensions are merely apparent and not in any sense

real,' or in saying with Carvallo (p. 494) that they are ' fictitious

'dimensions ' without ' physical meaning.' They are just as real,

no more and no less, as Coulomb's law. The idea that measure-

ratios must somehow throw light on ' the nature ' of things must

be regarded as an exploded supersitition.
28 It is also a relic of

unintelligible metaphysics to declare that ' it seems absurd that

the dimensions of a unit of electricity should have fractional

» ' For those investigators whose activity lies primarily in applied science it

is both simpler and safer to consider the physical dimensions of a quanhty as

inherent in its nature although perhaps unknown to us. -Karapetoff
,
p. 724.

So the practical man is advised to cling to the esoteric superstition I
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powers, since such quantities as J/' and is/a are meaningless

'

»
One might as well say that y* or a3'2 is * meaningless * •

algebra! The hideous nightmare of 'dimensions' disappea^
when we wake up to the simple fact that L, M, T are mer?'
measure-ratios. *

There is no difficulty in finding the general formula for th
measure-ratio of a derived quantity. It will be observed frn
the examples already given that in general

?i/?8 = = ^/T».
(14.5a)

We shall now see the advantage of our assumed third
' standard ' set of units ; for L = l',/l[, M = mllm' T — t' w
Whence

" sft '

rtVl1

,,= lA'X¥. '

.,'.. (14.6)

We can now drop the dashes as there is no danger of confusion-
the Z's and i'a denote the measures of the units in the standard
system. If the units in which q is measured are cm., gram and
sec. and if q' is the measure when the units are a cm., 6 gram
c sec, then '

•
'

"'

q=q'ax
b«c*.

(14.6a)

As a particular case of (14.6) we have

Vi/'i =V2/V ',

Suppose the set 1 is ft. and sec, the set 2 is mile and hour, and
the standard set is yard and minute. (To be consistent we should
use capital letters for these magnitudes, but we conform to the
ordinary notation.) Then

Vi
ft./yard = v

mile/yard . 5280 ft./yard
sec/min. !

hr./min. 2
3600 sec./min.'

Now ft /yard and sec/min. are ordinary numbers—namely,
1/3 and l/60-«o we can cancel them from both sides of the equa-
tion. We obtain », = (88/60)t>2 , which is an ordinary algebraic

w. 1!"
P

'

'""""J""'
1
' P- 352- 'WHO* hitherto only integral exponents occurred,

2,M,2? T 'ractional—hich in reality has no meaning/_F. Auerbach,

£" **fe*» *r ****** PAy„i, 1925, p. 12. • This dimensional formula

fraclll
6
^ °0ra

f
P^al*d

'
*ad to interpretation is made difficult owing to the

%Zim°
X

t»f'
"» h Mems iTOtional

-
-B

-
F°™>™ d 'Mbe

-
»««*»

Vr„„
' P
L l

ecanattach no meaning to J/-', the inverse of a mass.

(P 3851 U,^
nomeani°g to the quantities [Jft] and [L» By-Starling,

to a lrartiJ.1^
n°' °?m P°88ible to attach ">y Phyeical meaning whatever

1932.M7T
°n H - HeCkstaU -8mi01

' IndrrLiaU Electrical Ttory,
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equation without any qualitative appendages. But observe that

the yard and minute did not enter into the business at all ; we

should have got the same result if we had taken any other

standard set. In particular, if we choose ft. and sec, we have

mile/ft. _ 5280

60
21 2

hr./sec.
a
3600

The usual way of expressing this is as follows 2

ft. mile _ 60
!
hr7 ~ 88

''

mile
l lr7

As ordinarily accepted, this equation is either wrong or

meaningless. But it is capable of being Baved (if it is worth it)

by a re-interpretation. Let us interpret the word-symbols as

measures ; so that, for instance, ft. means a foot measured in

the standard (unspecified) system, i.e. it means l
x

or, as a

particular case, foot/yard.

In this sense vx ft./sec. = v2
mile/hr. is only another way for

writing vjjh = vj.jt2
. But we do not seem to have gained any-

thing by this, for we must use this new interpretation explicitly

in order to prove vx = (88/60)»,. It ,
would therefore appear

to be better to take the current usage as merely containing

a qualitative or operational direction. Thus v = 16 cm./sec.

would mean v = 16 when Length is measured in cm. and

Time in sec. The phrase has the advantage of suggesting the

really practical transformation-formula Vi/'i = "Js/'«- But it ,

remains painfully liable to absurd interpretations. Practically

every student who uses it fancies that 16 is to be multiplied by

some qualitative entity or unit called cm./sec, which somehow

is not just 1/1. The proper remedy is to write v- 16, and,

separated from this, to write cm./sec. in the margin to give an

indication as to how the number 16 has been reached, namely,

» Bridgman (Peroy-Calcott, Chemical Engineer,' Handbook, 1934, p. 247)

gives the following ' symbolio form '

:

88 ft. 88 15280 . miles_ cn miles

-...., velocity= 1-^7= "
1/36OO . hr. hr.

Similarly Planck (Genera! Mechanic, 1932, p. 8), using square brackets,

20
rom.-|_ r1/100. metre

-

]20
|_ 1/60 . min. J

r metre H
1 LminuteJ

. Thus the appalling difficulties inherent in the "-"««.^«^». "
supposed to be overcome by a reference to symbohsm or by usmg brackets 1
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by dividing centimetre-measure by second-measure. A simil

remark applies to all other derived or compound quantities

A derived quantity (?) can be expressed as a function of th
basic measures, for which we take, say, three independently
variable quantities I, m, t ; i.e. q = f(l, m, I). Let us now
determine the form of this function from the assumption that
the measure-ratio Q, like V and the other measure-ratios of
mechanics, is independent of I, m, I and depends only on the
measure-ratios L, M, T. That is, we take

Q =f(Ll, Mm, Tt)/f(l, m, t) = 9{L, M, T).

Keeping J/ = T= 1, let us change I successively by the factors
L and L'

:

f(LL'l, m, t) = <p(£, 1,1). f(L'l, m,t)

= 9(L,l,l).<p(L',l,l).f(ltm,t).

But since the double change L followed by L' must give the
same result as the single change LIS, we also have

Hence

f(LL'l, m, t) = f{LL',l, 1) .f(l, m , t).

<?(LL', 1, 1) = 9(L, 1, 1) . (f,(L', l, l).' v
The only solution of this is t?(L, 1,1) = L". Similarly

9(1, M, 1) = M»,<?{1,\,T) = T'.

Hence finally

Q = L'M>T*.
(12/7)

It follows at once that, if this formula " is true, the ratio of the
measures

(q and <f) of any two specimens of a derived quantity
is independent of the units employed. For

'

qilli^L'M'T'^q'Jq',,

?i/?i = q,lq',.

We can also approach this result in another way. The function

17J.A !?' I
I\BUPPosed to' be continuous. Now Weierstrass »°

proved the fundamental proposition that a continuous function

•" srrZfT 11™ 'wm ta 'ound fa Brid*™->. <• » '•

p.T ^ "* *""«"' *"» ""*><" "•^ua'ion. au* d<riv(» p.nJle.. 1927.

so that
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can, to any arbitrary approximation, be represented by a Beriea

of polynomials. Hence we can put

q = SaZWi2

and Qq^XaVM'T'Pmre,

Since this is to hold for all changes of units, i.e. for arbitrary

values of L, M, T, we must have

Q = LXM*T*

so that every term has the same measure-ratio. This is the so-

called principle of dimensional homogeneity. Suppose we have

any equation in general unspecified units

, r .f(lv mv tx ; Z2 , m 2 , <
a ;...) = 0.

The formula holds independently of the units. Hence

f(Llv mv t t ; £!„ m 2 , t2 ; . . .) =
for all values of the multiplier L. This can be true only if some

power of £ is a factor, so that
y

/(LI, ) = £*/(*! ).

Similarly for M and T. Hence

f(Llv Mmv Tt lt . . .) = LxM'T'S(lv mv tv . . .).

That is, each term has the same measure-ratio. This 13 all that

is stated by the principle of logometric homogeneity. It contains

no implication whatever that the symbols denote anything but

pure numbers. We. must therefore reject the usual statement

and alleged proof, as typified in these quotations :

We can add any number of lengths or of times or of velocities ;

but to add the numerical values of a length and a time or a length

and a volume, is a meaningless act so far as rational physics is con-

cerned. This can be stated as a positive general principle in the

following words : In any physical equation every term must have

the same dimensions.—Prof. A. W. Porter, Eno. Brit. 22 (1929")

853.
•

Since the mathematical formulation of any physical law is a

statement of equality or relationship between physical quantities of

the like nature, ... it follows that all the terms in any equation

having a physical significance must necessarily have identical

dimensions.—Prof. H. Levy, Diet. Applied, Physics, 1 (1922) 82.

' The dimensions of a quantity may be best regarded, I believe, as

• a shorthand statement of the definition of that kind of quantity in

terms of certain fundamental kinds of quantity, and hence also a3

an expression of the essential physical nature of the quantity in

question.—R. Tolman, PR 8 (1916) 9.
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The principle of dimensional homogeneity . . . merely expresses
the obvious necessity that all the terms in an equation connecting
physical quantities shall have the same physical nature.—R Tolmnn
PR 9 (1917) 251.

It is not true to say that l+l is 'meaningless,' it 13 aa

significant as the x + y of algebra. But when we change the

units it becomes Ll+Tt; hence it cannot occur in an algebraic

relation which is valid for arbitrary values of L and T. The
principle merely involves simple algebra, it requires no insight

into the 'nature ' or ' kind ' of any magnitudes save ordinary

numbers. Thus explained, it is intelligible to the veriest tyro
in physics.

Changing our notation, let us call the basic quantities, supposed
to be three, %, x

2 , x3 instead of I, m, t. Let qv q2 , q. be any
derived quantities, such that the measure-ratio

Q^X'fXfX?
or log Qt

= o„ log Xx + a12 log X2 + a 13 log X3 ,

and similarly 1
"

. -

log Q2
= a21 log Xx + a22 log X2 + a 23 log Xs ,

'

log Q3
= o31 log X

1 + a32 log X2 + o33 log X3 .

The solution is

log 2", = cxx log <?i + c12 log Q2 + c13 log Q3

;

or Xi = Ql"Ql"Q?, :
.:

with corresponding expressions for X
2 and X3 , where

»2 a23|/A
' :

2 a33!/ ' • ' '

, •

A =

ai2°i
a,, a, h
5tU a 22 33 |.

Hence, if A is not zero, we can express Xv X2 , X3 in terms of
Vi. Q2 , Q3 . Which we can express as follows : The condition
that three derived quantities, depending on three basic, can be
used as a probasic set, is A

=f=
0. ' Assuming this condition

satisfied, if y is any fourth quantity, its measure-ratio is

V — &1 X 2 Xs =<?! Q,'Q3
',
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dj = 6^!! + 6 2c21 + 63c3 i
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|

6 l alS a13 °11 °12 a13

O a tt 22 ^23 "T" °21 °22 °23

1
^3 ^32 ^33 a31 °32 °33

That is, q/qt 9a' 9s" has t^16 same value in both sets of units, it

is tautometric (' dimensionless '). In general (A =4= 0), from four

derived quantities depending on three basic, one tautometric

product may be formed; and n quantities give n — 3 tauto-

metric products. We conclude then, for the case of three basio

quantities, that
"• '

'

, ..
A=

H°>. (u -8
)

i.e. the determinant is not zero, is the condition to be satisfied by

three derived quantities qv g 2 , q3 , so that, if q is any fourth

derived quantity, we can form the tautometric product

.-,-. 2/9t flf 9?-' ".'

'.-'-")'V
:

We can say that these three quantities constitute a probasic set,

i.e.;can be- substituted for the basic
'

quantities in setting up

logometric formulae.:. : :

'•">'••>.:;

We now show that .*.;:;.'>

A = (14.9)

is the condition that three derived quantities, depending on three

basic, should form a tautometric product. As before

..;'•. ..-.:.V'..:-., Q3 = X?X?X?.
Assuming Qx

= (&Qf and equating indices,

' '•"'... ',''*'
.;,'•

,
V i °n = ^°2i + ""'si'

o 12
= to2a 4-mo3j >

1 a,.

we have

Eliminating I and m, we find

As t2l un <

°31 °32 °83

= 0.

Hence .the' condition that. the. product iqjqiqf should be

tautometric, is A = 0.
J
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Let F(qv . . . ?„) = be a general equation between %
quantities. By dividing F by one of its terms, we can always

introduce unity as one term and thus express the equation in

the form : f(qv . . •?„) = 1 Now if the relation is independent of

the units employed,

/(?i 7.)=/(0i7i, • • • 0»7„) = 1.

In other words, / is a tautometric function, having the value

unity for all sets of units. Without offering any elaborate

mathematical proof, we can easily see that such a function must
be a function of tautometric products ; assuming that each term
in the original equation has the same measure-ratio, each term
must have been made tautometric when we divided by one of the
terms. That is, we can express the relation in the form

?(?«.'• • • ?„) = <>• (14.10)

This is the fundamental product-theorem, which is of such
importance in physics.81

Let us illustrate its application by considering the flow of
liquid through a pipe (diameter d, length I). The pressure-
gradient is plt

= (pj - pj/l, the viscosity n, the density p, the
mean velocity at a section is v. Assume that no other quantities
are concerned, that is, .-

. :

" •

/(Piz. (*. P. ». d) = 0.

These five quantities give two tautometrio products :
31a

P = P 1tHpv'l2d),S=pvdfVL.

From (14.10) we conclude : F(P, R) = 1 or

P='<p(R). .
- /. (14.10a)

In the case of laminar flow (R small), Stokes in 1847 gave a proof
of Poiseuille's empirical law, which will be found in elementary
text-books of hydrodynamics, namely, g= np, sr*jSv., where
?= itrh is the rate of flow, r = rf/2 being the radius. That is,

P=64/i?. ''.,

" It iai first given by Vaschy (p. 13) in 1897. A rigid purely mathematical
proof was given (in Russian) by A. Federmann in livyuliya, 16 (1911) 124-136,
ur. i. Buckingham enunciated it in PR 4 (1919) 346 f., and oaUed it the 77 Theorem,
a term often applied to it to-day.

"• P is usually designated A, the 2 being inserted merely for a certain con-
venience in hydraulics. R i, called ' Reynolds', number.' Strictly, the tauto-met™ product iff should also occur ; but when it is sufficiently small, it is found
to be without appreciable influence.

,
.

'
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When R exceeds a certain number, about 2000, the flow is turbu-

lent ; and theory is of little avail. But we still have the equation

(14.10a). Hence if we plot P against jR, the points should all

fall on one curve, even if we vary the fluid and the size of pipe.

This is found to be the case for smooth pipes. If we can plot

such a curve, the exact analytical expression of the function cp

is not so important. Various suggestions for such a formula,

applicable to the turbulent regime, have been made. An

excellent but forgotten formula was given in 191 1 by Menncret SIb
:

P = <p(R) = 64/iJ. [l+o(Q-l)»],

where if R denotes the critical value when turbulence sets in,

Q = R1R ; and o and n are constants which Menneret took to

be o= 1.413, » = 0.735. When R = R
C , the formula coincides

with Poiseuille's. When R is very large, it approximates to

P = 640/i^iJ1-" = 0.339/.K
' 266

,

on inserting Menneret's values for a and n and on putting

R = 2000. This is practically identical with the well-known

formula of Blasius (1912)

'.<
; P = 0.316/iJ "

or that of Nikuradse
""'>•:••."

:J
-

*'

p = 0.0032 + 0.221/iJ
' 23 '.

But for very large R (> 160,000), P. tends to a constant value.

A more general formula, with a theoretical basis, is that verified

by Nikuradse 810
:

'.

FT' = 2 log (flPJ
)
- 0.8.

When the pipe is rough, we can approximately take the roughness

into account by adding the tautomeric product 8 a cjd, where

c is the height of a protuberance or rugosity, so that

P = <f{R,S).

This has been excellently verified by Nikuradse's experiments

on artificially prepared sand surfaces with 1/5 varying from

7.5 to 254. (See the graph in Bakhmeteff, p. 35).
_

This example indicates how far, without any appeal to physica

theory, we can go in coordinating and synthesising experimental

•> Moment osciUatoire et mouvtmen, uniform, dm Bp*«« *»« *» **«

cylindriquea. Grenoble, 1911. . 1Q, ft Si

•>• Barkmeteff, TU Mxkanio. of Turbulent Flow. Pnnceton, 1936, p. 84.
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data merely by general metrical considerations. We pr0n
now to consider briefly the case of four basic quantities TlT
extension of our previous results to this case is obvious p

*

example : In general, n — 4 tautometric products can be formed
from n derived quantities. The fourth basic quantity with whi h
we are concerned is temperature. Temperature may be A
usually is, measured surrogatively by a length, i.e. the height
of a thermometric column. But this no more implies th t
Temperature is Length than the reading of a clock implies that
Time is an Angle. The length involved is not one of the spatial
dimensions of the system, it is an independent variable

; just as
the motion of the clock-hand is not the motion of one of the
elements of the system. Formula (14.5a) now becomes ;

Q = L'M'T'e". ....-,

The definition of heat-measure is

(14.10b)

q=
where m u the mass of the body heated through a temperature
interval 6. The factor ^-specific heat or thermal capacitance-
is arbitrary in absolute value. So the convention is universally
adopted of taking the specific heat of water to be unity , (If we
wish to be meticulously accurate, we must add : at 15" C

)

Then the quantity of heat necessary to raise an equal mass of
water through the same temperature-interval is given by
?o-m9. That is, specific heat is made tautometric : S = qL
In practical questions of units we put 5= 1 and we take the
measure-ratio of heat to be

Q = MQ.

fcf°r
T^?'

6
'
We ™h to find '** elation between the

British thermal unit and the gram-calorie. We have

or
ft mi 6i = ?2 »* ea ,

B.T.U. x (mass of 1 lb.) x fahr. = cal. x gram x cent.
That is,

g^jj_ gram cent.
cal. mass of 1 lb. ' fahr.

= «3.6 x 5/9.

= 252.
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Underlying this treatment is the convenient convention that

specific heats are to remain unchanged. But, it is important to

observe, there is nothing obligatory or apodictic about this

convention ; it is logically posterior to, and independent of,

the definition of heat-measure. And, if we wish to make the

most general change of units, we must ignore this post factum

convention. The agreed fact that in practice we do not change

the measure of specific heat—we never, for example, take

s = 3.5 for water (at 15° C.)—is irrelevant when our object is to

find the most general form of the tautometric products involved

in a thermal equation. If s is the specific heat per unit mass

an(j _ Sp the specific heat per unit volume, the most general

formula for the measure-ratio of heat is

' Q = MSQ = U>CQ. (14.10c)

Hence we have : .

• quantity. formula.

temp, excess of body (8) .

heat-loss per unit area per

unit time per degree (h) . h= q/AtQ .

thermal conductivity of the

fluid (k) . .

meoswe-rafao.

sp. heat of fluid per unit

volume

dqjdt = k x area

X (IQjdx :

H = QI&T®

C = Q/£3
c = g/vol. x 8

We have here retained Q in the logometric formulae. But we

could regard it as depending on our change of c by means of

(14.10c)

:

• H = LCjT, K = VC\T. (14.10d)

Consider forced convection, i.e. the cooling or the heating of a

wire or pipe in a stream of fluid : a case which is of great practical

importance, e.g. for radiators and air-cooled engines. In addition

to », k, c we have (i/p, v (velocity) and d (diameter). We easily

see that we have three tautometrio products :

...' S = hd/k, Q a C[i/fcp, B, = pvdfa.

Hence from (14.10)

S = <p (<?,*)>

an equation first given by Lord Rayleigh.-M«re 95 (1915), 66.
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For heat transfer in the case of a fluid in turbulent flow inside a

clean circular pipe, Dittus and Boelter « have given the formula

where A = 0.0225, m = 0.4, n = 0.8. This has been successfully

checked on many fluids—air and other gases, water, hydrocarbon

oils, various organic fluids—with Q ranging from 0.73 to 95 and

R varying between 2500 and 160,000.

This result, as well as similar relations which could be cited,

has of course an intrinsic interest of its own as well as practical

importance for heat-engineers. But it is brought forward here,

in addition to the hydrodynamical formula (14.10a), mainly for

its general significance in the treatment of physical quantities.

(1) We see how numerical data can be manipulated and co-

ordinated by means of very general considerations. While

physical theory can often give us some idea or picture of the

processes at work, and sometimes it suggests a new constant

(e.g. Planck's quantum), the final result must be an equation of

the type of (14.10), at which we can in many cases arrive (in its

general form) without investigating theory or even in the absence

of any theory. Furthermore, the functional relation may be

given by several different theories.

(2) We see the importance of tautometric products in the

expression of experimental laws. A relation between such

products summarises very diverse experiments and even enables

us to predict new results. We can also realise the relative

importance of the various factors. Strictly speaking, there is

no meaning in saying that a velocity (v) or a length (r) is ' small,'

for by varying our units we can make the number v or the

number r as large as we please. It used to be thought that

Poiseuille's law held only for ' slow ' velocity and a ' narrow

'

(capillary) tube. We see now that it holds for R = p«Z/[i small,

i.e. less than about 2000. This is accurate language, for B is

tautometric. Hence it is applicable to pipes of ' large ' diameter

at ' ordinary ' speeds of flow, provided—as in the case of crude

oil and molasses—the viscosity is relatively high.

(3) In the particular case of heat-transmission we see how it

" Univ. Calif. Pub. in Eng., 2 (1930) 443. The equation holds for hydro-

carbon oils only when It > 7000 ; for leaser values of li the curve of Morris 4
Whitman must be used.—Badger and McCabe, Chemical Engineering, 1930*,

p. 135. When the fluid is being cooled, we must take m - 0.3.
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is of great practical importance not to equate to unity the

measure-ratio of specific heat, even though we adopt this useful

convention in relating the scientific and the British system of

units. We are thus enabled to retain specific heat in the product

Q = (w/ifc and to allow for its influence in the results for different

substances.

(4) We can also see that, in general, we have a right to expect

that the coefficients in the tautometric function tp are numerically

neither very large nor very small relatively to unity. For these

coefficients are operational factors, i.e. they result from mathe-

matical processes such as integration. In many ordinary cases,

there are also concealed shape-factors, such as the ratio rjl which

we ignored in our hydrodynamical example. Or there may be

explicit shape-factors, such as ajb if we are dealing with a

rectangular channel of sides o and 6. In ordinary examples

such ratios as ajb are usually moderate numbers.

"
It follows that if we assume a relation between certain quanti-

ties and if we find that very large or very small numbers connect

the relevant tautometric products, it is likely that we are ignoring

some other quantity which is also concerned in the process.

Consider an example discussed by Einstein.32* The analysis of

specific heat in liquids and solids presupposes a connection

between the interatomic (or intermolecular) forces determining

elasticity and those concerned in infra-red frequencies.

That is

f(n, % m, vj = 0,

where n is the characteristic frequency and fJ the compressibility

;

m is the atomic (or molecular) mass = twn,, where w is the atomic

(or molecular) ' weight ' and <= 1.665 X 10"*' gram is the mass

of a hydrogen atom ; and vm = m? is the atomic volume. Now

iV=l/2, and[p] = iTa /itf.

Hence

Therefore '

n - Cvjp-lm*

= Cm^M)-*p-*S-
4

, : .

" "• AP 35 (1911) 686. Debye subsequently gave a theoretical formula^«*•

taining 7.4 x 10'/(»), whore o is Poisson's ratio (tautometne), instead of 3.3 X •

—AP 39 (1912) 818. Cf. also 13. Gapon, ZfP 44 (1927) 600.
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where m£ = 8.6 X 10'. Experiment gives for solids

re = 3.3 X lO'/ioVp'-

That is, C = 0.38, i.e. a moderate number. Taking w a8

molecular weight, we find that the formula also gives the greatest

frequency of the infra-red absorption bands of a liquid.

4. Measure-Ratios in Electromagnetics.

Already in Chapter II we have given everything that a student

wants to know concerning electrical and magnetic units. Com-

pared to the usual apparatus of ' dimensions,' our account was

extremely simple and elementary. Unfortunately we must now

proceed to investigate and clarify a number of existing expositions.

We propose in fact to apply common-sense principles to an un-

necessary and bulky portion of the literature of electromagnetics.

Applying the elementary algebra of measure-ratios to a general

change of units, we easily construct the following table :

Equation Logometric formula

f=qj'lxr* = J/»i3 '!,

[a*]/2'

F2 = work [V] = MlL*IT[a.i
]

F = jp fi = 2'/£[a]

/= mm'ftr* [to] = [(J*]MW/T
H= fjm [H] = M iII>T[$]

H=2xjlar [a] = Q[pyMW
(14.11)

These results are obvious and the notation is the same as in

Chapter II. Only now, instead of keeping to the c.g.s. units,

we insert the measure-ratios L, M, T ; [m\= mjm.2 is employed

for the measure-ratio of pole-strength to distinguish it from the

mass-ratio M. The first thing to observe is that the charge-

ratio Q depends not only on the arbitrary ratios L, M, T, but also

on the arbitrary ratio [a'] = a}/a|. This last number can be

varied without altering the units of length, mass and time. For

example, if the suffix 1 refers to elst and 2 to elm measure

:

L = M = T=l, K,= l, a 1
= c-i!

, so that <2 = [<x»] = c. This

was what we did in Chapter II.

However, in formulae (14.11) we have decided—rather academi-
cally but really in order to disentangle the ' dimensions ' of our

text-books—to retain the Bymbols L, M, T to allow for possible
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changes in the units of length, mass and time. Eliminating Q
from the first and last equations, we find

• [o/ot*P*] = L/2, = C7 ) (14.12)

where 17 is used for the measure-ratio of velocity in order to

distinguish it from V the potential or e.m.f. This is a generalisa-

tion of (2.48). Equation (14.12) is usually written in the form

'.., ...... :•:• .'• l/[xV'] = U. (14.13)

This contains the arbitrary but quite legitimate assumption that

[ol = 1, i.e. a x
is taken to be equal to o 2

;

,
just as a

1
= o2 = 1 for

the elm-mag and elst-max systems. But it also contains the

unjustifiable identification . of a .with x and (1 with ft. This

identification has already been adequately refuted; but the

question will again be considered in the next chapter.

Having replaced the vague undefined idea of ' dimensions ' by

the simple substitution of measure-ratios, we can in a few lines

dispose of the acrimonious dispute as to whether c is a velocity or

a pure number. The obvious answer is that it is both. The

problem whether c has dimensions is without ascertainable

meaning. For, as already pointed out, no measure has dimensions

in the sense of a measure-ratio ; we cannot say that c ' has

'

c/c'. If we change our units of length and time, then [c] = LjT.

If, as happens in practice, we decide to adhere to c.g.s. units,

then the measure-ratio of c is unity; in current jargon, it is

' dimensionless.' ••.
We are now in a position to deal with another serious mis-

understanding. According to the text-books,' 2" 'it is unreasonable

to suppose that one and the same quantity can have two different

dimensions.' In so far as this statement has any meaning, it

would be perfectly reasonable to assign two million different

'dimensions' to one and the same quantity. Consider the

measure-ratio of charge

Every one'of these four factors on the right-hand side is quite

arbitrary ; the measure-ratio Q can have any value we please to

: give it. Moreover, we must reject the contention that electrical

units cannot have dimensions both on the electrostatic and the

; .'"Starting; Electricity and Martin*. 1921, p. 390.
-*>*£%£*££

entity may possess more than one dimensional value is to the authoruntaxable.

—Lanchester, p. 125.
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electromagnetic systems.* " For it becomes meaningless to speak

of ' dimensions ' in, on, or according to, the elm, elst or any other

system of units. So long as we keep to any one system, our

quantities have no dimensions at all
; measure-ratios occur only

when we change from one system of measurement to another.

It follows that the tables of electrostatic and electromagnetic

dimensions given in the text-books have, strictly speaking, no

meaning at all ; or, if interpreted as measure-ratios, they are

discrepant and inconsistent. Take, for instance, two of the

formulae given in (14.11)

:

Q = JU»£,/,[a«]/r,

[m] = Ji/»x,
,'![p»]/r.

What does Maxwell do ? ' In the electrostatic system '
(ii. 266)

he takes [a] = 1 and [p] = 1/P2, so that

Q=M iLt"/T, [m] = J/»Z,».

That is, he changes from

/-Mi/**. /=c^m 1
m

2/H

into

where c/c' = LjT. Starting with the elst-max system, he invents

a new system of measures based on units different from the c.g.s.

He has not explained how in doing so he has remained ' in ' the
' electrostatic ' system. On the other hand, ' in the electro-

magnetic system ' he takes [a] = 1/C72 and [p] = 1, so that

He concludes that ' this system of units is not consistent with

the former system ' (ii. 263). What he should have said is that,

starting from any given system, he has adopted two discrepant

changes of units. The fact that in the elst-max system a = 1

and p = 1/c*, does not at all involve [a] = 1 and [p]
= \jVK

We need not make this last decision; starting from the elst-

max system, we can take any values for the new a', a' and p'

compatible with (14.12), i.e. so that a'2/a'p' = c'
2

. As a particular

case, we could thus reach the elm-mag system I There is nothing

compulsory, nothing ' electrostatic,' about Maxwell's assumption :

a = «' = 1, P' = 1/c'2 . A similar remark applies to his ' electro-

magnetic ' dimensions. There is no difficulty whatever in

M N. Campbell, vii. 38S.
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making these dimensions the same, i.e. in taking the same

measure-ratios no matter from which set of units we start. It all

depends on what new system of units we want to devise ; and

there does not seem to be any particular reason why we should

devise any new system at all. All these dimensional formulae

have been excogitated under the delusion that we are thereby

privileged to obtain a glimpse into the ' nature ' of things.34 This

incorrigible optimism still persists in electricians ; curiously

enough, it is even more pronounced in practical men than in

theorists.

5. Similar Systems.

The transformation x t
= Lx2 , m1 = Mm 2 , t 1 = Ttl ,

has been

called logometric, for the constants L, M, T are measure-ratios.

From this we at once deduced derivative measure-ratios such as

y _ jjjt. We interpreted xv x2 and similar pairs to mean two

measures of the same magnitude in different units. But the

transformation is susceptible of a second very useful interpreta-

tion. Instead of comparing two sets of measurements of the

same system referred to different units, let us compare the

measurements of two different systems referred to the same units.

We shall call the systems 8 t
and jS„ and we assume a one-to-one

correspondence between them so that for every quantity q 1
in S1

there exists a corresponding quantity ?a
in S,. The corresponding

quantities are either measures of conspecific magnitudes or

identically defined compound measures. Capital letters, such as

Q = qjq,, will now denote'the ratios of corresponding measures.

Thus to every length xv x[, ... in Sv there corresponds a

length *,-!«„ 4 = L*'x in Br Formerly L was the

same for the measure-pairs of any Length; that is, no matter

what Length we chose for measurement relatively to the two

given units, L was the same, being in fact the inverse ratio of these

two units. So now L is taken to be the same for all corresponding

length-pairs in the two given systems ; that is, no matter which

pair of corresponding lengths we choose for comparison their

ratio is the constant L. In other words, our transformation is

still a linear transformation with constant coefficients L, M, i.

» Thus we are told in the most recent book that ' in physics the term dimen-

sions denotes the kind or quality of a physical entity.'-Lanohester, p. to.
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Two mechanical systems so related are said to be dynamically

similar.
'

Let us analyse these conditions. £= constant, implje3

geometrical similarity. If the lettered points (Pig. 73) desig.

nate corresponding points, we have

1
A 1IO,A i

=0
1B 1IOiB i=A 1B1lA iB1= etc. = L. The two systems repre-

sent geometrically the same figure

on different scales, like two different-

sized maps of the same district.

If we have both L and T constant

we have what may be called kinematic

similarity. Suppose S1 to be moving
relatively to Ox and S2 relatively to 0».

If there i3 a constant factor M T such

that tt
= Ttv and if S x

and Ox at the instant tx are geometrically

similar to <S2
and 2

at the instant <2 , then we can say that the

systems remain geometrically similar (as they were at the moment

<j = <2
= 0), but on different time-scales. That is, the systems have

geometrically similar configurations at the instant (t
x
= t 2

= 0)

from which duration is measured in each ; and the configura-

tion which $! has after the lapse of any interval tx is similar to

that which 8
2
has after the lapse of an interval t2

= tJT, where

T h a constant. The measure-ratio of velocity—that is, the

ratio of the velocities of points in corresponding positions at

corresponding moments—is

V- Vi- dx
i

Fig. 73.

r2 dtil dt2 dxj dt 2

It is therefore constant. Similarly the measure-ratio of accelera-

tion is the constant LIT.1

Suppose now that the three ratios L, M, T are constant. In

addition to the foregoing conditions we have m
l
\mi

= m'Jm',

= etc. = M. Then clearly the corresponding forces are in the

constant ratio F - ML/T*. All our previously tabulated logo-

metric formulae are, with this new interpretation, applicable to

dynamically similar systems. Formerly we took the measure-

*• More generally
: suppose that wo can find two instants l[ and t'

t
and a

constant factor T so that (, - l' » T(l, - l'). But we can put t-l',-0
without loss of generality. Durations, not dates, are involved.
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ratio of a quantity to be the factor (Q) by which its measure (j2)

in one set of units must be multiplied to give its measure {qj

in another set of units. We now take measure-ratio to be

the factor (Q) by which the measure (j2) of a quantity must be

multiplied in order to give the measure [qj of the corresponding

quantity in a dynamically similar system. Our formulae of the

type Q = VMVT' are still valid.86 No new treatment is required.

In connection with changes of units we applied the term

tautomeric to those quantities or products whose measure is

unaffected by a change of units, e.g. ym/cV, x, jj.. We shall now

apply the term symmetric to those quantities or products which

have the same value (in any one set of units) in two similar

systems. The terms are not always synonymous. While ym\&t

is both tautometrio and symmetric, x and n, though necessarily

tautometric, need not be symmetric ; we have [x] = xjxj, where

x and x 8 , the inductivities in the two systems, are not necessarily

equal. So-called ' dimensional constants ' such as y and c, while

not tautometric, are symmetric ;
for [y] =.Y»/t» ** x»

since the

gravitational constant is the same in all systems, provided, of

course, that we keep to the same set of units.

Before applying this new interpretation of measure-ratio to

electromagnetics, we shall illustrate this simple calculus of

similarity by applying it to mechanics. Suppose the only forces

occurring are elastic. If q is the modulus, q = stress /strain.

Hence
Q = FjV = MjLT2

.

The velocity of an elastic wave (v) depends on q and the density

(p) Since V = LIT and the measure-ratio of density \sD = MIL,

we have F=Q !K^ or «- const. (? /P )

1
- For similar systems

(e.g. bells or tuning-forks) made of uniform isotropic material

and vibrating with frequency n in virtue of elasticity, n depends

on (I) the linear dimensions, q and p. Since N = 1/T, we have

n = constant g
1
/?

1^

Hence for vibrators of the same material, the pitch is inversely

proportional to the linear dimensions. This law was stated by

Savart in 1825 as the result of elaborate experiments.

«. / 1 i l ah\ O = IfMff 8 "• where
" If we include the temperature, we have (H.iuo; v

; tt

e-M. i-the _-rafV< ^^^7MT^—i1
fourth basic measure. Systems for which © as well as IV" »* -

be called physically similar.
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Another application ia to similar systems in which the f
re due to gravity. Since g is the same for both

°es

l = Gr = i/rj = F»/£.

This gives the formula const, (l/g)* for the period of a pendulum
If in addition there are forces proportional to area x speed2

is approximately true for ship-resistance, '
a3

F= V*IS = L* =M = W,
if the density is the same (M = IS). The resistance-forces are
therefore in the same ratio as the gravity-forces (weights). Hen
the two systems are dynamically similar. The rule P*«= J.

•

known as Froude's law
: corresponding velocities vary as th!

square root of the scale.
e

Let us now apply the transformation of similarity to Maxwell's
macroscopic equations (in elst-mag units)

curlE = - K/c .H, curlH = 4xpv/c + xE/c.
Since [«] = !, we have at once

-'

[E]/L=[
i
LH]/T,

Whence ^=^=W.

l/["V] = i/T=r/. (H14)

xfST (1

t
U) Ty ak0 be obtained ^"»"t invokingMaxwell s equations. From equation (4.9)

A = pi[ds/r.-

sTsteST V
A]
7Q

'
T
;

8iDCe P and a are the sa™ I* ^ ^
maSism

Ertl0n (430)
'
ex^d as in (5,3, to inc.udc

^ = -^f(Ads).
Whence ° * J

^SSvC of e,mX or potential
"• *".'• Medium of

„, „ ^ = fe/xr] = <2/[x]£.

erron^
b

e

e

qu

n

a°£
d

(HV^ ".*7f ""**^ ?*h «on (14.13). We rejected this former equation
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wnen
' dimensions ' were interpreted, as they must be when

discussing units, as the ratios of the measures of the same quantity

when two different sets of units are employed. For in this case

rxl = [u.] = 1. since these quantities are independent of our

units of measurement. But in the present case, [x] = x^xj and

fa] = y-Jy-i are not necessarily unity. We have therefore found

that equation (14.13) can be validated when it is identified with

(14.14). i.e. when we interpret ' dimensions ' as the ratios of the

measures (in the same units) of corresponding quantities in two

similar systems.

It also follows that «1Vxi|Xi = vaVx 2|i 2 = c, the value of v

when x = M. = 1 > hence c/ V"(* i3 a characteristic velocity of an

electromagnetic system.37

The above was written under the impression that any employ-

ment of the formula J=mm.'j^'r\ where P'=p(i, had been

avoided. On reconsidering the argument, I believe that this

formula has been tacitly assumed in Maxwell's macroscopic and

similar equations. In other words, we are ignoring the existence

of permanent magnets. The formulae we are really using are

these

:

Fj[m\ = [H] = QILT.

Whence
LjT = l/[a'*p'»] =l/[x* V-*},

since [a] = [|1] = 1.

Hence it is only by neglecting permanent magnets that we have

established (14.14) for similar systems.

That this limitation is implied is made clear by considermg the

proof of the equation (14.10): f{pv P% ...)=«• The prooi

of this, which has been given above in an abbreviated non-

»' Contrast the usual use of the erroneous equation (U.13). ' XT-' = 1/vV

Now LT-i is a velooity «. Thus 1/vV must be a velocity. . .
*T mT™

in absolute o.g.s. uniU = 1 cm./seo.'-Loeb, p. 70*. Here there is no reference

whatever to similar systems ; units, measures, and dimensions (whato"J^S
supposed to mean) are all confused. There is. of course no £*»£*»~
that Maxwell arrived at the electromagnetic theory o Ught b «£»
reasoning on 'dimensions.' * Did not Kind ^.^".I^Zta.
magnetic character of light by the purely mathematical analyse

o theM

«

of the ratio between the electrostatic and electromagnets unit t -Morr

Cohen, Ruuon and Nature, 1931, p. 218.
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mathematical form, depends entirely on the assumption that an
general physical relationship is valid for all consistent system
of units. Hence the p's denote tautomeric products. TO,
we are now assuming is that the equation holds when the p\
are symmetric products. This involves certain limitations.

(1) In the first place, each p is primarily tautometric
; only bT

a secondary consideration can it be regarded as symmetric
Hence, when electric and magnetic quantities are involved the

products may contain oc or p but cannot contain x or a excent

on one condition : that we are using the formulae for the apparent
forces, with a' = xa and p' = y.$, investigated in Chapter II

And as we have seen, these are incompatible with the existence

of permanent dipoles.

(2) Quantities which are really symmetric such as the universal

constants c and y, as well as constants which are so in practice—
e.g. the acceleration (g) of gravity—will occur in these products.

Wc often lose a great deal of obtainable information—as we shall

presently see in the case of Tolman's transformation—if we
prematurely equate these measure-ratios to unity (e.g. C — V = 1)

In the case of specific heat we have already met the curious

instance of a quantity which de facto, by a subsequently imposed
convention, is tautometric. And we have seen that it is highly

desirable to reject this convention when forming tautometric
products. Applying the result to physically similar systems,
we then have specific heat for different substances entering into

the relevant symmetric products.

(3) In the case of similar systems we must remember that,

while there are certain derived quantities, such as velocity,

which are determined by the basic ratios (L, M, T), there are

others which are not determined by L, M, T, but rather serve to

determine these so that the systems may be similar. These
quantities, which are dependent on external agencies or on
complex constitutional factors, may be called the characteristics
of the system. Consider a hydrodynamical system in which the
force

(/) on a body (one spatial dimension being I) depends on
the velocity (f), viscosity

(y.) and density (p), so that F(f, v, I, |i, p)

- 0. Forming symmetric products with p, v, I as probasic, we
canexpress this in the form 9(pv Pt ) = 0, where Pl =//pf!P and

Pt H/pw. Here we have two characteristics p and u, whose
measure-ratios are D = MjD and E = [ji] = MILT. Now the
ratios of density and viscosity are not in the least determined by
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any arbitrary L, M, T we choose. Leaving temperature out of
account, they are determined by the liquids we select for our
systems. For two given liquids D and E are fixed and we must
adjust our L, M, T accordingly ; that is, our selection is limited

by having to satisfy the relations : M = DL?, T = IAD/E, so

that while L is arbitraryM and T are determined for any selected

scale-ratio. If the phenomenon also depends on gravity (g), we
have three characteristics g, |i, p, and the equation becomes

?{?i. Pi' ?*) = <
whe™ P} = 9ll^- Since (? = i/T2 (and in

practice is unity), the ratios L, M, T are now uniquely determined :

2/» = WiarP, if = £2/GD, Ti = EjGiD.

' Let us apply this to systems in which electric charge and

inductivity are characteristics. Maxwell (i. 120) states that ' in

similar systems the force is proportional to the square of the

e.m.f. and to the inductive capacity of the dielectric but is

independent of the actual dimensions of the system.' This is

easily seen, for /= qq'J-Axfi gives F = Q3/[x]L2 since [a] = 1, the

units remaining the same. And, since V = S?/xr, [V] — Q/[x]£.

Hence F = [V2
x], or/ varies as Vhi.

Similarly we can . show that a system of electric charges

subjected only "to electrostatic forces is never in equilibrium.

For the energy w = ~LqV (with x = 1) gives W = Q2/L. If we

take 0=1 and L> 1, we have a possible deformation of the

system.' Since ]V=1/L, the energy decreases; hence the

equilibrium was not stable. It easily follows from this that a

sphere is a figure of unstable equilibrium, we must add other

forces besides the electrostatic.

In electric-magnetic similar systems the characteristics may

be taken to be g, x and |x. We have

K = [x] = Q*T*1L*M,

[(*] = LjTK* = LMjQ\

Instead of the latter equation we can take

c=i/[x|x]* = i/r.

Let us find the condition that any other measure R = L'M'T'Q"

can be expressed
;

as CaKb
. Inserting the values of C and K,

equating indices and eliminating a and b, we find

x — y + z = 2y + v) = 0.

Hence
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where * and y are arbitrary. We can now investigate the poss i.

bility of a relation between two quantities, say / and g, by seeiiw

whether one of the R'a can be found so that F = RQ\ ' *

For example, let u be the energy-density so that U = M/LP
and let E be the electric field-intensity so that [E] = LMjpq
Then if u is a function of E, let U = R[En

] or

L-HIT* = L'j/'r'-^^.MrT--2^1 )".

Equating the indices, we find n = 2 and R = K. That is, « = con-

stant X x^3
. Similarly, if j is the charge of a complex, / its

acceleration and w its rate of emission of energy (W — DMT'*),

we can show that w = const, j
2
/
2

.

For the case of empty space (or the same medium in both

systems) we have C = K = 1. Hence the transformation can be

expressed as

i=X, T=X, Q*IM=X. (H.15)

As a particular case we could take Q = 1, M = 1/X.

Let us next consider the phenomena of electromagnetic

radiation which are assumed to have the three characteristics

:

light-velocity c : C = L/T
Boltzmann's gas-constant k : K = IPM/l^Q
Planck's quantum constant h : H = L?MjT. (14.15a)

The condition that a fourth quantity p, with measure-ratio

P = L'M'T'Q", should be a physical constant, i.e. that p should

form a symmetric product with c, k, h, is identical with the

condition that four derived quantities depending on four basic

should form a tautometric product. From a result previously

given (14.9) for three quantities it is easily seen that the con-

dition is

=

X y z w
1 - 1

2 1 -2 - 1

2 1 -1

x — y+z — w^O.
Hence the measure-ratio of the typical secondary characteristic is

P = tfM*T'0*-» + '.

Let us apply this to finding the possibility of a law connecting u,

the specific density of black radiation in vacuum (V^L^MT^),
and the absolute temperature 6. Take U = P0". We easily
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find n = 4, so that « = a84
. This is the well-known Stefan-

Boltzmann law. Similarly we find that if p is the pressure of

black radiation in a cavity of volume v, p = const. <r«'3 . Suppose

we wish to investigate the possibility of a relation between

energy (E) and frequency (n). We have [E] = MV/T* and
j\r = 1/7

1
. Taking 17 = PN", we find

or J? is proportional to An.

We can see these results more clearly if we use symmetric

products or, better still, tautometric products—since C, H, K
are unity for similar systems but are not unity for a change

of units. Consider the specific density of black radiation in

vacuum (w), and also the density (w — dujdn) of radiation of

a given frequency, at the absolute temperature 8. We have the

logometrio formula

U = L^MT^ = C-*(K&) lH-\

so thatucWjkW is tautometric. Hence ifu is assumed to depend

only on the constants c, h, k and the temperature 8,

u = A^c^hr3
)^,

where A is an absolute or monometric constant, which we know

aliunde (from Planck's theory) to be 47c
6
/45. We also have

W = M/LT and N = 1 [T, so that

. WN-3 = L-1MT2= C-'H.

That is, wc3/hn3 and kftjhn are tautometric. If then we assume

w—f(c, h, k, n, 8),

we infer from (14.10) that

wc3lhn3 =f(hnlM). (14.15b)

Now wdn is the energy between the frequencies n and n — dn,

and if ukd\ is that between the wave-lengths X and X + dX,

«AdX = — wdn = wed X/

X

s
,

since n = c/X and dn = - cdX/Xa . That is, «A = wc/W Hence

«A
= eAX-69(cA/Xi8).

And we know from Planck's work that

9(x) = 8::[E
J, -ir1

-
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Thus we see that from elementary logometric considerations we

can arrive at the general form of Planck's equation.

It is easy to see that we can express the transformation as

follows (X now standing for L)

:

L = X, T = X/C, M = H/C\Q = HC/KX. (14.15c)

To which we can add the charge-ratio

Thus for energy and frequency

[E] = ML>IT* = HC/K

N = 1/T = C/X,

or [E] = HN,i.e.E = hn.

Similarly

W = MjLT = HI\",

WI2P = UjC,

Whence, under the previous assumption, we infer (14.15b) as

before.

Ifwe apply (14.15c) to similar systems we canputC=H=K=1.
Hence the transformation of similarity for systems of electro-

magnetic radiation is

Xr=X, J/=l/X, T=X, = 1/X. (14.16)

If we combine this with the transformation (14.15) for electro-

magnetic systems, we have only to add the charge-ratio

0-1.
It follows from (14.16) that any connected quantity p must

have its measure-ratio expressible in the form P = X". Similarly
for another quantity q, Q = x>. If then we have p =/(?), this
equation becomes for a similar system

Pp-JVhY
or

P=V/(jX4
)

for all values of X. Clearly the solution of this functional equation

p = Aq*">,

it^f t
a
.'°,

nataat
- SuPP°oe for example we wish to investi-

gate the possibihty of a relation between energy (E) and frequency
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(»). Since [E] = MlfjT* = 1/x and N - 1/T = 1/x we have
E = An. According to Tolman,*" ' by this simple process we have
thus derived the fundamental equation of the quantum theory '

But surely it would be ridiculous to claim that we have proved or
derived the equation E = hn. All we have shown is that if there
be a relation between E and n, it must be of the form E = An
And we have not even proved that A is an absolute (monometric)
constant ; it might be a symmetric constant such as <p(6/»).
The transformation (14.16) is what Tolman has called ''the

principle of similitude.' ' If,' he says,3' * we should try to regard
the principle of similitude as determining a system of dimensions,
we should be obbged to say . . . that force, for example, has the
dimensions \t*\." In the same way presumably we should be
obliged to say that Froude's law (O = L/T* = 1 and therefore
V1 = L) proves that time has the dimensions [fi] ! We have here
another argument for getting rid of the word ' dimensions ' with
its absurd implications. Interpreting the symbols as measure-
ratios, there is nothing peculiar about the equation F = i-2

,

whether applied to changes of units or to similar systems.
Since this transformation is devised for certain characteristics,

we can also see the absurdity of Tolman's attempt to extend it

to all possible similar systems. For example, 40 he applies it to
prove v =f(qlp), where v i3 the velocity of a compressional wave
in a liquid, q is the modulus of elasticity and p the density. Now
since the transformation for similar elastic systems is specified by
F = QL* (since stress = q x strain) while the present transforma-
tion gives F=l/LP, they are clearly irreconcilable. He also 41

tried to apply it to the Newtonian law of gravitation. But
/= ymm'/r2 gives [y] = X2 , whereas of course [f]

= 1 . The simple
fact is that [y] = i/JI/T2 is not a characteristic for the present

transformation. But rather than admit its restricted validity,

Tolman attempted to restate the law of gravitation—he might as

well try to reformulate Froude's law (Vs = L) in order to reconcile

it with his own transformation (V = 1).

Having thus classified Tolman's alleged principle of similitude

as a similarity-transformation applicable to systems with certain

characteristics and consequently inapplicable to others, we need

" Theory of the Relativity of Motion, 1917, p. 232.
s* PR 8 (1916) 9. I. Maizlish gives it the even more pompous title of * the

principle of projective invoriance.'

—

Ibid. 18 (1921) 1.

" PR 8 (1918) 233. "PES (1914) 253, 8 (1916) 11.
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not trouble to refute the extravagant claims that have been made

on its behalf.

The fundamental entities of which the physical universe is con-

structed are of such a nature that from them a miniature universe

could be constructed exactly similar in every respect to the present

universe.-Tolman, PE 3 (1914) 244, 4 (1914) 145, 6 (1915) 224.

If this hypothesis should turn out to be correct, it would carry

with it implications so far-reaching that it might well affect the

entire future of physical research.—Bridgman, PR 8 (1916) 423.

As an able critic has remarked,

if such arguments can be published in a serious scientific journal

and gravely discussed by professors of physics, it is surely proof

that the nature of the argument from dimensions or physical

similarity is not properly understood.—N. Campbell, vii. 419.

But we have here done more than adopt the cynical and negative

attitude of Dr. Campbell. We have deduced the transformation

from elementary principles and we have shorn it of its pretended
far-reaching philosophical or scientific implications. Moreover we
have, by our second interpretation or application of measure-
ratios, cleared up the mysterious connection between ' dimensions

'

and similarity, which is so puzzling to students—and perhaps to
their teachers.

6. ' Space-Time.'

There is at present in vogue a very abstruse and speculative
hypothesis designated by the curious compound term ' space-
time." Our interest in it is twofold : it is based on what must be
regarded as a serious misinterpretation of the symbols of physics,
if the views already expounded in this chapter are correct ; and
it enters into the application of Einstein's theory to electro-
magnetics. In the present chapter we are not concerned with
the latter aspect. For our present purpose it is quite unnecessary
to understand the details of Einstein's theory. It is sufficient to
apply some elementary metrological considerations to the
interval , where «' = r>-cV. And we may even take this

so-called mterval to be zero, so that r* = «*. For this holds inau the alleged applications of 'relativity' to electromagnetics

JVesnT
1CS

'

«

X
-

6pt °ne; and this one exception (concerning2l"Sclent) is-as we have already hinted in Chapter IX-capable of a much simpler explanation.
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In view of our previous discussion we can interpret the r as
length (not position) and the t as duration (not date) We should
therefore call s (which is zero) the length-duration of a transmis-
sion-process rather than space-time in the abstract. In the next
place, we can take the expression as referring to subrelative
systems. For, as Dr. Campbell observes (iv. 3),

'
it is difficult to

think of a single instance ' in which the same phenomenon has
been scientifically observed at the same time by an observer on
earth and by an observer in a train, ship or airplane.

But, as he further says, ' the same observer can observe the
same system first when it is at rest and then when it is in motion
relative to him.' So we can get rid of the purely imaginary second
observer and reduce Einstein's assertion to what is, in principle
at any rate, verifiable by the only scientific court of appeal, the
man in the laboratory. The theory can then be expressed thus :

«2 is the same for SB at rest and for SR moving uniformly with
respect to the laboratory. Whether or how far this is true, will
not be investigated here; given the medium (aether) which
Einstein assumes, there is nothing intrinsically paradoxical or
impossible about the theory.

We assume then that this theory, which except in very accurate
measurements introduces quite negligible corrections, is to be
proved or disproved in a scientific laboratory. The velocity c has
been measured many times, so in principle the theory must be
tested by measuring Length and Time. As we have already
pointed out, these concepts are and must be accepted in their
ordinary connotation by the fundamental measurers, i.e. the
instrument-maker and the practical physicist. Hence the
theory involves no new concepts ; like all other theories, it is

concerned with pure numbers, i.e. with the measures r, c, t ; the
theory can be examiued only after these measures have been
obtained.

It is with a shock that we turn from these simple but funda-
mental considerations to the paradoxical pronouncements of the

exponents of the theory. Listen to this from Sir James Jeans :

Time and space as separate entities—the time and space wo
wrote about and thought about previous to 1905—have gone ; or,

as Minkowski puts it, have become shadows ; while only the product
of the two remains as the framework in which all material pheno-
mena take place. Time and space separately may mean something
to us subjectively ; but Nature knows nothing of them until they
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have been multiplied together into a four-dimensional space-time

continuum. . . . Einstein's theory eliminates the supposed essential

difference between space and time ; what is one man's space is

another man's time ; not only so, but what is the past in time for

one man is the future for another man. . . . Existence becomes a
picture rather than a drama and the year 1927 has the same sort of
existence as the county of Cornwall.—Nature, 117 (1926) 309 f.

Time and Space without essential difference, merely subjective

until ' multiplied together ' ! What an extraordinary dis-

crepancy between this popular outburst, which after all is merely
typical, and the commonplace pedestrian treatment we have just

outlined. Let us see if we can make anything of it. In 1907
Minkowski wrote

:

I will employ complex quantities in a way not hitherto usual in
physical investigations, operating with t V — 1 instead of t. . .

Thereby, as I expressly emphasise, there is always question only of
a clearer treatment of entirely real relations.

—

Math. Ann. 68 (1910)
475.

'

Putting id = I, we have s1= x*+ y* + z2 + P, which enables us to
employ ' four-dimensional geometry ' to this manifold of numbers.
This perfectly legitimate analytical device enables us to express
the theory more succintly and neatly, using metaphors derived
from Cartesian geometry. Flushed with enthusiasm for his
expedient, Minkowski « declared :

' Henceforth space by itself
and time by itself are doomed to fade away into mere shadows
and only a kind of union of the two will preserve an independent
reality.' And he made this pronouncement, 'safe in the
twentieth century, without loss of reputation or suspicion of
lunacy, and mdeed with the heightened respect and regard of
Ins peers. « Which does not speak well for the critical faculty
of contemporary physicists, in most of whom the itch for paradox

TZt H ,

V%°UtrUn
,

their C°mm0n sense
- Apparently it requiresS" f

m°;aI ?
0Ulage to teU a biS ™* *n physics that,mvuJgar parlance, he is talking through his hat.

J-n the first place, however we interpret «*=rs -e%a
it is~ nir ^f -

aU ^—*"«* of^ eVsi- a*ST neTthT * "
n°thiDg but an aISebraie q™»tity. It

SCuSlTn T time m the ontol°Sical™ ie -neither Length nor Duration. So it cannot possibly throw any

« K ^f"^fe °} Rd^^y. 1923, p. 75.
Hey], New Frontier, of Phytic, m0%. 99.
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light on these entities which do not occur in it. If we wish to
inquire further, to get behind the measures, we must obviously
examine the process of measurement. That is, we must leave
the theorist -and interrogate the man in the laboratory The
theory of relativity has certainly dealt with numbers represented
by algebraic symbols. But has it introduced any change in our
methods of measurement ? Any practical physicist will at once
answer : Not an iota. Whatever meaning Duration and Length
had before the advent of ' relativity,' they have the same
meaning now. Whatever methods we had for estimating
length = Length/Unit Length are quite unaltered. Perhaps
' time,' i.e. Duration, was a * mere shadow ' in 1908 ; but if so it
was just as shadowy in 1808. The idea that certain combinations
of measure-numbers have anything to tell us about philosophy or
experience, is a sheer delusion based on ignorance of the meaning
of scientific symbols. -.'•,-• b

Accordingly we reject as ultra vires the unjustified attempt of
physical theorists to cajole the public into believing that some-
how, by mathematical operations on paper, they have not only
solved philosophical riddles, but dissolved the pragmatic beliefs
of common sense. Typical of such claims are the following
citations : ,

;
The restricted physical theory of relativity introduced a revolution

into the foundations of Bcientifio thought by destroying the objecti-
vity of time and space.—Jeans, Eric. Brit. 19 (192914) 96.

[Minkowski's] amazing discovery in 1908 that time and space are
not separate things but constituent elements in the deeper synthesis
of space-time.—General Smuts, Nature 128 (1931) 522.
The theory of relativity, by merging time into space-time, has

damaged the traditional notion of substance more than all the
,
arguments of the philosophers.—Bertrand (Earl) Russell," Intro-
duction to Lange's History of Materialism, 1925, p. 11.

Our next objection is based on the even more elementary fact
that the numbers involved (r and ct) are exclusively measures of
length. When Einstein says,45.

' we shall introduce the light-time
I= ct in place of the time t,' he means light-distance

; just as
light-year is a rather inappropriate name for a certain number of
kilometres. We can, of course, draw a distance-time curve, the

u Contrast Russell's earlier view :
* The independence of space and time

cannot in fact be contested without the grossest absurdities.'—Rev. M4t. el Mar. 6
(1898) 773.

" The Meaning o} Relativity, 1921, p. 34.
''

"
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numbers x and t being correlated according to definite scales with
the perpendicular length-numbers on the paper. Lagrange ** even
said that ' we can regard mechanics as four-dimensional geometry
and analytical mechanics as an extension of geometrical analysis '

So, according to Jeans,4' ' tha running schedule of the Cornish
Riviera express,' i.e. the x-l graph, is ' a two-dimensional space
obtained by welding together one dimension of ordinary space
namely length, and one dimension of time.' If this analytical
manipulation of measure-numbers is all that is meant by all this
talk of space-time, it is rather innocuous.

As Dr. N. Campbell says (iv. 60 f.)

:

' Plotting
'

is simply the substitution of one pair of relations for
another pair, the numerical relation being the same in both naira
but the physical relation different. The numerical relation between
(eg.) the pressure and temperature of our gas is the same as thatbetween the ordmates and abscissae of the point in the diagram bvwhich we represent that pressure and temperature in our diagramBut the physical relation is utterly different; in one case it is a

twn Z,^
e^ee

,

u *wo Properties of a perfect gas, in the other betweentwo perfectly different properties of a sheet of paper • chalk andcheese are not more different. ... It appears toTs'paradoxi^when the mathematician announces that space and timeCmerelydifferent aspects of the same thing ; for we know that ™!„T

* an immediate and almost inevitable outcome of our prS of

tem^&a'ktd of7rt

f

ud
trPre8SUrf

M 'SEES «
plotting

°f 8paCe for the sPecial Purposes served by

cle

I

ariv

VieW

Th1'
Ur/rer

i

0U
1
^v™' We can exPre<* «* more

ttet the^h£/
6
-
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&

of a IZl dl^ ™ (With referenCe to Per"

™ point out 1LST ^ 0a PaPer - Bu*. once more

operations of ke
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equation^
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' ®"w".9(1881)338.
2V'e Myalerioua Urtiverti, 1930, p. 100.
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But apparently much more than this is meant

:

When we weld together length and breadth, we get an area—let
us Bay a cricket-field If we further weld together an area
(such as a cricket-field) of two dimensions and height (of one
dimension), we obtain a space of three dimensions. ... It is
harder to pass from three to four because we have no direct experi-
ence of a four-dimensional space. And the four-dimensional space
which we particularly want to discuss is peculiarly difficult to
imagine, because one of its dimensions does not consist of ordinary
space at all but of time. To understand the theory of relativity,
we are called on to imagine a four-dimensional space in which three
dimensions of ordinary space are welded to one dimension of time.
Jeans, Mysterious Universe, 1930, p. 98 f.

' Welding ' is rather a handy metaphor for bridging an awk-
ward gap. We have already commented on the alleged evolution
of a plane from length and breadth, and on the futility of trying

to imagine four-dimensional Space as distinct from an analytical

fourfold of numbers. This confusion of spatial and temporal
magnitudes with numbers may be called a metaphysical blunder.

But the following quotations exhibit the more elementary
mistake of treating the ratio of length-measure to time-measure
as if it were independent of the time-unit chosen, as if the

measures r and t were comparable :

The interval between a man's birth and death may be estimated
by S as 1000 miles and 75 years, but iS' may call it millions of miles
and 76 years.—Jeans, PES 97A (1920) 68.

His time dimension extends over some 6 . 10" cm., whereas his

spatial dimensions are less than 200 cm. along his longest axis.

—

Prof. P. A. Lindemann, in The Mind, ed. R. McDowall, 1927, p. 44.

The change in the system of space and time for observers in relative

motion . . . means a real rotation of the time-direction in the four-

dimensional world ; a bit of space goes into time and a bit of time
into space.—Eddington, Monthly Notices, 80 (1919) 98.

When we choose the relation between the units of length and
time so that the velocity of light is equal to unity, . . . the

numerical measure, however we choose the single units, of the

duration of our life will in any case be many millions of times greater

than that of the spatial extent of our activity.—Thirring, The Ideas

of Einstein's Theory, 1922s, p. 78.

Thus 2 yards to the right, 3 yards forward, 4 yards upward, and
5 ' yards ' later—a ' yard ' of time is to be interpreted as the time

taken by light to travel a yard— . . . amounts to a displacement

of two yards. When, as here, we consider displacement in time as

well as in space, the resultant amount is called the interval.—
Eddington, New Pathways in Science, 1935, p. 275.
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What is one man's space is another man's time, and vice versa.

Jeans, Atomicity and Quanta, 1926, p. 8.

The passage of sunlight from sun to earth now reduces to nothing
more than the continuity of a corrugated crumpling along a line in
the continuum which extends over about 8 minutes of time and
about 92,500,000 miles of length.—Jeans, Mysterious Universe
1930, p. 113.

As for the fourth dimension, or time, it takes on a strange aspect.
While the other three dimensions of things are short and almost
motionless, it appears as ceaselessly extending and very long.
A. Carrel, Man the Unknown, 1936, p. 155.

Now when we declare these statements to be preposterous it

must be clearly understood that we are not arguing against the
scientific hypothesis known as the special theory of relativity.
That hypothesis may or may not be true ; nevertheless the
preceding assertions must be labelled absurd, in spite of the
authority of the writers. Any comparison between feet and
seconds is devoid of physical significance, the comparison would
be entirely changed by measuring in miles and minutes. As a
mere bit of algebra, we can of course compare the two numbers,
distance-measure and time-measure ; in the same sense as we
might compare acres and dynes, volume and velocity. But tins
mere algebraic comparison does not occur in physics nor is it
required in 'relativity.' With all due respect to Sir Arthur
Eddington, he makes an elementary blunder when he says his
yard of time is to be interpreted as the time taken by light to
travel a yard, and proceeds to treat it as vectorially combinable
with a space-vector. We have to do with r yards and ct yards,

I7,
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maintaining that what is Length to A is Time to B. Nor can
it be (3), for all that ' relativity ' says is that when r = ct for A
r' = ct' for B.

Next we must point out, in continuation of our remarks in
Chapter IX, that the use of 'four dimensions' is a purely
analytical expedient, a re-grouping of algebraic operations. It is
supposed to have certain psychological advantages inasmuch as
the spatial metaphors employed serve as a mnemonic

; sometimes
this method is neater from the standpoint of the pure mathema-
tician. But in general it exercises a fatal fascination on two
classes of people : on the technical specialist who lacks a broad
cultural education, and on the ordinary reader who accepts with
childish credulity whatever any scientific bigwig chooses to print.
Sometimes the result may be best described as mental auto-
intoxication superinduced by an overdose of metaphors. ' What,'
asks Lanchester (p. 116), 'would be the interpretation, as a
matter of observation, in the event of such a thing as rotation
or circulation about a time-axis being possible and taking place ?

'

Chief among the cults of modern pseudo-physics is the worship
of the root of minus one.

The existence of the imaginary quantity V— 1 expresses the
fundamental difference between space and time.—Barnes, Scientific
Theory and Religion, 1933,' p. 116.

This difference in sign may be regarded as reflecting the difference
in the nature of spatial and temporal extension.—Tolman, Relativity.
1934, p. 31.

It is known that time can be converted into space by multiplying
by the factor »c—Sir O.Lodge, PM 15 (1933) 708. •'• '

The »'
. . . limits the physical equivalence of space and time.

—

Frenkel, Wave Mechanics, 1932, p. 8.

The i-devotees are much too modest. Can we not turn a
hyperbola x2/a2 - y*/b* = 1 into an ellipse z2/a2 + ?/

2/c2 = 1, by
taking c = ib ? And why continue saying that for sound-
waves r2 — c2fi — 0, when we can express the equation as

x2 + y
2 + z2 + P = and say that the sound-source and the

sound-receiver are separated by a zero four-dimensional distance ?

It is surely a bizarre idea that any satisfactory explanation

can be derived from the introduction of the operator i, that it

can in any way influence reality, that the algebraic device of

four dimensions can produce a new physics. It has been well

criticised by Dr. Campbell who, though a relativist, is also a

laboratory worker (iv. 67)

:
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To explain is to interpret in terms of more acceptable ideas, and
the ideas of Minkowski are essentially unacceptable. It does not
help us to understand why all observers at rest relative to a system
make the same observations or why observers in relative motion
may differ as to the time sequence of events, if we are told that all

our observations and all our measurements are nothing but the
placing of points in a four-dimensional and partly imaginary time-
space. For, in so far as we can understand such a statement we
know it to be false ; time and space are not the same thing, neither
is imaginary, and there are observations which are concerned with
things that are neither time nor space. No facts are incomprehen-
sible, though they may be surprising ; an ' explanation ' which is
incomprehensible is no explanation at all.

7. ' Relativist " Units.

The idea that time can be converted into space, while it has
been largely propagated by enthusiastic popularisers of Einstein's
theory, is really based on a much more elementary expedient,
namely, the choice of such units as make light-velocity unity'
Retaining the cm. as unit of length, let us choose as time-unit
the ' cosec

' = a seconds. The vel. of light in cm./cosec is
C

l

=
°?

S0
„
tllat

°
= 1/C = 1/(3 x 10,°) tf c' = ** We then have

s_ = f- (*, where 1 = ct is in cosecs. Thus even in this case
Duration is not measured in cms. (or fans.) but in cosecs, not-
withstanding the following assertions.
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Here, again making the constant unity requires us for convenience
to make it dimens.onless

; and we therefore call the new Zt of
time the centimetre, and we write 1 sec. = 2- 999 y irao .- n w
Lewis, PM 45 (1923) 269.

W cm-~U N -

When we speak of units we mean magnitudes not quantities
So, even though we take c' = 1, it is nonsense to say that we
measure. Time in cm. or km. The time-measure may be
numerically equal to the length-measure, i.e. light traverses
unit Length in unit Time. Nevertheless what we are measuring
is not unit Length but the Time taken by light in traversing
unit Length; we measure it in cosecs, not in cms.
As for the ' dimensions,' the measure-ratio of length is L = 1

that of time is T = ljc. Hence L is not equal to T, and V is not
unity but c. The common assertion 4S that, if we make c' = 1,

velocity has .'zero dimensions,' is therefore incorrect. The
statement is really one of those vague pronouncements made by
people who fancy that ' dimensions ' are a qualitative factor
expressing the 'nature' of things. While the number 3 . 10™ is

supposed capable of being associated with dimensions, for some
reason or other the number 1 is supposed to be incapable.

;
The whole theory of the dimensionality of physical quantities has

been obscured by the existence of physical constants, to which
.
dimensions are often assigned. Now while it might seem reason-
able to assign dimensions to R or k, it would be highly inconvenient
to give dimensions to a pure number and especially to unity which
does not even appear in the physical equations.—G. N. Lewis, PM
43(1923)268.

. :

It would be difficult to state what exactly is the theory here
referred to ; nor is it apparent what connection it has with
physics. As we have shown, velocity is always a pure number,
whether it is 1 or 3 . 1010 ; and ' dimensions ' can never be assigned
or given to it. The issue is childishly elementary : if c' = 1,

then V = cjc' is c. The idea that by contemplating or manipula-
ting such platitudes we can reach an insight into the nature of
time and space, is an irrational delusion from which physicists

—

and especially relativists—should immediately rid themselves.

Sir James Jeans makes an ingenious attempt to justify confusion

in physics by appealing to international trade.

[Space and time], although fundamentally similar in a way not
yet fully understood, are measured in terms of different units.

" E.g., Lewia and Adams, PR 3 (1914) 85.
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There is a ' rate of exchange ' between these two units, just as there
is between Itaban lire and pounds sterling

; and .this rate of
exchange, the ratio of a unit of length to a unit of time, is measured
by the velocity of light which we denote by c. If we wish to regard
a second of time as a length, we treat it as being equivalent to three
hundred million metres, this being the distance travelled by a rav
of light in one second. In the same way there is a rate of exchange
between . . . matter and energy; and this is known to be the
square of the velocity of light, c2.—Jeans, Atomicity and Otm-«in
1926, p. 10.

vuanta,

What is ' the ratio of a unit of length to a unit of time '

? If
it is not the ratio of 1 to 1, it is a monstrosity

; it certainly is not
the number c. We may ' wish to regard a second of time as a
length,' we may even wish to regard it as a colour ; but we do
not thereby achieve sense. If we assert that we treat I second
as ' being equivalent to ' 3 . 108 metres, we are either inventing anew and unexplained use of the term ' equivalent ' or else we are
saying nothing more or less than this : the velocity of light is
3.10" metres per second. Then why not say it ? And why
borrow a financial metaphor to describe velocity as the '

rate of
exchange ' between Length and Time V We cannot have a ratio

Si- nSE""M~6 th6Se magnitUdeS and «*~
The equation r = ct, where c may be any given velocitySlend " V*'

Whi°h ™ ^ -^ more 2:
b.guousfy „ , km.=f cosec As a particular case we have

told tLA tns t

'

J
U then rather astonishing to be

ppendagesZ and

= ^ '' 7^'™ ™W«P^ the

BuUtifJT Sec-would *» equivalent to 3 . 10= = 1.

EAzziss:
astonishing to find v~>>*- °f

*
«•

-w2Sf: ?*«
b° Cl

,°
thed ^ematieally in a

The symmetry between / fSftt
}
vtty. 1923, p. 88.

justifiedSwS, Tdown therrrZ
d
,
Wme

"•
8°?<* that °ne !s

miles = V~i **™™ ^wect dimensional equation t 186,300
Edaimty, 1925,pM^^10*' 0n9in > »«hm and Influence of

W^ul^Xf/ in binary seconds but in terms of a
are asked why w?X? Vf ^ multiplied by V=l. ... If we

y we adopt these weird methods of measurement, the
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answer is that they appear to be nature's own system of measure-
ment.—Jeans, Mysterious Universe, 1930, p. 110.

measure-

Now the use ofi =y—1 as an analytical expedient in physics
is quite intelligible. For example, the equation

&<?ld&+. . . -<r«3*<p/3j>=o
becomes

3*9/3*!+ .... -f-ava^o,
if we put *, = x,xi = y, x3 = z, x,» ict. We can then say that
the equation is the four-dimensional analogne of the ordinary
V2
? = 0. This is often convenient and must be understood in a

' purely analytical sense, it lightens our work by allowing us to
use spatial metaphors. But it is devoid of physical significance,
and the interim operator t cannot appear in our final measures.

'

However, these quotations profess to go far beyond this. The
difficulty is to ascertain what precisely the authors think they are
saying. It is bad enough to be told that so many miles are equal
or identical with bo many seconds ; to say that they are equal to
the root of minus one times so many seconds is to make a state-
ment devoid of all intelligible content. The only hints at ex-
plaining the equation 3 . 105 km. = i sec—which involves the
equation 1 sec. = - i . 3 . 105 km.—are the following : it is a
mystic formula,' it is a correct dimensional equation, it reproduces
nature's own system of measurement. So we can choose between
mysticism, dimensions and Nature !

Rignano " is quite justified in saying that ' this mathematical
mysticism recently has reappeared with renewed vigour in

Einstein's theory of relativity,' which, while analytically ingenious,

has at the same time demonstrated all its dangerousness in

predisposing mathematicians to mystical conceptions very pre-

judicial to the clear understanding of the real state of affairs.'

There is little doubt that the same type of mind which revels in

dimensions ' finds expression in ' welding ' time and space and
in attributing magic to the root of minus one.50

Let us now change from c.g.s. units to units of x cm., y gm.,

2 sec. The velocity of light c = 3 . 1010 becomes c' and the gravita-

tional constant y= 6-664 . 10"8 becomes y*. From/= pnm'jr^,

" The Psychology of Reasoning, 1923, p. 185 f.

*" ' The theory of relativity is only the latest phase of a oritioal principle which
issued earlier in the method of dimensional analysis and in the applications of

functional equations to the basio axioms of dynamics.'—Temple, p. 11.
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we have [y] = L3/MT'. Hence, from our general formula
(14.6a) for the change of units,

c = c'xjz, y = t'^ly2*-

Assume c' = f' = I, take as units : kilometre (x = 105
), coo-ram

and cosec, the latter being merely names for y gram and z second
Clearly

1/T = z = z/c- 1/3 X 10"15

l/j)/ = y=a;cVY=l-35x 1033 .

Now the mass of the sun is to= P985x 1033 gram. Hence
m' = Mm = m/y= 1-47 cogram. This result is expressed by
relativists as follows :

SI

Gravitational mass is a length, e.g. the mass of the sun is I.47
kilometres.—B. Russell, Analysis of Matter, 1927, p. 341.
In Einstein's theory of gravitation the mass (causing the gravita

tional field) appears as a length.—Weyl, Philosophic der Malhematik
«nd Naturvnssenschaft, 1927, p, 103.
For the sun the quantity m, called the gravitational mass, is onlv

1-47 kilometres; for the earth it is 5 millimetres.—Eddington
Space Time and Gravitation, 1920, p. 98.

S

It is usual to adopt a system of units in which the constant ofgravitaton and the velocity of light in space devoid of gravitationare each unity and the unit of length is the kilometre The twoSBS^ ?nUt <?Uanti
*

ieS b6ing r6garded aS di^nsionless con-stants, the dimensions of mass and length become identical andmass is measured in Mlometres.-W. B. Morton, PM 42 (1921) 512

r™l%nSa*Se
", ? peCuUar that even the lat° Sir George

breenhill was puzzled

:

b

metes
heS

i

e

t

C

if'

S

mw t3
-

EinS
^m

'

8 ? must denote a length, in centi-

mtTmJsoftS,
tenons then that Einstein is quoted as calling

by TmZ ru£ anXV^
ma9S C0U

l
d be mea3Ured » c^timetres

8

JtronSUnits muS ZTT' S
°TTtedaaa ^explained

enlighten us o^thLw ^Ti
b
£U

^'ff"1
'
and mite™ eh°"'ds u us on tins point of the theory.—PM 41 (1921) 145.

fa££.\to^«*» enlightenment which was not then^

connecC
g
with tt^f

Pla°\the matter has not the rem°^
element!^ pToblem\ cry-°frelatiVity; tt * merelr an

fa nonsen7e tospeTk ri^T?^ Ia tte 8econd Place >
»speak of measuring mass in kilometres

; the mass

themaJof ttTriTZokUomir """^PP081*1 * ^ow faesami^tioM that
I931,p.36. "kUometres._W.Bond, Numerical Example, in Phytic,
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ia measured in cograms, each of which is l-as v torn
Numerically m' = ym/lOV, where m is i„

*,
X Z ™

it otherwise, we easily see that ymjch is tautomeric, and1 there
fore equal to m /r', since y' = c' = 1. •

Hence arose the peculiar idea that m' is measured in the same
units as r . The rmstake is due to the delusion that Y and c are
' regarded as dimensionless constants,' i.e. as havin* the measure
ratio unity, whereas in fact the measure-ratios are v/1 and dl
This pseudo-mystic attitude to dimensions also explains such
mysterious statements as the following :

;

If the gravitational constant of Newtonian mechanics is regarded
as a mere number, mass has the dimensions L*T-'= L if /TnTr
have the same dimensions [i.e. if L=T\.—F Murna-han Pvr
43 (1922) 585 note.

J "wrnagnan, PM
There is a relation between the three fundamental concepts ofclassical physics which can be written thus: Mass= Space-Time squared Hence already in classical mechanics these three

ff,- vv ,?
0t

•
^V^t*.-R. Lammel, Die Grunilagen d>r

Relalimtalstheone, 1921, p. 128. .

The theory of relativity has lessened the number of the funda-
mental umts by the discovery of inner connections between them.
For example the time-unit loses its self-sufficiency owing to the
unification of space and time and reduces to the unit of length on
the ground of the natural unit : velocity of light = 1, thus 1 sec =

•w om. Furthermore, owing to the connection discovered by the
general theory of relativity to exist between mass-density and space-
curvature, mass is reduced to the unit of length, on the ground
of the relation

: 1 gram= 1-86 x 10-" cm. Thus two universal
constants are eliminated by understanding their true meaning.—
L. .Lanczos, Ergebnisse der exakten Naturw. 10 (1931) 113.

We have already dealt with the absurd equation which makes
a second of Duration to be so many times a centimetre of Length,
we have also protested against making a centimetre to be so many
grams. There is no difficulty whatever in ' eliminating ' c and y,
i.e. in choosing units. of measurement so that c' = y' = l. This
is effected by an elementary process accessible to any schoolboy,
without any reference to the alleged unification of space and time
or to the connection of mass-density and space-curvature. There
is, says Planck,52

' nothing to prevent our choosing the unit of
mass so that y = 1. The gravitational constant would then be
a pure number, and the mass would not be a self-dependent
quantity but would have the dimensions [Pit*].' We cannot

" General Mechanics, 1932, p. 46.
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admit these conclusions ; we have maintained that y is always

a pure number. The fact that, with certain basic units, it turns

out to be unity, is trivial and irrelevant. Ths equationM= IP/T*
merely means that yjy' = 1, i.e. y has the same value in the two
systems of units. All this talk of mass = volume/time2 and the

like is without meaning.63

We have already protested against the rather cool assumption
of relativists that somehow they have acquired proprietary
rights over the set of units in which c' = y' = 1. The subject
has no connection with Einstein's theory. The fact that a
writer upholds that theory gives him no right whatever to indulge
in loose and inaccurate terminology concerning elementary

'

matters like changes of units. Sir Arthur Eddington however
appears to think otherwise : .

.' •

Objection is sometimes taken to the use of a centimetre as a unit
of gravitational (i.e. gravitation-exerting) mass. But the same
objection would apply to the use of a gram, since the gram is pro-
perly a measure of a different property of the particle, viz. its
inertia. Our constant of integration m is clearly a length • and
the reader may, if he wishes to make this clear, call it the gravita-
tional radius instead of the gravitational mass. But when it is
realised that the gravitational radius in centimetres/the inertia in
grams, and the energy in ergs, are merely measurements in different
codes of the some intrinsic quality of the particle, it seems undulv
pedantic to insist on the older discrimination of these units which

wmSfi'fl ^SUmpti
??

*hat they m^ured qualities which
were radically ditierent.-Mathematical Theory of Relativity, 1924",

It is very difficult to argue against a person who claims to
possess such an intimate knowledge of nature. Perhaps it is
true that when we compare one Length with another and call •

the tafao so many centimetres, when we say the mass of a body

n «Ty 7*1 of another whieh we choose t0 cal1 ™ty
(1 gram) and when we measure energy or work in eres we are ;2?*- ',cod- ' «• comparing 'l^fteuS

inrerum JrT ? I
7

:
M this may have some meaningrerum mlura-hut not in a laboratory, not in experimental

™ The objection of Jeans (p. 14) to Jlf_ Tttm- v j ,'. . .

"
turn of dimensions : • As a mltL, ,t J\ ' " bMed 0n th,s ™«interpreta.

thing entirely apart from fen^tJ *
6TOr

'
W° kD°W that mMS ia Bome"

them through the law oTStbn.' "^ " " '"" * ta °0rm60ted**
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science. It is not just ' pedantic ' to discriminate between themeasures of length mass and energy; it is a ^al J™™
distinguishing physics from algebra. The real pedant occurswhen a relativist, just because he happens to use m instead ofl-ymlc* as a 'constant of integration,' is willing to reduce
physics to chaos rather than change a letter of the alphabet
Our discussion of r and its measure-ratio is by no mean,

irrelevant to electromagnetics. Witness this quotation from an
authoritative American symposium of 1933 •

Being primarily a mathematician, Gauss simplified his formulasas much as possible by making the inverse-square law fa m™ e«cpoles factor-free. This was good mathematics but poor physl s
,

It equated the product of two magnetic poles to the product of aface and the square of a distance. There was no justiSLfa
this at that time, nor is there any at the present time ; it has beenthe source of much confusion. . . . The reduction of magnetism to

G
e

A.Ta
C

mPfep
a

fo
0r"free mW»*P«« ^ * ** i-tified.-

It would be hard to beat this as a concentrated and complete
misunderstanding of the symbols . of elementary physics
Apparently there is no objection to the law /= mm'far*

• but
for some unexplained reason, Gauss made a shocking mistake in
taking [3=1. Apparently astronomers are also mistaken in
using units for which f = 1. At this stage of our discussion it
is no longer necessary to argue against this absurd position. So
long as such views are seriously maintained concerning physical
symbols and dimensions, it is futile to expect clarity or utility
in discussions on the units or the ' nature ' of electromagnetic
quantities. .,.!

8. 'Natural' Units.

Let us start with the values of the following constants in
c.g.s. units

:

, J :

'

'

Measure-
Quantity C.g.s. value ratio

Constant of gravitation -y = 6- 664 x 10"8 VjMP
Velocity of light .• c = 2-99796 xW LIT
Planck's constant A= 6-547 x lO-27 ML2jT

Then if we adopt units of x gram, y cm., z sec, so that the new
values are unity (c' = r

' = h' = 1), we have by (14.6a),

-C
= y

3
lxzi, , c = yjz, A = a^a

/z.
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Or
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i= c*A*yh. y = cHAJ
Y

l
>

z = c' ihi

y
l

.

This gives approximately

ar=S-4xl<r«, y = 4-0 x lO"83 , z= 1-3 x l()-«.

Let us now add

Boltzmann's gas-constant : h = 1-372 x 10"18
: ML2IT* 0.

We can choose a new unit of temperature u Centigrade degrees
so that the new k' = 1. We have

h = xifjzhi, or u = hP/xy2 = 2 • 4 x 1032
.

We have thus arrived at Planck's famous ' natural units.'

We have the means of establishing units of length, mass, time and
temperature, which are independent of special bodies or substances
which necessarily retain their significance for all times and for all
environments, terrestrial and human or otherwise, and which may
therefore be described as ' natural units.'—Planck, Theory of Heat
Radiation, Eng. tr. Philadelphia, 1914, p. 84.

This is the most perfect hitherto conceivable system of measure-
ment, and also the one which most deserves the name of absolute—
li

.
Auerbach, Die Methoden der theoretischen Physik, 1925, p. 12. .

Now the choice of units is entirely a questi6n of practical
convenience; it must be decided by the men in the laboratory
and m the factory. It has no theoretical significance; We have
already pointed out that the ratio of two conspecific quantities
is independent of the units employed, and that every general
physical equation is a relation between tautomeric products.There u herefbre ]ustification for Dr N_ Campbell's outspoken

tTcW I"' v?
' J^ fiDd n° WOrd ^der than ridiculous

to characterise Planck's suggestion '

thaTSn^
rej? EddmSton

'

8 assertion «• ' It is evident

SShTu T»Sv JT* be th6 key t0 some essential ^ructure.'

of lmll^ ff

mg ^ 6Vident
-

Pointing t0 ^« "nitof temperature-difference (2.4x10*), Prof. Bridgman says

tur^has
6

etrteTsSlH
°f the astroP^icists, no such tempera-

thattotempSuS^ ff*7
wmId Prof

- Eddington maintain

phenomenon ?
^ be the key to some fundamental cosmic

Moreover, other systems of « natural ' units have been proposed.
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A truly natural system of physical units woi.IH K„ „ t . ,

based on the electron or a [L^!Sn!*^
electric quantity, the velocity of light or a fr!.H r

M T6 of

part ?] of it as unit of Telocity, and the.m£ of ar? [
«? ^1uot

or a [an integral t] multiple of it as uS mL" ^7A 1^
SL«5

(19llU) ""
! "*-" * *• W.^rCtfcRSB

Still another system, called rather pompously 'ultimate
rational units, has been proposed by Lewis and Adams Let
us call these I cm., m gram, t sec, 6 degrees C. These are
determined as follows :

v

(1) The cm. is retained, i.e. 1=1.
(2) The velocity of light is to be unity, c' = 1, i e Vi = c or

t=\jc.

(3) ' The electrostatic electron charge ' is to be 1/4*. Expressed
more accurately, this means that we start with the elst system
(a = 1) and the electronic charge q = 4- 770 x KT" elst, and that
we take q'a.'* = 1/4 jt. Apparently it is intended to take a' = 1,
but nothing is said about p'. Since

\ >., ,; .
. ., Q = jtf*£![a*]r-»,

.

we have from (14.6a)

'.-,':••!
! ? = ?Vm¥/«,

or

: TO = (4jcgt/c)» = 1-39 X 10""

since 1=1, t = 1/c, gV» = l/4n. The only reason given by
Lewis (p. 741) for thk peculiar choice of g'a'1 is this: 'This
decision, which seems arbitrary, was reached after looking ahead
to some of its consequences.' B5

,

(4) The Boltzmann constant is to be unity. Hence

.
,

f
_

k = mPjm, or 6 = (inqffk = 1 • 66 x 10"2
.

The first argument adduced for this system is as follows :

In the system that I outlined, not only do the various units and
dimensions of electric and magnetic quantities become identical,
but the dimensions of all electric and magnetic quantities become
integral—thus doing away with the fractional dimensions which are
now ascribed to the majority of these quantities and which many
nave felt to be a blemish upon the existing system of dimensions.

—

Lewis, ii. 748.

"Lewis says, PM 45 (1923) 270: '1 gram = 2'499 X 10" reciprocal

centimetres ' I
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We need not waste time with this statement. It happens t
be untrue; and if it were true, it would be worthless. A procedure
(change of units) which presupposes and is based upon dimensions
(measure-ratios) cannot result in altering these dimensions I

Before examining further claims made for these units, it will
be helpful to enumerate some tautometric products concernins
which there has been considerable discussion.

The first is

A = ch/2icq* = 137 approximately.

Here h is Planck's quantum, q is the electronic charge in elstand 2* is inserted for certain reasons of convenience. It is easilv
seen that the measure-ratio of this quantity is not 1 but \d
Hence the more accurate expression is

A = ach/2-nq1
,

where of course « = 1 for elst measure. There is a slight un-

TaldT Bon^r1 ValU6^ *>*•«•™ -

137-01, ±0-05„.
According to Jeans," ' it is significant that ch is of the same

had better keer taZ ,

7 m ** the same number. We

B=(xA3c2/i« '

= approximately 41.

units
waokb°dy = <7X(abs. temp.)*. In c.g.s.

5 = 5 -709xl0-«erg/cm.a sec.grad*The energy density is 8< whera is
absolute temperature, and

W USed to denote the

*-.!. m-4. '

635
'

AcCMdin
8 • ^an, PR 35 (1930, 1231, the best

tfata™ 115 (1925)365*.
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The third tautometrio product is

= ckljaq" = approx. 16 x 10«.

But this is not independent, for

2nA = {BO)K

Returning now to Lewis-Adams units, we have

ct = a'mjPQ*.

Whence we find at once

.
</ = {in)>jC.

This is in furtherance of their expectation that '
all universal

constants will prove to be pure numbers, involving only integral
numbers and tt ' (p. 97). But there is nothing at all in this
argument, for the formula for <j' is an immediate deduction from

<t = ch'lq'C.

They now assume that a' = 1/4. The assumption may be made
simpler by putting a = ac/i and <j' = a'c'/i, so that the assumption
is equivalent to taking a' = 1. We have therefore

G=4(47t) 8 = 15-61 x 10»,

which might have been put forward as a direct suggestion,

without any changing of units.68 Or

c = cWmiTiq)* = 5-70 x 10"5
.

-

Similarly

h = h'mPlt = A'(4tt?)2/c - -

or* r_'

' h' = A/8n,
"

which also follows at once from h = 2nAq^jc. It is now assumed
that '

.

'

... ,. . A = 87c(8t^/15) 1

.•;..-•-: =137>348.-

This is a rather complicated assumption, and moreover it has
nothing to do with these special units. Let us make it somewhat
clearer. According to Planck's theory 59 ;,."„,

. .
£=27t5

/15.

" Lewia says, PM 45 (1923) 271 : ' We were able to calculate a value of

Stefan's constant claiming a much higher acouracy than the values which had
been obtained by experiment' (average 6 '81 X 10"5). But Lewis and Adams
(p. 99) admitted that Coblentz had previously given 5-7 X 10" 1 as the probable

value.

" Theory of Heat Radiation, 1914, p. 171 (where «= v'fiQ).
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It follows that

A = (BC)*I2tz

= 87e(8*7I5)*,-

if we assume C= 4(4;r)«. Hence the net contribution of LeWjs
and Adams is this assumption about C. Their ' ultimate ration 1

units ' are unnecessary and irrelevant.60

If we assume that A is in theory dependent on q and c and
(as Planck did) that a depends on h, k and c, then the productsA and B can involve only operational numbers, i.e. numbers
introduced by some such process as statistical summation and
integration. Various suggestions, mostly empirical guesses have
been made about A, several involving the masses of the protonand electron, but none of them is satisfactory «
We may now briefly refer to 'the chemical constant' inconnection with its 'dimensions ' and with Lewis-Adams unitsBut of course for details of theory and practice we mu t referto the appropriate text-books ; we are concerned here only wtha minor point. For a gas at a very low temperature when allgases behave as monatomic, we have ™

lnp =-M /r9 + ln6» + lna,

atrnl^tT7/*/^ meChaDiCal Value °f heat
- - the•SAt'f w eie N k A™gadro's number

the chemical collnt t
temPfature, and ma is called

massofXato?Ro ;

PP°1 ° d<Spends on » = »/* **atom, Boltzmann's k and Planck's h. Then, since

" Their value of Aia6-660x 10-" 'mt.«.t ,a bizarre coincidence, the rewnt *>, ' ..
tneref°"> we are to assume

Planck furnish a stAiL^t^."T °f *• COMtanta °f Strfta, and
advanced'-Lew;,, PM 4 ,«,»£" t "" **" WWch Dr

" Ada™ «* I
C= 4(4»)« with Planck's i?.' ' their ""'^ idea ™> to °°n>bine

are the masses of Vel^JnllT^ "
1B'32l

{U'+ '"^m, where M and m
2„A = */,„(„_ ,, I

™° "d **«»• J- Perles, 2Wu,. 16 (1928) 1094 :

= 137-275. EddiLton h„ ' " (1932) 316 ! ^ = "/S . [(7 2)' + (2/7)'l

J- founds 136anddecCd
ro

?rh

ded
J^ '—dentalVeirvt^

te probable error attributed 'to
7Th0Ugh the discrepancy is about three times

J-yself that the fault lies wl th. I
eXpe

,

rimental value, I cannot persuade
found 137.-PRS ,26A

" "* h0 'heory. • PRS 122A (m 358 ^ he
«V4c«, showing a possible connection tT*

ab° that ""» ta °f the e«m° °'d<* «
<«* Kte, p. 618).

«»nect,on between electromagnetics and gravitation
" J

-
Rl Pw«ngton, Chemical Thern^lhermodynamic, 1924, pD . 219, 259.
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obviously atf has the measure-ratio of pressure lMIT'rt\
easily find that

V 8ure WW), we

a = constant m'i'A-».

And in fact the quantum theory gives the constant to be f2^»
It is however also given « as (4fr)»/e, where e is the base of ill
natural logarithms. The difference is slight • lnf27rH - 1 io,
and ln[(4*)V*] = 1-215, i.e. e, the base of the natural logari hms
is approximately 2 !

.
6 s

'

According to the quantum theory the entropy of an ideal
monatomic gas is

S = Hn[6t>m6'»i«],

where vm = v/N, m = w/N, and

,
b = (2nk)hih-K

Hence

. <S = rln[C^ ,tol],

where C = bN't = 3 • 836 x 10"'. Lewis « tells us that '
accord-

ing to the theory of ultimate rational units,' 6' = 1 ' in the new
units.' He infers that C is

kh^N^iTtq)* = 3-252 x 10"V
and that this has been since confirmed by experiment. However
this is not equal to O, its correct numerical value is 8-193 x 10"8

We shall now show that b' is not unity. The measure-ratio

. [6] = [*»*-*] = l/2fl0»Z«,

and L = 1. Hence, using m gram and 8 grad for Lewis-Adams
units,

6 = b'/mW

. =5W/(4ijf.
Hence

b' = (2
21

7t»e
5)U-».

If 4' = 1, we should have

4 = 2W= 144-9,

which is incorrect. Thus the ' theory ' of ultimate rational units
fails also in its final test. And indeed it must now be obvious,

" Nernat, The New Heal Theorem, 1926, p. 205.
" PR 18 (1921) 121 ; PM 45 (1923) 273. ' It has recently been shown by
wis that the constant O can be oaloulated, with an accuracy far greater than
^et "° attained by experiment, from other well-known constants of nature.'

• '
NtU»i'. O. Gibson and W. Latimer, J. Am. Chem. Soo. 44 (1922) 1009.
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i„ view of our discussion, that no theoretical result whatever can

posX emerge from a mere change of units, though certain

suggestions can be based on a consideration of tautomeric

^the above remarks (already in print) I feel tempted to add

a. brief reference to the use of ' dimensionless constants ' in recent

cosmogonical speculation. At the start it is taken for granted

that certain astronomical observations imply that the spu-al

nebulae are receding with velocities proportional to their distances

from us This alleged fact sounds a bit far-fetched and should

be received with caution. As Miss Janet Clark pointed out, if

the speed of recession increases with distance it must also be

taken as increasing as one goes backwards in time. Whereupon

Sir Arthur Eddington declared his standpoint as follows :

My own point of view has been that the distribution of nebular

motions taken by itself is a phenomenon which would admit of an

almost unlimited number of cosmogonie interpretations ; and I

have no objection to admitting yet another. " Some of the interpreta-

tions offered seem to me to lack plausibility ; but I have long since

found that there is no accounting for tastes in such a matter. The

position is quite different for those of us who approach the phenom-

enon by way of pure physical theory. Independently of any

astronomical observations, we are more or less convinced of the

existence of cosmical repulsion as a necessary consequence of the

relativity of our measurements.

—

Nature 132 (1933) 406.

Such frankness is extremely refreshing. It appears that the

adherents of pure physical theory—so pure that it is indistinguish-

able from a priori mathematical speculation—are already con-

vinced quite independently of any observations ! Anyway, let

us record the judgement of Dr. Silberstein (Causality, 1933,

p. 137) that 'the relativistic theory of the expanding universe

... is far from being firmly established. It certainly is beset

with serious difficulties.'

Prescinding from the question of fact, let us agree with Dirao :
<

The recession of the spiral nebulae with velocities proportional to

their distances from us requires, if we assume these velocities to

be roughly constant [a peculiar assumption !], that at a certain

time in the distant past all the matter in the universe was confined
within a very small volume. This time appears as a natural origin

of time and provides us with a zero from which to measure the
epoch of any event. Referred to this zero, the present epoch,
according to Hubble's data, is about 2 x 109 years.—P.A.M. Dirac,
PRS 165a (1938) 200. ,
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That is, the time elapsed since everything was packed together

a j = 6.3 X 10" seconds. Which statement, of course, implies

the objectivity of Duration independently of measurement.

' Let us express this,' says Dirac, ' in terms of a unit of time fixed

bv the constants of atomic theory.' For which he takes

t = q
2\rru? = 10""23 sec,

where <7 is the electronic charge in elsts, m the electronic mass in

srams, and c the velocity of light in cm. per sec. Of course, we

miehthave taken a different ' natural unit ' such as q*[Mc3 where

M is the mass of the proton ; or we could use At„ i.e. hftnmc2,

which is 137< . And Ct
a
would be 16 x 10 8

/ . Anyway t[t„ is

about 6 X 1039 (Dirac says 7 X 1038
). So we look around and

see if we can get another tautometric number of this magnitude.

Let D be the ratio of the electric to the gravitational force between

the electron and the proton :

D =flf = WtmyMmlr*}
= qt/yMm
= 2.3 X 1039 .

We conclude that

This is expressed by Dirac as follows (p. 201)

:

We see there is a close agreement between the present epoch,

expressed in atomic units, and the ratio of the gravitational to the

electric force between two elementary particles. Such a coincidence

we may presume is due to some deep connexion in Nature between

cosmology and atomic theory. Thus we may expect it to hold

not only at the present epoch but for all time, so that for example

in the distant future when the epoch is 105 ° we may expect D will

then be of the order 10 5 °.

We need not follow Dirac in his further generalisation, nor need

we inquire what was D when the ' epoch ' was zero or very small.

It is sufficient to append some brief criticisms of the foundation

of this speculation which is reminiscent of the musings oi Kepler.

(1) It is clear that * is taken not as a date but as the measure

of a relevant physical duration. Dirac presently abandons the

hypothesis that the velocity of recession of each spiral nebula is

roughly constant. But, he says (p. 201), ' without this assump-

tion we can still talk about the epoch of an event bu
i

we have no

natural zero from which to measure it, so that only the difference

of two epochs can enter into the laws of nature. Later on
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,n 203) he concludes that the velocity varies as r*». 'With

hi, law of recession we still have a natural origm of time, namely

the zero of the t, when all the nebulae were extremely close

together '—and, let us add, moving with infinite velocity [relative

^Now why should closetogetherness have such an extraordinary

sienificance « Whether we call the quantity t or t - t', it must,

since it occurs in a physical law, represent the duration of a

physical process, some continuously operative cause. And we

are supposed to arrive at this mysterious law not by observation

but by number-juggling.
_

(2) As for ' the atomic unit ' « .
tnere w no BUOn thing at all.

We simply have the logometrio formula

[8»/mc«]=T[a]

That is, the measure-ratio of the quantity is T, the ratio of the

time-measures or the inverse ratio of the time-units employed,

multiplied by the ratio of the a-coefficients used (which latter

Dirac conveniently takes to be unity). Similarly the measure-

ratio of surface-tension («) is S = M/T2
, so that

where m is the mass of the body or of a molecule. Are we to

infer that Vmjs is a natural molecular unit of time? The

invalidity of such reasoning will be made clear when in the next

chapter (p. 790 f.) we discuss electrical resistance as ' velocity.

From the fact that a measure-ratio is T it is illegitimate to infer

that a ' natural unit ' of duration is involved.

(3) The importance attached to the approximate equality of

tjtf, and ///' is more aldn to superstition than to science. The

quantity t, a duration extending aeons into the unknown past,

is reached by a very precarious argument ; the quantity t should

really be designated q*lmx? and has no durational significance

whatever. And///' is the ratio of two simultaneous forces acting

here and now. The equation is expressed by saying that

is approximately unity. ' And in this guise the statement appears

to be rather innocuous. To infer that the collocation of quanti-

ties always remains unity from t — o (or — oo ?) to t = a> is just a
specimen of arithmolatry.
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(4) How happy are those who can thus so easily find the deep

connexion in Nature (spelt with a capital letter) between cos-

mogony and atoms ! Fortunately there are to-day other

speculators abroad who, also by the wizardry of numbers, dis-

cover a different constitution in Nature.

Milne has suggested that, if a suitable model for the universe can

be constructed out of such general principles as have here been

considered, it is reasonable to assume that it Bhould not be necessary

to introduce any constants having physical dimensions.—A. G.

Walker, Proc. Land. Math. Soc. 42 (1936) 121.

That is, in the new-fangled cosmogonical speculations, the

only tautometrio number which can occur is what Walker calls

'a pure constant'—whatever that means. The only hope for

experimental physics is that the apriorists will destroy one

another.

9. Operations and Concepts.

As far back as 1870 Maxwell wrote (iv. 217)

:

As science has been developed, the domain of quantity has every-

where encroached on that of quality, till the process of scientific

inquiry seems to have become simply the measurement and registra-

tion of quantities, combined with a mathematical discussion of the

numbers thus obtained.

There is an obvious truth in this, provided we do not, as is

commonly done, distort it into the assertion that science reduces

qualities to quantities. Eor physics does not transform quality,

it merely prescinds or abstracts from it. . The purely numerical

equation v = Ijt does not in any sense reduce Space, Time and

Motion to generic quantity.

Physics deals with certain quantitative interrelationships

occurring in a complex qualitative process ; so far from denying

this background or context, the equation is devoid of physical

significance unless it be presupposed. :

It seems to be held generally to-day that the recognition ol

'physical quantities' as measure-numbers is somehow due to

the development of Einstein's theory.- So far is this from being

the case, relativists are among the greatest offenders in employing

and misapplying ' dimensions.' But a great parade is made ot

ridiculing alleged ' absolute ' definitions, such as that ofthe number
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u »ntitv of matter.' So Eddington*5 assures us

m as the q
,

distanCe is defined by certain operations of

solemnly that
reference to nonsensical conceptions

measurement and w^
emptiness

> between two points.' While

such as the amo
demoushed, Eddington's own position

KE££. Elsewhere he tells us:

"

T;e vocabulary of*rg^^^ffi,^U^
such as lengt '•

^rilfly caU pM^ quantities. . . . Physical

wbich we ^^ffijrfy according to the way in which we
quantities are definedP™^ , thenfin our observation of the
Cognise them when^^ h ical quantity we perform
world around us. . .

.

J.onn ^ g calouiations The
certain practical J*^^^^.^ the result of the opera-
physical quantrty o tocover P ,

^^^^ aHkK

TZ^STo^^. But the physicist is not generaUy
manutacturea uy > r

quantity he arrives at is something whose

"teelnS SlXmthWof operationBwhiehledtoit . . .

5 « m™- tmt he can lav x unit measuring-rods in a line between

fwoS he ha manufactured the quantity
f
which he

>
calls the

two pomis, iic
beUeves that that distance x

which would be apprehended by a superior intelligence as existing

ttellTwZut reference to the notion of operations with measuring-

rods.—Mathematical Theory of Relativity, 1924*, p. 1.

So according to Eddington, the non-relativist is supposed to

believe that the number x = A\B, where A is the measured

Length and B is the unit Length chosen, is ' something already

existing ' independently of B. No one holds such an absurd view.

' The physicist,' he argues, ' would say that he finds a length and

manufactures a cubic parallax ; but it is only because he has

inherited a preconceived theory of the world that he makes the

distinction.' Here again a man of straw is set up to talk nonsense.

Without leaving length-measure, we can say that the numbers

x, x1, x3 are equally justifiable as numbers ; their scientific appro-

priateness varies ; in the case of gravitational attraction a;
2

,
not x,

is found to occur. It is extremely difficult to decide whether

relativists are uttering the truism that x = AjB is arbitrary and

depends on B, or whether they are paradoxically asserting that

A and B have no objective existence at all. For instance, what

" Nature of the Physical World, 1928, p. 222. Millikan says (iii- I85 )
!

' Inertia is the only invariable property of matter. It ia the quantitative measure

of matter, and matter quantitatively considered is called mass.'
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does Eddington mean when he says (p. 141) :
' There is no such

thing as absolute length, we can only express the length of one

thing in terms of the length of something else *
? Or let us quote

Bridgman (i. 6), substituting A for Time in order to generalise

the argument

:

We do not understand the meaning of absolute A unless we can

tell how to determine the absolute A of any concrete event, i.e.

unless we can measure absolute A
. Now we merely have to examine

any of the possible operations by which we measure A to see that

all such operations are relative operations. Therefore the previous
• statement that absolute A does not exist is replaced by the state-

ment that absolute A is meaningless.

Let us avoid the adjectives absolute and relative, which appar-

ently evoke prejudice. The argument then is that A is ' meaning-

less
' because measurement gives only AjB ; and now its weakness

is apparent. If A is x1 relative to B
t
and xa relative to B2 ,

neither xt
nor x 2 is an absolute predicate of A. But if A had no

independent character, it would not be xx relative to B
x nor xa

relative to £2
. Given a rod, its size in yards is determined by the

yardstick ; but given the yardstick, the number of yards is deter-

mined by the stick itself. If the rod had not a determinate

sizableness independent of the yardstick, or if the yardstick had

no Length independently of the rod, the relation would be com-

pletely indeterminate.66 The determinateness or measurability

of a Length is independent of the procedure of measuring it. If

it meant the operation, I could not think of a Length without

thinking of the extension and displacement of the measuring-rod,

and in this latter idea Length is already assumed. In general,

the metric quality is logically prior to measurement, the relating

implies relata. We cannot therefore admit Prof. Bridgman's

contention (i. 69) that ' the concept of time is determined by the

operations by which it is measured.' He has refuted himself

when he admitted elsewhere "7 that ' the time concept has to be

assumed as primitive and unanalysable, for the operations

essentially assume that the operator understands the meaning of

later and earlier in time.'

Indeed Bridgman refutes himself in the very enunciation of his

thesis (i. 68 f.) :

" Of. C. I. Lewis, The Mind and the World Order, 1929, pp. 167-174.

" Science, 75 (1932) 424.
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Armrdine to our viewpoint, the concept of time ia determined by

hfoperations by which it is measured . . . A metre stick ia set up

^h iSrVors at the two ends, and a light-beam travels back and

forth between the two mirrors without absorption. The lime

Zuired for a single passage back and forth is denned as the unit of

time ; and time is measured simply by counting these intervals.

Is it not perfectly obvious, from the words we have italicised,

that he assumes beforehand as an empirical datum the concept

of time or duration which he professes to define by this rather

crude and schematic operation ? His measuring-operation is

merely a mechanism for obtaining the ratiofication of two Dura-

tions. Yet, it may be objected, ' there are many varieties of

measurement, each ofwhich gives rise to a different time-concept,' 68

e.g. earth-rotation, pendulum, tuning-fork. In that case, it is

curious that the unsophisticated man identifies all these concepts,

gives them the same meaning and calls them by the same name.

Is it really necessary, when studying physics, to perpetrate such

paradoxes as saying that the earth rotates in one time, a pendulum

oscillates in another, I myselfmove in a third, and so on ? Besides

its absurdity, no one really uses this plurification even in physics.

It merely happens to be fashionable at the moment to write this

kind of stuff.

We reject then the thesis of Bridgman (i. 8), according to

which ' in general we mean by any concept nothing more than a

set of operations, the concept is synonymous with the corre-

sponding set of operations.' The operation itself is not hap-

hazard, it is meaningful and purposive ; its sole object is to secure

a ratio. Regarded without reference to this, simply as a material

procedure, every operation is essentially accurate ; it is what it is.

How then can Bridgman reconcile this with his admission (i. 33)

that
' all results of measurement are only approximate '

? They
certainly give some ratio ; and if this is defined by the operation,
there can be no correction. The truth i3 that measurement is an
operation describable only in terms of prior concepts ; and in the
light of these it is legitimate to correct the results of its physical
execution. The concept, say, of Length is not thereby altered
or determined, only our estimate of the correct length-number is

changed. Prof. Bridgman no more defines Length operatively
than he defines Time :

" Outline of Atomk Physk,. By Members of the Physics Staff of the
Umvemty of Pittsburg. New York, 1933, p. 326.
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We start with a measuring-rod and lay it on the object,

then move the rod along in a straight-line extension of its previous
position, . . • and call the length the total number of times the rod
was applied (i. 9).

The whole phraseology is spatial. And this crude operation

does not even constitute the meaning of length
; it is merely a

rough-and-ready way for estimating the value of what we know

already to exist : the ratio of two Lengths.

In spite of its laboratory-vocabulary, this so-called operational

viewpoint is not really a genuine product of physics ; it is the

echo, within the precincts of science, of that curious and typical

American doctrine known as ' behaviourism.' In a similar way

we find, as an importation into physics, that doctrine of ' idealism

'

which is a reaction against materialist philosophy. We shall

take Sir Arthur Eddington as its exponent.

We feel it necessary to concede some background to the measures

—

an external world ; but the attributes of this world, except in so far

as they are reflected in the measures, are outside scientific scrutiny.

—

Nature of the Physical World, 1928, p. xiii.

What we are dragging to light as the basis of all phenomena is a

scheme of symbols connected by mathematical equations. That is

what physical reality boils down to when probed by the methods

which a physicist can apply.

—

New Palhvxiya in Science, 1935, p. 313.

What do the symbols stand for ? The mysterious reply is given

that physics is indifferent to that ; it has no means of probing

beneath the symbolism.

—

Science and the Unseen World, 1930, p. 20.

Everything known about the material world must in one way or

another have been inferred from these stimuli transmitted along the

nerves. . . . The inferred knowledge is a skeleton frame, the entities

which build the frame being of undisclosed nature. For that reason

they are described by symbols, as the symbol x in algebra stands for

an unknown quantity. ... Its substance has melted into shadow.

None the less it remains a real world if there is a background to the

symbols—an unknown quantity which the mathematical symbol x

stands for. We think we are not wholly cut off from this back-

ground. It is to this background that our own personality and

consciousness belong, and those spiritual aspects of our nature not

to be described by any symbolism or at least not by symbolism of

the numerical kind to which mathematical physics has hitherto

restricted itself.—Ibid., pp. 22 f., 24 f.

Here speaks the typical theorist. He deals with numbers which

he prefers to call ' symbols.' This scheme of symbols is the basis

of all phenomena, they constitute physical reality, they are

'the scientific world ... a shadow-world, shadowing a world
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' an unknown quantity ' i.e a number which

hasto be determined. Nevertheless, the background is not

numerical, it is spiritual.

We are not interested in the coherence or tenability of this

view as a general philosophy. We are concerned only with the

attempt to foist it upon us as the authoritative interpretation of

physical science. It is becoming far too common for prominent

physicists, with a gift for popularising, to gain adherence to their

own brand ofphilosophy by representing it as the latest pronounce-

ment of physics. We shall therefore, by way of counterblast,

summarise the view maintained in this chapter, without in any

way trespassing on the field of philosophy.

(1) Let us begin with practical physics. The laboratory—in

which term we include the workshop, the factory, etc.—is the

source and final test of the theorist's work. If the lab-man's task

could be summed up in one word, it would be ' ratification,'

typified by x = AjB and complicated combinations of such

numbers. The theorist's initial x thus originates, and his final

test is thus verified or rejected. It may please the theorist, in

moments of exaltation, to forget the humble origin and ultimate

judgement of his symbolic career ; especially nowadays when his

predominant emotion appears often to be mathematical aestheti-

cism. And so he bestrides the field of physics, if not like a Colossus,

at least like a Plato hypostatising his numbers. It is high time

that the practical physicist should make it clear that he is in charge

of the ' scientific scrutiny.'

Now this laboratory-work is on the level of ordinary common
sense, it is practical and pragmatic. It makes no difference

whether the operator is a materialist or an idealist. In the study,

in the church, in the ballot-booth, physicists differ as do other men

;

but they agree in the laboratory, at least they agree in the type of

reasoning and testing which is final. They concur in what the

number ' length ' signifies, though they may differ as to whether

our idea of space is innate or acquired, as to how our sensations

" Nature of the Physical World, 1928, p. 109.
'• Science and the Unseen World, 1930, p. 22.
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of touch and sight are correlated, and so on. Physics does not

rise and cannot rise, above the laboratory level of experience.

Philosophy professes to do so ; it therefore goes beyond the

science of physics.

(2) The theoretical physicist, on the other hand, operates only

with number-symbols ; his task is to secure various algebraic

relationships. His data come from the laboratory, and his

conclusions must go back there ; meanwhile he is a free man.

He usually indeed clothes his operations in concrete phraseology

;

he uses terms which suggest that he is engaged in tasks pertain-

ing to ordinary life or to the instrument-bench. But this, while

psychologically understandable, is logically irrelevant. He

must, of course, remember that he is not engaged in abstract

algebra, that he is working towards a combination of ratios verifi-

able mensurationally by his practical colleague. Hence all his

general equations must consist of tautometric functions. Usually

too some or all of his symbols represent basic or derived quanti-

ties ; his x, y, z stand for lengths measured in perpendicular

directions, his t signifies duration or date. But it is quite

legitimate for him to disappear for a time from his astonished

colleague's gaze, to plunge into analytical metaphors—to work

with four, five, six or more ' dimensions,' to invent potential-

waves or even probability-waves. Provided that, at the end of

this interim theorising, he re-emerges with something the ordinary

man can ' bite,' some result that the lab-man can test.

This skilful and highly imaginative manipulation of numbers,

this interim algebraising, is not ' physics ' in the sense that it

informs us concerning ' the nature of the physical world or

tells us about ' the mysterious universe.' It is a mathematical

interval between two sets of experiments ; it is an ' as if, one

of the many possible as if's ; and in many cases it merely cloaks

our ignorance. It is justifiable—at least as a pis alkr-d it

feeds verifiable results into the experimenter. We may talk as

much as we like about the moving observer, space-time ana

matrices—provided we do not talk nonsense, as is often done

But our results have to be tested by a man using the Space and

Time of ordinary life, by the observer in the laboratory.

Theorists may well become 'convinced of the formal and

symbolic character of the entities of physics. It is quite

natural, since they are working with pure numbers, and nowadays

« Eddington, Nature of the Physical World, 1928, p. 280.
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tw are riven a free hand. But they must stop their formalism

when they get back to earth. They cannot then say" that

•
the inertia or mass which makes the object difficult to move is

symbolised by as,' i.e. by m, the mass. For one thing, the mass

cannot
' symbolise ' itself. (No apology is needed for insisting

on precision of language, when a new philosophy is being built

upon it ) By the time the theorist has returned to the difficulty

of moving things, he is talking the language of ordinary life.

And now there is nothing symbolic or formal about the number

m ; it is a ratio found in the laboratory. Neither is there any-

thing mysterious about its * background,' which is to be dis-

covered in the balances, inclined planes and what-not scattered

about. Furthermore, the theorist is not entitled to saw off the

tree-branch on which he is sitting. It will not do to say 7S that

'matter may be denned as the embodiment of three related

physical quantities : mass (or energy), momentum and stress.'

For matter is something with which we deal in ordinary life and

in the laboratory ; whereas the theorist is dealing with algebra.

And, when you come to think of it, is it not silly to tell us that

matter, so concretely evident in our experience, is the ' embodi-

ment'—i.e. the corporealisation or materialisation—of three

numbers ? When one retains a sense of reality, these theorists

are not nearly so convincing as they are learned.

(3) We next come to 'scientific concepts,' which play such a

large part in popular scientific philosophy. What are they 1

We are often told that they are words or symbols.

A concept ia a word denoting an idea which depends for its

meaning or significance on the truth of some law. . . . Most, if not
all, of the recognised laws of physics state relations between con-

cepts [i.e. words].—N. Campbell, vii. 45.
In natural science certain words have assumed a specific meaning.

These [i.e. the words] may be called the scientific concepts which
are the basis of all discussions and calculations. A physical law
expresses an accurate numerical relation between such concepts.

—

F. A. Lindemann, The Physical Significance of the Quantum Theory,
1932, p. 14.

A symbol may be defined as a mark of characteristic shape, which
is taken to represent a certain idea or group of ideas. . . . Among
the properties of relation which may be assigned to symbols [i.e.

S™ °r ^P**] are tnoae °f equality and order.—B. Lindsay and
H. Margenau, Foundations of Physics, 1936, pp. 6, 8.

" Eddington, New Pathways in Science, 1935, p. 293.
" Eddington, Nature of the Phyrical World, 1928, p. 262.
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We shall not waste time refuting this crude nominalism, which

would reduce physics to playing with words, asterisks and blots.

It is hardly meant seriously ;
probably it is mere looseness of

language. Let us look rather to the applications. The last-

quoted authors tell us (pp. 1, 3) that ' the physicist constructs

what he terms the physical world, a concept which arises from a

peculiar combination of observed facts and the reasoning pro-

voked by their perception ' ; but this concept ' is not to be con-

strued as being identical with the real world.' Take pressure

as an example. This is ' a new quantity ' (p. 12), a " symbolic

concept ' (p. 23) :
' The whole matter is summed up in the one

phrase : measurement of p.' Later (p. 21) we meet with ' the

definition of a new concept, that of mass, with a symbol to

represent it.* As for electricity, Prof. Bragg tells us (p. xi) that

' technical terms . . . cannot be avoided in a subject like

Electricity, which bristles with new conceptions.'

Perhaps, once more, the difficulty is one of terminology ;
but

we think there is much more in it. Logically, in view of the

foregoing exposition, we have to deny that there are any scientific

concepts, i.e. specific meanings not occurring in ordinary experi-

ence. One does not need to study physics to learn the meaning

of Length, Duration (and perhaps Force). The basic measures

from which physics starts presuppose these concepts. The rest

consists of derived quantities, i.e. numbers formed from algebraic

combinations of the basic ratios. The absence of new concepts

does not mean that physics is easy or that it lacks technical

terms. As the history of physics shows, it is extremely difficult

to hit upon the right combinations of numbers so as to satisfy

nature's behaviour; and it is only very gradually that the

necessary combinatorial analysis (i.e. pure mathematics) became

sufficiently developed. There are technical terms in profusion,

this book is full of them. But they are mathematical terms

collocations and operations applied to the right combinations of

basic measures. Take ' mass ' for instance ;
there is no new idea

involved ; it is just a number which luckily and ingeniously helps

to correlate our observations. Pressure involves nothing but

Force-ratio and Area-ratio ; it is not a concept at all, nor is it

' symbolic ' ; it is a number.

Obviously there are ontologies! assumptions. The electron

theory, for example, presupposes discontinuity; a current is

regarded as composed of entities that move. But we are quite
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familiar in everyday life with things that move
;
there is no new

concept here. As for ' charge ' itself, it is a measure defined in

terms of force and distance. When Dr. N. Campbell (vii. 105 f.

instances 'length, weight, period, electric current, voltage, . . .

temperature ' as new scientific concepts, he is merely cataloguing

measure-numbers. They do indeed presuppose a long and

laborious search, an elaboration based on careful experimentation.

Nevertheless they do not contain a single new idea not already

familiar to us in the world of common experience. Hence we

cannot admit the following complaint

:

Such concepts a3 those of electricity, magnetic force and quanta

of energy strain our imaginative capacity to its utmost limit in the

attempt to conceive of them in terms of the objects we know.

Conceived indeed as physical objects they are the merest ghosts,

retaining only spectral vestige3 of a very few of those qualities in

virtue of which a so-called physical object lives and has its being.

—

Joad, Philosophical Aspects of Modern Science, 1932, p. 177.

These numbers are not concepts, they are not physical objects,

they are not ghosts ; they happen to be measures. Every one

of them is defined in terms of familiar concepts. The fact that

these numbers are connected by certain mathematical relations,

may excite our astonishment ; but there is no reason why it

should strain our imaginative capacity.

It is true, however, that there is an almost irresistible tendency

towards the reification of these numbers, which a distinguished

critical historian of physics thus seeks to palliate :

Let us now recall what we stated about scientific concepts . . .

such as mass, force, energy. These concepts in the beginning are

evidently only relations. Mass is the coefficient which bodies

manifest at the moment of mechanical action ; force is only the

cause of the acceleration, which is a difference of two velocities

;

energy is a concept still more complicated, impossible in certain

cases to define in its entirety. . . . This does not prevent physics

from manifesting the tendency to treat these concepts as real

things. In certain respects the reality which is attributed to them
is even superior to that which common sense assumes in objects

created by it.—E. Meyerson, Identity and Reality, 1930, p. 372.

We must first correct the terminology. Instead of ' concepts
'

we must speak of ' numbers ' ; for ' relations ' we must substitute
' ratios

' ;
and we cannot possibly say that one number is ' the

cause
' of another. We start with numbers or ratios. This does

not prevent physicists—not ' physics '—from treating these
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numbers as ' real things,' more real even than the ordinary world

from which we derived them. Similarly we were all brought up

to believe in the stark reality of lines of force ; and every

electrical engineer has as vivid a picture of ' magnetic flux ' as

if it consisted of strings or emanated from u water-hose. Thi3

is quite understandable too ; it eases the mathematical strain

;

often it ekes out the proof. But the psychology of physicists

does not involve the logic of physics. Consider an example :

The Conservation of Energy gives the relation: »ros/2 = u>A.

Here both sides express real things ; mi>8
/
2 " *be kinetic energy

acquired, «* the work expended in producing it. But if we choose to

divide both sides of the equation by o/2 (the average velocity during

the fall), we have by a perfectly legitimate operation: mv==wt,

where t is the time of falling. . . . Here, although the equation is

strictly correct, it is an equation between purely artificial or non-

physical quantities, each as unreal as is the product of a quart into

an acre. It is often mathematically convenient, but that is all—
P. G. Tait, Life and Scientific Work, 1911, p. 287.

Most people do in fact believe in the almost-substantial

existence of 'energy.' This does not mean that the number

(w«;2/2 or whatever it may be) is hypostatised ;
it means that

this number is correlated with some real entity. This may be

true, though people are not quite so sure as they once were

;

but it is a pious belief extraneous to physics, though exceedingly

useful as a mnemonic. It is however quite unjustifiable to

designate one equation as containing ' real things,' and to brand

the same equation, with a factor removed, as connecting Artifi-

cial non-physical quantities ; for the equation contains nothing

but algebraic numbers. The product mv is comparable, not to

' quart x acre, but to 3 x 7. ., , , \ <

By way of contrast with Tart's contempt for momentum and

worship of energy, let us quote Eddington's contrary view

:

; H it is objected that they [mass and energy] ought not to be

confused, inasmuch as they are distinct properties ^ «wrt be

pointed out that they are not sense-properties but mathematical

terms expressing the dividend and product of »«™£^
apprehensible properties, viz. momentum and vel«*£j% J™
essentially mathematical compositions and are at the dggnl of the

mathematician.-Eddington, -Space Tme and Gravitation, 19.0,

p. 146. .'

The plea that m and »*/2-or even tm?(\ - ^)"*-can be

confused because they are mathematical terms and compositions,
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or in plain words, numbers, is surely untenable. Equally

erroneous is the assertion that these other numbers mv and m
are immediately apprehensible properties ;

also the view that

we can divide and multiply apprehensible properties. Moreover,

the quotation just given from another book of Eddington's seems

difficult to reconcile with his Nature of the Physical World.

It is easy enough to deal with Tait, for, though as a philosopher

(good or bad) he passes a derogatory judgement on the equation

mv = wt, he admits that it is perfectly legitimate and valid in

physics. But it is not so easy to deal with Eddington who

professes to base his philosophy on the ' remorseless logic ' of

physics. We have heard him declaring that physics consists of

' a scheme of symbols connected by mathematical equations.'

Now mathematical equations contain nothing but numbers and

numerical operators. So this declaration is identical with our

thesis that theoretical physics operates with numbers. As to

' what the symbols stand for '—more accurately, as to what

these numbers signify—physics, according to Eddington, is

' indifferent.' That is, during the theorist's interim period of

mathematisation. But physics requires that when the theorist

comes to the laboratory for confirmation, he mustproduce numbers

which are ratios or measures. It is therefore with considerable

surprise that we read the following pronouncement which is now
rather famous

:

I have settled down to the task of writing these lectures and
have drawn up my chairs to my two tables. Two tables ! Yes

;

there are duplicates of every object about me. . . . One of them
has been familiar to me from earliest years. It is a commonplace
object of that environment which I call the world. . . . Table No. 2

is my scientific table. It is a more recent acquaintance and I do
not feel so familiar with it. It does not belong to the world pre-

viously mentioned. ... My scientific table is mostly emptiness. . . .

It supports my writing-paper as satisfactorily as table No. 1 ; for

when I lay the paper on it, the little electric particles with their

headlong speed keep on hitting the underside, so that the paper is

maintained in shuttlecock fashion at a nearly steady level. ...
There is nothing substantial about my second table. ... I need
not tell you that modern physics has by delicate test and remorse-
less logic assured me that my second [or] scientific table is the only
one which is really there—wherever 'there' may be. . . .

We must bid good-bye to it [the first table] for the present, for
we are about to turn from the familiar world to the scientific world
revealed by physics.—Eddington, Nature of the Physical World, 1928,
pp. X1-X1V.
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Let us try to summarise.

(1) There are two of everything : two tables, two laboratory-

benches, two Eddingtons—or at least he has two organisms.

(2) The first, which is ' visible to my eyes and tangible to my

grasp
'

i.e. to my non-scientific eyes and to my ordinary grasp-

is a ' strange compound of external nature, mental imagery and

inherited prejudice.' This of course is a severe criticism of the

practical physicist and of everything in his laboratory. When

we come to physics—theoretical, of course—we must 'bid

good-bye ' to all that.

(3) The second, to which we come after this farewell, is

'scientific,' it belongs to another world—' the scientific world

revealed by physics.' It is in fact, as we have just seen, ' a

scheme of symbols [numbers] connected by mathematical

equations.' ,,,.,. i

(4) But, curiously enough, this deutero-table, which is only an

equation, 'begins to behave in a way which seems strangely

familiar to the unregenerate non-physicist. I can ' draw up

'

a chair to it, and can move it to a chair. It ' supports ' objects.

It contains ' particles ' which have ' speed '
and ' keep on hitting

other things. There is nothing ' substantial ' about it, indeed

;

but this seems merely to mean that ' its substance (if any) [is]

thinly scattered in specks in a region mostly empty.' And it is

localised, it is
' really there,' or at least the specks are.

(5) In fact it is
' the only one which is really there. Ihe

experimentalist 'by delicate test '-i.e. by measuring ordmary

lengths, times, etc., in the laboratory-has succeeded in getting

rid altogether of the laboratory as we know it from experience,

as it is described in architects' plans and in instrument-makers

catalogues. If we feel the ' good-bye ' involved, we can console

ourselves with the reflection that we are obeying remorseless

This, we reiterate, may be philosophy, good or bad But it

should not be propounded to us as physics, as a view to which

all physicists are committed. The object of science is to provide

correlation and control for the events in the workaday world

not to set up a weird and ghostly counterfeit. The ^e^cal
excursions of the theorist are legitimate only if they lead to

>

some

new correlation of measurable quantities which can be tested m
the laboratory. Apart from such a mathematical calculus as

has been developed for the quantum theory, the ordmary theories
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of physics are comprehensible only if taken in conjunction with

the implied background of laboratory space and time. The

electron theory, for instance, is inevitably bound up with an

ontological assumption, viz. a discontinuous spatial distribution

of charge. The atomic and intra-atomic theories imply a similar

discontinuity of matter. There is nothing peculiarly revolutionary

in such an idea, which has been familiar since the time of

Democritus. There is a refinement of sensation here, an extra-

polation beyond its range ; but no contradiction ; above all, no

duplication. Our everyday sense-experience does not tell us of

the existence of mathematical continuity, but only of visual and

tactual continuity—which still remain as stubborn facts. What

physics tells us about the chair does not contradict what ordinary

experience tells us ; it supplements and extends that knowledge.

A sharp razor-blade seen under a powerful microscope displays

a serrated and jagged edge. But this does not entitle us to

proclaim to the world that there are two razors, the ' real ' one

being a murderous-looking micro-weapon. As a philosopher,

Sir Arthur Eddington may, so far as this book is concerned, pin

his faith to, or write his Gifford Lectures upon, the ' scientific

table.' But when he tries to argue that every student and

teacher of physics is obliged to adopt the same creed, his argu-

ments, like his table, are ' mostly emptiness.'

10. Coincidences.

The common-sense thesis defended in this chapter may be thus

summarised : (1) The theoretical physicist is dealing with pure
numbers. (2) In so far as these numbers and their algebraic

relationships pertain to physics—that is, in so far as they originate

in the laboratory or are brought thereto for confirmation or

rejection—they are measures or ratios or relationships between
them. (3) These measures are ascertained in the laboratory at
the ordinary pragmatic or operational level of experience, without
any reference to abstruse questions of psychology, epistemology
or ontology. Against Sir Arthur Eddington we objected under
each of these headings: (1) His use of the word 'symbols,'
instead of algebraic numbers and mathematical operations
thereon, is very misleading and is calculated to involve irrelevant
philosophical implications concerning the ' symbolic ' nature of
knowledge. And the reification of these 'symbols' into
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' scientific objects ' leads to a curious modern revival of the views

of Pythagoras and Plato. (2) The theorist is inclined to forget

that his ultimate tribunal is the laboratory. This is the only

' background ' to which, as a physicist, he has the right to refer

and the duty to defer. (3) A philosophy cannot be constructed

from physics ; when a man who happens also to be a physicist

writes meta-physics, he is advocating views which lie outside the

domain of scientific physics.

We must now deal with another distortion or exaggeration,

which the theory of ' relativity ' has made widespread. This

goes to the other extreme. So far from ignoring the laboratory-

man, this new view glorifies and exalts him, or rather his instru-

ments. No more talk now of mysterious symbols ; the numbers

occurring in physics are just pointer-readings, coincidences of a

needle-point with a mark on a dial—and they are nothing more.

We shall take Eddington as the most brilliant exponent of this

new theory also.

Let us examine the kind of knowledge which is handled by exact

science. If we search the examination papers in physics and

natural philosophy for the more intelligible questions, we may

come across one beginning like this : 'An elephant slides down a

grassy hillside. . .
.' ... He reads on : ' The mass [weight] of

the elephant is two tons.' Now we are getting down to business ;

the elephant fades out of the problem and a mass [weight] of two

tons takes its place. ... Two tons is the reading of the pointer

when the elephant was placed on a weighing-machine. Let us pass

on. ' The slope of the hill is 60°.' Now the hillside fades out of

the problem and an angle of 60° takes its place ; . . . 60 w the

reading of a plumb-line against the divisions of a protractor.

Similarly for the other data of the problem. The softly yielding

turf on which the elephant slid is replaced by a coefficient of friction,

which though perhaps not directly a pointer-reading is of kindred

nature. . . . By the time the serious application of exact science

begins we are left with only pointer-readings. . . . It was not toe

pointer-reading of the weighing-machine that slid down the lull

!

And yet from the point of view of exact science the thing that really

did descend the hill can only be described as a bundle of pomter-

readings. It should be remembered that the hill also has been

replaced by pointer-readings, and the sliding down is no longer

an active adventure but a functional relation of space ^d time

measures All the characteristics of the elephant are exhausted

and it has become reduced to a schedule of measures. There b

always the triple correspondence : (a) a mental image which u in

our minds and not in the external world ; (6) some kuid of counter-

part in the external world, which is of inscrutable nature ,
(c) a set
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of nointer-readinga which exact science can study and connect with

other pointer-readings. . . . It is this connectivity of pointer-readings,

expressed by physical laws, which supplies the continuous background

that any realistic problem demands.—Eddington, Nature of the

Physical World, 1928, pp. 251-255.

The view could not be expressed more clearly. Inasmuch as it

is a subtly humorous distortion of the thesis we have been main-

taining, it will be advisable to investigate how exactly Eddington

succeeded in persuading himself that scientifically—presumably

in physics but not in zoology—an elephant is a bundle of pointer-

readings. We therefore insert another quotation from the same

I should lite to make it clear that the limitation of the scope of

physics to pointer-readings and the like, i3 not a philosophical craze

of my own but is essentially the current scientific doctrine. It is

the outcome of a tendency discernible far back in the last century,

but only formulated comprehensively with the advent of the relati-

vity theory. The vocabulary of the physicist comprises a number
of words such as length, angle, velocity, force, potential, current,

etc., which we call ' physical quantities.' It is now recognised as

essential that these should be defined according to the way in which
we actually recognise them when confronted with them, and not
according to the metaphysical significance which we may have
anticipated for them. In the old text-books mass was defined as
' quantity of matter

' ; but when it came to an actual determination
of mass, an experimental method was prescribed which had no bearing
on this definition. . . . Einstein's theory makes a clean sweep of
these pious opinions, and insists that each physical quantity should
be denned as the result of certain operations of measurement and
calculation.

—

Ibid., p. 254.

And now we begin to understand and even to sympathise.
Eddington is in righteous reaction against such descriptions of the
number m as ' quantity of matter ' and that misinterpretation of
'physical quantities' which has been largely due to Maxwell's
influence. So far we are in agreement, though he is a little vague
when he says that physical quantities (i.e. numbers) should be
defined according to the way in which we recognise them when
confronted with them (i.e. these numbers). Why not say
simply that they are ratios or measures ? But Eddington is
historically incorrect when he states that this view is due to
iimstems theory. There is no connection whatever ; and the
current pronouncements on ' space-time ' and 'relativist units

'

show that erroneous 'pious opinions ' are still prevalent among
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Einstein's followers. Apart from this, Eddington's statement

that
' the limitation of the scope of physics to pointer-readings

and the like ... is essentially the current scientific doctrine,'

coincides with the view maintained here, provided we insert two

amendments in order to prevent misunderstanding.

(1) For ' physics ' read ' theoretical physics.' Eor obviously

the task of the lab-man is not primarily to investigate the con-

nectivity of algebraic numbers, typified by x, his job is to produce

these numbers by the typical operation x = AjB. (2) For

' pointer-readings and the like ' read ' ratios or measures.' For

clearly the measuring-mechanisms typified somewhat crudely by

pointer-and-dial are very diverse ; some register weight, some

indicate voltage, others measure length, and so on. Each has

been designed, with the aid of practical manipulation and

elaborate argument, to enable the investigator to find some definite

ratio, simple or compound. It is true that all these ratios are

numbers, but their physical context is entirely different. We

can no more jumble them all together under the common

denomination of 'pointer-reading,' than we can confuse the

numbers I, m, t, v, j. Of course, qud numbers they cannot be

discriminated ; and if we were engaged in pure mathematics,

that would be the end of the story. To call I, m, t, etc., '
pointer-

readings ' is as true as to call them ' ratios.' But it is ludicrously

false to infer from this that we are not interested in what they are

ratios of, in what information each ' pointer ' is designed to

convey. It is as if a man entered a shop and asked for 1 lb.,

with supreme indifference as to whether it was tea or butter
;
or

as if a person, imbued with 'the current scientific doctrine,

insisted that x yards of cloth were identical with x grams of acid.

Let us now revert to Eddington's parable or parody. Needless

to say, examination papers in mechanics deal with a rigid body

sliding down an inclined plane, but not with an elephant on a

grassy hillside. That is Sir Arthur's little joke; this white

elephant is the second jocular beast encountered in the dry

subject of mechanics ; the first was a monkey climbing up a

rope, invented by Todhunter or some other facetious don. When

the freshman gets down to business, when he makes this serious

application of exact science, or in plain English when he solves

this elementary question, he obtains something like this

.

/=j(sina — (icos a).
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He is 'left with only pointer-readings,' or—as we have been

explaining ad nauseam—he has an equation between numbers.

One wonders if Eddington expected the equation to include the

elephant and the hill ! Were it not for the fact that this little

story occurs in a serious philosophical work and is made to

sustain a metaphysical thesis, one would be inclined to take it

as a practical joke. For we are seriously told that the elephant

is exhausted of his characteristics, becomes a sliding bundle of

pointer-readings, and is reduced to a schedule of measures.

What a danger to life is involved in using a weighing-machine

and a plumb-line ! If this be ' the point of view of exact science,'

it is indistinguishable from nonsense.

The services of the elephant are enlisted not to amuse juvenile

readers but to impress on serious philosophers that there is a
triple correspondence : (a) a mental image, (6) some kind of
inscrutable counterpart like the Kantian thing-in-itself,

(c) pointer-readings connected by physical laws, i.e. numbers
connected by equations. Consideration of (a) and (6) is beyond
the scope of a book on physics. We therefore limit ourselves
to examining (c), those pointer-readings with which alone ' exact
science' can deal, whose algebraic interrelations supply 'the
continuous background ' for our realistic aspirations. As the
following quotations show, this thesis is a pet assertion of
relativists.

Such encounters constitute the only actual evidence of a time-
space nature with which we meet in physical statements. . . .

Every physical description resolves itself into a number of state-
ments, each of which refers to the space-time coincidence of two
events.—Einstein, Relativity, 1920, p. 95.

All our physical experience can be ultimately reduced to such
coincidences

i

[of point-events].—Einstein, in The Principle of
Relativity, 1923, p. 118.
As emphasised by Einstein, every observation or measurement

ultimately rests on the coincidence of two independent events at
the same space-time point.—Bohr, Nature 121 (1928) 580.

t;™= i T™?7 °f exact 8cience teaohes us that all our observa-
tions resolve finally into such coincidences All that is actuallyS8 "«i» of space-time coincidences.-Born, Einstein's
1 heory of Relativity, 1924, p. 266 f.

»nS
r^^g eLse

-

m
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W0rl<j-Picture which cannot be reduced to

well Xf"?? deV0ld of Physlcal objectivity and may just as
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Nobody ever observes anything but the coincidence of two
marks.—Swann, The Architecture of the Universe, 1934, p. 301.

Against this fashionable and orthodox thesis, we shall now
submit some arguments.

If the statement were limited to that very modern specialisa-

tion within the ordinary observational world, which is exemplified

in an up-to-date physical laboratory, it would be difficult to

accept. But it passes the bounds of credulity to apply it to ' all

our physical experience,' to say that ' nobody ever observes

anything but the coincidence of two marks.' Sensations of heat

and cold, experience of resistance, estimates of duration,

appreciation of musical intervals, vision of shapes and colours

—

they are all nothing but coincidences of pairs of marks. It

would almost seem as if people trained to watch the motion of

a light-spot over a scale or the reading of a pressure-gauge

became subject to hallucination. Even the very enunciation of

the proposition displays its falseness. Eor we cannot have

pointer-readings without a pointer and a dial ; and whatever

these latter may be, they certainly are not ' readings ' or numbers.

Two marks cannot coincide unless we start with marks recog-

nisable when non-coincident ; and whatever these marks are,

they are not a coincidence. So, however homogeneous and alike

these readings may be when regarded as mere numbers, they are

not self-sufficient or self-explanatory ; they presuppose a piece

of apparatus, some non-numerical physical entity. When we

say that an elephant weighs two tons, we imply an elephant, an

object labelled ' 2 tons ' and a machine. To say that exact

science reduces the elephant to the number two, is either to talk

nonsense or else to express the theoretical purist's disdain for

anything but his a;'s and y'a.

Moreover, a measuring mechanism is an elaborate technical

device. We are not content with any reading from any pointer.

We say this pointer reads lbs. and that pointer read3 watts.

Mere coincidences, mere readings, are of no use to anyone.

Dr. N. Campbell (iv. 40), who is a laboratory worker as well as

a relativist, tells us that some writers suggest

that all the phenomena studied in physics can actually be reduced

to coincidences of moving points. They draw attention, for

example, to the use of a coincidence between a spot of light and the

divisions of a graduated scale to measure many magnitudes, e.g.

electric currents. But of course such suggestions are absolutely
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false and would not appeal to anyone actually familiar with experi-

ment The coincidence of the galvanometer spot with the division

on the scale measures a current only if many conditions are fulfilled,

if the instrument is constructed in a certain manner and if it is

connected to the rest of the circuit in a certain way. And these

conditions cannot be described in terms of coincidences of points

;

no coincidence would be altered if we replaced iron by wood and

copper by glass ; but the deflection of the galvanometer would be

very greatly affected by the change.

If certain conditions are fulfilled, we regard the deflection of a

light-spot as measuring ' current ' ; in other cases we take it as

measuring a torque or an elongation. The same coincidence may
have very different meanings in different physical contexts. In

fact our recourse to coincidence at all is, strictly speaking,

accidental ; it allows a more accurate judgement than is attain-

able by a direct comparison. It depends on the fact that we
can make variations of objective circumstances correspond to

certain changes of position ; and these latter—thanks to ' rigid
'

bodies susceptible of graduation and to acuity of sight aided by
optics—are capable of being very accurately estimated. But in

reality there is no equality entirely reducible to congruence.71

We should be obliged to abandon the criterion of congruence

(indiscernibility by coincidence), if the congruence of the positions

of the thermometer-column did not correspond to equal heat-

sensations, if congruent inclinations of the balance did not
correspond to other sensible effects of weight. And there are
cases in which equality is estimated without spatial coincidences,
e.g. equality of illumination of the two halves of a photometer-
disc, the equality of saturation of two tints, the equality of the
pitch of two directly perceived sounds. As Bridgman says
(i. 167)

:

.

How, for example, shall we describe in terms of space-time
coincidence the photometric comparison of the intensity of two
sources of illumination, or the comparison of the pitch of two
sounds, or the location of a sound by the binaural effect ? To
justify the(coincidence point of view, we apparently have to analyse
down to the colourless elements beyond our sense-perception.

It is difficult to know what is meant by the enigmatic apology
in the last sentence

; it seems to mean that the pointer-readings
are not readable—by us !

Cf. A. Spaier, La pensile el la juantM, 1927, p. 217.
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Two more, among many other possible, objections may be

mentioned. The reduction of practical physics to a number of

undifferentiated pointer-readings displays a curious monadic or

atomistic view of nature. Obviously distance is reduced to

position and duration to date. One pointer-reading can give

only position ; to obtain distance we must correlate two pointer-

readings by a spatial operation which goes beyond the mere

algebraic accumulation of ' readings.' The case is still clearer

as regards duration and motion. Says Einstein :

When we were describing the motion of a material point relative

to a body of reference, we stated nothing more than the encounters

of this point with particular points of the reference-body. We can

also determine the corresponding values of the time by the observa-

tion of encounters of the body with clocks, in conjunction with the

observation of the encounters of the hands of clocks with particular

points on the dials.—Einstein, Relativity, 1920, p. 95.

Here, in order to atomise time, things called point-clocks are

invented. They have then to be ' synchronised ' by light-signals,

i.e. by means of a physical process which expressly contradicts

the thesis that the scientific world is an aggregate of monadic

point-events. Thus the dates of the point-clocks are changed so

as to register the duration of a motion. And how, in this theory,

is motion to be accommodated at all ? Eddington is a bit

squeamish ; he does not like saying that the pointer-reading of

the weighing-machine slides down the hill. ' And yet,' he thinks,

' from the point of. view of exact science the thing that really

did descend the hill can only be described as a bundle of pointer-

readings.' So pointer-readings can be collocated in a bundle to

form a thing ; and this thing can descend a bill. The hill is

not a pointer-reading, nor is the action of descending. Positions

and dates are obviously deficient ; so distances and durations

are quietly smuggled in. Whether this is done by a light-beam

encountering clocks adjusted by point-attendants, or by boldly

assuming the descent of a bundle, matters little. The monadism

of point-events or pointer-readings has to be shattered to

accommodate experience.

And finally, we may ask without trespassing on the theory of

relativity, suppose there are no point-clocks ? After all, these

convenient little mechanisms are only a myth, a supposition on

paper. And when an elephant slides down a grassy hillside, it is

most unusual to weigh him accurately just before his adventure ;
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the coefficient of friction between elephant-hide and grass is

a problematical quantity ; and surveyors have not measured

the gradient of every hillside. Or, to express our objection

seriously, what happens when measures are not actually carried

out, when there are no pointer-readings ? The world does not

wait for ' exact science.' The tides rose and fell before Kelvin

invented his analyser; a physicist eats his chop even if the

butcher's pointer-reading was inaccurate ; light keeps coming to

us from the sun even though it encounters no clocks era route.

If anyone thinks this argument undignified or irrelevant, let

him re-read Eddington's elephant-story plus its philosophical

conclusions, and then let him read the following quotation :

Now we realise that science has nothing to say to the intrinsic

nature of the atom. The physical atom is, like everything else in

physics, a schedule of pointer-readings. The schedule is, we agree,

attached to some unknown background. . . . We have dismissed
all preconception as to the background of our pointer-readings, and
for the most part we can discover nothing as to its nature. But in
one case—namely, for the pointer-readings of my own brain—

I

have an insight which is not limited to the evidence of the pointer-
readings. That insight shows that they are attached to a back-
ground of consciousness. ... If we must embed our schedule of
indicator readings in some sort of background, at least let us accept
the only hint we have received as to the significance of the back-
ground—namely, that it has a nature capable of manifesting itself

as mental activity.—Eddington, Nature of the Physical World, 1928,
p. 259.

Everything in physics is a schedule or bundle of pointer-
readings. Now one of two things. (1) The setting up of the
recording mechanism, the graduation of the dial, the reading of
the pointer's position by an observer, are all essential. It follows
that at least some things in physics—namely the pointers and
the dials and so on—are not themselves pointer-readings. It
also follows that, in the absence of pointers, etc., the atom,
the bram, and so on, do not exist—at least for exact science.
(2) Alternatively, all this talk of pointer-readings is irrelevant

;

these are merely practical expedients for approximately ascer-
taining pre-existent objective ratios. One Length or Duration
would still be twice another, even though we had no dial on which
to read the number two. In that case, everything in physics
cannot be a schedule of ratios. For ratios are not scheduled or
bundled in any spatial or temporal sense ; and a ratio must be
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the ratio of some one quantitative entity to another. The mass

of a hydrogen atom (or molecule) is expressed as a small fraction

of a gram ; it would be rather ridiculous to say that the piece of

metal marked a gram is the number one and that the hydrogen

atom is the number 1 • 665 x 10"23
; and the ridiculousness would

not be lessened by ' scheduling ' various such numbers together.

What is euphemistically called modern physics starts with the

statement that the mass of A is so many times the mass of B—
the only common-sense assertion we can make about mass ; first

B is dropped, so that now we have to believe that the mass of A
is so many times ; then A is dropped, and we are left with so-

many-times. It is as if we started with the dog wagging the tail

(or perhaps vice versa) ; first the dog is dropped, then the tail

;

so that finally we are left with ' wag '—background unknown.

It is when we come to the ' brain,' however, that we acquire

insight into Eddington's philosophical purpose. Apparently I

know (1) the pointer-readings of my own brain and (2) their

attachment to a background of consciousness. Therefore all the

pointer-readings of physics have a background of a mental

nature. Mr. Joad expressed the obvious objection :

The argument clearly implies that the physicist knows the pointer-

readings of his own brain, or more precisely—since his brain is

presumably only a schedule of pointer-readings—that he knows his

own brain.—Philosophical Aspects of Modern Science, 1932, p. 40.

To this Sir Arthur Eddington replies as follows :

Mr. Joad has not graspedwhat is implied by the symbolic character

of physical entities. It is as though, having said, 'Let m be the

mass,' I was supposed to be guilty of confusion in treating m both

as an algebraic symbol and as a physical magnitude. . . . How

can a bundle of pointer-readings start a mental process? He

might equally ask how can an algebraic symbol m make it dimcult

to shift an object ? The answer is that the inertia or mass which

makes the object difficult to move is symbolised by m. And

similarly the bundles of pointer-readings symbolise t^ Processes

which start the messages.—New Pathways in Science, 1935, p. £M

(substituting m for x).

Sir Arthur here shifts his position. • '

(1) He tacitly admits the irrelevance of the pointer and dial.

' Physical entities ' such as I, m, t are ' algebraic symbols, as we

have been contending. , . ,

(2) These numbers or ratios 'symbolise 'things called physical
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magnitudes,' of which an example is inertia or mass (though

currently in physics this term also denotes the number m). He
therefore tacitly withdraws his assertion that everything in

physics is a schedule of pointer-readings. What he now says is

that the various physical magnitudes associated with objects

the physical atom, the brain, etc.—are symbolised by algebraic

symbols, i.e. numbers or ratios. But he must now logically

withdraw his former italicised contention that these numbers
and their algebraic relationships supply ' the continuous back-
ground that any realistic problem demands.' Pure numbers
ratios, are hardly a realistic background.

(3) He makes no attempt to show how I know the I, m, t, etc.
of my own brain, in any sense comparable to the way in which
an anatomist can know the weight, etc., of a corpse's brain.

(4) He does not reconcile his two former assertions (a) that in
general the ' background ' consists of ' the connectivity of pointer-
readings ' and that for the particular case ofmy brain the pointer-
readings are ' attached to a background of consciousness,' and (6)
the obvious implication of the present passage that the pointer-
readings now designated 'algebraic symbols' have 'physical
magnitudes ' as background.

(

(5) He continues to employ the rather mysterious term

(

symbolise.' He can hardly mean it in the sense in which an
algebraic symbol

' symbolises a number, i.e. it is a letter such
as x whose meaning is an unspecified number. Presumably I
symbolises Length as m symbolises Inertia ; this is only another-
and a rather ambiguous-way for saying that these letters stand
lor ratios ascertainable in a physical laboratory. But if this is
so the symbohsation is entirely within the laboratory and within
the range of ordinary operational life. The numbers are not
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called mass, so the other numbers—if we could ascertain them—
would be the measures of the physical processes (or rather of
' physical magnitudes ' connected with them) which start mental
processes. It seems rather an anti-climax ! The suggestion

about the mental character of the background of nature seems

also to disappear. For now it can be boiled down to this : My
brain has physical properties which could, theoretically at any
rate, be measured by a physicist or preferably by a physiologist.

These properties are in some mysteriouswayknown to be correlated

or associated with my consciousness. But other things—atoms,

bricks, water, etc.—also have measurable properties. Therefore

they too are associated with consciousness—not mine or yours,

of course ; they have a background capable of, though not

actually, manifesting itself as the mental activity of nobody in

particular. The conclusion may or may not be true, we are not

investigating it. But the argument, which does not transcend

a schoolboy's knowledge of physics, is neither very original nor

very cogent.



CHAPTER XV

Units and ' Dimensions '

J. Electrical 'Dimensions.'

We are now in a position to refute most of the accepted state-

ments concerning electromagnetic ' dimensions ' and to contrast
our common-sense treatment with the peculiar and really un-
intelligible accounts with which our text-books provide us.
Putting Q = JT in the first and last equation of (14.11), we have

J/>Z»rV] = J = MWT*[ap*]. (15.1)

Whence, as before, we at once obtain (14.12)

[*!**&] = L/T. (15.2)

Let us now see how the text-books interpret and treat this equa-
tion. The symbols, of course, are not regarded as numbers at
all

;
apparently they are essences or quiddities, mysterious entities

which, rather surprisingly, are amenable to the ordinary arith-
metical operations (multiplication, division, etc.)—extraction of
the square root being, as we have seen, a sore point. The text-
books ako invariably take [a] = 1. A more serious error is the
universal confusion of a and p with x and (i.

The first method of dealing with (15.1) is illustrated by the
following quotation

:

J

TObdf^lJrt! the dimensions «* * and „, we keep theseS the Sn aS ^ey
u
are

'
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wThTve
g fOT mStan0e the two definitions of unit current,

Thus MIAT-'W^MmT-Xv.yi,

—W, C. Dampier Whetham, p. 181.
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l«J i. Ine definition of unit current *
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the measure-ratio of current, and the ' unknown dimensions ' of

x and u are merely the arbitrary measure-ratios of a and p. But

the writer fancies that he is equating (or identifying) the quiddi-

ties of the two unit currents, elm and mag : Jx
= J 2 .

Other writers however give a different account. Thus a well-

known text-book, after giving the above demonstration, adds :

If we are using the dimensional equations simply to deduce the

dimensions of any quantity expressed in the one system from its

dimensions expressed in the other system, then the above relation

is sufficient. If however we require to find the numerical equivalent

for an electrical or magnetic quantity expressed in the one system

as expressed in the other, we require to know the numerical value

of the ratio ytI\l-*ILT-1 .—W. Watson, Text-book of Physics, ed.

Moss, 1920', p. 788.

That is, we are first given [x[i]~* = L/T, which is ' sufficient ' for

certain purposes. And then, for other purposes, we are given

[xu.l~* = eLjT. It is rather confusing. Let us try again. Instead

of equating units of current, let us get their ratio

Apparently it is allowed by the rules of the game to manipulate

these symbols as if they were numbers. Anyway this equation

is given by Guillaume,1 who adds :
' The absolute dimensions of

the ratio must be an abstract number ; hence we deduce

[l/V^=[i3K1
]>

a fundamental relation between the magnitudes fri] and [x],

whose absolute dimensions remain unknown.' Without pausing

to puzzle out the absolute dimensions of the ratio of two absolute

dimensions, we can at least point out that we started with

JJJt
=* lie and end with J1

= J*. It is curious to find this

obvious contradiction left unexplained in the text-books. Star-

ling (p. 390) tells us that ' it is unreasonable to suppose that one

and the same quantity can have two different dimensions.' He

then proceeds to equate the dimensions of elm and elst current,

and deduces [x^] = [L^T]. But on the next page (p. 391*)

he gives an entirely different account, which assumes that the

dimensions are not equal

:

If jx be the number of electrostatic units in a given current, the

complete expression for the current is j1
MHW/Ta

; and if ?, be the

number of electromagnetic units in the same current, jtM*L*llif.

» C. E. Guillaume, Vnitla el itaUma, [1893], p. 30.
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is its expression in electromagnetic measure, where jx and j
mere numbers. Therefore * re

or [1M»»] = ; 1 /;1 . [LT-i]

We see then that 1/V><(i = c cm. per see., since [LT-*] is ft

velocity of one cm. per sec.
J

Now this last does not follow at all. For_ostensibly it has been
shown that c cm./sec. is equal, not to 1/V^., but to the dimensions
of 1/vV This difficulty also occurs in the treatment of Loeb
(p. 70*), who deals with charge instead of current. Let there
be ?1 elst units and ?2 elm units ' in a given quantity of elec-
tricity,' i.e. given ontologically not mensurationally. We must
use ' the complete expression for the quantity.' Equating these
complete expressions, we have

in which Loeb has forgotten to fix the sacred square brackets onx and u. Here ?1 and qt
' are mere numbers giving the numerical

values mvolved' and the equation just written is fustmedZ theremark that 'the two expressions for quantity above represent
the same quantity.' Hence

represent
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quantities ; if [L] is the unit of length and r the numerical value of

the distance ; and if [F] is the unit of force and F the numerical
value of the force, then the equation becomes

whence

F[F] = ee'r-W][i>«]

;

[Q] = [LF»] = [ilT-iMI].

We need not argue further against the nonsense of a unit of

Length to the power 1 • 5. What we are interested in now is the

genesis of these dimensions. We start with ' the general law

'

/= qq'jr2 . We then multiply one side by F and the other by

Q2jD, and then we equate these peculiar factors. The result is

the ' electrostatic ' dimensions of q. The procedure appears to

be that we write a mysterious version of an ordinary numerical

equation, entirely in qualitative symbols. If once we admit that

these qualitative collocations can have purely numerical ratios,

the whole idea from which we started is destroyed. Moreover

the ' electrostatic ' dimension is nowadays derived from the law

/= m'/***' and tne ' electromagnetic ' dimension is derived from

the incorrect law /= mm'jy.r*.

In order to find the origin of these misunderstandings, let us

quote two well-known text-books with a slight change of notation.

The force between them is proportional to qq'jr2, a quantity of a

fundamentally different kind. We therefore write /= qq'l'tr*, and

choose the dimensions of both sides of this equation the same. . . .

In the simple electrostatic theory as we have developed it, we choose

to measure a quantity of electricity so that the constant a in this

expression is a simple number (without dimensions) numerically

equal to unity.—Livens, i. 351 (with a written instead of 1/y).

In the formula/= qq''/ar
2 we can and do choose our unit of charge

in such a way that the numerical value of a is unity, so that the

numerical equation becomes J=qq'lrt
. But we must remember

that the factor a still retains its physical dimensions. Electricity-

is something entirely apart from mass, length and time ; and it

follows that we ought to treat the dimensions of the equation by

introducing a new unit of electricity Q and saying that 1/a* is of
_
the

dimensions of a force divided by QV2 and therefore of dimensions

MIPQ+ T-*. If, however, we compare dimensions in the equation,

neglecting to take account of the physical dimensions of this sup-

pressed factor a, it appears as though a charge of electricity can be

expressed in terms of the units of length, mass and time. ,
.

. . The

apparent dimensions of a charge of electricity are now MUjIT- .

It will be readily understood that these dimensions are merely

apparent and not in any way real.-^Jeans, p. 15 (with « substituted

for 1/c").
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This is a typical specimen of the wretched metaphysics which
is inflicted even on elementary students. After swotting up
tables of dimensions, it is rather discouraging to be told that they
are merely apparent and utterly unreal. It is a poor justification

of electrostatics—and incidentally of astronomy—to say that we
just choose to equate entities of fundamentally different kinds
As Helmholtz remarks (vi. 8),

' it has no real intrinsic meaning
indeed, but we can usefully calculate with it ' I The amount of
perverted philosophy based on the simple equation /=oa'/a)

.2

—which a schoolboy could understand if he were left to him-
self—is really incredible. Here is another example :

In our fundamental units this mechanical force [between electri-
fied particles] is equal to a mass times a length divided by the
square of a time. Now Coulomb . . . believed that electricity was
a kind of fluid substance, ... and with this idea in his mind he
employed the term quantity of electricity to indicate an analogy
with a quantity of matter. On this supposition, a quantity of
electricity expressed in mechanical units is equal to the square root
of a length times a mass. Now it is quite certain that a quantity of
electricity has nothing in common with length.—L T More The
Limitations of Science, 1915, p. 153.

'
'

Once more we encounter the fatal misunderstanding of scientific
symbols. The number q, calculated from certain observed
measures, i.e. from other numbers, is indeed called ' a quantity of
electricity. The phraseology may be unfortunate, but it cannotnow be dislodged or amended. Outsiders may be pardoned for
forgetting q and for being misled by the phrase which is technical.But surely we nnght expect professors of physics to understand
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the two numbers Zx and l2 ; whereag his argument depends on

taking the word to signify the ontological spatial attribute

Length. Of course, as is evident from the experiments proving

Coulomb's law, there exists something objective with which we
associate the number q. Suppose that this consists of n electrons,

and let the charge-measure of each be e. Then the law becomes

f=nn'e2jixr
i

. Here, in principle if not in fact, n and %' are

numbers ascertainable by counting. And with each electron we
associate the number e, which, if we like, we can call the electronic

charge or ' quantity of electricity.' Whatever objective context

we give to the equation, we cannot escape the conclusion that its

symbols are measure-numbers. There is no possibility of thrust-

ing the entities themselves—electrons or qualitative magnitudes

—

into our algebra ; the attempt to do so is meaningless.

Yet it is this extraordinary idea which is behind all the juggling

with dimensional metaphysics. We read in a recent number of

Nature :
s

It has always seemed to me that there was no justification for

' regarding the three magnitudes, mass, length and time, as necessarily

fundamental ; and a system in which quantities expressed in those

dimensions have fractional indices is unsatisfactory. . . . The

introduction of a new dimension [Q, electricity] has automatically

wiped out all fractional indices. ... If J/ be regarded as a function

of Q, the former would disappear entirely from the table ; and

everything in mechanics as well as in electricity and magnetism

could be put in terms of Q, L and T.

We have already dealt with this horror of fractional indices,

this preference for squares as against square roots. So let

us concentrate on the last sentence. Taking [a] = L^jT2
,
we

have Q = L*MK Apparently this is not nice, so we write it

:

M = Q2/L, which of course we can use to eliminate M from any

logometric formula. The writer can hardly have meant anything

so elementary. Like most dimensionalists, he was under the

impression that he was penetrating into the arcana of nature,

whereas in fact he was dealing with the very simple algebra of

measure-ratios. So, without any protest, it is actually proposed

that even in mechanics, where neither <h nor q 2
exists, we should

» Prof. W. Cramp, Nature, 130 (1932) 368. Cf, Glazebrook, v. 247 i ' It is of

course true that if, as Prof. Cramp has pointed out, we treat a quantity of

electricity as fundamental along with space, mass and time, the dimensional

equations are simplified i and that further if we may treat all mass as electrical,

the simplification is much more marked.*
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still write the mass-ratio as Q2/L ! But an opponent appeared

with this answer *

:

His argument is based on the assumption that Q shall be a function

of M. Such an assumption would be a bombshell in modern
physics. M, in common with L and T, is a quantity which varies

with the Telocity of the observer ; Q does not so vary.

Sometimes one is tempted to wish for a few bombshells in

modern physics. But in the present case we are dealing with

very elementary and ancient principles. The more bombshells

the dimensionalists hurl at one another's pronouncements, the

sooner we may expect a return to sanity and reality. Let us try

a little explosive common sense on the following controversy.

If magnetic forces are due to electric currents, then the two
standard equations /= jj'dsds'/Ar2 and /= mm'/pr2 must be co-
dimensional ; and the simplest solution is to= jL and A= u.

dimensionally. No objection either physical or mathematical has
yet been offered to this solution, which eliminates from electrical
science that great bugbear, the dual system of dimensions ; and no
sacrifice is required in adopting it.—Sir James B. Henderson, Nature
139(1937)473.

Prof. G. W. 0. Howe, who thinks A = l/(i, is horrified at
Henderson's proposal. ' I can only express my surprise,' he says,
'that such a suggestion is put forward seriously.' When two
learned dimensionalists differ so fundamentally, perhaps the
modest suggestion that A is neither \xnor\jy. may find a hearing.
Using/ to denote any force-component and 9 to denote a trigono-
metrical function, we have from (4.4, 5b)

/= 9/c2a .jj'dsds'r^.

Thus A = cJa/<p, where a = 1 if we measure current in elst and
c « = 1 if we measure in elm. There is nothing further that can
be usefully said about the coefficient. But if we wish loftily to
prescind from the only measure-systems really employed, we
can in accordance with (4.4), put A = rf/fr. Taking a = 1 and
confwng p with u, we may put A = l/w . . So Prof. Howe wins
•banen Tietory

I Both antagonists, by the way, accept the

Z? fZ* /(U
" WWch ™ have re

iected - As for the dual
systems of dimensions being a 'great bugbear,* our view is that

9-Jf 0=tt ^ ?***" *- thtor
- ***•* ""« P- «) P'°P°sed

VmrrloU, U {\m)lT Pr°P08ed—R- Welter. Z. f. math, und nalurw.
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all measure-ratios are arbitrary, infinite in number instead of

being dual !
Henderson's ' dimensional

' equation m = jL, trans-

lated into our notation, is [m] = JL. Using (14.11, 12) we find

that this means : [o/p] = 1, or o/p = o'/p'.

Starting from the elst-mag system (a = p = 1, a = c), this

implies that in our new system a' = <#'. But who wants thi3

new system of measurement, even though there be no ' mathe-

matical ' objection to it ? This little controversy is due entirely

to a misunderstanding of the elementary symbols of physics.

. A similar criticism applies to the statement that electric or

magnetic intensity is a velocity :

We treat it [electric intensity] as the velocity of an unknown but

really existent motion. Hertz however defines it as the force

which would act on unit charge. ... In the ideal measure-system :

[E] = If1
.—Boltzmann, ii. 13, 15.

I can correlate most things in one scheme if I am allowed that

magnetic force is velocity of the ether.—Larmor (1893), cited in

Lodge, My Philosophy, 1933, p. 177.

Magnetic induction is a kind of velocity in the aether.—Livens,

ii. 241.

This language ceases to have any meaning as soon as we

establish that physical symbols are measure-numbers and that

dimensions are the ratios of these measures. At one stroke we

have got rid of these futile speculations. There is one instance,

however, the equation of resistance to velocity, which requires

further examination.

Let us apply our formula for a change of units to charge q

whose measure-ratio is

Q = Jf*L«[a*]/r.

Let us use the suffixes 1 and 2 for the elst (a x = 1) and elm

(cc, = 1/c2) c.g.s. system, keeping q for the measure in the system :

a, I cm., m gram, t sec. Then we have

all the symbols being numbers and a quite arbitrary. This

formula follows at once from the expression for Q. But we

should have obtained the same expression for Q if we started,

say, with 9
2 = mltf/a. instead of/= gg'/ar2. This shows us how

useless it is to describe the elst unit a3 cm.3
'3 gmJ/sec, even if we

adopt the previously made suggestion for finding a meaning in

this conglomeration of symbols. It only tells us in what ratio
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the measure varies when we alter the units
;
and very different

Quantities may have the same measure-ratio. The logometrio

formula gives us no information whatever concerning the opera-

tional context in which the measure receives its meaning and

definition. It is quite true that the elst unit is simply the number

one Yet when we say that a charge is q electrostatic units, we

are saying much more than that the charge is the number
q.

We are tacitly referring to a mode of measuring which is assumed

to have been previously agreed upon and to be briefly described

by the adjective ' electrostatic' The reference thus implied is

made explicit by citing the formula/= qq'/r*. taken in its metrical

significance. The law of force is therefore an essential ingredient

of the real meaning of such a phrase as ' q elst units,' it supplies

the necessary operational or mensurational context.

Turn now to resistance (r), whose measure-ratio ia It = TjL[a].

In addition to the previous notation let us use the suffix 3 to

denote the 'practical' system': Z3
=109 cm., t3 =l see.,

« = Zf/ifc
2 = lO18/^. We have

n = rjc* = 109r3/c
2 = rla/l. (15.3)

We are now in a position to examine some peculiar statements

concerning resistance

:

The [elm] dimensions of [R] are . . . [L/T] or those of a simple

velocity. This velocity, as was pointed out by Weber, is an absolute

velocity in nature quite independent of the fundamental units in

which it ia expressed. . . . The [elst] dimensions of [K] are [TjL\ or

the reciprocal of a velocity. Electric resistance in electrostatic

units is measured by the reciprocal of an absolute velocity.

—

Maxwell-Jenkin, p. 76.

In the electrostatic system . . . the resistance of the conductor
is of the dimensions [L-'T]. . . . In the electromagnetic system . . .

a resistance is a quantity of the dimensions of a velocity and may
therefore be expressed as a velocity.—Maxwell, i. 402, 466.
The ohm [is] the resistance measured by 1,000,000,000 centimetres

per second. I am afraid that conveys a strange idea, but it is

perfectly true as to the absolutely definite meaning of resistance.—
Kelvin, Popular Lectures, 1 (1891) 97.
Every resistance is capable of being expressed as a velocity.—

S. P. Thompson, p. 348.
We find that the resistance of a conductor to an electrical current

may be expressed as a velocity. Yet it would be absurd to attach
any concrete relation between electrical resistance and mechanical
velocity.

. . . In this case analogy between physics and mathematics

* See further on, p. 808.
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entirely fails, and no idea even hypothetical has been attached to
the result—L. T. More,_TAe Limitations of Science, 1915, p. 154
In the electromagnetic system a resistance is a quantity homo-

geneous with a velocity ; and may therefore be expressed as velocity
—Maxwell, v. 177.

»'

Absolute resistance has the dimensions of space /time—Rowland
Am. J. Sci. 15 (1878) 290.

r ™wlana,

In 1869 Maxwell (in Maxwell-Jenkin, p. 76) gave: c= 28-798
ohms = 288 x 10s metres per second. In 1878 Rowland (I.e., p. 439)
etated : The final result of the experiment is 1 ohm= -9911 earth
quad./sec.

To any unbiassed reader these statements, in spite of the

authority of their writers, are patently absurd ; and any system

of alleged reasoning which leads to them stands self-condemned.

The statements are not even consistent—for how could the same

quantity be a velocity or the reciprocal of a velocity ad libitum ?

This conclusion should help to dispose finally of the dimensional

mysticism on which it is based. The measure-ratio of resistance

is R = TjL[d\. If we keep to elst or to elm measure, R= 1
;

for the simple reason that we do not change our a or our units

of length and time. If we wish to change from elst to elm,

£ = T=1, aj=l and <x 2
= c

-2
; hence r

1
= rjc\. Changing

from elm to practical we have r2 = 109rs . Nowhere do we meet

this mysterious velocity. The metrical specification of the

number r is given by the equation r = Vjj. The measure-ratio

is T/L[ol\ and might apply to a measure r = 1/vx if such a quantity

occurred. How then did these statements arise ? The explana-

tion is very simple. Put [a] = 1 and we get B = TjL ;
put

[a] = i2/T2 and we get R = LIT. Call the first supposition

' electrostatic ' and the second ' electromagnetic' Then interpret

these logometric formulae as giving the qualitative essence. It

follows that the essence of elst resistance is a slowness and that

of elm resistance is a velocity. But it must now be evident that

these premisses and conclusion are devoid of meaning.

2. Inductivity and Permeability.

The contemporary interminable discussions on ' dimensions
'

are based on the laws /= qq'/y-of
1 and /= mm'for

3
.

Already in

Chapter II we showed that the latter equation is incompatible

with the existence of permanent magnets. We have also clearly

demonstrated that the constants a and (3 should also occur in the

denominators in addition to x and g, which do not replace them.
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Against these alleged laws there are two other decisive argu-

ments In the first place, no one who professes to hold the

electron theory seriously believes that vacuum possesses in-

ductivity and permeability, for these quantities are defined as

statistical properties of aggregates of electrons. It was far

otherwise in Maxwell's time.

Maxwell in fact chose to finally expound the theory by ascribing

to the aether of free space a dielectric constant and a magnetic

constant of the same types as had been found to express the pro-

perties of material media.—Larmor, iv. C20.

In 1873 Maxwell effectively made the assumption that emply

space and insulators contained elastically bound electric charges,

capable of being displaced from their equilibrium position to an

extent proportional to the strength of any applied electric field.

When the field is applied, the charges move to their displaced posi-

tions and in so doing create a momentary displacement current.

—

Harnwell and Livingood, Experimental Atomic Physics, 1933, p. 4.

In spite of the lip-service given to displacement-currents, no

one nowadays genuinely believes that empty space is full of

elastically bound charges, still less that it is magnetised by being

filled with Amperian micro-circuits. But the phraseology survives,

especially among technicians, long after it has been denuded of

meaning.8 What is really meant is not x and (a but a and (3.

Perry wrote in 1891 :

I would suggest . . . that the magnetic permeability of air shall

no longer be assumed to be unity, but, in the practical system of

measurement, be tabulated like the permeability of any other

substance—the permeability of air will be 4k x 10~9
; and that in

future no substance shall have unit permeability.

—

Electrician,

31 July 1891, p. 355 ; cited by G. A. Campbell, p. 74.

But clearly what he is really advocating is taking the arbi-

trary constant p = 4tt x 1<T* which later was combined with
a = 109/4to2. Similarly Heaviside took a = (3 = 4n, and in 1901
Giorgi proposed to put a = 10'/4tcc2, p = 4tc x lCr7

. These are

arbitrary metrical decisions of a purely arithmetical nature, to

be accepted or rejected merely on grounds of convenience ; they
are entirely devoid of physical significance. In fact we have seen
that if we do assume x for vacuum, and incidentally reject the

And of course it continues to be inflicted on the unfortunate students.
Cf. q. 26 in Bridgman, iii. 109 : " What are the dimensions of the magnetic per-
meabuity of empty space in the electrostatic [i.e. the useless ' max '] system of
umta! What is its numerical value?'
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electron theory, we must take x -»oo. There are definite

physical implications in assuming x and % to be other than

unity. It is not open to anybody to propose any values he pleases

;

6Uch numerical arbitrariness applies only to the coefficients

« and p.

In the following quotation from Giorgi we have changed

A= l/x into 1/oc and k=\/\i into 1/(5, in accordance with the

arguments we have adduced.

The new phase of science led us to regard the coefficients in the
two fundamental formulae

f=mm'lpr*, f=qq'lixrt

as physical magnitudes corresponding to specific properties of free

space or space-aether. ... Maxwell showed that from the mathe-
matical standpoint we can think that this energy is localised in the

dielectric medium, and that for many reasons of a physical order

this second conception is more natural than the first. These
reasons constitute a good presumption but not an absolute proof

;

the definite proof came when electromagnetic waves became known.

. . . There are two physical magnitudes [at and fSJ, two specific

properties of space ; . . . space behaves like an extremely stiff

spring. . . . Now in practical metrology no one would consent to

take the velocity of light as unity. . . . Then why equate to unity

one or other of the two physical coefficients a and fl ? And why one

rather than the other? . . . The electrostatic system in putting

a= 1 hides the fact that empty space has very little susceptibility

for being charged with energy in the electrostatic form ; on the other

hand, it gives to the other coefficient 1/p an extraordinarily large

value, much larger than could be justified. With the electromagnetic

system, the opposite happens. Both systems are incapable of

helping us to appreciate the value of physical magnitudes and

constants in a suitable manner. In the classical teaching the velocity

of light, instead of being presented naturally as a function of the

two fundamental properties of the medium in which the propagation

takes place, is presented as a ratio between the electrostatic andthe

electromagnetic measurement of the same quantity—which is a

veritable enigma for students.—Giorgi, ii. 465.

The reply to this can be tabulated as follows :

(1) The constants are not measures of specific properties of

free space ; nor does the existence of electromagnetic waves

throw any light on their value which is quite arbitrary.

(2) The assignment of values to a and p is a question of con-

venience devoid of any theoretical implication.

(3) Giorgi ignores the elst-mag system (ot = p = 1) altogether,
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though it is to be found in every text-book. Does he seriously

think that there is some theoretical objection to putting a = 1?

(4) If the simple equation qjQi = c is ' a veritable enigma for

students,' the only assignable reason is that their teachers are

muddleheaded.

(5) Is it fair in discussing very elementary questions of men-

suration to seek to impose Maxwell's reactionary and antiquated

ideas upon us as if they were sacrosanct dogmas ? Is a man to

be forbidden to use an ammeter because he declines to regard

empty space as like a stiff spring ?

In the next place, x and u, by their very definition are necessarily

tautometric. So long as ' dimensions ' could be regarded as

mystic symbols conveying insight into the ' nature ' of things,

many extraordinary speculations could be made with impunity.

But once we realise that we are dealing with prosaic measure-

ratios, we have to revert to common sense. It was Sir Arthur

Riicker who in 1889 decided to restore the unjustly ' suppressed

dimensions' of x and (i. He advocated (p. 108), 'the open

admission in the symbols employed that the dimensions of some
of the quantities are unknown.' To him is attributable most of

the subsequent pseudo-metaphysics. And yet by substituting

a. and (3 for his x and \i and by properly understanding

'dimensions,' bis formulae became identical with ours and are

susceptible of the most commonplace interpretation. Let us

catalogue a few typical statements in order to give them their

proper meaning

:

The dimensions of x and \l are not definitely known, except that
their product is 1/iA—Kennelly, Science, 73 (1931) 535.
We know nothing concerning the dimensions of the individual

quantities n and x, but only of their product.—A. Porter, Method of
Dimensions, 1933, p. 69.
The dimensions of n are not known and most probably are un-

knowable.—Hague, p. 37.
We cannot say what are the dimensions of n and x in terms of

mass, length and time.—Glazebrook, iv. 597. '

As to the separate values of [x] and [>], they are not known ; we
take them qualitatively as non-existent and quantitatively as equal

t , ^7r Eun8e, La mesure (Enc. Sc. Math, tome v, vol. i,

fase. 1, 1916, p. 27).
Separately p and x have indeterminate dimensions—Loeb, p. 71.
ile recent wrk of committees both national and international

Sw m ,

fu™amental units and definitions has shown that a con-
siacrawe further step in advance, by removing difficulties, would
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result from the discovery of the dimensions of [l and x . . . . Some

•writers have recommended that the dimensions of one of these

should be chosen arbitrarily.—Henderson, ii. 105.

If in the future Nature divulges some secret whereby the limits of

our knowledge are extended so that we are able to express \x. in

terms of L, M and T, the dimensional expressions can then be

readily reduced to these three fundamentals. But in the meantime

let us be honest with ourselves and not pretend to knowledge that

we do not possess.—Howe, ii. 48.

We have here a perfect example of the ludicrous effects of

juggling with undefined ' dimensions ' and of the pathetic faith

in some future ' discovery.' Apparently the writers claim to be

dealing with the alleged equation (14.13), without quite knowing

what it is supposed to mean. In reality they are dealing with

(14.12), in which they arbitrarily put [a] = 1. It is quite true

that the measure-ratios of a and p are ' unknown,' in the same

simple sense that what I shall have for dinner to-morrow is

unknown, i.e. until I decide. I can use any convenient o^ and p x

I like in combination with c.g.s. units. And if I decide to change

my units, I can choose any a 2 and p 2 I like in the new system, so

that [a] = ai/a 2
and [p] = Pj/p., are quite arbitrary, provided

[ap] = T2/£2 . After the parturition of the mountains, there

emerges this ridiculous mouse. The writers of text-books and

the members of international congresses have been wasting their

time on a pseudo-problem, whose futility is now apparent after

we have got rid of mystic ' dimensions.'

We have already shown that equation (14.14)

l/[xVJ
] = LIT =U

is capable of a perfectly legitimate meaning, provided we interpret

the symbols as denoting the ratios of the measures of corre-

sponding quantities in two similar systems. This interpretation

has of course no connection whatever with changes in units.

It is seen that we are thus able to validate an equation which, as

dimensionalists deduce and interpret it, is entirely erroneous.

However, we must reject the assertion ' that ' u, and x are con-

stants of unknown dimensions but such that a?l\xx.= c1
.

We

must also reject all attempts to determine the separate ' dimen-

sions ' of u, and x.' For example, G. E. FitzGerald 8 in 1889

suggested (p. 253) [x] - [rf
= 1/ff. 'There seems a naturalness

•» SUN Commission in 1931 : ICP Eeport, p. 11.

« Followed more recently by Kennelly, Science, 73 (1931) 535.
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in this result,' he says, ' that justifies the assumption that these

inductive capacities are really of the nature of a slowness.' It i3

quite impossible to inject any meaning whatever into such a

statement. All we can hope for is that the next generation of

students of physics will not waste time speculating on the nature

of a slowness ! Not to be outdone, Sir Oliver Lodge (i. 403)

enunciated in the same year among other ' modern views on
electricity ' this proposition : [x] = LT*/M, [u.] =M/L3 . And
another writer 8 advocated [x] = T2/J/, [u,] = Mjl?. 'These

results,' he concludes, ' appear to throw some light on the nature

of electric and magnetic phenomena.' He was mistaken
; and

unfortunately they throw no light on a much more curious

phenomenon : the facility with which serious physicists can
shuffle symbols without ever asking themselves what it is all

about.

There seems to be still a difference of opinion between
the theorists 10 and the technicians concerning the undefined
' dimensions ' of y.. Becker (p. viii) speaks as follows in the
preface to the eighth edition of Abraham's text-book :

It does not seem possible at present to set up a system of units
which will satisfy the electrical engineer and the physicist alike.
With regard to Maxwell's theory, the difference between the physicist
and the electrician is not a matter of notation merely, but of principle.
The technical view adheres much more strictly than current physics
does to the original form of the Faraday-Maxwell theory. The
engineer looks upon the vectors E and D, even in a -vacuum, as
magnitudes of quite different lands, related to one another more or
less like tension and extension in the theory of elasticity. From
this point of view it must of course seem a very questionable pro-
cedure, in an exposition of fundamental principles, to put the factor
of proportionality x, in the equation D = xE, equal to 1 for empty
space, thus artificially attributing to D and E the same dimensions.
Un the other hand, ... the numerical identity of E and D for
empty space in the Gaussian system of units is not for the physicist
the result of an arbitrary definition, but the expression of the fact
that k, and D are actually the same thing. The introduction by the

• P. Joubin, JP 6 (1890) 398 i.

(I,.! .!

1 " path
f
tio to find a S"><" physicist like Sommerfeld telling us (ii. 816)

that the equat.cn F/«- E+e^FvB "would be a dimensional monstrosity

"heL ~*V6n ™ the Ca*° when H - B. • Naturally,' he says,

is unitv a1

=
,

Pe™eabmty in vacu-™ »«* not be omitted/ not even when it

is one we ro t t

"*"* ? vacuum *e ra"*t not put D = E,' even when k

fetich.'

Bay "'
'
Dimen8'°na ' in this case have become a mere
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engineer of a dielectric constant and permeability not equal to 1 in

a vacuum seems to the physicist to be merely an artifice, by means

of which formulae are reduced to a shape which is convenient for

practical calculations.

A writer in the Reports on Progress in Physics, 1934 (L.

Hartshorn, p. 368) tells us :

There has been much discussion of the question whether magnetic

permeability is to be regarded as a quantity having dimensions or

a mere number. . . . Among engineers there is a strong desire to

regard the relation between magnetic force and magnetic induction

as analogous to that between mechanical force and displacement

and between electric force and displacement. Magnetic force and

induction are therefore regarded as quantities of a different character,

and a convention which assigns to them different dimensions is an

• aid to thought and is preferred.

Among the resolutions adopted by the International Electro-

technical Commission at Oslo in 1930 was one to the effect ' that

the formula B = u.H represents the modern concepts of the

physical relations for magnetic conditions in vacuo, it being

understood that in this expression [i possesses physical dimen-

sions.'
n A questionnaire sent round by the International Union

of Pure and Applied Physics in 1932 asked: 'Should u. (the

permeability) be treated as a quantity having dimensions in

length, mass and time, or as a pure number ?
' The British reply

was that ' permeability should be regarded as a quantity having

dimensions,' whereas the view of the Dutch Committee was ' that

B and H are quantities of the same kind.' 12 An informal Confer-

ence was held in Paris in July 1932, consisting of members of the

Union of Physics and of the Electrical Congress ; at this nine

voted that B and H were ' quantities of a different nature,' three

voted that they were the same in kind, the remainder abstained.

What an amazing and humiliating position for physicists, con-

tending about undefined terms, squabbling about the meaning of

the simplest symbols, and counting heads !
u

In view of our previous discussion, we can now make a few

brief incisive comments on this painful exhibition. The symbols

ii ICP Beport, p . 16.
»« E. Griffiths, Nature, 130 (1930) 987 £.

» ' In these days when the youngest among us are enthusiastic about

^functions and probability smears, it is not a little disturbing to find that an

International Congress, held in Paris in July 1932, decided by a majority vote

that "B and H are quantities of two different kinds." '-A. Ferguson, School

Science Review, 18 (1937) 347.
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of physics stand for pure numbers, they denote measures
; they

throw no light whatever on the nature of things. The man who
executes the measures, the instrument-maker or the physicist in

the laboratory, of course estimates the ratios of Lengths and

Durations. The rest of us work with algebra, the symbols being

placed in the context or background of ordinary experience.

None of our measures has ' dimensions,' but if we change our

units, we can find the ratio of two measures.

This measure-ratio constitutes the only intelligible meaning

which can be assigned to the term ' dimensions.' The measure-

ratio ofpermeability is necessarily unity ; for by its very definition

it is independent of our measures of length, time and mass. It

does not follow that B and H are of the same nature or kind, for

such terms are inapplicable to numbers. We therefore conclude

that B, u, H are pure numbers ; that when we change our units

(and the magnetic constant p), B and H are changed in the same
ratio but \x remains unchanged. These conclusions are not
altered one iota if technicians, rejecting the view of magnetism
initiated by Ampere and adopted in the electron theory, regard
vacuum as magnetic or invent some other picture of the magnetisa-
tion of a medium. The classical theory of polarisation still

holds; so does the fundamental view that physics is concerned
with basic and derived measures.

One would hesitate to oppose electrotechnologists in their
own specialist domain. It is quite a different matter when they
make pronouncements on the fundamentals of quantitative
science and when they make ordinances concerning ' physical
dimensions ' which they have omitted to discuss or define. Hence
we cannot accept the following dogmatic statement

:

There are still, mar-y people who do not agree to attribute different
dimensions to the magnetic field and magnetic induction. But this
detraction is now imposed definitely on engineers, who have, I
Deneve taken the excellent decision to replace the absolute per-
meabilita of magnetic substances by permeabilities relative to

rtf. lA?
vacuum

- He/ice we can attribute physical dimensions to
this latter, we can without serious inconvenience choose for the n

facZ
P
d
y 8paC6 a P°wer °f 10 "i non-absolute systems and even a

Ka,% 5
8y °f rational units—A

-
Blondel

- Preface t0

~ k
f

tter P/^ °f the 1uotati°n directs our attention to another
source of confuswn. It seems clear that instead of the classical
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definition B = H + inl/P, many recent writers take B' =
ajj _|- 4-kI = pi?, so that in vacuum B' = pH. Next, (3 is called

u,', the ' permeability ' of vacuum—an utterly inappropriate name

for an arbitrary mensurational constant. Then B'jH = P(i is

called \x', the ' absolute ' permeability ; the ' relative ' per-

meability n'/lV = V-
being the ordinary classical permeability.

Of course we can ' without serious inconvenience ' take p equal

to a power of 10 or to 47t, though in fact p = 1 in all practical

magnetic measurements. But it does cause serious inconvenience

and misunderstanding to regard p as the permeability of vacuum ;

especially as no one nowadays seriously considers that vacuum

is a magnetically polarised void.

The prevalent view may be summed up in Giorgi's objections

to the equation B = H + 47tI /p.

There is a double irrationality : the assimilation of the physically

heterogeneous quantities B andH from the standpoint of dimensions,

and the apparition of 4n when there is no question of spherical

bodies.—Giorgi, ii. 466.

To which we may retort that there is a double error in this

objection. (1) The equation, being perfectly general, cannot

possibly lack the algebraic property of homogeneity. In reality

Giorgi accepts the equation as perfectly, valid, but he prefers to

define and employ a new quantity B' = pB. This would mean

rewriting Chapter II and a good deal of electromagnetics ; no

reason is assigned for the proposed innovation. (2) He must,

like every other writer, admit that the 4tc does occur. But for

some reason the factor irritates him. What he proposes to do

about it is not very clear. Of course we might put p = 4»t and

thus obtain B = H + . I. But then we should have B' = 4it(H+I).

The Electrotechnical Congress decided that the mag unit of

H should be called an oersted and the mag unit of B a gauss.

This is a step which had for years been strongly advocated by

American electricians ; and their advocacy was based on the

interpretation of physical symbols as something more than

numbers and on the acceptance of dimensions as qualitative

compendia. There were strong attacks on the idea that ' per-

meability is a mere numerical ratio and not a physical quantity —
as if it could not be both ! We were told that ' B characterises

the magnetised state of the medium and H is the agency tending

to produce a magnetised state.' » But ifwe refer back to Chapter II

" Dellinger, p. 609 f.
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we shall find that II and B (there called F and G) are simply

measure numbers employed in connection with a system

of singlets and doublets. There may be in rerum nalura an
agency producing a state ; but this does not enter into our

measure-numbers H and H + inlft, which are calculated by
combining experimentally ascertained ratios. In advocating a
duplication of names, electrotechnologists frankly admit that

they are not th inking at all of their own special and practical

problems.

If the dimensions of n are zero so that n is a simple numerical
coefficient, it ought to follow that in the ordinary formula (2? = »j]
connecting magnetic force with density of magnetic flux, the unit
chosen for B should have the same nature as that chosen for H, and
the same name should be applicable to the two units ; if one is

expressed in gausses, so should the other. But if on the contrary u
has physical dimensions and is not a simple numerical coefficient
then B and H cannot strictly be expressed in the same unit

—

'

Kennelly, i. 926.

After considerable discussion in Copenhagen and Stockholm [in
1930], the committee [of the IEC] decided unanimously that for
electrotechnical purposes the convention should be established that
in free space the quantities flux-density B and magnetising force H
should be taken as physically different ; so that their ratio, the
space permeability |i, was a physical quantity with dimensions and
not a mere numeric.—Kennelly, v. 237.

In other words, there is no special authority or prestige
attaching to the decision ; in making it the electrotechnicians
went outside their own domain and sought to impose on all
physicists the peculiar views (1) that ' dimensions ' have some
intelligible (but unexplained) scientific sense apart from measure-
ratios, (2) that the symbols of physics are not mere measure-
numbers but have different « natures.' As we have given cogent
arguments against these views, we decline to accept the un-
warranted decision which, it is alleged, '

is now imposed definitely
on engineers.' Incidentally we deny that the ' convention ' serves
any electrotechnical purpose ' whatever.15

Prof"^-.^ .

Jame,
T

B
'
Hendereon rath« threateningly: 'I would remind

TZtZT* r, teraati0nal Com™"<>"> ha* already recommended that,

ma^Z vf
•" v

<Lmen8ionttl ««*. and also that the final decision is to be

«"dlZ ff"n'
"9 (1M7)m

- ' X "» in ««» agreement with the

.ubmit event;It^ ." '
U '" en"re di"»e«>ement, and he declines to*mt even to an International Committee if it chooses to talk nonsense.
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3, The Fourth Unit.

In this and the preceding chapter, indeed throughout this book,

we have maintained that

the phenomena by which electricity is known to us are of a

mechanical kind, and therefore they must be measured by mechanical

units or standards, , . . all electric phenomena may be measured

in terms of time, mass and space only.—Maxwell and Jenkin, p. 60.

The point seems really self-evident to anyone who regards the

fundamental formula /= gg'/*'"2 without pedantic prepossession.

It is true that a is an arbitrary number ; but so is j in the

formula force =f mass x acceleration; we always put y =1

and we often take a= 1. The employment of different values

of a is purely a matter of metrical convenience, without any

objective significance in what is measured. The constant has no

connection with any peculiarities of electricity. We have already

explained why the measures known as length, time and mass

are termed basic. It is obvious that electric charge is not basic,

for it is a number occurring in an equation containing these basic

measures.

And yet, as the following quotations amply testify, this view

is now supposed to be quite out of date. The unanimity of the

chorus is impressive ; even more so is the public recantation,

made with due signs of repentance, which newly converted

physicists have felt impelled to make. The worship of dimensions

appears to excite some of the emotions more appropriate to a

religious creed.

Quantity of electricity must be treated as a fourth fundamental

quantity, provisionally at least, for we are allowed to hope that one

day we shall be able to determine its dimensions in [LJ, \_M J, Li J.—

H. Abraham, JP 1 (1892) 520. ''.*.
Maxwell attempted to express the measures of the.™*

quantities occurring in terms of the three fundamenta jambles,oi

mechanics-length, mass and time ; and found that without further

assumptions this was impossible The fundamental electrical

quantities are four in number -Sir B. T. Gtertw*^ 597

In mechanics there are only three fundamental umts-those of

length, mass and time-and these three would&™*J£™*%*
system of electrical measurements if the identity of electa^ and

mechanical phenomena could be estabhshed.-Sir F. E. bmitn, i.

21

The necessity for one additional unit arises from the fact that the
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identity of mechanical and electrical phenomena has not been
established—Dellinger, p. 600.

_

•

In our present state of knowledge it is impossible to express the
physical dimensions of electric and magnetic quantities in terms of
mechanical units alone.—Karapetoff, p. 725.

It was generally believed, in the days when the basis of Physics
was purely mechanical in the old-fashioned sense, that all physical
units could be derived from the units of length, mass and time

; and
many electrical units for example are still described as c.g.s. units.

... In all equations containing electric or magnetic quantities, we
shall find two of them present in addition to those quantities which
are derivable from length, mass and time. We are therefore forced
to introduce an electric (or magnetic) fundamental unit. W
Wilson, p. 38 f.

The founders of the c.g.s. system, which dates from 1873 and
from which the systems of electrical units are derived, had doubtless
thought they were setting up a system embracing the whole of
physics. It was the epoch when it was universally admitted and
I myself shared the illusion during most of my life—that all the
phenomena of physics were in the last analysis reducible to mechanics.
Since then it has been vainly tried to explain electromagnetic
phenomena by mechanics alone ; but the conception of the electron
has had to be admitted, and this means the employment, for electro-
magnetic phenomena, of a fourth fundamental magnitude in addition
to those of mechanics.—Brylinski, Revue, gin. de Vileclricitl 8 Nov
1930, p. 722.

The orthodox number three, which is at the basis of the so-called
absolute measure-system, could appear obligatory so long as it
could be hoped to reduce electricity to mechanics. This time is
past. We do wrong to the electromagnetic magnitudes if we force
them into the Procrustean bed of the three units. . . . After I had
propagated this system [of three units] in my lectures and writings
for 30 years, I have now, in my latest lectures on electrodynamics,
changed over to the general system of four units. We shall in
what follows employ electric charge as the fourth unit.—Sommerfeld,
n. 814. '

The inspiration borrowed from mechanics, still dominant in 1870,
has been laid aside

; we have given up the idea of explaining all
physical phenomena by mechanics. A beginning was made with
the frank admission that in the facts of electricity there is something

t*'™- be
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much more surely and sincerely if we recognise the necessity of a

fourth fundamental of electric nature. I say ' fourth fundamental

'

so that the phrase can include both a fundamental magnitude and

an arbitrary fundamental unit.—Giorgi, ii. 464.

The first thing to get into our heads is that all this talk has

not the remotest relation to any such idea as is expressed in the

electromagnetic theory of mass ; still less is it connected with

any modern views of atomic structure. There is nothing modern

whatever about it ; we are dealing with exceedingly elementary

physics ; we have to do with simple equations known to Maxwell

and known even to Gauss and Poisson. What has happened is

not any revolutionary reconstruction of these simple formulae,

not anything at all in physics, but something in physicists. And

that is a distressingly accentuated preoccupation with the pseudo-

mystical idea of ' dimensions.'

' Now the science of physics is, especially in its elementary

metrological aspects, essentially pragmatic and operational.

The proper way to deal with suspiciously metaphysical problems,

which physicists are so prone to foist into the science, is to ask

:

What practical effect has any possible answer in physics, in the

structural elements and working formulae of the science itself ?

So here let us inquire into what, if any, consequence, internal

to physics, is drawn from the assumption of this alleged fourth
'

fundamental unit. The first thing we observe is that not a single

existing formula is altered by one iota. None of the neo-

dimensionalists dreams of denying that /= qq'l*.r\ Apparently

all they want is to play the game of dimension-shuffling in a way

different from the way it is played by the palaeo-dimensionalists

of the Maxwell era. Inasmuch as, according to our previous

arguments, the whole business has as much to do with physics

as has chess or checkers, this particular dispute is also irrelevant.

Take, for instance, one of Sommerfeld's deductions from his

new creed. ' No one will deny ' the following, he tells us (ii. 815).

From /= qE he deduces E = dyne/charge, from 4rrg =
j
DndS

he deduces D = charge/cm.2 From which he concludes that x is

' a qualified number of the dimension chargea/erg. cm.' He does

not alter a single working equation of physics. He merely

invents some new combinations of words and symbols which

have no relevance to physics and which, taken literally, are either

of the form 1»/1 X 1 or are meaningless. But, not content with
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this destructive criticism, we have been at pains to discover

whether, within the range of physics, there happen to be simple

formulae ofwhich these hieroglyphics may be considered a parody.

We had no difficulty in answering this question affirmatively—

but only on the understanding that the undefined ' dimensions *

of these writers were replaced by the numbers we have called

measure-ratios. If we thus completely re-interpret the dimen-

sionalists' alleged relations, we obtain quantitative formulae
which are both simple and useful. Let us find the measure-
ratios corresponding to Sommerfeld's manipulations. The
equation f=qE is a definition ; it gives [E] = FjQ. His next
equation is not general, it must in accordance with (2.8a) be

expressed as iTzq/ix. = DndS ; this gives [D] — Qj[a]L2
. His

conclusion is now expressed as

[DIE] = Q>l[x]FI?.

Undoubtedly this is the measure-ratio of x, due to a change of
units. But Sommerfeld appears to have overlooked the elemen-
tary equation (2.2) : E = — V<p/a. This gives

Accordingly the measure-ratio of x is unity, and Q2 = [a]FI?,
as is obvious from /= qq'/ta*. Hence when any alleged applica-
tion of this theory of ' four units ' is translated into the in-
telligible metrical formulae of physics, it is found to disappear.
The discussion, in so far as it turns on * dimensions,* is simply
a waste of time.

We must now deal with an extremely practical application
which, according to electrotechnologists, follows from the
adoption of the four-units hypothesis. Reversing the former
policy of practical standards, technicians are now desirous of
adopting elm-mag units, or rather various decimal multiples
thereof. But they have become convinced, chiefly by vague
talk about the fundamental nature of electricity, that this is
impossible without adopting ' a fourth fundamental unit.* It is
not at aU clear what, if any, is the scientific content of this

nW Z *
th68e Practical ele<*ricians are unanimously of

wT ;
«!*T™ something; only they differ as to which

fourth unit they should * adopt.*iW*,^ of °Pinion am°ng ^e delegatesto the fourth fundamental unit for the system. The ohm and the
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coulomb each had been suggested. It was agreed that a fourth unit

was needed, because it would be possible, starting with the three

units metre, kilogram and second, to construct an indefinite number

of possible associated electromagnetic series, differing from the

existing practical series which all desired to maintain. It was

finally agreed to defer action on the choice of a fourth fundamental

unit. Kennelly, v. 239, referring to discussions of the EMMU
(Electric and Magnetic Magnitudes and Units) Committee of the

IEC (International Eleetrotechnical Commission) at Scheveriingen

near Brussels in 1935.

The theory of physical dimensions was beginning to be better

understood ; and the opinion was no longer held that everything in

the physical world depended necessarily on three fundamental

dimensions. Physicists recognised that entropy, temperature,

loudness of a sound, light intensity, etc., brought into play some

dimensions which were not dependent on [Z>], [If], [T]. Why
ought not electric and magnetic magnitudes to be treated in the

same way ? . . . Accordingly, the principle of having a fourth

fundamental dimension entering into the electric and magnetic

magnitudes gradually became universally recognised. ... This

may be any one of the electric or magnetio magnitudes, for instance,

the quantity of electricity [Q]. . . . Any one of the eleetrotechnical

units may be taken as fundamental, and all others become derived

units.—Giorgi, pp. 5 f., 9 (pamphlet issued by the IEC in 1934).

One would have to be very optimistic to maintain that the

theory of so-called dimensions is ' beginning to be better under-

stood.' 16 The fact that the principle of a fourth dimension is

now ' universally recognised 'is certainly not one of the

symptoms of understanding. What exactly did the technicians

think they were doing when they decided ' to defer action
'
?

What action? The reference to the ohm and the coulomb

suggests that they were thinking of reverting to practical

standards specified by a voltameter or a mercury column. Such

a decision would have no theoretical reactions. We cannot

therefore agree with the following statement

:

Electrical phenomena cannot be reduced to mechanical processes

or interpreted mechanically. This knowledge has become generally

accepted. Nevertheless even to-day men fail to see "necessary

consequence of this fact, namely, the general mtroduction cl the

'• Giorgi's own views are permeated with the false ideas we have refuted.

After pointing out the alleged dimensional contradictions between the electro-

static
' and the •electromagnetic' systems-he instances the dimensions

of resistance as being IT* and i'T-he refers thus to the Gaussian [i.e. elm-

mag] system (ii. 460) :
' All that was not sufficient to resolve the contradiction .

instead of two metrologies we had three.'
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international electrical measure-system. It seems strange, but
this system is still simply unknown in many physical circles. Even
leading text-books confuse it with the ' practical ' system which
cannot serve for physical purposes.—Pohl and Roos, p. 3.

This is merely a grandiloquent way of saying that there is

some profound metaphysical difference between (1) the relation

connecting current-measure and the mass electrolytically de-

posited, and (2) the relation between, say, current-measure and
the torque on a permanent magnet. The ordinary physicist will

fail to see any profound difference. For reasons of historical

development and theoretical formulation we generally start from

(2) and proceed to (1). But there would be no objection in

principle to taking our unit of charge as the charge per chemical
equivalent of metallic salt in solution, i.e. the faraday equal to

9650 elms or 9650 c elsts ; or we might take any fraction of it

and we could accordingly define unit current. All that really

matters is that we have to deal with both phenomena ; the setting

up of an electrolytic standard of measure helps our convenience
and the standardisation of instruments, it has no theoretical or
metaphysical influence whatever.

But there is a contradiction. We cannot adopt both the elm
unit (or one-tenth of it) and the voltametric unit, unless of
course the latter is regarded as an approximate standardised
realisation of the former. Moreover, as we pointed out in
Chapter II, the General Conference of Weights and Measures
has adopted 'absolute units,* in the sense of discarding
' standards '

; and this will become legal in many countries by
the beginning of 1940. To avoid further confusion, it is to be
hoped that the IEC will ' defer ' indefinitely any action contrary
to this decision.

It is possible, however, to give a more charitable interpretation
to these discussions of the technicians. Perhaps they were
merely debating what value they should adopt for one or more
ol the constants o, a, p f These three constants entered electro-
magnetics as follows

:

f=qq'l<xri
;

f= mm'/fir
2

;

c = Nfa, or (4.3) : H = 2-KJjar.

umWwfm
^.8yStem a2/«P = c*; and if we change the

units of length and time, we must take [„«/<#] = U\T\ We can
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therefore say that, in addition to a choice of the units of length,

mass and time, we have in electromagnetics the further arbitrary

choice of the values of the two independent constants a and (J.

If this is what was meant at these international gatherings—let

us hope it was—then, instead of speaking of the choice of a fourth

fundamental unit, the discussion should have centred on the

choice of two arbitrary values (a and p). And if this was not

what was meant, it is time that someone should state what

—

within the range of physics—it was all about.

Having disposed of the question of units, we can now turn to

the other interpretation of measure-ratios in order to elucidate

what is obscurely at the back of the minds of those physicists

who are clamouring for a fourth unit in electricity. What they

are really thinking of appears to be the patent macroscopic fact

that charge can be varied independently of lengths, masses and

times. What they forget of course is that this will alter the

mechanical forces. In this, charge differs from temperature;

for—speaking macroscopically and apart from laws giving the

variation of quantities with the temperature—the temperature

can be varied without altering a mechanical system. Now we

have done justice to these facts by declaring that charge and

temperature are characteristics for appropriate similar systems.

In this sense we can add Q and G to the three measure-ratios

L M,T. In this sense, and in this sense only, charge might be

termed a fourth basic quantity. We have already shown the

meaning of this by simple applications. Let us now show that any

result which seems to follow from the four-units hypothesis is

really a misinterpretation of some result applicable to similar

systems, i.e. the so-called ' dimensions ' are being unwittingly used

for measure-ratios in this second sense. An example from

Sommerfeld (ii. 815) will suffice. He gives the following formula

for specific conductivity :

1 charge2 cm.''

° = cm. res.
—

dyne ' sec.

' Our dimensional formula," he says, 'points directly to the

explanation of a in the electron theory : <r = e*nljmv, where n is

the number of electrons (e) per unit volume and I is their mean

free path. 'The dimensional formula written m four units

expresses much more than that written in three units; lor

example in Lorentz's system a = sec."
1
.
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Let us find the necessary measure-ratios for two similar systems
:

Formula/= gq'/ar2 gives Q% = FL*.

Formula Vq = work gives Q[V] = FL.

Formula V =j? gives QR/T = [ V] .

Whence
R = FLTIQ\

This may be contrasted with the logometrio formula (14.11)

;

R = T/i[a], where of course the letters have entirely different

meanings [measure-ratios for a change of units and a].

The resistance of a wire (length I and cross-section A) is

specific res. x l\A or lj(A x sp. cond.), i.e. p = l/Aa. Hence

[a] = 1/RL

= OP/FIST

_Q* L^ ._
F' T'

And this is the physical analogue of Sommerfeld's metaphysical
' formula.' In order to find the analogue of the curious so-called

Lorentzian formula ' a = sec."1,' we must of course revert to the
first interpretation of measure-ratios. From

.R = T/£[a]and|V] = l/.RZ;

we obtain

W = M/r,

in which we may, if we so decide, take [a] = 1.

We have therefore ousted all the meta-physical mysteries'.
We have not only vindicated common sense, we have also provided
all the proposed formulae with simple meanings accessible to any
schoolboy, entirely too elementary to be the subject of discussions
and votes at learned international congresses.

4. Practical Measures.

We are now in a position to give further consideration to some
points connected with the practical units already discussed in
Chapter II, section 8. The International Conference of 1908,
proceeding to define the ohm and the ampere, declared :

ftJ*.
e

m^i rew*gr
T
es that as keretofore the magnitudes of the

fundamental electrical units shall be determined on the electro-
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magnetic system of measurement with reference to the centimetre

as the unit of length, the gram as the unit of mass and the second

as the unit of time.

—

Reports of the Committee, of Electrical Standards

appointed by the British Association, 1913, p. 753.

On the other hand the EMMU (Electric and Magnetic Magni-

tudes and Units) Committee of the IEC (International Electro-

technical Commission) decided, at the meeting held in Paris in

October 1933,

to invite the national committees to give their opinion on the

extension of the series of practical units at present used in electro-

technics by its incorporation in a coherent system, having as funda-

mental units of length, mass and time the metre, kilogram and second

and as fourth unit either that of resistance expressed as the precise

multiple 109 of c.g.s. electromagnetic unit or the corresponding

value of the space permeability of a vacuum.—Kennelly, v. 238.

And the IEC—fifteen countries being represented by the delegates

present—at its plenary meeting held in June 1935 at Scheveningen

near Brussels, unanimously adopted the Giorgi system of metre-

kilogram-second (m.k.s.) units. The question of ' rationalisation
'

(i.e. the insertion of 4jt in a) was deferred for future consideration.17

We must now investigate this decision, its alleged reasons and

consequences. Let us begin by examining the effect of the general

system of measure-ratios (due to change of units and constants)

L = 10*, M = 10", T = 10° = 1, [a] = 10*. [3] = 10", (15.4)

applied to the electrical and magnetic equations. The following

table exhibits the results for a transformation from the elm-mag

» In November 1935 Glazebrook (cited in Engineering, November 6, 1936,

p. 498) proposed ' that the " fourth unit " on the m.k.s. system be 10-' henry per

metre, the value assigned on that system to the permeability of space.' That is,

in ordinary language, he merely advocated taking = 10-'. According to Prof.

Marchant—Nature 136 (1935) 110—at the I.E.C. meeting in Scheveningen

(Brussels) : (1)
' The adoption of an m.k.s. system with four fundamental units

was unanimously accepted, i.e. presumably m.k.s. units with o = 1 and P -

It was agreed that the m.k.s. system should have units which were consistent

with the c.g.s. system '—which seems like a contradiction in terms. (2) It was

decided to hold consultations on ' the choice of the fourth fundamental unit —
quantity or resistance being mentioned. 'The committees to be consulted

should be asked to give a value for the fourth unit which was consistent witn

the value of permeability of free space being equal to unity.' Not a difficult

task, for the result is secured by definition !
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Pra- Max- Vario-

Measure-ratio. Exponent of 10. system, well, diorgi. rum.

[a] (2x+z+u)/2

W 2x + 2/
7 7 7 7

Q = J (3z+y+z)/2 -1 -1 -1 _i

[F] (x+y-«)/2 8 8 8 8

JJ=[F|/J -(*+«) 9 9 9 9

C=[?/F]= l/iJ z+z -9-9 -9-9
[£] x 9 9 2* 0*

[m] {3x+y+u)j2 8 8 8

[fl] (-»+y-«)/2 - 1 - 10* - 3* - 1

[S] {-x+y-u)l2 8-10* - 3* - 1*

[F] = [S]L (x+y-u)l2 -1 -1 -1 -1
[iV] = [£]£* (3ar+y-«)/2 8 8'

• 1* - 1*

(15.5)

The first column specifies the quantity, the second gives the

symbol for the measure-ratio. The third column gives the

exponent of 10 for the measure-ratio in question. This is easily

obtained. Equation (14.12) is

810

Quantity.

energy

charge or

current

e.m.f.

resistance

capacity

inductance

pole-

strength

magnetic

intensity

magnetic

induction

m.m.f.

flux

Hence from (15.4)

[o/a»p»] = L/T.

[a] = £[aJ
][p»] = 10<2*+'+ ,'>'2

.

The other exponents are similarly obtained from (14.11). For
instance

[H] = L-*Jf»[p-»] = lo<-*+»-»"2.

The fourth column, giving the practical system, is taken from
(2.47 and 55). For example j/g' = 10"1

, r/r' = 109, where the
unprimed letters refer to the elm-mag system and the dashed
letters denote the practical measures.
The fifth column specifies a transformation (applied to the elm-

mag system) which seems to have been first suggested by Maxwell
(ii. 268), who gives it as the choice of the units : I = 10" cm.,
m = lO-11 gram, * = 1 sec. However the accurate specification is

as follows ;

*=9, y=-ll, 2 = _i8, M = o. (15.6)
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This means that

10"18 = a/a! = l/c2a!, or a t
= lO18/^

;

pt=P = i;

a^ = a = 1 ;

a!/«iPi = cno"18
i

where, as before, the unprimed letters refer to the elm-mag

system, but the letters with the suffix 1 refer to this ' Maxwell

'

transformed system.

The sixth column is the transformation first proposed by

Giorgi in 1901 and now adopted by the IEC. It is specified by

a:=2, 2/=3, z = -ll, u=T. (15.7)

Hence 18

10"11 = a/oc, = l/c2a2 , or a2 = 10u/c2 ;

10' = p/pa=l/P 2,orp 2
=10-';

a2
= a = 1 ;

: . ,: a;/ajP a
= c«10-*;

where the symbols with the suffix 2 refer to measures in the

Giorgi system.

The seventh column contains the results of what we may term

the Variorum transformation,19 which has been suggested by

various people—Bennett, Blondel, Dellinger, Karapetoff, Mie

and others. This transformation is

x = 0, y = 1, s = -9, u = 9. (15.8)

Hence
10-' = a/as = l/c2a„, or a3

= 109/c2 ;

10» = p/p3 =l/p3
,orp3

=10^;

a3
= a= 1

;

a!/«8P3= c2 -

Now the professed object of each of these three transformations

is to produce a system of measures identical with the pra-system.

But on comparing the last four columns of table (15.5) we dis-

cover that there are discrepancies ; these are marked with an

asterisk. Also, surprisingly, Maxwell's system emerges best,

with only two discrepancies ; whereas Giorgi's has four and the

» Kennelly (v. 242) gives a, (which he calls «.) M IO'/A Giorgi (L M) takes

.. «... a,) as (10-/W) farad/metre, and f (i.e. ft as to X 10-'^J™*™,»
Of. E. Bennett and H. Crothers, Irtroductory Kkctrodynamv*forEw™".

New York, 1926, pp. 12, 433, 639.
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Variorum transformation has three discrepancies. Let us see

the condition that the transformation gives the correct measure-

ratios for

(1) If, i.e. 2x + y = 7 ;

(2)0 (i-e- Sx + y + z = -2) or V (i.e. x + y-z=lG) or

R (i.e. x + z = - 9)

;

and (3) keeps o unity i.e. [a] = 1 so that 2x + z + u = 0. The
answer is

2/=7 — 2x, z = — 9 — x, u=9 — x.

Maxwell's corresponds to x — 9, Giorgi's to x = 2, the Variorum
to a; = 0. But any value of x will satisfy these three conditions.

We can choose x so that one other condition is satisfied ; for

example, x = makes [H] = 1/10, x = 9 satisfies [2\T] = 108
. If

we abandon the proviso [o] = 1, we can choose a transformation
which will make both [H] = ljl0 and [N] — 10 s

; namely, x= 9/2,

y = - 2, z= - 27/2, a = - 9/2. But this makes [L] = 109 '2 and
'

[B] = 1/10. No transformation can simultaneously Batisfy all the
conditions. In particular the conditions concerning [E] and [H]
cannot both be fulfilled, for these two numbers are necessarily
equal. Presumably it is for electrotechnicians to say how much
they want to ' pra ' the oersted and the gauss ; and apparently
they desire different pra-ratios. The practical men are the best
judges of what is convenient as regards units in different equations.
But they are not entitled to say that their pra-system, as at present
formulated, is derivable from the elm-mag consistent system by
means of an L—M—T transformation combined with a changem a and p. For we have just shown that this is impossible ; and
our argument is valid even against Giorgi's transformation in
spite of its recent authoritative adoption.
The matter is really obvious if we examine such a phrase as

that used by Grimsehl-Tomaschek (pp. 125, 376) :
' the practical

unit of magnetic induction. is 1 volt . sec/cm.2,' i.e. 108 gauss.
If we consistently adopt the new units we should say that the
pra-gauss is volt/tpra-cm.J^-we may omit the 'see' which is
unity. In the case of Maxwell's units, this is 10"™ gauss, since his
pra-cm. is 10" cm. In the case of the other two transformations,
the case is complicated by the omission of factors. The general
formula is (4.30)

a dl
'
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For Maxwell p1= «t= 1, F, - F', ^ = irW = N', hence his
transformation correctly gives V = - <Ztf'/<ft. But JS/B =
[^ = [#]/£»= lO'/lO18 - 10™, whereas B/B'= 10*. In the
Giorgi system we have p 2 = 10"', o 2 = 1, r

2
= F', 2V2 = 10"W=

10'iV'. Hence Giorgi's equation is

F2 = - IVdMJdt,

which is of course the same as V = — dN'/dt.

For Giorgi 5/-B2 = [N]l& = 10/10* = 10"3 so that B 2
= 101B =

10UB'.

Similarly equation (2.49)

y=A4o2 dt

becomes
V1 = -L1dj 1ldt

in Maxwell's system, and

Vz =-\^L^jJdt
in Giorgi's.

Again, consider the general equation (4.3)

H = 2KJ/ar.

For Maxwell : jt
= j', ax = 1, r^ = 10° ; also HjHL

= 10""

and J7/H' = 10""1
, so that ' H^ = 109ff'. Hence the equation

H
1
= 2izj1la1r 1 is identical with H' = 2iij'[r.

For Giorgi: j2
= j', o a

=l, r/r 2
=102

; also ff/ff 2
=10-'

and ff/H' =10* so that H2
=102

.ff'. Hence the equation

Ht
= 2^"

2/a 2r is identical with H' = 27rj'/r.

Now these transformations, and in particular Giorgi's, have

obviously been proposed as being identical with, and hence super-

seding, the practical system. But if our schedule of discrepancies

in (15.5) is correct, this claim is unfounded. Let us therefore

glance at Giorgi's pamphlet to discover the origin of what we

maintain to be a serious error. On p. 12 we read that ' magnetic

flux ... is that quantity the rate of decrease of which with

respect to time equals the induced e.m.f.' In other words, the

equation F = — dNjdt is taken as valid in all systems of units

with all values of |3 and a. Whereas, as we have already shown,

the general equation is

V = -$la.'dNldt.
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The omitted factor p/o has the following values : 1 in the el

mag system, 1/e in the elm-max system, 1/c in the elst-m
system, 1/c2 in the elst-max system, 10"' in Giorgi's svste^
Thus Giorgi has omitted the important factor 10"7

. Ultimat l

his error is traceable to the prevalent version of the principled
equivalence : =j/a instead of C= pj/a. It is indeed obvious
that the quantitative equivalence of magnets and currents mu t
involve the constant p of the magnetic force-law f=mm'l&*
We have therefore justified the retention of this constant in order
to deal with the case in which it is not made unity

; and we have
thereby been enabled to point out a hitherto unnoticed and
really fatal, defect in the Giorgi system which has been nrema
turely adopted by the IEC.

P

Accordingly we must reject Giorgi's contention :

.Magnetic flux is that quantity the rate of decrease of whichwith respect to time equals the induced e.m.f. Therefore it T.product of a voltage into a time, with dimensions [VTJ Th«unit accordingly is the volt-second. . . The nams th-J^La t •!

by the International Committee is weier
(P 12)
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that ' the resultingweber per square metre, . . . it corresponds to 10*

The situation become
For then we have 7.= _ a Z°^Z,\'

With Gior8i
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Note that 'flu,, is merely th.w 'ft
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™ We •fe'enrune its rate of decrease ? -_N. Campbell,
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gausses of the o.g.s. system.' On the contrary, the Giorgi unit of

induction is 10"3 gauss.

The ' dimension ' which Giorgi assigns to what engineers call

by the peculiar term ' magnetomotive force ' corresponds to our

measure-ratio

[J] = [ff]L = J/[a] = J\

The magnetic intensity (or force) is then denned as ' the m.m.f.

per unit length of path,' i.e. [H] = [F\jL. To a physicist this

seems a roundabout way of getting this measure-ratio. For

Giorgi's transformation we obtain HjH
2
= [H] = 10-8 , so that

(as we already pointed out) H2 = KW. Hence the Giorgi unit

of magnetic intensity is one-hundredth of the practical unit

(oersted).

We therefore conclude that all these recent attempts at repre-

senting the practical system as derivable from elm-mag measures

by a consistent transformation, are a failure. We have not

really • advanced a single step beyond the account given in

Chapter II. The rock on which every transformation, even

Maxwell's, must split is the assignment of different numerical

values (10"1 and 108 ) to the two quantities [H] and [B], which, in

any consistent measure-set, must necessarily be equal. The

pra-oersted and the pra-gauss (or weber) remain hybrid.

We must now deal with a possible answer to our criticism. As

already pointed out, a very objectionable new nomenclature has

been creeping in, to the complete confusion of any logical or

consistent treatment of electromagnetics. Recent writers have

invented a new ' magnetic induction ' b = pB. The quantity pfi

is called ' the absolute permeability ' and (i is called ' the relative

permeability ' or the ratio of p> to jx. It is only in this Pick-

wickian sense that the following statement is true :

In practical measurements we are usually concerned with the

relative permeability, which is the ratio of the permeability of the

material to the permeability of a vacuum.—Vigoureux and Webb,

p. 276.

In other words, we measure [x which is the ratio of pj* to p

!

Once more we meet the untenable identification of p with the

permeability of vacuum. In the same sense presumably 6 = pB

is the ' absolute ' induction and B is the 'relative '
induction.

Since in Giorgian units B 2
= 10*B, the 'absolute' induction is

62 = l<r*B ; and the unit of ' absolute ' induction is 10* gauss.
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Apparently this is what Giorgi meant by his statement quoted
above. So while we measure ' relative ' permeability we measure
' absolute ' induction. The factor (5 must now be hidden away
and we have to rewrite the whole theory. Thus

\BJS =-^
a dt

becomes

a dt J " a dt

a dt

}

where n = piV is the ' absolute ' flux. Similarly the equation

a2 dt

becomes

a2 dt'

where I = (3£ is the ' absolute ' inductance. That is, in order to
accommodate these Giorgian units we have to start an extensive
process of concealing the arbitrarily chosen factor (3 ; it has to be
tucked away by a series of new definitions.

Against this procedure we have given strong arguments which
we snail now briefly recapitulate.

(1) The constant p is not really got rid of, the force-law stillremams/= mm'/pr2. But -

t h asgumed ^ ^^ ^^ ^
infinite homogeneous soft magnetic medium of permeability u
so that the apparent law offeree is/= mm'ft'r, where p' = P|i

.

'

mif , ft!

17
^
VerS6 Pr°P°saIs have been made concerning ihemost useful value to give to this constant. These suggestions

really refer to the arbitrary constant p', and not to p. The latter™ possibly be arbitrary, it is completely determined by themagnetic constitution of the hypothetical medium.
y

beUeves ^tlT*^^ Whether any°ne n<waday* piously

AmSL WS n r Wed With maSnetic douWets «
SStv t«

d Seem rather that the attribution of

5toSh2£ 7tTf ^ due merely t0 care1*® terminology.

a vacuum • ten
" ^ ^ "" *

'

the Pe««^
»-dav^Lw!

°n
t
6 PreVi0US^ that ' * accordance wtthEKX£IZ «rS2hM of the atom

-
this cha^e 0f

fe a as due t0 the superposition ' of the field of
" Vigoureux and Webb, p. 27S.
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' the molecular currents ' on the field ' applied by the magnetising

winding.' That is, magnetism is taken as exclusively due to

molecular currents.

(4) This is confirmed when it is observed that those who

employ the new phraseology have no intention of denying the

existence of permanent magnets.

(5) The equation

B=H + 47tI/p,

together with Poisson's analysis leading thereto, are, in one

form or another, universally admitted. The presence of a soft-

magnetic medium is not provided for by simply multiplying every

term in the equation by p, as is asserted by exponents of Giorgian

units. For, as we have seen in Chapter II, the apparent H' = H
and

B' = |i'H' = |jt/ix.H = B/|x.

So the equation becomes

B' = H7j* + 4kI#V

(6) Prescinding from this difficulty, let us apply the principle

of homogeneity to the equation. We have for the measure-ratios

:

[S] = [fl] = [J/p].

This proves that the correct formulation of the law of equivalence

is = pj/a, as we have given it. For

7[p/a] = [C]=[7]L=[pfl]I.

Hence :

[H] = JI[a]L. -

And this also follows at once from the admitted equation

. : H=27y/or. :

(7) It follows that
'

.. , V = -^la.dNjdt '.'...

is homogeneous (' dimensionally ') and' that the equation

V = — 1/a . dNjdt is correct only when p = 1.

(8) Even if technicians were justified in asking such a heavy

price—the complete confusion of the proofs and exposition ol

electromagnetic theory—in order to patch up their unnecessary

Giorgian units, they fail in the end. For H, to still a hundred

times the practical H', instead of being equal to it.

Moreover, we cannot accept the following resolutions adopted
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by the IEC at Oslo in 1930 as an adequate attempt to adjust the
theory

:

The magnetic flux density B is a vector which represents in
magnitude and direction the state of total polarisation due to
magnetic field. . . . The formula 2?= |i£f represents the modern
concepts of the physical relations for magnetio conditions in vacuo
it being understood that in this expression ^ possesses physical
dimensions. In the case of magnetio substance's the above formula
becomes JB= (iff, in which (i has the same dimensions as u. Tt
follows that the specific or relative permeability of a magnetio
substance is a number equal to (i/(i.—ICP Report, p. 16. °

The vague definition of B is quite useless ; if it means any-
thing, it implies acceptance of Poisson's analysis. The ' modern
concepts ' referred to are in reality quite out of date. We have
we trust, got rid of ' physical dimensions.' The Poisson equationB = (i£T is given; and then it is tacitly assumed, without the
smallest attempt at proof or theoretical reconciliation that in
all experiments we really measure ^ = pfa And all this is

apparently done—empty space is given a permeability of 10"'—
so that Giorgi's transformation may be forced to yield the
practical measures. Is it worth it ?

The inconsistency in the units of magnetic intensity and
magnetic induction, which is apparently desired by the practicalmen has unfortunately led recent German writers to increase the
already widespread confusion of theory. Me writes as follows :

In vacuum B= ^H. It is one of the most important tasks ofphy81cal mea^ement to find accurately the universal constant

L «t i T ,

M01eto mea8urements the so-called c.g.s. unitsHy
wlrfno°t usJT

U86d
-- ^ WOuld be no <****» *» this

4as7which w

l

y
h

crou?ed *fth
?
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necessarvaTcu^JTA *° Pom
.J,

°u* clearly to the hope that the
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- he umts of the °S-B -

permeability of vSm is I tIT " the erS and the

greatest confusioTprevanl '
' ' ¥*"*£"* th« "'mature the

equal to i« ;» ™. *,
e

,
• • • • and u, because it is taken as

^r^pSi^f^r1' but " equipment in the
principles of metrology is insufficient. We have
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already shown that in a vacuum B is necessarily equal to H in

any system of units ; for the very simple physical reason that a

vacuum does not contain any of those Amperian microscopic

currents whose statistical effect is represented by the factor we

call permeability. Hence if a writer finds that B is not equal to

U in vacuum, the reason is merely that he is not using consistent

units on both sides of the equation B = xH. There is nothing

very reprehensible in this, provided we understand what we are

doing. What is really intolerable is to call this factor n, as if

it were the permeability of vacuum, and to dub it a universal

constant of physical importance. First B is measured neither in

gauss (mag system) nor in what should logically be the pra-mag

system, but in the commonly used hybrid unit volt . sec/cm.2 ,

which is really 108 gauss, so that B! = 10
_8B, where B is in gauss.

Next for H (in oersted or gauss) there is substituted a new

quantity H' related to it by the relationH = (4it/10)ff'. Naturally

the identity B = H, where both quantities are measured in the

same units, now becomes

B' = in x 10-»tf'.

First by a mixture of measure-systems the factor 1(T8 is intro-

duced ; next the factor 4n/10 is interpolated just because some

practical engineers like to talk of ampere-turns. Then both

factors, of purely mensurational significance, are multiplied

together ; and we are told that the product is a universal constant

which is is one of the most important tasks of physical measure-

ment to find accurately 1
22

,

Similarly we can deal with the metamorphosis of the equation

D = yM, which is the analogue of B = (iff. According to equa-

tion (2.36), E = 4*r/w. Therefore if, following these writers,

we define a new quantity D' = a, we have D' = (xa/47t)E. in

the elst system a = 1, in the elm system, a = 1/c2 .
Let us now

see how these ingredients are combined to produce a bewildering

medley.

The dielectric constant of vacuum i^qual to the ratio of the

two measures of one and the same electrical field in ««»"*£
D is in one case measured in coulomb/cm.2 and E in another case

as volt/cm.—Mie, p. 438.

» Tomaaohek (p. 659) admits frankly that his * is merely 4-r X ">V^
Pohl and Roos (p. 10) assert that this identity has ' not the smallest physical

geometrical significance *

!
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First we take D' = a' = 10o-/c in coul. per cm.2, where a is m
elst. Next for E in elst we substitute E' = (cl(T*)E in volt/cm.

Then the simple elst equation E = (47t/x)o- becomes

D' = (10-9x/4itc2)£.

When we are dealing with vacuum (x = 1), the factor becomes
8-86 x 10"14

, which is then called the absolute dielectric constant

of the aether ! Thu3 by juggling with the definition of electro-

static induction and by manipulating the units of measurement
we transform a perfectly intelligible and straightforward proposi-
tion into a mysterious relationship supposed to give us 'the
dielectric constant of vacuum ' for which we have already taken
x = 1. It is an instructive example of misplaced ingenuity and
perverted terminology.

The confusion is by no means confined to writers of one
nationality. Witness this quotation :

' Since B is measured in volt-seconds per square metre and H in
ampere-turns per metre, the permeability y. has the dimensions
volt-second per ampere-metre, in other words of henry per metre
... In building up the system of practical electric units, it had been
planned to choose the ohm such as to make the permeability of
vacuum exactly equal to iiz x 10"' henry per metre. ... By inter-
national agreement its adjustment to that value is likely to be
effected by the year 1940.—Vigoureux and Webb, p. 3.

Let us sincerely hope that by the time 1940 comes we shall
have heard the last of these ' dimensions,' and that the absurdity
of talking of the ' permeability of vacuum '—henrys per empty
metre—will be generally recognised.

5. Magnetic Units.

2,(*v°ftl1
!

increasing outcry* against such non-existent

"r " >aSnetic P°le«.' ^ must now supplement the

GfcS H ? J»
Chapter II. We propose to investigate

electric ones.

6

' * "
J that ' maSnetic ™& are derived from

e
2** *he 8™Pfe Proposition that we all admit the

S^lhTSen*^r 'T *M <* §
606

>'
'*

s tne existence of, permanent magnets.' The relevant
Typical articles ar» F w xir l

Concept,' Amur Ph„.;„n, ,
Warburt<m'" 'The Magnetio Pole a Useless
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experiments, dating from Coulomb and Gauss, are described in

every text-book. And every student of practical physics has had

to use such an instrument as a tangent galvanometer. So now

the rather obvious question arises : Where do we get the required

measures for dealing with magnets ? Is it from ' electricity ' ?

Adjusting our notation, we found in (2.2) the 'field' or

intensity due to a magnetic doublet of moment M
,

H = -l/(S.V (MVp).

The formula for a change of units is given by

where m is the ' pole-strength.' And the change-ratio for force is

corresponding to the force-law /= mm' /(Sr
2

. Are we thereby

assuming the ' physical existence ' of poles ? We certainly are

not. But we are as entitled to the interim use of poles in our

mathematical analysis as we are to the employment of waves of

potential or probability.24 It is curious that this squeamishness

about poles is increasing just at the time when, at the instigation

of quantum theorists, physicists are becoming quite reckless

about interim analytic hypotheses. It is even more curious that

at the present time physicists, led by relativists who in other

directions are so sceptical, seem to be insisting more than ever

on the reality of ' fields ' and even on the quasi-substantiality of

' magnetic lines of force.' Einstein himself tells us that

we are constrained to imagine, after the manner of Faraday, that

the magnet calls into being something physically real in the space

around it, that something being what we call a magnetic held.—

! Relativity, 1920, p. 63.

If ' we ' are ' constrained ' to .' imagine ' this, we have no right

to boggle at magnetic poles. For the 'field' at any point of

' space '
is simply the vector H, which is defined by the equation

mH = mechanical force on a pole m at the point. There may

possibly be some alternative definition ; but it would involve

enormous circumlocution and nobody has ever attempted it.

Of course, by the time H reaches a measurable formula, it

\
must be associated with verifiable quantities ;

for instance, Dy

« Moreover, according to (1.24), any vector-field whatever may be regarded

)
aa due to a distribution of Newtonian singlets and doublets.
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means of formula (2.12a) which give3 - (MH) as the potential

_r tw rfnnhlet M in the field H.
of another doublet Mini

fi) Let us see how the subject is dealt with in the recent

textbook of Grimsehl-Tomaschek. The turning-moment on a

doublet if in a field F is obviously FM sin 9 ;
which is evident

from the elementary consideration that we have two forces

T mF acting at a perpendicular distance I sin 6, and M = ml.

This is accepted for an ' electric dipole.' We are then told (p. 121)

that
' experiment has shown that a corresponding relation exists

for bar magnets,' i.e. the couple is HM sin 6—the authors writing

B for H This, of course, is merely an ingenious disguise for

admitting magnetic dipoles. Moreover it is admitted (p. 126)

that MH and MjH are measured by ' magnetometers,' i.e. by

permanent magnets. It is then rather a surprise to read this

declaration (p. 128) :

Historical reasons account for the nature of the attempt to treat

magnetic phenomena quantitatively by means of
.
relationships

analogous to Newton's law of gravitation. ... It was Faraday's

power of unbiased independent thought that first produced the

theory of field action—a theory far more in harmony with the

observed phenomena.

This invocation of Faraday as a tutelary deity is presumably

intended to gloss over the fact that the ordinary Newtonian

formula for force or intensity has been used. A mere change of

nomenclature—' field ' instead of intensity—does not display

independent thought or produce different quantitative laws.

Let us next examine how the authors of this text-book proceed

to electrical phenomena. It is ' decided to define the unit of

current-strength electrolytically '
(p. 193)—which is contrary to

the existing international agreement. That is, the current which,

when flowing uniformly through a silver coulombmeter, deposits

1-118 milligrams of silver per second, is called one ampere

(p. 155). Then in connection with a long solenoid, of u turns

and length I, there is defined a new quantity H' = njjl, where j

is the current measured in amps (p. 177). The authors apply

the name ' magnetic induction ' to what we call H , and what
we refer to as H' they call ' field-strength ' ; the terminology ia

peculiar, though it is becoming common in German text-books ;

but the argument is unaffected by idiosyncrasies in epithets.

The definition of field-strength in ampere-turns per cm. is not
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dependent upon the force exerted upon a unit pole.' Quite

true ; and in so far as it is true, it means that W is a perfectly

useless combination of n, j and I. But experiments on the couple

exerted on a permanent magnet by the solenoid are now de-

scribed. And (p. 178) ' the result of the above experiments—

namely that the force effects -within a solenoid are proportional

to the number of ampere-turns per centimetre—indicates that

in space devoid of matter, to which the quantitative relationships

so far obtained all relate—the magnetic induction is proportional

to the field-strength.' In plain English, the new-fangled H' is

proportional to the old-fashioned H, used previously in the same

book. This was to be expected, for (f being in amps) the

magnetic intensity inside the (long) solenoid is given by

H = 4-KnJllOl = (47t/10)ff\

So after all this unnecessary interlude, we have returned to

H—and to magnetic poles. And we have had to assume a law

connecting currents and magnets, each independently investi-

gated and measured.

We have been obliged to re-translate the results, for the

equation just given is in the text-book expressed in the form

B = (iff, where [i = (4^/10)10^.

After what we have said in the preceding section, the mis-

leading terminology of this equation needs no further criticism.

But it is worth while quoting the following remark :

Before the relationships discussed in the foregoing paragraphs

had been expressed in the clear form which Maxwell gave to Faraday's

intuitive mental pictures, efforts were directed towards the de-

scription of electromagnetic phenomena in terms of laws formulated

on the pattern of Newton's law of gravitation.—Grimsehl and

Tomaschek, p. 190.

On which we may comment as follows : (1) The ' clear form

is anything but evident ! (2) The ' mental pictures ' are a pure

irrelevancy and do not result in the alteration of a single formula.

(3) Newton's pattern has not been superseded, it is merely

overlaid.

(ii) We shall examine another attempt. According to Pohl

and Roos (p. 5), in the international system, unlike all previous
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of units current and potential are ' fundamental magni-
Bystems >

,^ measured electrically, i.e. by comparison

*"?w unit current and unit potential-difference—this is the

v.i characteristic of the international system of measure-

^Acur^en; according to Pohl (p. 12), is measured electro-

WaUv one amp liberating 1-1180 mgm. of silver in one second.

Now this measurement is neither ' fundamental 'nor ' electrical
'

;

it is derived and mechanical ; the current is taken to be pro-

portional to the mass or weight deposited. In thus measuring a

current we do not directly compare it with a unit current
; we

weigh the silver it deposits in a given time {t sec), and we compare

the mass with 1-1180 x < mgm.—which ex hypolhesi is correlated

with a current whose measure is to be unity. That is, current-

measure is j = Cm, where m is the mass of silver in milligrams,

and C is taken to be 1/1-1180. There is nothing revolutionary

about this ; the principle is clear since the time of Faraday. But

whereas he started with the magnetic method of
,

measuring

current and experimentally proved the electrolytic or mechanical

(mass) method, we are now asked to start with the electrolytic—

which is much less sensitive and accurate—and to deduce

experimentally the magnetic measure. But however we proceed,

we require both measures. .-

Once more 'the magnetic field in a long coil' has to be

assumed. Pohl (p. 92) defines it as H' =. Anjjl ; and the

innovation of taking .4 = 1, instead of the usual 4ti/10, is

apparently regarded as having some significance. But why do

we combine these measures in the form nj/l ? How ' long

'

must the coil be ? And how are we to ' define ' the magnetic

field for other forms of circuit as well as for the earth and for

a bar-magnet ? And next we find that after all a permanently

magnetised needle has to be employed. So long as njjl is kept

constant, the coil exerts the same torque on the needle—a result

known since the time of Ampere. But, we are told, the needle

' is not used for measuring fields with, but merely for establishing

the equality of two fields.' In fact ' the angle of torsion ... is

a measure of the turning-moment exerted on the needle by the

field.' But obviously we require more than that, we have to

graduate the magnetometer, to correlate its deflection (8) with

the magnetic field H\ i.e. must assume or verify the formula

:

torque = CMH' sin 8. Having got this far, we realise that we

are assuming for magnets the same mathematical formulae which
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Pohl previously admitted for the ' polarisation of a dielectric

'

(p. 69).

(iii) Curtis's book on Electrical Measurements, published in

1937, has as its sub-title :
' Precise Comparisons of Standards

and Absolute Determinations of the Units.' In other words,

the Principal Physicist at the Bureau of Standards has written a

work on very refined practical metrology. It is unfortunately

inevitable just now that any such book must start from the very

confused theoretical formulations which are prevalent. It begins

thus (p. 5)

:

In the definitions which follow, this fiction of a magnetic pole

is not used ; but instead the electromagnetic force of attraction or

repulsion of two conductors carrying currents is taken as the starting

point.

On p. 6 the ' fundamental law ' ia taken to be formula (4.8),

with (i, inserted (without definition). We have already shown

that, according to the electron theory which the author presumably

accepts, the correct formula is (4.12d = 11.6a) and the fundamental

law is Lienard's force-formula.

'The two basic magnetic concepts,' we are told (p. 16), 'are

magnetic intensity and magnetic induction.' Whereas of course

they are not new or basic ' concepts ' at all. The ' fundamental

law ' forH is, as a particular case, formula (4.3) : H = 27tj/or,where

the author puts K for l/o. And the 'fundamental law '(p. 18)

for B is given in a form equivalent to (4.30) : 7 = - P/a '.dNjdt,

where the author now puts K for p/a. These so-called funda-

mental laws are discharged at us like bullets from a rifle, with no

indication as to their metrological context or theoretical inter-

connection. This habit of the staccato interjection of isolated

postulates may be all right in the symbolic game which very pure

mathematicians call geometry ; but it is an unmitigated nuisance

in the science of physics.

A few pages later (p. 20 f) we read :

The poles of a solenoid are the two points, one at each end, which

appear to be the source of the external field of magnetio induction.

. . . The pole-strength of a long solenoid of cross-section AS, having

n turns of wire per cm. through which a current J in c.g.s. units is

flowing, is equal to nJdS provided the solenoid is in a vacuum. . .
.

If the solenoid is immersed in a medium of permeability n, tnen tne

flux and the pole-strength are n times the value m a vacuum. . .
.
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With some magnetic materials in the solenoid, the flux does not

decrease to zero when the current becomes zero. These materials

are then permanent magnets, and the pole-strength is defined as

the magnetic flux divided by in.

The unit magnetic pole was originally denned as that pole which

would repel an equal pole placed at a distance of I cm. from it with

a force of 1 dyne. This is equivalent to the preceding definition

and gives a better mental picture. However, it is necessary to use

the one given to develop a logical system of units when the magnetic

units are based on the electrical units.

So after all we do come to permanent magnets—and even to

those terrible ' poles.' But, in the alleged interests of an un-

specified 'logic,' we have to approach them in a roundabout

way. - Unfortunately the whole method is exploded by the next

remark (p. 22)

:

The first step in the direction of connecting the electrical units

with the mechanical units was taken by Gauss in 1832. Gauss
devised a method, which is still in extensive use, for measuring
the horizontal intensity of the earth's magnetic field in terms of
length, mass and time.

But Gauss's experiments were made with permanent magnets
and had no reference to electricity. So once again it becomes
clear that practical metrologists must willy-nilly accept in-

dependent magnetic units and measurements. And there is .

no reason, historical or logical, why they should not do so.

(iv) An informal conference was held in Paris in 1932 between
representatives of the International Union of Physics and of the
National Committees of a number of countries. It was agreed 25

that the system of magnetic units may be based on one of the
following

:

•,..
(a) The force between two magnetic poles (Coulomb).
(6) The force between two current-elements (Ampere),
(c) The measurement of magnetic flux.

It is not very clear what is meant by this proposition, for on
p. 11 of the ICP Report we find an appendix on ' alternative
methods on which to base electromagnetic quantities '—no longer
merely magnetic quantities. Under method (a) three equations

nf n.

l°* ^?rt
' P" "' ' There WM no decided majority in favour of any one

of these. -E. Griffith,, .Note™, 130 (1932) 988.
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are given. These we reproduce as in the Report and in our

notation

:

(l)7=ee'/x r2 : f=qq'l«.r*.

(2) f=mm'jy.r* : f=mm'l$rK

(3) / = mi sin QdsjAr2 : H = jja .
j
ydsi-Jr2 .

In other words we substitute a and (3 for x and |i, and we integrate

the last equation over a complete circuit. " The reasons for

so doing have been already argued at length and need not be

repeated.

The next statements cannot be accepted without correction

:

The forces being measured in free space, practically in air, whence

.42/|ix = (velocity)2 . The velocity can be shown to be that of

electromagnetic waves. Also A is constant for all media. Maxwell

puts A=l and alternatively x = 1 (electrostatic system) or n = 1

(electromagnetic system). In Gauss' syBtem A — c, the velocity of

wave-propagation in free space, while n and x are pure numbers

having no dimensions. In a more general case n and x are constants

of unknown dimensions but such that .4a/tix = c2 . . . . The

magnetic flux through any circuit is connected with the e.m.f . E set

up in the circuit by changes in the value of 9 by the equation

q> = — Edt [i.e. 7 = — tlN/dC]: . . . We have generally that in

free space £ = (iff and in a medium in which the permeability is

|i, B l
= vi

H. Thus £J:B9= (is /[i=fi the specific permeability.—

I'CP Report, p. 11 f.

According to the arguments developed in this book, the correct

statements are as follows :

(1) Tor the c.g.s. systems in usage, a2
/a|3 = 1/c2 , where c is the

ratio of elst to elm measure of charge. Theory—the electron

theory in either Lienard's or Ritz's formulation—confirmed by

experiment, shows that c is the (numerical) velocity of light.

(2) In the elst system a = 1, in the elm system a = 1/c2 .

(3) In the mag system p = 1, in the max system p = 1/c2. The

latter system does not appear to be ever used.

(4) The only two combinations we need consider are :

* P °

elst-mag .... 1 1 c

elm-mag . . . . l/ca 1 1
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(5) The constants a and p are not only pure numbers but have

arbitrary measure-ratios (' dimensions '). However we cannot

also change a arbitrarily, for [a2/a[3] = UjT2
. In point of fact

—except in discussing Giorgi's proposal—we never do want to

take these measure-ratios or to deal with L and T (and even

Giorgi takes T = 1).

(6) The general formula for the e.m.f. of induction is

V = -Pla.dN/dt.

(7) The ' magnetic induction ' in free space is B = H, and
notB = pH.

The second method (6) professes to deduce the electric and
magnetic units from Ampere's relation, which is given in the
Report (p. 12) in a form equivalent to

dF = jVdsU, where H=$ [
Vds'rjr*.

But according to (4.1) and (4.5a), this should be in general

dF = pj/o . FdsH, where H -ffa .

f
Vds'rjr2

,

where p and a are constants to be fixed by our units, and H is

merely an auxiliary vector defined by the integral over the closed
linear circuit which, in the experiments, is a metallic wire.

Restoring these factors and changing the notation, we can now
deal with the next step in the argument.

From the point of view developed here, it is possible to describe
all magnetic phenomena as due to the action of atomio currents,
without the introduction of any other notion than that of magnetic
induction. At any given point of a magnetic body a distinction is
drawn between the induction due to distant currents, which varies
gradually from point to point, and the induction produced by local

«?7™V V- l ?
a

.

re thus led t0 coni>i<fer the mean total induction

ZZ£i '"7? ^e
,
Bum of the mean induction due to all the local

'

currents, and the induction due to the distant currents.-ICP

That is,

B = H + 4ttI/P. •

,M^oT"
d V

f
Ct0r b Voportional to the mean of the vector

f2,11 * .

S
,

Mea °f the oircuit fa which the Iocal current

ioWmL'of ^ ^ ta a°COrdanCe -th ^' Iia the

dM = pj/a .dS.
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The reluctance to say simply that each micro-circuit acts as a

magnetic doublet, following on the initial resolve not to say that

a macro-circuit is found to be equivalent to a magnetic shell, is

rather hard to understand. For we are next told that we must
assume ' the constant \i introduced by the formula of the older

theory /= mm'/ura, which expresses Coulomb's law.' The

constants assumed ' are connected by a relation which follows

when the expressions for the force between two magnets in the

classical and the new notation are equated
' ; anticipating this,

we have used the constants (3 and a from the start. But if we
have to assume or introduce ' the force between two magnets '

and the couple on ' a magnet of magnetic moment M,' what

becomes of the claim to deduce all magnetic and electric measures

and units from ' the force between two elements of current

'

alone % Obviously, the claim has evaporated, and H from being

an auxiliary integral has become the magnetic intensity of the

' classical ' or ' older ' theory.

Method (cj, ' based on magnetic flux,' is defended and explained

as follows :
*

The object of this system is to provide a method of deriving a

system of units that shall be free from theoretical abstractions like

the unit pole, and that shall be capable of verification by the ordinary

student in an ordinary laboratory. ... Electrical quantity is

regarded as fundamental and its unit is based on electrolytic effects

(the coulomb). ... The e.m.f. unit is derived from the heating

effect of a current (the volt). ... The unit of flux density [magnetic

induction] is that flux which when removed from a turn embracing

one sq. cm. sets up unit electromagnetic momentum (the volt

second). The unit of field-intensity is one current-turn per cm. . . .

The whole of the above can be experimentally demonstrated in the

laboratory, and no appeal is made to permanent magnets or magnetic

poles. The former are regarded as special solenoids, and the latter

as places where in a magnetic circuit the character of the medium

changeB.—ICP Report, pp. 13-16.

It is true that magnetic pole (or rather magnetio doublet) is in

one sense a ' theoretical abstraction.' But this is even more true

of ' magnetic flux,' and especially of ' electromagnetic momentum.'

Apparently the idea is to drop all the quantitative concatenation

of the various phenomena, and to set students making isolated

experiments on electrolysis, heating of wires, induction, etc. If

so, it would clearly be a very retrograde step, entirely opposed
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to the present international attitude towards the elm-mag

system. The idea that magnetic experiments—which are also

capable of verification by the ordinary student in the ordinary

laboratory—are included, is surely a delusion. What is the

unfortunate student to think when he is told that the earth's

magnetic field—measured, say, with a magnetometer—13 so many
current-turns per centimetre ? There seems to be no objection

made to regarding a magnet as a special solenoid (which it is not) •

but for some reason it would be against this ' method ' to regard

a solenoid as a magnet, though this latter proposition is far more
accurate and intelligible.

It is indeed difficult to see what exactly is the object of these last

two methods. If their purpose is to secure a complete system of
units without mentioning or considering magnets, they are ob-
viously a failure. As practical devices, they may be ruled out •

no one would dream of following them. It is only in theory that
we can eliminate magnets. We find from Ampere's experiments
that we can imitate a magnet by an electric circuit. So we adopt
the theory that all magnets are ultimately due to the presence
of microscopic electric currents. Let us put it quantitatively :

p/2a.E?7sv = M= [ut.

The first term represents theory, derived by analogy from experi-
ments on ordinary metallic circuits.28 An excellent theory ; but
we cannot measure the individual items {q, s, v). The second
term (magnetic moment per meso-volume) may be regarded as
directly measurable. The third term represents the process we
have called

'
mathematical continuisation ' ; its object is simply to

help our analytical reasoning. On the one side of our measure-
ment we have a statistical physical theory, on the other side an
analytical process which is often confounded with theory. But
to get either we must-as in the famous recipe for hare-soup-
start with our magnet. And to deal quantitatively with magnetic
phenomena we must adopt magnetic units. The question of
units m entirely practical, it has no repercussions on theory. The
plain tact is that magnetic measurements are prior to and inde-
pendent of electromagnetic observations. We cannot possibly

mJt'ife:it
o

cL:rt^urth<>r -^ mem* that th8 e,Mtron it8°"»m casM db treated as a magnotio doublet.
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pretend that, in macroscopic laboratory measurements, we have

got beyond the use of permanent magnets or that we can actually

observe the Amperian whirls which we theoretically postulate.

6. Homometric Systems.

We require an adjective which is more general than ' similar

'

but includes it as a particular case. We propose to use the word
' homometric' Homometric systems are those in which ratios

such as L, M. , T are not necessarily the same constants throughout,

i.e. for all corresponding parts, but have several values assigned

to them. For example, instead of making the mass-ratios of all

the corresponding pairs of particles equal to M, we might take

the ratio for one pair to be M lt that for another pairM2 . (i) As

an illustration consider the two following systems : (1) a planet

m x
moving in its orbit round the sun m', (2) a planet m 2 moving

round the sun m'. The two systems are not dynamically similar

;

M = mjm^ and M' = m'jm' = 1 are not equal. Yet it is quite

easy to deduce Kepler's third law from logometric considerations

based on our second interpretation of measure-ratios. From the

law of attraction /= fnvm'jr1 we have at once

MLIT» = F = [y]MM'l& = Mil?,

since [f]
= AT = 1. Hence L3 = T\ or a3 varies as J

2
.

(ii) Again, consider the following problem 27
: To formulate

the dependence of the period (t) of a pendulum on its length (l),

its distance (r) from the centre of the earth, and m the mass

of the earth. The motion of the pendulum is given by

<Pxldi*+{gll)x = 0, so that G = £/212
. But g itself varies

according to the law g = ymlr\_BO that = M/iP. Hence

T = Rtf/M*, or t varies as r\/l\m. It will be observed that

we have taken two different length-ratios : L for pendulum-

dimensions and B for the distances from the earth's centre.

(iii) It is often useful to take X as the length-ratio in one

direction and Y as the length-ratio in a perpendicular direction.

For example, let us find how the flow over a rectangular notch

(in which the correction for end contraction is negligible) varies

" ' Dimensional analysis cannot attack this problem at all.'—Mrs. T.

Ehrenfest-Afanassjewa, PM 1 (1926) 271. It all depends on what one means

by ' dimensional analysis ' ! It we had taken R and L to be equal we should

have found * = m"M/(r/!).
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with the head {h) and the breadth (6). Calling vertical distances

y and horizontal distances x, we have 1 = G= Y/T* = y2 ,y
And since q = xyv, Q = XYV = XT3 '2

. Hence q varies as bh^,

'

(iv) As an important practical application consider the following

so-called ' law of similitude
' 28

:

If we multiply all the linear dimensions of a vessel by a number
L, the periods of the oscillations are multiplied by LK . . , H for
a shallow basin we.multiply the horizontal dimensions byX and the
vertical dimensions by Y, the periods of the oscillations are multi-
plied by X/7*. In this new form the theorem of similitude is

successfully applicable to the experimental study of seiches with
reduced models.

It is often important to study, by means of a reduced model
the action of the tidal ebb and flow of river water in an estuary
on the formation of shoals. Owing to the great difference between
the horizontal distances and the vertical heights involved in an
estuary, it is practically impossible to make a dynamically similar
model. If we did so, however, the law would be quite simple.
Let L be the scale-ratio and let T be the ratio of corresponding
durations (e.g. the time interval between successive high tides).

Then, since g is the same for both systems,

1 = G= £/T2
.

Therefore T = I1
, which 13 the required formula. Suppose now

that we use a much larger Bcale-ratio (Y) for vertical heights than
that (X) for horizontal distances. The systems are now homo-
metric, but not similar. We can obtain in various ways the
required modification in the formula. The following is about the
simplest." At the surface g = eft- ; the surface being flat the
radius of curvature r is given very approximately by xl = 2ry.
Hence we have

That is, T = X/YK -
,,

" K-VeTgae.Onde, liquid*, do gravM, 1928, p. 63 f. The formula T= XI Ti«
.

abo given in E. Fichot, Le, marie,, 1923, p. 102 ; it has been applied to models

^908) 52 £. Gibson (Proc. /„,. Meeh. JSng., 1924, p. 61) gives the formula

^LrT!, U7t * U '""""T *« dynamical similarity.' The wholepom « that the systems are homometrio but ml similar.

in* th„ ! 77 '

," { "
th° velocity-P°tential, • =, tf and gy - If/St. Neglect-mg to vertical velocity, we have X/T = V - F/X ; also QT = F,T. Whence

xZ T/sL. rS " Gib8°n
'
U8Ual MaIe8 lor modeIs 0* tWal estuaries are-1= 1/8000, V~ 1/200.—Nature, 133 (1934) 969.
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(v) In the same way we can deal with the ' specific speed ' (a) of

a turbine, i.e. the speed (in revs, per min.) at which a turbine

would operate if reduced geometrically to such a size that it would

develop one horse-power—per jet or runner if there are several

—

under unit working head.80 A turbine and its model are homo-
metric but not dynamically similar. Let H = hjh' be the ratio

of the heads, A = a/a' the ratio of the wheel radii, B = 6/6' the

ratio of the jet radii. If v is the peripheral speed for maximum
efficiency and u the jet-speed, then vju is constant for a given

type of machine. We have the following equations :

(a) m2 = 2gh, hence U*=H.
(6) 27ton./60 = v = const, u, where n is in r.p.m. ; hence NA = U.

(c) Horse-power per jet = constant x area x u3 , or p cc bhi3
;

hence P = B*U*.

It follows that

NPiH-,
- = BIA = l,

if the turbine and model are geometrically similar (A = B = L).

By definition n' = s when p' = h' = 1. Therefore '...,.

s = np*h~''. • '

As an example take a Pelton wheel (hydraulic efficiency 0-85).

u = 0-46m

550 p = 0-85 WTzbWfig.

If bja = 1/12, s is found to be 4-6. (For modern mixed flow

turbines s > 100.) Tor example, what is the speed of a single-

jet Pelton wheel for an output of 2500 b.h.p. under a head of

900 feet? The answer is

»i = 4-6p-W
= 455 r.p.m.

(vi) One more example will be given in order to illustrate the

point that a homometric transformation is most useful when we

know the differential equation involved in the problem. Suppose

we want to find the greatest height ofa uniform cylindrical vertical

pole, consistent with stability, i.e. if carried to a greater height

80 Ses for example Gibson, Hydraulics, 1925s
, p. 521 : Lea, Hydraulics, 1905',

p. 534. Usually the Motion is relatively greater and the design ol the setting

less acourate in the model.
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it will curve under its own weight if ever so slightly displaced—

in fact, lite a cat's tail or a wheat-straw. It is easy to prove 8i

the following equation

:

Ely, = - wAxyv

where E is Young's modulus, I = Ak1
is the second-moment of

the cross-section about the neutral axis, w is the weight per unit

length, x is the vertical depth of the section, y is the (horizontal)

deflection and the suffixes denote differentiation with respect tor.

Consider a homometric system (X = Z, Y). The equation gives

us at once

[Ek*\YjX*=[w\XYIX,
or

Xs = [#*«/»]

Now obviously the heights at which instability sets in are corre-

sponding heights in the two systems. Hence the required answer
is

k = C(Ek*jw)K

If we solved the differential equation directly, we should find the
' operational ' constant to be

C=[9x (l-88)2/4]»= 1-996.

But this would require a knowledge of Bessel's functions. Our
use of the simple, almost automatic, homometric transformation
may accordingly be described in this case as a neat dodge for
avoiding difficult mathematics.

(o) Let us now apply these elementary principles to some elec-
trical problems. First consider the high-vacuum current law, the
variation of thermionic current-density with potential.82
Let u = fv be the thermionic current-density, V the potential-

difference between the hot and cold electrodes, which are plane-
parallel at a distance a, -q and m the charge and mass of an

Th.'

Co
.

ne 'der
„

the equilibrium of the portion between the heighta h - * and h.
Ike wnght wAx a balanced by the component F „ul « of the shear F. We have

.ohrtinn !!«
t,n

" ~ y»" Whenco the eq^tion follows. The direct

• afl/Z S ?rnhm'
P,0C

-
Camb

-
Pha

- ** * (1881) 67.

^ ; £^2

^Lt,7929
a
p

p^om80n
'

'• 373 ! K - *mMwh c<m-
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electron. Denote by x distances perpendicular to the electrodes

and by y distances parallel to them. Then we have :

(1) J)B[f]- Q/XY2
, so that U = DX/T = QjY*T.

(2) d'V/dx* = 4:cp, so that [V]jX^ = QjXY\ or [V] = QXjYK
(3) ^mv* = ?F, neglecting the initial electronic velocities, so

tha.t MXs/Ti = Q[V].

Hence
Ui =[V3]QIMX i

or

u = C(qlm) i Vi
la

2
, (15.9)

where C is shown aliunde to be ^/2jQit.

Similar considerations apply to the cylindrical field between an

inner kathode (radius 6) and an outer anode (radius a). The

expression for u must then be multiplied by the symmetric

function <f{ajb). It can be proved that

<p! = p - 2p2
/5 + Up3

/120 + • • •>

where p is ln(a/6). .

Referring to equation (15.9), J. J. and G. P. Thomson make the

following remark (ii. 426*) :

This is obtained on the supposition that there is no ionisation

between the electrodes, and so does not apply to the cathode fall

of potential. The result ua?= const, x F* is however not limited

to the conditions postulated in the space-charge equation ; it holds

for example when there is uniform ionisation. It follows from

the method of dimensions that V* is of the same dimensions as

uatHm/q)*, so that the ratio must be of no dimensions ; and though

we can find other combinations such as }'/«'»' which are of no

dimensions, the simplest assumption is that the ratio is a numerical

constant.

The reference to other non-dimensional combinations is in-

correct. It is due to the misuse of 'dimensions,' i.e. confusion

of the two meanings of measure-ratio. The present problem

has nothing to do with changes of units.

(6) We can also consider a stationary electric current in an

ionised gas.33 Let us use the following notation :

%, m, = numbers of positive and negative ions per unit

volume at the position x.

»
Cf. H. Seemann, AP 38 (1912) 781 ; J. J. and G. P. Thomson, i. 193.

Mache (i. 43) and Knaffl (p. 45) talk of applying ' ReynoWa treatment o?

sinularity.' But the oase has nothing to do with similarity.
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q = number of positive or negative ions produced in unit time
per unit volume at this point by the ionising agent.

E = electric intensity at this point.

»j, t>2
= the velocities of the positive and negative ions under

unit electric intensity.

e = charge on an ion.

Then

(1) div E = dEjdx = ine(n
x
— n

t).

Also, neglecting any motion of the ions except that caused by
the electric field, the current through unit area of the gas is

given by

(2) u = (v^ + VniiJeE.

In the steady state, n1 and nt are constant, i.e. losses are balanced
by gains. The number of collisions in unit volume being pro-
portional to n^j, we assume that the number of positive or
negative ions recombining per unit volume is an^. (Over a
wide range it is found that the specific mobilities (»„ v

2) are
inversely proportional to the pressure, and a is directly pro-
portional to the pressure.) Owing to the motion of the ions
under the electric force, positive ions are being lost at the rate
d\dx.(n^E) and negative ones at the rate — d/dx.(n2v2E).We neglect diffusion which, except for very weak fields, is
relatively insignificant. Since q is the rate of gain owing to
ionisation, we have

(3) 1-**ini=>dldx.(n1v1
E) = -dldx.(n svtE).

We thus have three equations connected with the ionic current
in the gas. If we keep the kind of gas, the pressure and the
temperature unaltered, then a, e, vv v2 remain constant. Let us
see now the other quantities vary. We have

(2) U = N[E] = N[V]/L.

Whence * "" "mfL " *&}&.

penS^
th

!,
ele

f
r0d6 " b0unded ^ a ^te surface per-iocular to the streamlines (e.g. similar spherical condensers),

the total current is j-J^ or j =w_ guppoge ^ stream.

lmes are in parallel planes (e.g. a very long cylindrical condenser),
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then the current per unit length is j = Vuda or J= LU. Suppose

the streamlines are parallel (e.g. practically in a plate-condenser),

then the current per unit surface is j = u. The following results

have been approximately verified. (1) The same condenser

(£=1) with different voltages, J = [VZ] or jjj, = 7i/Fj.

(2) The same ionising intensity (Q = 1) with different plate

condensers, J = L or jjj^ =• IJl^.

(c) Townsend has enunciated the following ' general theorem

relating to the sparking potentials '

:

If V he the potential difference required to produce a discharge

through a gas at pressure p between two conductors A and B, the

same potential difference will produce a discharge through a gas at

a lower pressure p' = pjL between two conductors A' and B' of the

same shape and in the same relative position, but with all the linear

dimensions increased in size so that the distance between points on

A' and B' exceeds the distance between the corresponding points

on A and B in the ratio Lj\.~J. S. Townsend, Electricity in Gases,

1915, p. 365*. (We have altered the notation.) Cf. Townsend,

Electrician, 71 (1913) 348.

The Thomsons (ii. 531) call this a ' general similarity relation

'

applying to all cases of discharge depending on ionisation by

collision, whatever be the shape of the electrodes. The systems

are, in our phrase, homometrio ; though geometrically similar,

they are not dynamically or physically similar. The transforma-

tion is as follows

:

(1) >=!/£ •

(2) [F] = 1, and hence [E] = \\L.

When conductivity is produced by X-rays or by ultra-violet

light, the number (n) of ions produced by collisions by an ion

per cm. of its path—or briefly the number of collisions per cm.

—

depends on the velocity with which the ion collides with a

molecule, i.e. on E\, where X is the free path ; it is also directly

proportional to the pressure.81 So we can take

' ' -
'• VJ n = pf(Ejp).

According to Townsend (p. 294) this function approximates to

oex'p(-6j)/£). For the two ' systems envisaged [n] = l/£ or

[nl\ = 1, i.e. the number of ions produced between corresponding

" The velocity is v = (2?#/m)l. At low pressures the velooity depends on the

potential difference (# = EA) and at high pressures on the field ; in either case

[«]=>!. The density of the gas oc 1/A ; hence at the same temperatureP= l/£.
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points is the same. Hence if the conditions are such that a spark

is on the point of passing in one case, it will be so in the other.

The relation still holds even if part of the ionisation is due to

impact of the ions on the electrodes, for the energy with which

they strike depends only on E/p.

Since the velocity of an ion is v = (ZqV/m)*, and q, V, m are

the same for both systems, [v] = 1. Also 4rcp = — V2 F, hence

[p] = 1/L*. Hence the ratio of current-intensities is

and the total currents are the same (.7=1). In accordance

with this, it has been found 35 that the abnormal cathode fall is

given by the formula

V = au'/p + 6,

where a and b are constants depending on the gas ; and the
thickness of the dark space is

d = Alp + B/ui
.

(d) Assume 3e that for the positive column in low-pressure

discharge where X is the mean free path and r is the radius
of the tube. Then for another tube related by Townsend's
transformation

E/L=f{L\Lr), , [

so that

f(L\Lr) = L-1
f(X,r)

for all values of L. That is,

/(X, r) = X-tyX/r).
Giintherschulze found

£=CX-1
(X/r)»,

where for N
t and H2 , a = 1/3 ; and o = 1 for Ne.

In discharges" such as the are or later stages of the spark,
thermal ionisation is important. The heat (h) generated in

» Aston, PBS 79 (1907) 80 ; Aston and Watson, PBS 86 (1911) 168.

n
A. GOntherschulze, ZfP 41 (1927) 718. Cf. R. Holm, ibid. 76 (1932) 171.

o- -, .". ~ G
- P- ^omson. ii. 698. G. Heller has an article on ' Dynamical

S8?W7
n "" °,'

th9 MerCU'7m«h Pre8aure Charge • in Physic, 6 (1935),

mavtr
W
°1r

toke t0° l0Dg to 00ns!d»"- ^e article here. His conclusions

homo^^:^ioriment u invaUd - he does not °orreotiy appiy hu
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corresponding volumes is proportional to j or uP, hence [h] = 1.

Not so for the heat lost ; for the loss by conduction oc (area x temp,

gradient) oc I, for the same temperature distribution ; conductivity

does not depend appreciably on temperature. Hence if one

system is in thermal equilibrium, the other cannot be so unless

it has a different temperature-distribution.

We have now shown that the simple and elementary idea of

measure-ratios, in its two-fold interpretation, not only gets rid

of all these dimensional pseudo-problems which have for bo long

been a bugbear to students and an obsession for technologists,

but that it also is a very useful expedient in many practical

problems which occur in physics as well as in civil and electrical

engineering.

7. What is Electricity ?

In order to deal with this inevitable question, let us revert to

a notation introduced in the last chapter. There we used words

with capital letters,' such as Length and Time, to designate or

refer to magnitudes whose ratios constitute our basic measures.

Let ua now extend this usage and call Electricity the entity

—

almost certainly consisting of discrete things called electrons

—

whose presence causes electrical phenomena. In other words,

Electricity refers to the objective context of our equations, these

latter containing only electricity (without a capital letter) or

charge, i.e. the number q.:.; !'
.

; Let us begin with Coulomb's law /= jj'/ar2, which defines

charge as a 'physical quantity ' or measure in terms of prior

measures (/ and r) and an arbitrary number (a). Coulomb was

undoubtedly helped by the analogy of Newton's law of gravita-

tion. The force between two small charged conducting spheres

was measured on the torsion balance. A was then withdrawn

and brought into contact with a third sphere C of the same

dimensions but uncharged. By symmetry it was concluded

that A and G must on contact have received equal charges. On

replacing A on the torsion balance, it was found that the force

was halved. It will be observed that in this explanation we are

using the word 'charge' in an ontological sense, to denote

something which alters its spatial distribution between two

spherical surfaces. Whereas in the end we use the word to denote

the number q, an arbitrary number (owing to the presence of the
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factor a). It would be pedantic to object to this flexibility of

language, but it must not be allowed to obliterate an important

distinction of meaning.

The distinction may seem elementary ; but, owing to the

prevalent misinterpretation of the symbols of physics, it is often

overlooked. Maxwell in the following passage, for instance, is

surely guilty of confusion.

While admitting electricity, as we have now done, to the rank of
a physical quantity, we must not too hastily assume that it is or is

not a substance ; or that it is or is not a form of energy ; or that it

belongs to any known category of physical quantities. . . . The
quantities ' electricity ' and ' potential ' when multiplied together
produce the quantity ' energy.' It is impossible therefore that
electricity and energy should be quantities of the same category. .

In most theories on the subject, electricity is treated as a substance.
.... The use of the word ' fluid ' has been apt to deceive the
vulgar, including many men of science who are not natural philoso-
phers. . . . For my own part, I look for additional light on the
nature of electricity from a study of what takes place in the space
intervening between the electrified bodies.—Maxwell, i. 38-43.

The number q which occurs in our formulae is, like other
measures, called a physical quantity. It is none the less a pure
number, a 'derived quantity.' It is difficult to conceive what
more could be known about this number beyond its exact
metrical definition. It is defined differently from the number
known as potential ; and when we change our units, these two
measures alter in different ratios. We cannot seriously hold
that? is a ' substance '

; nor can we with Pohl (p. 32) speak of
the ' measurement of electric substance.' There is an element
of truth therefore in Eddington's assertion that •

in the scientific world the conception of substance is wholly lacking,
and that which most nearly replaces it—viz. electrio charge—is not
exalted above the other entities of physics.—The Nature of the
Physical World, 1928, p. 274.

But only in this sense that physics is exclusively concerned
with numbers or ratios, these are its ' entities.' Electric charge,
the measure

q, does not 'replace * the concept of substance, it
has not the remotest connection with it.
There is, in fact, no new concept whatever involved in the

ZTZb^™ " '
Charge/ Bridgman '

8 COntenti0n » Un"
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The measurements involved in these operations are measurements

of ordinary mechanical forces. . . . This of course is all very trite
;

the important thing for us is merely that magnitude of charge or

quantity of electricity is an independent physical concept and that

unique operations exist for determining it. . . . The operations by
which the inverso square law and the concept of the field are estab-

lished presuppose that the charge is given as an independent con-

cept, since the operations involve a knowledge of charges.

—

Bridgman, i. 132 f.

Unless Prof. Bridgman is using language in some special

sense of his own, he seems to refute himself in the first sentence

of this passage. For if the measurements involved are those of

ordinary mechanics, how can q—defined and ascertained by

Buch measurements—involve any specific new meaning, category

or concept 1 The operation of measuring q does not presuppose

q ; it presupposes ordinary phenomena—mechanical forces, etc.

and nothing else. Electrical science is ultimately based on

the addition of q to the symbols of mechanics ; and q is a number

defined in terms of mechanical measures.

This simple view disposes of Sir Arthur Eddington's curious

theory of ' the cycle of physics, where we run round and round

like a kitten chasing its tail and never reach the world-stuff

at all.'
'

Electric force is defined as something which causes motion of an

electric charge ; an electric charge is something which exerts

electric force. So that an electric charge is something that exerts

something that produces motion of something that exerts something
'

that produces ... ad infinitum.—Nature of the Physical World,

1928, p. 264.

What exactly is he trying to ' define ' ? If it is the measure q,

he should inspect Coulomb's formula which involves no circu-

larity. These quantitative formulations are the only definitions

used in physics. Beyond these, of course, there are the opera-

tional instructions, the pragmatic laboratory guidance providing

the appropriate context for each of these measure-numbers.

Electric force is the measure /, independently ascertainable,

which occurs in Coulomb's law and its extension by Lienard or

Ritz ; electric charge is the q or q" occurring in that formula.

Of course there is something, which moves and causes motion,

which produces and exerts, etc. This is the language of the

laboratory, of ordinary experience. Whether we thus ' reach the

world-stuff,' is a problem which may be left to the philosophers ;
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the lab-man is too busy, or ought to be, with his job. The
essential point is that in practical physics we are engaged in

the -workaday operational world, and in theoretical physics we
are working with numbers. No manipulation of the number

g or of the measure-ratio Q can throw any light on .

' world-

stuff ' or on ' the nature of electricity.'

Physics as a science has nothing to do with electricity as a
' substance,' it has just as little to do with it as a ' quality.'

The quality in virtue of which a body exerts the peculiar force
described is called electricity, and its quantity is measured (ceteris

paribus) by measuring force.—Maxwell-Jenlrin, p. 66.

The charge of the electron—as well as its mass in the ordinary
meaning of classical mechanics—is not matter but a quality
(Eigenschafl). But since this quality is invariant as well as additive
(in combinations of several electrons) there ensues the possibility
of treating this quality as representing the corresponding things
Frenkel, i. 246.

Such contentions are due to the current misinterpretations of
the scope and symbols of physics.

This answer does not in the least deny that there are problems
of metaphysics and epistemology ; it is merely contended that
physics can throw no light on them. Still less, of course, is

it suggested that there is nothing beyond measure-numbers or
pointer-readings. We have in fact already argued against this
paradox. We speak of electricity being located, of charges
moving, and so on ; and we are perfectly justified in so speaking.
We are thus describing phenomena not only occurring in the
laboratory but accessible to ordinary experience.- Moreover,
there is every reason to believe that Electricity, in this simple
ontological sense of practical life, is discrete, that it exists as
electrons—using the word to include positive and negative
particles. But the electron cannot be said to be its charge—or
even to have a charge—if we are using the word ' charge ' in the
strict sense of the measure or ratio we 'call q. There is here an
unavoidable flexibility oflanguage which is liable to misinterpreta-

'

tion. Prof. Millikan tries to clear up the confusion.

e2«Z
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merely a3 convenient contractions for the fully descriptive particle

designations :
' free negative electron ' and ' free positive electron.'

The term electron then retains its historical, derivative and logical

meaning as the name of the elementary unit of charge ; and the

present ambiguity no longer remains.—Millikan, iii. 332.

To most people this will seem merely to increase the confusion.

Is it not sufficient to use electron in the ontological sense and

electron-charge in the metrical sense ?

We can now see what are the two possible answers to the

question, What is electricity ? And to show that there is no

novelty in our view we shall quote two other replies :

Some readers may expect me at this Btage to tell them what
electricity ' really is.' The fact is that I have already said what it

is. It is not a thing, like St. Paul's Cathedral ; it is a way in which'

things behave. ' When we have told how things behave when they

are electrified and under what circumstances they are electrified,

we have told all there is to tell. . . . When I say that an electron

has a certain amount of negative electricity, I mean merely that it

behaves in a certain way. Electricity is not like red paint, a

substance which can be put on to the electron and taken off again

;

it is merely a convenient name for certain physical laws.—B.

Russell, ABC of Atoms, 19242, p. 31 f.

We may, at this stage of our inquiry, try to deal (however in-

. adequately) with the oft-propounded and inevitable question : What

is electricity ? . . . The special properties of the atomic fragments

give rise to phenomena which we find it convenient to call ' electric
'

' phenomena. ... We can if we like . . . caE the atomic fragments

themselves particles of positive or negative electricity as the case

may be ; or we may speak of them as particles charged with positive

or negative electricity—that is little more than a matter of taste.

We know nothing of their ultimate constitution ; and our ignorance

in this respect is never likely to be dissipated—and I am afraid I

can say no more in answer to the question, What is electricity?—

L. Southerns, Electricity and the Structure of Matter, 1925, p. 122.

The first answer is therefore : Electricity means something

whose presence is manifested .in such and such phenomena

;

this something appears to consist of discrete entities which are

localisable and movable.38 Whether entities which act thus are

substantial, is a question for a philosopher. As physicists and

practical men, we are interested more in behaviour than in nature,

what Electricity does rather than what it is.

" '
Classical tor any other !] electrodynamics can give no answer to such

questions as : what is electricity, why does electricity come m discrete units,

or why does it repel itself t '—Bridgman, iv. 61.
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Out second answer is that electricity is the measure or number
g. There does not appear to be any third answer possible.

We must therefore reject such attempts as the following :

What is the particular mode of motion which constitutes electricity,

this becomes the question. That it is some kind of molecular
vibration, different from the molecular vibrations which luminous
bodies give off, is I presume taken for granted by all who bring to
the consideration of the matter a knowledge of recent discoveries
Herbert Spencer, Essays, 3 (1874) 91.

Electricity or electrification of a body is only a designation for the
modification which the surface-layers experience because stresses
of the surrounding medium terminate there.—Ebert, p. 365.
According to the ideas we have developed, the mechanical actions

on the parts of the material system, resulting from the established
\ electromagnetic field, are to be regarded merely as the terminal

aspects of a state of stress in the medium (the aether) between the
bodies.—Livens, ii. 251.

References to molecular vibrations and to aether-strains no
longer satisfy us either as practical men or as physical theorists.

On the other hand, the rejection of this view may be based on
fallacious grounds, as appears to be the case in the following
quotations : -

The modern answer to the question ' What is electricity ? '
is

that it is ' a fundamental entity of nature.'—Ramsey, p. 11.
Not everyone grasps as yet that electricity is one of the fundamental

substances of the world. All matter is electrical ; or to put it a
little more vividly but not a whit too strongly, all matter is electricity.
—Karl Darrow, The Renaissance of Physics, 1937, p. 19.

Electricity is one of the fundamental conceptions of physics ; it
is absurd to expect to be told that it is a kind of liquid or a known
kind of force, when we explain the properties of liquids in terms of
electricity and electric force is perhaps the fundamental conception
of modem physics. ... In short, the correct question is, What
does electricity? not, What is electricity? The former has a
definite meaning and can be answered; the latter is not a fair
question in that the questioner does not really formulate his inquiry
in such a way as to convey what he wants to know. If he means

«n^ti?
0U 8Xpre
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something more fundamental ?
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There is here a grave confusion between the ontological level

of experience and philosophy and the mensurational level of

physics. If by Electricity we mean the objective agency or

thing which causes and enters into certain happenings, then it

was never true that we could define it ; we can only designate it,

point it out, appeal to experience. And obviously we cannot

explain everything else in terms of it, unless by explanation we

mean explaining away. But if, as we should when discussing

scientific physics, mean by electricity merely charge, i.e. the

number q, then it is clearly untrue to say that q is something

behind which we do not go in physics. For q is defined in terms

of measure-numbers whoso priority is assumed. If there are

electricians who are so familiar with other quantities based on q

that they forget the logical priority of other measure-numbers,

their delusion is merely a fault of perspective and a fallacy of

habit. There is no objection whatever to explaining the proper-

ties of liquids in terms of electricity, just as we have reduced

x and (j. to statistical characters of aggregates of electrons. But

surely it is quite impossible for electric intensity to be ' the

fundamental conception of modern physics.' As we have

already explained, E is purely an auxiliary mathematical

quantity, and its very definition assumes the prior determina-

tion of force and charge. Einstein tells us 39 that theoretical

physicists ' gradually accustomed themselves to admitting

electric and magnetic force as fundamental concepts side by side

with those of mechanics, without requiring a mechanical inter-

pretation for them,' so that ' the purely mechanical view ofnature

was gradually abandoned.' But this recent tendency in specula-

tion relies for its success on a covert appeal against the defective

philosophy known as mechanicism. As a statement of the logical

position of physics in its proper sphere, it is without foundation,

as our previous exposition of the electron theory has shown.

If the physical theorist kept more in touch with the instrument-

maker and the laboratory-worker, he would not be so prone to

exalt derived quantities into 'fundamental concepts.' An in-

creasing amount of mysticism (in the pejorative sense) has of

late years been invading physical theory. The space devoted

to this chapter, which is practically an excursus on elementary

mensuration, has not been employed in vain if it convinces the

reader that the symbols of physics are measure-numbers which

>• The Meaning of Relativity, 1922, p. 8.
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must be discovered in the laboratory by dealing with the Length
and Time of common sense ; which, so far from contradicting

everyday experience, actually presuppose it as the necessary

context which alone gives significance to our algebra. We
shall then be in a position to take a much-needed attitude of
criticism towards those rather sweeping assertions in which
contemporary physicists are apt to indulge.

Matter is just electricity and nothing else. . . . We only know of
electricity in the form of electrons and protons, so that it is meaning-
less to speak of these indivisible particles as if they consisted of two
parts : electricity and matter.—H. A. Wilson, The Mysteries of the
Atom, 1934.

Kaufmann's experiments show that the real constant mass of the
electron is negligible compared with the apparent mass ; it can be
considered as zero, so that if it is mass which constitutes matter we
can almost say that matter no longer exists. . . . One might say :

There are merely holes in the aether.—Poincare, Revue scientifiaue
7 Aug. 1909, p. 174. " "

In the present state of science one may admit the existence of
pure electric charges, positive and negative, independent of any
material support.—Jouguet, p. 3.

Matter, the substratum of mechanical phenomena, b explained
by starting from electricity.—L. Rougier, Philosophy and the New
Physics, p. 58.

It h a necessary consequence that matter has no existence of its
own, it represents rather only a special appearance-form of aether-
states. Tms statement is the quintessence of both theories of
relativity.—G. Mie, p. 421.
In the modern system of physics electricity no longer stands'

alongside of matter, it has taken the place of matter. ... The
conception of matter lost its original meaning as a result of the
electron theory.—Haas, The New Physics, 1923, pp. 71, 123

Kecent physical speculation . . . dispenses entirely with aetherand matter as mdependent entities, and regards energy as the one
fundamental quantity with which physical science deals—Livens,

In so far as a term such as electricity has a reference beyond
being a generalised algebraic number, it assumes the ordinary
world as known in the laboratory; and one of the obvious
mgredients of such a world is what we know as Matter. It is
simply ludicrous to tell us that these numbers which we have

™ZT ? c
d ?aHe ™ t0^^ entirely with the essential

constments of the real world which alone confers on these
number. a 61gmficance beyon(J^ rf^^ ^^.^ ^ unot true, as we are complacently informed, that
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the physicist has been striving for years to attach a clear meaning

to the term matter, and undoubtedly we have reason to believe that

the concept means much more to us to-day than to the physicists of

fifty years ago.—Lindsay-Margenau, Foundations of Physics, 1936,

p.2.

The practical physicist takes Matter in the laboratory, just as he

eats his dinner, exactly as ordinary mortals do. The theoretical

physicist is dealing altogether with numbers such as mass,

charge, etc. About the structural characteristics within the

world of experience, we certainly know a great deal more than

unaided sensation could tell us. But phyBics has not contributed

one iota towards modifying or clarifying our ideas of Matter

and Electricity. Physicists are only bluffing when they pretend

otherwise.

8. Epilogue.

Apart from the mathematical conundrums found in more

advanced text-books and the technical and practical examples

found in others, we have now traversed the domain of classical

electromagnetics, with the deliberate omission of thermo-electric

and allied phenomena. Certain difficulties have been encountered

and no attempt has been made to gloss over them While the

primary aim of this book has been to give a logical and synthetic

presentation of electromagnetic theory, it has also been found

necessary to revise accepted views of its history. But this

revision, which will evoke opposition from those who profess to

be—but are not really—followers of Maxwell, is quite subordinate

to the main object of a logical exposition.40 A brief summary

of the principal conclusions will now be given.

(1) It is impossible to consider electromagnetics apart from

certain wider issues raised by physical science. We must make

up our minds concerning the origin, validity and meaning of the

symbols of physics. This fundamental question does not usually

arise at the beginning of the development of a science, but rather

••The exaggerated cult of Maxwell has been amply illustrated in the fore-

going pages. Here is another typical outburst: ' His electromagnetic theory oi

light seemed to his followers not only an interesting scientific advance but, in

the quality of its originality, something of a superhuman revelation. Maxwell

is the first man whose work takes us outside the Newtonian scheme. —I. VV. a.

Sullivan, Contemporary Mind, 1934, p. 73 f.
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in its later stages. An interesting parallel may be cited from
science of economics :

'he

We all talk about the same things, but we are not yet agreedwWit s we are talking about It is fundamentally important?'extinguish between the actual practice of economists andSLwhich lt implies, and their occasional ex post facto apologia
®

The propositions of economics ... are deductions Wf s'ir^fassumptions reflecting very elementary facts of general £rL-
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-Prof. Lionel Robbins, Essay on the Nature and wL? lence-

Economic Science, 1937", pp. 1, 85, m. Significance of
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is not based on a nouinenal or ghostly ' scientific world
' ; it

is founded on the argumentum ad lab. So far as electromagnetics

is directly or indirectly concerned, all these imposed irrelevant

elements—relativity, four-fold world, dimensions, coincidences,

pointer-readings, operations, imaginary observers and clocks,

local time—have been rebutted and rejected in the foregoing

pages. The philosophical neutrality and the pragmatic character

ofphysics has been upheld. This conclusion is, of course, opposed

to all the recent attempts to foist a particular brand of philosophy

into scientific physics : the Berkeleyianism of Sir James Jeans,

the symbolism with a background of mental activity upheld by

Sir Arthur Eddington, Einstein's subjeotivist theory of Space

and Duration, Prof. Dingle's solipsism, 42 the logical positivism

of the Vienna School.

(2) The exposition of electromagnetic theory must nowadays

be adjusted to the view that the entities concerned in the

phenomena are discontinuous, that the laws involved are statistical

results due to the interaction of a great number of these ' electrical

molecules.' This adjustment has not yet been effected in the

text-books. Laws of force between metallic circuits, induction,

Poynting's theorem, etc., are usually catapulted one by one at

the student, with little or no interconnection and without reference

to the electron theory. The proofs are often eked out with

metaphors concerning alleged stresses, ' fields,' and the like. The

appropriate theoretical substructure for these various phenomena

is a law of force between moving charges. And this law must

involve the element of propagation in time. Into this scheme

there must also be fitted radiation from charge-complexes.

It must be realised that this idea, which is the basis of the

treatment in this book, is quite opposed to the point of view still

advocated, e.g. by Einstein :
-

This' progress has to be paid for by increasing the complexity

of the forces of interaction which had to be assumed as existing

between electrical masses in motion. The escape from this un-

satisfactory situation by the electric field theory of Faraday and

" 'Relativity ia in fact completely Bolipsistio.'—H. Dingle, Philosophy 11

(1936) 67. This is against Milne {Relativity, Gravitation and World-Structure,

1935, p. 16) : ' Relativity and Bolipsism are incompatibles.' On the view main-

tained in the present book, both statements verge on the absurd. It is as if one

said, ' a second-order correction to our laboratory-measures is inconsistent with

the existence of Canada,' or ' Voigt's algebraio formula implies the objective

existence of mutton-chops.'
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Maxwell represents probably the most profound transformaf
which has been experienced by the foundations of physics sh
Newton's time. . . . The existence of the field manifests its if
indeed only when electrically charged bodies are introduced into >
The differential equations of Maxwell connect the spatial H
temporal differential coefficients of the electric and magnetic fieH
The electric masses are nothing more than places of non-disapnea'
ing divergency of the electric field. . . . What appears certain L
me, however, [as against Lorentz], is that, in the foundations nf
any consistent field theory, there shall not be in addition to the
concept of field any concept concerning particles The who!
theory must be based solely on partial differential equations anH
their singularity-free solutions. ... The field, as determined bv
differential equations, takes the place of the force.—Einstein
J. Franklin Inst., 221 (1936), 363-5, 367.

Einstein,

The present volume is really a reply to this rather dictatorial
pronouncement that the Faraday-Maxwell theory is an '

escape

'

from the ' unsatisfactory
' view of Gauss-Weber. We claim tohave shown that—apart from radiation—this idea of 'field '

is
nothing but an otiose metaphor, and that the partial differential
equafaons must be replaced by a force-law by whose aid we can
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lies in optica, where Lorentz showed inveterate but unjustified

prejudice against Stokes's solution of the aberration problem. 44

(4) There is, however, an alternative formula, that of Ritz

(1908), based on the work of Gauss (1835) and Weber (1846).

Barring a brief but stupid objection (concerning double stars)

sometimes mentioned in text-books of optics, Ritz's formula

has been completely boycotted. This is rather unexpected in

these piping days of ' relativity,' for the formula involves only

the relative velocity of the two interacting charges. But pre-

sumably relativity can be carried too far ! Nevertheless we have

taken Ritz's formula seriously and we have tested it against

experimental results. And, surprisingly, we have found that it

stands the test better than that of Lienard. In other words, the

formula has found the right of domicile in the science of electro-

magnetics. The orthodox of to-day obviously think otherwise
;

the onus probandi has now been placed upon them. It will be

interesting to see whether the conspiracy of silence can be over-

come—it would mean the suppression of such a lot of beautiful

mathematics, not to speak of brand-new philosophy !

(5) In physics the mathematicians rule the roast to-day ; no

pedestrian physicist or mere laboratory man dares to stand up

to them. Seizing upon an elementary and innocuous trans-

formation given by Voigt in 1887, they have, under the leader-

ship of Einstein (1905), erected a weird structure labelled 'rela-

tivity.' It involves the introduction of dates into physical laws,

the proceeding being skilfully concealed by the invention of

imaginary ' clocks.' Apriorism, which we thought defunct in

science, is ushered back again : laboratory results are tri-

umphantly deduced from a mathematical transformation of the

alleged measurements of a non-existent observer. 43

" We are not here dealing with astronomical phenomena. But of course the

schesis for the fixed stars must be different from that which applies to a terrestrial

laboratory. Lorentz's objection to Stokes's theory is not based on electro-

magnetics or optics, but on hydrodynamics ! That is, it is founded on the

superseded idea of an elastic aether. So, with Planck, Lorentz is 'inclined to

prefer the unchangeable and immovable ether of Fresnel '
(viii. 173). He does

not even mention the possibility of a balliatio theory.

" A colleague has objected that I should not blame a theory for the irrelevant

or foolish statements of its exponents. As Eddington himself would say :
A

doctrine is not to be judged by the follies that have been committed m its name.

-Nature 139 (1937) 1000. But expositions of relativity are .rremediably per-

meated with imaginary observers. Also I have not quoted the most absurd of
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The real popularity of the new ideas began when Minkowski
(1908) adopted the analytical dodge metaphorically called the
use of four dimensions. The mathematicians got their chance
and the semi-educated developed their natural gullibility. So
to-day everyone with a reputation at stake or with an ambition
to be up to date has to be a relativist.

Nevertheless, greatly daring, we have examined and rejected

these claims so far as electromagnetics is concerned. Our pro-
cedure has been purely scientific ; we have employed no philo-

sophical or popular arguments against Einstein's theory. First
taking Voigt's formula merely as an analytical manipulation of a
kind known elsewhere in physics and geometry, we showed that
practically all the results dubbed ' relativist ' are algebraic
identities, quite independent of the peculiar interpretation which
relativists seek to impose subsequently upon what is the common
patrimony of all physicists. In other words, the nerve of the
reasoning is a succession of analytical commonplaces ; it does
not at all depend on the picturesque but cloudy discourse with
which contemporary writers accompany it. Certain apparent
first-order results were proved to be derived from simple New-
tonian kinematics (subrelativity). The alleged and unverified
second-order Doppler efiect was shown to depend on a manipula-
tion of dates. Lorentz's mass-velocity formula was admitted
to have the sophisticated mathematical property of being
' covariant

' ;
and if anyone thinks that it is thereby proved,

he cannot be gainsaid even by an experimentalist. Such is the
case against 'relativity' in electromagnetics—apart altogether
from the arguments in favour of Kitz's formula. It is to be
hoped that this purely scientific challenge will be either answered
or accepted. But in present-day physics there is much more
authoritarian orthodoxy than those inside like to admit or those
outside suspect.

H.i
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by Prof. Dingle. a8 He certainly did not mince his words in

condemning the apriorism of contemporary physics. He speaks of
' the wholesale publication of spineless rhetoric, the irrationality

ofwhich is obscured by a smoke-screen of mathematical symbols.'

To one leading physicist he attributes a ' combination of paralysis

of the reason with intoxication of the fancy ' ; concerning another,

Dingle asserts that ' he does not want to know about the external

world, definitions are all that matter.' And he makes the follow-

ing plea for a return to commonsense (p. 1012)

;

The criterion for distinguishing sense from nonsense has to a

large extent been lost ; our minds are ready to tolerate any state-

ment, no matter how ridiculous it obviously is, if only it comes
from a man of repute and is accompanied by an array of symbols

in Clarendon type. If this state of mind exists among the ilite of

science, what will be the state of mind of a public taught to measure

the value of an idea in terms of its incomprehensibility and to

scorn the old science because it could be understood ?

Such language is extremely refreshing and is in obvious agree-

ment with the attitude adopted in the present work. But Prof.

Dingle's invective refers chiefly to what he calls ' cosmolatry,' i.e.

the misuse of general relativity with which we hope to deal in a

subsequent volume. Nor does he attempt the far more difficult

task of a much-needed internal criticism of physics, the first in-

stalment of which is now before the reader. Indeed, as the author

of a book entitled Relativity for All (19223
), he would presumably

not go so far as we have done in condemnation of apriorism and

algebraieism. 4'

(7) Another expression of reaction against popularised philo-

sophised physics is to be found in a book which appeared while

" H. Dingle, 'Modem Aristotelianism.'—Nature 139 (1937) 784-6; 'Deduc-

tive and Inductive Methods in Science, A Reply,' ibid., p. 1011 f. The dis-

cussion is on pp. 997-1010, 1025 f. The pejorative term 'Aristotelianism '
is

historically absurd ;
' Hegelianisra ' would be much more appropriate. I hope

in a subsequent volume to discuss the new physics of Prof. E. A. Milne. Mean-

while it is good to hear Prof. Dingle asking (p. 1012) :
' Since when has the Royal

Society been dedicated to the study of definitions ?
'

' " In his subsequently published Through Science to Philosophy (1937), Prof.

Dingle says (p. 337) that the logical positivists ' are not describing physics but

making o priori postulates of their own.' But he himselfhas his own philosophical

axe to grind. And on p. 243 he seriously speaks of ' special relativity eliminating

time and general relativity mass.' In Nature 141 (1938) 307, he maintains that

'the most essential fact is that modern physics has something vital to say to

philosophy,' whereas we think that it has nothing to say.
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the proofs of the present work were being corrected
: Philosophy

and the Physicists (1937), by Miss L. Susan Stebbing, Professor

of Philosophy in the University of London. The author utters

many severe criticisms ofEddington and Jeans, thus corroborating

several of the arguments expressed in the foregoing pages.**

But Prof. Stebbing remains an outsider, respectfully unwilling to

query any of the arcana of physics such as relativity or space-

time. 4* However1—with the possible exception of the relevance

of ' indeterminacy ' to free-will, a subject we have deferred for

subsequent treatment—she seems eventually to reach the position

that the new physics is philosophically neutral in the sense that

metaphysical arguments remain exactly what they were before

Einstein, Bohr or Heisenberg were born.60 If an expressive

slang term be pardoned, we may say that the long overdue

process of ' debunking ' the claims of contemporary physicists—

not physics—seems to have begun.

(8) That this critical reaction must be carried much farther,

it is one of the objects of the present book to show. We shall

illustrate this need by citing some passages from The Evolution of

Physics, by Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld, which has just

been published by the Cambridge University Press (1938). The

limitation imposed on our subject-matter prevents us from

examining here the views which the authors express on optics,

general relativity and quantum theory. But two-thirds of the

book traverses (without a single equation) ground which has been

explored in the present volume ; and there is an extraordinary

discrepancy between the two presentations. It is worth while

to select a few topics in order to emphasise this contrast.

*' For instance : the nonsensical denial of solidity (pp. 83, 272) ; Eddington's
two tables (55), his symbolic world (65, 127), the elephant and pointer-readings

(92), entropy and time's arrow (261).

" ' The luminiferous aether, if I understand the situation aright, has had its

day andmay now be considered aa mere lumber '
(p. 85). ' The theory ofrelativity

has shown conclusively that there are no gravitational " forces " in the world
in the sense in which there are electric sparks '

(p. 283).
• She denies that ' recent developments in physics have any tendency to

show that materialism is false or are capable of being used to provide any argu-
ments in favour of idealism ' (p. 278). Miss Stebbing, however, exemplifies the
current delusion that, while physics is impregnably barricaded with mathematical
*»ndbags, theology is a pleasant no-man's-land. She thinks any amateur can
saunter up to St. Augustine to discuss predestination (p. 231), blissfully ignorant
of the enormous specialist literature on the subject.
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(a) Rowland showed that a rotating charge deflects a magnet
as Oersted showed for an ordinary current.

Not only does the force faU to he on the line connecting charge
and magnet, but the intensity of the force depends on the velocity
of the charge. The whole mechanical point of view was based
on the belief that all phenomena can be explained in terms of forces
depending only on the distance and not on the velocity. .

These experimental facts contradicted the philosophical view that
all forces must act on the line connecting [the simultaneous positions
of] the particles and can depend only upon [the simultaneous!
distance.—pp. 93, 132.

There is a delightfully naive flavour about this view which is

asserted to be not only mechanical but philosophical ! It was
already denied by Gauss in 1845 and by Weber in 1848. It is,

as we have shown, implicitly denied by anyone who, like Einstein
himself, accepts the ordinary electron theory and therefore the
Lienard force-formula . Moreover, the general theory of relativity

itself gives a similar formula (11.28) for gravitational force !
51

(6)
' Science,' we are told (p. 125), ' did not succeed in carrying

out the mechanical programme convincingly ; and to-day no
physicist believes in the possibility of its fulfilment.' This

sounds rather alarming until we find that

a mechanical construction means, as we know, that the substance
is built up of particles with forces acting along lines connecting
them and depending only on the distance.—p. 123.

By a ' line connecting them ' the authors mean the join of

their simultaneous positions, i.e. they assert that ' mechanics

'

always and necessarily implies instantaneous transmission. It

is so comforting to be able to foist an untenable thesis on one's

opponent ! But, we may ask, are elastic waves and sound out-

side the domain of ' mechanics '
?

(c) Having already dealt in extenso with the convenient

metaphor of the ' lines ' or the ' field ' of a vector, we can content

ourselves with a brief quotation

:

The lines of force—or in other words, the field—enable us to

determine the forces acting on a magnetic pole at any point in

" Besides, as we have shown (p. 555), Rowland's experiment gives only the

time-average of the statistical force. And the force is not between the ' charge

and magnet,' but between the moving charge and the moving charges constituting

the magnet.
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space. ... We sandwich the concept of the field between that
of the current and that of the magnetic pole in order to represent
the acting forces in a simple way.—p. 135.

Excellent pedagogy, especially when one is writing for people

who have no notion whatever of (i) elementary vector analysis

and (ii) the fact that there is an electronic theory of magnetism'

But the following two propositions are much more doubtful-

and we have already argued against them.

A field may be regarded as something always associated [rather
a vague term !] with a current. It is there even in the absence
of a magnetic pole to test its existence.—p. 139.

As long as a charge is at rest [in the laboratory ?] there is only
an electrostatic field. But a magnetic field appears as soon as
the charge begins to move.—p. 141 f.

(d) The problem of the schesis is shelved in the usual manner
by rejecting something which nobody holds and by quibbling
about ' space '

:

Our only way out seems to be to take for granted the fact that
space has the physical property of transmitting electromagnetic
waves, and not to bother too much about the meaning of this
statement. We may still use the word ether, but only to express
some physical property of space. This word ether has changed
its meaning many times in the development of science. At the
moment it no longer stands for a medium built up of particles.—
p. 159.

(c) On p. 165 we find a statement of corelativily

:

Physical experiments performed in a uniformly moving train or
snip will give exactly the same results as on the earth. ... This
result can be expressed by the so-called Galilean relativity principle :

it the laws of mechanics are valid in one C.S. [= co-ordinate system],

tothe first

^

fa any °ther °'S "
movine uniformly relative

This principle—enunciated by Newton rather than Galileo-
presupposes that the systems are complete. It does not apply,
tor instance, if the medium in the case of elastic propagation-
or the schesis in the case of electromagnetic transmission-is not
convected.
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that each system carries its own « observer.' And the reference
to 'event' raises questions about date and position. The
transition is not quite as innocent as it appears !

The conclusion is given on p. 171

Although the co-ordinates and velocity change when passing from
one C.S. to another, the force and change of velocity, and therefore
the laws of mechanics, are invariant with respect to the tranaforma.
tion laws.

That is, the acceleration of a point is unchanged by the trans-
formation (9.60). But a force such as ku? becomes k{u - vf
And such ' laws of mechanics ' as the equation of a sound-wave
Z(ar - X)2 = c(t - Tf or equation (1.32b) are decidedly changed.
Hence we reject the conclusion of Einstein-Infeld.

"

(g) The authors next invent an imaginary inferrelative
experiment (p. 172 f)

:

We are sitting in a closed room so isolated from the external
world that no air can enter or escape. ... Let us now imagine
that our room moves uniformly through space. A man outside
sees, through the glass walls of the moving room (or train if you
prefer), everything which is going on inside.

That is, the sound-medium M is convected with the system K',
so that the wave-equation is (9.62). For the case of sound the
authors admit the equation (9.62a) referred to K. But not for

electromagnetics or light ; when c = 3.1010 cm./sec, the equation

(9.63) holds, i.e. Voigt's transformation then applies to inter-

relative systems—provided, presumably, there are two observers.

'There is not the slightest doubt,' we are assured (p. 177), 'as

to the clarity of this verdict, although it is obtained through
rather indirect experiments in view of the great technical difficul-

ties.' Well, the dogmatic certitude of this assertion leaves nothing
to be desired ! The present writer must humbly confess that he
has for many years been searching for such experiments, direct

or indirect, and has been unable to find them. So naturally we
turn hopefully to the next sentences :

We shall not go into detailed description of the many experiments
from which this important conclusion can be drawn. We can,

however, use some very simple arguments which, though they do
not prove that the velocity of light is independent of the motion
of the Bource, nevertheless make this fact convincing and under-

standable.—p. 177 f.
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The authors then tell us (i) that in the case of double stars the

speed of light cannot 'depend on the velocity of the emitting

body,' (ii) that the ether cannot be carried round by ' a wheel
rotating very quickly.'

Now was there ever such a flagrant ignoratio elenchi ? We are
told a pretty story of a relativist gaoler outside a moving glass

house imprisoning a physicist ; and we are vehemently assured
that their observations are connected by a bit of algebra (given
by Voigt in 1887) which involves a manipulation of dates and
positions hitherto unknown in science." Then in justification we
are given two ' very simple arguments ' which suggest but ' do
not prove '—not the point at issue at all, but the altogether
different fact (if it be a fact) that electromagnetic transmission
is medium-like ! We hope elsewhere to query the validity of this
argument against Ritz. At the moment we merely point out
that, by accepting Lienard against Ritz, one does not thereby
prove Einstein.

(h) We now come to the MM' experiment

:

In the famous Michelson-Morley experiment the result was a
verdict of ' death ' to the theory of a calm ether-sea through which
all matter moves. ... The situation grows more and more serious
Two assumptions have been tried. The first, that moving bodies'
cany ether along ; the fact that the velocity of light does not depend
on the motion of the source contradicts this assumption. The
second that there exists one distinguished C.S. and that movine
bodies do not carry the ether but travel through an ever calm"
ether-sea.—p. 183.

,

We are in cordial agreement with the first sentence : the MM'
experiment disproves the hypothesis of a stationary aether.
Lorentz being eliminated, we have a choice between Stokes and
Kitz

:
either the aether is earth-convected or there is no aether

at all. And we have already shown that, as far as all laboratory
experiments are concerned, Einstein opts for Stokes. But in
the foregoing passage we find Messrs. Einstein and Infeld wring-
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the assertion ' that moving bodies carry ether along.' That is,

a glasshouse moving across the earth, or a piece of dielectric

moving through the laboratory, convects the schesis. No one

—

not even Hertz—maintained this hypothesis ; and it has no
connection whatever either with double stars or with the MM' or

any electromagnetic experiment. We therefore reject the false

dilemma : Aut Einstein aid nullus !

In view of our previous lengthy discussion it is unnecessary to

pursue our criticisms further. We therefore forgo any comments
on what is said concerning moving rods and clocks, the mass-
velocity law, the alleged identification of mass and energy, space-

time, and so on. Our arguments are now before our readers ;

and they must decide whether they are valid as against what

—

if we may judge from the Einstein-Infeld book—is regarded as

contemporary orthodoxy in physics.62

M A brief reference may be made to some subsequently issued articles : (l}On
p. 330 we stated that the formula p = pjfl had not been verified experimentally

;

independently of this, we rejected Einstein's date argument. H. E. Ives

—

Nature

141 (1938) 651—claims to have observed this very minute effect in canal rays.

And, very curiously, he regards this alleged ' transverse Doppler effeot ' as

' decisive in favour of the Larmor-Lorentz theory ' (whatever that is) against

'an entrained ether.' (2) 'A oritical analysis of the classical experiments on

the relativistio variation of eleetron mass ' has been published by C. T. Zahn
and A. H. Spees in PR S3 (1938) 611-621. They hold that there has as yet been

no satisfactory discrimination ' between the Abraham and the Lorentz electrons.'

(3) Milne's a priori reconstruction of physics has now brought him to 'the

equations of electromagnetism '—PES 165A (1938) 313-357. We propose to

investigate his arguments elsewhere ; but our arguments against moving observers

and dates are relevant. We cannot admit his new law of force, nor do we think

he has solved the difficulty which we mentioned on p. 498 above.
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